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EDITORIAL.

Mr. C. R. Reddy.—The news that Mr. Reddy had resigned the

Inspector-Generalship of Education (in order, it was said, to enter

political life In Madras) came as a great surprise to many of us, for the

application of the educational reforms worked out by him and modified

by Government had scarcely begun. That application is at once a

complicated and a delicate business, and one wishes that it had been

possible for Mr. Reddy, with his unique grip both of policy and of detail,

to stay for the difficult first years of the scheme’s operation. He has,

however, given memorable service to the State, which has emphatically

expressed its gratitude. It is by the educational reforms that the

public will remember him, but Mr. Reddy was for many years a pro-

fessor, and for a short time principal, of the Maharaja’s College, and, of

course, retained his connection with the University after he became

Inspector-General. Everyone knows the feelings with which his students

regarded him : he was absolutely at one with them. One thing he did

for them was to teach them how^ to debate. He himself has always

been an eminent debater, from the days when he was a prominent oflGicer

of the Union in Cambridge, and he is now embarking upon a career in

which this power, and his other powers, will for the first time have full

scope. Everybody in Mysore recognises tho certainty of his eminence

in political life. In Mysore l.e has been subject to the most violent

party criticism, because the work upon which he has been engaged is

work upon which parties differ acutely. In reality, however, Mr. Reddy

is bigger than party, and we believe it will be found that in politics

1
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Us abflity, force, aad tact will draw to him 8 follbwing Bofe hf

We wish him all sbcccss and happiness in the service
*

of the country*

The Rangoon Univebsity The report of the Calcutta University

Commission dealt the death-blow to the federal university system in

Mia and Burma. We shall never see another federal university estab-

awaiting the opportunity to divide

into smaller universities on the unitary plan. But the old method is

vigorous in its death-throes. There are al\)eays people to mamtain that

the old is well and the new is ruin to the country. In the copies of the

Burma Gazette which present the original bill for the new Rangoon

University, and various speeches upon that bill in the Burma Council*

a very interesting conflict is recorded. The unitary schema was accepted

and the bill was passed, but not before some members had stoutly

opposed it—with arguments v.’hich do not lack inteiost. One argument

was like this “ Oxford and Cambridge are excellent in thw western

place
;
but your Oxford and Cambridge system will not iltdt Ctir eastern

conditions.” The misronception is as common as it is curious. No

one could imitate nnywhere, or would seekjp imitate, Oxford and

Cambridge. They are totally inseparable fro^| their tradition. And

with their many colleges (albeit in one city), each one in many

respects repeating the others, they bear no resemblance whatever to the

unitary type of university proposed for India and Burma. In the latter

complete absence of duplication is intended, and the universities that

come nearest to being models are the uni-coregiate, modern provincial

universities of Britain—This argument, then, exemplifies ignorance of

fact and aim. Equally interestiug is an example of logic. We abbreviate

the argument. ‘ We can understand the necessity of a unitary univer-

sity for Bengal, since Bengal is very large—so large that the federal sys-

tem cannot be worked satisfactorily there. Burma is much smaller,’^

There is something very notable about the suggestion that a large area
requires a unitary, a small area a federal, university. Other argum^ts
were the expensiveuess, to the student, of a residential uni-
versity (so that the poor will be bereft of university ediuoation
and the rich of salutary association with the poor), the sepamtion
of students from the moral and r. ligious teachings of their parents,
the probable sufferings, t)f the Rangoon University from congeatioh
and from the need for looking after young studeBta—aad so an.
As one reads one sees that it is just one great, reluctant pnqndioe.
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Xu tiiia pi»jtidice it is assented tbut Ibe mi
.
itiial»»cratie who aloiiOt ^ will be able to eatei^ a |e#deiiti4

university ia Bangoon, are ‘‘proverbially ease-loving andi Mia;*'

and, farther, tbeit training there will be unprofitable, for “with the

help, comfort and convenience they will get from inside the nniyersi^

walls, whan they come out they will not know how to struggle patiently

and ohe^fully in this rough world. ** Which amounts to the contention

that the life of a student, and particularly a rich one, ^1sihould deliberately

be tttiifiened with duly adapted hardships.

A few details of the scheme may be referred to. The Dniversity

Council, “ the supreme goreming body of the University in administra*

tive matters,” differs very much from ours both in size and in composi-

tion Its number is not fixed precisely, but it may have as many as

forty-eight members. Of these, twenty are elected by various bodies.

The Senate elects eight from among its own members (four of the

elected must be professors), registered graduates four from among them-

selves, non-official members of the Legislative Council three fi*om among

themselves; and one member each is elected by the Rangoon Bar

Library Association, the Burma Medical Council, the Burma Chamber

of Coi^erce, the Rangoon Municipal Committee, and the Rangoon

Trades Association. There is a strong religious element : both the

Bishop of |Ungoon and the Roman Catholic Bishop of Rangoon are

sa? officio mei<j|^S, and five other religious bodies engaged in educational

work are repr^ented. It is a remarkably strong and representative

Council, but somewhat unwieldy for executive work, and a special Exe-

cutive Committee is therefore formed. This consists of the Vice-

Chancellor, the Director of Public Instruction, the head of each

constituent college, and six members elected by the members of the

University Council from among themselves. The Senate (if we estimate

rightly the number of professors in the University, all of whean, with

not fewer than ten lecturers in constituent colleges, are m<^uibers of the

Senate) is considerably smaller than the Council, but there is no

tendency to assign to the Council functions which usually belong to a

Senate. The Senate itself has a small Standing Committee.

There ai:e for the present to be two coOstituent colleges, University

CoUege^ aiM Judson College. Both are situated in Rangoon, and their

ultimate amalgamation is contemplated. The unitary idea is rigidly

enforced. Other colleges may be recognised as constituent colleges in

regard to courses other than those in Arts, Science, and Law, but only

if they arc in, or dose to, Rangoon, except that a college providing

conr$fce in Mining, Agriculture* or forestry inay be thus recognised if

it is mtuated anywhere in Burma.
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ColiiBfes of Study are of particular interest to us, aud t^iose were

detailed in a schedule which fotmed part of the Bill as originally brought

forward, but it was decided not to make such details a part of the BIB.

Probably, however, the courses of study now adopted ^ffer little, If at

all, from those then detailed, and we may refer to one or two pointii.

The Calcutta University Commission recommendation as to the institu*

tion of “ intermediate colleges *’ and the postponement of entering the

University is not followed. Another, and, we think, a better system of

securing fitness for a graduation course is adopted. The Intermediate

course and the B.A. course consist of two years each, and a student who

has shown a certain proficiency in the School Final (or in the European

High School) examination may be admitted direct to the Intermediate

course. Other students, however, have to take a preliminary year’s

course in a constituent college. Thus from the beginning they are in the

Univarsity, and enjoy its advantages The Schedule proposes an

interesting step, often discussed, in many places—that of making

English Literature optional, in a sense, in both Intermediate and

B.A. courses. In the former, composition is to form at least

half the course in English, while a certain number of texts~aU

“simple” except a play of Shakespeare—are to be studied. There

ii a provision that instead of a vernacular language additional English

texts may be studied. Thus an option is given as to the number of

English books to be studied. But in the B.A. course, while English

composition is compulsory, English Literature is entirely optional.

(Naturally, the optional course in English is somewhat more advanced

than the compulsory courses usual in other universities, for only

students with special fitness will choose this course.) It is possible

for a student so to choose his B.A. subjects as to avoid all language

or literature study except English composition. Evidently the principle

has been accepted that some students have little to gain from literary

study, and that the needs, as regards English, of a certain proportion

of students are met by a training in the practical uses of the language.

The idea is emphasised by the arrangement that those students who
have to take a preliminary year study during that year no English

texts at all, but only composition and the us© of English In speech.

We dislike the whole idea, and hold to the conviction . that no
student—at any rate, no student worthy of admission to an
Arts course of any description—lacks fitness to obtain considerable

benefit from literary study
; that, in fact, this study gives to all

students the greatest benefit among those which belong to an Arts
course. And perhaps the 8tud«mt who has no special fitness for lilerary



tnm>%uh m
itmdy most iiA6d9 this benefit. That ha he^ the power to a<30ept it ii

• a fact that ia constantly disputed but is zecognised by all who have ^d
the opportunity of expounding great literature to an average elaes of

students. To some students, of course, linguistic and other batri^e

prove very formidable, but they can always be enabled to get at the

literary greatness of the work they are studying, and they will be veiy

much the poorer if deprived *of this opportunity. The literature

Studied need not be Baglish literature, though that has peculiar claims.

But a course without a compulsory literature-element is, as an Arts

course, an inferior thing.

It is noteworthy that of the three historical ** optionals in the

B.A. course—Indian History, European History (with special refercn(5e

to England), and Ancient History (that of Greece and Rome)—only one

may be taken. Similarly, while courses in chemistry, physics, zoology,

botany, and geology are provided, no combination of these is allowed.

There is, however, a B.Sc. degree for those who wish to specialise in

science.

While degrees in Arts, Science, Law, and Medicine are provided

for, both Teaching and Commerce have to be content with diplomas.

Finally there is to be an oral as well as a written examination for every

degree in Arts and Science—an admirable provision, though one that

will no doubt be very expensive and difficult to work.

The Dacca Curriculum—The provisionally approved scheme of

studies for Dacca University has been issued, and the first session of the

University's work has begun. Here we have Calcutta Commission

undiluted, unalloyed : for the first time the scheme recommended by

the Report is placed upon its trial. That Report is now beginning to

take its due place in educational opinion in India. Hailed at first, by

many, as a final and well-nigh inspired judgment, it is now recognised

to be but one among several such documents, though the latest and in

some respects the best. Some matters, such as the necessity for the

unitary system in universities, it has indeed removed beyond serious

controversy. But in other matters of urgent importance, such as women’s

education and the correlation in India of eastern with western studies,

it does not help us. In yet others its judgment is open to the most

serious criticism. Learning, wisdom, imparti^ility are not enough without

such a knowledge of country, conditions, and people as Is hard to

acquire in India even by a residence of many years. Thus one has to

ragaid the Dacca curriculum not as a supernatural revelation but as a
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1(11111^0 ktil&an si^eme ;
and wfe one lodbl il tik0 pnt lOtM

i0i0ie oi it fhe most setiotis irfbjection is uiiioti^tedly tliat

Dif. Miller in the words quoted in the ** Educational Jfotes '' in our bst

ttsue. The pass course of the University occupies only two years* Miie

intermediate colleges ** are no part of the University, and the student

will live iu a university atmosphere only during the further two

years of his graduation course. It is not enough* he is in many

ways the loser. However well-equipped the members of the staff

of an Intermediate College may be, they will not be like university

professors. The Calcutta Commission’s Beport, and the recent state-

ment of the Vice-Chancellor of Dacca University, emphasise the virtue

of setting fieo the professors for higher work. But the gain is very

small, for the university professor need never spend much time with

intermediate-stage students : even an hour a week would suffice to

bring them under his influence and show them something of the ideas

and methods for which he stands. Many of them must be content with

an intermediate c )urse and seek employment thereafter, and anyone

who knows Indian students must recognise how valuable would be tO

them the remembrance of the university professor’s fitill

more seiious is the loss of university life to those who must leave at

that stage, and its limitation to two years in the case of others. They

are all old enough to respond to university influences, and such association

with senior men as real university life means is perhaps even more

valuable to them than the influence of the professors. We are thinking

of the social life of the university, of its societies, and particularly of

its Union. In our own Union the first-year students take an active

and sometimes very noteworthy part : there, as in games, senior and
junior are constantly together—very much to the advantage of the

latter. And is there to be found, anywhere else, a university graduation

course that is limited to two years ? In British universities, for example,

the course is sometimes of three years, sometimes of four : nothing

shorter has ever been dreamt of.

The intermediate college plan is, of course, exceedingly useful (as

has already been remarked in this Magazine) in providing a method of

discriminating between those who are fit and those who are unfit for a
university career : it is almost impossible to do this, in India, at the
matriculation stage. The problem is a particularly difficult one, but
we are inclined to think, on the whole, that the defying the entrance
of the fit in order to debar the unfit is not the best solution, and tfiat

a better one is the Mysore system of holding a discrimination tes(} at
the end of the first university year. It is to be mmembemd, thd «ie
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ir

1l^«t Deceit $i4 h
*t&6 fBM eoiixue dioiii!il be lengthened to three yeere m so^n m |ijtii#l0f;

anl Dacce will no doubt attempt thia. Thua a three yeata eourae

leaHy kepi in view. But vrill public opimon endorse, or will t acjhiaUf

.

prevent, such an extension of the period between matriculation and

graduation ? T?he whole plan a§«umes that eventual extension ; if at

does not eome true, the two-years limitation, which is at any rate a

present evil, will be perpetuated unless the whole scheme is reorganised.

Again, the Calcutta Commission believe that with better teaching in

schools the matriculation age will be lowered and thua the intermediate-

fitage student will really be a schoolboy in age. That remains to be

seen ;
and in any case he is of university age now.

In Dacca, alas ! as in Rangoon, Literature is optional in the B.A. pass

course. Ten groups are provided. English Literature appears in only

three of them. Four contain no literary element at all except what is

incidental to subjects such as history and philosophy. We have spoken

of this matter in connection with the Rangoon scheme. The Calcutta

Commission, obsessed with the idea that Indian university courses

hitherto have been too literary,” have swung the pendulum too far.

History, Politics, Economics,” “ History, Philosophy, Principles of

Education,”—such courses will not make the best of a man.

The Tripartition op the B.A. Degree.—It will be remembered

that some time ago the Senate passed a motion dividing the B.A, Degree

into three parts, thus separating English from Vernacular. We believe

that final orders upon this issue have not yet been passed, and very

prebably decision upon the matter will be deferred until the committee

appointed to consider the whole scheme of the University in the light of

the Calcutta Commission’s Report has finished its work. Examinations

and courses of study will naturally form a large part of the Committee’s

subject-matter. Whether the proposal as passed by the Senate will

commend itself we cannot tell. What is quite clear is that in this

matter the present scheme cannot stand. All sections of opinion in the

Senate united in condemning it, and we may recall attention to some

of its anomalies.

The combining of English and Vernacular into a single part in the

manner defined in the Ordinances has certain results. The first is that a

pass in the one cannot be secured without t^e attainment, at the same

time, oi a certain percentage in the other. This perhaps is not unsound

:

in &ct, its possible soundness is the only real cd)jectian we can see to the

Ifl^lCrtirinn approved by the Senate. But the l|oond and third results are

excee&s^g^y uirf<n?tanate* The second is that a certain proficiency in
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th® m% is allowed to compensate for a certdii defioieney in the other':

46 per cent in one subject will elevate 35 per cent in the other to the level^

of a pass. This tends to frustrate the aims of the UniverMty, and to

injure both its own repute and the prospects of its students.

per cent is not a pass-mark : all valuation is done—and no other

way wDl fit the Ordinances—on the basis of 40 per cent as the passing

minimum. Thus 35 per cent in either subject is a dead failure in that

subject. Now, when a man fails in a brancA of a subject it is righteous

enough to allow excellence in another branch of that subject to compen-

sate. But no sort of reasoning can make English and Vernacular

branches of the same subject : the fact that they are language does

not go nearly far enough. We are thus confronted with the fact that a

man ma^y fail in English, or in Vernacular, and yet get his degree. One

of the main objects kept in view by the University is the furthering of

Vernacular studies by insisting on a certain proficiency therein on the

part of every candidate for graduation, and this aim is frustrated by the

rule. As regards English the result is even more serious. When a can-

didate seeks employment, and his graduation is the only means of

valuing him, people discriminate between degrees ; and when the examina-

tion passed is an Arts examination, English is taken as the pTime

criterion—most naturally, because of the practical usefulness of

proficiency in that language. If two Arts graduates seek employment,

and one comes from a university where 40 per cent is an irreducible

minimum in English and the other from a university ,
^ 35

per cent can se.cure a pass (and on the same standard of valuation),

the second man is at a very serious disadvantage. As a matter

of fact our graduates will stand comparison with any. The general

Arts course in this University is such as to ensure an exceptionally

high standard of attainment, even with the disadvantage of which we

have spoken. But this is much less likely to be known to the

ordinary employer than the definite particular difference as to the

pass-mark in English; and we owe it to the students to remove

what may be a handicap to them. Similarly, the change is necessary

from the University’s point of view ^The third result of the

present scheme is another very serious one. Students are pUced in the

first, or second, or third class according to proficiency in Bbglish and

Vernacular together, and a student who is very good, but not quite

first class, in the one may therefore be deprived of his “ first ” in the

other. This is not only unreasonable but in practice most unfortunate.

If a man gets a first class in English (or in Vernacular) nothing should

deprive him of it. He is a first class man, and should be accredited as
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s|icli by tbe University, And, practically, if be seeks employmeirt as a

•teacber, which is the destiny of many of our best men^ the oomfm^
valhation is no sufficient guide to his prospective employers, and no

sufficient help to him. Appointments are made, nowadays, for special^

ised work : the same man will not be asked to teach both English and

Vernacular, or, if he is, his special work will concern one or the other.

If a man has gained one of these composite first classes, it will not

certify him as first class in English, And another man who has attained

first class marks in English may nevertheless have been placed in the

second class, losing the first class certificate which he needs and has

earned,
*

To the Senate’s proposal, as it stands, we have heard two objec-

tions—one, that it make the course too difficult
;

the other, that it

makes the cour.^e too easy. The added difficulty lies in the fact that it

is proposed to make 40 per cent an irreducible minimum in English and

Vernacular separately. This, however, would be an advantage to the

University, and, ultimately, to the student. As for the objection on

the score of easiness,*’ it is the old objection to the compartmental

system : by the Senate’s proposal a student could pass in English and

in Vernacular in separate years. The compartmental system is estab-

lished in arts courses everywhere in India, and in most British Uni-

versities : in the Scottish universities each subject, not to speak of parts^

can be passed in separately. Our own Mysore Aits degree can be

passed in two parts, and the change proposed is to substitute three

parts for two. We do not think this would make any difference as

regards training and proficiency, but if that is feared it would be easy

so to modify the Senate’s proposal as to make it necessary to pass in

English and in Vernacular at the same time. This would leave the gist

of the proposal unaffected.

The New Dispensation.—

1. There shall be a University.

2. There shall be no Vice-Chancellor
; he cumbereth the ground.

The name, however, is admirable, and shall be retained, with abolition

of salary and of functions. One function, however, shall be assigned :

the person to be called Vice-Chancellor shall maintain order at the

meetings of the Senate.

3. There shall be no Registrar. There shall, however, be a man
who shall perform all the functions of the Registrar. But this is vital

—he shall not be a Registrar,

2
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4 Tbere slmll be no College Principele. A ooUege priacuiMit •eoR*

ebte in unequal proportions of professor and clerki antagonifiicf

elements. The clerkly function shall be transfemd to an otilk^er of the

status of assistant commissioner. The more trivial functions of the

principal, such as enforcing authority, promoting harmony, and foster*

ing college life, shall be ignored—Neither facts nor ideals shall be

considered as having any bearing on this Act.

5. There shall be Professors. (There is no help for it.) They

shall be independent. They shall choose, separately, which students

they will admit to the college. They shall be given funds and shall do

what they lik ' with them.

6. There shall be Discipline. It shall be enforced in each college

by a Court consisting of seven students, three tutors or demonstrators,

and one professor against whom the gods have a particular grudge.

The students will like this arrangement.

7. In spite of anything to the contrary herein enacted this shall

be a University, these shall be Colleger

Such, with but little of travesty, is an outline of a-«8cheme for the

reform of our University which has been printed and distributed by a

zealous reformer, newly elected to the Senate. We should not have

mentioned it at all had it not also been published in the press. The

poor professional educationist, cramped by reality, perverted by

experience, thwarted by the labour of long study of his art, peruses

such a document with a kind of ingenuous awe.



THE EDUCATIONAL IDEALS OF PLATO.

In the twentieth century no*truth has been so well established of

so little challenged as the necessity of education. The system of

compulsory education which was inaugurated ip Europe and America in

the last century has already borne fruit in the great popular awakening

which we •are experiencing now. But ip the days of Plato the

adTantagea and the intrinsic worth of education had not been so widely

realised or so deeply sunk into the popular consciousness. He was the

pioneer in this direction, the first to write a chapter in the history of

European education and to declare that there shall be compulsory

education of all and sundry as far as this is possible.*’ (Cf. Laws, V.

p. 186).* No word occurs perhaps so frequently in Plato as education.

Whatever subject he may be discoursing on, he somehow veers round

to 8^.eak of education with as great an intensity as the moth is attracted

by light. After devoting pages and pages to the subject in the Republic

and the Lam^ not to mention other dialogues, he feels dissatisfied as

if he had not spoken enough. Even towards the very close of the Laws,

his last and longest dialogue, he speaks as if he would begin afresh

discussing the whole topic of education and nurture, and those who have

thought about education will sympathise with him, for the problem of

education is one of those which never end, and never give perfect

satisfaction. Human nature is so complex that it defies all efforts at

exhausting its complexity. It is a fabric at which all would lend a

helping hand. Quintilian and Commenius, Locke and Spencer, Pestalozzi

and Froebel, and last of all Dr. Montessori have all contributed a wing

here and a wing there. The result is not very harmonious. The

oornars are too angular and jut out too prominently. But with all its

defects it is a solid fabric, for its foundations were well and truly laid

by the genius of Plato. He was profoundly impressed by the magni-

tude of the task. In the Laches (1. p. 92) Socrates is made to

reprimand Lysimachus and Melesias for treating the question of educating

their sons in too light a fashion. ** Is this a slight matter,** he asks,

“ about which you and Lysimachus are deliberating ? Are you not

risking the greatest of your possessions ? For children are your riches

;

and upon their turning out well or ill depends the whole order of their

e The referenees are to edition.
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house.” In the Protag(m8 is slashed the short-sightedneas

of par^ts in entrusting the welfare of their children to the sophists, of

whose capacity they know nothing, and he earnestly declares (I. p. 1^6)

that there is far greater peril in buying knowledge than in buy-

ing meat and drink,” for “knowledge is the good of the soul ” and

can be truly had only from him who has true knowledge. In the Laws

he declares his mighty faith, that “ education is never suicidal.”

(Cf. V. p. 19).

Plato had been always convinced of the natural inequality of men,

of their varying endowments. But be knew what has been often

forgotten in the heat of the present day controversy between nature and

nature, that the highest endowments for want of opportunities or lack

of training may come to nought. The whole problem of education

is the problem of developing the latent capacities of men. Men learn

through experience and education is a selected type of experience giving

an opportunity for an all-round development of human faculties. The

work of nature has to be supplemented by nurture, and the extent to

which good education is helpful, bad education is injurious. From his

stand-point the highest education is the education in virtue ; it alone is

worthy of the name (V. p. 22). “ That other sort of training,” he says,

“which aims at the acquisition of wealth or bodily strength, or mere

cleverness apart from intelligence and justice, is mean and illiberal,

and is not worthy to be called education at all,” (Cf. V. p. 22).

Character to use a modem term is the great aim of Platonic education.

In an interesting passage he compares the robustness of Cyrus’s own

education with the education of bis sons brought up in the luxury

and license of his palace, which was really an aberration from the

simple code of education of the ancient Persians, that waa restricted to

riding, shooting and speaking the truth. Plato seems to have been aware of

the importance attached to the education of a Persian Prince, for in his

Alcibiades (1. pp. 488—01) he dwells with gusto on the whole Persian

system of training and he contrasts with it the poverty of Hellenic

equipment for facing Persian armies. Plato may conceivably have been

more rhetorical than sincere in the presentation of this contrast, but it

sufficed as an introduction to emphasise the urgency of educational

equipment.

In the RepuUic the whole programme of education has been drawn
up with a special view to the needs of the guardians, but in the Laws
education becomes democratic and is viewed as the privilege of all. The
profound signifioance of it in the life of man is brought out when he makes
education commence in the earliest years of childhood {Cf. Pmagorns, L
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p. M6), And k the Lms he explicitly mentions (V. p. 21) that “ the

Jiiost important part of education is right training in the nursery/’ end

hence he would train up a child for what he would be in his manhood

by developing that particular excellence through play. Thus building

children’s houses whould be an excellent training for him who is destined

to be a good builder, or tilling the ground for him who is to be a

husbandman. This idea of ediicating through sports has only been

recently fully appreciated, and constitutes an excellent anticipation of

the more elaborate system of kindergarten as developed by Froebel. Plato

sought to develop the social side of life from the child’s tenderest years,

and made* the temples of the village the meeting places for all the

children of the village under the supervision of matrons, an idea which

too was fully worked out by Froebel. (Cf. LawSy V. p. 174.) Froebel’s

central idea in the education of a child was a compromise between

entrusting it entirely to the parents and starting schooling much too

early. He hit upon the happy idea of a children's garden, where the

children of a locality could congregate a certain number of hours every

day, and till their own plot of ground. It was an experiment in joyous

social competition between children, and was a definite recognition of

the great educative value of play. It is note-worthy that Froebel’s

classic work on the Education of Man, published in 1826, dealt chiefly

with the training of the child up to the age of seven. He believed with

Plato that the question of education is not to put in something that is

not there in the child’s latent powers. Hence he felt the kindergarten

to be a garden for the nourishment of infant souls. With Plato he

realised that there is a continuity in education, and unless the founda-

tion is strong the later superstructure will be flimsy and unable to stand

the blasts of life.

There is another great principle of education which Plato recognised>

but ignorant mothers and pompous teachers have often forgotten. It is

the principle of freedom
;

he does not want anything to be taught to

children ** under any notion of forcing our system of education,”

“ because ” he argues a freeman ought not to be a slave in the

acquisition of knowledge of any kind. Bodily exercise when compulsory

does no harm to the body ; but knowledge which is acquired under

compulsion obtains no hold on the mind.” (Cf. Republic, III. 240.)

Plato was aware of the extreme sensitiveness of children’s minds, and he

specially willed that they should never be punished so as to disgrace

and humiliate them. (Cf. Lam, V, p. 174.) If only this principle were

realised in actual teaching, the futile attempts of teachers to force down

a loimula into the unwilling brains of thefe pupils would be put a stop
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learBt under compidsion nveir kits. Tlit nnly imy

gintlj and 8ui)tly to lead the recalcitrant mind of Idlie pupil to look at a

ierioiii problem in the spirit of play. Tbe problem of education in slilirt

is to evoke interest, and the measure of a teacher’s oapaoity is his afeiity

to arouse interest. It is here that Plato’s advice and PrC^ebel’s pmctieal

appliances meet on a common ground.

The actual period of schooling in Plato’s system begins only at the

age of ten. Three years are devoted to letters. The next three years

are set apart for the study of the lyre. {Laws, V. p, 192.) We gather

from the Republic that the gymnastic equipment of all is to be completed

by the age of twenty. For ten years after that the selected ' candidates

will have to study the correlation of the different sciences. For five

years from the age of thirty to thirty-five the study of philosophy or

dialectic will have to be prosecuted. They alone who have successfully

passed all these stages of education are fit to be entrusted with the high

duties of guardians of the state. For fifteen years they are expected to

place the wealth of their knowledge at the disposal of the state, and

during that period they are to guide the destinies of the state. After

the philosopher-kings have served the state for this period, they are free

to devote themselves entirely to philosophy with but an occasional

intrusion into the whirlpool of politics. (Cf. Republic, III. pp. 2A14>)

The method of teaching definitely recommended by Plato is tbe

dialectic which had proved such a masterful weapon in the hands of

Socrates and had led to the discomfiture of bo many eminent sophists.

There was indeed a particular reason why Plato m much favoured it.

It was a favourite idea of his that all human souls had a previous

existence, and that the knowledge imbibed in that existence is not lost

to US in this existence. In the Meno especially he develops the notion

of knowledge by recollection, a mythical explanation of which is

vouchsafed to us in the famous vision of Er which forms the conclud-

ing portion of the Republic, The notion practically amounts to this

that there is knowledge in every human mind, and education is only a

means of eliciting it, and this is best done by the method of question and
ansiver. The method has never been surpassed since the days of the

great teacher of Athens and his pupil Plato. The whole doctrine of

recollection is nothing but an elegant fiction, but this does not deteact

from the intrinsic worth of the method itself, I feel personally con^
vinoed that neither sot lectures nor an extensive course of reading can
ever come up in efficiency to the living clash of mind and mind that W6
find exemplified in tlie Sooratic dialectic. The so-called direct method
at teaching is but a faint exemplification of this. In patting forth
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• tMok, ia making them alarfc of intellect, leady to afgna and to 4itect

flaVs in Afgumentfl, there is no method which it half to good At the

tttppfe dialectic of Socrates and Plato. It is only the want of Itoit

and the cruel imperiousness of examination courses that toaho its

practical application so difiScult. But the method which we eaiOsot

employ in our ordinary lectures, can advantageously be cultivated

in our debating societies and seminaries. Plato was always in raptnroi

over the method. In the Phaedrus (I. p. 488) he goes to the lengto

of saying that he alone is the right sort of man, “who think® that

even the best of writings are but a reminiscence of what we know, and

that only in principles of justice and goodness and nobility taught and

communicated orally for the sake of instruction and graven in the soul,

which is the true way of writing, is there clearness and perfection and

seriousness and that such principles are a man’s own and his legitimate

offspring,*’ and such men alone he would call lovers of wisdom or

philosophers.

Coming to the topic of the subject-matter of study we find Plato

discussing education as comprising two main branches
:
gymnastic for

the body and music for the soul. He literally believed in mens smia in

corpore sano. He was very much impressed by the powers of endur

ance that the Spartans had on more than one occasion manifested, and

he wished the citizens of his state to emulate the Spartan example.

Men and women alike were to be subjected to a rigorous physical disci*

pline, and he sought to achieve this end by imposing on them the

rigours of camp life. Gymnastic comprised dancing and wrestling, the

former conducing to the suppleness and agility of the muscles, the

latter to the hardening of them. Wrestling especially was to be

cultivated in a way which would prove useful in warfare, and he did

*^iiot fail to direct that the left hand be practised as much for all things

as the right, so that the loss of either arm might not cause any great

inconvenience. (Of. Laws, V. pp. 175-7.) He boldly declared gymnastic

and horsemanship to be as suitable to women as to men. (Cf. Lam,

V. p. 186.)

He aimed at ptodneing Spartan vigour and Spartan courage in his

state, but he was too true an Athenian to have rested content with

that. An education whose end-all and b^-all is the development of

courage develops only a part of viitue and hence is essentially defec-

tive. He further recognised that an ekeesaive cultivation of pure

phyjrique tends to make a beast of man, And therefore he sought to

transcend the limitations of Spartan traintng by prescribing a stomg
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4o«e of music with the double object of developing the intellect aa wdl

as the character of his citizens.

' Music in Plato is a wide teim comprising the whole range *01

literature, art, science, and philosophy. There is ,a definite plan in the

order of studies dictated by his distinction between knowledge and

opinion. There can be no knowledge of things till we have understood

the essence of their being, the ground o! their existence, the nature of

their interconnections. This alone is worthy of the name of knowledge.

The rest is but mere opinion. The key to all knowledge is Ideas. The

Ideas constitute the essence of the causal explanation of all thiBgS4

Ideas are obtained by transcending the narrow limitatioife and un*'

essential particularities of the various sense-objects. Hence so long as

we confine our attention merely to the domain of sensation, we are

simply in the domain of opinion
; therefore the whole curriculum is to

be so arranged as to begin with the concrete, and gradually pass on to

the generalisations of the sciences and mathematics. Then comes the

stage of correlating the generalisations of the various sciences. Thu
stage is the highest or the dialectical stage, and the culmination ol '^s
stage is reached when the Idea of the’ Good as the all-comprehending,

all-illuminating source of all things is grasped. In the realm of

intellect the Idea of the Good occupies the same supreme position as
the light of the sun occupies in the realm of vision. He who has
attained the knowledge of the Idea of the Good has attained all

knowledp, for he then knows the e^nco, the ground, the interrelation
of all things.

Like all great philosopheis the poetic soui of Plato felt the unity,
the kinship of the whole universe. There may be gaps in the argument,
but the conviction of Plato never wavered. With mystica] fire he
broke into lyric cries as he discoursed about the depth and the range of
Ideas. In the crucible of Ideas concrete objects lost all their attraction,
and though he could feel the beauty of earthly things and be thrown
into raptures over the perfection of human form as displayed by a
Charmides or an Alcibiades, he delighted most in the contemplation of
the inward beauty of things and of men. Beloved Pan and aU ye
other gods who haunt this place, give me beauty in the inward soul, andmay the outward and inward man be one. ” (Of, Phjedrm, I. 489). So
prayed Plato through the mouth of Socrates. The inward beauty of
the soul is conceived as the harmony of the nature of man ; wisdom
controlling passions, courage working as the wilUng servant of wisdom
and justice reigning over all. This is the vision of the beauty of the’
soul, and this toauty Plato never tired of contemplating and singing inconnection with the whole universe.

* “
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A s^uli liko Plftto was the Gemazi^ ^xfmbeL He toe, as he

jrambled in the shady recesses of the Thuringian Forest was touched by
t|ie4)ea<uty of the kinship of all nature, and like a weary soul distracted

by the conflicts of human life he dwelt with a loving fondness on the

grandeur and unity of the universe, and sought to transplaot this

beauty and unity into the inward soul of man. “In AUer wirkt and

schafft Bin Leben, Weil das Leben all* ein ein*ger, Gott gegeben.’***^

Owing to this kindred inspiration, Froebel’s ideas on education are on a

par with Plato *s. Both believed in the natural endowments of the human
mind, aimed at the harmony of the soul and sought its development

through ediication.

Plato’s curriculum begins with literature—the study of the poets,

and of such poets only as sing of virtue, uncontaminated by the soft

strains of sickly or voluptuous sentimentality. Gods and heroes must be

presented as true virile virtuous individuals. Poets and artists generally

who do not observe these conditions are to be banished from the state.

Such is the doctrine of the RtpuUiCf reiterated in an unmodified form in

the Laws*

This is the portion in Plato’s scheme of education, which is most

open to attack. His critique of poetry and the poets is unworthy of a man

of his temperament and his breadth of outlook. Although in the Lysis

he admits that “ poets, .are to us in a manner the fathers and authors of

wisdom,” (Cf. I. p. 62), in the Republic itself he plays a mere rheto-

rician and argues that poets are useless. They have neither been legisla-

tors, nor generals, nor inventors. They have contributed nothing to the

improvement of mankind,—a sentiment which would make the ghosts of

Homer and Dante tremble with wrath. And the confusion of Plato’s

ideas is by no means clarified, when he takes up the indefensible attitude

of branding all artists and poets as mere imitators, who are thrice remov-

ed from truth. “ There is an ancient quarrel between poetry and philo-

sophy,” he says, and it constitutes an idea which in spite of its flagrant

absurdity has not by any means entirely died out. Every age has its

fanatical puritans who think that the only way to make life moral is to

make it dull, joyless, spiritless. Prom age to age the conflict between

thC'dallness and fulness of life continues, and the pendulum swings back-

wards and forwards. Men have yet to realise that the highest morality

is attained through fulness of life, and not by starving our sBsthetio

cravings.

Plato idea that man’s whole life is a course of education made him

think that at every stage of his life a man’l reading should be rigidly

^ne life works and creates in everything, since all life has been given by a

•ingle Qod. 3
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tsontroUed. All art ia iiot eqtinlly tealthy mj more Him il equally

beautiful. There are books and pictures that cannot be St leading for

boys or youths, for as Plato says-: Of all animals the boy is the most

unmanageable, inasmuch as he has the fountain of reason in him not regu*

lated
;
he is the most inaidioua sharp-witted, and insubordinate of ani-

mals. Wherefore, he must be bound with many bridles
;
in the first place,

when he gets away from mothers and nurses, he must be under the

management of tutors on account of his childishness and foolishness ; then,

again being a freeman, he must be controlled by teachers, no matter what

they teach, and by what studies.’* (Cf. Laws^ V. p. 190.) All this is

essentially healthy and reasonable. A man’s whole life may^be a course

of education, and yet it need not at every stage be controlled by the ideas

of nurseries and girls’ schools. It would be a poor compliment to Plato’s

pedagogics if even after years of sucb strenuous discipline a man is not

free, or cannot be trusted to browse at his ease among books of all sorts.

Ovid's poems and Rousseau’s Confessions may not be ideal text books for

young souls to feed on, but a man’s morality must have its foundation

on sand, if it cannot withstand such a dose of reading. The attempt to

wrap up a man’s intellect in the voollen garments of censorship has al-

ways tended to blast budding genius. The Inquisition of the Middle Ages
and the notorious Papal Index prolonging its sickening existence even in

the twentieth century, are always like vampires pursuing the spirit of

human independence and the freedom of the human soul. They have
been the bulwarks of human superstition and human ignorance, and the
poisoned breath of censorship has often quenched the fire c f new end
glorious thoughts.

But it was the misfortune of Plato that be never understood the full

significance of human progress. He laboured under the pontifical fallacy
of picturing human society as incapable of any healthy change, once it has
attained a certain stage. As examples of this atrophy we have the Hindu
society of to-day and we had the Europe of the Middle Ages. Plato’s dis-
satisfaction with the estates of his age made him a rebel against the petty
conventions and the petty tyrannies of his age. But once he constructed
his ideal state as in the Republic, or his second-best state as in the Lam
he developed marked conaervative tendendes, which denote a ceseation
from movement Once his ideals are realised he would put a full stop
to the mrch of human spirit, and allow his dtisens to Uve merely on the
mlk-and-water poetry wHch breathes no evil and feeds onpaLyrios
There is a remarkable sentence in the fourth book of the
rdy express Plato’s full-blooded antipathy to any deviaSTfeJ^;
Ideal . When modes of music change, the fundamental laws of %
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itote always elumgs with them,** (CS, HI. p, J13)i--a Myiag jafofoiuid-

‘ ly kae as a statemeat of fact, but Plato gave it a twisted ooDsemiltre

loan by masting that “ any miffiioal innovation is full of danger to f|»

whole state, and ought to be prohibited.” (Cff. BepvAKc, HI. p, 112).

No wonder when the whole delineation of the ideal republic is completed,

with naive simplicity Glaucon added :
“ You are a sculptor, Socrates, and

have made etatues of our governors faultless in beauty,*' (Cf . Republic, I|I.

p. 245),—indeed faultless in every way except that it lacks the move-

ment of life

!

The reason for this extreme rigour of education has a twofold root.

The first is the Platonic notion that children belong to the State rather*

than to their parents and hence they are to be brought up in the way

best suited to the interests of the State (Cf. Laws, V. p. 180.) The

second is a deep-rooted suspicion of individual vagaries, an idea that

no man should be given an opportunity to deviate from the strict letter

of the law. There is a palpable inconsistency between this idea and

Plato’s revolutionary suggestions. But this inconsistency is a human

bias often illustrated in history. Plato’s revolutionary conservatism, if

such paradoxical language be allowed, is neither more nor loss surprising

than the religious persecutions of which the Protestants were guilty at

the time of the Reformation even more than the Catholics. The mental-

ity of Plato in this respect is on a par with the mentality of Calvin.

Plato’s conservatism will also have to be judged by correlating

with it his moral puritanism. The defects of a purely physical educa-

tion he sought to remedy through knowledge. But he knew that

** entire ignorance is not so terrible or extreme an evil, and is far from

being the greatest of all
;
too much cleverness and too much learning,

accompanied with an ill bringing up are far more fatal.” (Cf. Laws

V. 202.) Ignorance he vehemently despised, but moral chaos he abso-

lutely detested. It was a settled conviction with him that there is

nothing higher than morality ; that the ideas of virtue and justice have

an absolute validity independent of space and time. Morality he pictured

as undeviating as the diurnal motion of the sun and moon. Morality

is one, it is perfect ; it is the very centre of the Platonic system and is

made to control everything human and makes all men bend to its im-

perious will. To a man of such moral refinement the grossness of the

Grecian mythology cannot but have been intensely shocking. Homer and
Hesiod as the singers of these immoral diyiuities could not escape his

wrath. The defeasing influence of a wicked god cannot possibly be

exaggerated. I3ie animal passions of the f?lreeks found a refuge an^ a

justification in such tales, for as Herbart astutely puts it Men, if they
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ai« not fond of earrying thoir maxims into practioe, fotlget to

turn their practice into maxims.’’ It was this tendency that PlatO ‘'aras

vigorously combating, and on the whole under the limitations df the

Greek mythology there was a great truth on his side. Where he failed

was in universalising as a precept what was perhaps desirable in the caae of

Greece. Lesser men can afford to be provincial in their outlook. Potts

and philosophers of the highest rank have to be universal in their

appeal. Shakespeare’s world-compassing immortality is not based on

the chauvinism of his Henry V, and Dante’s fame does not rest on the

cogency of his De Monarchia. However inviting the poejp of Greece

were for a rigorous onslaught, and whatever justification Plato’s crili<jue

of Greek poetry may have, it must be put down to the debit side of his

genius that he failed to appreciate the true significance of art. All art

has to be ultimately moral ;
but it need nUt be moral by putting on the

garb of ascetic severity. He would betray a disappointing lack of

intellect who would censure Macheth as fomenting disloyalty, OthAlo

as encouraging filial disobedience, Anna Karenin as fostering divorce, or

Vanity Fair as delighting in the sharpness of Becky. The morality that

Piato aimed at was the ghost that would flaunt its robes in a world

from which evil had been banished. But even while noting this short-

coming we cannot but bend our knee in honour of that moral earnest-

ness which was the inspiration of his metaphysics and politics alike.

With a touching vehemence the Athenian stranger is made to say in the

Laws (V. pp. 294-5) :
** I have spoken with vehemence because I am

zealous against evil men ; and I will tell you, dear Cleinias, why I aln «o.

I would not have the wicked think, that having the superiority in ‘ar^u*

ment, th^ may do as they please and act according to their various

imaginations about the Gods ; and this zeal has led me to speak too

vehemently.
”

Having studied literature, the next topic is music in the usual

sense of the term. This too is treated rigorously from the moral point

of view. Only the virile martial tunes are allowed. The soft harmonies

are prohibited. Then follow arithmetic, geometry, solid geometry and
astronomy, t.c., those subjects which had more or less made some
progress in Plato’s time. The correlation of the sciences follows next in

order ; it ia only when, according to Plato, “ all these studies reabh the
point of intercomraunion and connection with one another Mid coine’ to
be considered in their mutual affinities then, but not till then, will the
pursuit of them have a value for our objects

; otherwise there is no profit in

them. (Of. Republic, III. p. 234.) " The coping-stone of the st^eQoes
”

is dialectic. Thus the dialectic is the all-comprehensive ‘ ptfiKiiple
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idf 'kiiowleage. the pHnci^lo of an organic whole fcasi beea a oonmon-

' place in all i^ealiiitic philosophy and Plato never tires of emphasw-

’tag it. The viwon of unity marks every true philosopher, although the

ordinary run of mankind fail to understand him and deem him mad.

The vision of this single science is the vision of an all-pervading beauty.

This emphasis on the oneness of knowledge makes for culture. Thus

culture and character become the twin-gods of Plato’s educational

system.

'Bu6h fs in brief outline the educational theory of Plato. Even after

twetit3^two centuries it has not lost its freshness, for the highest truths

are always fresh. Where it fails it fails in its treatment of art. But

even this defectpales before the morallustre of his ardour. His treat-

ment of boys and girls on a footing of equality, his reverence for them

the temples of reason, iis recognition of their moral personality, the

living flame of oral instruction, the unity of knowledge, and above all

'the emphasis on depth of character—these are his particular contribu-

tions to the educational theory, and thej have a permanent worth, a

universal application.

We are on much more debatable ground, however, when we come

to discuss his theory of the relation of education to the state. There

are two alternatives : education may either aim at the development

of the individuality of each member of the state, or it may aim at

making every man slavishly loyal to certain ideals. The latter has

always been the deliberate aim of Catholicism, Hinduism, in short of

every orthodox religion. It was also the aim of the German system of

education during the half-a-century preceding the outbreak of the last

war* Plato’s educational system may also be regarded as belonging

to that category. It conduces indeed to the stability of the ideals up-

held, but mere stability inevitably tends to degenerate into stagnation,

and few would care to deny that stagnation is a heavy price to pay for

itability. The Catholic countries like Spain and Portugal are shorn

to-day of all their old historical glory, and if Italy has once again taken

her rightful place in the council of nations, it is due to the statesman-

ship of Cavour and valour of Garibaldi, who achieved the unity of

Italy in the teeth of Papal opposition. The Hindus of to-day can bear

no comparison to their glorious ancestors who created the Hindu

civilisation, the hypnotising spell of which has not yet spent all its

"force. In the Mahomedans of to-day who could recognise the des-

fs^ndaCta of those stalwarts who overspread the ‘East and the West,

ind fertilised ihe earth with the seeds of Saracejoic culture ? In the

Of to-day ^ho could recognise the victors of Sedan ? If
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|ii$tozi€aI amUogias may t>e prettomed to a logical my
aafely surmiae tiat the gieat Batomc BepubHc, treated id%

love and pain, would have soon degenerated into a body oi

patriots or band of hypocrites, Hia extreme care to put dovtl aiqr

discussion or criticism of the fundamental laws of the state ; hil fatal

device of dictating to poets as to what they should write about and

what form of versification they should adopt ; his rigorous insistence on

all the guardians being at least fifty years old, and continuing in their

position till they are seventy—all these measures lead but to intellectual

death, and intellectual death is but a grim prelude to moral decay and

moral hypocrisy
*

Plato failed to take these facts into consideration and this one fatal

oversight vitiates the whole of his polity. His recognition of men with

golden souls gave him a brilliant opportunity of so framing his edu-

cational scheme as to have made them great creative natures. But

instead he was content that they should merely be brought to dot the

i’s and cross the t’s of Platonic legislation.

If the ideal of eugenics is the betterment of the human race,

education can have no other ideal, for its main function is to supplement

eugenics. The aim of eugenics is not to produce a dead level of

uniformity, of mere averages, but to maximise the richness of human
Individuality and that education will be pernicious that fails to take

account of human individuality. Since this individuality can blossom

only in human society, the intrinsic needs of society indeed condition

and limit the development of individuality, but no farther thl^n is

absolutely necessary. Society may under certain conditions definitely

limit human action, but no society has ever a right to limit the fid
development of human intellect as it manifests itself in t)|& bf
literature, art, science, and philosophy. These am the r^ons where
iron laws have no justification. There is no limit to exuberance of
human intellect. The light and the trite will inevitably be blown out of
existence. The solid and the true, the good and the beautiful will
always live, and their age cannot be counted even in centuries. They are
the standards of human civilisation

; they are the instruments Of
propress, for great ideas are the levers to move men's souls, and great
actioas come only on the heels of great thoughts. That is why in the his-
tory of humanity the epochs of thought are also the epochs of action : the
^eof Pencles and Alexander; the age of Augustus; the age of ElkabeUi’
the age of the French Revolution; the age of Akbar; the age of the
of Bagdad He would be a bold man who would venture to balance thecams of thought and action in these great epochs of hmm
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^tKgeniBlji wlio tend to empbiksiie !iefedi<y the meet

•dkHxkixki^nt &eti(^lnhninim evolutic^ on the gnshing eji^nbeienoe

elgemueea Alexander began bis conquering career at the age ^ of

eighteen ; Na{K)l6on at the age of twenty Ax was akeady the conquaiqi

of Italy
; Scipio &eed the Carthaginians in Spain at the age of twenty

four. Who could have taught them the art of warfare ? Who coiiM be

auch a fool as to teach prosody to Shakespeare and Milton, Dante

and Goethe? Who would dream of dictating the themes of their

novels to Scott and Dickens, Balzac and Hugo ? It is a truism that

creative genius cannot flourish in the close atmosphere of class rooms

and books.* The discipline of set lectures, prescribed courses and

regular hours are not congenial to its free temperament. Geniuses

guide their own reading ; they roam at large in the library corri-

dors and devour volumes after volumes as their fancy dictates.

Or they are content to study the great book of life directly.

Universities can produce scholars by scores, but no geniuses. It would

be rash however to deduce therefrom that education has no worth.

With the rank and file it is of tremendous importance. It guides their

lives, moulds their characters, makes them useful honest members of

the great army of workers, without whom the genius of leaders would

be but an empty name. Plato was well aware of the complementary

nature of education. He recognised in it the completion of eugenics. But,

as we have seen, the fatal defect of his scheme was a rigidity that

left no scope for the development of individual genius. It was over-

weighted with authority, and whatever charms authority may have for

those whose whole outlook on life is dominatf^d by ideas of dignity

and superiority, it kills all freshness, ail joy. The dull routine becomes

the shroud of death. In an atmosphere like this we can breed but a

race of pigmies, a race of men so hypnotised by authority that they lose

even the capacity to recognise and appreciate greatness When all is

said and done Plato’s educational theory is a faithful image of his state

in its strength and weakness. Immensely fruitful in details, the whole

presents an appearance of austerity, of rigid formalityi of puritanical

severity,

W© should just like to dwell for a while on a criticism which has

often been passed on Plato and the Greeks generally by Christian

writers that benevolence and charity were virtues they were ignorant

ot- The criticism is unjust since the very conception of the Platonic

St^bi leaves no room for benevolence and patronising charity. In a

ernmnwity where no beggars could exist, and where every citizen is

equipped with theeconomic xxiMna of subsisteilee there can be no charity#
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Sax from being a weakness, it is arstrength, and< it is towaidti making

the life of every citizen self-supporting and respecfeaMe that the modem

,

state is moving. This fact alone is a sufficient refutation of the

criticism. Christianity has been credited with the formulation of the

Golden Rule, but Plato bad anticipated it by three centuries. In the

Xlth book of the Laws (V. p, 299) occur the memorable words which

constitute so much of morality: '^Thou shalt not, if thou oanst

help, touch that which is mine, or remove the least thing which belongs

to me without my consent ; and may I be of a sound mind, and do to

others as I would that they should do to me.”

Comprehensively seen, eugenics is coeval with politics, 'and educa^

tion becomes but a branch of eugenics. It can be of use to eugenics,

if it can be made the instrument of spreading and realising eugenic

principles. Legislative compulsion in the matter of birth and marriage

is not desirable, and under the present state of eugenic knowledge it is

not even to be thought of. But it is not impossible to make men think

for themselves and think in terms of the society. Society is the visiMa

symbol of human immortality. A man’s duty to this society is not

exhausted by bis mere obedience to the laws. He has to contribute to

that immortality of good life by his own offspring. He has to con-

tribute to the health of the society by regulating his married life on

eugenic principles. He has to contribute to the morality of society by

educating his children to develop into moral personalities. It is only

then that education will truly make for the achievement of the eugenic

ideal Plato trusted too much to the wisdom and the authority of

the guardians. The only salvation, however, for humanity is to seetibat

each man is so brought up as to realise the importance ind. worth of

his own mission in life and this is the great task that education has to

perform. Reverence for society and its needs, freedom for the devdoih
mentof geniuses: both these ends must be served by the highest
educational ideal. He who can syntheske these two will be the maker
of future humanity. Plato started the whole train of thought. But
the last word has not been said, and will not be, till a genius arises who
can show how evil innate endowments can best be modified, and how
good innate endowments can best be fostered by education. 'Education
may yet take its start fiom eugenics and the future of humanity will
mMk a new chapter in the history of the universe, and in the brilliant
galaxy of the makers of humanity Plato will; take his place as the
founder of eugenics and pedagogics: the two great levenj of human

A. R, Wadu.



TWO BOOKS ON ANCIENT INDIAN PHILOSOPHY.

I

Any work on an Oriental subject from the pen of a scholar and

critic of world-wide fame like Professor A. B. Keith is a boon to Sans-

krit students, and especially one on the Karma-Mimansa, of which no

Western scholar has yet given us any critical exposition. The object

held in view by the General Editors of this series is to enable the ** edu-

cated Indian, whether rich or poor, to find his way into the treasures of

India’s past.” One of the best selections for this end is the Karma-

Mimama, Th6 Karma-Mimansa is a name given to the Sutras of

Jaimini, whieh deal with the methods of interpreting the Vedic and

Brahmanic texts with reference to the sacrificial rites that are enjoined

therein. As contrasted with the Karma-Mimansa there is also Badara-

yana’s Brahma-Mimansa, known also as Sariraka-Mimansa in Sutra

form, dealing with the methods of interpreting the Upanishads with

reference to Brahma, the Universal Soul, and Jiva, the Individual Soul.

Short as is the book, it is very comprehensive. Together with

the system of philosophy which the Mimansakas have expounded quite in-

dependently and distinctly from all other philosophic systems, almost all

the important logical principles of interpretation used by the Miman-

Bakas in elucidating the ritualistic texts are briefly noticed in the book.

The book is divided into six chapters
;

(i) The Development and Literary

History of the Karma-Mimansa^ (ii) The Problem of Knowledge, (iii) The

World of Reality, (iv) God, the Soul, and Matter, (v) The Rules of Ritual

Interpretation, and (vi) The Mimansa and Hindu Law.

Long before the compilation of the Mimansa Sutras by Jaimini, the

word Mimansg^ in the sense of discussion is found used in the Brahmanic

writings. As Jaimini refers to and criticises the views of the Nyaya

and Vaisheshika schools of philosophy, which are believed to have existed

about the beginning of the Christian Era, Professor Keith assigns

the Mimansa-Sutras to the first or second century A.D. and considers

them to be not later than the second century. Before Sahara wrote his
7
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oomin«ntftry on the Sutras, there was another VriUi or e^nnmeiitarjr cm

it, probably by Upavarsha. Sahara probably lived abotlt 400 A3.
Bhattakumarila about the 9th century A.D, wrote his c<HBmenta:ify on

the commentary of Sahara, Side by side with Kumarila, Prabhakara,

known also as Guru, wrote his commentary called BfihaU on the same

sutras. Though agreeing for the most part, these two commentators

differ in their views on many matters. They became the heads of

two distinct schools, the Bhatta school and the Prabhakara or Guru

school. Except a few works by Salikanatha following the views of Guru,

other works of this school have not yet come to light. Among the fol-

lowers of the Bhatta school, Ramakrishna Bhatta, Sankara, Dinakara,

KAmalakara, Khandadeva (1665 A. D.), Ananthadeva, and Apadeva,

are all famous by their works

The second chapter deals with the theory of knowledge. According

to both the schools of the Mimansakas, all cognitions are valid provided

there is nothing to render them invalid. When mother of pearl is mis-

taken for silver, even the mistaken cognition is at the outset regarded as

valid
;
but when it is found not so serviceable as silver, that previous

cognition is taken to be invalid. Concepts formed by perception, ie,,

by seeing, hearing, tasting, smelling, or touching, arc all valid. Likewise

syllogistic inference is also valid. Concepts based upon analogy, verbal

testimony, or presumption are also valid. While Kumarila regards

negation as an independent valid proof, Prabhakara rejects it as a proof.

The doctrine of fallacies is also well explained. What differentiates the

theory of knowledge of the Mimansakas from that of othei philosophical

systems is the view held by Jaimini on veibal testimony. Acoordiug to

him there are two classes of sentences, secular and saomd. Beedtar sen-

tences ate valid and reliable only when they are found to be in harmony
with categorical proofs such as perception, inference, and the like. But
sacred sentences like those of the VeJ^as are all self-evident, and require
no categorical proofs to be v^id. The reason adduced for this view is

that language is eternal and selLexisting. It is the creation of no hu-
man being, unlike proper names. The connection between words and
their meaning is also eternal. As the Vedas are fathered upon no human
beiug, they must necessarily be eternal {apaurusheya) and whatever is en-
joined in the Fe(ias must therefore be valid and reliable. Hence the
rites laid down in the Vedas are believed to be capable of bringing about
the end assigned to them. What the Vedm teach is action or perfom-
anoe of rituals, but not the realisation of self-existing Brahman.
Hence whoever follows the Vedic teaching is required to undertake sacri-
ficid performances, but not to sit contemplating on the nature of
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BrahNia {p* 39). In the view of the Mimanaakssi Dhartm means aii act,

and the incentive to Dharma or a good act is Vakyartha or the meaning

of ait imperative sentence according to some, of imperative suffiKes a<3«

cording to others. So far as secular or social acts are concerned any act

that is agreeable to VrMhavyavahara the opinion of the elders in Society

is termed Dhanm. As regards religious acts, whatever has been enjciiM

in the Vedu6 and the Brahnianas is a Dharma^ a good act. It follows

therefore that whatever Is opposed either to VridihavyamJma, i.e.*

social conscience, public opinion, or to tbe Vedas and Brahmanas^ is

Adharma, a bad act. Though desire (raga) and utility (prayojana) are

main incentives to work, still without public approval no man under-

takes a work, however useful and desirable it might be from his indivi-

dual point of view. This is one of the most important ethical principles

established by the Mimansakas in their commentary on the second Sutra

of the first chapter of the Mimansa Sutras. Professor Keith has briefly

noticed this point (p. 39) and has not taken the trouble to elucidate it,

perhaps for want of space.

The third and fourth chapters deal with one of the most important

problems of the Mimansa philosophy. It is impossible to exaggerate

its importance to us, the Hindus, and especially to the Brahmans. It

is the reality of the world’s existence without a creator. The

Mimansakas of both the schools boldly deny the existence of a

Creator; nor do they expect to have rewards at the hands of a

Creator, God, or Divine Being, for their religious or sacrificial acts.

There is no evidence, they say, to prove the existence of a Creator.

All sense-perceptions, such as seeing, hearing, tasting, smelling, touching,

fail there. The mind cannot reach it, if there be any such existence.

Where perception fails, inference, analogy, and presumption cannot

step in, for these latter are based upon the former. Nor do the

Vedas (the Smahitas) and the Brahmams ever speak of it. Those Vedic

sentences which appear to refer to an omniscient being, as in the

sentence ** The Omniscient is He who knows all,” are all laudatory

sentences (Arthamda)^ used to praise the particular sacrificial acts

connected with them. They are not imperative sentences and therefore

they convey no meaning by themselves. As to the Upanishads which

speak of Brahma or a Creator or a Destroyer, they have nothing to do

with the Vedas and the Vedic rituals. Thus the Mimansakas agree

with the Jainas, and the Buddhists in denying the existence of a divine

Creator. But they believe in the eternal existence of an Atmam, soul

or self, who is destined to enjoy or suffer from the consequences of his

good or had acts. Accordingly to the Mimimsakas there are other

worlds, a heaven and a bell.
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To the Mimansakas the world is real, and neither created nor

entirely destructible. Things of the world and on the world may

appear and disappear, ever undergoing change. But* as a wliol^ the

world is neither created nor destroyed, for there is nO evidenoe to

prove such strisMi (creation) and pralaya (destruction). Hete tiie

Mimansakas have a drawn battle with the logicians who believe in thO

creation and destruction of the world and in the existence of a Creatot*

a personal God ;
with the Advaitina in whose view the World is

phenomenal and the Self or Brahma is the only real entity; with the

Idealistic and the Nihilistic schools of the Buddhists, who consider

the world either as an idea like that perceived in a dream or as a void.

To the Mimansakas there is no deity to reward them for their

sacrificial acts. The sacrificial acts themselves produce an Apurm or

potency which brings them the promised reward, such as Svarga^

heavenly bliss, or sons, cattle, knowledge and the like.

It is only the imperative sentences such as JyotisUomena

svargakamo yajeta^^^ Whoever is desirous of Svarga should perform the

Jyotishtoma sacrifice,” that are important in the Vedas. The rest are

to be interpreted along with such main sentences according to the

context. They are all laudatory of the particular acts enjoined. It

follows therefore that the description of the origin of castes from

Purusha’s face and other limbs has no meaning by itself, but is only

laudatory of the Purushamedha sacrifice, with which the whole hymn
is connected.

Such is the spirit of the Mimansa philosophy. It is not Professor

Keith’s object to deduce the corollaries rightly deducible from the

propositions clearly established by Jaimini and his followers.

In the fifth chapter the rules of interpretation of the V^dds Are

explained, and the distinction between injunctions and laudatory texts

(Vidhi and Arthavada) is also pointed out. Texfes that enjoin sacrificial

acts are called VidhiSi and laudatory texts are regarded as secondary

and as having no meaning of their own apart from the Vidhi texts.

Various forms of Vidhis or injunctions are also clearly explained.

In the sixth chapter the application of the Mimama rules of

interpretation to the in*erpretation of Smriti texts on Civil Law is

elucidated. Following Vijnanesvara and other commentators on

Smritisy who have successfully applied Mimansa principles of interpreta-

tion to Smriti texts, and interpreted the rules of inheritance, adoption

and other customs in consonance, with the progressive spirit Of tibeir

own times, as shown in the few instances mentioned by the learned

Professor, distinguished Hindu legal practitioners throughout India ate
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Still making use of the Mimansa principles of interpretation oontested

• adoption and other ci\ril dases.

There is n& doubt that with such useful application, the system of

the Karma-Mimmsa philosophy is an interesting field of study.

Students of Karma^Mifik^a know very well how difficult it is to

master the science of 0mhan8a and how like Logic, Grammar, and

F«(|ptn^a, it is classed as a separate branch of study by itself. Except

Apadeva’s which treats of the elements of the

Mimmsd principles, following the Bhatta system, there has been up

till now no standard work dealing concisely with the doctrines of

Mimansa. This want Professor Keith has admirably supplied. Every

sentence and every paragraph in this charmfng little book is pregnant

with information. The skill wliich the ProfJisor has shown in bringing

so much information into such a short^ book is really admirable*

Especially interesting is the lucid description of the views of the Guru

school as distinguished from those of Bhattakumarila. As an excellent

and authoritative text-book of the Karma-Mimama, this book can very

well replace Apadeva’a Mimansa-Ntjayaprakasa in all the colleges of

Indian Universities.

II

In his book, Mr. M. A. Buch presents to us a vivid outline of the

ideal held in view by the ancient Hindus in building their society upon

a religious or spiritual basis as contrasted with what he regards as the

material basis of European civilization. The book consists of seven

chapters
:

(i) The East and the West, (ii) A Comparative Study of

English and Sanskrit Literature, (iii) The Hindu Ethical Attitude, (iv)

Ancient Hindu Politics, (v) Hindu Theology, (vi) Hindu Metaphysics,

and (vii) The Doctrine of Advaita.

In contrasting the culture of the East with that of the West,

he says in the first and second chapters that while the West is

Materialistic, the East is Spiritualistic.” In support of this assertion

ha quotes from the Upanishads and other religious literature of the

Hindus a few passages extolling Nivritti or renunciation of the world

and worldly activities as the ultimate good, and contrasts it with the

wonderful industrial activity to which the West is devoted. No doubt

it is a fact that the ancient Hindus took as much delight in writing

volumes after volumes mostly upon religion and philosophy as the West-

erners upon science and industry. The reason for this is not that the

ancient Hindus had no interest in science and industry, but that the

natural and mechanical sciences were not k^wn in those days. Had
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qnantitiy oi scientific literature would have sprung up* it w «

S^ainst reason to infer that those who have writteM‘ mainly upon

relig^n lived a religious life, and that those who have devoted their

attention to science and industry were entirely materialistio. Preoept

tends to difiar from practice, for precept follows an ideal while

practice is subject to human weakness. Hence it appears wrong to

conclude that, because a nation’s literature is mostly religious, that

nation has lived an entirely religious life, and that a materialistic

tendency is the characteristic of nations devoted to industrial under^

takings. Accordingly the statement made by the author 'that the

East has cast its die for a life of perfect repose in the bosom of the .

Infinite, for a life of eternal contemplation and eternal enjoyment,”

is far from true. The East may be more pious and religious and less

industrious than the West. Still it cannot be said that the East has

abandoned all activity and the struggle for existence. The inter-state

wars that disturbed the peace of India during the pre-British period

and the uninterrupted political agitation that has been going on

throughout the length and breadth of India ever since the great Mutiny

are clear signs of human struggle for earthly blessings. Herein lies the

variation of practice from precept. The pious and philosophical

precepts contained in the Upanishads and other religious works of the

Hindus are the outpourings of either a contented or a disappointed heart.

They are never the symbols of actual life.

Similarly Longfellow’s call to act that each to-morrow find us

farther than to-day ” cannot be taken to be the expression of the feeling

of a merely industrious or materialistic nation. Its utterance is no

louder than Bhartrihari’s teaching that “ The Goddess of Wealth

marries the industrious.”

Considering the zeal with which numbers of hospitals, schools,

churches, orphanages and other charitable institutions are built by

Western missionaries with funds subscribed for the purpose by their own

men and women in their own country, we may as well argue that the

Western peoples are as pious philanthrophists and philosophers as the

Buddhists once were. Neither mere literary evide^nce nor monumental

evidence is enough to show the inward tendency of a people. The

reason why the ancients devoted their attention solely to religion and

philosophy is that the practical study of man and nature did not dawn
upon their mind at that time. Hence the prevalence of monotony in

ancient literature as contrasted with the variety of topics in modern

literature. With the advance made in the study of the natural sciences
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fKud af f^ology based upon deductive reasomng tbe topict tbat con^

• ifont modern writers are very many. Scientific, bumanitarian and

acibnomical subfects did not so mucb appeal to tbe mind of the anrients

as religious and metaphysical subjects. Hence the dearth of soient^c

liteiature in olden days and of religious literature in modern days.

From this it is not safe to conclude that ancient nations whether in

the East or in the West were entirely religious and that moderns,

whether in the East or in the West, are irreligious and materialistic.

Hence the conclusion arrived at by the author in the first two chapters

that as contrasted with the West, which he regards as materialistic

both in itJlife and in its literature, the East in both precept and

practice is spiritualistic and devoted to the one spiritual goal, Brahma,

cannot be accepted.

His views on the Hindu ethical attitude are equally baaed upon

precept instead of practice. According to the Hindu philosophical

systems, the highest good or Dharma that man must observe is realisa-

tion of Brahma as the only real entity. Realisation is merely a mental

labour and as such it requires no physical labour of any kind.

Accordingly all activity is Adharma, to the Hindu philosopher. In the

words of the author himself (p. 109) ‘‘the Absolute is attained not by

orores of pious deeds, but by thought and knowledge.’’ Logically

this doctrine may be perfectly rea^bnable
;
but practically considered, it

has no charm for humanity as a whole. As a being of feelings and

passions man is more attached to worldly happiness than to heavenly

bliss. The author himself says (p. 110) that “ ethics, therefore, like

economics or logic may claim the attention of people whose imagination

is dazzled by the glamour of finite happiness. But for the philosophic

few metaphysics was the only refuge and support.” Truly philosophy

is meant only for the few, never for the majority. The majority of the

people all the world over are interested in having a moral code which in

the word^ of the author (p. 110) is “concerned with matters of expe-

diency
;

its operation is strictly pinned down to the empirical sphere,

to ^the phenomenal plane , to the Vyavaharika stage. It is one of the

worldly sciences which are more conducive to the success of earthly

goals than heavenly ones. Morality can secure success in this life, it

can guarantee happiness in future life, it can even gain access to para*

dise—rthe world of gods and angels.”

Now the question is : have Indians ever been, and are they now, of

the type of the few thus praised by the author ? No onr can deny

that from the dawn of the Vedic period dovvn to our own times the

majemty of the people of India have preferred the moral code of tlie
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Vyamharika stage to the philosophical code which is bftsed on the

principle that Brahma alone is real and the rest phenomenal. If so,*

where is the difference between the East and the West, so fa/ as

morality is considered? As regards the ideal of the philosophic ethical

code, India is no exception. There are a few in the West also whose

faith is quite similar to that of the Advaitins of India. Besides, the

philosophical ethical code is not the only system that is followed In India.

There is the Karma-Mimansa code also, which is followed by the majority

of the Hindus and which in many respects Is quite similar to the moral

system of the western people. According to the ethics of Karma-Mimama

and Dvditct philosophy it is action rather than contemplatioh that has

been enjoined upon man.

The picture drawn by the author of the ancient Hindu political

institutions is as imaginary as his sketches of culture and morality.

What has been described as an ideal monarchical institution in the

Ramayana, the Mahabharata and other epics is usually mistaken for an

actual historical fact. Long life, absence of premature death, drought

disease, famine, and other calamities, the altruistic^ life of kings like

Rama, Krishna, and others, and the asceticism of ministers such as

Vasiahtha, Dhaumya and others are not historical facts. The elegant and

sweet verses which the author has quoted from the Mahabharata, Manu,

and other works in evidence of the jfltruistic life of ancient Hindu kings

and their unselfish administration of their kingdoms only for the good of

their subjects can as well be contradicted by passages found in the same

works, wherein treachery of kings and ministers, murder of

outrage and abduction of women, oppression and slaughter of people

and other cruel deeds are vividly described as having been committed

by Duryodhana, Ravana and others.

The Mahabharata verse quoted by the author (p. 160) in proof

of the unselfish character of ancient Hindu kings like Rama gives rather a

poetical exaggeration than a fact. To believe that ancient Hindu kings

obeyed Manu’s injunction to avoid treacherous means in fighting with

their enemies is to bid good-bye to all history. A political expedient

which all ancient kings, whether in the East or in the West, frequently

made use of was the justification of the means by the end they had in

view. Sometimes even the end held in view was as bad as the means
employed. A cursory glance over the contents of the Afthasasifa will

show that ancient governments were not as good as the author represents

them to have been.

In the last three chapters Hindu Theology, Metaphysics and
Advaita ” are disposed of by the author in a few pages. He considcHCs
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imAge worship as an indispensable means for the religious cultui^ of the

^uneducated. In his treatment of Hindu Metaphysics his trans-

lation of such technical words as Atman, Buddhi, Antahharana by such

English words as self, intellect, conscience seems to be vague. Sdf and

other words do not convey the same idea that is given for Atman and

other words in Sanskrit. The author’s exposition of the Advaita

philosophy is so brief that it is not possible for the reader to understand

what is really meant by Admita.

The renunciation of the world followed by the realisation of Brahma

as one’s own self is an ideal which is very hard to follow practically

in culture, ^ethics, religion, or government. The Buddhistic Nirvana as

an ideal proved a failure. So did the Jaina ideal of Tirihankara-'hood*

The rigid and strict discipline and self-denial which an Advaitin, a

Buddhist, or a Jaina saint has to observe in seeking the promised goal is

so impracticable that those three philosophical systems have all remained

merely theoretical. But whether practicable or impracticable, the ideal

set forth in this book is so charming and edifying that the reader cannot

but feel himself elevated to a tranquil and peaceful region far above the

storms and whirlpools of the earth.

R. Shama Sastki.

s



THE MINISTER UNDER THE NEW ACT.

Thb irresistibiKty of demooracy is now past tha controvaradal

stage. It is but human nature that the people of a country should

demand the right of ruling themselves. It is equally true that once a

people demand the right of ruling the country for themselves no

•ounteracting force can succeed in preventing the people fiom gaining

what they demand. As Sidgwick truly says, the people of a country

—whether of Russia, India, or Japan—are the unconscious sovereigns

of their respective countries. But the real difficulty lies not in demand-

ing self-rule, not in securing self-rule, but in rightly and advantageously

utilising that privilege. The level of education among the masses

and the temperament of the people (especially of the leaders) count for

much bore. To obey laws and orders requires less self-control, less

intelligence, and less public spirit than to initiate and make laws, to

issue and enforce orders.

The British Empire in India rapidly developed the unity of the

Indian nation. On account of the Empire ranging over the whole of

India narr<^^^ views and local patriotisms soon gave way. Education

began to widen the horizon of the Indian. The result of all this was that

the time-honoured idea of Bharatamatha became fully rejuvenated.

Along with this spreading idea of nationality among the Indianii, a

growing desire of the Indians to share to a larger and larger extent the

responsibilities of government with the British nilers in India became

apparent. With the object of bringing in a more representative system

of government, the Minto-Morley Reforms of 1909 were ushered in,

whereby Indian views were given more representation in executive and

legislative councils, and local self-government—that is, administration

of municipalities and local bodies by elected Indians—was largely

developed.

A few years after this the Indians desired that the British Parlia-

ment should go a step further by modifying the Indian constitution-~-the

framework of government—in such a manner that Indian statesmen

elected by Indian voters should actually govern the country. The final

result of deliberations upon this further democratisation was the Govern-
ment of India Act, 1919, and the rules thereunder. The British Gov-
ernment have through their prime minister declared that their policy in

130
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regard to India is to offer full responsible government (<.«., full self-rule

br autonomy) to Indians just as they have done to Canadians,

Australians and South Africans. And this Act is offered as the first

substantial step. The system of government introduced by this Act is

called Diarchy because government will hereafter be carried on by two

more or less independent bodies—the governors and governor-general

with their executive councillors
; the provincial legislative councils led

by ministers. In very brief terms (further amplification is not necessary

because the main features of the Act have been explained very well and

very widely by many leaders and the Publicity Bureau), the 1919 Act

provides for a substantial advance in Indian representation in the

“ Central (i.s. Imperial) department and in the Reserved (t.e.

Provincial) department, which will be administered as hitherto by the

governor with the assistance of executive councillors appointed by the

secretary of state
;
and provides for “parliamentary** government in

“ transferred ** subjects or departments. Parliamentary government

is government carried on, not by the governor assisted by the executive

councillors, whose appointment and dismissal are vested in his hands

(it is he who recommends either), but by the governor “ guided by *’

the “ministers” who command the majority in the provincial legislative

council. “ The legislature, or it may be the elective portion thereof,

appoints and dismisses the executive, which under these circumstances

is in general chosen from among the members of the legislative body.**

(A.V. Dicey). So it can be seen that so far as concerns the departments

which are hereafter to be administered by ministers, supreme power

over the departments and ministers is vested not in the hands of the

governor, the governor-general, or the secretary of state for India, but

in the hands of the provincial legislative council. The wording of the

Act is not of this import, but the Act allows conventions to develop in

India just as they have developed in England According to the Act

the provincial legislative councils will contain a very high percentage of

elected members. For example in the Madras Legislative Council

elected members number 98 and nominated members number 29.

Hence the majority in the legislative council must be composed of

elected members, and the ministers must command the support and

confidence of the majority. In other words, candidates who com-

mand the confidence and support of voters according to the 1919

Act and rules thereunder constitute a high percentage of the provincial

legislative council members. Out of such elected members those who

command the confidence and support of the majority of the legislative

council will necessarily be called upon by the governor to “ take office
**
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as ministers and oarry on the business of the respective transfensed

departments. Therefore the actual choice of ministers lies in the hamdb

of the legislative council and not in the hands of the governor. Suppose

the governor appoints as ministers men who do not enjoy the support

of the majority of the legislative council. What will happen 1 The

legislative council, hading that its leaders have not been given charge ol

working the departments, will continuously oppose the ministers, and

any bill brought forward by the ministers will be defeated : the majority

of the council will vote against it. If all bills brought forward by the

ministers fall through like this, government work cannot be,, carried on

at all. It is true that the Act gives the governor power to pass a

measure into a law. But this power is subject to approval by the secre-

tary of state, and in addition the Act intends that the governor should

make very rare use of this privilege. So, generally speaking, neither

can the governor appoint whomever he likes as minister, nor can he

override the wishes of the legislative council and the ministers. The

governor might adviss, but if the legislative council and ministers persist

in a particular course of action, he has to give way, hoping for the

betterment of the council by actual experience. All this is with regard

to transferred subjects in the provinces.

Such a system is what obtains in the United Kingdom and the

self-governing dominions, and the Government of India Act of 1919

provides for this sort of government in transferred subjects—Industry,

Agriculture, Education, Sanitation, Co-operation, Registration and a

few more. After the elections to the provincial legislative ocnliicils are

over the elected members meet under a President (td be nominated by

the Government of India for the first four years, but afterwards to be

chosen from amongst themselves by themselves). The governor, after

studying the composition of the council, calls upon a number of men
out of this body to take up the admini.stration of the various trans-

ferred departments. Such men consult their fellow-members and their

own capacity to lead a house (a legislative body)
;
and if after such

deliberation they feel that they can manage to secure a majority in the

legislative council to support them in their administration, then they
communicate their willingness to accept ministers’ places. After
hearing of their consent to take office, the governor formally announces
that they are appointed ministers for their respective departments.
During the first few years the governor will have to judge very cau-
tiously as to the members of the legislative council who may be cap-
able of leading the house. The reason is that as things stand there is
no weU-developed and healthy party system. With a short period of
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paftiameBtftry experience e good party system may be organised, and

Iheij of course the governor will be a formal appoixiter of ministers, the

actual selection being made by the majority party in the legislative

oonneil.

There is no arrangement according to the Act for a prime minister*

ship such as exists in England, and in the early years of the reformed

councils joint responsibility will be difficult to arrange for. But with-

out joint responsibility (i.e, obligation to pursue a consistent policy as

among themselves, and a readiness to resign in a body if censured or

disapprovec^ by the majority in the legislative council) the ministers

will not be able to wield much influence in their relations with the

governor, nor will the legislative council have much power over the

ministers. In the first case the governor, when faced with the possibi-

lity of the resignation of all the ministers together, will have to think

long and carefully before exorcising his power of legislation or veto*

And in the second case the legislative council will not be able to locate

responsibility for acts if there be no joint responsibility. But it is for

the first appointed ministers to develop the custom of joint responsi-

bility. With this end in view they will have to choose as their chief one

from among themselves, and create conventions in regard to the

relations between the chief minister and others. Gradually the chief

minister may secure the power of nominating his colleagues, as in Eng-

land, for the governor formally to appoint them.

In the early years of the new government the ministers will have

to use much of their capacity for argument in persuading the governor

to put his power of passing laws into disuse as far as possible ; for if

the governor makes frequent use of his legislating power the intention

of the Act will be defeated. The minister’s persuasion and the secre-

tary of state for India’s power of approving or disallowing must com-

bine to put the governor’s power of legislation into disuse.

There has been a large amount of controversy with regard to the

financial relations between the central and provincial governments. In

this controversy it is for the ministers to show how the transferred

subjects are in very urgent necessity of speedy expansion, and how

therefore the provincial governments will require far larger revenues

than hitherto they have received.

Again, with regard to the allotment of revenues as among the

several teansferred and reserved subjects, the chances are that on the

one hand the executive councillors and governors may try to magnify the

needs of the reserved departments, and on the other hand the voters

may daim mom than a justifiable budget allotment for transferred
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subjscta. Here is what the Bengal Liberal League says:— ^'The

National Liberal League observes that while Bengal is prepared to ta±

itself to meet additional expenses on the development of transferred

departments, it objects to the imposition of taxation for ordinary

administrative expenses, especially those of the reserved departments,**

The ministers in such cases have to do their best to bring down both

sections to reasonable demands.

The other evil against which ministers have to guard is the pernicious

effects of the spoils system. Supposing in an election the party X wins

the majority in the legislative council, it follows that the ministers will

belong to that party. If the new ministers like they can remove many

capable and useful officers and fill up the vacancies with men of their

own party. In such a case there will be immense harm done to effici-

ency. If people like Lord Kitchener and Lord Birkenhead (the Lord

Chancellor) were to be removed to make room for party men it would

merely mean degeneration of efficiency. Eecently in Italy a non-party

man was appointed Miniater for Education on account of his literary

genius and enthusiasm for education. In this manner ministers will have

to res rain their supporters’ demand for office. Again, it will be for them

to see to the good treatment of European officers serving in transferred

departments.

Thus the work to be done by ministers is very arduous—work among

themselves, with the executive councillors in charge of reserved subjects,

and with the governor. But still more arduous and weighty is their

work in the legislative council, because at the same time they have to

get their power from that body, advise and guide its deliberations, wain

it, if necessary, against harmful and irresponsible legislation, and

in very grave emergencies advise the governor to dissolve the legislative

council and hold a re-election.

Indians, generally speaking, are very imaginative and excitable by

nature. Here they resemble Frenchmen. The French are incorrigibly

idealist,” says Sisley Huddleston. If a legislature contains men who

allow themselves to be carried away by vague theories and flights of

oratory, then surely ministers cannot long command the confidence of

such a legislature, because no consistent policy is pursued by it. French

cabinets are very short-lived compared with English
;
they are popularly

called “ quick-silver cabinets.*’ Such quick changes in government

result in frequent changes in policy, and cause a large amount of embar-

rassment and expense. A similar fate may await the Indian administra-

tion unless ministers espouse the cause of practicality. While the legis-

lative council may clamour for a particular law, having been led away
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by exciting speeches and theories, it will be for the ministers to make

•practical facts, difficulties, and expedient measures stare the council in

the*face. The temperament of the people can to a large extent be

counterbalanced by the effects of right education, and it will be for the

ministers, to a large degree, to educate the legislative council members

in the methods of useful and just legislation.

Any movement at the start tends to over-reach itself and go to such

extremes as it would not approve of in later stages. A democracy is to

a certain extent destructive at the beginning. In Magna Carta the

Runnymeders went further than the present constitutionalists would go.

They provided that if King John infringed any of the clauses of Magna

Carta, a band of knights must immediately occupy his private pro-

perty, thus forcing him to retract. Magna Carta as signed by John con-

tained many vague clauses, and it was very easy to prove that the King

infringed some clause or other. This power of reprisal was removed

when Henry III became king. The Reformation and the Long Parlia-

menta showed the same tendency. In like manner new prWiioges may

lead the new legislative councils to revolutionary legislation and radical

measures in transferred subjects. Their acts may lead to frequent dis-

solutions and deadlocks (situations where the legislative council and the

governor both prove unyielding, and work is at a stand -still or goes on

very slowly after complex arrangements). For example, the legislative

council may pass some measure affecting a transferred department,

which the governor thinks unwise. He will use his influence and try to

persuade the legislative council, asking them to reconsider the measure.

Suppose the council persists in its policy. The governor may dissolve

the council. Suppose the same members are returned to the new council

by the voter, and they again pass the same measure. Then the governor

will exercise his right of veto. Suppose that on this veto the ministers

are compelled to resign by the legislative council, and no other member

of the council can accept office on account of the counciFs opposition,

then the governor has to give way. The proposed measure becomes an

Act. But it will be for the ministers to avoid frequent occurrence of

auch huge waste of energy and money, as also loss of cordiality and

good relations. It will be for them to try hard for moderation

and conciliation.

,
In the very nature of parliamentary government, which is introduced

in the transferred subjects, there is a defect. The administration of

affairs is apt to reflect not only the permanent will but also the tempor-

ary wishes or transient passions or fancies of a parliamentary majority

or of the electors from whose goodwill the majority derives its authority.*’
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{iuV. Dicey.) This defect will be more dangerous where %$m ai» ao

second chambers. Second chambers like the Senate af the tJ*S.4., tiw

House of Lords of England, and the Council of State of the Indian Imr

perial Legislature do act in delaying, postponing, moderatij^ and some*

times frustatin^ measures passed by the lower houses. But in theIndian

provinces no second chambers have bean provided for. No doubt the

governor is vested, according to the Act, with a number of powers to

moderate, restrain, delay, or postpone legislative council measures. Yet

the ministers will have an onerous duty in making the council avoid

haste and fancy.

In the early years of the reforms a party system on' sound lines

must develop if parliamentary government is to succeed at a!L Just

now so many interests—for example Mahomedan, Non*Brahman, Com-

mercial, Anglo-Indian, European, Depressed Classses, Sikh—have

been provided with reserved representation in the legislative councils

that an important authority like Lord Meston wonders whether a people

that demands representation in such narrow spheres will be amenable to

rule by majorities, which is the essential feature of democratic rule. But

this fear will be removed if within a few years the ministers organise a

good party system, with a few well-marked parties advocating import-

ant policies and dividing on important issues. The ministers will have

to share the great task of disciplining the members, for without

discipline party organization is impossible.

In addition to all this the ministers may well expect a certabi

amount of apathy in the council. There may be a number of membais

who, on account of private business, laziness, or absence of intertilf

the measures discussed, may absent themselves often from lE^iipoiUl.

The ministers, along with other leaders, will have to rouse such members,

and convince them of the responsible work on their shoulders.

Among the voters there are certain to be a large number who
will not take the trouble to register their names and vote in electicms.

Even in such an educated constituency as that of the Madras University

the number of voters who have actually enrolled themselves is very

small compared with the number of men who are eligible to enrol end
vote. It will be the duty of the ministers, along with other leaders, to

“stump” the country, and impart sound political education to Ae
masses. Speeches in the vernacular will have much efiect in this work.

Just as is happening in the case of the Dominions, it will be tot®

ministers who will have to represent provinces in all-India oonfeui^oes,

and often represent India in imperial conferences. They will be greatly

responsible for raising the prestige of India in imperial and intomati«fl|I

relations.
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Bo far An account has been given of the ministers’ woiic in various

kvlds. The original according to which parliamentary government will

be introduced into India is the British system. In that system members

of the cabinet are **
(1) members of the legislature, (2) of the same

political views, and chosen from the party possessing a majority in the

House of Commons, (3) presenting a concerted policy, (4) under a com-

mon responsibility to be signified by collective resignation in the event

of parliamentary censure and (5) acknowledging a common subordina-

tion to one chief minister.” (Wilson ) Of these five important features

the first two will automatically follow the introduction of parliamentary

government? But, as has been already explained, the next three have

to be developed by the first ministers, and the earlier this is done the

more efficient will government be in transferred departments. It is true

that the British cabinet took centuries to arrive at these five features,

but it does not follow that in India also centuries must pass ere wo

attain similar characteristics. India can to a substantial extent take

advantage of the experience of Britain, as the Dominions have done.

The Beforma Act opens a number of high offices and responsible

posts to Indians. They may aspire to governorships, executive council-

lorshipa (imperial and provincial), ministerships, and seats in the

Council of State, the Indian Legislative Assembly, and the provincial

legislative councils. But of all these important posts those which carry

the weightiest consequences are undoubtedly the'ministers’ places. It is

there and nowhere else that the Indian will be tested as to his capacity

for sole charge (that is, without the help of the British rulers) of

governmental work. If the first few sets of ministers fail, the privileges

of self-government may be withdrawn, and in addition the country will

suffer on account of maladministration. If on the other hand, as is

almost certain, they succeed, they serve two important purposes. Of

these the first in importance is the removal of the fear that Indians axe

not capable of democratic government. In spite of the fact that even

in early ages there were democratic forms of government in India, even

sympathetic statesmen like Lord Heston think that the reforms lie

** crossways to Indian political progress hitherto. It is for the

ministers to show that the reforms lie on the direct highway of Indian

evolution. Among other statesmen, Mr. A. F. Whyte (President-elect

of the Indian Legislative Assembly) is of opinion that the furtherance

of responsible government in India depends upon the success of the

ministers in the transferred departments. Again, the first few sets of

ministers will serve a great purpose if they act as useful models for their

successors.

6
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1%.asitMno«Migezal4oiitou7i)b«ttl»best men lolflt aoir

tequuad io the ptoTineial logtsUttiTe eottttdle to lead Oj^aloil^ to

the edmimatration of transfened departotents, andealMit«atik% tottoli*

tribute towards “ the progressive realisation of full raspoaplde fovetn-

ment.” But most of the able men offering themselves as oaodidatos

for election have sought seats in the Imperial Legislature, and tide ia

rather disappointing. It may be that membership of the Imperial

Legislature means a higher status and a wider horizon. But the test ol

the Beforms Act in India lies in the work of the ministers. Their

success will ensure the introduction of responsible or parliamentary

government in the central government by the statutory^comaoissioa

which will meet in 1930 or, if circumstances favour India, even earlier.

S. EeSAVA iTXWaAB.



THE SMRIT OS' SOCIAL SERVICE.

(A Idoture delivered in Mysore, in June, at a meeting of the 0vfe ^

and Sooial Progress Association, by Dr^ W. E. Clark, Professor

Sanskrit and Indo-European Philology, Univeisity of Chicago.)

Ik the first place, I want to emphasize the fact that I am not a
politician, ijot an adherent of any dogmatic religious sect, philosophical

system or sooial theory. In particular, I am a student of Sanskrit litera-

ture and Indian history in general. As a scholar, it is my aim
to understand as well as I can the world I live in and the nature of my
fellow-men. I shall speak frankly to you and hope that my criticism

will be taken in the spirit in which it is meant. This is not a social

gathering for pleasure, entertainment and superficial compliments.

In the West, during the mediaeval period, there were present many
elements which were similar in general character if not in particular

form to elements which are present to-day in India.

In the sooial life of the mediaeval West, there existed a very largo

amount of class tyranny which there took the form of autocratic^

tyrannical, despotic use of power by the kings and nobles. These

kept themselves proudly aloof from the masses ; they made use of their

labour but kept them practically in a state of servitude and complete

dependence. In the religious life also, there was a large amount of

tyranny on the part of the priesthood. The priests insisted on some

dogma and creed or some one particular way to salvation. They

sought to impose on the people some one particular course of conduct

and ceremonial as alone having any validity. All who would not

conform were threatend with hell fire and eternal damnation.

The masses in the West developed a strong sense of their own dig-

nity and importance in the world, a feeling that they were able to

think out social and religious problems for themselves. They gradually

forced concessions from their kings and nobles limiting their too arbit-

rary power and winmng for themselves a large share in the administra-

tion of the State. Any position was made open to them for which they

could qualify themselves by individual personal worth. This has been

a kmg, dow, process, but the ideal is gradually developing. It is be-

oomia^ a cardinal social principle in the West.

On the religious side, since the time of Lul^er, tbe West has gzadur

dly been }oain| narrow creed and dogma and ^eremomalism, and iM
139
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mi hem intorpretiiig religion as a motive of ieiNioe in t1i|

present life. The diyine and superhuman is strongly felt, but |t is

eonoeited that this divine has little meaning and value unless it oan be

used to better present humanity. The tyranny of unknown super-

human forces, of superstitious fears, which cramp and paralyze human

efiort, has slowly been broken.

This religious element united to the social element I have men-

tioned makes social service. The masses are not left to struggle

blindly by themselves for better living conditions, but the more fortu-

nately situated, the more intelligent, are beginning to fee^, that it is

their duty to help the masses as far as possible, to give them every

opportunity to develop the latent abilities and powers]^ in themselves.

We feel that our future does not lie with the few highly educated or

with the few millionaires. We feel that it lies with the masses, and is

dependent on the spread of education, culture and prosperity among

them. We feel that no country can be greater than the average of its

people. The position of a country is not to be judged by the number

of its millionaires and scholars, but by the general average of prosperity

and culture, by its freedom from poverty and starvation. The mere

increase of luxury and pleasure is no sign of progress, but the increase

of the necessities aud comforts of life, the increase of thought and
culture, are signs of progress.

To my mind, the future of India is more depeiulent on social

service than it is on political agitation with its endless idealiitic «|»06c1i^

making. It is like taking hold of your feet and trying to lilt ynuBielvas

from the ground. A man may read all the books on ethics and mora-
lity in the world and yet in practical emergencies be laittcntably weak
in character. Ideals are not enough to mould character; work and
efiort and practice are necessary.

What is needed is work, not speeches. The success of your
Swaraj when it does come can be no greater than the success of your
social life in your cities and immediate surroundings. Your political

advance is dependent on your social advance. No form of religion can
be greater than the nature of the people who practise it. If the culture
of the people is low, they will degrade the noblest religious form to their

own level. The same is true of government. Talking politics Is easy,
social reform is hard, unpleasant work. It is very easy to be charitable
at a distance, but real charity begins in one’s own immediate surround-
ings. It is easy to lend one's name and a little money to organizations,
gaining thereby a reputation for liberality and liberalism. It is much
harder to put the principles into actual practice yourselves at the risk Of
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yocir oim oomfoi^ble wrfl-b^ing. It Is very wy to ooglect

onejs own surtouadfngs and to speonlate on aomo far lofty

ide^ or to desoribe with regret some past golden age. This has

the l^eraistent weakness of Indian thoughts—to regard the present

a vale of tearB» sad and degenerate but unavoidable, to look to some

golden future which is to come spontaneously without human effort, to

depict a glorious past whiob was lost not through any human weakness

or defect.

By forming an Association for Social service, you pledge yourselves

to an ideal^f active attention to your immediate surroundings. This

principle has become the cardinal one of Western ethics. We believe

that the ideal will inevitably follow such social betterment, that if we

leave our surroundings bad, the ideal will inevitably be degraded by

them. Those who are left to insanitary habits, dilapidated houses,

religious superstitions and pressing poverty cannot develop ideals, I

do not mean that a decent poverty is altogether antagonistic to ideals,

but insanitariness, filth, too great poverty, and superstition are.

Your caste system prides itself on the fact that its ideal is one of

co-operation, yet you have millions of the depressed, millions of the

untouchables. These perform some of the most necessary functions of

society. What does co-operation mean in their case ? Only that they

serve or operate for the benefit of the upper classes. Surely co-opera-

tion demands a counter operation from the high to the low. What do

the upper castes do for them ? If they do nothing, the word co-opera-

tion is meaningless, and yet some agitatators expect these depressed

millions to co-operate with them in a policy of Non-co-operation against

the present Government. It takes but little tarka ” to see the

absurdity of such a position.

In the distant past, ideal and practice may have been different,

but for centuries the practice has been for the higher castes to think

that the lower castes must work for and not with themselves, while

they held themselves proudly aloof, conceiving that they had no duties

to perform for the lower castes. This attitude has often been defended

theoretically on the ground that the present high position of the upper

castes is due to good deeds done in past lives, on the ground that the

tiwetchedness, terrible poverty and suffering of the lower castes is due

to the bad deeds done in former lives. Therefore the higher born

should not try to relieve pain and suffering and ignorance, they should

despise the low bom and believe that their own high position is due to

their own past merits. The amazing thing about India is that the low

bom have had so little energy of body and mind. Hey have# as a
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The trouble i$ that any Buoh condition reacts on the tipper dlaeees

themselves and works towards their own passive 8elf*6atisfactidl| and

degeneratiom A tyranny of religious prejudices is just as bad aS| or

worse than, the physical tyranny of unjust kings and nobles.

The whole idea and system is a most shallow and misohievons

interpretation of the ennobling ideal of “ Karma.** I do think that

proper Interpretation can make it an ennobling instead of a depressing

Meal

Early Indian Mathematics, Astronomy, Medicine, Grammar, Philo-

Bcfphy, Religion, and Political theories were remarkable for their time.

Why does not India still lead the world in these matters ? There was a

definite and continued growth up to the period between 1000 and 1200

A,D., although elements of decay are visible several centuries earlier.

Every branch of thought and practice stagnated and became scholastic*

Instead of deeper criticism and further development everything was re.

garded as having attained a final form. The old things were tasted and

re-tasted, divided and sub-divided. We got commentaries, commentaries

on commentaries, and commentaries on commentaries on commentaries^

and an immense elaboration of ingenious scholastic dialectic, which circled

around the same spot without ventuiing to criticise and take a step for*

ward. In Mediseval Europe, the scholastics would spend hours debs^tibug,

the question of how many angels could stand on the point of a needle*

The Mediaeval Indian books do the same sort of thing. The men did not

strive for a larger observation and experience of life as a broader basis

lot theory. They conceived that there was nothing more to be known.

The theory itself was perfect in every detail.

The present condition of India is not due wholly or chiefly to the

domination of a foreign power. It is largely due to internal stagnation.

It Is a sickness which has lowered the heart-beats of the country and
has made its blood circulate slowly. The blood will pulse again through

your veins only after you have removed the internal causes of the disease-

Those of you who have the knowledge that there is really a disease in

the body politic and who think that you know some of the causes must
appoint yourselves physicians. You must make it part of your karma
to work and help to raise the vitality of your country.

You may denounce the evils of Western social life—there aremaxiy
andwe are struggling manfully againstthem—you may praise Iijdkn ideals
of the past, and by the scholastic methods of the past try to tee all hj.tt.
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iitmlJo vrMcIk M| personal qualifications entitle Mm. By no tneapSfS^^

Sudra is naturally unintelligent. By no means every Brahmin is

rally intelligent. Character not birth must be the basis of caste. In thfs

interpretaticm of caste, in the matter of educating young women, in the

matter of child marriage, and in the matter of the treatment of tW
widows# you need not merely imitate the West. You should go hack to

the best of your own ancient scriptures. How many of you really knoir

the teachings of your old books, not the Mediaeval texts on these suh"

jeots ?
•

You, of the upper classes, must show to the lower classes better

ways of living and thinking. This is Social Service, a service of tjbe

higher to the lower, with a real spirit of oo-operation on both sides. It

does not need to be a mere imitation of the West. I am convinced that

your future must be chiefly based on the best of your own Indian ideals*

You must give an Elementary Education to the masses, an educa^

tion that will give them a common sense, practical knowledge of the

world and of natural forces, a sense of their importance and power in

the world ; an education that will arouse them from the feeling that they

are altogether at the mercy of capricious forces of nature against which

it is vain to struggle. Make them optimistic and efficient. So much is

essential to progress. There is much talk against education on the

ground that education is not in itself essential to character. True enough,

but the presence of ignorant superstition is opposed to character an4

progress. Teach people to really understand the world they live in and

religion will take care of itself. Religion begins only where human

knowledge ends. It deals with the superhuman. Human knowledge

must be your chief criterion so far as human knowledge goes. To see

the supernatural in things which present-day knowledge knews to be due

to ordinary natural forces is superstition.

Those of you who have higher and nobler conoeptions of Divinity

should not leave the masses to ignorant superstition and meanlnglesi

ceremonials, should not jealously guard such higher knowledge and purer

religion and keep them a secret to yourselves.

A religious system which does not try to raise the general level of

social life in the light of the best current thought is of little value. It

is railier a hindrance, for it clogs social life and makes it stagnant. We
had^ the same sort of stagnation in our reHgioii and priesthood in the

Wes|t Wt dpwly we mre tearing ouiadvea free^
^

^

,There is enough to worship in the wonder^ power shown in

uniloimlty ot natural laws. The masses in Indi| see as the best preol
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oiDinnitjr, the Ability to break all laws and to set aside tfee order of

nature. Miracles and wonders and portents dominate the lower forms of

Hinduism—blind credulous belief without any proof or reason. No^ re-

naisance can come without a corresponding reformation in religion.

It is an idle dream to think that the past can be recalled in eaeaotly

the same form. To moan for a real or a supposedly beautiful past is a

sign of weakness not of strength. The present must be met as it is.

31^ Indian intellect must master Western knowledge. There is no es*

cape. All or part of it may then be rejected. Some have claimed that

the ancient Indian sages knew all, and more than all the West now knows

of natural forces, but that they deliberately rejected it all as^ bad. Has

the rejection, if there was such a thing, resulted in prosperity and the

welfare pf the people as a whole ? The present Indian sages must now

prove their mastery and show their latent ability, or the claims are idle

fancies.

I do not know whether a democratic form of government is suited

to India’s near future or not. Even in a monarchical form of govern-

ment, the present position of the masses would drag down the position

of the country in spite of a small, wealthy, intelligent oligarchy.

If you sincerely believe in any social and religious reforms, each of

you must do some practical work towards them. If you honestly believe

in raising the intelligence and lives of the masses, in freeing them from

religious superstitions, if you believe in the education of women and in

the giving of greater comradeship to your wives, if you believe in a more

rational attitude towards widows and child marriage, each pf you in his

own life must practice the principle even at the cost of aacrifice to his

own comfort, and must in some small way 'help to influence others.

Ideals and principles are easy things to have until they clash with one’s

own easy routine and comfort. The way of the pioneers is not easy. I

urge you not to copy slavishly everything Western, but to criticise your

own past in the life of present reason and build on it. Some elements

will have to be added from the West. Even in recovering the best of

your own past there is ample room for social service.

W. E. Clark.



THE SPENSERIAN STANZA IN SPENSER^S HANDS.

I

The Spenserian stanza, it need liardly be said, consists of eight

decasyllabic verses, followed by a closing aleiiandrinc, these nine lines

being inter-connected by means of a subtle rbyme-sckeme, ah ahlmhc c.

So runs the insipid technical description of a prosodic entity from which

our poet extracted ravishing strains of melody. Before one undertakes

the appreciation of the manifold beauties derived from Spenser’s mani*^

pulation of his metre, one feels oneself morally obliged to eradicate a

misconception about the origin of the stanza which unfortunately still

lingers in some quarters. James Russell Lowell, in an essay otherwise

remarkable for its brilliancy and acuteness, declares that Spenser

“ found the ottava rima (an eight-line stanza used by the Italian poets

Aristo and Tasso) .... not roomy enough,” and that, therefore,

he ** first ran it over into another line and then ran that added line over

into an alexandrine.” This over-confident definition of Spenser’s metri-

cal unit ‘'as nma plus an alexandrine is,” in the words of Dr.

Saintsbury, “ worse than inconsiderate and unintelligent.” Even a

casual inspection of the rhyme-schemes of the two stanzas reveals the

utter inaccuracy of the statement; for the ottava rima rhymes ab ab ab

cc ; and the difference is “ vital to the symphonic music.” Some other

persons have formulated the not improbable theory, that the verse-form

eix^ployed in Chaucer’s Monk's Tale was the immediate source of the

Spenserian stanza. Spenser undoubtedly prided himself upon being a

dose and enraptured student of “ Don Chaucer, well of English un-

defiled and the usual arrangement of the rhymes in Chaucer’s octave

is identical with that of the first eight lines of Spenser s stanza. But

sometimes Chaucer adopts the rhyme-form, ab ab be cb, a practice

unheard-of in all the seven books of the Faerie Queene. To even the

most stringent partisans of the Chaucerian origin we need only grant

that the study of Chaucer might possibly have given a vague suggestion

of the octave to Spenser. Indeed, an unbiassed consideration of the

problem compels one to yield the full credit of original invention to

Spenser. It seems scarcely justifiable to indulge in remarks upon

Spenser’s borrowing of verse-forms, in the sense in which we assert Sir

Walter Scott’s borrowing of the Christabel-metre. The sovereign remedy

145 7
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lueant by its creator to be, a prosodic whole, one and iadifia^lai

depending for its efieet upon its entire being. Spenset deeiredi insx

reasons to be specified shortly, to fashion a stansaic structure whose

dimensions should exceed the limits of the rhyme royal and the octave,

but should not reach the range of a sonnet. The former were too fieet-

footed and modest, and the latter was too leisurely and elaborate, to

serve his purpose. He invented—for his achievement can adequately

b0 expressed by no less a word—the verse-form, which stilj bears his

name. The addition of the alexandrine was a stroke of genius ; and it

effected a radical revolution in the character of the verse. Kemembering

the fundamental unity of the Spenserian stanza, one can easily perceive

that the endeavour to build ingenious doctrines of source and origin

upon a fanciful division between the octave and the alexandrine stands

condemned as futile. Spenser might, here and there, isolate the final

verse in order to fulfil a particular desire ; but that does not justify an

assumption that the alexandrine is prosodically separable from the

octave.

II

Guided by a delicately sensitive ear and an exquisitely refined

taste, the poet angles for words and metres which seem %teat for the

occasion, and which possess the greatest rhythmic potentialities. There

dimly appears behind all his constructive manoeuvres the operation of a

force, whose mystery every attempted explanation only serves to aug-

ment. In spite of the acknowledged impossibility of finding a final

solution to the mystery of poetic composition, critics and readers alike

have tried to account for the occurrence of strange phenomena in the

poetic world. The honour of having discovered the mighty possibilities

of the combination of eight five-stress verses with a six-stress verse

belongs, as we have seen, to Spenser. That Edmund Spenser alone, and
none before his birth, should have dreamed of the springs of beauty and
harmony hidden in this stanzaic form, strikes one as a marvel. Yet onr

astonishment becomes less when we reflect upon certain circumstances

which exerted their influence in determining Spenser’s choice of ve«%
form.

^
It was an ago of great discoveries. While the celebrated ** sea*

dogs ” cut their ways across the waters of unknown seas, ever in searell

of fresh lands and capes and adventures, their poet-brethren at-home,
gifted with an equally unbounded zeal and energy, instituted far-reaoMig
innovations in the field of imaginative literature. Both tiie
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^ii|[tia§^ tM the Sag&h pifosody mtt yet inm
itg^he eppeairaaoe of maeteir-mmds to turn them ** to dhape and

Senior, who came early upon the scene, and who had the born eiferi^

mentcsr^s talents^ exercised Mmself in the Shephedrdes Odeniof. Bikt

he soon grew tired of Caddies and Thenota and ** silly sheep.** Animated

with the confidence of a young poet who, on his first appearance, had

been aoolainied as the greatest of contemporary poets, and feeling tihe

puissance of a poet who had abeady tried his hand at playing Tdxions

tunes, he sought and found the right instrument for his fierce wanes ^

and faithfti|[ loves.**

Agab, the intimate oonneotion between the substance and the

form of poetry has been well established in the theory of critics

and the practice of bards. The Faerie Queene treats of fights and

loves, belonging to an ideal world of fays and wizards, probably

tituated near Venus, but certainly beyond the earth. The attempt of

Spenser to produce “ willing suspension of disbelief ’* may be unsuccess-

ful. But we will not have allowed his bewitching magic to permeate

our souls if we refuse to float with him into a thin atmosphere of silvery

moonlight, alluring arbours, sweet-scented flowers, and murmuring

sounds where shadowy knights of uprightness slay in dubious battles

imaginary pagans of filthy instincts, and rescue insubstantial damsels In

the nick of time. This vague, soothing, slumberous atmosphere envelopes

the Faerie Queene

;

and none who has freely breathed in it will

deny that both the matter and the metre participate equally in the

creation of this effect. Here has been as perfect a harmony between the

subject and its prosodic vehicle as it is possible to attain. And this we

can declare in spite of occasional discordance when Spenser writes in an

uninspired mood.

Besides, Spenser possessed an emphatically romantic temperament.

The essence of the romantic art, when viewed in opposition to the classici

lies in the attention paid to the elaboration of the parts of an organic

whole. While the classic artist arranges the details in a skilfully and

accurately adjusted pattern, always subordinating their decoration to

tiie demands and purposes of the entire organism, the romantic artist

l^es himself up to the ornamentation of the parts, sometimes even for-

getting the primal purpose of the work as a whole. This happened in

Spenser’s case. He started with the ostensible motive of setting out the

4wdive moral virtues in the form of a personified allegory ; but whenever

bi came upon a peculiatly apt situation for a descriptive or poetic flight,

this Ibread, fragile and elastic in general, snapped unperceivedly ; to Im

ddy wben the poet satiated witfi enfoyment of
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oocur to every leader. Now tlie worthiest channel fox the outlet of
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the

poetic cnrrent from the mind of a poet like Spenser, was the atamm he

invented. For its length would allow it to stand in isolation, »o that

the poet could easily compose descriptive groups ;
while, when the

Impulse to continue the narrative returned, he could as easily connect

two stanxas and proceed. The length of the stanza, as has been said

before, precluded absolute separation as well as breathless speed.

Lastly, Spenser loved dilation from the bottom of his heart. His

picturesque fancy seems to have looked upon conciseness as piggardiineas

of expression. This tendency towards pompous elaboration was a com-

mon feature of the Elizabethans, about whom everything was large.

Marlowe thundered upon the stage. Shakespeare moved tears and

laughter, excited and comforted the audience, as few dramatists in

ancient or modern times have done. Bacon took all knowledge for

his province.*' Spenser drank deeply of tliis spirit. The stanza of nine

lines covered a sufficiently large area for him to indulge in long-winded

descriptions. Indeed, so persistently did he carry on this process that,

occasionally, he succumbed to the tendency to weave an ordinary

thought into an unexpectedly extensive web.

Thus, led along by his ambition to devise ever new instruments of

verbal harmony, and under the dictates of his special subject-matter,

Spenser constructed a species of stanza which afforded ample scope for

his romantic temper and love of elaboration.

Ill

The creation of the new stave was responsible for only a portion of

the glory which Spenser won as a prosodist
; the rest was waoranted to

him by the astonishingly clever and brilliantly varied use he made of

the wonderful instrument. As the })oem he had planned was of gigant^

proportions, by the time he reached the end of the incomplete Beventh

book, he had exhausted almost all the resources of his poetic faculty.

Thus in the completed portion of the Faerie Qiieene we have perhaps the

best that Spenser could give as a metrist. It is a curious &ct that,

nothwithstanding its employment by succeeding poets of the most diver-

gent tastes, equipment, and genius, the Spenserian stanza remaini his

own. Not one of the numerous imitators of the Poets’ Poet has been able

to reproduce the spirit of the master. While every one of them has, in

some measure, produced the strange, soporific appeal so peculiar to the

stanza, almost all of them have failed to create the atmosphere of a

.quadut world of dreams and cnchantmentfl in the naiva and oftendid
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fanner of Spenser. Spenser continually makes us think of an of^bie

Ufej>f poetic justice, charm, and religious enthusiasm in an alien and

far-.o5, though congenial, element
; while in reading his imitators we

rarely abandon ourselves involuntarily to such a fancied life. We fool

as though our feet were fettered by some remorseless hand, hindering us

from essaying serial transpositions. In the case of Spenser, on the con-

trary, with the utterance of the 6rst verse our imaginations brighten,

and, in a minute, we pack up for a^holiday in the illuminated gardens

of Oberon and Titania. One of Webster’s heroines stands up before

her fiendii^ tormentors, and asserts with sublime dignity :
“ I am

Duchess of Malfy still !
” The stanza of Spenser can declare in the

presence of his imitators :
“ I am Spenser’s stanza still !

” It remains

for us to investigate the crafts and devices whereby Spenser has attained

this singular distinction.

IV
•

The decasyllabics proceed for the most part at an easy and smooth

marching pace. The two quatrains {ab ah be be) are linked together

by the rhyme-syllable, 6. The poet’s thought can appropriately spread

over the second half of the octavo, or, if exhausted, can end with the

fourth verse. At the same time, the rhyme c, in addition to the in-

herent stanzaic unity, brings the alexandrine into close contact with the

preceding lines ;
and therefore, Spenser could, at his discretion, devote

either the entire stanza or a division of it to the expression of a thought.

Occasionally, a single, though complex, idea governs the length and

breadth of one whole stanza ; and when joined to a degree of elevation

in utterance, it gives rise to the effect of a solemn poetical address,

suggesting the sublimity of Milton’s verse-paragraphs, examples of this are

found in II. 6. 2 ; HI. 6. 33 ;
IV, 9. 1. When the moralising mood takes

possession of Spenser, or when he finds himself lashed to righteous in-

dignation at the gross deed of an imaginary person, he indulges in this

oratorical device. Sometimes a stop occurring at the fifth verse divides

the stanza artistically into two halves, corresponding to the division of

the thought.

In the poem end-stopped verses predominate, although pauses do

appear in the middle of a line feeqaently and when they do, they

answer particular requirements. To speak in general teims, full stops

may come at the end of any verse between the fourth and the seventh ;

only rarely do we find the alexandrine 8tan4ing by itself. A close

examination reyeals no mark of arbitrariness in |he arrangement of the

pause ; on the contrary, It shows the careful art of an expert metrlit.
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itkg a telling e®ect, lus in-*

And proudly said ; lioe there the worthy meed®.

Sometimes it produces an onomatopoetic eiEfect, as in

—

So backe rebut, and eache to other yieldeth lande.

and in

—

And him so strongly stroke, that to the ground him feld»

Sometimes three pauses make a line subtly reflect feelings like bitterness

weariness, or amazement, as in— #

He knock’d faste, and often curst, and swore,

Dame Una, wearie dame, and entrance did requeere.

And said, why Archimago, lucklesse syre ?

Again, a line may be broken up by a number of pauses, especially when

Spenser, desiring to produce a revolting efiect, accumulates nauseous

epithets.

—

Most loathsom, filthie, foule, and full of vile disdayne.

But we cannot enumerate all the ways in which the poet makes

the caesura a wonderful source of poetic effcict.

Poets have a pleasing practice of giving an early indication of ^
coming exuberance of power and beauty in a poem, Spenser enc|p|oy$

this device in the Faerie Queene. A fund of pleasure can be drawn
by directing our attention to the commencement of each canto. Fre-

quently we find there an appropriate simile of the Homeric typ§, a re-

flection on the glory of departed days or on lovers sad calamities

of old, ” a fefvid sermon on a moral text, or a description of the hour erf

the day in glowing astrological terms. But sometimes it is the winning
melody of the vowel or consonantal combination that arrests us.

When a verse at the beginning of a canto moves like—.

Soone as the morrowe faire with purple beames—

the listeners are immediately the captives of the poet
, so subtle is the

stringing together of the long vowels with the delicious words, faire
and “purple.^’ But this charm only heralds the advent of a prolonged
flourish of verbal music.

Worda possess phonetic symbolism, or the power by wWob, wben
Miaaged in a certain series, they produce a particular ef^ot. Th«iy
evoke feehng appropriate to their sound. True poets possess this mmit
they can effect a perfect marriage between emotion and woniU. SfwaMr
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to i»^ iij?^ of tte oolobz^bit of iwioli woidiilg** w^f
4ibb a few oscamplen. In tUs couplets

AQ b a ailken Camus lylly wbyght

Porflod upon with many a folded plight

—

the words seem to dance to a lively tune, the spiightly effect bemg
obtained by the alternation of long and short vowels and the plentiful

ose of the divided sound ‘‘T' in the first verse, and by the repetition,

after a series of light syllables, of “f’* “i*’ and ‘‘p’' in the

second* The artistic adjustment of the words in

Bdth seem’d to win, and both seem’d won to be

indicates the overmastering doubt in the mind of Fradulio when called

upon to pass judgment on the relative beauty of two damsels. In the

following four verses the employment of d ” “ t ” nd ” and “ tr
”

added to the even fall of the feet, creates an atmosphere of horror,

expectancy, and^guper-human power
A

Till at the last he heard a dreadfull sownd,

Which through the wood loud bellowing did rebownd,

That all the earth for terrour seem’d to shake,

And trees did tremble.

The descriptions of Morpheus and his dormitory (I. 1 4041), of

Fbhedria, the idle lake and the magic gondola (II. 6), and of Acrasia’s

bower (II. 12, chiefly 54 ,
71

,
74) are instances of exquisite harmony

between phrase and feeling Sometimes a poetic effect of an extra-

oidtnarily powerful kind may rest on the strength of a single word, whose

apposite employment betokens the high inspiration under which the

poet wrote

—

More swift than swallow sheres the liquid sky.

Who does not feel here the rapid flight of the bird ^

Beside a buhUing fountaine low she lay.

Here, the slow and solemn beat of the iambic feet and the use of

the heaven-sent word, ‘‘bubbling,” magnificently suggest the pathos

and transience of human life.

V

Now we come to the closing verse of the Spenserian stansa, a

verse which Spenser evidently treated with an extreme partiality, and

Ob the beautification of which he expended all his |fictoriaI and rhyth-

ntde mpsti^Mes. He fully recognised the untold possibilities of hb

iireeutioii » andv by means of embellishments of various Mnda, be madt
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it of the glorioft of Sjogltsh poetrj. The practice of ^^a6h0iii)ititig**

for poetic efiect ha3 been often unsaMefactoryi and sometimeo dai%6rotie«^

And naturally ; for the spiritual essence of poetry eontemnt formula.

Yet, as the finite may suggest the infinite, so the critic’s Iniellectual

division can help towards a keener appreciation of the power and mudo

of poetry. So one might be permitted an attempt at tracing the poetic

opulence of Spenser’s alexandrine back to some peculiarities of length

and position, provided one does not entertain the ambition of explainiug

^
away the marvel and mystery underlying that opulence.

We have already referred to the fitness of the Spenserian stanza

for both descriptive and narrative efiorts. So also with the alexandrine.

In general, Spenser links it harmoniously with the preceding eight

Verses. But, on rare occasions, he finds it more convenient and fruitful

to invest it with a certain degree of isolation. Of course, the separation

cannot be complete or glaring, as it is difficult to transcend the limita-

tion imposed by the connecting rhyme r. When the concluding verse

thus stands a little apart from the rest of the stave, it can perform

certain functions. It allows the poet to announce a desire, as in

Fierce wanes and faithfull loves shall moralize my song—.

or to breathe forth a pious wish for himself, as in

Ah ! dearest God ! me graimt I dead be not defouled

!

Again, an object which does not admit of a long description, or a thought

which is unconnected with that expressed in the preceding liueei, ORU be ?•

introduced

And by his side his steede the grassy forage ate.

And by her in a line a milko white lambe she lad.

Moreover, it can worthily embody a reflection on the events just
described, or give room for such a sentence ’’ as is dear to the puritanical

Spenser

—

God helpe the man so wrapt in Errors endlesse traine.

So clarke are earthly things compar’d to things divine.

Sometimes the verse is astonishingly bald in the simplicity of its struc-
ture, which may lead one not unreasonably to suppose that the poet
wrote it merely to fill out the stanza.

So to the rivers side they both together far’d.

Such one was Idlenesse, first of that companie.

In the majonty of the stanzas, as we have said before, the alexandrine
IS closely bound together with the other lines. But the alexandrine can
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al the end of a staaxa, the alexandrine seirap td f

ideas of the stanaa to a oonsummation—

Fide hazbo|U that them seemes, bo in they entered atre,

OosaskmaBy an interesting parable or adage adds freshness and

to Hie (dose of the thought, as in

—

The fish that once was caught, new bait will hardly bite.

Again, it may sum up a description, or set the seal of conclusion on an

e^sode-™—

More fit amongst blacke fiendes then men to have his place.

So shedding many tears, they closed the earth again.

The alexandrine appears often to possess, by right of its place, the

authority, as it were, of the supreme figure in an institution. It form#

the climax to the sweetness, melody, pathos or repulsion which the

stanza tends to impress upon the reader's mind. In the narrative of

the fight between Timias and the foresters, the effect of an entire

stUMsa is concentrated in the one line

—

And a large streame of bloude out of the wound did flow.

The Intolerable filthiness of Error’s body finds apt expression in the line-*.

A streame of cole-blacke bloude forth gushed from her corse.

Evan in the enumeration of objects the last line may contain a com*

plete list of the things described in the preceding verses, as

—

Birds, voyces, instruments, windes waters, all agree.

ITow and then, it gives rise to an exquisitely pathetic eflect, when it

strikes again the keynote of the stanza by repeating the words occurring

in the first line

—

Pittifttl spectacle of deadly smart.

Pitriful spectacle, as ever eye did view. (II. 1. 40

)

Aipdo, a series of arguments may receive a quiet finish, suggesting the

trao^plil oonclurion of the speaker, as in the final sentence of Bespairia

haiiMipQa—

*

Beath is the ende of woes : die soone, 0 faeries sonne.

^^mmlog ft the tenirination of a hedd iqteoo]]^ the line can magnify

o| a h<»bhatant^B menace—



hoe vhtate tke ^mdfall Death M^de thy bMlM 4l9th cta^

Ot, oottfeMBinifan intewogal^ve, it pab enforce an atgoflWnt—
' ‘

For why diould a dead dog be deot in armour brigbit T

In other oases, especially where the narrative interest predominates, the

last line skilfully prepares for the succeeding stanza.

We have now to consider the effect produced by the length of the

line. A few instances may be quoted to show Spenser’s manner of

differentiating a six-stress from a five-stress verse. Being loliger

than the other verses, the alexandrine naturally bears a much heavier

load of thought. There are occasional examples of compression, a feat

which strikes us with wonder, as it cornea from a poet notoribilsly

addicted to elaboration. What an amount of thought appears in the

single line

—

And where he hits nought knows, and whom he hurts,

nought cares.

Sometimes, an entire simile can be contained in the line

—

As weather-beaten ship arriv’d on happie shore.

Thus, as a rule, Spenser confines his moralising to the termination

of a stanza. Again, it may be rendered powerfully an accumulation

of details, for which its length renders it peculia^^jf fit. We notice the

suggestion of dismal noise and horror in

—

They rear’d a most outrageous, dreadfull, yelling ery*^

and of idle intoxication in

—

Made drunck with drugs of deare voluptuous receipt

The alexandrine keeps in the main a slow and leisurely movement,
quite natural, considermg its length. But a brisk gait, suggestive of

quickness and hurry, does not seem to be beyond its capacity, as this

line proves—

And fiercely unto battell stearne tUemselves prepar’d.

Sometimes the verse swings about the middle in a state of beautiful

equipoise

—

So double was his pames, so double be his praise.

And both did gnash their teeth, and both did threaten life.

Lastly, the large number of pauses that can enter this line meke it

specially adaptable for the expression of emotions. We notice anger ahd
resentment in—

And now is fled
] foule shame him followe, where be went^
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ovBnvbehajag ea,geia^ Bad tender aotiostude isu-

Speake, 0 dear I<ad7« speake, helpe never comet too latii
;

,

VI.

deciding to make a nine-line stanza turn on only three thyrnee,

Spenser courted difficulties. The fact must be home in mind iibti

English js comparatively barren of rhyme-words. Calderon cordd
compose whole romantic dramas in a variety of intricately rhymed
stanzas, because the Spanish language smiled on his attempt. But
Spenser ha3 to face what would have seemed to a less sure or less adroit

genius an almost insurmountable barrier. Did he triumph over this

difficulty ? One must sadly answer in the negative. Floating in caHesfi

ease on the melodious river of Spenser’s numbers, the reader gets here

and there dashed against unforeseen rocks. There is a straining of the

laws of syntax, prosody, and even good sense. A ruse which sub-
sequently fellinto much discredit—that of plentifully employing exple-

tives—saves our poet from many troublesome situations. He also

employs another device, in hardly greater favour in modem times, that

of repeating a word with a different signification, as “ traine ” in I. 1. 18.

Agidn, one line takes the cumbrous form

For present cause was none of dread her to dismay—

because of the exigency of rhyme. In the verses

He cared not for God or man a jmnt.

That may restore you to your wanted wdl—

“ point ” and “ well ” find place, in spite of their inappropriateness,

merely to rhyme with “joint” and “spell.” But such instances

are like spots on the sun’s surface. Considering the enormous dimensions

of the Faerie Queene, and the state of the language in which Spenser

versified, the few faults of rhyme dwindle into insignificance.

VII.

Like all excellent metrists, Spenser enriches his poetry by varied

devices, though he is not always happy in the use cff them. One of

these is repetition. He repeats a word either to make the account of

an incident more graphic, as in
—

'

And doubling all his powers, redoubled every stroke—

01 to intensify the emotion, as in

—

Come then, come soone, come sweetest,death to mee. «



^ That he Malbeccos haHen ey« did #yte.

His hatfen eye he wiled wondrous well.

Occasionally the word or word^ with which a stansa begi^ #l|^t0d

in the last line, thus “completing the oiroait if the Is

allowed^of a feeling ora request.

—

Helpe then, 0 holy virgin

0 helpe thou my weako wit, and sharpen my dull ton^*

A. broader efiect is obtained by repeating an idea in almost identioal

' words through a number of consecutive stanzas, “ Dye, rather, dye
**

in III. 6, “ so down he fell ” in I. 12, and “ he could not tell in I. 8 are

examples. Again, when Spenser wishes to linger fondly over a pleadBg

detail, repetition is useful

—

Withall she laughed, and she blusht withall,

That blushing to her laughter gave more grace,

And laughter to her blushing as did fall.

Spenser certainly was not infallible in his usages ; on# Oan po|ltfe

stylistic tricks of the euphuistic kbd as in— ^

^

So them deceives, deceived in his deceipt

—

to ugly jingles as in

—

Fyrie steele now burnt, that erst him arm’d,

That erst him goodly armd, now most of all him harindU^^

and to cases where repetition appears to satisfy no worthy need,

the need to find sufficient matter for a poor stanza were conaidesed

worthy, ^

VIIL

In general, assonance, where it appears, governs the important

words of the line, sometimes increasing their emphasis, as in-*

Scarsely had Phoebus in the glooming Bast,

Sometimes a beautiful harmony results because of the delict balance
ohaxacterizing the assonance^

* But ruddy fag\i and like a crud tygre

jotey note the suggestion of weadnefiS in

Whiles yet Unfeeblefed for faintness mded^
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^ ^
study ol the English poetiy of the Middle Ages, e!|M>dW

nUj^ttissl xomsnoes and Chaucer, combined with his love of

cadesMS,) gave I»rth to a speoial fondness for alliteration. Inieed/id

haldtnal witii him did the alhterative manner of expression beoodte

it manifested itself both in season and Out of season. In oOuntMl^

instances he derived an extraordinary amount of “artful aid,*^ fi<mi

“ apt alliteration,” though its use was sometimm unfortunate. EhiaSSs

Qke " girlonds gay”, *' hollow howling,” “ bright blaang beautie/'

“adnoing minion,” “comely courteous,’' “bestreU kind,” and “rolhng

B<M resounding soft,” betray the dominant tendency of the poet, Sonie<

times the alliteration places tremendous stress on a sentence, or enhamajm

the vividness of a description

—

With sturdie steps came stalking in his sight.

Darke, dolefull, drearie, like a greedie grave.

Agtin, an emotion may receive adequate expression bv means of this

verbal trick

—

His gall did grate for grief

Urst flower of my freshest age.

Spenser was well aware of the pecubar symbolism which certain sounds

possess, and he used his knowledge to perfection—Thus, in the following

instances we can feel how the repetition of the sound “ k ” heightens tiis

aa»e of crudity

—

Seemed in their eong to scorn their cruel sky.

That cunning Architect of cancred guile.

Ths dliteiation turning on the letter “ w ” stimulates the feeling of

immdiudty or desolation

—

And then with wordes and weedes of wondrous might.

Bttt with his oares did sweepe the watry wildeinesse.

\ s31 fan wayes through this wide wt^es wave.

0 clever use of alliteration in " s,” “1,” “m ” $i^
*****

fCIfflJiiW uaihioken dumber, or the rusfling
«|

leaves, or tin9*^,
la^fftM im 'M> pitildtiJOwn to need tiwom. In the fotiosi&i
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^ ^
V,^ lil mulijiBcatioli ampBai^ th& laM^/

And take away this long lent loathed light,

l^ut on another oocasion the same **
1
” evokes a feelitif oi light

f|»ortfulness

—

Full of disport, still laughing, loosely light.

Again, while a sprightly description appears in

—

So faire and fresh as freshest flowre in May

—

in another place the alliteration depending on the same f ”<oall8 up the

image of unflinching determination and terrible fight

—

No foote to foe, the flashing fire flies.

Unfortunately, Spenser does not always reveal sureness in the handling

of this instrument. At times his manipulation stands too apparent for

high art. A verse like this

—

The blazing brightnesse of her beauties beame

—

is spuiious poetry.

X

A few words will suffice to indicate two or three defect^ noticeable

in the Spenserian stanza and to bring our essay to a concludon. In

spite of the abundant variety of devices and melodies observable in the

versification, one cannot help feeling a certain sameness in the stanzas

of particular sections. We must carefully guard against misapptehen*

sion. What we mean is structural similanty between consecutive

stanzas. This leads us to another so-called defeot. Some have charged

the Spenserian stanza with languor, saying that often it does not march

forward, but has a circling motion, returning upon itself. Undoubtedly

rapidity of movement formed no part of Spenser’s vast scheme. He
desired a slow, though not halting or languid, movement of the verse,

because it would most aptly represent the ease of the world he meant

to portray. Again, some readers of Spenser have been wearied by the

Faerie Queene, It is their own fault. As Dr. Saintsbury says, each stanza

furthers the progress for the next as well as for itself. And it is largely

in this that the untiring character of the Faerie Queene consists. Lastly,

the poet meets some harsh criticism because he has cloyed some of his

readers with his sweetness and profusion. He is indeed over-eamberant,

but his exuberance is not of the violent and almost thoughtless type

which we find in Swinburne. Besides, Spenser lived iu an age wheu
•eif-control was a rare commodity, and when men’s souls were fired witili

limitiiess hopes and expectations.
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No later dsger liat ponied forth snob a $oo^ of i«;e«t vr^f^ fbf
'^iiice to eohaaoe the loveSnesB and melody of the Terae wm wtx litw

hinc ond constantly he sought new means. Now he {days upon a cnniiiig

agreement of sonnds ; again he indulges in an artful repetition. Hei^

we listen to a ravishing combination of vowels and consonants ; them

we enjoy the coruscations of descriptive epithets. Who can deny to

him that noble title of “ the poet’s poet ”—the inspirer of the inQdm^ t

d, V. BAKoaHHa.
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d/ ihe Tamil SaMte Saints* (Tbe Heritage of India SeriiN^I

Bj F. Kingsbury, b.a. and 0. E. Phillips, M A, Association Prof%

Calcutta. Paper Re. 1 : Cloth Re. 1-8-0.

Thb ** Heritage of India *’ Series, as is now well known^ is Intendad

io provide for the general reader cheap books treating of the wisdom of

anrient India. The aim of the present work is to give an idea of tim

piety and spirit of self-surrender that inspire the sacred songs that are

daily sung by one Important set of South Indian devotees, tie

followers of Siva* Here are included about a hundred spedmens of

Tamil hymns, all noted for striking sentiments. They are selected from

four difieient authors—Sambandhar, Apparswami, Sundaramurti and

Manikka Vasihar. These hymns, which are printed In the oi%inal, are

accompanied by clear and readable translations in Th^mil

also a well written Introduction dealing with topics such as the concep-

tion of SivOf the deity glorified, and the lives and legends of the hymn-

makers. This Introduction and the annotations to the renderings of

most of the hymns will be found very useful—especially by the alien

reader—-not only in understanding but also in entering Into the sficit of

the songs. There are five illustrations—four intended to be portraits of

the poet-saints, and the fifth a representation of Siva In the well-known

form of Nataraja, We heartily recommend the book to those that are

Interested in the religious life and devotional poetry of South India.

The Village Gods of South India. (The Religious Ufe of India Seriee.)

By the Right Reverend Henry Whitehead, d,d., Bishop of Madrae*

Second Edition. Association Press, Calcutta. Paper Rs. .2 J

aoth Rs. 5.

Thb material for this book, we are told in the PrefiMse, hiCtt

gathered almost entirely from the author’s own observation and to<|u!ty»

and the large variety of the information that is brou|^t tCgetlmMt

ceftamly testifies to his patience and perseverance. B^t d^teili

recounted, white they may be of interest to the student Ijl

m



^ b«|^i will h& fdt fey tfe« ^Dexal W
tfiiriiftl ^id w^£ijioiBD» Tfeift remark applies practically to the ^
tfee conteats of the first seven chapters of the book. The Ee;at 4wo
chapters deal with general questions such as the origin of the beiefi

and ritual described and tbeir influence upon the life and characteir of

village folk. Here we are in the midst of pure conjecture and fail to

find much that is really convincing. The Hindu reader will furthsi

note certain misapprehensions and mis-statements which are perhaps

due to the desire * to bring the religion described into relation with

Christianity. * The author for instance avers that these religious

practices—which he generally denounces—serve, as a preparation for

receiving the Gospel of Christ (p. 166). We are surprised to find inao-

emracies in a book of wMcb the present is a second and revised edition.

Note, for instance, the misprint on p. 16, and a worse error of fact on

p. 80. The book is illustrated.

M. H.
« « « «

The New Shakespeare, Edited by Sir Arthur Quillor-Coucb and John

Dover Wilson. The Two Oentlemen of Verona, Cambridge Univer-

sity Press. 6s. net.

Ik last issue we reviewed the first volume in this most interesting

edition—The Tempest—and the plan and purpose of the edition

were then pointed out. Its application to the text of Shakespeare

of such recently-devised tests as those based on the new knowledge

of Shakespeare^s handwriting is of the greatest interest, and may well

introduce modifications that will be generally accepted. There will be

plenty of quarrelling as to particular conclusions, but at any rate

the new method Las come to stay. In reviewing the Tempest volume

we disputed one or two of the judgments of the editors, and this time

without going into such detail, we would repeat that an edition that

sets out to provide and defend a really now text should deal more faith**

fully with previous discussions. These are but small volumes, and the

Uotes are of necessity brief, but we think that for scholarship’s sake they

should be more comprehensive than they are. We would repeat, too,

our plaint that the lines are not Numbered except at the top of the

The peculiarly troublous problem of the text of The Two GenAemeft

kmm caiefully dealt with—in Mr. Dover Wilson’s discussion of ‘‘ The

copy feif The Two Gentlemen of Verona, 1623 and continuously in

the Se*e k mtm fine, scholarly work ;
and the reader will find

9
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it m education in Shakeapearean scrutiny to make a study of the play

with these notes, keeping this particular point in view. Further, as ip

all work with which Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch is associated, there is' the

freshness and vividness of perception that knows no reverence for

traditional views. The living essence of the play, the actual conditions

of its fashioning, its writing down, its acting, its printing and re-print-

ing these are always clearly present to his imagination, and if that

imagination sometimes leads him astray this is the defect of a well-

nigh unique virtue. He amuses, irritates, stimulates, and sometimes even

convinces. Of course we cannot separate the collaborators, but evid-

ently there is something of ** Q in a little note like this, on III. 1. 271.

Catalogue F. ‘ Cate-log,’ which all mod. edd. follow as if it were a

quibble. This is one example, out of many, of a Shakespearean spelling

being retained and mistaken for a joke. ‘ Catelog ’ was formerly a

recognised spelling (V. N.E,D,). Author’s spellings are always liable

to crop up in comic speeches because the compositor then follows his

copy more closely than usual.” This is the sort of thing. Evidently

the first part is right : there really is no play upon the word. But is there

any truth in the last sentence ? Surely none. There is no conceivable

justification for this idea. The point is, however, that these editors have

a very vivid, if sometimes misleading, mental picture of the compositor

as well as of the dramatist and the actor
;
and sometimes that mere

vividness serves to clarify a problem.

Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch’s general Introduction is not reprinted

from the Tempest volume. The special Introduction to this play is

written by him, and it is exceedingly good in his characteristic way.

Finally, certain new, and, on the whole, helpful devices are employed

in the printing of the edition throughout. We quote from the pre-

fatory note, which, however, refers the reader for a fuller explanation to

the Vote on Punctuation and the Textual Introduction, which, like tie

general Introduction, are to be found only in the first volume of the
edition—“ A single bracket at the beginning of a speech signifies an
Uside.* Four dots represent a full-stop in the original, except when it

occurs at the end of a speech, and they mark a long pause. Original

colons or semicolons, which denote a somewhat shorter pause, are re-

tained, or represantod as three dots when they appear to possess special

dramatic significance. Similarly, significant commas have been given

as dashes. Round brackets are taken from the original, and mark a
significant change of voice

; when the original brackets seem to imply
little more than the drop in tone accompanying parenthesis, they are

conveyed by commas or dashes. In plays for which both Folio and
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« QdBtto texts exist, passages taken from the text not selected as the

basis for the present edition will be enclosed within square brackets.

Single inverted commas are editorial ; double ones derive from the

original, where they are used to draw attention to maxims, quota-

tions, etc.*’

It would be no bad plan—probably many will follow it to re-read

Shakespeare's plays right through in this edition as the volumes appear.

The lightness and pleasingness of the books invite this ; and these

editors will see to it that the reader is kept in vital contact with

Shakespearj himself.

J. 0. R.

* * m * ^

Working out the Fisher Act : the Human Aspect of the Continuation Schools*

By Basil A. Yeaxlee. The “ World of To-day " Series. Oxford

University Press. 2s. 6d. net.

Tm gloomy policy of '‘retrenchment” dominates, for the present,

every country In the world
;
and unfortunately It means not merely the

lopping off of excrescences but also the delay of necessary progress and

expansion. In the cases of some reform-schemes the hand had actually

been set to the plough, only to be withdrawn hurriedly till the coming

of better times. The British Government has issued to spending depart-

ments the order that “ except with fresh Cabinet Authority, schemes

involving expenditure not yet in operation are to remain in abeyance,”

The Fisher Education Act is one of the measures the operation of

which is thus delayed : the working out in practice of the Cbntina-

tion Schools, so far as it depends upon Government financing, must

wait. But a good deal of the work can be carried out by private

bodies, while the entire scheme will certainly be brought into operation

in a ’'few years* time. It goes far to solve, for England, a problem

which in India is equally urgent ; and this book expounds its usefulness,

and the responsibility it brings to teacher, parent, employer, and

education authority.

The act provides for the comptdsory education of both boys and

girls beyond the age of fourteen, the age at which, formerly, compulsion

ceased. Eventually, compulsion will be applied up to the age of eighteen*

At fourteen, pupils may cease their full-time studies in the ordinary

schools, and go to work
;
but, for a fixed period, they must attend day

continuation schools for 320 hours in the year (though any local

authority may for some years reduce the number to 280). The whole

idea is tbat of looking after children who have to make an early
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do this ? Opioiona differ widely. Some will never be satisfied

time schooling is enforced upon all up to the age of 16 at least. Othem

consider that by the age of 14 the average child has got all, or nearly

all, the good he is likely to get out of regular schooling. It is a new, and

rather startling, idea that, instead of keeping children at a day-school as

long as we can get them to stay, we should actually encourage thfir

leaving, and beginning to “work,*' at 14, with the proviso that they

shall attend continuation schools ; but there is reason in it. Sir Bobert

Blair, Chief Education i fficer to the London County Council, writes

thus : “ The majority of ‘ young persons ’ will lead a wage-earning

existence. The age of fourteen is critical. The physical changes are

giving rise to new thoughts, new desires, new hopes. Boys and girls at

that age are regarding school as a preliminary to something greater.

Their eyes are looking through the school windows to what they regard

as reality without ;
budding manhood and womanhood are ' building

castles in the air.’ To some school-life has become an unavoidable

restraint, many who have not ‘ shone * are dissatisfied with themselves,

and for a large proportion at the top there has been, in general terms,

too much marking time. For all these a further ;[eriod of two years

would be irksome and unsatisfactory. After nine years of school life a

break is desirable, and education can, with great advantage, take on

new forms. Herein lies our second chance/’ There is the further point

that the continuation schools system avoids that^“ clean break” between

study and occupation which so often results in total and permanent

neglect of the former when schooling is once over. The new system

combines “ earning ” with “ learning ” and courses may be so planned

as to relate the two. As Mr, Yeaxlee says, People who are not going

to be students by profession all their lives ought none the less to be

cultured. Their culture should be inwoven with their occupation/*

This does not mean that the course in the continuation school should be

vocational : it must bo in the highest sense educative. It has to do
with the time of life when both mind and imagination are most suscepti-

ble to training : to stimulate and develop these must be the object of

such classes. In industrial districts there will be many a fight about
this, for local authorities are left to plan their own courses and tlm

industrialist will sometimes esteem most highly whatever course provides

him most speedily and cheaply with competent labonr. This has alMiMjy
been exemplified in the appeal of the local authority in one iudustiii^
centre, which contended that its scheme (a vocational one) should be
supported because the special industry of the town must bo
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flboiddi AS far as possible be connected wifch the daily wc^lc of the pupils^

for this will give interest both to the work and to the study. As the

Bitmiiigham local authority has said,—‘‘ What bulks most largely with
the boy of fourteen years of age who has just left school is the fact that
he is now a wage-earning unit of society, and he is inclined at this

stage to regard everything else from its bearing upon his occupation and
the activities centring round it. For this reason it is proposed to start

from the centre of interest for the time being—his occupation^and to

extend outwards therefrom.’’ The same very important point is emphas*

ised by the Labour Party Advisory Committee on JSducation. “ It will

probably be found that the best service which the schools can render is

not to attempt to give technical training, but to lay the foundation of

intelligence and general knowledge upon which special training can

afterwards be based. But the appeal of general ediicatioa will be

strengthened, and the interests of young persons in it will be increased,

in proportion as it is related to their own experience and to the practical

work In which they are engaged.”

This is only one of the practical points raised in the application of

the act. Mr, Yeaxlee goes into the whole matter, and writes hopefully
^

and with enthusiasm. The book is full of information and of interest.

An Elementary Treatiee on Differtniicd Equations and their Applications,

By H, T. H. Piaggio, m.a., d,sc. G. Boll & Sons. 123 . net.

The study of Differential Equations is a natural sequel to that of

the Infimtesitnal Calculus, The subject may bo considered to occupy a

central position from which different lines of development extend in

various departments of mathematics. Even on the formal side too it

has many interesting applications. Nevertholeas in the English lan-

guage, barring Forsyth’s classical treatise, there are really very few use-

ful books on the subject. Dr, Piaggio’s book is therefore not

unwelcome, and its value is the more enhanced on account o£ certain

topics, otherwise available only in the transactions of learned societies,

being colleoted for the first time within the pages of a single text-book.

The method of sketching rapidly the general form of the famUy

of cams, called characteristics, representing the complete primitive of

^ ;=:/ (x, y), induding the neighbourhood of singular points, has been

taken Iroiii Token Wada’a paper in the Memoir^ of the Kyoto Univer^y
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(My 1917). Agaift, to Range’s methods numerically approximating td

the solution of an equation are added those of Heun and Kutta from

the Zeitschrifty ani the author’s own variation which was first published

In the Phil Ma^. for June 1919. In the case of Partial Differential

Equation ? it has baen pointed out by Forsyth that all the integrals of

Lagrange’s linear equation should be classified, but it was only in a

recent paper in Proc, London McUh, Soc, (1917) that Prof. M. J. M. Hill

showed that in every case where special integrals exist they can be

obtained by applying a suitable method of integration of the Lagran-

gean system of subsidiary equations.
^

With such merits to recommend Dr. Piaggio’s book, it is really

regrettable that In matters of pure theory the book is both deficient and

inaccurate. He has excused himself by saying on p. 4 that “ the student

will see that this is not always justifiable,” on p. 54 that “ this assump'

tlon requires justification,” on p. 65 that ” the arguments will be based

upon geometrical intuition and tho results cannot be considered to be

proved

M. T. N.

A first Course in Nomography. By S. Brodetsky, m.a., b.sc., ph.d.

0. Bell & Sons. lOs. net.

Graphical methods are convenient for certain calculations in mathe-

matics, but are obviously restricted to representations involving only two

variables. Nomography is a natural extension of these methods where-

in the above restriction is got over and much beauty is added to the

work by having to use only collinear points. This name is only about

forty years old, and Lalanne was the first, in 1841, to construct a Nomo-

gram. The subject has gained importance and recognition particularly

in engineering practice, and is the product of French genius. But

for one or two magazine articles, Jt is novel to the English language,

and Dr. Brodetsky has at once succeeded in selecting suitable material

and presenting the same in the most attractive manner that anybody

could expect. It is doubtful if the conservative secondary school will

readily absorb this new subject into its syllabus, but it is bound to be

of the most practical importance. Dr. Brodetsky’s book of about

130 pages could not naturally include aU that is found in d’Oeagne’s
classical TraiU de Nomographie, but the whole of chapter VI in tho

latter book, ' Th^orie g^n^rale; d^veloppements analitiques,” need not
have been omitted, nor the “syst^mes mobiles,” nor ‘^abaque
tangentiel” and similar interesting examples in Chapter IV* Dt.
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Bxodetftky $ book is only a First Course^ and by its excollont exposition

will rouse a demand for more advanced Courses as well

M. T. C

Cakuliii for Beginners. By H. Sydney Jones, m.a. Macmillan and Co. 08.

A First Course in the Calculus. By William P. Milne, m.a., d.sc, and
Q. J. B. Westoott, M.A. 6. Bell and Sons. Ss. 6d.

Marx ^wain somewhere says that “ humour is out of place in a

dictionary **
;
and it is perhaps equally out of place in a text-

book on science, particularly in a text-book on Mathematics. The

task of reviewing such a book, therefore, is bound to be wearisome.

The propositions, their proofs, and even the order of arrangement are

all stereotyped
;
and the writer may not adopt an original plan, unless

under special sanction and privilege. Thus the justification of the

publishing of a new volume lies only in the rise, in recent days, of

difierent classes of students, with varied needs and opportunities. Mr.

Sydney Jones's ** Calculus for Beginners" attempts to satisfy the

requirements of "‘ordinary pupils," “ who desire a working knowledge

of the subject, sufficient for practical application in simple cases." A
survey of the work convinces us that this purpose must have been

before the writer’s mind at every step of his undertaking. The first

principles and the fundamental operations of differentiation, trLgono<*

metrical functions, integration, the various theorems, maxima and

minima, receive just that amount of detail in presentation which a boy

of average ability can follow. One noticeable feature of the book

is the constant attention paid to the illustration of the practical applioa*

tion of the calculus. Hence we find almost all the exercises and

examples—of which “ here is God's plenty "—based on Physics, Chs-

mistry, and Statistics. The book ought really to be of great help

to students, because, as Mr, Jones points out In the Preface, the

omission of some chapters would bring the book down to the level of

beginners, while the inclusion of them would make it sufficiently

elaborate for the purposes of a senior student. It is to be hoped that

the book will mset with the encouragement it well deserves.

The other book on Calculus which we have before us is a good

complement to Mr. Jones's book. While the latter treats of the subject

in the orthodox fashion of “ arithmetical logic," the “ First Course
"

makes free use of the graphical methods. The difficult points are
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rendered inlelUg^bte by making appeal to tli| geMOitio

imagination
*’ of the student. Agmn* the treatment is WBtf elaboratti

indioatire of punctilious solicitude on the part of the authors to ^do

things thoroughly/’ The famous motto of the nfiathematMan, Quick

and sure/’ appears to have no place here. It is difficult to pr<mouiioe

any definite verdict on the merits of this work. For although the

slow-witted members of a class might recognise in it an unmixed

boon, their more active brethren would be wearied by such ponderoui

elaboration. There is no doubt, however, that the book does serve a

useful purpose when used for occasional reference.

S.*V. R.

Elementary Chemical Calculations. (For the usesof S.8.L.C., Entrance,,

Intermediate and First Year B.A. students.) By K. N. Kini, b.a.

(Hons.). B.B.D. Power Press, Bangalore Gty. Re. 1

Mr. Kini deserves the gratitude of students for bringing out this

booklet of 48 pages, in which ho proposes to lead them through the

technicalities of mathematical chemistry. Problems relating to volumes

and weights of gases, equivalent atomic and molecular weights, empiri-

cal formal® and normal solutions are treated in successive Chapters.

There are short expositions of the main principles ; while the indispens-

able tables of logarithms, saturation pressures of water, atomic weights

and so on appear as appendix. The book is, however, by no means

perfect. The expository paragraphs do not stand out distinctly from

the sections devoted to the working of the problems
;

the solutions,

clear and concise in general, occasionally sacrifice intelligibility to bre-

vity ;
and—a graver blemish than the others—-no line of demarcation

seems to be drawn between the problems intended for the S.S.L.C., the

Entrance and the First Year students. Yet, in spite of these defects,

the book can certainly claim attention from the persons for whom it is

prepared,

S. V. R.

An Intermediate Text-hook of Che^nistry. By Alexander Smith. Qf
Bell and Sons. 9s. fid, net

ASchoolChemistry for India, By F. R. L. Wilson, m.a. and 0* W*
Hedley, m.a. Oxford University Press. Rs. 4.

u Mb.' Smith has established a reputation as a writer of excaUeBt
text-books on the subject for which he is responsible in the Columbia
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Hto t^cent pt(^miim, which atiikes us ad in he way to-

teitoif to bis sAflior wotkSt is named Intermediate ”
^‘becattss/^ at tba

author dedares in the Preface^ “ it is longer than the Ellementary CSba*

misb^y and shorter than the College Chemistry/’ This sentence in**

dieates the nature and contents of the book. The non-metals, the metalSi

obenSical calculations, fotmulse, acids, bases and salts, valence, organic

substances, the molecular hypothesis, the periodic system, are all

dealt with in an illuminating way. Two chapters (XXXT and XUR)
e:^lain Oarefully the procedure to be adopted for the identification of

substances, non-mefcallic and metallic. Chapter XXXVII catches

attention as somewhat peculiar, containing as it does a very useful

** account of agricultural chemistry,” and an equally useful “ discussion

of foods . . . and other practical applications of chemistry.” We
must also mention with special approbation the list of admirably select-

ed questions which concludes every chapter. This list is a double

blessing, as it helps the students to recapitulate what they have studied,

and furnishes them with some fresh information. The book sets forth

the subject with just those details necessary to gratify the appetite of

the student who is already conversant with elementary chemistry but

who is yet unprepared to specialise in the subject. This chemistry book

invites reading, for it docs not terrify one with alarming collections of

properties and methods of preparation. With its paragraph headings

in big characters, and the important words and sentences in bold print,

with its easy, clear and scientific style, the book is one which every

student ambitious of mastering chemistry might desire to possess.

The “School Chemistry for India” does not set forth a store of

chemical knowledge in the stock manner of text-books, but is essentially

a laboratory guide book. And it is a splendid book in Its own way.

” The aim of the authors,” it is plainly stated in the Preface, “has been

to arrange for the pupil to find out as much as he can for himself.'*

The pernicious tendency to depend entirely upon “ cram-books ” has

been prevalent too long, and any attempt to make our students conduct

experiments, observe phenomena, and acquire knowledge for them-

selves will receive the warmest appreciation from all persons interested

in their progress. In the Chemistry under review complete directions

are given for the conduct of experiments ; the apparatus and the sub-

stances needed are catalogued ;
and the methods of entering the records

and drawing the inferences are pointed out. Wherever it is necessary,

the authors have explained the calculations, and shown how to arrive

St the required results. It is impossible to expect from our schools

familiaiity with all experimentb described in the book. Nevertheless

10
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a Judicious use of the book, combined with the teaober’a continual

supervision, may well place the learning of chemistry on an entirely

new basis.

S. V. R.

Zoology for Secondary Schools in India, By W. Eac Sherri ffs.

Macmillan and Co,

The author of this little book wishes that it should be a companion

to Mr K. Raiigachari’s ** Botany for Secondary Schools in India/* But

the present book is conceived on a totally different plan, and the methods

of treatment also are quite different. Mr. Raugachari introduces the

pupils to Botany through Tribulus Terrestris^ an extremely common

plant, and begins thus,— All of you have seen and are acquainted with

the Tribulus (Tam. Nerinji) plant; *’ while Dr. Sherriifs begins,
—“ The

simplest living animals are the Protozoa (first animals) which consist of

but a single cell. This cell, the unit of living matter, is a drop of a very

complex translucent jelly-like substance named Protoplasm (first slime)

which Huxley defined as the physical basis of life. The adoption of

the principle “ from the simple to the complex ” lands the author on

dangerous ground, for he really begins with the unknown, at ary rate

to the fourth form pupil. The poor child is expected in the frontispiece

to know something of the Sexual Dimorphism and Warming Colouration

of HypoUmnus Nisippus and Danais ChrysippuSj and incidently of

Mimicry also ? We may give another instance. The pupil is introduced

to the study of Fins thus,
—“ The paired fins are the limbs and are of two

kinds, the archipterygium (old fin) found in the Dipnoan GeratoduSj

where there is a central axis composed of separate parts (basals) with

radials given off to each side. The other type common to all

other fishes is the Ichthyopterygium (fish fin) without an axis, but with

the radials rising on one side of a few basals In the Teleosts the fin

consists mainly of very fine fin rays attached to the radials.” Then as

for the study of the fish tails,—‘‘the tail is protocercal (first tail) or diphy-

cercal (double tail) where it is really symmetrical about the axis,** etc.

Then as regards statements of facts,— “ It (Loris Graeilis^the author
may have adopted the revised name) feeds on fruits and insects and
during the day sleeps rolled up into a ball suspended from a branch.**

This is as incorrect an observation as the following is untrue. “ The
Chtinam Frog, Rhacophorus Maculatus, leaps from place to place by means
of the adhesive discs on its digits:** It may be pointed out that Lct/ngur

bccurs in Mysore and no doubt in the South also. Then the hedgehog
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,18 not at all opiainoH. Aa for scieaca, we have such statezBonta as t/be

follo^ng:^—*‘In the above-mentioned animals, Amphioxus, Balaaoglossns

and the Tunioates, no back-bone develops, for the notochord remains

permanently as the central supporting axis of the body/" ** The coelom

of the chordates arises from the primitive gut.’" Surely not of all. On
page 100 there is a photographic reproduction of a living DoUchoghssus

laboHed Bdanoglossus which gives quite as wrong an impression of the

animal as the etymology “ the acorn-tongued worm ” given below the

figure. The proofs do not seem to have been carefully read, for there

are spelling^errors like “ tenaclo ” (p. 12) in very conspicuous places. The

term “ tail/* on p. 25 must be used in a sense not usually recognised in

Zoology, for earthworms have no tails,’’ and I believe the earthworm

usually brought to the Madras Colleges for practical study is Megascolex

and not Lampito, if the author refers to the common Madias worm.

There is no Argiope in Fig. 78, and instead of a photographic reproduc-

tion of a stuffed specimen of Galotes, which gives a very wrong impres-

sion of the running or standing of the animal, the excellent woodcut from

Boulenger’s Fauna and that of the Cobra from the same source would

have been infinitely better

I have carefully read the book and am of opinion that it will be a

bad compendium for the B.A, students to revise their study with

just before the Degree Examination, nor is it an example of what

a secondary school book ought to be.

0. R. N.

Technical Electricity. (Life and Work Series,) By S. G. Starling, b.sc.

A,R.c.' Sc. Macmillan and Co. Ss. fid.

This is indeed an excellent book. It completely answers to the

expectation one forms of it from the publisher’s note and the author’s

preface. Messrs. Macmillan and Co. are issuing a number of small

books arranged under the class-denomination Life and Work Series,”

which series is intended to supply the needs created by the Education

Act of 1918. As a result of that Act, the work in the elementary schools

has been much extended in scope, and the old elementary text-books

have naturally to pass out of use. Mr. Starling’s book “is addressed to

students who require instruction in Electricity of a practical kind.”

And hence it dispenses with the mystifying details of advanced theory,

and the numerous difierential formul®. In the fourteen chapters of the

book, the important effects of the electric current, electric lighting, the

electric arc, cells and batteries, dynamos and the motor are all treated
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and mth tiiie needs of tlie stadeal nf pmeHeid ekeliMty

aliwiye kept ia view. A delightful featuie of the hook is the dciiful way

in which the practical applications of electricity, such aS the eleottic

bell, the buzzer telegraph, the telephone, the incandescent lamp and elec-

tric heaters, are described. The book will be of use not only to practical

students, but also to persons who are Interested in the subject, but who

have no elementary teacher at hand. From it they may easily get in-

formation about such common things as the telegraph, electric lamps and

house-wiring, and as a result there will be fewer melancholy head*

shakes implying ignorance.
,

S. B. !•

An Introductory Beofler in Civics, By Jil. E. Houseley, m.a., b.sc.

(Econ.). Harrap and Co.

This book deals with the rights and obligations involved in good

citizenship. It begins by describing an ideal city, or “ Jerusalem ’’ as

the author calls it, where everything is as it should be. The author

proceeds to give a simple and good description of the machinery of the

British Constitution. The important principles of the science of Civics

are told in an easy language that consistently avoids technicality, and

the semi-humoroua manner in which they are presented and briefly

discussed ought to please every young reader.

Mr. Houseley brings the civic ideals home to the British lad’s heart

by the clever trick of interlarding his book with stock quotations from

good old Will Shakespeare and the very popular Tennyson. If young

people are to be educated according to the approved modern methods

an early introduction to Civics is indispensable. And the book, as it

undoubtedly helps to create and develop the civic conscience, may gladly

be recommended for use among general readers and students.

G. S. S.

A Brief History of Modern Europe, By William Glover. George G.

Harrap and Co. 2s. 6d. net

This small book is WTitten with the aim of giving the general

reader a plain simple straightforward narrative of European events
”

from the conclusion of the Napoleonic wars down to the recent great

war. To understand fully the causes and circumstances which led to

the recent great war, we must go fully into the history of the Wth
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f A atiidy <)f ©venta 6t tills period would show thut this

warwas their Bstutal outcome in due course. The modem ideas of

dmaocracy and, nationality are the legacy of jthe French Eevoluticfn.

®ie dongress of Vienna and Its failure show clearly the mistakes Of a

reactionary and short-sighted policy. The reactionary statesmen of

Eutcfie, in the first enthusiasm of their victory, were blinded to the

impoiiance of the principles of democracy and nationality, liberated by
the revolution, and they wanted to set back the clock of progress*

It was not long before they were made aware of the preposterous

nature of their actions. The history of the 19th century is a history of

the successful working of the principles of democracy and nationality.

The people and nations of Europe defied and fought against the

reactionary proposals, and everywhere in Europe autocracy was pulled

down and the liberty to develop on national lines was asserted. The

violation of these principles once again was the cause of the recent war.

These points are brought out in this small volume.

The national aspirations of Germany and Italy became accomplished

facts in the last century. The important stages in the unification of the

two countries, and the aims and achievements of the militant Empire

of Germany which gave a clue to her foreign policy, are set forth

lucidly. The rise of the subject nationalities of the Balkan Peninsula

which is said to be the chief storm centre of Europe, and the motives of

the great powers which interfered in this theatre to safeguard their own
interests, are sketched clearly.

The coloaial expansion of the chief powers and their interests in

the countries of the East form another interesting feature of the period

which is also dealt with.

The book concludes with a brief survey of the recent war and the

Peace Conference. The narrative is in very simple and interesting form

and it will be useful to the general reader besides being for the college

student an excellent companion to more advanced text-books.

U. A.

A Short Sketch of European History* By H. B. Marshall, A. and C,

Black, Ltd. (Messrs. Macmillan and Co., Agents.)

The author’s purpose, as is indicated in the preface, is to write

a book fit for young pupils who are new to the subject. It is a mistake

to make them, read, among their many subjects, % the short time given

themi histories overloaded with details and int^eate politics. What
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tWy inquire in the High School classes is a grasp of the general and.

broad movements of history—the origin and growth of peoples, institw-

tions and states—and not too many details, which confuse their niinds

and make them lose sight of the more important factors* This book

serves this purpose admirably.

The book is an excellent sketch of Mediaeval European History from

the fall of the Roman Empire to th Reformation Movement. The period

covered by the book forms one age in the History of Europe, dealing

with one set of civilizations. A broad survey of the origin, growth

and the decline of the ideas, peoples and institutions of those times is

given. The factors that affected and influenced their growth and

decline are well brought home to the mind of the reader. The invasion

and settlement of various barbarian tribes, the rise of the Franks to

power, the foundation of the Holy Roman Empire, the growth of the

power of the Church, the development of Feudalism, the struggle between

the Empire and the Papacy, the Saracen and Turkish elements and

their significance, the development of the several states of Europe and

the gradual decline of Mediaeval ideas and civilization are all clearly

set forth in easy and simple language. The book runs down to the

Reformation. It closes with the Reformation since the Reformation

marks a definite break with the past.

It is an excellent book for young students in the sixth form and the

Entrance classes. It would have made a suitable text-book for the

Entrance Examination if European History were one of the ^ ubjects in

the curriculum. Generally Media)val European History is felt by

beginners to be a confusing period, and a book of this kind will serve

to given them a grasp of the main factors that moulded it.

U. A.

The Tradition of the Roman Empire. By C. H. St. L. Russell, m.a.

Macmillan and Co. 6s. net.

This is a comparatively small book but it covers the whole of Euro-

pean history from the incoming of the great races to the Great War of

19U. It is divided into two parts, the first being introductory and deal-

ing with the settlement of Europe and with the empires that rose and fell,

first in the East and finally at Rome. The second part is concerned

with the growth of the idea of European empire (first entertained

by Rome),which soon caught in its meshes all the continental countries

an4 intrigued the imaginations of ambitious rulers. It is a very
fascinating tale.
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In the early years the absence of diplomacy, as we uiderstaiid It,

simplifies the story but when the strife between heathen and C&Mstian

gives place to the rivalries between Christian princes the eoixiptexl*

ties of political cross-purposes raise difficulties and it is here that Mr.

Russeirs work is particularly illuminating. In spite of its brevity it i»

much more real history than many of its predecessors in the same klnd>

and though it is perhaps impossible to deal even-handed justice anumg so

many warring elements Mr. Russell does not sin more than his traditions.

The book shows learning and skill of treatment and is the sort of

guide needed to set the right direction to the study of European history.

It has an appendix of maps and notes.

" « jje * S

A Short History of the Great War (for Young People). By T. 0. Hodges.

Macmillan and Co. 3s. 6d.

The purpose of this book is indicated by its page heading

—

** His-

tory of the War Reader.” Not merely is it for young people: it is

intended as a school text-book. The author tells us that it is intended

mainly for Indian schools and colleges. Surely this is a mistake. The

book will make an excellent text-book for European schools in India,

but its subjects unsuits it for prescription for study in Indian schools.

The Indian schoolboy ought, of course, to have his thoughts again and

again directed towards the Great War, and it is up to his teachers to

bring it home to him that the war, and its results, are as important to

India as to any part of the Empire ;
but it is too much to expect that

he should be given as his school reading book one that deals exclusively

with the war. This apart, however, Mr. Hodges' book may well enjoy

a wide and salutary popularity in India. While the style of his narra-

tive is (][uite simple enough for the schoolboy it has nothing of the

afiected familiarity, the terribly grown-up childishness, of so many books

intended for the use of yomig people.” Mr. Hodges’ style, in its

purity and directneas, is an admirable model, and since there is nothing

of the book for children ” about this book except an always desirable

clearness and simplicity, and since Mr. Hodges is as clear-cut in his

arrangement as in his phrasing, this brief account of the war should

interest everyone. It is a very useful little reference book on the subject;

and it is also a book that can very quickly and pleasantly be read

through—and should be by people who as yet have but a hazy notion

of the outline of events. Some of its rivals, however, score over it in

the matter of illustrations. This book is without pictures, though it

contains a few maps.
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fke ^ory <>/ Jtfacfrat. By Qljrn Barlow, Oxford Uiuverffi^y Press,

Paper> Re. 1/- Cloth, Rs. 2/-

This book gives a popular account of Madras, partly Mstorioal and

partly descriptive ; and its purpose is to help the reader ** to realise that

the city of Madras is a particularly interesting corner of the world/’ Mr,

Barlow could make dry bones interesting, but here he finds a subject

in itself delightful for, besides having a most interesting history, it is in

its way a most beautiful place, and there are few corners of it that have

not their romance for the historian. The first chapters give a lively

account of the history of the place, from the time (three hundred years

ago) when it was the tiny village of Madraspatam and Mr. Francis Day,

of the East India Company, was welcomed there by the Portuguese

settlers of Mylapore. In the remainder of the book various Madras

buildings and various aides of Madras life, are dealt with in some detail.

Mr. Barlow’s maps, and his many illustrations, are admirable.

Tales of King Vikrama. By C. A. Kincaid. Oxford University Press.

Mr. Kincaid continues his good work, and is a benefactor not only

of Indian children but of all who care for old romantic story. We have

already reviewed several of his story books, and this is like the others

in its interest and its pure, simple, familiar style. This translation was

made originally for Mr. Kincaid’s own children. It is from the Marathi

version (1830) of the Vetdl Panchvishi, Sir Richard Burton had trans-

lated eleven stories from the Hindi version, but Mr. Kincaid’s work was

done before he had heard of Burton’s. Further, either the Hindi version

or Burton’s translation of it differed so much from Mr. Kincaid’s Marathi

original that between the stories as told by Burton and as told by
Mr. Kincaid there is little resemblance. There is the further fact that

the latter has translated all the twenty.five stories. Thus we have here

something that has never been “ Englished ” before. English children

will love the book if they are fortunate enough to find it, and no doubt
it will have its value for the the student of folklore

; but above all it

will be a treasure to the Indian child. One cannot conceive any book
that would (whether prescribed as a school text or merely read at home)
more delightfully sugar the pill of the English language.



COLLEGE NOTES.

Very few Notes have been received for this issue—naturally^

since there is little to chronicle at the beginning of a term. It was hoped

that the Annual Report of the University Union in Mysore City might

appear in this issue, but it must be deferred till next since it has not

been possible yet to hold the annual general meeting, to which the

Report will be submitted.

Maharajahs Colleg:e«

The term opened sadly with the death of Mr. Bapu Subba Rao,

Junior Professor of History, and one of the most beloved and honoured

members of the college staff. The College was closed for a day as a

mark of respect and sorrow ; and the members of the Union took the

first opportunity of conveying to Mr Subba Rao’s relatives a message

of profound regret. At this meeting of the Union the following mea^ge

from the Principal was read :

—

** I should have very much liked to be present and give expression

to my feeling of admiration and respect for Mr. B. Subba Rao, whose

pupil it was my privilege to be during my High School years. Mr. Subba

Rao rendered splendid service to the College both as a teacher and as

warden of the hostel, the duties of which office he performed with

remarkable ability and zeal. His interest in education led him to

take an active interest in the local schools—in particular the night

schools, in whose social utility he had great faith. He also played an

important part in the social life of the city, and there has not been a

single movement which touched the lives of the citizens of Mysore which

did not seek and obtain his enthusiastic support. His friends will

bitterly lament that his active life was not crowned with a few years of

quiet and ease.*’

The following notes on Mr. B. Subba Rao’s life have been received

from a relative :

—

“ ‘There are some in the world whose lives it is better for us to

forget
; but there are others of whom we may say that the life and the

service to society alike claim our interest for their nobility and excel-

lence, and whom we admire for being what they were as well as for
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doiag what they did/ Of these was Mr, Bapu Subba Bao. During the

past twenty-five years he has lived and laboured in Mysore as loyal

citizen, educationist, journalist and supporter of all good works. He

was admired by the public of Mysore, not for his position in the service,

but because he possessed certain sound principles to which he clung to

the last. He had just completed his fifty second year when he breathed

his last on the 2nd July 1921.

Mr. Subba Rao was descended from the famous family of Bapu

—

a family which produced many an eminent and influential man. His

father, Mr. Bapu Raja Rao, was a sheristedar, and his uncje, Mr. Bapu

Raghunatha Rao, was a popular Amildar of the Mysore Service, and a

remarkable person. Mr. Subba Rao’s father lived to a good old age, but

his mother, to the misfortune of the boy, died very early.

“ As a boy Mr. Subba Rao showed both ability and character, as

well as a particular fondness for games and the varied life of the open

air. Having passed the F. A. examination, from the Maharaja’s

College, Mysore, he proceeded to Madras to prosecute his studies in the

Christian College. He was not, like many of his friends, a book-worm.

He was always cheerful, full of youthful vigour and tender feeling,

ready for his lessons and ready for fun. He took his B. A. degree in

the year 1891. Thereafter he desired to study for law, but circum-

stances did not permit of this. He took the post of assistant master

in the Maharaja’s College in the same year in which he took hia degree.

“Mr. Subba Rao’s ability, bis simple and straightforwaid habits,

^

and his fondness for sport won for him the full appreciation and

confidence of both Mr. Weir and Mr. Denham. Amidst many changes,

doing increasingly useful work, he remained in the same Institution till

his death. He might have said

—

* Men may come and men may go,

But I go on for ever.
’

While he was an assistant master in the High School department of the

college, he devoted some of his time to the study of Indian History. A
few years after he joined service he was raised to the position of

lecturer in History, under the regime of Mr. Weir. Still later, under the

regime of Mr. Denham, he became an assistant professor of History,

and after the establishment of the Mysore University he was made
junior professor.

As a teacher Mr. Subba Rao was remarkably successful. His
feaching lacked perhaps the easy flow of the orator, but it was impressive,
and full of familiar anecdotes, brilliant wit and sympathetic humour. His
memory for historical incluents was great and was paralleled by im-
mense local knowledge. There are many in Mysore and outside Mysore
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aliO who spent several years at the feet of Mr. Subba Bao and now
occupy high positions in government service, among them being our

preseift principal, Mr, N. S. Subba Rao. Mr. Bapu Subba Eao commanded
very great respect in the College, and after Mr. Denham he was regarded

as the grand old man of the College, both by the staff and by the

students.

“Besides being a member of the staff of the Maharaja’s College, Mr.

Subba Rao was till recently the Superintendent of the College Hostel^

During hia regime he introduced many an effective measure for the

smooth working of the institution. The unique position which the

Hostel holds at present is entirely due to the untiring personal supervi-

sion and the healthy influence of Mr, Subba Rao.

“ Mr. Subba Rao was well known even in the remote parts of the

* Karnataka’ country, as the editor of two Canarese journals, Vidya*

daymis^nd Karmtakagranthamda. Mr. M. Shama Rao (the retired I. G. of

Edfucation) had for some time a hand in the editorship, but eventually Mr.

Subba Rao himself had to take the full burden. Both the journals have

a wide ciroulation in Mysore and outside. The Vidyadayini is purely a

journal of education, dealing with important topics concerning the

teachers and the taught, whereas the Kamatakagranthanida is a literarv*

journal.

“ Mr. Subba Rao was well known to the public of Mysore City as an

efficient organiser of the city Co-operative Society. He was the founder

of the society. While he was its secretary lie directed its work intd

various lines of public utility. The beneficial work which the society /

turned out during the years that followed its foundation was incalcul-

able, and the success of this society was due to his personal supervision

Seeing that his health might be affected he gave up his secretaryship

a few years ago,

“ Mr. Subba Rao’s life was very well lived. He was a man of

methodical habits. He had a deep sense of duty and a firm conviction

of the purpose of life. His sympathy and mild behaviour won him

friends wherever he went He would assist to the best of his ability any

that sought his help. He was happy and cheerful, and in fact he was a

friend both of the old and of the young. It was only recently that his

enthusiasm and activity were slackened, owing to a weak heart, to which

weakness at last he succumbed. He was quite gay and active to the

very end. He met the inevitable hour in absolute composure. Mr.

Subba Rao’s private life was as fine as his public. He was a good son,

a good brother, a good husband, a good father and a good friend. He

wotdd always be happy in the companionship of his friends and relatives.
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and tapi'ier still in the companionship of his own family. What a,

noble soul we have lost in his death—how good and how kindl
I

L. B.

aK

The Kanada Association—This year wc are fortunate enough to

have amidst us a great number of enthusiastic students of Kanada.

And though so far no meetings have been held, yet there is every

certainty of carrying on our business with as much zeal and earnestness

as last year.

Our popular and painstaking Vice-President Mr. B. Krishnappa,

M.A., is willing this time to conduct a bi-weekly or quarterly periodical,

provided the students of i-anada come forward as subscribers to the

magazine, which will be entirely in Kanarese.

There is another equally great desire among the students of the

College that requires the attention of the Association. Encouraged and

profited by the two Harikatha performances of last year, the students

are very eager to attend some more of them. The only difficulty lies In

the fact that the Association is short of funds ; and if the students volun-

tarily subscribe, we do not see any objection to including Harikatha per-

forj^ances in our coming programme. Last year our universally popular

andi generous-hearted Principal, by providing us with necessary funds,

epa^led ua to have not only Harikathas but also the reading of “ Turve
Eiamayana.” I think it would be taking undue advantage of his generos-

ity if we were again and again helped by him. For his munificent help

in this and other matters 1 once more thank him very heartily in the

name of the Association.

Our dramatic activities were an important part of last year’s pro-

gramme, and this year we are even more ambitious. ‘‘ Dhruva Chari

-

tra” has been considered to be a good drama for our purpose
; with the

kind co-operation of all the members of the Sangha, the dramatic per-

formance will be an easy matter this year.

I appeal to all students, and to the new students in particular,

to take a very active part in all the activities of the Association.

He «

Mohamed Valiulla,

Secretary,

The Eng^ineering College.

There is not much to record since 1 wrote last.

The College opened its session on the 1st of July as usual In spite of
theadverseconditionsin the local Engineering market there were no less
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than a hundred applicants for admission to the first year class, and more

than half the number had therefore to go away disappointed, the seats

beln)^ limited to forty-two. Only some graduates and some picked

Entrance men could get admission.

The fourth year Civil students have been out on a combined Rail-

way and Irrigation inspection tour to Chickajajur, Chitaldrug, Hiriyur

and Marikanve. The tour, without doubt, proved interesting and instruc-

tive A pound of practice is worth a ton of theory in the class. The

fourth year Mechanicals also have been on tour to Kolai and Madras.

The second and third year students have been out on their surveys. So

there was not much doing within the four walls of the College for the

first three weeks of July.

It is rumoured that the combined Gymkhana scheme of this and

the Central College has not been running smoothly, and hence a divorce

has been ordained. But the partition of funds allotted this year for

sports is a hard nut to crack, and it remains to be seen how this is ami-

cably effected. The Gymkhana activities of this College are therefore

nil fio far.

We have now the full complement of our staff in the College b\

the advent of Messrs. R. C. Paranjoti, n.A., b.b. (Mechanical),

M.A. Ramanujam, b.a., a.c.e. (Civil).

I am sure there will be more to record in the next issue.

K. D. Josji.



THE PRESS AND THE UNIVERSITY.

SiNCB our editorial on “ The Newest Dispensation was wntten

there has been a continuous correspondence in the Bangalore Daily

Post with referenoe to the points raised in the scheme to which

we referred and which had been printed in that paper. This cotres^

pondenoe is a sign of a most gratifying public interest in the University^

and similarly the enthusiasm and activity of the propounder himself will

no doubt prove a valuable asset. The University has long had to complain

of apathy, and criticism is much better. The PosVs encouragement, too,

of correspondence relating to University matters is much to be appreciat-

ed. We hope that the discussion that is going on will focus public atten-

tion more and more closely upon the University, and lead, incidentally,, to

increased financial support. We are afraid, however, that this particular

correspondence will lead to no useful conclusions as to university

reform.’’ The step from apathy to criticism is a very wide one : there

should be the intermediate stage of enquiry
;
and in general the sugges-

tions contained in the many letters to the paper are very far from being

“according to knowledge.” The discussion had a bad start. It is

unusual for a layman, upon his election to a University body, to begin

by formulating a scheme of his own. without regard to anything that has

preceded his efforts. Even in educational matters, wherein everyone

considers himself a legislator, this is an exceptional!v confident pro-

ceeding, and justly to be resented by those who have had the opportun-

ity, and have taken the trouble, to learn how things canie to be as they

are. And a very prompt and natural nemesis follows. A “ scheme
”

so propounded gives itself away at once, for there is not enough know-

ledge behind it. It is quite useless to take a few details of systems

current in foreign countries and call their combination a scheme for

Mysore ;
and the absurdity is heightened when there is an obvious lack

of knowledge not only as to why the present system obtains but also as

to what the present system isy and in particular what are the functions of

the chief officers of the University. In the present “ scheme ” there is

evidence of even more striking ignorance, as when it is laid down that
eath professor shall admit students to his own department_as if the

professor of each subject had a separate lot of students. Thus it is

impossible for those who have intimate knowledge of the working of the
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UiliveTsity and its colleges to argue seriously on the merits of such a

“ecteme/' A scheme must have a certain basis of fact and eacper^

ienoe before it can be useful as a starting-point for discussion; wherefore

the officers of the University have been conspicuous by their silence in

this correspondence. Of others who have written letters no two have

4)hought alike. It would have been much better to wait a little till the

responsible committee of the Senate which is going into the whole

matter, under expert guidance and with all information before it, had

presented its report to the Senate. Then the reformer would have

shared with senior members of the Senate the opportunity of expressing

views in detail We wonder, incidentally, whether it is quite the proper

thing for a senator who is about to bring something before the Senate

to commit the matter, first, to public discussion. Such a proceeding, at

any rate, does not commend one to the confidence of the Senate.

One letter to the Post must be referred to. Attention is due to Dr.

W. E. Clark’s views, on education or on anything else. He writes

giving modified support to certain of the ideas in the “ scheme.** 'He

refers to the patent evils ** of the present system, and speaks of one of

its elements as being ‘‘mischievous,*^ and of part of the suggested change

as being in consonance with “American experience.” Yes, but there’s

the rub. “ American experience ” is not valid for the universe, and

American educational systems were not based upon a careful study of

Indian conditions
;
nor is it possible for Dr, Clark to declare out of the

fullness of his .immea?! experience, what is “evil** or “mischiev-

ous ** here. It seems to be forgotten that this University is not one of

the old Indian Universities, whose defects are indeed conspicuous

enough. Its constitution was framed only a few years ago, and is the

result both of evolution in India and of careful and competent consid-

eration not only of Indian circumstances but also of systems obtaining

in other countries. American methods were well enough known to

the framers of our University
; and where they rejected them they did

so deliberately, judging them inapplicable to conditions here. Perhaps

they even ventured to dislike some of them.

Dr. Clark directs his criticism chiefly against the “ principalships

as constituted at present.” These he declares, are “ mischievous.**

Indeed there has been much tilting against the principalship, with

argumentation of a most curious sort. So far as we can gather, there

are three arguments—(1) The principar# power may be abused.

(2) There is no reason why one professor should be set over another.

(S) A professor should do nothing but professorial work So possible

abuse is an argument against authority ; and ^ whereas in every other
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•phere seniority with merit confers control, a college is to be adminis-,

tered either by a body without a head or by someone not engaged in its

work

!

Experience proves decisively that college administration in India

depends for unity, harmony and efficiency upon government by an

individual, vested with authority. Entrust the administration to a

college council, for instance —even the best of college councils—^^and

though its members have the best will in the world, and know

no jealousies and rivalries whether personal or departmental, there

will in a few months be chaos. One needs only to think through

the daily list of college doings and needs and problems to be

assured that this is so. It is perfectly absurd to suggest that the

principalship means friction. It is the only means of avoiding friction.

And there is far more in it than that. It is the Indian way—it can-

not be changed, and why should it ?—to value above all things personal

leadership. It is so in colleges, as elsewhere. The student comes in

touch with several professors, and no doubt he venerates them and geti

good from them all. But he must be able to think of someone as the

Head of the College—someone who both rules and guides, and with

whom, at the same time, he may come in contact every day. The
tone of the college, the vigour and healthiness of its life, depend in an

incalculable degree upon this individuality of control. It does not

mean interference. Professorial departments may have, and do have,

any amount of independence under a principal. For the principalship

is not concerned with their special interests, but with tlie college as a

whole and all its people. The feeling of confidence and security that

the principalship brings is shared by stall as well as . tudenta, but the

principal s relationship with students is wdiat matters most. One
writer pointed out tliat the Calcutta Commission’s Report does not
provide for priiicipalships. That is true, and the reason is that the

Report contemplates only uni-collegiate universities. When there is

only one college the Vice-Chancellor naturally plays the part of principal,

and is able to perform all the functions we have indicated. This is im-
possible when there are several colleges, located iii two different cities.

This University contains already four colleges (people persistently
write as if there were but two), and will soon contain several more.
The work of general administration is such that it is impossible for the
Vice-Chancellor to act as principal even of one of the colleges, not to
speak of all. But indeed many critics of the University know as little

of the Vice-Chancellor’s functions as of those of U e principals.

J. C. Rollo.



SCIENCE NOTES

Compiled by Mr. B. Venkatanaranappa, m.a.

Tha Development of Okemicdl Industries in India.—Dr. H. E. Watson
ol tte Indian Institute of Science, in his presidential address to the

Chemistry section of the Indian Science Congress, which recently held

its annual meeting at Calcutta, gave utterance to Eome very practical

8U|gestions in the matter of starting chemical industries in India.

He said that after the War there had been a boom in industries

generally and it appeared to him that almost undue prominence had

been given to chemistry; but the light-hearted way in which inexperi-

enced people were making attempts to start chemical industries, which

were pre-doomed to failure would, he feared bring chemistry into dis-

repute and hinder its normal development.

The following points, he stated should be carefully considered before

starting any industry:—(1) capital, (2) raw materials, (3) plant,

(4) technical advice and control, (5) labour and (6) disposal of products.

As regards capital, he said, there might be no difficulty for a tboroughly

sound industrial scheme
; but though India was pre-eminently a country

of raw materials it would be found^ on closer investigation, that the

list of materials which were not available at all or in sufficient quantity,

was a considerable one. For example, copper, though actually produced

in the country was, so far as the manufactured product was concerned,

only a very small fraction of the total imports, owing to the smallness

of the ore deposits
;
so with antimony and graphite

;
w^bile nickel was

not found in appreciable quantity at all. The immense deposits of

kaolin in South India, he said, were not just pure enough for porcelain

manufacture
;
bauxite (aluminium mineral), which was plentiful, was

of j[)oor quality
;
w^hile iron, chromium and manganese, though found in

almost limitless amount were of low grade. As regards the vegetable

kingdom, the camphor tree w’-hen grown in India, was found to yield a

far lower percentage of camphor than it did in Formosa, and the yields,

even of acetic acid by distillation of the indigenous trees was lower than

in Europe and America.

Even granting the existence of raw material of the requisite quality

and quantity, the problem, said the doctor, was not solved. The Indian,

he pointed out, was very conservative, and it was not easy to induce
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birn to sell his produce to a local factory except at a considerably en-

hanced price, which might render manufacture unprofitable. The ques-

tion of the site, he went on to say, was a very important consideration

and freight charges on the raw materials, the cost of fuel and the

probable markets for the finished products must be carefully determined

beforehand.

Turning to the question of plant, the doctor was of opinion that it

was necessary to purchase certain standardised machines from firms

which specialized in their manufacture, while the greater part of the

plant might, with much advantage to India, be made in the country.

It should be remembered, he said, that specially trained workmen and

chemical engineers had to be imported, and unless there was a suflScient

demand for their services, the venture would not be successful. It was

also necessary, he continued, to be very careful so far as technical

advice and control were concerned, and the Indian graduates who spent

a year or two in some western chemical factory were not the right sort

of men to run such factories in India.

Indian labour, he said, was frequently spoken of as being cheap

;

but it would probably be found in most cases that machinery to replace

it was cheaper still.

Turning next to the most important subject of the disposal of the

products of the factory. The doctor said, that there was no use manu-

facturing an article if it could not be profitably sold. If the article were

intended for export, it should be possible to make and land it in a

foreign port at a lower cost than that for which the article was sold

there. Even with regard to transport in the country itself, from place

to place, the question of freight was a very important one. For ex-

ample, salt could be produced at 2 annas a maund in Tuticorin
;

the

railway freight on it to Calcutta would be at least 14 annas. Aden salt,

which is of better quality, could be produced more cheaply and sent to

Calcutta for 16 annas a maund. The fact was that a large proportion

of the salt used in Bengal came from Liverpool and was able to compete

with both the other varieties.

The doctor comes to the conclusion that any development of

chemical industries in India would, for the present, involve the solution

of the problem--** What is the smallest factory for making this product

that it will pay to start V’

Reviewing the possibilities of some of the industries in India the

doctor went on to say that the essential oil industry was one of the

oldest in India. The country was practically self-supporting as regards

turpentine, while the world’s supply of genuine sandalwood oil was now
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•distilled in India. The question of extracting perfume from new sources

and |rom hitherto unused flowers, and the production of a few synthetic

perfumes from local raw materials, also deserved attention. He next

took up the question of drugs and said that a great saving would be

effected by extracting them before export
;
but as regards tannin

extracts it was found that the majority of Indian tanning materials gave

better results when used directly than when applied as extracts.

The sugar problem was the next to be noticed. The doctor stated

that the chief difficulty to manufacture sugar on a large scale was the

growing of sufficient cane in reasonable proximity to the factory. Next

came the oil industries. The hydraulic press, he stated, appeared to be

growing in popularity
; but the probability of all the oil seeds now

exported being pressed in the country seemed far off, and the by-

products, such as glycerine, had not much chance of bringing in profit.

It was surprising, he said, that the soap industry was carried out only

on a small scale, possibly on account of the fear of the powerful com-

bines in other countries.

The doctor next considered the possibilities of the manufacture

of alcohol from mahua, of high class varnish from Indian materials, of

fertilizers from atmospheric nitrogen, casein and lactic acid, glue and

gelatine, tinned and dried milk, pigments and paints, sulphuric acid^

soda, aluminium, thoria, asbestos, mica and magnesia. He hoped that

the time might yet come when India’s chemical industry was no longer

an insignificant factor in her national economy but a great and lasting

source of prosperity.

Journal of the Indian Institute of Science’

Prof. Einstein and the Theory of Bdativity,—Prof. Einstein’s lecture

on June 13 at King’s College, London on The Development and

Present Position of the Theory of Relativity ” has been described by

Lord Haldane, who presided on the occasion, as a superb performance.

The leeture was delivered in German to a crowded audience consisting

of many distinguished men. Though the professor was surrounded by

the most brilliant mathematicians in England he seems to have had

an air of easy mastery, and did not appear to think that the subject he

was lecturing upon was a particularly difficult or a controversial thing.

Lord Haldane introduced him to the audience as the Newton of the

twentieth century,” who had ‘‘ effected a greater revolution in thought

than that of Copernicus, Galileo and even Newton himself.” “Einstein’s

reasoning is the result of one of the highest achievements of human
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tl^ughi This auooeflsor <!0 Newtoa lias put a ward upon every body’#<

Hps -relativity. But few there be who quite know whafe tiris term

fies and to what the relativity applies.”

Mr. Eugene Higgins, a graduate of Columbia University and a

resident of Paris ofiered, through the Sdeniific American, some months

ago, a handsome prize of 5,000 dollars (about 20,000 rupees) for the heat

popular essay (containing not more than 3,000 words) on the Einstein

theories of relativity. In response to this invitation 300 essays were

received from different parts of the w^orld—even from India. Scnne oi

the competitors are eminent men in the scientific world. The prize was

awarded to Mr. L. Bolton of London, who is on the staff of the British

Patent Office and who may be said to be unknown in a strictly

scientific. sense/' Mr. Bolton's essay has been published in the Scienti*

fic American for February 5, 1921. Though the essay is recognised as

the best popular exposition of the subject, yet the general reader will

find it a very hard nut to crack.

According to this theory, lengths and times do not have the

absolute character formerly attributed to them. As they present them-

selves to us they are relations between the object and the observer

which change as their motion relative to him changes. Time can no

longer be regarded as something independent of position and motion,

and the questum is what is the reality ? The only possible answer is

that objects must bo regarded as existing in four dimensions, three of

these being the ordinary ones of length, breadth and thickness, and the

fourth, time. The term space ” is applicable only by analogy to such

a region
;

it has been called a ‘‘continuum,'^ and the analogue of a

point in ordinary three-dimensional space has been appropriately called

an “ event.” By “ dimension ” must be understood merely one of four

independent quantities which locate an event in this continuum. In

the nature of the case any clear mental picture of such a continuum is

impossible
; mankind does not possess the requisite faculties. In this

respect the mathematician enjoys a great advantage. Not that he can

picture the thing mentally any better than other people, but his sym-
bols enable him to abstract the relevant properties from it and to

express them in a form suitable for exact treatment without the neces-

sity of picturing anything, or troubling whether or not the properties

are those on which others rely for their conceptions.”

Social Decay and Regeneration—.This is the title of a book by 8.
Austin Freeman recently published by Messrs. Constable and Co* fhe
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all th^ir machiiies and lived happily ever after. An ErewhoiaaQ pointy

to the magaifioent ruins of the railway Btation as an object of intercet

in hie park,” The book is a s^thing indictment of the machine as the

cause of our present discontents. The decay wrought by machinery is

not numerical ; it is something much worse. The ultimate factor of

national decline is racial deterioration, and in modern societies this is

very extensive and pernicious. Unfavourable variations are not elimi-

nated, and there is a reversed natural selection in favour of the unfits

The essential cbamcter of modern civilization is a war of maohanism

on man.

Mechanism has destroyed industry and replaced it by mere

labour
;

it has degraded and vulgarised the works of man
;

it has

destroyed social unity and replaced it by social disintegration and class

antagonism to an extent which directly threatens civilisation
;

it has

injuriously affected the structural type of society by developing its

organisation at the expense of the individual ; it has endowed the

inferior man with political power which he employs to the common

disadvantage by creating political institutions of a socially destructive

type
;
and finally, by its reactions on the activities of war, it consti-

tutes an agent for the wholesale physical destruction of man and his

works and the extinction of human culture. It is thus strictly analo.

gous to those anti-bodies by which the existence of aggregates of the

lower organisms is brought to an end.*'

The above changes are driven home in the most forcible manner.

The old craftsman who made a pair of boots and enjoyed his work,

has been displaced by a crowd of factory hands, not one of whom
could make a pair of boots and whose work is irksome drudgery.

Machinery has changed a skilled into an unskilled population.

The manual workers are becoming frankly anti-social as well as

anti-democratic. Their activities are directed, not against the em-

ployers, but against the community. The working man tends to be

a bad citizen.’* He plots “ to starve the country into submission, to

treat his fellow citizens as a somewhat uncivilized invading army would

treat an enemy population.” The bulk of the men no doubt do not

realize that they are committing a crime against their fellow citizens ;

but this only proves the very low quality of their intelligence.

Society, in a word, is disintegrating. Parasitism, the curse of

humanity, is becoming almost universal. The manual labourer has

long since ceased to support himself comple'ely.” ** He has obviously

arrived at the belief that be has a definite lien m the property of his
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fellows/' The industrious and intelligent—^'the only class that

matters "—are being taxed and bullied out of existence.

Though Mr. Freeman’s pessimism may seem too unqualified, the

justice of his strictures can scarcely be denied. His remedy, however,

—viz,, “ the voluntary segiegatlon of the fit the establishment of

self-contained communities of skilled craftsman and others, who

would help each other to live a wholesome and happy life—is not

practicable. Such a community might well be founded in a new

country ; the experiment would be well worth making ;
but in this

country the new community would not escape ruinous taxation for the

benefit of incapables outside, and would, moreover, be attacked and

destroyed by the trade unions.

Nature.
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Indian Students in England—We have received from the Head*

quarters of the Y.M.C.A., in Calcutta, a number of papers illustrating

the work of the Indian Students* Union and Hostel ** which is run

by this Association in London. The building is in Keppel Street,

London, W.C, 1. It contains a hostel accommodating 98 students, a

restaurant where both Indian and English dishes are served, a large

lecture hall, a study room, and a library. A summer retreat by the

seaside is maintained also, to which the members of the hostel go in

small groups. The institution really does seem to be a place where the

Indian student may be comfortable and happy, without any resentable

interference and with notable opportunities of getting the best out of

English life and thought. What a good time—in every sense—the

members of the Union enjoy is indicated in a t3rpical monthly

“ schedule,”—that for July of this year.

July 2 Saturdav 8 p.m. Reception to Indian and Ceylonese

Visitors.

„ 3 Sunday 5 „ Lord Haldane : The Ideals of

a University.” Chairman : Dr.

S. K. Datta, M.B., Ch.B. (Joint

Meeting with the Student Move-

ment.)

1 Monday 8 ,
Administration Study Circle.

7 Thursday 2 Epping Forest (Tea, Tennis, and

Ramble).

8 Friday 8 ,
Group Conference.

10 Sunday 5 ,
Aylmer Maude, Esq. :

‘‘ Tolstoy

and his Teaching.”

14 Thursday 2 ,
Boating Party (Regent^s Park).

15 Friday ..3-30
,

Annual Meeting of the Indian

Women’s Educational Association,

17 Sunday 6 Mr. Arnot: “Trade Unionism.”

18 Monday 8 ,
Mrs. Annie Besant :

“ Winning

Indian Home Rule.”

191
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July ?6 Wednesday 2 p.m. Visit to the Aetodromn at Croydon,

„ 24 Sunday .. B Dn, J. N. Fakquhae: '^Indiati

Sculpture (Illustrated Lecture),

„ 25 Monday .. 2 „ Visit to Farningham Home for

Boys.

„ 28 Thursday .. 8 „ International Evening,

.. 31 Sunday 8 Concert

Commander Wedgewood, writing to the Secretary of the institution,

declares, ‘‘ Your Hostel and Union have done more to bring the races

together than anything that has happened in the last two sad years ;

and so far as can be judged by the literature before us this is not much

of an exaggeration. The residents of the Hostel seem to find a home

there, with greater comfort than lodgings provide and with the inestlixK

able gain of fellowship. But besides this every opportunity is taken to

bring them in touch with English students, with English people who are

interested in India, and with great men, whether they be Englishmen

or Indians visiting England. Such an institution is particularly to be

welcomed because so many Indian students who go to England do

nothing at all but study, and return with no treasure-trove but ® degree,

For the individual it is very much a matter of luck whether he comes

into free social and intellectual relationship with the best sort of English

people, and when he has bad luck iu this matter it is a misfortune for

both countries. As Mr. Ben Spoor says (also in a letter to the Secretary,

an Indian), “ The greater part of the misunderstanding unfortunately

existing between your people and ourselves is almost entirely due to the

want of opportunities for personal contact.” It is a great thing to have

an institution that makes such contact so easy. Help of other kinds is

given also. For example, there is the giving of information in a friendly

way. Sometimes there is an astonishing need for information. One
day an enquirer, just arrived from India, asked “ Do you know if I can

take a degree quickly in London and go back to India ?
” “ What

degree do you want ? ” Oh, any degree will do !

” “ But did you

not have a definite programme when you left home ?
” “ Oh no I I

was told by some friends that you can take certain degrees in London
in a few months.” It is strange, by the way, that Indian students do
persist in going to England without making a precise programme before*

hand and definitely securing admission to a college. There is such c<m-
gestion in universities throughout Britain that this is a most dangerous
comae to pursue.
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oooduotfl interesting little monthly mageziney oalled The indm, which

we venture to pillage of an article on The Joys of Oxford.*’ W® have

found ttiis such a potent reviver of our own Oxford memories that we
think it may make Oxford live to those who have never been there. It

is by Mr J. L. C. Rodrigo, b a., Oxon., Bar-at-Law.
** None, it has been said, can utter the secret of Oxford, at least

until he goes down. For the casual visitor sees only buildings which he

considers very much out of repair, dark and narrow streets along which

innumerable cyclists madly race, and, perhaps, a few bent and aged

dons hobbling across the High. The undergraduate again, is too much
of a part of everything there to feel, or at any rate to express, the in*

definable charm of tie place, or listen to the whispers of those last

enchantments of the Middle Ages. A mere graduate may perhaps be

pardoned for attempting to set down on paper something of what he

felt, something of the joys that were his during the four years he spent

amid the dreaming spires of that sweet city. To some the account may
seem partial and exaggerated

;
possibly it is, for a year in the dreary,

dull and friendless atmosphere of London only serves to heighten the

memory of days that are no more. It is pleasant merely to remember.
** And first the Freshman. He goes up timid, shy and nervous,

expecting much, but fearing more ; he finds others similarly placed, and

a fellow feeling does indeed make us wondrous kind, and confident.

The ** scout ” begins his ministrations, and the last traces of diffidence

disappear when the delightful processes of furnishing, or rather of giving

the last touches to his room, begin. The shopmen blush that such a

gent should wish to pay and are more than willing to supply him with

all and more than all he needs. And so the College arms, the pipe raok^

the tobacco jar, the gaudy cushions, books and prints innumerable

arrive, and are duly arranged.

** Then there is the joy of surprise and discovery. In these early days,

even lectures seem interesting, and the lecturer, delighted with the size of

bisaudienceand their readiness to appreciate the good things besets before

them, becomes wittier and wittier as he serves o£E those heavy old jokeg

of his that have done such good work for so many generations. But the

associations which cling to Oxford, and the spirits of the great men who

have lived in Oxford and loved her, still haunt the streets and Colleges*

Here, the Freshman feels, in this very room it was that Shelley lived

and thought and wrote, and near by is the memorial that a repentant

College has raised in his honour ; from this pulpit Newman and Manning

and Keble preached ; and there in the hall of Ballioli amid Prime Ministers,

13
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Lord Chancellors and staid Doctors of Divinity, are the portraits pf

Manning himself and of Swinburne with his flaming auburn hair. These

he sees and feeds on, and then right through his soul there passes a

delicious thrill as he realizes that he is an Oxford man, and that, how-

'

ever unworthy, he too is a member of that great brotherhood. But

perhaps he wishes even more to see and possibly to know the ** lions

of this day
;
in bis early wisdom he sees in every man a Blue, and

towards the President of the Union or of the Boat Club he looks up with

feelings that border on veneration.

As yet, the Freshman knows only few people, but he does not, in

the midst of these new experiences, feel his comparative solitude very

keenly. But man, they say, is a social animal and when the invitation

to the first tea-party arrives, it is eagerly welcomed. This often proves

the beginning of new friendships, for a tea-party is a cheerful meal

without the least trace of formality, where conversation runs freely and

gaily on, and one can easily make friends or at least acquaintances.

Then follow long walks or cycle rides in the country round about

Oxford, during which you keep up an eager flow of talk, extending your

acquaintance with men and books and, above all, laying the foundations

of a firm friendship based on mutual respect and mutual knowledge.

Such friendships are not as wildly delirious as those among schoolboys,

nor do they rest on a sordid calculation of some future benefit
;
they are

just ties that bind men, especially young men, together irrespective of

colour and race, owing to similarity in taste, outlook and aspirations.

“ Loyalty to the College, and the University—and iu this no one is

ever regarded as going too far—is perhaps an essential ingredient in

one’s happiness. Those who thr>w themselves whole-heartedly into

the activities around them not merely derive, but also afiord, consider-

able pleasure thereby. There are 3(jcieties innumerable who was it

who described Oxford as an oasis of University in a wilderness of

clubs ?—and in them it is possible to find diversion or edification accord-

ing to one’s taste or mood. The Union, of course, is the chief of them

all, though it is only question time that is usually amusing
;
the politi-

cal clubs, whatever one may think of the politics and the discussions,

are certainly comfortable, and the dinners, even at the Labour Club,

admirable. There is also one famous debating society, whose debates

are of such a high level that the members need and adjourn for ** liquid

refreshment at the end of every speech ! But for really serious discus-

sion and papers, there are Historical and Philosophical Societies, where
learned young men in spectacles shatter this sorry scheme of things to

bits, without, however, always remoulding it nearer to the heart’s
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desire. They are all delightful, these societies
;
the greatest good humour

pervades them, and there is seldom any of that bitterness or^ suspicion

which makes societies elsewhere so unpleasant.

‘‘ Thus idly busy one*s time passes away, and the summer term

slowly comes round. Lilac, laburnum and hawthorn appear, and the

whole air is scented with their fragrance. The green of the trees is soft

and tender, the fields covered with daisies and buttercups. Everything

seems fresh and young
; one feels that the beauty of Oxford has been

heightened by the kindness of nature, and murmurs—
If on earth there’s a heaven of bliss

It is this, it is this, it is this.

At such a time books are out of place, lectures even more so. The

summer term is short and its charms must he seized and enjoyed before

they pass away. Cricket one may have and tennis, but pleasantest of

all It is to glide slowly along the upper Cher in a punt, and mooring it

in some shady spot lie there to dream—perchance to read ! Or in the

jong lazy summer evening, when the thought of dinner in Hall is un-

bearable, one may stop at some little riverside inn, and sup daintily on

salmon mayonnaise and strawberries and cream.

“ Days so spent are not monotonous, they have their languid

charm. But Eights Week is always a welcome interruption even, or

perhaps especially, for those who have no people or friends coming up.

Other people’s sisters are always supposed to be more interesting than

one’s own ! The races themselves are only an excuse ; they last for all

too short a time, and afford excitement only to the enthusiasts on the

tow path. A bump, however, is exciting, but then they always occur

just where you can’t see them. What really matters is the changed

appearance of the city, the holiday spirit that penetrates the whole

place. Luncheon parties take place everywhere, and once, during a

pause in the conversation, there were heard these words, pregnant with

meaning and throwing a light on the peculiar fascination Eights Week

exercises on some “ Would you prefer to be called Doric or Dora ?”

One week of joyous life crowded with concerts, a tennis match or two,

perhaps a college ball, river parties, the procession of boats, and it is

all over.

Then preparations for the long vacation begin, reading parties are

formed, but before the actual departure from Oxford there comes on

Commemoration Week. Few know anything about the benefactors

whom that week is set aside to commemorate, and not many take an

interest in the prize essays and poems read out in the Sheldonian. The

distinguished persons who receive the Degree of D.C.L. come in for more
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bAfcasNnng. But 4ill rul^s uire iu uWy^uoe diiriug the week^ msA there

is a g^ddj round oi dances, at hemesi and garden parties, eoii^pled' with

those other delights which Oxford in summer and Oxford ahnoe can

afiord.

The second year is, if anything, happier than the first, f<^ there

is the very valuable experience already gained, and the feeling that one

is in a familiar place—also, though some may think this a calumny,

the pleasure of looking down on the Freshers and perhaps guiding one

or two of them in the paths of righteousness and good form. Soon, the

terrors of schools arise before one's mind, essays are done with greater

care, social amenities despised, and the virtuous undergraduate readvet

not to see ladies, study fast, not sleep. But these do not concern me,

for it was only of the joys of Oxford life that I promised to write.’’

Indian Students in England : Sir Michael Sadler's Views.—Lord Lytton’s

Committee, formed to investigate matters relating to the profl^ding to

England of Indian students, has been visiting various BritiA Univer-

sities, and at Leeds it took the evidence of the Vice^-Ciancellor, Sir

Michael Sadler, who is of course particularly fitted to judge as to how far

this growing custom is desirable.

By his kindness The Indian Social Reformer has obtained the follow-

ing summary of his evidence

—

“ It is urgently desirable in the interest of world-culture that Indian

students of promise (men and women) should be given all possible en-

couragement to obtain liberal education at a university and be accord- ^

ed abundant facilities for medical, legal, pedagogic and technological

training. India is rich in intellectual ability which does not as yet enjoy

adequate opportunities of training and self-development. Alike by the

methods of vernacular, and of western, education, the mental power

of Indian youth should be husbanded, and be applied effectively to the

tasks of citizenship, professional duty, learning, scientific research and

self-government. A system of education combining the excellence of

the eastern tradition of philosophical synthesis and of western methods

of critical investigation, would in all probability be fruitful in new mani-

festations of thought and culture. The development of education from

the primary school to the highest stage of university study seems to me
to have very strong, if not the strongest, claims upon the public resour-

ces of India, and upon the generosity of privitte b^iactors«
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** Sfu^ a system of ^|||||Qation should be coilbtialit witii the gtailtt.

ally cbaugiiig oonditioxis of l^au life. !i should be aided libeNtty

pobiio funds but be leleaeed as far as possible from governmental c#i«

tmAk It should be diversified and elastic^ so far as this is oompatSMe

with the maintenance in the several provinces of a substantial equality

of standards throughout the successive stages of education.

Further, in my judgment such a system of national education in

India is likely to gain in vigour and in the power of self eriticism if it

grows up in an atmosphere of freedom, in which Indians would fee]

direct and capital responsibility for the fortunes of their State—a St4te

which, I hope, will remain within the framework of the British Com-

monwealth of Nations.

Every living and healthily growing system of education has be-^

hind it a social ideal—implicit or explicit. It is the ideal which gives it

power. In order to have a spirit of responsible freedom in its education,

a people must be responsible and free. I believe that the malaise of

suspicion prevalent many Indian students is due to the fact that

young India resents its subordinate status and wishes the Indian peoples

united by the bond of a common destiny, to be captains of their own

fate. I am not sanguine that the suspicions now felt by many Indian

students will abate until India is responsible for her own policy, for her

defence and for her fiscal arrangements. I am deeply sensible of the

great work which Britain has done in India for India, and profoundly

appreciative of the spirit in which the vast majority of British admini-

strators living in India have, while discharging their duties to their own

Gk»vernment, served India and the masses of her people. I cannot

judge how soon the recent constitutional reforms will require amendment

and extension. But my belief is that the irresistible trend of things is

towards the political independence of India 1 hope that this independ*

ence will be found compatible with close voluntary alliance with Bri-

tain* I conceive that the right policy for Britain as regards India is to

aim avowedly at alliance, not at military or administrative control : at

co-operation, not at subjection. The acceptance or rejection of this view

cannot but influence, directly or indirectly, the temper and outlook of

western education in India and the sentiments of Indian students

studying in Britain, France and America.

" For more than three centuries the main currents of ideas in wes-

tem education have run in the direction of individual responsibility and

of national independence. These ideas are cotiSonant with the spirit of

fesedknn and autonomy, though they involve, as an inner corrective to

exaggsrarion, the sentiiiiOnts of social solidarity and of international
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obligation. Western educational ideas have fostered in Indian minds

the desire for freedom and autonomy. Where the facts of social expe-

rience in India clash with the aspiration towards autonomy and national

self-dependence, edu^*ation is at variance with life. In such oircum-

gtanoes, the influence of an education impregnated with the pre-supposi-

tions of freedom, becomes irritant and perplexing. This infection of

freedom, strong in western education in India, is far stronger in its

effect upon the mind and outlook of the Indian who is studying in

England, not least when ho watches the operation of our arrangements

for corporate life in universities and colleges.

By slow, though accelerating, degrees western education has made

untenable the principle of the military control of India by Britain. It

has also made the practice of the civil control of India by British

administrators increasingly unpalatable. But the introduction and

diffusion of western education in India was inevitable. If it bad been

denied by Britain, it would have been sought by Indians elsewhere and

through other agents.

^‘I believe, therefore, that the solution of the greatest psychological

difficulties in the case of Indians studying in Britain will be found in the

political reconstruction of the bonds which now unite Britain and India.

Palliatives may be found in some administrative rearrangements, but no

true remedy. Western education, through much of its literature and

history and even in some of its economics, postulates national independ-

ence as the basis of national life and as one of the fundamental conditions

of self-respect. Britaiil, even if it wished to do so, cannot suppress the

system of western education in India nor isolate individual Indians

from the influence with whicli western education is imbued. It is sug-

gested that, with special reference to educational policy, the bold road

towards the recognition of Indian independence is the safest one which

the British Nation can follow in its relation with India. Under present

conditions it seems more likely that tliis road will lead to voluntary And

close alliance than to disruption. A frank acceptance of this aim would

remove the antinomy which now prevails between the presuppositions

of Western education and the political conditions to which Indians are

now required to adjust themselves.

I do not pretend to judge how far India is herself ready for inde-

})cndence or in what degree internal differences of racial temperament

and outi ok may delay organic unity in Indian nationality. Nor do I

wish to imply that political democracy in its present Western form will

necessarily be found congenial to India or ctJinpatible with her internal

peace and with the development of her social welfare. But 1 would urge
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that, ia education and therefore in what our educational ideas presup-

pose, we should be prepared to give India, if she deliberately asks for it,

wha*t we consider best for ourselves
; and that, as we in England are by

no means convinced that we have yet found a form of political organisa-

tion or of government which meets adequately the many-sided needs

of our national life, so we may reasonably allow India to make her own

experim6||ts with freedom and leave it to India to work out the adapta-

tions of the idea of freedom which may best meet her temperamental

and social needs.

“ The reasons which at present induce Indian students to leave India

for education or technical training are :

—

(a) in a few cases, j)reparation for the I.C.S. examination, old

arrangements,

(b) professional advantages of being called to the bar in Britain,

(c) superior advantages in the west (Britain, France, Germany,

U.8.A.) in lespect of university and technological training,

(d) prestige in India of western education qualifications,

(e) desire to see the west as it really is and to breathe the atmos-

phere of western society,

(/) an instinct that the west has something to teach which India

now requires; which will ultimately enable India to win her freedom;

and which should be blended in Indian minds , with Indian thought in

order to produce a new culture congenial to Indian needs and the Indian

temperament.

*‘(a) The Indian universities, thougli they have rendered good

service to India and are a wonderful achievement, are still inadequately

equipped with opportunities for advanced study, with scientific labora-

tories, with libraries and with tutorial guidance. There is no Oxford in

India, (b) Similarly, the modern English universities, though vigorous

and improving, are still inadequately equipped with opportunities for

advanced study with laboratories, with libraries, with halls of residence

and with tutorial guidance.

** How far it would be just to say that the Government is responsible

for the defects in India and England respectively depends on one's view

of the part which Government should take in the organisation and pro-

vision of University and technological education. This issue has been

bound up with many other considerations, the anxiety of the Gov-

ernment of India not to add to the burden of taxation beyond what was

necessary.

“ The sending of Indian students to Britain for education has resulted

in many cases in great intellectual and moral benefit ; in others, in
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feelings of disoontaat with the present political status of India and with

the ordinary social status of the Indian intelligenMa in European s^iety

in India This efeot has been inevitable, though unpleasant. In the

end, the results may be salutary.

As a general rule, Indian students should defer their entrance to a

British university until they have passed the Intermediate ijifmination

in Arts or Science in an Indian university. This status sqluld excuse

them from examination for matriculation in a British University.

When the modern English universities are more effectively and

generously equipped with facilities for advanced study, and when the

Indian universities lind themselves in a position to provide better

training for honours students in the last two years of their undergrad-

uate course, it is hoped that the vast majority of Indians (like the vast

majority of their contemporaries in other countries) will complete their

university course in their own land, but that a large self-selected minor-

ity will proceed (where necessary with the help of liberal fellowships

and travelling scholarships) to foreign universities for post-graduate

study. Reciprocally, it is to be hoped that an increasing number of

British graduates will proceed to Indian universities for graduate study,

especially in subjects which can best be pursued in Indian surround-

ings. The great universities of India and of the west should all be, in

the mediaeval aense of the term, Studia Generalia, i.e., places of study and

investigation to which scholars flock from near and far.

“ Other suggestions which I desire to submit for the consideration of

the Committee are made iri the Report of the Calcutta University Com-

mission, especially in (as regards Indian students in Britain)

—

Volume III, Chapter xxix, pp. 41—59.

Volume V, Chapter l, pp, 61—66.”
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The Aims of Western Education in India Macaulay's famous

Educational Minute of 1835 is, perhaps, unique in its confident ignorance

as to the value of eastern culture. While Lord William Bentinck agreed

with him, the Government were more moderate : they declined to with-

draw encouragement from oriental studies, though determined to con-

centrate upon the fostering of western learning. Gradually the eastern

learning has been coming into its own, and the very universities estab-

lished primarily to promote western studies have come to realise that

they have no more important function to perform than that of fostering

the study of Indian literature and philosophy. They are just beginning

to realise, also, that western studies in India will gain enormously in

value by constant comparative reference to eastern modes of thought as

expressed in the work of the eastern genius. Yet Macaulay’s conclusion

as to the necessity for shaping higher education on western lines was

just : it had true premisses as well as unnecessary false ones. Compro-

mise and interaction is the ultimate result. The method had to be the

deliberate emphasising of the new and strange. Innumerable instances

might be adduced from history in which the literature of a people and

their thought and general culture have not merely profited but been

revivified by foreign influence. Macaulay gives as illustration ** the great

revival of letters among the western nations at the close of the fifteenth

and the beginning of the sixteenth century,” and refers particularly to

the incalculable advantage to English literature of the Greek and

Roman influence. He is wrong, of course, in doubting that Sanscrit
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literature was equal to tbe Uterature **of our Saxon and Nonna|i

progenitors the immense superiority of the former can scarcely be

disputed. But his general parallel is perfectly just
—'*At the time

almost everything that was worth reading was contained in the writings

of the ancient Greeks and Romans. Had our ancestors acted as the

Committee of Public Instruction has hitherto acted—had they neglected

the language of Thucydides and Plato, and the language ofe Cicero and

Tacitus—^had they confined their attention to the old dialects of bur

own island, had they printed nothing and taught nothing at the

Universities but chronicles in Anglo-Saxon and romances in Norman

French—would England ever have been what she now is ? What the

Greek and Latin were to the contemporaries of Moore and Ascham, our

tongue is to the people of India.*'

Inevitably, this English education could be given only to the few.

Indeed, in adopting the “ filtration process ’* the authorities for some

time selected students almost entirely from the higher classes of the

people. But their ultimate aim was far other, and this is the point that

we wish to emphasise. In reading the old documents one comes to

realise how very far wore the governments even of those* old days from

what they have so often been charged with—seeking merely to provide

competent clerks for their own service. Their aim was the ultimate

education of the whole people ,—not of course in the English language,

but by the efiorts of those whose own education had been in that

language, who by its means had attained that western knowledge which

in so many ways can brighten the lot of the humblest. Macaulay

himself had this end in view. “ Wo must at present do our best," he

said, ** to form a class who may be interpreters between us and the

millions whom wo govern. ... To that class 'we "may leave it to

refine the vernacular dialects of the country, to enrich those dialects with

terms of science borrowed from the western nomenclature, and to render

them by degrees fit vehicles for conveying knowledge to the great mass of

the population." In the words we have omitted Macaulay characteristic-

ally declares that the educated class must be English in tastes, in opin-

ions, in morals and in intellect," and of course there could be no more
radical error than this. People thus denationalised would in themselves
be valueless, and they could never exert the slightest influence for good
upon their poorer countrymen. The fact remains that the English-
educated Indian, remaining a genuine Indian throughout the process, is

the great hope of the masses* From him alone can they loam, he alone
can uplift them. The clearness with which this aim was conceived at
the beginning may be illustrated by a passage from the first Annual
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Report of the Committee of Education. conceive/’ they cay,

“the formation of a vomaoular literature to be the ultimate object

to which all our effort must be directed. At present, the extensive

cultivation of some foreign language, which is always very improving to

the mind, is rendered indispensable by the almost fatal absence of

vernacular literature, and the consequent impossibility of obtaining a

tolerable education from that source only. The study of English, to

which many circumstances induce the natives to give the preference, and

with it the knowledge of the learning of the west, is therefore daily

spreading.” The educated people must be placed in possession of our

knowledge before they can transfer it into their own language. We
trust that the number of such translations will multiply every year. We
shall be able to encourage any good books which may bo brought out

in the native languages by adopting them extensively in our seminaries.”

The university trained citizen of this country is simply a trustee

for his people. University education has absorbed, throughout, money

that might have been spent on the direct alleviation of the lot of the

poor, and on their direct enlightenment. Nay, much of it has been

obtained by taxing them. Educational boons have deliberately been

conferred on the few at the cost of the many. The end—the

justifying end—is the benefit of the many. The Indian graduate

is a trustee for his people,—nay he is their debtor, precisely as Saint

Paul, glorying in what he considered the priceless, undeserved boon of

his faith, proclaimed himself ** a debtor both to the Greek and to the bar-

barian.” His torch of learning is for the enlightening of others, his

virtue withers if it does not go forth of him. It goes forth sometimes to

make the froth of controversy, or into the vague shaping of ideals.

There is practical, solid work, for the social and mental uplifting of the

many, to be done ; and of all times this is the least suited to dreaming.

Materialism in Education.—Early efforts toward education are

spiritual, but sooner or later there enters the materialist motive. The

universities of Europe were originally associations of people who came

together to seek learning for its own sake and that they might spread

its intrinsic benefits more widely. Later came the idea of degrees as

credentials for various kinds of employment ; and now the universities

are bombarded by those who want ** vocational education ” even there,

and think that the objwt of “higher education ” is preparation for

wage-earning. But perhaps no country has suff^ed so much as fiidia

Irom this perversion of the idea of education. No better description of
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cdaoation baa been given than preparation tor leisure a prepara-

tion, thiit is, for the full intellectual and spiritual life wiloh a vocation

interrupts and which leisure constantly renews. But in India, more

than anywhere else, education has come to be considered as a prepara*

tion for daily wage-earning, the inward life being left out of the calcula-

tion altogether. The examination is the goal, and the process itself is

not thought of. This is not the point of view of those who planned the

universities, but it is the usual point of view of the students, and, more

emphatically, of their parents. It is not blameworthy, but is a matter

of definite, pressing need. Under modern conditions, with greater

complexity of needs, a higher standard of living is sought. It can be

attained only by such employment as is to be got by means of western

education. It was early found that, comparatively, eastern learning

did not pay. Macaulay (in his Minute **) remarks,
— ** We are forced

to pay our Arabic and Sanscrit students, while those who learn English

are willmg to pay us.” He tells this interesting story—“ A petition

was presented last year to the Committee by several ex-students of the

Sanscrit College. The petitioners stated that they had studied in the col-

lege ten or twelve years ;
that they had made themselves acquainted with

Hindu literature and science, that they had received certificates of profici-

ency. And what is the fruit of all this ? * Notwithstanding such testi-

monials,* they say, ' we have but little prospect of bettering our

condition without the kind assistance of your honourable committee,

the indifierence with which we are generally looked upon by our

countrymen leaving no hope of encouragement and assistance from

them.* They therefore beg that they may be recommended to the

Governor-General for places under the Govemment^not places of high

dignity and emolument, but such as hiay just enable them to exist.

‘ We want means,’ they say, * for a decent living, and for our progres-

sive improvement, which, however, we cannot obtain without the

assistance of Government, by whom we have been educated and main-

tained from childhood.*
** ” These,” remarks Macaulay, “ are surely the

first petitioners who ever demanded compensation for having been edu-

cated gratis, for having been supported by the public during twelve

years, and then sent forth into the world well furnished with literature

and science.” Macaulay used this state of affairs as an argument for

westernising education entirely. Certainly the westernised education

has tended to fit men for the practice of a life-work, and it has there-

fore become the accepted passport to employment, even under Indian

masterSi Thus western education in India has always been sought and

judged from this purely practical point of view, i
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Jb itself, however, it is based upon an intellectual and spiritual

tradifcion, and for this reason it is now being attacked everywhere. It

is said incessantly that it is a university's business to teach a man a

trade or profession, that “ humane studies " waste his time
;
and clamdur

is so far yielded to that in new university schemes literary studies are

given a smaller and smaller part. Reformers of another kind charge

western education itself with materialism, and think that any kind of

departure from it is for good. But the attack of the materialists—of

those who would subordinate everything to vocational training—is the

more dangerous, because it panders to the instinct of parents who care

only that their sons may make money soon, and of students to whom
also that is the solo aim ;

and because it is reinforced by economic

distress, and even by industrial opportunity.

We must preserve our courses in their cultural purity. A recent

writer to the press lamented that our University devoted most of its

attention to humanistic studies, and foolishly, because there were already

plenty of candidates for government service and for admission to the

Bar. We do not, as a matter of fact, pay more attention to humanistic

than to scientific studies. But why should the writer think—why

should so many writers think—that the former are a special training for

the career of a government servant or a lawyer ? They are simply a

training for life, for the best kind of living. They ought to be the staple

of every university’s work. It is culture and power, not any sort of

expert fitness, that are to be sought by the students of a university.

A writer in Indian Education thus diagnoses the situation “ The fail-

ure of Indian education lies in the fact that it has not and does not

train for leisure
;
that it has not and does not produce a culture in the

student community. The cause lies in the fact that its motive has been

and is essentially materialistic; for western "education has been and

is regarded merely as a means of earning a living and not of living a

life. But life is more than meat and the body more than the raiment,

and until India can give an inspiration to her sons and daughters which

shall call forth this higher concept of life and illumine the work of the

class-room and study, no change in the medium of instruction, no pro-

vision for technical or vocational training, will satisfy the require-

ments, or the unexpressed longing that exists in the heart of the younger

generation of her people, by virtue of their very humanity.”—This

writer agrees with us that western education has not in itself this materi-

alistic tendency. It is the way it is looked on that does the mischief.

He suggests no remedy. What we can do, however, is to preserve the

courses from utilitarian debasement ;
and also, in the daily working of
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thetQ« to see that all they can give to the student, for the good of his

being, is duly given. He may be sent to college by his people ** to

get a degree and earn, and he may himself seek these things first or

only ;
but he is responsive enough, and for three years we have our

chance with him. Wooden examinations and wooden lecturing in pre-

paration for them have co-operated with false aims in ruining university

education in India. The bettering of this is largely a matter of personal

enthusiasm

.

All-round Education “ Literary education is subject to

continuous assaults at present from those who fail to understand

what education is meant for, and are content that a man remain

really uneducated provided that his university fits him for techni-

cal employment. Thai a purely literary education is, however,

an incomplete education is well insisted upon by a writer in The

Servant of India, Not the training of memory, not even training in

thought, is complete education
;
for education ought to include physical

activity and the mental processes that direct this. In many places

manual work has been introduced into educational curricula as ‘‘ a

means of eliciting ment-al powers which otherwise would remain undeve-

loped; to stimulate a capacity for initiative and responsibility, which

purely intellectual training fails to impart.’* It cuts both ways. The

manual labourer also should be taught thinking, as the thinker should be

trained in manual processes. ‘‘As the world is constituted to-day,

manual labour is an indispensable ingredient of it, and to relegate such

labour to manual specialists is not only wrong because it arbitrarily

limits the human scope of the toiling millions, but also because it makes

the life of the non-toiler artificial and unnatural, and deprives it of a

vital necessity, for which apparently there is no substitute. One may

be sure that the modern division of mankind into people who do no

manual work and people who do no mental work is not healthy. One

man may bo best fitted to spend most of his time at a lathe, another

most of his at a desk
;
but to deprive either of all opportunity for the

work the other man specialises in is to deprive them both of the fullness

of life,” Reference is then made to certain attempts to put this idea

into practice. There is the curious programme apparently decided on

at Antioch College, in America, by which students will alternate five

weeks of school work with five weeks of work in factories. This is

obviously a very faulty arrangement, if for no other reason than that

there can be no continuity in either sphere of labour. Nor^ as the
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writer points out« does the scheme appear to include the necessaiy

complement of the arrangement, in the provision for iactorj^workers of

some* mental training. More likely to be successful are the efforts made

by certain Roman Catholic communities in America, but they of course

have the groat advantage that membership of the community imfdies

both poverty and any service that may be required. Dr. Rathenan,

the German socialist millionaire, who is now Minister of Economy, has

produced a book, recently translated into English, in which he woi^s

out a system of alternating study and manual work.* He suggests that

all the young men of Germany should devote a year, not now to mili-

tary training but to manual work. Such an idea is unlikely to be

practicable in Germany or anywhere else. Yet the principle must be

recognised, and must be applied in India. It may be doubted whether

In any other country in the world the educated man, living by brain-

work, is so indisposed to physical exertion, suffers so much by the lack

of it. A certain amount of well-devised manual training at school would

do wonders for body and mind,—wonders that are far from bemg

accomplished by “ manual training as we know it now.

Enolish Professors of English—In an article in the Mysore

JSconomic Lynx thus unburdens his soul.
—‘‘The employ-

ment of Englishmen to teach English in India is the most unnatural

phenomenon in education. It is impossible for the English professor to

enter thoroughly into his pupil’s special difficulties, or to detect their

source,” Such statements are sometimes made as a result of prejudice

or malice, but here they are quite dispassionate, for the writer has been

carefully working out the enormously difficult problem of the teaching

of languages in India, and only seeks to improve things. Few, we hope,

will agree with these particular conclusions. It is surely a recognised

principle that both a language and a literature ought as a rule to be

'expounded by men native to the soil that produced them. Language

and literature alike have a subtle correspondence with race. It is an

extraordinarily difficult thing for anyone to move with utter freedom in

paths of thought, emotion and speech which are not the paths of his

own people
;
and when one endeavours to do this there is oven a danger

of losing that which is one’s own. It may be replied that the noblest

literature transcends differences. Frequently it tends to do so. Always

it has a certain value for all peoples— and much of this value they can

Since the above was written the translation of Dr. Rathenan *s book has been

received for review, and it will be reviewed in our next issue.
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Apprehend unaided. But great literature is never cosmopditan in tlia»

sense of being non-national. A poet s individuality transcends race

only at its own cost, for part of his special life is tbat of his people

Could we but get a Periclean Greek to expound Homer and Aeschylus

to U3 bow gladly we should secure him ! All the labour of sympathetic

scbolarsbip would yield to bis direct, uDcballengeable knowled^; the

temper of his speech—in his own language, concerning his own Htera-

ture—would be enlightenment to us. The parallel is not complete, but

it goes far enough. The mastery of the English language attained even

by the average Indian student is a marvellous thing, and equally strik-

ing is the power of adaptation and responsiveness shown by Indians

who have devoted themselves to the study of English literature. We
know, too, that there are Indian professors of English whose interpre-

tation of English literature is not inferior in value to that of English-

men. But such examples are so rare that they will never bo able to

affect the rule, and it will always be necessary to have English profes-

sors of English. (Incidentally, it will always be necessary so to adapt

conditions of service to changing circumstances as to secure, and to

retain, the services of the best qualified Englishmen.) We believe, how-

ever, that an increasingly large share in this work will be given to

Indians, and in their training for it one point should be remembered.

Very few Indians study Greek and Latin. This is in itself a very great

deprivation. However much school and university curricula have been

modernised of late in England and elsewhere, the fact remains that the

study of those languages and their literatures is one of the most salutary

studies in the world. But our special point is that this study is by far

the best avenue to the study of English literature. It is not, of course,

the only avenue
;
but the relation between Greek and Roman literature

and English is so direct and important, and the influence of the former

upon the latter is so pervasive, so constantly instanced not merely in

allusion but in vital matters of form and spirit, that ignorance of Greek

and Latin is a tremendous handicap to any student of English literature.

Many have applied themselves to the reduction of this handicap, after

their college days
; but Indian students should be given opportunities

of getting at English literature from the side of Greek and Roman
studies. The value of Sanscrit studies, of course, is to the Indian in

general far greater than that of western classical studies
;
but not to

those who seek mastery of English literature.

Disagreeing with the conclusions of ** Lynx,” we fully appreciate

his main idea. It is not easy for the English professor to understand

the Indian student's difficulties and the angle from which he views
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purposes, the very aim of the professor’s work being thus defeatedL l^ut

would it be good to substitute imperfect knowledge duly expounded for

fuller knowledge, simply because of sflbh a danger ? If the English

profeaaoT applies himself sympathetically to bis work, studies bis stad^

ents themselves, uses bis great opportunities for studying the literature

and the temper of the east, he does come to understand difficulties, does

become able not only to express himself in ways intelligible here but

also to illuminate both eastern and western matters by bringing them

together in his pupils’ sight. Nor indeed need such efforts be limited to

the exposition of literature. He stands for another life, another civili-

sation ; he promotes that contact, that mutual scnitiny, of east and

west which we all desire. To serve such ends must bo part of his dally

endeavour. Otherwise it might well be admitted that he sliould not be

here.

Religion as Pseudo-science.—Mr. Shama Sastri reviews in this

issue a curious work designed to prove that the Vedas are not merely

replete with scientific lore but actually scientific trea-tises. Mr. Sastri

has dealt with the idea faithfully, and with the just indignation of the

man wlio hates to see the spiritual distorted into the material.

Yet the author is to be honoured for his long pondering over sacrod loro,

and one hopes that he will be able to use the ir^timate knowledge thus

acquired for a higher kind of exposition. This tendency to find in purely

spiritual and poetic work a precise scientific significance has always

been common. It is a way of bridging the gulf which so many imagine

to exist between science and religion, while many a reverent student

has found in such a study confirmation of the literal inspiration of

ancient religious documents. Literal inspiration there may be, but of

course it is not to be established in such ways. The Old Testament

has continually been subjected to such treatment. *One example in

particular we remember. An enthusiastic divine expounded one of the

most exquisite versos in the Bible, the verse in Ecclesiastes which runs

thus,—“ Or ever the silver cord be loosed, or the golden bowl be broken,

or the pitcTier be broken at the fountain, or the wheel broken at the

cistern.” The silver cord, he annoimced, was the spinal cord, and the

golden bowl was the skull. What the pitcher and the wheel were we fail

to remember. But the conclusion was clear.—there is nothing in modern

anatomy which was not revealed, by inspired writers, to the ancient

Hebrews!

2



MATTHEW ARNOLD’S CRITICAL CATCHWORDS.*

THE^oult of the catchword is more widely spread to-day than ever

before^ but it has always been popular. The catchword is mob-logic,

and provides therefore the method of the mob-orator—a method that

may be used for the noblest or for the ignoblest ends. But indeed any

audience, anywhere, is sufficiently a mob to be played upon by catch-

words, and it is surprising how enlightened audiences will respond to

them, find them logical and virtuous, yield without question to their

spurious stimulus. They usurp the place of knowledge, wisdom, and

ideal ; they make thought unnecessary and give a colourable substitute

for feeling.

But catchwords are not always false, though they always

contain an element of falsehood
;
and sometimes they are most

useful in guiding men aright. They stand towards reason as the

drum-beat stands towards music
;
but the drum-beat is singularly

convincing and singularly stirring. This is partly because of its

simplicity and partly because of resolute repetition. Music, in its

infinite subtlety, will fit all changes of thought and mood and cir-

cumstance, but the many may utterly miss its significance. There is not

a man living who cannot understand the drum. Thus if you key your

catchword drum to a good healthy pitclj, and put into your thumping

such variation of touch as is possible, you may do much good The

catchword may make clear and emphatic a thing that in general is true ;

and a little lack of adaptability will not matter very much Now, of

course, it would bo ridiculous to say that this is an account of Matthew

Arnold’s way in criticism. It is not our purpose on this occasion to

speak of its virtue, but everyone recognises that though there have

been profounder critics, more learned critics, critics wider in range, critics

less fallible in judgment, there are in the whole history of criticism

few if any who have done more to illuminate great literature and to

systematise the estimate of it ; and there certainly is none who has done

so much to help the ordinary reader towards appreciation. This last fact

is significant. This is what Matthew Arnold most wanted to do—to help

* Xnniigural Address, Mysore University Union, 1921-22.
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•tlie average man to get the best out of great literature, and particularly

out of great poetry. He had to get at the average man, and he had

therefore to speak the average man’s language. That is, he had to

employ catchwords, catch-phrases. But indeed it was no effort for him

to do so. His own mind, though so responsive and so candid, was inclin-

ed to love a groove. Further, he was instinctively a preacher, and

reiteration is a large part of the rhetorical method. He was like Buskin

in always having a most vivid consciousness of the people he sought to

influence
;
and like Ruskin he would say a thing again and again and

again in the hope of clarifying things to the veriest dunderhead, and con-

vincing the most recalcitrant. This was his method in all matters : it

was encouraged no doubt by the fact that he was an inspector of schools.

In the middle of his life, most unfortunately, he abandoned for a time

his true work of literary criticism to take his stand as a teacher in the

realms of religion, morality and politics ; and there even more noticeably

he worked by catchwords— “ sweetness and light,” “ conduct three-

fourths of life,” and so on. There he was more confessedly the preacher

than in his work bearing on literature ; but in the latter also ho set

himself precisely to enlighten the Philistine.”

Philistine ” is indeed one of his favourites among catchwords.

He conceived that this term was applicable—as regards daily life as well as

literary appreciation—to the generality of Englishmen. Indeed, like so

many who have travelled a little but not enough, he was given to dis-

abling ” his own countrymen. He did so sometimes in literature,

where the remote had a cuiious attraction for him. Quite unjustly he

exalted ancient at the expense of modern literature ; and with a simi-

lar injustice, so striking that it is hard to explain, he exalted contemporary

continental literature at the expense of English. In his essay on

The Function of Criticism at the Present Time he writes:—“Not very

much of current English literature comes into this best that is known

and thought in the world. Not very much, I fear: certainly less than

of the current literature of France and Germany.” “And this,”

comments Professor Saintsbury, “ was in 1865, when the Germans had

had no great poet but Heine for a generation, nor any great poets but

Goethe and Heine for some five hundred years, no great prose-writer

but Heine (unless you call Goethe one), and were not going to have

any. It was 1865, when all the great French writers, themselves of but

some thirty years’ standing, were dying off, not to be succeeded ! 1865,

when for seventy years England had not lacked, and for nearly thirty

years more was not to lack, poets and prose-writers of the first order by

the dozen and almost by the score !” The same strange mood was shown
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by Matthew Arnold in educational matters. He wont abroad a little, and

took a cursory view of certain universities and schools on the oontinent of

Europe, whence he returned to disparage educational institutions in

England by comparisons sublimely contemptuous of fact. This sort of

thing, of course, is common enough, as when the Mysorean youth, betak-

ing himself abroad, tarries for a year or so at Minnesota or Frankfurt,

and returns thereafter as educational reformer. This is the vanity of

youth ; but Matthew Arnold was a sober, middle-aged man, well fitted

to judge of educational matters. Ho was, however, a man in whom

prejudice, once planted, took extraordinarily firm root. Ho had got (and

were there time one might even show how he got it) the idea that the

average Englishman was a “Philistine,” and the idea coloured his

whole view of English life and institutions. Even the essay on Milton,

whom ho idolised, begins with the suggestion that we are not nowadays

so Miltonic as we ought to be, and a warning against the “ Anglo-Saxon

contagion,”

To bring literature to the Philistine was considered by Matthew

Arnold to be a sort of mission. But on the whole, ho felt, the Philistine

did not want literature. It was necessary to arrest his attention, to

stimulate him somehow, and to keep him interested when he had begun

to read. It was necessary also ,to make things exceedingly clear,

otherwise he would not understand at all. If, however, the thick

Philistine head could bo made to comprehend even a single literary

idea, that would be something gained ; and further the thick head might

be 80 gratified and surprised at its own apparently easy comprehension

that pride would be enlisted also in the service of literature. There-

fore Matthew Arnold coined certain broad ideas into catchwords,

catch-phrases, catch -sentences, and endeavoured to make them current

in Philistine thought
;
and some of these we shall consider. It may

first be noted, however, that apart from the real catchwords almost every

paragraph of Matthew Arnold proceeds on what may be called the catch-

word plan. It has often been remarked that the chief and most

unfortunate of his many mannerisms is repetition. It delays those who

want to get on, it irritates by its affectation, and, though in a compara-

tively rhythmless style it plays in some degree the part of rhythm, it

is an intolerable nuisance to the more enlightened of his readers.

But the repetition is for the Philistine, to give him every chance.

The manner of it is to take a word or a phrase and circle a paragraph

around it. Some prominent idea becomes the catchword of the moment,

and it is repeated at every possible opportunity. Sometimes the

momentary catchword is merely the link between two sentences

:
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ioatead of using a conjuncl/ion Matthew Arnold repeats a word. The efiect

prodtu^ed by this kind of thing may be illustrated by a very short

passage, chosen at random. Writing of Wordsworth, ho says—“ We shall

recognise him in his place, as we recognise Shakespeare and Milton

;

and not only we ourselves shall recognise him, but he will bo recognised

by Europe also. Meanwhile, those who recognise him already may do

well, perhaps, to ask themselves whether there are not, in the case

of Wordsworth certain special obstacles which hinder or delay his due

recognition by others, and whether these obstacles arc not in some

measure removable.*’

We have referred to the catch-sentence that “ conduct is three-

fourths of life.” Matthew Arnold never allows us to forget this idea.

The reforming zeal that produced bis somewhat unfortunate writ-

ings on social and religious matters entered also into his criticism,

in that he stressed the ethical function of poetry nobly, and ^^ith most

healthy results, but with a somewhat too exclusive emphasis. This

appears in the sentence that furnishes our first literary catchword—“All

depends on the subject.'' It was, of course, Matthew Arnold’s habit to

exaggerate an idea that he wished to make clear and emphatic, and this

is deliberate exaggeration. It is modified indeed in his own critical

practice, where often enough he has occasion to show that subject is by

no means everything. In the essay on Milton he goes so far as to say

that the soul of the power of the noblest poetry “resides chiefly in the

refining and elevation wrought in us by the high and rare excellence of

the great style.” Yet the categorical statement as to subject stands.

He meant more by it than he should have meant. It represents error,

bias, in his mind. He did not sufficiently value, just as Carlyle did not

sufficiently value, those elements in poetry that are not “matter,” the

beauty and the power that are created when poetic genius of the highest

order exerts itself, in thought and passion and supreme felicity of utter-

ance, upon themes that in themselves fall short of the highest.

“Poetry is criticism of life”—this catch-phrase of Matthew Arnold

has become the most popular of all definitions of poetry. It is constantly

forgotten that the definition (so to call it), as given by Matthew Arnold,

was not quite so bald as that. Poetry, he said, is “ a criticism of life

under the conditions fixed for such a criticism by the laws of poetic

truth and poetic beauty.” But while it is not fair to leave out those

additional words, they make hardly any difference. Indeed they beg

the question. This question is
—“ What is poetry, and what does it

do?” Whatever it is and does it will always remain subject to its

own laws of truth and beauty : that qualification really leaves the main
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statement unqualified. Poetry, then, is criticism, its function is to

criticise, to pass judgment upon, life. This account of poetry errs

both in assertion and in omission. There is indeed much great poetry

which provides definite and even purposeful criticism of life. Much of

Wordsworth’s poetry is an example, and Matthew Arnold therefore holds

Wordsworth in particular esteem. But this element in poetry is not

poetical : it is only so impregnated with poetic power as to seem itself

of the essence of poetry. On the other hand Homer, whom Matthew

Arnold himself would certainly exalt far above Wordsworth as a poet,

most strikingly fails to offer such judgment. Homer gives a profoundly

true, and a profoundly moving, presentation of life, but in no conceiv-

able sense can he be said to offer criticism of life. He stands far aloof,

as little inclined to judgment as to sentiment. IMilton’s case is more

interesting. lie set out to render, in Paradise Lost, just such a criticism

of life as Matthew Arnold’s definition contemplates. To vindicate God’s

ways to men, to make clear the mystery of human destiny, to effect

judgment of life from the Puritanic standpoint—all this he sought to do.

But can we therefore accept Matthew Arnold’s i)hrase as an account of

the poetic being of Milton’s work,—even of Paradise Lost ? Very far

from it. His general theme, with its precise and narrow doctrine, is a

constant handicap to his poetry. As a man, he was too big for it ; as

poet he constantly transcends it. The doctrine required rigid moral

division—the exaltation of God and His angels, the debasing of those

who opposed thorn. It implied also the centring of interest upon the

human victim, weak yet lifted into hope by mercy. This is the

criticism” intended, but it is not given. The fallen adversary is

ifiade far to transcend the Deity both in reality and in grandeur,

and even the most moving moral virtue of the poem belongs to

him ; while pity and sympathy desert our little, untried Eve and

Adam for him who is majestic even in ruin, whose suffering, like his

struggle, are far beyond their ken, whose tears of pity and of sorrow are

“ tears such as angels weep.” Far away from theologic dogma, from

moral saw, from the effort of the expounder or the exhorter is the poet’s

world. Where Milton seeks to convey his theological and moral

message he has the hardest work to remain a poet, and his noblest

passages ignore or contradict that message!"

There are great poets whose criticism of life, so far as they provide

such a thing, is notably false in certain particulars. Of such is Shelley,

to whom, consequently, Matthew Arnold is extraordinarily unjust. To
him Shelley, because of ethical error as well as a certain intellectual

insufficiency, is merely '‘a beaiitiful and ineffectual angel, beating in the
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Void his bminous wings in vain,” or again— that beautiful spirit

building his many-coloured haze of words and images

' Pinnacled dim in the intense inane.’
”

Mr. Herbert Paul remarks of the ineffectual angel ” idea,
—“ I suppose

it means something. But it does not account for the ‘Skylark/ or

‘ When the lamp is shattered,’ or the mighty ‘ Ode to the West Wind.’
”

It does not indeed, simply because the judgment is not made from the

poetic point of view.

Such “ criticism of life ” as Matthew Arnold seeks in poetry—its

presence or absence, its truth or falsity—is indeed irrelevant poetically.

Poetry’s real function in relation to life is its representation with the

truth and vividness of profound and passionate understanding. Judg-

ment may be offered, but it is not essential, or of the nature of poetry.

The weakness of Matthew Arnold’s contention may be illustrated from

the passage on Burns in the essay on The Studfj of Poetry. He was

peculiarly unfitted to understand Buri s, whom he called (though not in

deliberate criticism but in a personal letter) “ a beast with splendid

gleams.” In fact, anyone who believes in liis heait that poetry is a

criticism of life will be sadly troubled by Burns, and, if logical, will

certainly have to declare that Sappho and Catullus are not poets at all,

Matthew Arnold ({uotes certain moralising passages from Burns, which

contain excellent criticism of life, but points out that we find the real

Burns not in these but in very different passages, where no criticism of

life is to be found except a kind of ironic criticism which, as criticism,

is valueless. Now Matthew Arnold is certainly wrong in thinking that

in the moralising and religious passages we do not find the real Burns.

These passages are perfectly genuine ; they represent one side of the

man, whose great trouble, as Carlyle pointed out, was that he could

never reconcile the contending elements within him. It is true, however,

that in such passages we do not find Burns the poet, and where we do

find Burns the poet we find no criticism of life, or criticism that is not

true. Bad criticism of life, splendid poetry
;
the more a poet Burns shows

himself, the less, and the less truly, does he criticise life. How then

can poetry be defined as something which may vary inversely with its

power ?

Another of Matthew Arnold s persistent phrases is “ high seriousness.”

This quality he considers essential to the best poeVy. Here again he

seems to err, and the error is brought about by the same ethical bias.

We may ask whether either Homer or Shakespeare, for example, would

have liked to have the spirit of their work thus described. They

would, one thinks, have been inclined to smile at it- particularly Shakes-
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pdftre. Miltoxi~the later BClton—would not have resented li* There fe

not a lino, not a word, in Paradise Lost, in Paradise Regained^ in Samon

Agonistes, that is not inspired by something that we may term “ high

seriousness,” and perhaps the same is true of Dante’s Divine Com^.

But Milton wrote also VAUegro, which is just as truly poetry, though

poetry of another kind
;
and there is many a sonnet of Dante inspired

by a very different mood from that of the Divine Cofnedy, But it is

when we think of Homer and of Shakespeare that wc feel how narrow,

how cramping, is the term. Such poetry as theirs is not limited by any

mood or temper : like life, it embraces all. There is no point of view

from which Shakespeare does not see and picture things,—save that the

good and the evil may never be confounded. One mood or tone is

human as another : frivolity may for the moment be wisdom, and high

seriousness ‘‘mere folly.” Wo could not tolerate a friend who was all

high seriousness, and a poet must answer to our whole being more

closely than a friend. The critic’s scope is here not wide enough for his

theme. Perhaps the very best sort of comment upon this high serious-

ness requirement is that which Professor Saintsbury permits himself

upon Matthew Arnold’s denial to Chaucer of this quality. “ One feels dis-

posed to enter and argue out a whole series of not quite contradictory

pleas such as ^ He has high seriousness ’ {vide the * Temple of Mars,’

the beginning of the ‘ Parliament of Fowls,’ and many other places)

;

• Why should he have high seriousness? ’ (a most effective demurrer)

;

and ‘ What is high seriousness, except a fond thing vainly invented for

the nonce?
’ ” It will not do. And indeed it fails, even from the

ethical point of view. For, quite apart from our pleasure, there is

many a gentle and far from high-flown passage that does one as much
good, and teaches one as much, becauj^e of its beauty and its truth, as

the lofty passage of sustained seriousness.

Somewhat closely related to this phrase is the next one—“ the

grand style.” This also Matthew Arnold considers essential to the

hi^^hest poetry, and of course high seriousness” and whatever **the

grand style ” may be will tend to go together. But let us examine

the phrase. At first sight it seems simple enough, and it seems to

suggest at once a definite meaning. “The grand style,” wc say; and

we think of Hilton, of Homer, of Shakespeare, and indeed of many
others. But the very poets we have thought of as possessing this

‘•grand style ” give us pause ; and difficulties arise which finally invali-

date the phrase. To start with Milton,—whatever the phrase means it

must undoubtedly apply to Paradise Lost, and not only to that poem as

a whole but to every smallest part of it. But what is the exact meahihg
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•of the phrase, as applied to Paradise Lost ? Obviously it bdioates sueh

sustamed elevatipn of tone as befits the dignity of theme and purpose.

But does it not also bear reference to Milton’s continuous elaboration of

diction and of rhythm ? This is an essential part of the “ grandeur
”

of Milton’s style. Again, if there is any poet to whom Matthew Arnold

would ascribe the continuous and unfailing use of the ‘‘ grand style,” it

is Homer. The essence of the grandeur, then, must be common to

Milton and Homer. But in what do they agree i In Homer there is

nothing of the statuesque dignity appropriate to Milton’s solemn reli-

gious theme. In place of Milton’s slow stateliness th. re is turbulent

speed. Milton’s grandeur is that of a majestic yet richly adorned edifice

Homer’s is that of a mighty river. Milton’s work is that of a craftsman,

skilful, highly trained, and patiently laborious. He works upon a care-

fully studied plan. His word-materials are chosen and gathered with

infinite care from sources far apart in space and time, and he fashions

them into his work with a slow care to which the syllable and the verse-

paragraph are of equal importance. To the qualities resulting from

such processes there is nothing at all corresponding in the spontaneous,

intrepid verses of the Iliad. Both styles, then, are “ grand,” this w’e

feel and know, but they so differ in grandeur ” as to leave but a veiy

vague correspondence to be indicated by the term - so vague that the

term is valueless. In Shakespeare, Matthew Arnold finds the grand

style ” intermittent. But if one considers passages where its presence

is undoubted—the soliloquies of Hamlet, for example—one is driven to

ask, again,
—“ Where, after all, lies the comparison between this and

Milton’s style on the one hand, Homer’s on the other ? ” Suffice it to

suggest that Shakespeare’s “ grandeur ’’
is differentiated by an element

foreign equally to Milton and to Homer—the special and unique quality

that emerges when speech is quickened and ennobled by profound and

passionate knowledge of the human soul. Resemblances are swallowed

up in difference, and one feels that the phrase, ” the grand style,” is

really of little significance as indicating a characteristic of high poetry.

Further, can we admit that poetry which pretends no sort of

“grandeur”—certain kinds of lyric, for example—is inferior as

poetry on that account ?

Two other catch-phrases may be referred to
—“ the historic esti-

mate ” and “ the personal estimate.” Matthew Arnold condemns both,

and unfairly, though of cours^^ a warning against their unwise use is

always necessary. In the phrase “ the historic estimate ” he refers to

the historical method of criticism—the method which, in judging a

man’s work, takc^ii it in relation to the conditions and movements of his

3
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time, to previouRf contemporary and |ubaequent perfoinialiees in t^e

same sphere,^ and to the known facts of his own life. Matthew

definitely sets himself against this method, and it is worth while to

examine his arguments. He thinks, first, that this method may lead

us, in the very realisation of the difficulties overcome by a poet, and

the originality of his achievement, to over-value his poetry in itse||«

Second, he fears that attention to the historic setting may distinct the

reader from the due enjoyment and judgment of the work Itself. To

both these arguments it may be replied that the possibility of abusing a

method ought not to count against it if in itself it is useful, and the

usefulness of the historic method needs no expounding nowadays:

frequently it would be impossible, without some application of this

method, to understand fully the significance of a work in itself. Then,

as to the first argument, the suggested over-valuation is unlikely to

take place, since in the mind of any serious student of literature there

are always comparisons enough to keep matters right. It Is not just to

suppose that the user of the historic method will inevitably be dominat-

ed by it. As for the threatened distraction—that is not a special result

of any method of criticism. There always will be people who care more

for externals than for the inward reality of a. poet’s work. Many a

critic, absorbed, for example, in considerations of form, of rhythm, of

style, falls to apprehend the moaning and the power of a poem ; and

such persons, applying the historic method, will always be inclined to

lose the reality in a maze of detail as to circumstances, and

so on. But the true critic knows his business better than this, RbH will

not allow anything to distract him from the real estfc&Rte.” This will

always ibe supreme in his mind; and other rnetho#! will but help to

make it surer and clearer. There is another poini, apart from the con-

sideration of poetry as poetry. Carlyle remarks,—** Poetry, were it the

rudest, so it be sincere, is the attempt which man makes to render his

existence harmonious, the utmost he can do for that end ; it springs,

therefore, from his whole feelings, opinions, activity, and takes its

character from these. . . Thus the history of a nation’s poetry is the

essence of its history, political, economic, scientific, religious.” It is only

by the use of the historic method that we can study poetry as the supreme

recoid of a people’s history.

Similarly, Matthew Arnold warns his readers against the " porsonaf

estimate ” in literature. “ A poem ” he says, ” may count to us on

grounds personal to ourselves. Our personal affinities, likings, and

circumstances, have great power to sway our estimate of this or that

poet’s work.” Now, his own critical principles, arid his estimates Of
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indiTidual poets, liave in them a great deal of tHe person^ ]><|we

conirider this, on the whole, unfortunate ? As a matter of fact, tfie

objection to the personal estimate is only less weak than that to the

historic estimate. A critic ought, of ooursS^ to endeavour to beoonie

conscious of, and eliminate, his prejudices, and to consider values as

they eadst for the generality of men. But totally to eliminate the

personal in Criticism would be to make criticism purely intellectual, and

this would never do, either for poetry or for the best prose. Prejudice

may be responsible for many errors on the part of Mathew Arnold, but

the personal sympathy that comes from a certain kinship is responsible

for a depth and truth of insight that matters much more. All critics

have their limitations, and critics vary as poets vary. Not every critic

—not oven every great critic—will serve for the judging and interpreting

of every poet. Wordsworth lived near Matthew Arnold'e own time and

on Matthew Arnold’s own showing danger lurks in the nearness : it

tends to produce the personal estimate. This danger is increased by

the profound and special sympathy between Wordsworth’s and Matthew

Arnold’s views—both of life and of poetry. The result, in the essay on

Wordsworth, is the assigning to him of a rank in poetry as to which few

critics, perhaps, would agree. This is the defect of so personal ” an

estimate. But surely it is much more than compensated for by thts

insight and illumination of the essay. It is because of personal kinship

that Matthew Arnold understands Wordsworth so well.

The great example of the personal estimate on the part of Mat-

thew Arnold himself is the essay on Gray. Curiously enough, the

despised historical method also is here employed to defend th^ poet

:

historic circumstance is cited to account for the smallnesB of his produc-

tion, But in this essay the personal estimate is of peculiar Importance.

Gray and Matthew Arnold were very closely akin Matthew Arnold did

not share Gray’s melancholy or his love of solitude, and his habit was

as strenuous as Gray’s was indolent; nor did he possess Gray’s wide

and precise scholarship. But the resemblances between them are very

striking and go very deep ; and the sympathy of kinship induced Mat-

thew Arnold to overestimate strikingly Gray’s capacity as a poet. To

both of them uprightness and refinement of conduct were the most

important things in life. Both had a most delicate and sensitive appre-

ciation of literature, and both based tbeir literary judgments upon the

practice, closely studied, of ancient classical literature. In both there

is the same refined and scrupulous care in composition, whether in verse

o»4n prose, and in prose a certain lightness, even playfulness, of toueh.

In poetry neither was spontaneous ; and while Gray was far the greater
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Aii4^i3io:ira elabcMt^ ©raft^sman, yet the words (quoted a^ the end of M§fe“

tbe,w Arnold’s essay on Gray) in which Gray nohsd the aims nf bis

poetic style—‘f extreme conciseness of expression, yet pure, perspicumll,

and musical ”—indicate just what Matthew Arnold also sought in Ms
verse. In both, brooding meditation took the place of pessioii ,

|i^

inspiration
; they lacked the abundant life that makes great poetry.

Yet their feeling was true and deep, and they displayed extraordinary

fdioity^ though not extraordinary power, in its expression. Gray wrote

before th^ rise of the great ** romantics,” Matthew Arnold when they

had completed their work. Gray prepared for them, and Matthew

Arnold judged them. But Gray’s balf-heartevi yet notable ventures in

the direction of romanticism, ventures ever controlled—to some extent,

indeed, stultified—by the continued influence upon him of the other

tradition, correspond curiously to Matthew Arnold’s keen, but by

no means full, sympathy with romanticism. And finally, both were

thwarted by environment. When Matthew Arnold remarked that when

Gray was writing a sort of spiritual east wind was blpj^ing,”

preventing Gray’s genius from flowering,” he had in his no

doubt, a much too exalted idea of Gray’s power of poetic iwa^on
;
yet

undoubtedly that eighteenth century atmosphere must have gone far

to chill what ardour Gray possessed. And similarly, Arnold himself, in

his quite different day, was chilled by a much more deadly current -the

east wind of religious scepticism. Both were sensitive natures, quick to

feel such influences. Thus the idea of a poet who cannot “ speak out
”

in poetry because something in his age stifles him came to Matthew

Arnold out of his own experience
;
and Gray’s case seemed to him to be

parallel to his own. His own consciousness of checked impulse led him

to imagine—wrongly—that Gray too would have beeti a much greater

poet in a more favourable time. Thus Matthew Arnold’s estimate of

Gray was very largely personal, for which reason he over-valued him

;

but is there anyone who would wish that personal element absent from

the essay on Gray ?

Even Matthew Arnold’s catchwords reveal his greatness as a critic.

They insist on the application to literature of the ethical test, and if

there Is anything we need incessantly, as corrective, it is emphasis, over-

emphasis, upon that point of view. Of the two extremes in the estimat-

ing of literature, the ethical extreme is full of health, the art-for-aii’s-

roke ” extreme is full of corruption. And Matthew Arnold sought to

guide the many, for whom a precise, middle view is hard to find and
keep, further, while wc have throughout been disputing the full valid-

ity of these catchwords, we canqot but notice how ceUtral, so to speak.
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is tbeir point of view They raise the most essential problems of appre-

ciation and criticii^. Every one of them, however fallible appli-

cation, forces sondte real issue upon us. However far we pursue litelfary

sfc|^, we can never abandon the lines of thought so clearly indicated

in Ifattliew Arnold’s catchwords.

J C. Rollo.
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PROFESSdi Kriahnaswaxoi Aiyangar has established for himself a

place in the front rank of South Indian historians and needs |it>,intToduer

tion to tl)|e readers of this magazine. By his timely publication, In book

form, of the several essays which were read before the Mythic Society

and as Extension Lectures under the auspices of the Mysore Unlverifity,

he has laid the students of history under a great obligation. The book

before us graphically describes South India, as it wf|^midst the

ing invasions of the Muhammadans and the interc^ii^ struggles or ^ the

struggle for empire ’ amongst the rival kingdoios in South India itself.

It bears evidences of the close study and resei^xch which we have

accustomed to associate with its author.

The purpose of the book is soon told. In these six essays forming

the third course of Special Lectures in the Department of Indian History

and Arohseology of the University of Madras, we have

(1) the disruption of the Chola Empire due to the pressure

of the Pandyas from the South, (6) the natural tendency to independence

of the feudatories within, and (c) a fratricidal strife in the Chola ruling

family itself

;

(2) the revival of the Pandynn power

;

(3) the invasions of Aiau-d'din and Malik Kafur extending as far

south as Madura and Bameswaram ; . 4,

(4) Mahamad Taghlakh’s ia\!|i8ion oi South India ; aud

(6) A histoiy of the Sultanate of Mjadura together wifcfe^o) a

specitB iiAte on the date of the Ceylon Invasions, (b) the identification of

eevoral plftoes of importance in the history of South India, (o) a note on

the chronology of Mah^imad faghlak’s reign, (d) geographical nptes and

(a) exttacfas from The Batuta’s travels in South India and Osyld^.

It goes without saying that ‘ the character of the invasions’ hy
Malik Kafur and Alau-d-din had the spirit of plunder in them& not

of coB^^I or occupation of territory, probably because It was realised
" - '-

^
^

. India and bor Muhammadan Invaderfl, By S. Krishnaswami

Aiyangar, b.a. Oxford University Fresi.

S22
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tliat ‘ a usurpation is neve| |f stable cure for keejiiig tilie diaordei^

elements in an empire peimaiantly in Ibnd/ Mabamad fagMsk or

Ulph Khan ruled over the largest empir4 of anjl%[uhaminadi^%»Wi for

^ * with his accession, the spread of Muhammadan power iu the Dekhan
*

grew and after his invasions of Warangal and Doiasamudra abont

1327-8, ‘ his empire attained the greatest extent Muhammadan Empire

ever did in
,

Ihdia ettending as it did from Sonargam to Gujerat,

and from Lahore to Miii’bar/ This ^ man of ideas ' was a

great scholar and letter writer but a * typical eastern potentate, com-

plete as to arrogance, cruelty, power and pride, who for seven and

twenty years was to “ Off with his head I to 4ny one he pleased.’

The Emperor who never hesitated to * spill the blood of God’s creatures
'

flso ‘ established hospitals and almshouses for widows and orphans on

the most liberal scale.* He was the ‘ most eloquent and accomplished

prince of his time, . . . not less famous for his gallantry in the field

than for tho6e accomplishments which render a man the ornament of

private society.’ ^ The nature of Mussalman rule and their policy of

Empire are described, by Professor Ratnaswamy of Madras, as mainly

nomadic. Ho says,® ** Nomads were the Muhammadan conquerors of

India and nomadic was their rule. The impress of nomadism was felt

in their Government, their social life, their attitude to the country they

invaded, and their relations with the people they brought under their

subjection. It coloured their public and private life, prompted some of

their most characteristic actions and policies, and determined the course

of their career in the country ... It is the key to their history,

because it was the spirit of their civilisation.’

The map forming the frontispiece to the book reminds us of the great

and destructive march of Malik Kafur to South India in A,D. 1310,

when he ‘ swept through the kingdom, destroyed the capital, laid wa|te

the^unbry, and carried off the reigning raja,’ while he set his mark sO

far south as Bameswaram. Five of the illustrations refer to five of the

Hoysala capitals, one of which on page 167, refers to the royal lesid-

ence at Belur, a capital of these Kannada Kings. This is also plate IV

of Bao Bahadur R. Narasimhachar’s excellent monograph on the

Keshava Temple at Belur. A beautiful illustration, on page 48, of the

sculptural representation of the Tulabhara ceremony deserves mor®

than a passing notice.

In this volume which ‘embodies a considerable' volume of informa-

tion/ we have so much for which we have reason lo be grateful to the

* F. A Steel. ^

» Journal of the J\ii0dc Societff, Vol, IX^ p 191.
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Professor, ‘ We hevo no businOss to seek ^ore from the past than tbe

Very past itself ’

—

(Lord Morl^^y The Empire Is continued In

the Empire of Vijayanigar aiid the State of Mysore and His gracious

Highness is the occupant of the throne of Vira-Ballala III. Professor*

Krishnaswami Aiyangar, therefore, appropriately inscribes the book to

His Highness out of loyal devotion and duty and it shall be our

endeavour to show that herein ho has sought no more from the past

than the very past itself.

In his fifth Annual Address to the members of the Mythic Society,

H. H. the Yuvaraja of Mysore presiding, the Rev. Father Tabard after

a rapid survey of the first indigenous dynasty of the Kadambas of

Banavasi, the Gangaa of Talakad, the essentially Mysorean dynasty of

the Hoysalaa which could take its place among the moat glorious

dynasties of mediaeval India, the Vijayanagar Kings and the Mysore

Rajas, tells us With chapters in bold relief on the Hoysala Princes,

the Vijayanagar Viceroys, the Poligars, the Muhammadan Sultans and

the Mysore Wodeyars, names like those of Vishnuvardhana, Kempe-

gowda, Jagadevaraya, Chikkadevaraja, would emerge from obscurity

and take the place which is due to them among the heroes famous in

Indian History,’^ One such name is that of the patriotic Hoysala Vira-

Ballala III and if any one doubts, the pages of the volume under reyjiBW

are a sufficient answer.

Another interesting question suggests itself to us regarding the

nature of the connections between the various ruling families of Mysore

from olden times. The relationships that existed between the Hoysalas

and the Gangas need not be recapitulated in these pages
; reference may

be made to the very suggestive ideas contained in Professor Krishna-

swami Aiyangar’s book.

^
Vira-Ballala III, in A.D, 1339, * was ruling in happiness at Sri

Vira Vijaya Virupakshapura as his residential capital (Nelevidu).* He

was the sole monarch by his own valour.® An inscription at Hampe*

refers to the Hoysalas, implying thereby that Hampe was in the Hoysala

Kingdom at one time.'' In A.D. 1328 Machya Dannayaka was in

Penukonda as a Hoysala Viceroy. The coronation of the son of Ballala

in, known as Vira Virupaksha or Vira Vijaya Virupaksba took place at

Hosapattana.* This Ballala or Ballala IV was also familiarly known as

Hampewadiyar or Hampiah. In A.D, 1352, ' Vira-Bukkarayalu was

' Journal of the Mythic Society, Vol VI, pp. 7-8.

* Ep. Car. Vol. IX II08hote,^X

^ Journal <4J^e Mythic Society, Vol. XI, p. 21.

^ Cm. tG6 and Bn. Ill {Mp. Car. Vol IX),
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tuling at Dorasamudra apl PentitoDdia,^ In 1364, Bukka i^ai^

ruling^from Hosapattana, and in A.D. 1366, hs was in Vidyanagara,*

Bukka who is called the ^ Elevator of the HoySala Empire’ was Hindu
' Raya Suratrana (Sultan over Hindu h ings) ; in 1355 A.D, he was ruling

from Hosapattana in the Hoysala country, « the Hosapattana being, nut

Hosdurga, etc*, as conjectured at one time by Mr. Bice but probably

Hampe. Rao Sahib Krishna Sastri suggested whether it may not be

Hospet bub he stated that the place had yet te be identified.^ Three

Hindu chieftains Harib, Kapraz and Kampraz are mentioned in the

campaigns of Allau-d-din about 1352 A.D. and they are identified with the

three brothers Hariappa, Bukkapparazu and Kamparazu. A certain

Vallappa Dandanayaka who figures in the inscriptions of Ballala III is

identified with Aliya (son-in-law) Vallappa, a feudatory of Harihara II.®

Ferishta says that Ballala called the city after his son’s name Buja.® It

was only in A.D. 1375-6 that Harihara II styled himself ‘ Emperor of the

South/ the title which Somesvara had assumed, as Sarvabhouma about

A.D. 1255. It is from these circumstances that Professor Krishnaswami

Aiyangar says that ‘the foundations of Vijayanagar were laid in the

fortification of Virupaksha Pattana and the installation of the Hoysala

Prince there in the position of heir apparent respectively in A.D. 1339

and 1340.’ Then, the influential officers of the Hoysala Empire ‘gave

visible embodiment ’ to the success of their patriotic efforts by ‘ elevating

to the dignity of “capital of Empire” a now foundation of the lust great

Hoysala, Vira Ballala III.’

Vijitya Visvam Vijayabhidhanam

Visvottaram Yo nagarim vijadatta.

The five brothers who were responsible for the foundation of the

Vijayanagar dynasty were at first Viceroys of the Hoysala Kings,

Harihara being the foremost of them. A certain Ballappa Dannayaka

is variously mentioned as a son of the Hoysala Ballala III and as a

son-in-law of Harihara I. It has also been mentioned that Ballala IV

was known as Hampiah or Hampewadiyar. Considering the close

alliances of the Hoysalas with prominent Cholas and Gangas in earlier

days and considering also that the most prominent and the most useful

as well as the virtually independent chieftains under the fast crumbling

1 Ep, Rtp, for 1908.

® P. 22 of the book under review.

8 Cd. 2.

4 Journal of ike Mythic So^^iyt VoL II, p. 128.

« Ibid. p. 129.

6 Note to p. 171 ofvjbiook under review.
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Epjsalas were the riiwg sons of Sahgama^ it does not appear in the leait^

unlikely that as a political measure marital connections were formed

with them by the Hoysala rulers.

The Vijayanagar episode with its fluctuating successes against the

Bahamini Kingdoms is fully and graphically described by Prof. K.

Aiyangar and this as well as his detailed account of the Sultanate of

Madura, the Pandyan Kingdoms and the Ceylon Invasions is well

worth study by students of South Indian History.

If the Vijayanagar Empire was a succession and a successful

continuation of the famous Hoysala Empire, these Hindu Empires are

continued to this day by the Mysore Eajas but for the short interregnum

when Haider Ali and Tippu Sultan occupied the Mysore throne and made

their contribution of valour and genius to History. We have the genealogy

of the T^ysore Kajas and their origin on pages 124-6 of Mr. Rice’s book
‘ Mysore and Coorg from the Inscriptions.’ ^ They are of lunar race .

. . . Certain Yadava princes from Dvaraka, (the capital of the hero

Krishna in Kathiawar) came to the Karnata country, either led by fancy

, . . or in order to visit their family God Narayana on the peak of

Tadugiri (Melkote). Seeing the beauty of the land and being pleased with

it, they took up their abode in Mahishapura (Mysore), and became the

progenitors of the existing royal family. Tradition alleges that there were

two princes Vijaya and Krishna. Espousing the cause of a distressed

maiden, the daughter of the Wodeyar or chief of Hadana (Hadinad),

they saved her from a forced marriage with the Chief of Katugahalli,

who was of inferior caste, by secreting themselves at the wedding

banquet and slaying him. She then became the willing bride of Vijaya,

who assumed the government of Hadana and Karugahalli, adopting the

title of Odeyar or Wodeyar, along with a profession of the Jangama or

Lingayet creed. Prom thorn was descended Hire-Bettada-Chamaraja’

(1513-52). His eldest son Timmaraja defeated a general of Ramaraja
and withheld tribute and about 1610, Raja Wodiyar took possession

of Seringapatam and made the island town his capital,

Yaduraya is equated with Vijaya and given dates 1399-1423 A.D.
and several names are inserted between the progenitor and Hire-Bettada-

Chamaraja (1513-62 A.D.). An interval of a century would thus
have to be accounted for, before we alight on authentic history.

Rao Bahadur R. Narasimhachar has given us an account of two
records of Krishnaraja-Wadiyar III (1799-1868).i These records
may be seen in original at the Jagan Mohan Palace, Mysore and a

* P. 82 of the Annual R^ort of the Mysore Archaeological Department
for 1918,
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’photo of one of the^ is pkte X of this report.^ dhe of a brass

plate called Santanambuja (progeny lotus), contains a genealogy of the

Mysore Rajas. A list of 22 Icings is given, commencing from Yadnraya

in the bottom of the cresoentdike portion of this lotus-flower and the

first six of the list may be mentioned.

Names

1

Birth Coronation Reign

A.D. Saka A.D.

1
D

1 2 3 B 0 BB 9

1 Yaduraya 1293 1371 1322 1400 24 3 6
2 Hire-Bettada-Chamaraja 1331

i

1409 1346 1424 36 5 8
3 Timmapparaja 1366 1424 1381 1451 19 2 28
4 Hire Chamaraja 1386 1464 1401 1479 34 11 4
5 Hire-Bettada-Chamaraja 1415 1493 1436 1514 39 9 22
6 Immadi Timmapparaja .

.

1434 1612 1475 1553 18 10 4

We are further told that Yaduraya came from Dwaraki Vijapura,

punished the wicked, acquired some minor principalities and created the

Mysore State. Hire-Bettada-Chamaraja (5) also added to its territories

but it was Raja Wodiyar, ninth in the line, that acquired the throne of

Dharmaraja and was crowned in Serlngapatam in S* 1533 or 1610 A.D.

Less satisfactory, however, is the Puranic genealogy,^ which, after

tracing Yadu from the Moon, proceeds to state that in this line arose a

king called Sama who had three sons Timmaraja, Krishnaraja, and

Bettada-Ohamaraja, the last of whom had a son Rajanripa who de-

feated Tirumalaraya and occupied the jewelled throne at Seringapatam.

This Puranic account seems to suggest that King Sama may have been

the first historical personage in the Mysore genealogy, v?z., Hire-Bettada-

Chamaraja (1513-52 A.D.).

In connection with the jewelled throne, a short reference to the

Mysore throne will not be out of place. An inscription of A.D. 1623

describes Chamaraja Wadiyar VII as ‘ the lord of the celebrated throne

of Bhoja in Seringapatam.’ Was this the jewelled throne of Sri Ranga-

raya 1 Another record of A.D, 1680 credits Raja Wadiyar with having

defeated Tirumalaraya, the Vijayanagar Viceroy, whereupon his corona-

tion on the said throne took place in S. 1533. In any event, the

genera] impression that the Mysore throne was gift of Aurangazeb

in A.D. 1699 knot true, and the throne came into use from 1610 A.D.

at the latest, when the Viceroy of Vijayanagar, Sri Rangaraya or

Tirumalaraya, was defeated or abdicated and went to Talakad.®

» Ibid.

* P. 58 of the same Report.

* Journal of the Mythic Society, VoL XI, p 262.
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YiLixtabaratnakara speaks to Sri Rangaraya’s defeat, but according i6

Smngapatam, 14.64 and T.-Narsipur, 63, ‘Raja Wadiyar overcame

Tirumalataya and seated himself on the jewelled throne.’

It has to be borne in mind that the dates of the first six Rajas

as given in the table supra do not correspond to the table constructed

from the inscriptions by Mr. Rice. ' For in that table, the date of

Hire-Bettada Chamaraja is given as 1613-1562 A.D. and of Timmaraja

1552-1571 A.D. for which we have 1493-1514 and 1512-1653 A.D. res-

pectively as dates of birth and coronation. There is also considerable

difference in the dates of the other Rajas. It seems clear, however,

that there were twenty-two kings of the dynasty, who were actually

crowned, . up to and including Krishnaraja Wadiyar III (Mummadi),

1799-1868 A.D., the grand-father of our ruling Maharaja, whereas Mr.

Rico’s list furnishes only sixteen, if Hire-Bettada-Chamaraja and

Timmaraja are excluded, possibly on the ground that they acknow-

ledged the suzerainty of the Vijayanagar rulers and that it was only Bol-

Chamaraj IV, who defeated Remati-Venkata, the Vijayanagar General

and withheld payment of the tribute to the overlord Ramaraja. It is

nevertheless significant that the list mentions this Chamaraja as the

fourth, implying thereby two rulers of the same name, other than his

father, besides himself. May they not bo Ilire-Bettada-Chamaraja

and Hire-Chamaraja, (2) and (4) respectively of the Santanambuja ? The

intervening name Timmappa will then be explained, more especially in

the light of the fact that Timmaraja, brother of Bol-Chamaraja is

referred to as ‘ Immadi’ therein. We have thus got a fairly complete

and accurate genealogy of the Mysore Rajas from the Santanambuja.

The Mysore Rajas are not merely the political successors of the

Vijayanagar Kings but in them, as kings of Karnata, are continued the

destinies of the Karnata country over which, in former times, the

Hoysalas, the Gangas and the Kadambas held sway. In a sense, it

is the continuation of the famous Chalukya Empire, for Hampe and

Anegundi were included within that Empire in the 10th century A.D.

and ruled over by Jaina Princes, some three centuries prior to the

landing on these banks of the Vijayanagar Kings to lay the foundations

of a great Hindu Empire,*

It is interesting to obseive that the Portuguese Chroniclers Paes

and Nuniz, who describe, with fascinating details, the splendour and glory

of the Vijayanagar court, now alas in ruins, also mention a nobleman

P. 126 of * Mysore and Coorg from the Inscriptions.*

Journal of the Mythic Society, Vol, VII, p. 286.
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of tli€ first rank in the imperial court, called Sumara Virayya of

Sering|bpatam» who is identified by Sewell with Hire-Chamaraja

Wadiyar (4th in the list swpra).

Says Paes (1537 A.D.)—‘As soon as the king (Krishnadevaraja^

1509-1530) is seated in his place he bids to sit with him three or four

men who belong to his race, and who are themselves kings and the

fathers of his wires ; the principal of these is the King of Seringapatam

and of all the territory bordering upon Malabar, and this king is

called Cumarvirya and he seats himself as far in front as the king

on the other side of the dais, the rest are behind.*

Nuniz refers to this king also—‘Combarberea had 8,000 foot

and 400 horse and 20 elephants.’ After describing the battle of

Raichoor, he proceeds— ‘ Combarberea begged from him the command

of the van, he being the king’s father-in-law, and a great lord : be is

king of Seringapatam and lord of a largo estate. He brought with

him 30 grown-up sons. . .
.*

Prof, S. K. Aiyangar, in a discussion on thii subject, dissents from

the identification of Mr. Sewell, for reasons which are fully set out on page

55-fi of the Jourml of the Mythic Society II. Suffice it to say,

that, in the light of the Santanambuja in the Jagan Mohan Palace,

Hire-Chamaraja born in 1469 A.D. and crowned in 1479 A.D., may, not

unlikely, be the person referred to in the Chronicles. Several of the

professor’s objections are met by the age of Hire-Chamaraja furnish-

ed in the lotus flower and it is most probable that this Kumara Virayya,

perhaps Chamaiaja, was a nobleman of the front rank, a general of

consequence, lord of Seringapatam, father-in-law of the king of Vijaya-

nagar, father of 30 grown-up sons and all influential in the Imperial

Court. With these premises, can we not count upon this identification

of Sewdl and the Santanambuja, as providing us with the missing link

in the chain of Royal connections between the Mysore and Vijayanagar

dynasties ? It shall be a loyal and pleasant duty to record such close

alliance.

Just as Vira-Ballala III was mainly responsible for organising

resistance to the Mussalman invasions from the North, so Vijayanagar

was ‘ the direct outcome of an attempt by a Sovereign Ruler of Mysore,

to secure national liberty for South India, a struggle for the beginning

of which we have to go back for 1,600 years before the foundation of

Vijayanagar, Vijayanagar was such an offspring of the national efforts

of the strongest dynasty which was purely Mysorean—the Kannada

dynasty of the Hoysalas.’^ ‘ It was again Mysore that survived

* Journal of the Mythic Sochty, Vol. XI, p. 13.
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friikota to continuo tlie tm<litio&8 of VijayanAgat* oocttpying th^

throne of the patriotio soveieigB ?ira-Ballala III who derotad |is life

to the cause of Hinduism and made it possible for the South Indian

Hindus to be the Hindus they are to-day/ It is a matter of profound^

gratification to us that His Highness the Maharaja Sri Krishnaraja

Wadiyar Bahadur is an ornament to that illustrious throne and by his

noble example as a foremost Hindu of Hindus of our timeSj stimu-

lates his subjects to be the Hindus they are to-day.

** The throne is adorned with golden plantain posts and golden

mango leaves ; has a bird set with jewels at top of the shaft of the

umbrella ; it is rendered charming by female figures at the sides of the

flight of steps
;
has pearl tassels around the umbrella ; has a tortoise

seat
;

yalis on two sides, and creepers on four sides ;
has on the east

face elephants, on the south horses, on the west infantry, and on the

north chariots
;
has Brahma on the south, Siva on the north, and Vishnu

in the middle
;
has Vijaya and other four lions, two sarabbas, two

horses, and four swans at the angles ;
is beautified by the figures of the

regents of the directions and Naga nymphs
;

is decorated with the

Swastika diagram and a pearl awning and is open on all sides.”

S. Srikantaiya,
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I. Pbevailinq educational practice a damper op

THE INTELLIGENCE OP CHILDREN.

The well known author of “ A Joysome History of Education

who has parodied the utterances of Educational Reformers, may well

turn his sense of humour on the not altogether unintelligible theme of

Education the Leveller ’’ to bring out the damping effect of the

present day education upon the intelligence of children as the author

of “ Death the Leveller ” has sung the theme that death reduces every

man to the same condition, be his pedigree and station in life what

they may.

The great defender of the freedom of children has said that any

interference by the adult mind with the natural and spontaneous

development of the child may kill the very soul of the child. This

kind of nipping in the bud is going on in our homes and schools, so

much so that the endowment and proclivities of children which, in

years to come, may blossom into fruitful intellectual phenomena, are

damped and brought to the dead level of the ordinary. There is no

wonder then that when brought up in a regime of “ freedom/' children

exhibit types of intelligence which are absolutely above comparison

with those types of intelligence that our current methods of education

produce. The great students of child psychology—Pestallozzi, Froebel

Dewey, and Montessori—^recognise in the child a very great potentiality,

and some even go so far as to invest childhood with a “Divine

Essence,” which is not merely spiritual, but also and profoundly

intellectual. They exhort every parent and teacher to handle, nay

even approach, the child with sufficient awe and inspiration. On the other

hand, the rough handling that is accorded at present to the specimens

of “ Divine Essence ” in our schools is as the poles apart from the

delicacy with which it is advocated that they should be treated. The

ill'ventilated class-room, the insanitary premises, the insolvent ciurl-

culum, the unwholesome books, the relentless birch, and the untrained

and irresponsible teacher and a host of other evidences of our neglect

of children betray, not our ignorance—for that would be pardonable

—

hut our solicitude towards “ the massacre of the innocents."

* Tht In^Uigmtie of School Childrtna. By Da. Lewis M. TBRlCAir. Hemp. 7«. 6d

.

231
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The potentialities of ohildren are scarcely studied by those who
take upon themselves the responsibility of bringing them up,. Well

may we deplore with the poet :

“ Pull many a gem of purest ray serene

The bright unfathom’d minds of children bear

:

Pull many a flower is born to blush unseen,

And waste its sweetness on the school-room air.”

Our comparative ignorance of the real nature of the intelligence of

children is mainly responsible for the faulty methods current in the

education of children. Without a clear knowledge of what really

constitutes children’s intelligence an educator can only grope in the

dark.

11. What is intelligence ?

Biologically intelligence marks a stage in the evolution of the

mind—a stage of development possessed only by mankind. Lower

animals betray, doubtless, signs of mental life, but they are merely

adumbrations of psychic activity provolced by their instinctive be-

haviour. These faint phases of mental life in their evolution pass

on from the lower animal realm to that of mankind where they appear

in the most developed stage of intelligence. Biologically, then, intelli-

gence is the highest stage of development of the human mind ; and

it is by the standard of intelligence that man is distinguished from an

animal. Again different minds, by force of heredity and environment,

will breed different types and grades of intelligence It is by the

standards of different types and grades of intelligence that man is

distinguished from man.

Following the biological conception of intelligence, psychology

defines intelligence as that attitude of the mind which it assumes when

it is robust and dynamic. An act of intelligence involves :

—

i. a perception of the end in view,

ii. an estimation and organisation of the moans to that end,

iii. the subjection of the means to individual, social and moral

control,

iv. an auto-criticism as to the propriety of the amount of endea-

vour made to the magnitude of the end.

It will be seen that when the mind is performing an act of intelligenGo

it has to experience all the psychic phenomena usually brought under

the cognitive, affective and conative processes. For the mind to perceive

an end, to organise all available means to realise it, under the limita-

tions of social and moral control and to adjust the means economically

to suit the achievement under
, consideration, it must perfotm actot of
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volition and judgment, preceded by no less vigomns aoto o(

apperception, reasoning, memory and imagination, the whole aetivity

impelled by an intense feeling of interest. Thus an act of in'elKgence

* difiers from an ordinary mental act which also involves the cognitive,

affective and conative processes, not so much by the nature of the

psychic elements operative in it but by the degree and intensity that

characterise its operation. Psychologically, then, intelligence is an

intense form of psychic activity resulting in the realisation of a desired

end, the whole process governed by the principles of mental economy,

social and moral suitability.

III. The determinants op intelligence.

We may next discuss the determinants of intelligence. Inasmuch

as intelligence is an intensified paycho-motor activity all that contributes

to the growth or development of the mind may be said to form the

determinant of intelligence. So also can we say that the laws of mental

development govern the development of intelligence. Sense-perception

memory, imagination, conception, reasoning and judgment, feeling,

emotion and volition, all these must properly function for the develop-

ment of intelligence. But the operation of these psychical functions

describes rather the process of the development of intelligence, while

the determinants of intelligence ought to be sought for in the endow-

ment of the mind and the nature of the content on which the mind is

employed.

On the endowment of the mind three theories may be now ex-

amined. The propounders of these theories were led to them by a series

of observations made on the disparity of intelligence among individuals,

communities and races ; and modem discoveries in the realm of child

psychology and experimental pedagogy have only substantiated their

findings. The fundamental tenets of their belief are that children are

bom unequally endowed, that each child selects from a common environ-

ment what its initial equipment desires and is fit for, and that this

selective process goes on so relentlessly and yet so naturally that given

the same kind of environment for a number of children for any period,

they will be found to differ in their mental development at the end of

the period as widely perhaps as they do in their physical constitution

and physiognomy.

1 . One of the most notable studies undertaken to discover the

oauses of the differences in intelligence in mankind was that of Francis

Oaiton—11 British ethno-psychologist. He once undertook a purely

etikfidlogieal inquiry into the mental peculiarities of different races. As

6
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certain mental characterktica oltmg to families. This Md . MH ^

difieient kind of investigation from the one which he originally intended

to carry on. At first he made a cnrsory examination of the kindred of
^

about 400 illustrious men of all periods of history. The results of this

examination were in his own words, ** such as completely to establish

the theory that genius was hereditary under certain limitations that

required to be investigated.’* He then gathered a large amount of care-

fully selected biographical data, the accuracy of which be further

corroborated from other historical sources.

He assumed that high reputation is a pretty accurate test of high

ability an assumption that possibly no scientist would seriously object

to. He then examined the relationships of a large body of eminent

men, namely the Judges of England from 1600 to 1868, the statesmen

of the time of George III, and the Premiers during the hundred years

before his time. From these examinations he made a survey of the

laws of heredity in respect of genius. He then examined in order the

kindred of the most illustiious commanders, men of letters, men of

science, poets, painters and musicians of whom history speaks. He also

discussed the kindred of certain divines and modern scholars. Hk
findings further substantiated his original hypothesis that high ability

was a matter of heredity. Lastly an examination of the rela^mk iCf

oarsmen and wrestlers proved the transmission of even the physical gilto

from parent to offspring. The title of his epoch-making book

** Hereditary Genius ” must not lead one to imagin'^ that it was merely

genius that Galton tried to show was hereditary. In fact he examined

different grades of intelligence and ability in the same callings of life as

well as different grades of ability in different callings of life. The evi-

dence was on all sides so conclusive that his theory that intelligence and

ability were hereditary was tbl" easiest possible inference. This, of

course, as he himself observes is the rule to which there are notable

exceptions. We are ourselves cognisant of the facta that some are not

at all chips of the old block, and that some offshoots (to change the

metaphor) are richer than the stalk. But these constitute rather the

exception than the rule.

Since Galton 's dkoovery, Darwin’s theory of natural selection ap*

plied to psychological phenomena has led to no less interesting results.

<%V6n a variety of intelligence both in kind and degree, the laws of

itiunab nature positively tend to perpetuate the initial ^parities,

further the Initial variationif of intelligence, acting on, and being acted

upon by, environment, produce, by virtue of the law of natural seleotipn.
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greiiitor |Kiulti|>lioit; of variations of intdiigonoe and mpacntyi-^ mtiO&

so riiali it is nttoriy impossible to find two mteiligencet o! tbe Mm Idb^d

and degree in Human beings.

Oaltcm’s theory, then, is that there are various iypes of inteffigene#

and various degrees of the same type, and the cause of this variation

heredity. Interpreted in the light of Darwin’s theory of natural sdeo-

tbn, 6altoD*s theory would further imply that there is a positive

tendency for the initial variations of intelligence to multiply in kind

and degree on coming in contact with environment.

2. The Theory of Original Nature ” to which we may next draw

our attention is one which is propounded by the eminent modem

experimental psychologist Edward L. Thorndike, His theory, based

upon experimental evidence is briefly this :

—

The life of man is a double series—a series of effects produced in

him by the rest of the world and a series of effects produced in that

world by him. A study of these effects shows that men differ widely in

their mental make-up so much so that it would probably be impossible

to discover two men out of a million who would be alike in mental

nature. Each man has an individuality which marks him off from

other men, save for a few common traits which are the heritage of the

human race. Children of the same physical age are found to be pos-

sessed of mental traits varying in quantity and quality, while each

mental trait is also found in them in varying grades of efficiency.

These variations are likely to increase as years pass. An idea as to the

possible varieties of children with reference to mental traits may be had

from the following example. Supposing the child s traits were only

five, a, hf c, d, and e and these could be found in five differing grades of

efficiency. Then there could be no less than 3,125 varieties of children

with reference to the five selected traits. With hundreds of traits,

each represented in hundreds of degrees, the possible varieties are

practically infinite. We may casually observe how complex human

nature is when possessed of such multitudinous variations of mental

traits.

Thorndike advances several causes of the variations of mental

traits in individuals. Those may be said to be the result of natural lawt

quoted above in connection with Darwin, and these again are what we

would call the determinants of varying intelligence. He traces the

variations to what he calls the Original Nature of tiie individual, which

among other matters includes sex, race, family growth or maturity and

enviromnent. Among these the most potent causes are ancestry, remote

and near. If by remote ancestry we mean the «ace, the difference
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ate chiefly physical, while the customs, ceremiliiies and maa^

nets of the race greatly contribute to such traits of the mmd as

relate to character and the peculiarity of the race-intellect. The inheri-

tance of those traits by the generations that follow is out of the scope

'

of this article. Suf&ce it to say that such heritage is a fact and that it

is a matter of the utmost importance to the educationist to base his

theory and practice of education on the bedrock of race heritage.

The mental inheritance of tbe near ancestry or family (which in

India is^ almost a synonym for community) is our immediate concern.

What Galton found, Thorndike has also discovered, namely that there

is ever so much greater resemblance in mental traits among the related

than among the unrelated, and that the resemblances between the

members of the same family are very great. The contributions of home

training to these resemblances are practically little, and education

hygiene and social forces must be reckoned with the original difierences

due to family heritage.

The influence of education in particular upon the varying intelH-

gences of children, as has already been pointed out, is selective. The

mental potentiality bequeathed to individuals of different families selects

from the environment which also includes all educative forces, that

which it can and which is suitable to its growth. Thus Galton and

Thorndike would trace the differences in intelligence among individuals

or children to the family or community in the Indian sense of the tom.

Le Bon, a French Ethno-psychologist tries to explain tha differences

of intelligences among different peoples as being due to the arts, indus-

tries, institutions, social life, customs, morals and i%ligion, in short the

civilisation of a people. His writings are important for our purpose in

so far as they throw light upon what really contributes to the different

types of intelligence. We have been too much obsessed by the belief

that the school is the workshop where intelligence is born and sharpened.

To quote Le Bon. “ Humanity has always been exceedingly loath to

abandon its decayed ideas and its moribund gods.'’

Thus combining the three theories regarding the determinants of

intelligence, we may say that intelligence is multiform in type and that

children possess intelligence varying in type, form and degree, that no

two children are found to bo possessed of the same kind of intelligence

to the same degree of efficiency, that intelligence is hereditary, that it is

determined by the mode of life of the forbears of a people, that arts,

indttstrieSi l6knguage, literature, customs, manners, morals, religion-^—^'in

short the civilization of a people—greatly influence the heritage of in-

telligence, that environment—mcluding all educational forcea--.8imply
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aSofdB material far the endowed intelligence to select txom, for its

snsteMnce.

IV, The school and intelligence.

• To think of school as the only place where intelligence is developed

b to consider the intellectual life> or rather the mind outside the

school, defunct. It must be remembered that in school the mind
is made to live on certain scholastic materials which in the last ana*

lysis will be found to be the three proverbial R^s and a certain amount

of information (often unrelated to the practicalities of life) obtained

through them, to burden the mind, and the process is one of syllogistic

juggling which eats into the very fibres of the mental and physical

constitution of the children. To think of those who have not passed

through a school as unintelligent and uneducated betrays the grossest

ignorance as to what mind, its development, and intelligence are. Life

is a conglomeration of various activities and afEairs, and man endowed

with life is also invested vdth the mind-instrument which be has to

employ for his well-being. Life is also a struggle in all its phases, the

phy.dcal, intellectual, social, political and moral. Every problem of a

serious nature in each of these departments of life presents a struggle.

In order to enable the life to survive the mind must see the end or aim

of each activity, must discover and organise the means to achieve the

end economically, critically and praiseworthily. When it does all this

it will reveal intelligence and grow in intelligence. The school tries to

justify its existence by pretending to prove that it is the practising

ground for the active engagements of life. This will be true only when

the school can represent life and its problems within its walls. But the

content of education in school is so different from the actual content of

life’s problems that it is hard to concede to it such a position.

V. Tests op intelligence.

One of the most wonderful discoveries in the psychological world,

and of the most supreme value to all educators is a series of tests that

measure this dynamic aspect of the mind which we call intelligence.

These tests can bo estimated at their real value only when we know

the utter inadequacy and impropriety of the tests we now have and

employ so largely to gauge the worth of pupils in schools and colleges.

Very often the teacher’s opinion about a pupil is taken to indicate his

worth. One cannot say what innumerable and perhaps unjustifiable

personud considerations enter in the process of tho formation of that

opinion. The term mischievous ” applied to a boy whose buoyant

spirit wants to find expression in some activity ill a dull clas8*rooizi,
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and liaa^ty to anatoer wko tm iitaigl^ttol

ud stand erect to face his teacher ; dull and stupid ” to aii unfortof

Bate one whose developing mind cannot keep pace with the rattle and

prattle of a noisy teacher, ‘‘excellent” to a book-w<nrm who ean'

reproduce parrot-like the invaluable lore falling from the lips of

teachers, and other such judgments on skill, character and intelligeuoe

are (alas !) often the verdicts which determine the life career of a boy.

It will be seen that naive judgments of this kind have no basis of

comparison, no standards of measurement whatever.

The oral and written examinations with which we are only too

familiar can never protend to test the intelligence of children or

grown-ups. They may test memory—only a small ingredient of the

composition of intelligence. And even if some well organised and well-

set testa do really discover intelligence, that intelligence can only be

of the type that develops in schools—a scholastic intelligence. A

perfect scholastic intelligence test is also based upon an arbitrary

standard determined by local conditions and purposes. There can be

hardly any scholastic tests which are universal in application. Very

often, nay invariably, presumption and no scientific sanction warrants

the employment of tests to verify intelligence.

The field of intelligence testing remained unexplored until Simon

and Binet—two French Psychologists furrowed deeply Into it* The

problem before them was not that of discovering the best tests for

measuring scholastic proficiency, (which even to-day remain undis-

covered except for the oral and written tests and the teachers’

opinions) but that of discovering the scale that would gai^ the general

intelligence which would be applicable in most situations in life.

To this end Binet defined intelligence as involving the psychical

processes to which we have already referred. To him the generality of

intelligence did not mean its homogeneity. He admitted that intelli-

gence had many aspects and types, and he saw that bis tests would

measure the known aspects and types of intelligence. In short, he

organised the content and administration of his tests in such a manner

that the efficiency of the psychical processes involved in acts of

intelligeuce was adequately measured.

The nature of Binet’s tests being such, the problem of staiidardiring

them presented no end of difficulty. Fifteen years he laboured and

not in vain, for he succeeded not only in standardising the tests, but

also in finding a way to express suitably the measured inteiigeiine;

Both of these problems he solved by a combined method, thus

He had discovered in hp experiments with mentiJly dbfleisjiti
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<d^i4ieii # mtiiod escpn^mg tb# amoimt of mfi^ietiey in

Utm pf yoars. The mentality of a subnormal child say 9 yoaiw of age

when compared with the mentality of a normally developed child of

*same age could be said to be deficient by oncj two or three or mori

years. These standards of deficiency suggested to him the standards ol

efficiency also. It is obvious that if he could discover what might be

called a normal intelligence with reference to a particular age, then a

complete scale of intelligence could be established. He set about

getting a standard of normal inteliigence for each age in this manner.

He constructed a large number of tests the answers to which he

assumed would require the operation of psychical pr^esses involved in

intelligence, and graded then from the easiest to the most difficult. He
next took hundreds of children of each ago beginning with 3 years

and ending with the adult age (above 15 years). He then set each

of these graded tests to each child in each age group. He found that

the percentage of children of different age groups answering each tost

fi^tiflfactorily was different. In some ago groups all children could

answer the test, in some only 10 per cent, and in others 20 per cent,

and so on. He then fixed a test for an age group in which 76 per cent,

of the children tested would pass the test. Thus he arrived at

a scale of intelligence which consisted of a definite number of tests

fixed for each age. According to it each age group from 3 to 10 years

old had 5 tests, with the exception of the 4 years group which had

only 4 tests. The 12 years, 15 years and adult age group had also

5 tests, making in all 54 tests. It will be noticed that the Iltb,

13th and 14th year groups are omitted. This is because the number

of cbildren of those age groups that satisfied the tests offered

them did not come up to 76 per cent. The omission of these age

groups for testing on the part of Binet is significant of the fact that he

faithfully constructed his scale on the results he obtained. One of the

reasons that may explain why those age groups could not give the neces-

sary evidence is that the period covered by those ages is that of pre*

adolescence and adolescence—a period of stress and strain ** during

which children betray states of physical and mental inequilibrium.

The Binet scale, then, determines the mental age of a child ; he sa-

tisfies the tests fixed for a certain age. A child who is physically 10 years

old may satisfy the lOth year tests, and will then be considered ment-

ally normal ; if he satisfies also the tests of the 12th year he is abnormal

or precocious by 2 years, while his failure to satisfy 9th year tests,

will put him down to the 8th year mentality---he will be subnormal by |

years,
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It is hardly necessary to restate what a great impiov^^nt

Billet scale has made upon naive judgments upon the intelligenee of

children. No longer can such judgments of a child as **dull/" stu-

pid/’ intelligent,” ” excellent/’ have any meaning. On the otherhni^
*

scientific accuracy attaches to such a statement as this boy is below or

above normal by 2 years,” just as to the statement that a patient has

fever of 104 degrees.

Binet’s scale does not test school intelligence, and that is the great-

est point in its favour : it tests intelligence in general. Several tests of

a scholastic nature that were suggested to him he disregarded, as he

thought they would test not the native intelligence but “ tutored
”

intelligence, so to speak.

The value and uses of these tests are described elsewhere {vide the

article on ” Measurement of Intelligence ” in the Mysore Economic

Journal, February 1921). Here it may be stated that Binet opens a

vast avenue of psychological research. The very ideas that Intelligence

is of different types and that the school only fosters a very narrow type

of intelligence are sufficiently revolutionary to us whose thinking is

ancient and tradition>ridden. If the school and its activities continue

to be as they are, it is to be feared thht the vaiious types of intelligence

that the activities outside the school foster in the individual will be dis-

couraged, and in their places will be substituted a single type of scholastic

intelligence between which and the every day affairs of life there ia^ at

present, such a wide gulf. If we could believe in the exisli^ee of dif-

ferent types of intelligence, and recognise the usefulneas of these types

of intelligence in the various avocations of life, we should certainly feel

an imperative need for reorganising the whole school system in such a

manner that it would sustain and developi the native intelligence of

children, instead of grinding them in one common mill into one kind of

product.

The Binet scale cannot be said to be perfect, inasmuch as it was

the first of the kind invented, A number of individual experimental

psychologists, some of whom haVe already been mentioned, have done a

great deal to measure the efficiency of individual mental kaits and

processes. In Germany and America, and latterly in England, experi-

mental psychological and pedagogical laboratories have been established

where attempts are being made to render educational results in terms of

ecienttfio precision. But the body that has done most to carry further

the pioneer attempts of Binet in the field of the measurement of

intelMgeace is the “ Stanford Revision and Extension of the Binet Simon
Intelligence Scale Committee/’ of whl^h Lewis M. Terman, Professor ol
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!l^ucation^ is the leader. His two worlcs, '‘The Measui’cm«»t of Intel-

ligence** and ** The Intelligence of School Children** are scientifically

conoeWed and experimentally executed. His second work furnishes a

^reat mass of experimental data worked upon with scientific precision.

The manner in which the individual differences in the native endowment

of children are brought out and interpreted throws a flood of light upon

the whole investigation of the mental growth of children, while it also

suggests ways and means of discovering in then different types of

intelligence and also fostering their development. The discovery of

the intelligence-quotient and the way it may be used to predict the

intellectual vicissitudes of children, calls for a careful rtudy of the work

by all who arc concerned with the education of children and the training

of teachers. The great scope which the Landord Revision Scale gives

over and above the original Binet Scale for applying the principles of

intelligence measurement to any local conditions makes the work a

valuable contribution to experimental psychological literature and

scientific methodology.

8. P. CniNNArPA.
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(IV) Laissez Fake in Practice.

The Industrial Revolution, to which reference has already been

made, had momentous consequences on subsequent history. The vast

wealth which the new inventions helped to produce, enabled England

to break down the tyranny which Napoleon sought to impose on Europe.

The Industrial Revolution, again, brought into existence a new social

class, which rapidly grew in wealth and importance. This class was

unrepresented in Parliament, which continued to be dominated by the

landed interest. If it was anomalous that a ruined mound and an

uninhabited park should send two representatives each to Parliament,

the anomaly become more flagrant when large and flourishing towns

like Manchester and Birmingham could send no representatives to

Parliament. The excesses, however, of the French Revolution had

produced among the governing class an aversion to any organic

change. The successive motions for parliamentary reform brought for-

ward by Lord Grey in the House of Commons, in 1792, 1793 anal *|T97,

were all thrown out by overwhelming majorities. Later on, the Great

War absorbed the best energies of the nation. When the war was

ended, the demand for parliament reform revived and this demand was

further quickened by the intense misery among the working classes

produced by the crushing weight of the war taxatiou. “ When the feats

and animosities accompanying the War with France had been brought

to an end, and people had once more a place in their thoughts for home

politics, the tide began to set towards reform. The renewed oppression

on the Continent by the old reigning families, the countenance apparently

given by the English Government to the conspiracy against liberty called

the Holy Alliance, and the enoimous weight of the national debt and

taxation occasioned by so long and costly a war, rendered the Govern^

ment and parliament very unpopular. Radicalism, under the leadership

of the Burdetts and Cobbetts, had assumed a character and importance

which seriously alarmed the administration : and their alarm had searo©-’

ly been temporarily assuaged by the celebrated Six Acts, when the

trial of Queen Caroline roused a still wider /nd deeper feeling of hatreds

Thongh the outward signs of this hatred passed away witl^ ibi« lexoittfig

cause, there arose on all sides a spirit wbioh had never shown itself be-*

- 242 »
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for^, of opposition to abuses in detail. Mr. Hume’s persevering setuti^

uy of the public expenditure, forcing the House of Commons to a divi**

flion on every objectionable item in the estimates, had begdn to tell

with great force on public opinion, and had extorted many minor re«

tronchments from an unwilling Aministration Political economyliad

asserted itself with groat vigour in public affairs, by the petition of the

merchants of London for free trade drawn up in 1820 by Mr. Tooke and

presented by Mr, Alexander Baring, and by the noble exertions of

Eicardo. During the few years of his parliamentary life, his writings^

following up the impulse given by the Bullion controversy, and followed

up in their turn by the expositions and comments of my father and

McCulloch (whose writings in the Edinburgh Review during those years

were most valuable), had drawn general attention to the subject, making

at least partial converts in the Cabinet itself
,
and Huskiason, support-

ed by Canning, had commenced that gradual demolition of the protect-

ive system, which one of their colleagues virtually completed in 1846,

though the last vestiges were only swept away by Mr. Gladstone in 1860.

Mr. Peel, then Home Secretary, was entering cautiously into the untrod-

den and peculiarly Benthamio path of Law Keform. At this ptriod,

when Liberalism seemed to be becoming the tone of the time, when

improvement of institutions was preached from the highest places, and

a complete change of the con&titution of Parliament was loudly demand-

ed in the lowest, it is not strange that attention should have been

roused by the regular appearance in controversy of what seemed a new

school of writers, claiming to be the legislators and theorists of this new

tendency.
’

’ (Mill, Autobiography,)

The school referred to is the group of thinkers known as the philo-

sophical radicals, who derived their inspiration from the teaching of

Bentham. It was the merit of these thinkers that they presented

reformers with a definite and reasoned creed at a time when popular

agitation was likely to exhaust itself in empty declamation or ill-consi*

dared action Bentham himself took no part in active politics. He

exerted his influence through hia writings. It was reserved for the

ablest of his disciples, James Mill, to give the distinguishing character

to the utilitarian propaganda. A man of strong personality and gifted

with remarkable conversational powers which he hsed largely as an

instrument for the diffusion of his opinions, Mill worked through his

personal influence on practical politicians. His authority was potent

w‘th men like Brougham, Grote, Eicardo and Joseph Hume. Francis

Place, the leadet of the working classes, who carried on a vigorous

agitation fot political reform, acknowledged Mill as his master and
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oonflulted him at every stage. The Westminister RevieWi which was

founded in 1824, became the recognized organ for the earprossion of

Mill’s political vicv. s and had considerable influence in moulding opinion.

Above all, the famous article on Government which Mill contributed to

the Encyclopcedia Britianica, became the manual of the reformers and

it was no mean factor ** in the train of events culminating in the Parlia-

mentary Reform Bill of 1832.”

The chief service rendered by utilitarianism consisted in the fact

that it prepared the way for the advance of democracy. Its cardinal

principle that every one is to count for one and jio one for more than

one emphasized the claims of the greatest number as against the ascend-

ency of the few and this principle was presented not as a mere matter

of philosophical theory but as tha basis of a working creed which found

acceptance among all classes and shades of opinion. How thoroughly

the utilitarian principles leavened public opinion may be seen from the

fact that even conservative statesmen like Canning, Huskisson and

Peel, strove to give effect to them in matters of foreign policy and of

economic and legal reform, though they shrank from applying them to

questions of parliamentary reform. The working classes, who were

profoundly dissatiafled both with the liberals and conservatives, started

a movement of their own and yet the Peoples’ Charter, 1838, was ** a

strictly political programme which conformed to the doctrines of demo-

cratic Benthamnism.”

Dicey says that the Parliamentary Reform Act, 1832, was not the

handiwork of the utilitarians. The fact remains that when the whigs

came to power in 1830, pledged to carry out parliamentary reform, they

appointed a Committee with Lord Durham, a pronounced radical and

the friend and disciple of Bentham, asr chairman, to prepare a scheme of

reform. The report which was presented by the Comitiittoo was largely

Durham’s work and the substance of the Committee’s recommendations

was embodied in Lord Russell’s famous .speech introducing the Reform

Bill which was ultimately passed by Parliament. Lord Durham was

also the author of the Canadian Report of 1839, which became the

model for all self-governing colonies. He is thus entitled to the credit

of having revolutionized not only the internal but the Colonial policy

of Great Britain. Two other measures of the first importance were also

the work of men traingd in the school of Bentham, viz,, the Poor Law
Act, 1834, which swept away a mass of abuses and placed poor relief

under the direct supervision of the State
; and the Municipal Reform

Bill of 1835, which initiated the democratization of Local Government
in England,
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It is however, in the field of Law that utilitarianism h#s left its

most 45nduring effect. In 1808, Romilly, Bentham’s earliest disciple,

began his noble work of improving the Criminal Law. On his death in

1818, this work was taken up by Sir James Mackintosh, Peel and others

and as a result of their labours, the Criminal Law has been made more

humane. Capital punishment has been limited to cases of murder.

The whipping of women, the pillory, and hanging in chains have all

bem abolished. Important modifications have been introduced into

every branch of the law in order to widen the scope of individual liberty

which is one of the cardinal tenets of utilitarianism. The Marriage Act,

1836, and succeeding legislation have enlarged the sphere of personal

freedom for women. The development of freedom in dealing with pro-

perty has been the object of a number of acts, the Prescription Act,

1832, the Inheritance Act, 1833, the Wills Act, 1837, the Real Property

Act, 1846. The application of the Toleration Act of Unitarians, 1813,

the Test and Corporation Act, 1828, the Roman Catholic Relief Act.

1829, the Non-Conformists* Chapels Act, 1844 and other measures sought

to give reality to religious freedom. All legal restraints on freedom of

discussion have been removed. The repeal of the Navigation Laws in

1846 and 1849 has removed the restrictions on freedom of trade.

Lastly, legal procedure which was a matter of reproach before Benthara

began to write and on the effectiveness of which depends the enforce-

ment of a citizen’s rights was substantially amended by a series of

measures which culminated in the Judicature Act, 1873, so much so

that Lord Bowen, writing in 1887, was able to declare that in that year

it was not popihle for an honest litigant in Her Majesty’s Supreme

Court to be defeated by any mere technicality, any slip, any mistaken

step in hia litigation. (For the whole section see Dicey, Law and

Opinion in England,)

It is a remarkable fact that the ut litarians, who have left to their

credit such splendid work in the field of political and legal reform, failed

to enlist the sympathies of the working classes. And the reason, it is

not difficult to discover. The utilitarians, who were the chief elaborators

of the classical Political Economy, held a very narrow view of the social

question, the relation between capital and labour, which lay behind the

political controversies and in practice came too often to limiting possible

improvement to the one condition of letting things alone.

Towards the close of the 18th Century the employment of machi-

nery on a large scale and the rapid growth of production of goods

required to meet the demands of foreign markets gave industry a pre-

ponderatively competitive character. A class of employers arose who
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»llM?bod the domestk dtftge of induetty. Under the old system tie om^doyer

%^oAed in his own cottage assilted by his own wife and children and a

number of apprentices whom he trained in trade and for whose moral

edooation he felt responsible. A graphic description of the life of such

an employer is given by Defoe. The land near Halifax, he says, ** was

divided in to small enclosures from two acres to six or seven each,

seldom more, every three or four pieces of land had an house belonging

to them, hardly an house standing out of a speaking-distanee

from another . , . . . we could see at every house a tenter, and

on almost every tenter a piece of cloth or kersie or shaloon . , . •

Every clothier keeps one horse, at least, to carry his manufactures to

the market ;
and every one, generally, keeps a cow ox two or more for

his family. By this means the small pieces of enclosed land about each

house are occupied, for they scarce sow com enough to feed their

poultry , . , . . The houses are full of lusty fellows, some at the

dye-vat, some at the looms, others dressing the cloths the women and

children carding or spinning
;
being all employed from the youngest to

the eldest Not a beggcr to bo seen nor an idle person/’

It is no wonder that in such circumstances a personal attachment

grew up between the master and the workmen and except in cases of

sickness or of death, the workmen rarely desired to change their masters.

Even when an apprentice married and went to live in his own home the

master lent him money if he was sick and kept him on when trade was

slack, There were of course many masters who were selfish and tyran^

nical but that the system worked for the common good and that it was

appreciated as sucli will be obvious from the fact that the law of appren-

ticeship was repealed against the wishes of the mass of workmen. The

introduction of the factory system put 0n end to ail this. The cash

nexus replaced the old human tie. Th^J new class of employers, who

lived away from the workmen, made enormous fortunes but took little

or no personal interest in the workers. It is as impossible,” said one

to eficct a union between the high and low classes of society as to mix

oil and water ; there is no reciprocity of feeling between them.” ** There

can be no union,” said the same employer, “ between employer and

employed because it is the interest of the employer to get as much
work as he can, done for the smallest sum possible.”

The factory population consisted of agricultural labourers who were

compelled to leave their cottages by a series of enclosure acts, ^destitute

Irish families and disbanded soldiers. The men however formed a small

part. The greater proportion consisted of women and childUdm In

1833 the cotton mills employed 6d,000 adult males, 65|000 adult females,
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I3|000 feoys eighteen aiad 48,000 gbk under 0igH$mf ubout

Imlf of those under eighteen were less than fourteen yean fk$

majority of the mills worked 15 hours a day. The doors were loeke^l

^during working hours and the workmen were not eyen allowed to son^S

for water to drink. They were employed on such weaiing, mechanieal

processes that the factory has been appropriately described as ' a vast

automaton, composed of various mechanical and intellectual organs,

acting in uninterrupted concert for the produolion of a common object,

all of them being subordinate to a self-regulated moving force.* This

subordination of the human being to the machine and the peculiar

composition of the body of t he woikmen, gave rise, In the terrible words

of Karl Marx, to a barrack discipline which was enforced in defiance of

all the dictates of humanity. The punishments resolved themselves

into so many fines and deductions from wages. In one of the miUs

near Manchester workmen were subject to the following penalties :

—

s, d.

Any spinner found with window open . . ..10
Any spinner found dirty at his work . . ..10
Any spinner found washing himself . . ..10
Any spinner leaving his oil can out of its place . . 10
Any spinner repairiag his drum banding with his gas

lighted . . . . . , ..20
Any spinner slipping with his gas lighted . . ..20
Any spinner putting his gas out too soon . . 10
Any spinner spinning with gaslight too long in the

morning . . . . . . ..20
Any spinner having his lights too large for each light 1 0

Any spinner heard whistling . . . . ..10
Any spinner having hard ends hanging on his weights 0 6

Any spinner having hard ends on carriage bind . . 10
Any spinner being five minutes after bell rings . . 10
Any spinner having roller laps, no more than two

draws for each roller lap . . . . ..06
Any spinner going further than the ro\ ing room door

when fetching rovings . . . . ..10
•Any spinner being sick and cannot find another spinner

to give satisfaction must pay for steam per day . . 6 0

Any spinner found in another*s wheel gate . . 10
Any spinner neglecting to end his sweeping three morn-

ings in the week . . * . ..10
Any apinner having a little waste on his spindles . . 10

(Tie jp0w Labourer, by J. L. and Barabaea Hammokd.)
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Whilst the employers lived in country houses away from the manu*

facturing towns, the factory workmen “ festered amidst the appallingly

insanitary streets and alleys which had grown up around the factories/’

In 1844 F« Engels passed through Manchester, and he describes his per-'"

sonal experiences in the following passage :

—

** At the bottom flows, or rather stagnates, the Irk, a narrow, coal-

black, foul-smelling stream, full of debris and refuse, which it deposits

on the shallower right bank. In dry weather, a long stream of disgust-

ing, blackish-green slime pools are left standing on this bank, from the

depths of which bubbles of miasmatic gas constantly arise, and give

forth a stench unendurable even on the bridge forty or fifty feet above

the surface of the stream. • , .

“ Below the bridge, you look upon the piles of debris, the refuse, filth,

and ofial from the courts on the steep left bank
;
here each house is

packed close behind its neighbour, and a piece of each is visible, all

black, smoky, crumbling, ancient, with broken panes and window frames;

The background is furnished by old barrack-like factory buildings. On

the lower right bank stands a long row of houses and mills
;
the second

house being a ruin without a roof, piled with debris
;
the third stands

so low that the lowest floor is uninhabitable, and therefore without

windows or doors. Here the background embraces the pauper burial-

ground, the station of the Liverpool and Leeds railway, and, in the rear

of this, the workhouse, which, like a citadel, looks threateningly down,

from behind its high walls and parapets on the hill-top, upon the

working-people’s quarter below. . . .

“ Everywhere heaps of debris, refuse, and oflal
;
standing pools

for gutters, and a stench which alone would make it imix)SBiblc for a

human being in any degree civilised to live in such a district. . . .

“ Immediately under the railway bridge there stands a court the filth

and horrors of which surpass all the others by fur, just because it was

hitherto so shut off, so secluded that the way to it could not be found

without a good deal of trouble. I should never have discovered it my-

self, without the breaks made by the railway, though T thought I knew

this w^holo region thoroughly. Passing along a rough hank, among stakes

and washing-lines, one penetrates into this chaos of small, one-storied,

ono-roomed huts, in most of which there is no artificial floor
;
kitcjhen,

living and sleeping room all in one. In such a hole, scarcely five feet

long by six broad, I found two beds—and such bedsteads and beds !

which, with a staircase and chimney-place, exactly filled the room. In

several others I found absolutely nothing, while the door stood open, and

the inhabitants leaned against it. Everywhere before the doors refuse
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} tiuit ^uy sort of pavemenfe lay uodomeatli ooitl<I seoii

btil^ oa|y folt, here and there, with the feet. This whole oolleetton Of

cattle-sheds for huaiaa beings was surrounded, on two sides by houses iOd
^a factory, and on the third by the river, and beside the narrow stair up
the bank, a narrow doorway alone led out into another almost equally

ill^^built, ill-kopt labyrinth of dwellings.’’—(Quoted by G. H. PfiBEis in

his Industrial History of Modern England,)

The workmen received incredibly low wages, 15^. a week, half of

which went in taxes to the State# These wages were often paid in bad

coins by their employers who had bought them expressly for the pur-

pose. The workmen were further, imposed upon by the tmck system

which enabled the employer to become a retail dealer with power to

over-price his goods. Combination laws made it illegal for workmen to

combine either to reduce hours or raise wages. ]\lr. and Mrs. Hammond
do not hesitate to declare that in the light of the Home Office papers

none of the personal rights attaching to Englishmen possessed any

reality for the working classes. The Vagrancy Laws were used by the

Magistrates to put into prison any man or woman who seemed to be an

inconvenient or disturbing character. Two men were flogged under

these Laws for distributing Cobbett’s pamphlets.

It was, however, the ruthless exploitation of women and children in

factories and mines that constituted the most crying evil of the new

industrial system. Women were forced to work for not less than 12

hours at a stretch and had thus neither means nor opportunity to attend

to their domestic duties and long hours of work again in a bad atmos-

phere and low wages told upon both morals and constitution.

Cart-loads of pauper children who were drafted into the factories

from workhouses were forced to work from 5 a.m. to 8 p,m, and were

treated with incredible cruelty. In stench, ia heated rooms, amid the

constant whirling of a thousand wheels, little feel were kept in ceaseless

action, forced into unnatural activity by blows from the heavy hands

and feet of merciless overlookers, and the infliction of bodily pain by

instruments of punishment, invented by the sharpened ingenuity of

insatiable selfishness.” Boys and girls of tender age who were suspect-

ed of attempting to run away had irons riveted on their ankles with

long links reaching up to the hips and were forced to work and sleep in

these chains. The strain on them was excessive. A witness told a

committee that his child, a boy of 6, would say to him,—‘‘ Father, what

o’clock is it ?” If he replied,— Seven o’clock,” the child would answer,

—

** Oh, is it two hours to nine o’clock ? I cannot be«tr it.” Children lost

all Appetite for food. The flue used to choke thAir lungs and when

:

7
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spitting failed to expel it, emetics were given. The punishments

Inflicted on them for arriving late in the factories were so heartlessly

severe that a witness stated that he had known a child who had

reached home at 11 p.m. in the night, get up at 2 next morning im

panic and limp to the mill gate. Fathers were known to boat their

own children to save them from a worse beating by the overseers.

Lord Belgrave was hardly guilty of using exaggerated language when

he said, ‘‘ Wealth was pursued in this country with an eagerness to

which every other consideration was sacrificed, and with excesses calcu-

lated to call down the vengeance of Heaven, if the Legislature did not

put a stop to them.”

In 1840 a commission was appointed to investigate the whole subject

of the employment of women and children in collieries and mines. The

revelations made by this commission made it clear that the mining in-

dustry was carried on ‘ with as complete a disregard for humanity and

decency as could be found in the society of heathen savages.’ (Havell

—

The Chartist Movement.) Adult girls and even women were allowed to

work underground with men and boys, and the dress of both sexes was

so alike as to be practically indistinguishable. Children from five to

seven or eight years of age were entrusted with the shutting of trap

doors on which the whole system of ventilation depended and these

children would sit at their task for twelve hours consecutively in

“solitude, silence and darkness.” “I can never forget,” wrote one

of the Commissioners, “ the first unfortunate creature (of this class) that

1 met with
;

it was a boy of about eight years old, who looked at me
as I passed through with an expression of countenance the most abject

and idiotic—like a thing, a creeping thing peculiar to the place.”

In many mines children were compelled to draw trucks. “ A girdle

is put round the naked waist, to w^hich a chain from the carriage is

hooked and passed between the legs and the boys crawl on their hands

and knees, drawing the carriage after them.” “Chained, belted, har-

nessed like dogs in a go-cart, black, saturated with wet, and more than

half-naked—crawling upon their hands and feet, and dragging their

heavy loads behind them—they present an appearance indescribably dis-

gusting and unnatural.”

The inhuman treatment to which the children were subjected by

the masters almost staggers belief. A sub-commissioner met a boy cry-

ing and bleeding from a wound in the cheek, and his master explained

that the child was one of the slow ones, who would only move when
he saw blood. He had thrown a piece of coal at him, and he often

adopted a like means.

N. Narasimha Moorty.



THE THEORY OF RELATIVITY.

1. The Absolute and the Relative,

There are two parties to every observation, the observer and the

observed. What we see depends not only on the object seen, but also

on our own circumstances including personal idiosynoracies. Generally

we try to eliminate our own share in the observation so as to obtain a

picture of the world acceptable to all observers on the earth. This is

essentially the first step in the development of knowledge. Tfe do not

thereby get rid of an observer ; we only specify him definitely.

The question naturally arises, is it possible to obtain absolute

knowledge, ^.e., knowledge which is the same to all. The answer to this

question was in the aflSirmative according to ancient Greek philosophers.

It was based on the Socratic doctrine of innate ideas, according to which

the mind by its very nature has the capacity to think of absolute ideas of

hardness, coldness, motion, etc. The root of the word absolute signifies

“taking away,’’ i.e., removing the qualities from the things and grasping

the idea of coldness apart from anything that is cold, motion apart

from any moving body. Thus sitting In his easy chair, a Socratic

observer, by referring everything to his innate absolute ideas of all

qualities, can describe knowledge that is absolute, i.e, the same to all.
^

Thus all physical laws will be described in exactly the same way, what-

ever be the “ circumstances of the observer.”

The modern view however is that a law of nature is merely a

statement of the mutual relations between various physical quantities. •

A phenomenon is observed by various individuals, each from his stand-

^ The absolute may be defined as a relative which is always the same, no

matter what it is relative to.”

—

Eddington.

* Cf . Poincare (Science and Hypothesis ) : Experiments only teach us the

relations of bodies to one another.”

** Knowledge consists of the play of relations.”

—

Larmob.

“ Knowledge is dynamic. It is an effort to transcend the apparently given

It is always pointing beyond itself.” Aooording to this view, everything is relative

to knowledge.

—

Lord Haldanb.

251
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|m^M« These are reviewed ;
the parts due to the view-points of the

observers are removed, and a law is then written down, not any absolute

law of nature, but one as general as possible concerning the inter-relations

of physical events. In this way, modern science and philosophy reveal

with increasing emphasis that we superimpose our own human qualities

on external nature to such an extent that it has been seriously asked

whether the external world has any real or absolute existence outside

our minds.” This is the general tendency of the Einstein doctrine of

relativity as opposed to the Socratio theory of innate ideas. Whereas

according to the latter absolute knowledge exists, and can be compre-

hended by the human mind, the former challenges any such claim, and

asserts that all knowledge is purely relative.^

In particular Einstein has pointed out that we very often confuse

perceptions and conceptions. Suppose an infinite empty space in

which there is a single material body. Is there any method of deter-

mining whether the body is at rest or in motion ? It is not getting

nearer to or farther from any object, for there is no object for it to get

nearer to or farther from. If somebody should say that it is moving

with a velocity of a hundred miles a second, we can as well say that

Its velocity is a million miles a second. Who shall say, who is right ?

Motion is purely relative ; and in the world we perceive only relative

motion. In spite of this difficulty of conceiving absolute motion, New-

ton laid down the law of inertia, viz,, a body continues in its state of

rest or of uniform motion in a straight line unless disturbed by external

agents. The external agents are of course material bodies, and this

law lays down the state of rest and motion of a body in empty space

without any other bodies as though motion is absolute.

Another notable instance of this confusion leading us to false ideas

about the absolute character of our knowledge is our conception of

space and time. These are the most fundamental of all, being the frame

in which everything else is set. They are merely ideas, not sense-

1 It is interesting to notice that the views of ancient Hindu philosophers is in

agreement with the modern view. According to them, the world and everything

we see is Maya. The word Maya is generally translated as illusion but the transla-

tion appears to be incorrect. What they meant by Maya was merely that the

world is not what you see it to be ; what yon see is due to the oircumstanoee and

idiosynoraoies of your own mind. You impose your qualities to such an extent

that the world as it exists (i.e, its reality) is different from the world yon see (i.s. as

perceived by the senses). Only God and the knowledge of God are absolute; and

they cannot be comprehen led by the relative senses. Thus they sing,

5T sr ^ ir:.
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perception We percem matter ; we infer epuce.^ But foip matter, we

ebonld have no conception of space. Similarly we perceive mentefolhm^

ing am another ; we conceive time. Space and time are not real ifi the

^sense that matter is real. We Lave been hitherto thinking of them

as absolute and independent of each other. This seems a very reason-

able hypothesis ; but Einstein has shown that this is false
;
that space

and time are not independent, hut areindissolully connected with each other

through the motion of the observer,"^

2. The Nature of Geometry.

All knowledge of the world is derived by measurement in terms of

what is commonly called the standard. By length and distance, we

mean a quantity obtained by measurement with a rigid scale free from

certain definable defects which wc can easily recognise, given a scale,

we can immediately say whether it is a rigid one. Our knowledge of space

rests on these measurements and therefore on the behaviour of material

scales. And the science which embodies this behaviour is geometry.

Thus defined we notice that geometry is closely allied to phy-

sics. It embodies the behaviour of rigid scales—the properties of

matter. To obtain a knowledge of the world we investigate with some

kind of apparatus. Exploring with a scale, we derive the science of

geometry ;
with a magnetic needle, the magnetic field. So far as

experience goes, we find that the laws obeyed by these measure-relations

are those of Euclidean geometry, ix,, the space of experience is Euclid-

ean. But after all, our perceptions are very crude measures, and it

is conceivable that these relations of matter may obey somewhat differ-

ent laws, i.e., space may be non-Euclidean or warped.

Let us look at the problem from another point of view. We know

what a geometrical axiom is. It is generally defined to be a self-evident

truth. It is a fundamental assertion dictated by experience. It cannot

be proved. Of those we may particularly notice two mz,, (1) only one

straight line can pass through two given points, (2) through a given

point only one parallel can be drawn to a given straight line. Starting

1 Ct Poincaro (Science and Hypothesis) None of our Bonsations if isolated,

could have brought us to the concept of space ; we are brought to it solely by study*

ing the laws by which those sensations succeed one another. A sensation Is an

equivalent of perception,

* Cf. Minkowski r—‘‘ The views of time and space, which I have to f et forth,

have their foundation in experimental physics, Therein is their strengtli. Ibis

tendency is revolutionary. From henceforth space in itself and time in itself sink

to shadows, and only a kind of union of the two prssorves an independent

existence.
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ftom a system of axioms, we deduce other results by a method of

reasoning which we are compelled to admit as correct. ^ A question

naturally arises, suppose I deny the truth of an axiom and replace it

by another ; what is the result ? From the new axioms as fundament-

al, we may be able to build up a new system of geometry. If this is

self-consistent, i.e. if its propositions do not contradict each other, we

must admit it as valid. One system may be more convenient than

another, being more in accord with experience. But both stand to

reason and are correct. And we say that a proposition is true or not

aoooiding as we can or cannot deduce it from the axioms by arguments

which stand to our reason.

For a long time, a proof of the second axiom—Euclid’s parallel pos-

tulate—was sought in vain. Finally at the beginning of the nineteenth

centuiy, it was shown that the proof is impossible. Denying the second

axiom, and assuming that through a given point several parallels may be

drawn to a given straight line, Lobatchewsky established a system of

geometry in which the sum of the angles of a triangle Is always less than

two right angles. But if we assume that no parallel can be drawn, and

that there may be exceptional cases of a pair of points through which

any number of straight lines can be drawn, 2 we arrive at Eeimann’s

geometry in which the sum of the angles of a triangle Is always greater

than two right angles. Between these diSerent systems of geometry,

we may take that which is in accord with measurements. Hitherto we

have believed that space is Euclidean, because our measures have made

it appear so. If now the measures of some parts of space do not con-

form to Euclid’s geometry, we should have no hesitation in accepting

that space there is non-Euclidean. The properties of space cannot be

determined by reasoning but only by measurement. Thus the term

space means ‘‘measured space ” and the theory of Eelativity finds that

* This is essentially the mathematical method. “ Pure mathematics consists

entirely of such asseverations as that if such and such a proposition is true of any-

thing, then suoh and such a proposition is true of that thing. It is essential not to

discuss whether the first proposition is really true, and not to mention what the

anything is of which it is supposed to be true. Thus mathematics may be defined

as the subject in which we never know what wo arc talking about, nor whether

what we are saying is true.”—

B

betraxd Russell.

> Suppose you imagine on the surface of a sphere infinitely flat animals con-

structing a system of geometry. They will accept that no parallel can be drawn to

a given straight line through a given point (the straight line itself being the shortest

distance between the two points, i.e., the great circle joining them) and that in

exceptional oases (through the extremities of a diameter) any number of straight

lines (or groat circles) can be drawn through two points. Reimann’s geometry of

two dimensions is thus the geometiy of the sphere.
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experiments carried to greater accuracy than heretofore decide in favour

of non^Euclidean space in the neighbourhood of massive bodies.

• 3. The Importance op a Frame op Refehence.

What is to be understood by the term “ a point in space ? Space

is a vague word of which we have not any definite conception, and a

point in space is meaningless unless it can be made to coincide for

observation with a certain point of a rigid body. When a point does

not coincide with a point of a rigid body, we imagine the existing rigid

body to be supplemented in such a way that the object whose position

is required is reached by a completed rigid body. Thus in the familiar

method of specifying the position of a point in a plane by the distances

from two mutually perpendicular lines, or in space by the distances from

tnreo mutually perpendicular planes, the sets of axes together with the

measuring scales must be supposed rigid. Three measurements are

necessary to fix a point in space, and for this reason space is said to be

of three dimensions and the measurements are called co-ordinates.-^ For

physical purposes the above system of co-ordinates must be supplement-

ed by clocks to determine the times at which events occur, e»g,, if a

point is in motion, it is not enough if only tho various positions of the

point are specified
;
it is necessary also to state the times at which the

point occupies them. A system of axes with its clocks is called a Frame

of Reference, and every observer must carry with him such a frame.

All objects which partake of his motion form his system, i.e., his system

will consist of all those objects which are at rest relative to him.

It is at once obvious that the observer can attach his co-ordinate

axes to any rigid body belonging to his system, and fix them in any

direction he pleases. If for any reason, he prefers to use a new reference

frame, the co ordinates will change, and there is a definite relation

between the new co-ordinates and the old which is termed a transforma-

tion of co-ordinates. A question therefore arises : is there any particular

frame referred to which natural laws assume a simple mathematical

i Thus the position of a point P in

the co-ordinates of P.. The rigid

system of two rods OX, OY is sup-

plemented by another MP so that P

coincides with an extremity of this

rod. In practice however, the co-

ordinates are not actually determined

by constructions with rigid rods but

by indirect mf^ans.

a plane is fixed by OM, ON which are called

Y
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i(xm } Does it make a difiereace in the matheiEaatieal expression of a

physical law if yoa use difiefeut reference frames ? The answer to this

question is embodied in the principle of Relativity according to which

no one frame is more suited than any other.

Suppose we wish to investigate the laws of motion of a material

body. If a particle is moving in a straight line, it is obvious that, the

motion is most simply expressed by taking a fixed point on the straight

line as the origin from which to measure distances. If a particle is

moving' along a curve, the student of mechanics is aware that in some

oases the problem is simply expressed by taking accelerations along the

tangent and normal, whereas in others wo take accelerations parallel to

the axes. Again for terrestrial observations and experiments a

reference frame attached to the earth as a rigid body is most suitable.

But when wo consider the motions of the stars and planets, with a

system of reference attached to the earth as a rigid body the paths

become such a complicated system of ** excontries and epicycles ” that

we are compelled to consider whether another will not do better. We
then drift on to the Copernican system in which the sun is the rigid

body of reference, and find that the planets move in very simple curves,

viz, circles round the sun which in the next step of aj)proximation turn

out to be slightly elliptic.

Again consider the question of time. Let me here make a prelimi-

nary remark. Time and space are connected with each other through

motion. For in the above consideration we measure time with the

rotating earth as time-keeper. When we say that it is noon at

Bangalore, we mean that the meridian of the place is just opposite to the

sun. When we say that it is 2 p.m. there, we mean that the meridian

has rotated through 30 degrees or it is 30 degrees to the east of that

which is opposite to the sun. Thus we experience different conditions

of heat and cold, different positions of bodies, etc., we find everything

in motion (changing) and it is this that produces on our minds the

sensation of time.i If everything in the universe were still, I imagine

that the conception of time would be absent, e.g. if the sun were a fixed

body in the atmosphere of the earth as the earth is in tliat of the moon.

And it is one of the cardinal points of the Relativity Theory that

space and time are not independent of each other but are related to one

another through the motion of the observer.

Thus it ia manifest that the science of mechanics does not describe tho motion

of bodies in its quantitative dependence upon time, flowing at a constant rate

(Newton) but literally gives only sets of simultaneous states of motion of the various

bodies, the tixne*keeper itself beings included,**—-SiLSiaisTisiN.
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• Time considiemtions show that by ** equal interirals of t^cie
**

meau those in which a body not acted upon by e^djernal forces (teacfibes

equal paths. When we say that the motion of a body is uniform we

fuerely define equal intervals of time.X If with a certain reference frame

and clock, we obtain a particular simple expression for a physical law^^

we cannot expect the same simple expression to hold when we change

the oo-oidina^ system and retain the same clock. But it is possible

that with a different time-keeper we may obtain a similar simple expres-

sion. Thus ihe choice of the Axes of co-ordinates to a certain extent must

he made cAong with a time-keeper^ mathematically », j/, z, and must be

sd&5tei as one whole, and we are led to conclude that the form and

the degree of simplicity of the statement of a physical law depend essenti-

ally on the sdeoiion of theframe of reference,

4. Tiift Aether and the Newtonian Frame.

Newton enunciated the universal law of gravitation according to

which every body attracts every other with a force directly as the

product of their masses and inversely as the square of their distance

apart. This was found to agree very closely with facts, for by calcula-

tions based upon this law, it was possible to predict the positions of

heavenly bodies with an accuracy never thought of before. Natural

philosophers however were not willing to admit the possibility of action

at a distance ; they argued that if A "exerts a force on B. the force

must be communicated to B through some material medium. How can

the action be instantaneously communicated to a distant body 1
*

S ** Two material points left to themselves move in such a way that equal

lengths of path of one correspond to equal lengths of path of the other " defining on

this principle equal intervals of time as such within which a point left to itself

traverses equal lengths of path.”

—

Newman quoted by Fbeundlisch. Foundations

of the Theory of Relativity,

* Newman drastically criticises the law thus :

—

** Let us suppose an explorer to narrate to us his experiences in yonder mys-

terious ocean. He had succeeded in gaining access to it, and a remarkable sight

had greeted his eyes. In the middle of the sea ho had observed two floating ice-

bergs, a larger and a smaller one, at a considerable distance from one another.

Out of the interior of the larger one, a voice had resounded issuing the following eom-

mand in a peremptory tone. * Ten feet nearer.* The little iceberg had immediately

carried out the order, approacliing ten feet nearer the larger one. Again, the larger

gave out the order. * Six feet nearer.' The other had again immediately executed

it And in this manner order after order had echoed out, and the little iceberg had

oontinually been in motion, eager to put every command immediately and impli-

citly into action.

e *
** These commands are certainly given just as silently as they are obeyed; and

8
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Scientists therefore enunciated two fundamental postulates which

all physical laws must satisfy :—(i) Principle of continuity. The

physical state at^ a point must be capable of being completely detefr-

mined by that of the neighbouring points. Force can be transmitted

only through contact. Action cannot be instantaneously communicated

to a distant body, (ii) Principle of causality. Wo should attribute

a relation between two events as cause and effect only if the relation

can be observed. We observe only the motions of bodies relative to

one another, hence absolute motion is meaningless. This principle is

again a cardinal point of the Einstein theory and shows how it is not

any metaphysical theory, but is based on the necessity of reconciling

theory and observation.

A question naturally arose : is Newton’s law of gravitation which

had fitted with facts to a remarkable degree of accuracy to be

abandoned, or the first postulate, which was an earnest demand of the

mind in its endeavour to comprehend the universe, to be regarded as an

unnecessary hypothesis ? Both had to be retained and reconciled

with each other. Hence arose the hypothesis of the aether.

According to this hypothesis, the whole of space is pervaded by an

invisible stationary medium called the aether. Force has its seat in this

medium ; the force which one body exerts on another is communicated

with the help of this medium. Light consists of waves in the aether.

Electric and magnetic forces have their seat in the aether. In short

any phenomenon which was observed and which required a medium was

given the aether and it was supposed that the aether ‘‘ pervades the

substance of all material bodies with little or no resistance, as freely

perhaps as the wind passes through a grove of trees” (quoted by

Dr. Silberstein in the Theory of Relativity

,

p. 36) ^nd by “stationary”

it was meant that the several parts of the aether do not move relatively

to one another. Once the hypothesis was accepted, scientists argued

that a body at rest with respect to this medium may be said to possess

absolute rest. A body in motion with respect to it has absolute motion.

Newton has denominated this play or interchange between commanding and obey-

ing by another name. He talks quite briefly of a mutual attractive force, which

exists between oosmio bodies. But the fact remains the same. For this mutual

influence consists in one dealing out orders, and the other obeying them.”

^ Prof. Einstein pointed out that the theory of relativity was not of any

speculative origin, but had its origin solely in the endeavour to adapt the theory of

physios to facts observed. It must not be considered as an arbitrary act, but rather

as the result of observations of facts, that the conceptions of space, time and motion

hitherto hdld as a fundamental, had now been abandoned,”—Beport of Einstein'^

lecture at King’s College, London, published in Tht Hindu, July Uth, 1921.
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It is well known that the fundamental law of mechanics, viz^ the

law of inertia, states that a body continues in its state of rest or uniform

^motion In a straight line if it is so far removed from other bodies as not

to be influenced by them. The flxed stars are so far removed from

each other that this law of inertia holds true for them to a very high

degree of approximation. For a reference frame attached to the earth

a fixed star describes a circle of immense radius and therefore contra-

dicts the law of inertia. Adhering to this law, a frame of reference

which is such that the law of inertia holds true with respect to it, Is

called an inertial (or Newtonian) frame.

5. The Contraction Hypothesis,

On a quarter sheet of paper, two tiny ants are moving. Lo ! they

talk, and separate. They meet again. Imagine them invested with the

capacity of tliought similar to our own. As they move about, A observes

B and vice versa. A forms a certain judgment about B's motion and

vice versa. Now if you move the sheet of paper with any given velocity,

is the judgment of A with regard to B’s motion altered 1 The creatures

fix their orientation with respect to the sheet of paper (as the rigid

body of reference), and the answer to the question is a decided ‘‘No.**

A’s judgment of B’s motion cannot be affected by moving the sheet with

any given velocity. Similarly with B. This is a simple example of the

principle of relative motion, which states that the relative position and

motion of two bodies [i.e. the motion and position of one as judged from

the other) are not affected hy imposing any the same velocity on both of

them.

One immediate consequence is the theorem of addition of velocities

of classical mechanics. Suppose A moves in a straight dine from a point

0 with velocity u, and B with velocity v in the opposite direction, so

that relative to B, 0 has a velocity v in the same direction as A. Now

obviously the distance AB is increasing at the rate 4 v, so that we

may state generally :—If A moves with velocity u relative to 0, and 0

with velocity V relative to B, then A moves with velocity u+v relative

to B (all velocities being in the same straight line).

A problem of great importance in the evolution of the Theory of

Relativity and closely connected with the above is the effect of^the

motion of a source of light on its velocity of propagation* Let P be a

moving source in the atmosphere of the earth, and let an observer at

rest measure the velocity of light waves emitted by P. What is the

effect of P’s motion in the atmosphere on the velocity of propagation of

light in air as observed by the man at rest ? Or again, if light waves
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pacopagRted tlufougli water, doea it make a differenoe in <4ie observed

velocity of propagation through it, If the water flows instead of being at

rest ? In other words, the problem is to find the effect, on the velocity

ol propagation of light, of the velocity of the source in the fnedium

(such as air or water) through which it propagates it, as seen by an

observer at test in the medium ; or the effect of the relative velocity of

the observer and his frame of reference with respect to the source.

The problem can be made clear by pointing out the connection in

which it arose. Let A be an observer on the earth sharing in its velo-

city 1? in the direction of the arrow, and S a fixed star which sends out

light. Light takes time to travel from S to the earth, during which

the observer moves from A to B so

that instead of being seen in its real

direction AS (*.* S is a fixed star), the

observer sees it in the direction BS

which makes an angle ASB with its

real direction. We have SB=:c^, AB=t;^,

where o is the velocity of light and t

the mean time taken by light to travel

from the star to the eaith. $ is the real

direction of the star, and ^ the displace- A 6

ment of this direction owing to the earth^s motion (called also aberra-

tion) and we have from a simple property of the triangle,

Sin^__v

Sin0^0

It is obvious that this explanation is based oU the assumption that

the light waves coming from the star do not shafe ki the motion of the

earth’s atmosphere and hence also of the telescope through which the

star Is observed. Or to put it in plainer language, it is assumed that

the velocity of the medium in which light travels (here air) has no effect

on the velocity of the light. Now suppose you observe the star through

a water telescope. Let n be the refractive index of water. This is

different from unity, and the velocity of propagation of light in water is

c

^ where c is the velocity in vacuum or air (refractive index unity). On

the above hypothesis, viz. that the velocity of the medium has no effect,

the aberration (j» should be different from Experiment shows that

0', is the same as More generally, light from a star is found to be-

have in the case of glass and other optically denser media In exactly the

same way as if the star is displaced through ^ and the earth is at rest

relative to the star. Hence we . conclude that the velocity of the body
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tinoagh wUch li^t w propagated has some effect. Whait ii the

^eot ! ,

^
If a fraction h of the relative velocity t> of the source with respect

to the medium is impressed, h is termed Presnel’s dragging coeffii^eot

and it has been proved that for light waves i=l— i where n is the

refractive index of the medium. To obtain this value of Jfc, Fresnel

supposed that the excess and only the excess of the aether contained in

any ponderable body over that in an equal volume of free space is

carried along with the full velocity v of the body
; while the rest of the

aether within the space occupied by the body, like the whole of the free

aether outside, is stationary, with respect to the fixed stars, of course

This amout ts to supposing that the velocity of propagation of the light

waves is augmented only by the velocity of the centre of gravity of the

whole mass of the aether contained in the body.*’ ‘ The truth of this

celebrated formula was verified by Fizeau (1851) and by Michelson and

Morley (1886). Lorentz on the assumption of a stationary aether con-

structed his Electron Theory according to which, to a first order of

small quantities (i.s. as far as terms containing /3 =— (« is the velo-

city of the observer, and c of light) he finds very nearly Fresnel’s value,

viz. 1““^ the dragging coefficient but shows that there is a second

order influence (i.e. a term). That the second order influence exists

was first suggested by Maxwell,

The case of sound which is also transmitted by wave motion is

entirely different. The waves are entirely dragged by the medium, say

air or water with its full velocity ; k is always unity. The problem is

one of pure relative velocity. For sound the vdocity with regard to the

medium is always the same.

In the case of light, for a vacuum or air, n=l, and i;=0, <.e.

velocity of the source^ has no effect at all on the velocity of light ; whatever

the motion of the observer or the source^ the velocity of light in rdation to

the observer is always the same. Every observer^
whatever the system to

which he bdongSf finds the same value 8*10'^ ems, per second for the veto*

city of light* Let us consider the consequence of this fact. There are

two theories on which scientists attempted the explanation of the pro-

pagation of light ;—(i) the undulatory theory according to which light

was a system of waves in the aether, (2) the corpuscular theory accord-

* Quoted from Silberstein, p, 37.

* The relooity of light in all directions is the same, whatever the motion of

the ohseiTor ’’—^JnAisrs.
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ing to which light consisted in some way of particles projected from the

source. If a source emitted light waves from a point P in the aether,

after a certain interval, the wave would form a sphere having P as

centre. If in the meantime the luminous point moves from P to Q in

the aether, the wave front will not have P as centre. It will be an

excentric sphere whose centre varies. Similarly on the corpuscular

theory. Hence if these theories of the nature of light are true, experi-

ment must reveal the velocity of P in the aether, i,e., we shall be able

to find out the velocity of the earth in the aether. But it is found

that both the results are wrong ; that P is always the centre of the

sphere. This is the exact significance of the Michelson and Morley

experiment described below. Whatever the motion of the observer

perceiving the light in the supposed aether, the velocity of light is always

found by that observer to be the same\ This was taken as a hypo-

thesis by Einstein, viz.,— Light in a vacuum has a definite and constant

velocity, independent of the velocity of its source.^' Now it is an experi-

mental fact and the consequences of this is worked out in the theory of

relativity.

But Lorentz’s equations indicated a second order influence ofthe velocity

of the source on that of light. This was not in accord with experiments

conducted by Michelson and Morley in 1886. For the earth is in motion in

the aether, and it was hoped to detect this motion of the earth with

the help of experiments on light. In its annual round, the direction of

its velocity with respect to the aether (which should take into consi-

deration also the velocity of 25 kilometres per second of the solar system

towards the constellation Hercules) changes continuously, and at some

^ No matter what the velocity ol the obferver is, the light surface, as observed

by that observer, is invariably a sphere having that observer as centre,—Jeans.
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time the direction of the Telocity of light must coincide with that of the

earth in the aether* To detect this motion, Michelson and Morley
performed the following experiment^ :

• The rays of light proceeding from the source S are made parallel and
divided into two beams by the half silvered plate ab inclined at 45® to

OA. At A and B are placed mirrors perpendicular to Oa, Ob and such
that 0a=06* After being reflected at A and B they return to the

central mirror ab and a part of the first beam is reflected along Oc, and

of the second transmitted in the same direction. These produce with one

another a system of interference fringes which can be observed through

a telescope placed in the line OC. If OA is in the line of motion of the

earth (which can be secured by rotating the whole apparatus through

various angles) through the aether, and the motion of S has the effect

on the velocity of light given by Lorentz’s second order effect the time

for OAAO will be different from that for OBBO, and this will produce a

shift of the interference bands which was not observed.^ To account

for this negative result, Lorentz invented a peculiar hypothesis now
widely known as the contraction hypothesis. It consists in assuming

that ** the dimensions of a solid body undergo slight changes, of the order

((3 = c is the velocity of the body in the aether, and c of light)

when it moves through the aether, ue., if OA/, and OA/ be the dis-

tances OA when it is in and perpendicular to the direction of the

^ Silberstoin, pp. 73-79.

I Tliis can be more clearly understood from the following example. Suppose

To go up stream a distance AB^ and back,

AB is the transverse section of a river

flowing with velocity u. Suppose a

man swims with velocity v. To cross

the stream and back, the time taken is

twice the time to C ; he aims at C, and

is drifted down to B. The time is

2AB 2AB

U* 1—
vt

the time he takes is

AB
^

AB 2 AIS

Of course v should be greater than u, and since 1— is a proper^ fraction (less

than unity), 1— ».e. time across stream and back is less than time

up stream and back the same distance AB. If the times are equal, the distances

cannot be so, and the distance AB^ up stream is given by AB^ =AB

which is the relation between hj and L,.
\# t
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tirough the aether, then OAi^OAi. Vi aemnning

th^ Btetionary aether theory, we are required by experiment tISonaider ih

ratio of the lengths of one and the same material segment OA or shorilg

h in those tm orientations as being equal to Vl—|3*f

a/^ Loront2*s attitude towards this hypothesis is thus quoted by

Silberstein “ The hypothesis certainly looks rather startling at first

sight, but we can scarcely escape from it, so long as we persist in

regarding the aether as immovable. We may, I think, even go so far

as to say that on this assumption Michelson’s experiment proves the

changes of dimension in question, and that the conclusion is no less

legitimate than the inferences concerning the dilatation by heat or the

changes of the refractive index that have been drawn in many other

ca5es from the observed positions of interference bands.”

6. The Special Principle op Eelaiivity.

We defined an inertial frame as a system of reference with

respect to which the law of inertia is true. Newton established that

with reference to such a frame A (x, y, z) the motion of any body is

embodied in the equation :

—

Mass X Acceleration in any direction= Total force acting on the mass in

the same direction.

This shows that the cause of acceleration is force, and where there

is acceleratiop (i.e. a change of velocity) there is always acting an ex-

ternal force. Suppose we take another system of reference B (x' yZ*)

having relative to A a uniform motion of translation in a straight line,

i.c. B has constant velocities «, v, w parallel to the axes with respect

tj A. With reference to B, by the principle of relative velocity, the

accelerations of a particle remain the same as with reference to A. The

forces also remain the same, and hence also the equations of motion.

For the mathematical statement of mechanical laws, (which is the above

equation of motion), the system of reference B is as good as A, i,e, they

are equivalent. This is the mechanical principle of relativity which may

be stated

—

All systems of reference in uniform rectilinear motion of translation

with respect to one another are equivalent for the mathematical statement of

the general laws of mechanics.^

' Einstein states thut—“ If K is a Galiloian co-ordinate system, then ©very

other co-ordinate system K' is a Qalileian one, when, in relation to K, it is in a

condition of uniform motion of translation. Relatively to K, the mechanical laws

of Galilel-Newton hold good exactly as they do with respect to K.”
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Note an important consequence of this principle. An observer of

the systenSlB writes down certain equations of motion of particles

which remain the same whether B is at rest or has a motion of uniform

franslation in a straight line. No experiment conducted within the

system can reveal its uniform motion. This result may be expressed

thus:

—

By no mechanical experiment conducted onUsiwn system can

an observer detect the unacederated motion of his system^ This is fully

confirmed by experiment. It is illustrated by the familiar diflSculty wo

experience in determining whether a train in which we sit is in motion

or the adjacent one. To determine it, we wait for bumps (i.e., aocelera-

tions) or else look at the fixed surrounding objects (such as the station

buildings or trees) t.s,, perform an experiment on an object outside the

system.

This principle of relativity certainly holds good with groat accuracy

in the domain of mechanics. A question naturally arises, can a principle

of such broad generality as the equivalence of systems in uniform

motion with respect to one another apply with great exactness in one

domain of natural phenomena and not in another ? Following Einstein,

we may put a second question. If this principle does not apply to other

domains of natural phenomena, then for the description of physical

laws other than those of mechanics, of various systems in uniform

motion with respect to one another, some one must be privileged in the

sense that with reference to that system natural laws assume a simple

form. We should then be justified in saying that this system is

absolutely at rest and others are in motion with respect to it. In the

enunciation of laws with respect to A, the velocity of A with reference

to the privileged system must play a part. Now the earth is in motion

round the sun and its velocity changes its direction every moment. It

cannot therefore bo always at rest with respect to the privileged system

But even the most careful observations do not reveal any influence of

its velocity on physical laws We therefore conclude that the principle

of the equilence of systems in uniform motion with respect to one

another must hold true in all domains of physics. This is the special

principle of Relativity which runs thus in Einstein's own words “ If rela-

tive to f(, K* is d uniformly moving co-ordinate system devoid of roiationt

then natural phenomena run ihdr course with respect to K* according to

exactly the same general laws as with respect to if/'i

But a question Immediately arises. Is this consistent with the

principle of relative velocity ? Take a simple example—the velocity of

i “ It is impossible by any experiment to detect uniform motion relative to the

aether. ’’-^EnBiNOTOif

.

9
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propagation of light. A man on a moving train finds that it travels witk

a velocity v in the direction of the train’s motion. If u is the velocity

of the train, a man on the stationary road should find its velocity

to be o-ti. This is in accord with the principle of relative velocity!

But like every other geaeral law of nature, the law of propagation of

light in vacuo must bo the same for all observers. This is from the

special principle of relativity, and we have already seen from i;he

Michelson-Horley experiment that this is the case. Are we then to

reject the
'
principle of relativity which appeals so strongly to our

reason, or are we to reject the researches of Lorentz and the experi-

mental evidence in favour of the constancy of the velocity of light ?

If the two are to be reconciled, we must conclude that there is some-

thing wrong with our fundamentals. The measuring apparatus of the

observers must be different. And this is exactly what Einstein has

shown. As a result of the analysis of the physical conceptions of time

and space it became evident that in reality there is not the least incom-

potability between the principle of relativity and the law of propagation of

light and by systematically holding fast to both these la ws a logically rigid

theory can he arrived at,'" This is called the special theory of Relaliviiy,

C. Krishnamachar.



THE VEDAS AND SCIENCE.*

None among the literary productions of the day can possibly be

more suprisingly speculative than Mr. P, N. Ooud'a Message of the

XXth Century :
“ The Vedds are treatises on the Exact Sciences **

!

The one pertinent question that may justly be put to the author is

whether the Vedas are scientific manuals to him alone or to all those

who have had and still have something to do with the Vedas, Com-

mencing with the Vedic poets, whose fervent and earnest religious utter-

ances they arc, and passing on, through the Srauta writers on the liturgy

of the Vedic rituals, the Nirukta of Yaska, the thousand discourses of

Jaimini on the doubtful liturgical points of the Vedic sacrifices, to

Sayana, the latest Commentator, the Vedas are not merely regarded

as sacrificial text books, but are still made use of in the new moon,

full moon, Soma and other Vedic sacrifices, which, in spite of the dying

faith in them, are still being performed here and there even in modern

India. Would not the living Brahman Somayajins or Soma sacrificers,

who still believe, in spite of the sweeping changes wrought on their

customs by time, that they are the true inheritors of the ancient Vedic

tradition as expounded in the numberless commentaries mentioned

above, look aghast at the novel message of Mr, Goud ? And would not

they fill their Soma cui3S with acetic acid and drink it as Soma juice

instead of the juice of a plant substituted for the real Soma plant?

Would they believe, contrary to the spirit of the liturgic works, that

their Agni is not the fire generated by fire-drill, but oxygen manufac-

tured by any one of the numerous chemical processes detailed in our

modern chemical treatises 1

The author calls his method of Vedic interpretation scientific. But

hia interpretation of the word Agni as Oxygen, of Antariksha as Nitro-

gen, and of Dyauh as Hydrogen does not seem to be scientific. There is

nothing in the words themselves, or in the supposed roots from which

the author believes them to bo derived, to indicate the properties of

Oxygen, Nitrogen and Hydrogen.

Introduction to the Message of the Twentieth Century^ Containing a new method

for tho systematio interpretation of the Vedas, and experimental data proving

that the Vedas are treatises on the exact soienoes. By Paktam Nabayaka Goud,

MA., B.So. (Edin ). Printed at the Bangalore Press, Mysore Boad, Bangalore City,

267
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Agni as meaHlng oxygen does not come under any one of the thw
classes of words, Yaugika, etymological, conventional, and

Yogarudha, both etymological and conventional. According to Sans*

krit grammarians, Agni is a Rudha word meaning of fire. According tb

Jaimini and his commentators (I. 3,SO), words in the Vedas have the

same meaning that they convey in secular literature. Hence Agni and

other common nouns In the Vedas must have the same conventional

meaning that is assigned to them in popular language. There are also

a number of words in the Vedas which are used in their derivative

sense. So Mr. Goud is entirely wrong in saying (p. 31) that “ the

Vedic terminology is all Yaugika/* He has quite misunderstood what

he has quoted from the Mahabhashya in support of his opinion. What

Fatanjali says is that according to the followers of Yaska and Saka-

tayana all nouns are derived from roots, and that Vedic words and

words in usage are all acceptable as good words (but not vulgar or

slang words). Patanjali’s own view on this question is that, in

cases of words whose derivation is not clearly known, roots may be

guessed if suffixes are known and suffixes guessed if roots are known.

He should not be taken to mean that as a general rule words have their

derivative sense.

Even granting, for the sake of argument, that Vedic words have

their etymological sense, how does It help the author ? No etymological

subtlety can make Agni mean Oxygen and Dyauh Hydrogen. The word

Agni is usually derived from root ag, to go, and Dyauh from to

play or shine. Likewise the word Yagna is derived from yajy to wor-

ship, combine, or give. If in virtue of movement Agni be taken to

mean Oxygen, for the same reason why should it not be taken to mean

a Railway Engine, or a Motor Car, or an Aeroplane, or a Bombshell,

or what not 7

Now taking the word Agni to mean Oxygen and Yagna Chemical

Action and Leva a Re-agent, Mr. Goud translates the first verse of the

Rigveda as follows :

—

** I praise (i,e. describe the properties of) Agni, the element that is

reckoned above all the re-agents taking part In oxydizing experiments,

which performs the functions attributed to Hotri and which is the

greatest bestower of wealth.’’

The words of the original with their English equivalents are, how-

ever, as follows :

—

Agnim, the fire, tie, I praise, purohifam, kept before (as a priest),

yagnasya devam, the deity of sacrifice, ritvijam, the seasonal aacrificer,

hoiatam, the Hotri priest, calling u|>on the gods, ratnadhatamam, the best
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wealth giver. The meaning ia—" I praise Agni, who like a priest b kept

before me, who is the deity of sacrifice, who is a minister in seasonal

sacrifices, who like the Hotri priest calls upon the gods, and who is the

best wealth giver.*’

Now if we are at liberty to take the words in their etymological

sense, following Mr. Goud’a, ‘‘ message,” we may as well interpret Agni to

mean a Railway Engine and Yagna, Traffic, and translate the verse to

please our own whim as follows :

—

I praise the Railway Engine, which is kept in front, which is the

deity of traffic which is the seasonal or periodical supplier, which calls

by its shrill noise, and which is the best wealth giver.”

If scholars or historians say that this interpretation is against

history, then Agni may be taken to mean the first car at the head of a

line of cars carrying grains to markets. Accordingly the Vedic priests

may be described to have been either engine drivers, car drivers, or

oxygon manufacturers, or anything that fancy may suggest.

As a safeguard against falling into such absurdities, it is therefore

highly necessary to take into consideration the customs, the tradition,

the myths, the grammars, the dictionaries, and the commentaries

current among the people themselves before proceeding to interpret

their ancient literary relics or epigraphioal records. Mr. Qoud has done

nothing of this sort. Nor has he taken into account the literature of

the Iranians, the acknowledged contemporaries of the Vedic Aryans,

According to them Indra is not a Deva, Mr. Goud’s electric energy, but

a Baeva, a Demon, and Yagna is Yasna, a Sacrificial Act, and not “the

activity of a chemist with his Bunsen flame in a chemical laboratory.”

With all due respect to Mr. Goud’s Sanskrit learning, it must bo said

that he is not a correct interpreter of Sanskrit. While explaining

Sayana’s own definition of Yaga, sacrifice, (p. 126) he says that

“he (Sayana) is not sure of its real significance.” To speak the

truth, Sayana was surer of what his own expression signified to him and

to his hearers and readers than Mr. Goud of the significance of his own

Message of the Twentieth Century.

R. Shama Sastry.



INDIAN ART. (I)

I too will something make,

And joy in the making.**

—

Bridges,

Bbfo|ie entering upon the narrative of the development of the

Indian arts and their greatness, one may make a few introductory

remarks about art In general which are essential to the right under-

standing of what is to follow. Nothing is more common than the

emphatic contrast between Art and Nature, Many men of note have

understood by Art everything outside the pale of what they call Nature.

Nature and Art, according to them, together make up the grand con-

ception of the Universe. Pope, for example, maintains this differentia-

tion in his line

“ Blest with each grace of Nature and of Art.**

“Nature** in accordance with this way of thinking is restricted to

such things as we do not originate but find ; while Art would include

all things that man originates. Art is Homo additus Naturae, Accord-

ing to others all phenomena are equally natural. Nature includes all

powers existing in the outer and the inner world, and everything

existing by means of those powers. This was Shakespeare’s thought

when he wrote the lines

‘‘ Nature is made better by no moan

But nature makes that moan ;
so over that art

Which, you say, adds to Nature is an a^t

That Nature makes.”

Here Art is part of Nature. John Stuart Mill writes in one of his

papers—“ Nature is a collective term for all facts actual or possible.”

Art is the employment of the potentialities of Nature in the achievement

of an end. “ The united powers of the whole human race,” he says

elsewhere, “ could not create a new property of matter in general or in

any one of its species.” Art, we may say, now becomes submerged in

Nature. A complementary conception has its foundations in an analogy

which the operations of man bear to the operation of forces external to

man. Sir Thomas Browne in his Religio Medici declares that all things

are artificial, for “ Nature is the Art of God.” It is the proprium of Art

to create and beget, and therefore Nature is herself an artist.
—“ Art,**

says Dr. Johnson in his Dictionary, ** is the power of doing something

270
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not taught by Nature or instinct.” This definition Is obviously in-

sufficient. Art is not only the power of doing something but the exer-

cise of that power, not only the exercise of the power but the rules

atjcording to which it must be exercised, not only these rules but also

the net result of such an effort.

We should next differentiate Art from Science. Here too we may

resort to one of Mill’s pregnant 8a}dngs : he declares that Science is indica-

tive, while Art is imperative. Science teaches us to know without

any of the use to w’hich the knowledge must be put, while Art, though

to a great extent assuming the scientific truths, teaches us to do a partic-

ular thing in a particular way.

There is yet one more distinction to be made in this connection

;

that is, between the Fine Arts (which are the subject matter of this

essay) and the Mechanical Arts. We may sum up this much-discussed

distinction by saying that the Fine Arts are contrivances for the enjoy-

ment of man, while the Mechanical Arts minister to his needs. Archi-

tecture is a Fine Art, for example ; while building is a Mechanical one.

For anything to be a piece of good art, it should, through the urge of

free individual will and Inventive genius, bring out the external expres-

sion of an ideal. Perfection is the supreme goal to be attained by the

Fine Arts. It will not bo far wrong to define Art as the perfect expres-

sion of a perfect mind.

It is necessary at this stage to get at some essentials that enter

into the conception of Indian Art In its inmost aspects. To the Indian

religion is not only a phase of life, but life itself. It Is the perennial

springs of religion that support and vitalize Art in India. Without the

inspiration derived at the fountain-head of religion, Art in India would

wither away as a flower plucked from the plant. In India Art is ever

subordinate to religion, ever grafted on devotion. To Indian artists all

Art is the revelation of Visvakarma, the divine Artist. They look to

him for inspiration. This idea of the divine manifestation through Art

is beautifully brought out by Tagore In the lines

;

“ My poet, is it thy desire to see thy creation through my eyes

and to stand at the portal of my ears, silently to listen to thine own

eternal harmony ?
”

This fact must be borne in mind, as it serves to explain the inner

nature of artistic impulse in India.

Sir George Birdwood has stated that the Fine Arts do not exist in

»Jndia. ‘*The senseless similitude,” he says, speaking of the Java

Buddha, ** by its immemorial fixed pose is nothing more than an un-

inspired brazen image, vacuously squinting down its nose to the thumbs
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and Imees. A boiled puddiog would serve equally well as tbe symbol of

passionate purity and serenity of soul.” Such language hardiy becomes

a fair-minded critic of art. One of the finest products of Indian intellect

cannot be so futile as to deserve such denunciation, unless indeed thb

living forces of religion are a negligible factor in the best works of art.

Let us turn to Dr. Anderson for his view on Indian Sculpture. ‘‘ It

flsually consists,” ho says, of monstrous combinations of human and

brute forms^ repulsive from their ugliness and outrageous defiance of

rule and even possibility.” Whence does this misconception arise ?

Surely if Dr. Anderson had realized how the Indian can transcend the

limitations of beauty of form, and think of the ideal as the only true

beauty, he would have spoken differently of Indian sculptural art. Or

* take again the implacable Mr. William Archer, who was more frightened

than impressed at the sight of the towers of the Madura temples#

making all manner of silly conjectures about them. But such dogma-

tism and prejudice cannot stand against the reasonmg of fair-minded

art critics like Messrs. E. B. Ilavell, V. A. Smith, Marshall, J. H. Cou-

sins, and Gongooly, and Dr. Ananda Coomaraswamy. The cloud of

illusion is clearing away, and Indian Art has been receiving its due recog-

nition in exhibitions In Beilin, Paris, London and New York. The old

wave of irrational denunciation has spent itself, and there is now in all

quarters a spirit of frank appreciation. More and more attention is

being given to the development of artistic taste, and the Government,

in addition to encouraging the revival of the arts, has done much in the

way of restoring the decaying treasures of art.

To start with, the term “ Indian ” is ambiguous. Only the Hindu,

the Buddhistic and the Jain art can be considered as indigenous to the

Indian soil, while of the Mohammadan and Moghul art I shall only say

with Mr. V. A. Smith that they are no more Indian than is the Govern-

ment House at Calcutta. But when I say this let mo not bo understood

to disparage Moslem art, for which I have unbounded admiration.

Following Mr. Worsfold’s classification of the arts, wo shall take up

one by one the arts of the eye and proceed then to a consideration of

the arts of the oar.

Architbctuhe,

Architecture, depending upon the manipulation of coarse materials

like brick, stone and wood for the attainment of beauty, ranks

lowest in khe scale of arts. The architect cannot defect either life or i

movement, and the net product of his genius differs so little

from natural objects that unless the work turned out be superb it
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foil to ptoduce AOy impression on the mind. Yet thon^ the work
of the architect is real in the sense that it is not easily distin^fuishAble

from objects in nature^ it is reality presented in ifcs mental ai^>eot*

What does the lofty and picturesque tower of a temple indicate ? It

represents the human soul, in its seven stages, surrounded by multi-

farious demonic passions, aspiring to rise higher and reach Heaven.

Take the numerous carvings of lotus-flowers throughout the length and
breadth of India. What is it that the artist tries to express ? He wants

to depict life by means of the lotus, comparing the wide stretch of

waters on which the flower blooms and fades to the eternity of existence.

But for this beautiful symbolism the lotus-flower vould be a meaning-

less superfluity, and out of place in a well-ordered artistic scheme.

Vitruvius has said that architecture must have (hree qualities

—

stability, utility and beauty. From our standpoint the last named is

of supreme importance. Size, harmony, proportion, symmetry, ornament

and lastly colour are the several elements that make for beauty in

architecture. The Pyramids, the Sphinx, the columns at Karnak, the

temple of Edfu and the Parthenon by their very immensity of size

produce in their beholders feelings of awe and a deep sense of the

majesty of human power. Any measurement taken at random cannot

please the eye, and proportion, which is the employment of mathemati-

cal ratios, is a great factor in architecture. Harmony is the general

balancing of the several parts of the design. It is really proportion

narrowed down in its application to the mutual relation of the details.

When not carried too far, symmetry, which is uniformity in plan

enhances the general perfection of the fabric. Even rigorous symmetry,

when appropriately combined with diversity of detail, is sure to be

highly effective. Ornament is the finishing touch which heightens the

general effect unless the harmony of the structure is marred by a lavish

use of it. Paucity of ornamental detail will affect adversely the beauty

of the structure. The architect may employ various colours to enhance

the general impressiveness of the fabric, but there is always the danger

that an indiscreet use of them for architectural purposes may make

the edifice unnaturally gaudy and repulsive. With these general ideas

about architecture we may embark upon a description of Indian

architecture as it was in the past and as it is to-day.

Megasthenes describes the splendid imperial palaces and other

notable buildings at Pataliputra in the time of Chandragupta Maurya, and

asserts that they excelled in beauty and splendour the edifices at Susa

and Ecbatana. But no trace of them exists to-day. Almost all build-

ings to which we can get access to-day are works of mature genius and

10
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skill. From these two facts it has been inferred that much of the

earlier production of art must have been in wood or brick, as a result of

which the buildings have failed to survive the ravages of time. Asoka

replaced all wooden and some brick-built buildings by buildings of

stone throughout his vast empire, with such rapidity that the people of

his time felt constrained to believe that it was the work of human

agency, but of spirits working out Asoka ’s imperial will. No exlant

work of Indian architecture, in fact of any other Fine Art, can be

assigned tb an earlier period than Asoka’s reign. Asoka ’s conversion to

Buddlusm resulted in a vast number of stupas and monasteries being

built all over his empire. Jains also are said to have built stupas later,

but no trace of them is to be found to-day. At first built in a plain,

simple fashion, the stupas later became more and more ornate. They

gradually became great schools of art too. Devout followers of Buddha

began to lavish their decorative powers on these early strongholds of

Buddhism. The Stupa at Sanchi (now restored) with its elaborately

sculptured railings is a precious legacy of early Buddhism. Evidences

are available to prove that some of the Asokan stupas and dagabas of

Ceylon reached a height of 200 to 400 feet. Curved roof, says Fer-

gusson, on the whole rare in other parts of the world, is very common

in India.’* It is indeed the soul of early Indian architecture. The

domical structure of the stupa has been accounted for in various ways.

The strongest evidence points to the probability for the imitation of the

plastic bamboo roofs, everywhere preceding stone and brick building

in India. The chaitja halls, as Fergusson calls the Buddhistic churches,

occur near Nasik and Gaya. Asoka erected many pillars, surmounted

by excellent images, many of which have survived to our own days

without any defacement. The Lauriya Nandangarh monument is the

most graceful of all Asokan columns. There is a Jain pillar near

Mangalore which peserves Mr. Walhouse’s praise for stately grace and

richness of ornament, With the downfall of the I\Tauryan dynasty the

glory of the Buddhistic architecture began to fade,

The rejuvenation of Hinduism, synchronising with the decline of

Buddhism, gave a fresh impetus to the erection of temples consecrated

to Hindu gods all over the country. A multitude of religious monu-

ments sprang magically into being at the touch of a reviving religion.

In the multiplicity of the crowded varieties two distinct styles of archi-

tecture are at once perceivable. They are the Aryavaitha or the Indo-

Aryan style, and the Dravidian or South-Indian style. It may be

relevant to note here that style in architecture is very little modified by

difierences in creed, but is a distinct result of time and place. We ©an
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never say that? any building is constructed after the Jain fashion or

the Buddhistic fashion, though religious requirements may influence to

a small extent the inner arrangement of the buildings. If a temple

of Vishnu had been built in Gujerat during the time when the temples

on Mount Abu were constructed, it would have been after the same

fashion as the Jain busthis of those times. Style in architecture, like

style in literature, is largely the product of time and place, reflecting

the national life of the period in which it is predominant.

The Indo-Aryan style takes the procession car or ratha as its

model, its steeples bulging with vertical ribs meeting at the highest

point. At Bhuvaneswar in Orissa a number of temples built on this

model are found. Among the best are the Mukteswara temple (the

great temple with a fabulous fund of sculptural wealth), and the charm-

ing Eaja-Rani temple. The Karnak Sun temple, and the Kajuraho

temple with steeples nearly 100 feet high, are very fine examples of

this variety of architectural design. The Bengal type of temple, fa-

shioned after the bamboo huts, consists of a peculiar arrangement of

curvilinear steeples, the details being mostly Mohainmadan. The tend-

ency in Northern India to replace the curving domes and exquisite

steeples of old by the new-fangled English spires testifies to the waning

artistic impulse to-day. We may pass over the evolutions of the Gupta

style and examme more closely the splendid Gujerat style after which

the immortal temples on Mount Abu are built. The temples were

erected by Vimala and Tej pal and the fabrics are wholly of exquisite

white marble on which the bygone artists of India have expended their

exuberance of fancy with the result that wax could not be more

delicately carved. Take the richly decorated columns of Tej pal's

temple, or the delicate art-work on the ceiling of Vimala^s temple. In

the Mount Abu temples, one loses oneself in a fairy land of dreams.

Anyone must be struck with amazement to see how the dull plain

blocks of marble are transformed into living idols of ideal feeling and

beauty, A forcible instance of how callously devoid of artistic feeling

we are to*day is the fact that the beautiful temples at Osia are turned

into public latrines by the people of the town.

We may pass on to the Dravidian style. A characteristic feature of

this school of architecture is its straight-lined tower divided into stories

by horizontal bands, surmounted at the top either by a barrel-shaped

roof or a small dome. The earliest examples are to be found in the

Seven Pagodas of Mahabalipuram (erected in Chola times), all carved

as the legend goes, out of one huge block of stone. The temples at

Kanchi, built by Pallava Kings, are famous for structural detail and
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attitiitic finisli. The Ohola King Rajaraja and his son Rsjendra huilt at

Tanjore some of the finest specimens of the Bravidian style# The un-

exampled ornamental richness of the Subrahmanya temple at Tanjore is ,

proverbial. We may allude in passing to the beautiful temples anS

choultries built by Thirumal Naik at Madura. But the most marvellous

of all the temples found in Southern India are the rock- out temples of

Kailas at Ellora, excavatr^d by a Rashtra Kuta King. Of civil architec-

ture, the council hall at Vijayanagar may be cited as a good specimen.

The temples at Somanathpur, Nuggehalli (in the Tiptur Taluk) and the

widely-known Hoysala temples at Halebid and Belur (all in the Mysore

State), are renowned for the excellent carvings that ** leave no inch of

the temples uncovered, and give no rest to the eye.’* A kind of moss

and the huge roots of the ancient trees growing by are fast eating into

the stability of these temples, and unless urgent measures are taken,

they may in the course of a few generations crumble into ruin. We
may pass on to the Suryanarayana Swamy temple at Mangala, built on

the Bellary model. The genius of carving hero reaches such a height

of perfection, that no chased work in gold or silver could be of more

delicate workmanship.

The artistic stimuli that moved India have had no less influence in

Ceylon, Asoka annexed Ceylon to Buddhism and Ceylon has remained

loyal to the traditional faith. At Anuradhapuram and Polannaniva

are found a number of dagabas or stupas and Buddhistic monasteries.

These two ancient capitals are great centres of Buddhistic art.

Some of th foreign influences are very prominent in out-of-the-way

parts like Kashmir and Nepal. Kashmir temples reveal much of the

Doric element. In the narrow strip of the Nepal valley, hugged in on

both sides by towering, snow-clad mountains, are as many as 2,000

temples, which have prominent Chinese characteristics—notably those at

Bhatgoan.

There are in India at the present day 1,000,000 temples and religious

institutions. This stupendous number has its explanation in the fact that

every inch of India had to be deified in the national imagination, which

could be most efiectually done by sanctifying every other plot of land

with a temple erected in honour of some god. Every spot of natural

beauty has been commended to the national consciousness by the

erection of a beautiful temple there. In all this, religious fervour has

played the most important part. The result is that India has attained

in art as Mr# Havell has said, a depth and spirituality that scarcely

entered into the soul of Greece, a height of subUine imagination and

lofty idealism/'
^
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The Mohammadan invasions swept away before tbeir tide many of

of the most valuable works of Indian architecture. The Somnath temple

in Gujerat may be cited as an example. Buf modern tendencies have

done greater destruction. Old works of art are neglected .
Old traditions

are forgotten. India is breaking away from its roots in the past,

and its hopes in the future. Such tendencies, however, have been

checked, especially of late. Schools of Art, Art Colleges, are every-

where springing up. The Government has been doing what it can in

the way of restoring ancient relics. Architecture is the peculiar property

of a country. Unlike other products of ait, it cannot change its place.

It is immovably fixed and is the peculiar result of tl e time and the

place. Only amidst its special surroundings does it produce any impres-

sion. Such worirs of Architecture need to be preserved, but not

improved. Unlike Painting or Sculpture, Architecture in India has

very little ol the foreign element in it, and is essentially the result of

high originality and the beautiful ideals that religion has invariably

supplied to art in India.

N. Madhava Rau.

( To be continued^)



ENGLISH INDUSTRIAL HISTORY *

Dr. a. P. Usher’s book on the Industrial History of England is

planned and written with a view to the needs of students beginning

work in economic history. Meant primarily as a study of industrial

history, the^book contains also two chapters on the agrarian movements

so as to give the reader a fuller knowledge of economic history in general.

Prof. Usher start i with a preliminary study of the various types of

industrial organisation and stages of development. While discrediting

the socialistic interpretation of economic progress, as based on Bucher’s

Industrial Evolution^ the author classifies industrial forms as household

industry, wage-work, craft-work, the putting-out system and the factory

system. These various forms are merely the outcome of the progressive

division of labour as limited in its turn by the extent of the market.

There is thus a close interdependence between the commercial and the

industrial development of a state. In proof of this Prof. Usher cites

examples from the history of Phoenicia, Greece, Rome, Egypt and

Mediaeval France, and concludes that in all ages the growth of industiy

is largely dependent on the development of urban life, and that when-

ever commercial intercourse between communities arises on a large scale,

territorial division of labour in production develops, and industry passes

from the household and craft stages and assumes a more highly

organised form.

With the fourth chapter begins the study of the industrial develop-

ment of England. English Economic History falls into two distinct

epochs. During the Middle Ages, England was a frontier province of

Europe, and her industrial and commercial life was dominated by conti-

nental influences. But after the Industrial Revolution, England became

the leading exponent of Western civilisation both injthe initiation of new

technique and in the dissemination of European influences in the Orient

and in the New World.

In the Early Middle Ages England was mostly an agricultural

community; there was no urban population, no groupings of population

sufficiently large or dependent on commerce and industry as distinct

from agriculture. The Norman Conquest made England part of the

European world, and the brisk trade that set in with France and other

^ An Introduction to the Induotrial History of England, By Abbott Payson
UsHXB, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics, Cornell University.
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continental States from the eleventh century onwards led to the growth

of industrial towns. This period of economic development has been

characterised by Bucher, Schmoller and others as the period of town-

economy. The usually accepted interpretation of town life in the

Middle Ages is that "during a considerable period of ancient and

mediseval history all complete political structures were city states, in

which political and economic life, local economic selfishness and political

patriotism, political conflict, economic rivalry all coincided.*’ Prof,

Usher, while admitting that there is some truth in this description,

doubts the entire correctness of it. In an age of extreme formalism the

charters and ordinances seem to show a highly concentrated and exclus-

ive political and economic life as characterising the towns all over

Europe. But Prof. Usher points out how such factors as the periodic

fairs and the growth of privileged trading communities really introduced

an element of interdependence, making the then known world of Europe

a single market. He concludes by drawing our attention to the paradox

of mediseval life, the fusion of localism and cosmopolitanism. Society

seems to be divided into tiny autonomous units,—villages, manors, towns

and privileged ecclesiastical bodies. But in spite of this appearance of

minute subdivision, the spirit and essence of mediaeval life was

essentially cosmopolitan, and this general cosmopolitan movement was

organised about the towns,

Coming to the organisation of industry in the Middle Ages, Prof.

Usher describes briefly the organisation of the Merchant and Craft Gilds

and explains also their relation to each other and to the town. He

concludes by saying that in the case of the Craft Gilds the religious

and charitable character was more conspicuous than the purely indus-

trial, that only a portion of the artisan population was organised in

Craft Gilds, and that only a few of them attained any degree of power

by reason of size or wealth.

In any study of the industrial development of England, the growth

of the woollen industry deserves the place of honour, this being almost the

first important industry developed to supply the foreign market also.

Thanks to the encouragement given by the Edwards and the Tudors,

England, which in the Middle Ages was only exporting the raw wool,

became the sole clothier for all Europe. So far as the technique of the

industry is concerned, all the important improvements were effected

during the period before the Industrial Revolution, and the woollen in-

dustry became the most important in the land. Owing to the expand-

ing market, the industry soon passed out of the craft stage and the

putting-out system became widespread, introducing the capitalist
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manikliioturer. This syetem continued to the days of the

when it was displaced hy the factory system.

The Industrial Bevolution at the end of the eighteenth century is at

once the most momentous and the most widely discussed change in th€

industrial life of the modern worlds adecting it in nearly all its aspects;

The term Industrial Revolutioni first used by Blanqui in 1837» and sug*

gestihg that the industrial change utterly transformed social life at the

opening of the nineteenth century, has captured the imagination of later

ages, and despite misleading connotations it will doubtless hold its place

in the literature of the subject. But its full import is not easy of state-

ment. No single formula can adequately describe the complexity of

forces and reactions that gave the movement its profound significance.

There were changes in the readjustment between industry and agricul-

ture, readjustments in the textile trades brought about by the rise of the

cotton industry, technical developments in the metal industry which

gave the whole group of metal trades a more important place in the

industrial society. The transition, however, was by no means so sudden

as is sometimes imagined.

The abandonment of the idea that the Industrial Revolution was

sudden involves a considerable readjustment of chronology for the en-

tire movement. The study must be carried farther back into the past

and brought down nearer to the present time. The Industrial Revolution

may justly be said to have begun about the commencement of the eigh-

teenth century, and to have been in progress all through the nineteenth.

The outbreak of the recent world-war may be taken as serving naturally

as the line of demarkation closing the Age of the Industrial Revolution.

The second half of the volume is thus taken up with the descrip-

tion of this wonderful series of changes that goes by the name of the

Industrial Revolution, and some of the consequential readjustments in

technique and organisation. A description is given of the mechanical

inventions in the cotton and other textile industries, and the reorganisa-

tion of the metal trades.

The factory, which looms so large in modern industrialism, is

here discussed. After describing the chief features of a modern

factory (the introduction of machinery, large scale production, concen-

tration of labour and dependence of labour on capital, and the slow rise

and progress of the factory system), the author seeks to read a fresh

meaning into the whole movement. The writers of the early nineteenth

century and the Socialists described it as the supplanting of human
energy by the machine, as the epiavement of man by the greed of un-

scrupulous capitalists, and so on. As later investigations have shown,
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ttie misery of the labouring classes in the early days was duo to several

convergent forces. It must be admitted that economic distress, the

** pain of transition/* was a necessary feature of the Industrial Bevolun

tion. But proper regulation of the purely social problems has now con*»

siderably lessened such evils. The introduction of machinery has not

made slaves of men
;
it has emancipated them and placed the emphasis

on the fundamental character of the individual. Modern industry

has great rewards for the man. The old distinctions between the skilled

and the unskilled might better be abandoned for distinctions between

the responsible and the irresponsible.

The changes in the organisation of industry arising from the

development of a world market and the problems of production on a

large scale are next dealt with. Collective bargaining and the gradual

recognition of trade-unionism by the State was a natural growth of

the factory system. Another phase of factory life was the interference

of the Government, through factory laws, to secure the labourer suffici-

ently healthy surroundings and to fix a maximum number of hours

of labour. As closely related to the same purpose—that of bettering the

social and physical environment of the workman—are the Poor Laws, the

Insurance Act, the Old Ago Pensions Act, and so on. All these statutes

are an expression of the increased consciousness of the urgency of the

social problem, and they have led to groat dissatisfaction with the old

standards. The problem of the abolition of poverty is as insistent at the

present day as at the opening of the nineteenth century, and it is

difficult to say if any system of taxation that is now conceivable will

ever abolish poverty.

The growth of combinations and trusts is another feature of modem

industrialism, but here England was later than Germany and America.

The explanation for this is to be sought not so much in the individual-

istic character of the Britisher as—primarily—in the character and loca-

tion of the mineral and extractive resources of Great Britain, and—second-

arily in the Free Trade policy and the features of international

competition that make that policy wise in the case of England. Though a

little late, combinations have achieved some degree of success in the

textile, steel and ship-building industries. Socialists see in the success

of these combinations the welcome transition to the stage when all

industry can be nationalised. To quote from Maorosty,—“ Competi-

tion came into the world to free trade from feudalism, and having done

that played havoc with the lives of men. . . . Finally competition,

turning against itself, has ended in combination, and private monopoly

threatens to overwhelm the state by economic and political oppression*

11
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W# turn back tie inafbh of progress ;
for good or ev^S we

now face tb© concentirafcioii of industry. We cannot go back to oottipo*

tition^ but we can direct the new tendencies into safe channels. In th©

collectivism of industry lies the future hope of society, and it will bfe

attained by the gradual transfer of one branch of production after

another under the control of the municipality or the government. The

history of the British railways and of the governmental regulation of

them would seem to illustrate the above tendency. Consolidation

was already far advanced when the railways were taken over by the

Government at the beginning of the war. The mechanism for joint

operation existed, and officials had had much experience in co-operative

endeavour. Public opinion was not unfavourable to consolidation, and

there was much agitation for national control. Consolidation meant

greater governmental supervision, and this would differ only in name

from governmental control—The socialistic position assumes the impos-

sibility of a middle course between competition and absolute monopoly.

But it cannot be said that competition and monopoly are so entirely

exclusive of each other. It may be possible for industry to achieve some

measure of stability of organisation without becoming entirely mono-

polistic on the one hand and without losing all elements of a competitive

character on the other.

The last chapter relates to the important subject Of income, wages

and social unrest. Though it is difficult to measure the amount of

progress achieved during the period of the Industrial Revolution, it

cannot be denied that taken in their entirety the changes in the foim

and character of social life have resulted in real improvement in the

material basis of life. Several years have been added to the reasonable

expectation of life, there has been a considerable increase of income in

all classes of labour, and there also seems to be a fair diffusion of wealth

among the moderately well-to-do people. On the whole, there are

grounds for believing that the artisans and middle class people have

at least maintaine I their position in the community, if they have

not actually gained in relative well-being.

But in spite of this there is a growing consciousness of inequality in

the distribution of wealth, and growing social unrest. Chartism, the

growth of trade-unionism and the development of English Socialism all

illustrate aspects of this labour unrest. Recent events have revealed tiiat

the labour movement includes every variety of policy—from the most

rtiioa} socialism, looking towards a violent revolution, to the most patient

constitutionalism. The radicals are filled with an intense enthusiasm

and conviction, and theirs is an unrivalled activity in propagairfa.

The rdore radical propaganda, based on the discontent created by the
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rise in prices^ represents a deliberate attack on the existing ofganisatioii

of society, fostered by the belief that the means exist for the pa}miientof

wages sufficient to assure a much more comfortable living to all manual
e^orkers ; and the whole movement seems to be leading England uncom*

fortably near a social revolution. The Socialists depend in part on the

appeal to current hardships,but their doctrines are of more general appeal*

They hope to capture the entire Unionist organisation. But the great

majority of Unionists are eminently conservative in temper, and Socialist

propaganda has not yet made a deep impression on the party. The
middle-class Socialism of the Fabians has failed to develop any real

strength among working-men, and it is not clear yet that the more re-

volutionary socialists will succeed.

Such is the story of industrial progress in England as told by

Prof. Usher. Written with the object of serving as a text-book for the

beginner in economic history, his book is simple and easy in style,

while at the same time highly suggestive. Only a few broad features

of economic development are selected for treatment, and here and

there the course of development is illustrated by a few maps and graphs

and statistical figures. For the benefit of the intelligent student anxious

to study further, there is a well selected bibliography on each topic,

and this enhances the value of the book.

While Prof. Usher does not profess to givean exhaustive study of the

whole range of Industrial History, a fuller treatment of some topics and

the addition of one or two more would certainly make the volume

more useful even for the beginner. Prof. Usher admits th t there is

a very close interdependence between the commercial and the industrial

development of a people. Enough attention has not been paid to this

matter in discussing the problems of the Industrial Revolution. The

mercantile policy, the establishment of a number of trades and indus-

tries in England between the sixteenth and the eighteenth centuries, and

the growth of the ovor-sea possessions at the same time certainly deserve

a fuller treatment, as preparing England for the Industrial Revolution.

The condition of English Industry before the Revolution might have

been described in more detail. Coming to more recent times, while

all the important problems connected with the later phases of the

Industrial Revolution have been dealt with, the problem of strikes

and industrial disturbances deserves more notice. Elementary as the

book professes to be, it would have had an apt ending if the author

had just indicated, at least, some of the effects of the Great War

on British industry and the lines of the reconstruction now slowly

developing,

S. V. Krishnaswamy Iyinqar.
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** If I^had to distinguish the British Empire from the empires of

the ancient world, I should be inclined to say that her supreme distinc-

tion lies in this : she is the nursery of freedom/’—/. H. Morgan*

The observation quoted above finds ample evidence in Prof.

A. B. Keith’s book. It is indisputably so at least with regard to the

Dominions. Prof. Keith’s book is a sequel to his famous book on

the same subject, ‘‘ Responsible Government in the British Colonies.”

It is specially useful to the student of politics because it contains the

outlines of the Dominion constitutions, traces their developments since

their several origins, and describes the present situation clearly. What

is more, much light is thrown on tendencies, thus indicating what the

near future might be. The volume is particularly interesting to the

Indian student and statesman at a time when the beginnings of Res-

ponsible Government are being made in India. To take the experiences

and achievements of the Dominions as model would, of course, be falla-

cious, but at the same time a study of them certainly suggests a good

deal and such suggestions may profitably be utilised.

The acts of 1867, 1900 and 1909 ushered into existence the three

federated Dominions, and their present situation is the outcome of

amendments and conventions which have grown upon their constitutions,

interpretation thereof by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council,

the growing importance of Dominion commercial interests, the problem

of imperial defence, which has become serious as a consequence of the

Great War, the conflict of racial interests within the Empire, and the

development of the League of Nations and International Councils allied

to it.

Constitutional Changes and Conventions.

In the federal constitutions, legislative and executive authority is

shared between the central and the local governments on definite

principles which neither can vary In Canada all important constitu-

tional changes have been brought about by imperial legislation. For

* Dominion Home Rule in Practice* By A. Bbebiedale Keith, D.C.L., D. Litt.

The World of To-da/y eeriee, Oxford University Press.
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instance, in 1907 the subsidies to the provinces from the Dominion

Government were re-apportioned
; in 1915 the constitution of the

Canadian Senate was altered
; and in 1916 the life of the Parliament

was prolonged by a year. In Australia a vote of the electorate has

authority to amend the constitution
; but no important change has been

brought about, though the labour party there would put an end to the

federal system itself. In the Union of South Africa the anti-Indian 1919

Act is in spirit against the safeguards contained in the constitution. The

1920 New Zealand Act also has increased the stringency against Indian

immigration and enfranchisement.

Several states in the Commonwealth have reduced the powers of

the Upper Houses. New Zealand and some states have introduced

preferential voting and proportional representation.

Though constitutional changes have been few and far between, a

number of conventions have grown up. The Imperial Parliament has

come to take up legislation affecting the Dominions only when both the

Central and Provincial Legislatures clearly ask for it. In practically

all cases where Dominion governments and the government of the

United Kingdom have differed, the Dominions have been allowed to

have their own way. For instance, compulsory military service fell

through in Australia during the war, and the British Government, while

arranging for obligatoiy military service by all British citizens resident

in the U.S.A., excluded the Australians there from the operations of

the law. Similarly, when appointing a Governor or a Governor-General,

the Imperial Government in practice ascertains the acceptability or

otherwise of the nomination. Opportunity is given for objections.

Yet, in Queensland, the Imperial Government interfered with the local

acting Governor’s action and appointed another when they found that

the powers of the Upper House were being attempted to be pub dowm

by swamping the Upper House in session. Consultation on imperial

matters has become more frequent, and the independence of the Domin-

ions has increased both commercially and judicially.

The Judicial System.

According to the 1844 Act the Judicial Committee of the Privy

Council is the highest imperial court, to which appeals lie from all the

Dominions. But the general tendency has been to diminish the inter-

ference of the Judicial Committee. In all matters except constitutional

ones the Committee as a rule discourages appeals. The Commonwealth

Supreme High Court has ruled that no cases involving constitutional

questions should be tried by the State Supreme Courts, and no appeals
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are allowed from the Supreme High Court, Thus iu piaotioe the Aus*

tralian Supreme High Court is the highest Court so far as Australian

constitutional questions are involved. This is the position also in the

Union of South Africa. Yet there have been cases where the JudicWi

Committee’s decision was against local sentiment, as when the institu-

tion of the Initiative and the Eeferendum was declared ultra mre$ in

Manitoba.

Judges all over the Dominions are appointed for life or up to a

fixed retiring age, and can be dismissed only by the Crown. Thus suffi-

cient security is guaranteed to the judges against local executive

imflience. The only exception is in Queensland, where the President of

the Industrial Court is appointed annually and enjoys the status of a

Supreme Court judge.

** The value of the appeal to the Privy Council does not lie

so much in the enforcement of a common view of legal issues as in its

special competence to pronounce on constitutional issues and the extent

of the royal prerogative
; and in its power to enforce imperial legisla-

tion. ” Prof. Keith sums up in this sentence the purpose served

all these years by the Judicial Committee. At the same time it

must be remembered that constitutional issues are more and more being

settled by the Dominion Courts themselves, and the royal prerogative

and imperial legislation (except as legalising Dominion wishes) are

manifesting themselves less and less. In addition, the present system

is rather out of date ; it is very costly and therefore bars poorer clients

from taking advantage of the appeal ; it is viewed as a symbol of

imperial domination
;
and lastly it is often considered as a reflection on

the capacity and integrity of Dominion judges.

The discussions in the Imperial Conferences of 1911 and 1918 show
that the present system must change. Acts of 1895 and 1908 provide

for the addition of Dominion judges to the Judicial Committee. But as

no provision has been made therein for payment to such judges, some
have worked on the Judicial Committee only when they happened to be
in England. As a regular arrangement it has failed.

Mr. Chamberlain in 1900 and Mr. Hughes in 1918 proposed that the

Judicial Committee must come to consist of permanent judges from all

parts of the Dominions. Out of such a body divisions must go on
circuit through diflereni parts of the Empire, thus reducing the costli-

ness of the appeals. But this suggestion has been disapproved of both

by the Dominions and by the Lord Chancellor of England, and is unlike-

ly to b© adopted. So the disappearance of the appeal to the Privy

Council can be only a question of
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In their early years the Dominions were busy putting their ibttses

in order. The Imperial Government consulted them only when they

were directly concerned in any measure. Thus a Reciprocity Treaty

between Canada and the U.S.A. was arranged in 1854, and the Treaty

of Washington was signed in 1871 by English statesmen on behalf

of Canada. But by 1880, largely as a result of representations from

Canada, the principle was adopted that in framing general commercial

treaties with foreign powers, the United Kingdom should secure

that they would not be applicable to the Colonies without the assent of

their Governments, and that if a Colony desired to conclude special

arrangements with a foreign state, the Imperial Government would use

its efforts to secure a treaty for this end, and would employ in the

negotiations along with its own representatives a delegate from the

Colony,*’ These principles were included by Britain in treaties of 1882

(with Montenegro) and 1890 (with France). In 1895 there was a confer-

ence on the subject in Ottawa, and its conclusions were slightly

modified by another held in 1907. In that year direct negotiation

between a Dominion minister and a foreign minister was allowed,

though final arrangement could be made only by imperial authorities.

In 1911 an attempt was made by Canada to bring into effect a Recipro-

city Treaty with the United States of America by reciprocal legislation

and not by imperial means, but it was dropped on account of fears of

being drawn into the U.S.A.

In 1899 Dominions were given the right of either adhering to or

withdrawing from commercial treaties between the United Kingdom and

foreign states. After the Colonial Conferences of 1902, 1907 and 1911

the principle was still further extended, and arrangements were made

with practically all the powers between which and the United Kingdom

most-favoured-nation-treaties existed, permitting of the separate with-

drawal of any of the Dominions, which thus received complete power of

entering into close commercial arrangements with any foreign state

without having to extend the same treatment to any other states

on the ground of treaty rights.” “The terms of the treaty must not

contain any concession to the foreign power calculated to damage the

interests of any part of the Empire, and the Dominion must extend to

the Empire every concession it makes to a foreign power.
”

It was on commercial grounds that Canada wanted, and has secured,

a diplomatic representative at Washington, and General Smuts has

demand<!^ a similar right for South Africa and Australia. Within the

Empire various commercial facilities have been provided by Imperial
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** They hi^ve Mped to ^pltfy tie law of aatatalisatioA^

0 promote improvemeuts in postal and telegrapiio oommuni^

catipnfl, to further preferential trade within the Empire, to harmonise

shipping legislation, to promote uniformity of legislation regarding copy-

right, patents, tradesmarks and company law, to secure reduction of*

Suez Canal dues and the removal of the burden of double income-tax, to

promote co-operation in imperial exhibitions, and to induce united

action between the several parts of the Empire in dealing with questions

of shipping; and statistics and other commercial issues such as the pre-

servation of raw-material essential for Empire use/’

Defence.

The Army Act placed in the hands of the Government of the

United Kingdom the task of keeping order in, and defending, the whole

Empire, By 1870 the Dominions came to make full provision, accord-

ing to the Colonial Naval Defence Act of 1865, for internal tranquillity.

Gradually British forces were withdrawn even from strategic posts (as

from Halifax in Canada in 1905), on the Dominions undertaking to make

adequate local arrangements. Even in cases where detachments of the

British army remain in the Dominions, contributions towards its main-

tenance are entirely voluntary. For the purposes of local service,

Australia, South Africa, and New Zealand have adopted compulsory

military service During the war Canada and New Zealand adopted

conscription, but Australia refused.

In 1909 a Naval and Military Conference was held, where ** the

principle was accepted that Canada and Australia should create fleet

unitfl which would be controlled by the Dominion Governments in time

of peace, but would be trained on British linos and be subjected to the

same form of discipline as vessels of the Royal Navy
; while in war the

Admiralty would take complete control.”

Questions of territorial waters and international status raised

difficulties which were avoided by an agreement drawn up by the 1911

Imperial Conference. “ Under it definite stations were assigned to the

Dominion fleets, which were to carry the white ensign like British ships,

but also at the jackstafis the distinctive flag of the Dominion
; if the

ihips were to proceed beyond these limits the Admiralty was to be in

-

[ormed, and if they were to go to any foreign port the consent of the

[mperial Government must be secured, and officers must obey in all

nt^mational matters the instructions of the Imperial Government/’

The legal authority for such separate fleets was accorded by the Naval

}i8oi|fline (Dominion Naval Forces) Act, 1911. In 1912 Australia and
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KD 1913 Nov S^lsBd started separate units. Tiie proposal ofSHt St^rt
BdidBii to contribute 35 million dollars towards the British Navy instead

of starting a Canadian unit was defeated by the Senate, and led to the

fill of his government. When war broke out Canada had two cruisers,

Australia a good fleet, and New Zealand one small vessel All were

handed over to the Admiralty. During the war the Imperial War Cabi-

net, in which several Dominion premiers participated at different times^

and for some time the Supreme Council in Paris, in which Mr, Hughes

from Australia represented the Dominions—these two emergency bodies

had the control. After the war, the Imperial Defence Committee took

up the burden, In 1918 there was a suggestion that there must be only

one navy for the whole Empire ; but the proposal was rejected by all

the Dominions. The improvement suggested was that in times of war

control must be exercised by an imperial authority, not the British

Admiralty. Also steps have been taken to depute British officers to

Dominion armies and navies, so that there may be uniformity all round.

Even during the war Australian regiments in the field were given all

facilities for maintaining their own individuality. Lord Jellicoe toured

the Empire in 1919 with a view to ascertaining the feasibility of creating

an Atlantic Fleet and a Pacific Fleet, but the attempt came to nothing

The expenditure, and the principles and methods on which the Empire

will organise its defence, will depend upon the results of the Washington

Conference on Disarmament All Round.

Impekial Relations.

Originally the British Legislature, the fountain-head of the self-

government acts, Avas considered to be the source from Avhich any

important change in any Dominion could be secured. But as time went

on, local peculiarities told upon the relations between the Central Gov-

ernment and the several Dominion Governments. The relations between

them can be viewed from four standpoints

:

i. Rights of Central Government in Dominion matters.

ii. Rights of Central Government in Imperial matters,

iii. Rights of Dominion Governments in Commercial matters.

iv. Rights of Dominions in International matters.

The royal assent, the Governor’s suspending clause, and imperial

disallowance of Dominion Acts—these have become practically as dead

as the king’s veto in England. Almost all internal matters are settled

locally; but whereTer the British Government finds or suspects

unhealthy developments, the right to intervene is secured either through

constitutional safeguards or through public opinion, as with regard to

12
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In som0 matters tJi© lmpe4al Qovexnmeat Kts fed tie MrUy, fetiiljj

tilie Oomimoae to follow if they pleeeed, as, for example, in the el

%e Cbpyri^t Act of 1919 and the Naturalisation Act of t9l4. |fe

hxing about a obtain amount of homogeneity within the Bmpire» the

Oentral Government hae often legislated for the Dominiohsu 7he

Institution of the language test as less offensive to the British Indiani

Ipld the Japanese was British. For a long time the laws of marrkgf

and divorce were applicable to all the Dominions, against their desire.

The differential duties were removed in the Australian states by British

pressure.

Commercial relations between England and the Dominions have

already been referred to. In international matters the Dominions were

left alone for a long time. At the Hague Conferences of 1899 and 1907

no Dominion was represented. 1911 saw the first visit of Dominion

premiers, in the Convention of London. Since 1907 Dominion re-

presentatives have had a place in various international councils and

commissions. For example, they took part in the Internationa Badio**

Telegraphic Conference of 1912, and in the conference on safety of lifoitt

sea, 1913-14:. The victory of the Allies resulted in the Dominioni^^

demanding that they should be accorded in international matters at

least the status of the minor Allied Powers. What they got was more

than they asked for. They have got seats as original members on the

League of Nations and the League-Covenant, while it undoubtedly

magnifies the status of the Dominions, at the same time unites them ip

a closer and a more effective link with the United Kingdom. There^

has arisen a necessity of continuous consultation among the Empire

Ddegates/'

The Impbriju. Conference.

Independent of the particular relations so far referred to, there has

been growing the necessity for bettor understanding and closer

co-operation among the several parts of the Empire. The instrument

devised towards this end Was the Imperial Conference. This was

first held in the year 1887, an undertaking being at the same time g^VCh

that no Imperial Federation would be proposed. Another copfepsp^
hrid in the year 1807, in which, and in the next, held in the

mlf Dominion premiers parrioipated. The

derirability of such atm^nk d 4m
M^ India wa# agaia leJiberatrily



g&'BT ^fcede^i^^ the Coafereaee/* Contifi0tei\._^
4m jiel4 now and then ; for example in 1907m Navidlp

Menoe, in 1910 on Copyright. ^

fhe war rendered imporible the 1915 Conference; but individSilr

and sepisirate viaite were paid by the Dominion premiers* On ao^Somitf^^

of the prolongation of the war, the Imperial Wat Cabinet and Confer^

enee were organised in 1916 and, they were not dissolved till after
^

settlement of peace. All through, the Colonies have been showing a
uniform dislike of any sort of federation. “ None of the powers of the '

Dominions shall be impaired, was Sir Eobe^t Borden’s declaration. At

the satne time the Domizuons are clamorous about their due share in

shaping foreign policy, holding that concerted action should be based

on the deliberate choice of the Dominions. Thus, even cohaidering the

activities of the Conference which has just closed in London, there

cannot be drawn any positive suggestions as to the methods of securing^^

continuous consultation. Annual conferences have been proposed, but

disapproved of on account of the delay involved and the difficulties

caused to Dominion statesmen.

Referring to the attitude of the Dominions, Philip AV, Wilson

observes,— Their claim is that they are now in the fullest sense

separate Sovereign States which, for historical and other reasons, accept

what happens to be an identical allowance to one sovereign^) that they

are therefore the equals of, and no longer subordinate to, the mother

country.” Whether Dominions have the right of peaceful secession has

been a question. General Smuts claims no such right for South Africa^

A dissolution of the Empire can be only by an Imperial Act and not by

any Dominion Act, because a legislature deriving power from an act

has legally no right to undo the purpose of the act.”

Something has been said of what the Imperial Conference has

done. Yet on matters involving serious conffict of interests, the

Imperial Conference has not been a success. No doubt this conference^

arrangement has the peculiar advantage of arriving at decisions from

which particular Domlniona may withdraw without causing any ill-feeling*,

since majority decisions have no binding effect on the iininority.
** The

British Bmi^xe is indeed mi geneHs and to attempt apply to it rulei^

derived Irom the political experience of the past is dcnbtiess as Tain ^
it || difioulti” Yet in spite of the advantage of e^hsultation an4

impwring Dominion oplnl<|i upon tibe

Khi|le#i th'iNi Keith hp mt#hb^SB, andi^|t 1^^^ ^ w4S%ite mn beiimt
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jtil# h, mofUng im^rtaul defects. Tke Imperil

mm^t in the aetee of it possess executive ftuthodty, tm fe tkete eay

deOuite body to which it is respousible. Each Dominion repxesentaiiire

is responsible to his own country, and thus he cannot guarantee thi

reconciliation of imperial interests with the wishes of his Dommion.

In order to meet the altered circumstailces, Prof. Keith deems it

sufiioient for the immediate ^future to further organise the Imperial

Oonforenoe, and for the purpose of settling legal questions to man the

judicial Committee of the Privy Council with Dominion representatives

as British. It is interesting place by the side of his view,

the view of Prof. Heamshaw, who/ thinks that the following kinds

6f work demand some sort of Imperial Federation, and nothing short of

^ it can meet the situation :

(1) Foreign affairs,
^

(2) International affairs.

(3) India.

(4) Questions relating to Defence and Communication,

(5) Such Financial questions as are involved in the four pre-

ceding groups.

The latter view gets support from the achievements of the Con-

ference which has just broken up. Excepting on mmor questions which

could have been quite as well handled by Imperial Commissions, the

last Conference does not seem to have achieved anything tangible. No
doubt the participation of General Smuts in the Irish peace negotiations

and his rumoured chairmanship in the Irish Peace Conference are

significant. Mr. Hughes’ membership of the Allied Economic Conference

is equally notable. But it is hard to decide whether such cases are to

be viewed as compliments to particular personalities. Almost all reso-

lutions are vaguely worded, and in the nature of things they could not be

otherwise. Such resolutions mean still less when they apply to or bind

nobody in particular. On India the Conference has proved a failure.

In short, the present situation seems to be that while the Dominioiis

have set their faces against any sort of imperial interference or Dominion
obligation, they at the same time demand in plain terms the privilege

of Influencing foreign relations and other imperial problems.

India.

What has been, and what is, the position of India in the

bw have the Dominions utilised their Home Rule in settling ih#r
with her ? In 190? India was exolnded from the Imperiid

Conl^noe* In J911 the Secre^ry of S^ate for India repiesented iMt
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But it if til© part played byWia m tbe w&t that im
ed la bar being ac6©pted as a legular member of tbe Imperial Oti&hikmil,

Thift aad bet membership of the League of Nations have no doubt laisill

ier status at least theoretically. Yet the Dominions have in practise

been uncharitable. The following sentences of Prof. Keith speafc

for themselves. ** The time is clearly past when the United Kingdom

could profitably seek by exercise of the power of disallowance to control

Donainion Legislation in these matters (Dominipn-Indian), and the recog-

nition of the right of India to representation at the Imperial Conference

is of great value, as evincing the true character of the issue as primarily

between the Dominions and India. The effect of the services of India

in the war has been marked; the Dominions have accepted the

position that India is entitled to apply to immigrants from the Do-

minions the same rules as are applied in the Dominions to immigrants

from India, and that, while exclusion of Indians seeking to enter

foj purposes of settlement is practised, such immigrants for temporary

purposes as merchants, tourists, and students should not be subjected

to vexatious formalities. The principle has also been conceded that

Indians lawfully resident should, on condition of monogamy, be

entitled to introduce their wives and children, and that, in principle,

British Indians should not be accorded less favourable treatment than

any other Asiatic race. South Africa has been unable to accede to the

demand that resident Indians should be accorded full Civil nghts, and

Union Legislation of 1919 has reaffirmed and strengthened the old

legislation of the Transvaal in the time of the Republic which refused to

Indians the power to obtain real property, and has, while safeguarding

existing rights, empowered local authorities to withhold licences to trade

at pleasure from Indian applicants. New Zealand also in 1920 has

found it necessary to increase the stringency of her legiriation against

Indian immigration, on the ground that Indians have succeeded in

learning enough English during residence in Fiji to pass the language

test, which has hitherto been the mode adopted for purposes of exolu-

sion, and the new method adopted is certain to wound Indian

susceptibilities ; in Canada Labour agitators urge the deportation of all

resident Indians, and all these issues can best be dealt with in conference,

where some solution may be evolved more easily then by oorrespon^f

ence, ” This is a story creditable neither to the Central Government nor

to the Dominions. If the issue is one between the D<ininions and India^

tile position of Britain as mistress of the Empire becomes anomalous.

Not is the Bmi^re in practice—Donunions aside—a voluntary aggre^^

ticn of Oommonwealths. It therefore lies npoh Britain ©ither to remOHS
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!|(j^ do diiekedit both to the rdoi|aeiit and to the donor^ Tlie whli^

i^afehy in Sooth Africa is a black spot on the fair name of theBniLpiW

f The official annpimceinent of the 1921 Imperial Conference about

IJ^minion-Indian relations begs the question and suggests the solution

% itihe problem by a conference among the statesmen of the countries

concerned. If an assemblage of Dominion premiers and the nominated

(and therefore moderate) representatives of India could not look the

eblem in the face and solve it^ Prof. Keith’s optimism, at least so

r as India is concerned, about the potentialities of the Imperial

ll^tderence is rather hard to follour,

Dominion Hoxne Rule has been in practice for a time sufficient to

M it* It has passed through strenuous times not only un«

ireskened but confirmed. As matters stand, Britain has nursed the

IDondnions into de fcK^o Free States, into states not merely free but

,

jalso aggressive. The Dominion white man’s democratic ideals are yet

to himself, even when he is allowed to act for himself. Brb

tain, undaunted, is ardently attempting to turn India into a Free. State

Dominion lines. The Dominion-Indian problem is for the future to

solve. The annihilation of distance by improved aerial conmwcaticm

Mms brought in new ideas in regard to the future admi|(d|^tion of the

i.;fSmpire ; and what exactly will be the changes depend^ ii|ibn how far the

vCOnstltuent parts of the Empire agree.

S. KnsAVi. Iyetoae.



GLIMPSES OF TUDOR ENGLAND.^

To maka the past bvo, not merely to record it, is the task of tfei

true historian, and the great writer achieves this by insight and

style. Such writers are but few, and those who combine accuracy

imagination are fewer still. How hard the reconstruction is.....that it dif*^

mauds genius for its accomplishment—is apparent to anyone who has been

confronted with ‘‘sources ” and bidden to make history out of them*

Yet even the humblest student of history is losing his opportun ty if hO

does not try to do something with “sources/' to do some little con-

struction of his own. To learn history tj:om the text-books is not a

university business. The ordinary student cannot indeed do much, but

if he limits his efforts to a special phase or time, he may make for him-

self quite a useful picture. Even within such limits he must neglect

much. The material that is most useful and stimulating to him is that

of the most human and dramatic character, that which reveals directly

the life of a people in a bygone time. This is precisely what is provid-

ed by the Cambridge " Readings in English Social History, " hwo

volumes in which series have already been reviewed in this magazine

Though the books are small they contain extracts so well selected as to

give life and coherence to the past. They have the strangeness and

romantic interest of fiction, while they present historic realities in

their most important, most neglected aspects. To the general reader

alsoj^hey are delightful, and we should like to commend the latest

volume—that relating to Tudor England—by extracting a few passages^

Unfortunately we cannot extract the illustrations. It must have been

matter of great labour to find pictures that so exactly illustrate the

phases of life dealt with in the text.

There is a great deal about eating and drinking* A not too kmdj^

Italian visitor declares that the English “ take pleasure in having a

quantity of excellent victuals, and also in remaining a Ibng time at tahJ^

. ^ . And they think that no greater honomr be oonferred^r

received than to invite Others to eat with them, orm he invited

Selves*'* The same thing had impreeg^d a FrOi^ Observer,

m ^
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Tbe peol^k of p]a(^ make gmat okeeri and like mttoh to

banquet/' and remarks even of the artisans that “in atawm they

make good eheer oftener than once a day with rabbits, and hares, and

every sort of food. " This Frenohnmn is rather envious of the weaitl/'^

that makes such feasting possible, and he thinks with a sigh of the

beautiful white bread that is as cheap in England as inferior bread in

France, and of the “ very soft cake, with raisins in it, which makes the

beer taste doubly good. “ There is no doubt as to the Tudor delight in

good living,' and Harrison (in Holinshed) has page after page of ironical

description. One wonders how charity fared among such epicures. The

Italian is no doubt hostile when he says contemptuously that the English

“ would sooner give five or six ducats to provide an entertainment for a

person than a groat to assist him in any distress.’' But there is a

certain bitterness too in this remark of Harrison himself,
—“As for

the poorest sort, they generally dine and sup where they may, so that

to talk of their order of repast it were but a needless matter.
”

Harrison is equally satirical about fashions in clothes. To-day it

is ** the Spanish guise,” to-morrow it will bo “ the French toys,” then

“the high Alrnan fashion,” and thereafter “the Turkish manner.”

** Nothing is more constant in England than inconstancy of attire.”

Tudor-time tailors were persecuted like our own. “ How curious, how

nice also, are a number of men and women, and how hardly can the

tailor please them in making it (their “attire”) fit f^r their bodies

!

How many times must it be sent back again to him that made it

!

What chafing, what fretting, what reproachful language doth the poor

workman bear away ! And many times when he doth nothing to it at

all, yet when it is brought home again it is very fit and handsome;

then must we put it on, then must the long seaais of our hose be set by

a plumb-line, then we pufi, then we blow, and finally sweat tiU we drop,

that our clothes may stand well upon us.”

There is significance for all rime in Bishop Latimer’s insistence that

a people’s strength lies in its middle classes, and in his indignation at

the grinding down of the yeomanry. His own yeoman-father had

paid a reasonable rent, and was in all ways prosperous. His successor

has to pay four times the rent,—“ and is not able to do anything for his

prince, for himself, nor for his children, or give a cup of drink to the

poor.
” “Well, well,” says the great preacher, “ this is one thing I will

^ay unto you, from whence it cometh I know, even from the Devil. I

kidw his intent in it. W&t if ye bring it to pass that the yeomamry be

not aide to put their sons to scbool (as indeed universities do wondeiously

daeuy already)* , * , . I iay,^ y© jiuck salvation from the people,
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and uttierly destroy the realm.** Harrison^ siting of the two great uni-

veisitiesy makes the same oomplaiht. The colleges “were erected by their

founders at the first only for poor men’s sons, whose parents were not

4ble to bring them up into learning; but now they have the least benefit

of them by reason the rich do so encroach upon them. And so far

has this inconvenience spread itself that it is in my time a hard matter

for a poor man’s child to come by a fellowship (though he be never so

good a scholar and worthy of that room).”

The following account of “ hue and crie/* written by Sir Thomas

Smith, is dated 1561,— “ By the olde law of Englande if any theft, or

robberie be doone, if he that is robbed, or he that s eth or perceiveth

that any man is robbed doe levie hue and crie, that is to say, doe call

and crie for aide, and say that a theft or robberie is doone contrarie to

the Princes peace and assurance : the Constable of the village to whom
he doth come, and so make that crie, ought to raise the parish to aide

him and seeke the theefe, and if the theefe be not founde in that parish,

to go to the next and raise that Constable, and so still by the Consta-

bles and them of the parish one after an other. This hue and crie from

parish to parish is caried, till the theefe or robber be founde. That

parish which doeth not his diitie, but letted by their negligence the

theefe to depart, doth not onely paie a fine to the king, but must

repaie to the partie robbed his dammages. So that everie English man

is a sergiant to take the theefe, and who sheweth himselfe negligent

therein, doth not only incur evill oj^inion therefore, but hardly shall

escape punishment. . . . The same manner is followed if anie man

bee slaine, for streight the murtherer is pursued of everie man till he

be taken.”

Shakespeare was, of course, expressing the attitude of his time

towards football and footballers when he made Kent stigmatise Oswald

as a “ base football player and Philip Stubbes, in 1583, thus describes

the game.

—

“ As concerning football playing, I protest unto you it may rather

be called a friendly kinde of fight than a play or recreation
; a bloody

and murthering practise, than a felowly sporte or pastime. For dooth

not every one lye in walght for his adversarie, seeking to ovorthrowe

him, and to picke (pitch) him on his nose, though it be uppon hard

stones ? in ditch or dale, in valley or hil, or what place soever it bo, hee

careth not, so he have him down. And he that can serve the most of

this fashion, he is counted the only felow ; and who but he ? So that

by this means, sometimes their necks are broken, sometimes their backs,

sometime their legs, sometime their armes ; sometime one part thrust

13
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oiil of joint, sometime anotbet ; sometime the noses gush out with

blood, sometime their eyes start out, \nd sometimes hurt in one place,

sometimes in another. But whosoever scapeth away the best, goeth

notfSCot free, but is either sore wounded, craised, and bruseed, so as hi

dyeth of it, or else scapeth very hardly. And no mervaile, for they have

the sleights to meet one betwixt two, to dashe him against the hart with

their elbowes, to hit him under the short ribbes with their griped fists,

and with their knees to catch him upon the hip, and to pick him on his

neck, with a hundred such murdering devices; and hereof groweth

envy, malice, rancour, choler, hatred, displeasure, enmitie, and what not

els: and sometimes fighting, brawling, contention, quarrel-picking,

murther, homicide, and great efiusion of blood, as experience daly

teacheth.

“Is this murthering play, now, an exercise for the Sabath day ?

is this a Christian dealing, for one brother to mayme and hurt another,

and that upon prepcnsed malice or set purpose ? is this to do to another

as we would wish another to doo to us ? God make us more careful

over the bodyes of our brethren !
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The Devehpmerd of an Indian Policy (1818—1858).—By G. Anderson,

M.A., and M. Subedar, b.a,, b.sc. (Lond.). G. Bell & Sons,

Ltd., London. 4^, 6d., Rs. 3-8-0.

This is the second volume of the general work called “ The L(M

Days of the Company—A Source Book of Indian History of which the

first volume is named The Expansion of British India ” and the third

to follow will deal with the economic policy of the Company. Thus the

history of an important period of British rule in India ir, dealt with by

the author in three different monographs treating of the three aspects

of that history, political, constitutional and economic. The topics

treated in the volume under review comprise (1) The Foundations of an

Indian Policy (2) The Executive and Legislative Authorities
;
the Char-

ter Act of 1833 (3) The Administration of Justice (4) The Public Services

(5) The Suppression of Inhuman Customs (6) The Development of an

Educational System (7) The Freedom of the Press and (8) The Last

Days of the Company. On each of these topics are given select cita-

tions from the original sources and authoritative documents which are

left to tell their own tale. A first-hand acquaintance with these sources

and documents in which history is shown in the very making is thus

rendered easily available to the student, the general reader and the

publicist, to all of whom the book will be useful. “It is the height of

Art to conceal Art ”
: the canon also applies to the art of historical

construction of which the most successful specimens are given by Stubbs

for English (constitutional) History. The method of Stubbs should

find a wider application in Indian History too. We have a fine illustra-

tion of it in Ramsay Muir’s Making of British India and the work of the

present authors is another successful contribution. It should be recom-

mended as a text book for all students of the History of British India.

R. K. M.

* * *

Hindi Literature (the Heritage of India series.)—By The Rev. F. E.

Keay, m.a. (Lond.). Association Press, Calcutta, and Oxford

University Press.

The editors of the Heritage of India series of publications point

out that to every book accepted for the series two tests are rigidly

299
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applied ; everything must be scholarly, and everything must be vsympa-

thetic. The purpose is to bring the best out of the ancient treasuries

so that it may be known, enjoyed and used,” These tests are amply

satisfied, and the purpose of the series is very well realised, by the woii:

under review. It deals with a most important part of the ** heritage
”

of India—the language that is spoken by the greatest number of people

in India, by over a hundred million people.

Hindi as treated in this book comprises four branches, known as

Rajasthani, Western Hindi, Eastern Hindi, and Bihari, but excludes

Urdu. Each of these branches comprehends its own group of dialects,

e,g.^ Brajbhasha, which is the language of Mathura and its neighbour-

hood, is a dialect of Western Hindi, as Maithili is that of Bihari. It

may be noted in passing that the modern vernaculars of India are

themselves derived from what are called Apabhramsds, which are the

outcome of the Prakrits, the “ natural ” languages of the people as

distinguished from the cultivated language, Sanskrit. Thus from the

apabhramsa known as Magadhi have sprung the four modern vernacu-

lars, the Bihari, the Bengali, the Oriya and the Assamese, while the

apabhramsa called Souraseni has given rise to Panjabi and Western

Hindi.

The rise of Hindi dates from the time of the Muslim invasions of

India, and its earliest form was the bardic chronicles of Rajputana, in

which the heroic spirit of the Hindu defenders found its utterance.

Thus the heroism of Prithivi Raj called forth the stirring song of Chand

Bardai, called Prithivi Rajraso, while that of Hammir, the Prince of

Rantambhor, evoked the poetry of Sarang Dhar in the 14th century.

The next stimulus to the growth of Hindi was supplied not by poli-

tics but by religion. The 15th century opened in Northern India with

extensive movements of Vaishnavism, or the spread of the Bhakti cult in

its various forms. First came the cult of Rama of which the chief

apostle was Ramananda (1400-1420). Some of his hymns in Hindi

are even traced in the Adi Granih of the Sikhs compiled by Guru Arjun

in 160i, in which are, indeed, embedded some of the earliest Hindi

devotional hymns, such as those of Sadana, who was originally a butcher,

and of Namdev, who was originally a tailor, both predecessors of the

religious movement representeJ by Ramananda, The Bhakti cult

of Ramananda was essentially a popular religion which was thrown open

to the masses, and even to outcasts, and thus, like the Western

Lollardism, depended for its propagation and literature almost entirely

on the vernacular or the language of the masses, giving up the use of

Sanskrit. Thus a great impetus^ was given to the development of
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Hindi literature adopted as tbe vehicle of the stirring religious

propagandism of the times. Tbe immediate personal disciples of

Ramananda were 12 in number, among whom were included a barber, a

iat, a leatherer, a Muslim weaver and a woman, and we owe to some of

these some precious Hindi compositions. Then came Kabir (1440-1618),

originally a Muslim weaver, who began as a disciple of Ramananda but

afterwards founded the independent sect of Kabir-Pautliis, and seems to

have been persecuted by Sultan Sikumdar Lodi. A considerable quan-

tity of Hindi literature is ascribed to, or was inspired by, Kabir, a

part of which is even traced in the Adt GrantL Hindi literature owes a

good deal to the work of Kabir and his schools, not merely on their own

account but also on account of the later developments they inspired.

Of those the most important was the religion of the Sikhs founded by

Nanak (1469-1638), whose hymns and poems were in a mixture of

Panjabi and Hindi,

The cult of Rama was followed by that of Krishna, which produced

its own crop of famous Hindi writers, like Vidyapati Thakiir, who wrote

in Maithili, and Mira Bai, one of the most interesting figures in the

history of literature and religion. A Princess of Rajputana, married to

the Crown Prince of the Maharana Kumbha of Mewar, and widowed in

early life, Mira Bai early developed an intense devotion to Krishna to

which she gave utterance in impassioned lyrics composed in the Braj

Bhasha dialect. The Krishna cult received a further impetus under

Vallabhacharya, the son of a South Indian Brahman settled at Benares

(1479-1631). Though he himself wrote in Sanskrit, his sect produced

many Hindi writers. A remarkable poetical work of the period was the

Podmavati, whose author was the Muslim Malik Muhammad Jayasi.

But the golden age of Hindi literature was ushered in by the

Mogul Empire, with such famous names as Tulsi Das, Surdas, Bihari

Lai, the Tripathi brothers, Dev Kabir and Senapati. Akbar himself, it

seems, tried his hand at Hindi verses, while his ministers Todar Mai and

Birbal were good writers in Hindi. AbufazPs brother, Faiz, also

composed Hindi verses, while towering above them all was Abdul Rahim

Kbankhana, the son of Bairamkhan, reputed a consummate Hindi

poet. At the same time the art of poetry was sought to be systematised

by writers headed by Keshevdas. Akbar instituted the title of Kavi

Raj (Poet laureate), and the post was continued even by Aurangzeb and

by his son Bahadur Shah. Tulsi Das is, of course, the most celebrated

name in Hindi literature, whose Ramayan, written in a dialect of Eastern

Hindi with plentiful borrowings from Braj Bhasha, is ** worthy to rank

among the great classical masterpieces of the world’s literature, and
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ift tke Bible of the Hindus of Northern India.** But the contribution

of Tulsi Das to Hindi literature must be measured not only by his own

works but also by those of bis disciples and successors. The Eama cult

revived by Tulsi Das gave rise to a number oi sects making important

contributions to Hindi literature, the Malukdasis, the Dadupanthis,

whose founder Dadu was a cotton carder of Ahmedabad (1544-1603), and

the Laldasis. Other minor sects like the Sadus, the Charandasis, the

Siv Narayanis, the Garibdasis, the BamsancHs, the Satnamis and the

Prannathis, which we owe to the influence of Kabir, all served in com-

mon the cause of Hindi literature. Similarly, the Krishna cult is also

associated with a galaxy of great Hindi writers, headed by Surdas, and

with sects like the Radhavallabhis and the Haridasis, which have also

produced valuable Hindi literature.

Lastly, the British connection of India by which the culture of

India came into contact with that of the West stimulated a literary

renaissance of which the principal exponent was Lallu Ji Lai to whom

we owe the foundation of modern Hindi prose and its literary dialect.

There was also a revival of Hindi poetry led by Ilarischandra, followed

by the rise of the Hindi Drama.

This, in brief, is the history of Hindi literature, of which the details

are admirably compressed witliin the comjmss of a small work of about

100 pages.

In a concluding chapter, Mr. Keay brings out the chief characteris-

tics of Hindi literature by a very skilful and penetrating analysis.

Among those he mentions its predominantly religious interest, which

explains how it was poetical in character practically up to the

19th century, and the limitation of its range even within the ambit

of religious subjects, the bulk of which is associatled only with Kama
and Krishna. But considering its vastness and variety even within this

limited range, there is no doubt that Hindi Literature deserves well of

Hindu India for having given to her the chief means of her self-expres-

sion, and securing thereby the continuity, integrity and independence of

her native culture under an alien domination.

R. K. M.

Six Historical Maps of India MacMillan and Co.

Messrs. MacMillan and Co. deserve to be congratulated upon
the excellent series of six maps illustrative of the difierent phases

of Indian History, executed with a
.
considerable degree of historical

accuracy and artistic finish. The maps refer to the following

periods :

—



(1) 827 B, C. to 140 A. D.—It wa$ the period which began ^th the

establishment of the mighty empire of Chandragupta Maurya, which, in

ite territorial extent, was larger than British India and had achieved the

fdrther distinction of bringing within its limits considerable territories

outside the borders of India itself, called in those days, Gedrosia, Asia,

Arachosia and Paropanisadi, and now identified with much of Afghanis-

tan, Baluchistan and beyond. The territorial extent of the empirO is

shown in a beautiful yellow colour on the map, from which is excluded

the south as being the conquest of Bindusara, the successor of Chandra-

gupta Maurya. This is, however, a mere theory advanced by the late

Dr. Vincent Smith on the supposition that the northern conquests of

Chandragupta Maurya might be considered to have been sufficient work

for a single individual. But the theory does not seem to be tenable if

we are to believe in the definite and long-continued tradition of Chan-

dragupta Maurya abdicating his throne, following the great Jain saint,

Bhadrabahu, in his southern migration, and finally settling down at

Srawan-Belgola for a life of spiritual contemplation. It may then bo

taken for granted that the great Mauryan emperor who was a master

of such an extensive empire must have chosen for retirement a place

which lay within its limits. It may be added that even Dr. Snaith, in

the third edition of his Early History

^

felt himself justified in admitting

the credibility of the traditions recorded in the Srawan-Belgola inscrip-

tions, The map also distinguishes the extent of the empire under

Asoka including the single addition he made to it by his conquest

of Kalinga (after which he foreswore all conquest), as also the part of

India which was independent of the empire, A valuable feature of

the map is the tracing by a clear red line of the routes followed by

Alexander in his campaigns. The period illustrated by the map
includes that of Kanishka’s empire, the limits of which are very clearly

traced, to the great advantage of students studying its complex and

confusing history. They will note with satisfaction how the Indian

empire of Kanishka wielded its sway over territories outside India

which were more extensive than those within India, from its metropolis

at Purushapura or Peshavar.

(2) 320 to 647 A,D.—These were the spacious times of the

two groat empires of the Guptas and of Harsha. The evolution of the

extent of the Gupta Empire is beautifully exhibited in the diSerent

stages represented by the nucleus of the kingdom formed by Chandra-

gupta I, the additions made by the conquests of Samudragupta,

the routes of whose Digvijaya towards the south are indicated by a

bold red line, ami, lastly, by the additions made by tlie conquests of
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Clmtidragupta II. On the map are also distinguished the protected and

tributary states of the Gupta Empire in the west and in the east,

together with the states that were independent. The boundaries of

Harsha’s Empire are also sharply distinguished. »

(3) 1000 to 1626 A.D.—This period witnessed the growth and decline

of the first Muslim power in India, which was represented by the

Turkish Sultans of Delhi. On the map are represented successively

the conquests of Mahomed of Ghazni, of Shiha-bu-ddin, of Il-tut*mish,

and of Alla-u-ddin, as also the route taken by Timur’s invasion.

There are also shown the states that remained independent of the

Muslim powers together with those which revolted from Delhi, the

period during which they maintained their independence being also

indicated by means of bracketed dates. The position of the several

Sultanates of the Deccan which arose on the ruins of the Bahmani

kingdom is also shown on the map. The extent of the territory

covered by the great Vijayanagar Empire of the south is also indicated

very clearly.

(4) The Period of the Mogul Empire.—Different colours are used in

the map to distinguish (1) Babar’s Empire reconquered by Akbar, (2)

additions made by Akbar himself, (3) additions undep Shah Jahan,

(4) additions under Aurangzeb and (5) independent states. The 16 subas

of Akbar’s Empire are indicated by Roman numerals, while bold lines

of different colours indicate the Portuguese, English, French, Dutch,

and Danish settlements during the period,

(5) 1795 to 1820 A.D ^This was the period which witnessed the

zenith of the Maratha power in 1795, and also the process of its

decline between 1803-1820. A variety of colours is used to indicate

tbe extent of (1) The Maratha power in 1795, (2) the Maratha states

after the Maratha wars, (3) British acquisitions fi‘om 1803 to 1820,

(4) the Nizam’s acquisitions, 1803, (5) autonomous states, 181 7-1820,

(6)

the Afghan Empire. The frontiers of Mysore are those of 1790, f.e.,

before the siege of Seringapatam, when it had its greatest territorial

extent. Lastly the British, French, Portuguese and Dutch Indias are

indicated by differently coloured lines.

(6) The period of the growth of British Power, of which are marked

out the different stages, associated with the acquisitions of territories

made by Clive, Wellesley, Hastings and Dalhousie. The various native

states are demarcated from British India, while additional British

acquisitions are indicated by dates.

Indian History as a study bristles with peculiar difficulties. It is

not always the history of a single country which can be traced and
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as a Jbamoiiioas whole ; not the history of the foiiaiiei i>f a

single politioal authority or dynasty of rulers, lending itself to any

unity or simplicity of treatment* How often does the history of India

ast a whole split up into a number of separate histories of her different

provinces, obscuring and obstructing our vision of the broad march of

Indian life and civilisation ! How rarely do we find the political unifi-

cation of the entire country realised under the dominion of a single»

paramount sovereign like a Chandiagupta Maurya or an Asoka, bat

how frequently do we find it destroyed by the rise of numerous subordin-

ate sovereignties of co-ordinate authority, each with ks own territorial

jurisdiction I Indian History, so full of-- changes, moulded by so

many influences, presents a complex web of which the different

strands cannot be distinguished without difficulty. These kaleidoscopic

changes of sovereignty and of its territorial basis are hard for the

student to follow and remember, except with the aid of maps enabling

him to visualise them. The student of history must constantly keep in

v'ew its geographical background, and must use these maps as

indispensable aids to his study.

R. K. M.

The Backward Peojiles and our Relations with them* (The World of

To-day series.)—By Sir Harry Johnston, Association Press, Cal-

cutta, and Oxford University Press.

It is no joke to create a scale of forwardness and backwardness

among the peoples of the earth, but Sir Harry Johnston has attempted

it at the beginning of this book. We look for India, and find that

it is placed in the third class—that attaining 97 per cent of civilisation

and culture. This is the position assigned to India as a whole, but

it is recognised that certain classes in India belong to the 100

per cent division. ** There are peoples in India leading still, at the pre-

sent day, a savage existence in the forests. There are others as culti-

vated and educated in their different ways as those of Western

and Southern Europe.’’—Having given a scale of backwardness, the

author describes the most important of the “backward peoples,”

and proceeds to trace the causes of backwardness—caiises in climate,

disease, invasion and so on. Next comes the matter of the relationship

between the forward and the backward nations, the du|y of the former

towards the latter, and the good and evil they have alr^dy done them.

This—and indeed tiie whole book--makes interesting ifading, not en-

tiedy ttupreiudiced but well-informed, sincere and vigorous. It is with

^ f ; 14:,
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mfytmoe to roli^on that the ptejudi&e asserts itseli It id pointed out

with obvious truth, that ** just as the bulk of the backward peoples mo’

of coloured or tinted skin, so in the mass they are not of the

Christian religion but one can scarcely consider the author quite Mr
to other religions. Further, space is so limited that statements as to subtle

and disputable matters are made in an exceedingly categorical manner.

There is, for example, something rather unsatisfactory (shall we say !)

about this very brief and decisive statement on the subject of caste.—

The Aryan conquest of India produced in time the iron laws of caste

which relegated two-thirds of the darker-skinned Indian population to a

condition of serfs and outcasts. This was an attempt—a futile attempt-

on the part of the original fair-skinned and often fair-haired Aryan

invaders to preserve their fair skins and tall stature. It may be said

tersely that Hinduism in religion has disqualified some 200,000,000 of

Indian natives of the present day from competing on equal terms with

their Muhammadan or Christian or Parsi compatriot*^, while it keeps

them far below the European in mind-status.’’

Sir Hariy Johnston finds much to praise and much to blame in the

treatment of the conquered by the white conqueror. Much to praise :

the invader has conferred many benefits. Missionaries of education

and mercy
;
men of science healing the diseases of the tropics and

turning their discoveries of wealth to native profit
;
great administrators

;

great soldiers and naval commanders who have won battles for human

freedom
;
these will be the items in the credit balance of the white

nations when we draw up the account of their relations with the Back-

ward peoples.” Against this there is a big record of injustice and

cruelty—the brutality, for example, shown by the employees of King

Leopold of Belgium towards the negroes of Congoland.

What of the future ? The backward peoples have come forward a

long way, but they would be wise to accept for some time longer the

advice, the guidance, of those white nations which have the best home

education, an unfettered press (the chief safeguard against abuse of

power), and the beginnings, at least, of a national conscience of what is

really right and wrong, according to the canons of Christianity.” (Here

a comparison is involved that is unfair to India in particular, though it

is of course true that even India will still profit by western advice and

guidance.) The comparatively backward races ought “ to free them-

selves from fetish and fancy, myth or error, nodsleading tradition or

absurd prejudice,” But the white man must be more righteous and

more courteou8.-~-in his speech and deeds than in many cases he haa

been. The backward peoples ** w41 no longer stand bullying, arrogance,
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unfaitiiiMNi ox dupnt$tion of their land and the hazard of tkek prezeuta^d

future chances of happiness and ease/* They **areri^t to insist on

good manners and probity in their instructors, and on being allowed to

share in the administration of their own lands when they have fitted

themselves for such work by their education and training. They are

right in refusing to allow money raised by the taxation and treasures of

their own lands to be spent on countries outside—as Congo revenues

were once spent on the adornment and equipment of Belgian cities and

pleasure resorts. They are right in demanding equal treatment with

the White man on an equal basis of education and ability. If, for example,

the White settler in their country has a vote, a Native—no matter what

his race—must have one likewise ^ he has attained the same educa-

tional qualification. If the public needs require that labour should be

forced for public works or public emergencies, the resident White man
must obey the call as much as the Native.”

Tie CAamars. (The Rdigious Life of India series.)~-By Q. W. Briggs, M.8c,

Association Press, Calcutta, and Oxford University Press.

This series is already familiar to the readers of this magasdne—the

scholarship, care and sympathy of its writers, the importance of the

service they are performing, the extraordinary interest, to all sorts of

readers, of their themes The particular task which Mr, Briggs set

himself was rendered difficult by its scope : while the Chamars of the

United Provinces were chiefly considered, he investigated also the

beliefs and practices of Chamars and leather-workers in other parts of

India. Naturally, too, there was much difficulty in obtaining precisely

accurate information. But every available means was adopted, from

the consultation of census reports and of the writings of various autho-

rities to the testing of the information of the latter, and the acquiring

of new Information, by patient questioning. Men of many sub-castes

and of all sorts, ” says the author, ‘‘ have been questioned, farmers,

tanners, shoemakers, wizards, gurus, and servants. Both the men of the

villages and the residents of the towns and cities have been interrogated.

The single aim has been in all cases to record the Chamar point of view.”

~There are a number of excellent photographic illustrations, and a

full bibliography is provided.

L Some Religious and Mord Teachings of Al--GhcmaU*^By Syed Nawab

AlirM*A. (Th^ Odektpad studm in Religion and PhUoaophg: X.)
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td>Belm3iiin, m.a. (fh QadsmA stadim in Bdyim m4
hmphy: XI.)

The puMicatioo of books in India constitutes but a thin stream

compared to their output in Europe and America. But during the

last few years there has been a commendable zest in India for writing

and publishing books on topics connected with the civilisation of the

East. A very fair eam^pj^ of this zest is to be found in The Gadmtd

studies in SeUgien and Philosophy

:

under the energetic editorship of

Prof, A. G. Widgery of Baroda. The series aims at a comparative

study of religions in a philosophic spirit and seeks to bring out the

essential unity of all religions. While a good deal has been done during

the last half century by Western and Eastern scholars to establish

and popularise the marvellous literature and philosophy of the Hindus

it can hardly be said that enough has been done to present Mahomedan

culture to the non-Mahomedan world In a spirit of genuine fairness.

Gibbon’s splendid eulogy of Saracenic virtues is easily forgotten, while the

Moslem fanaticism has come to occupy a disproportionate space in the

minds of men. European universities revel in the genius of Aristotle

but few care to remember the singular broad-mindedness of Arabic

scholars like Al-6hazzali, Averroes and Avicenna who rescued the sage of

Stagyrus from the intolerance of media3yal Europe. Prof. Nawab Ali

of Baroda and Prof. Jamil-ur-Rehman of Hyderabad have rendered a

distinct service to their own faith and the culture of the #orld by

translating some of the works of two such masters as
,
Al^Ghazzali and

Averroes. We have no doubt that such translations will popularise

Mahomedan culture and by showing how great ideas are common to all

really great civilisations establish the futility of such vain distinctions

as the culture of the East and of the West, Truth and nobility of

heart are far greater than religious bigotry or boastful patriotism.

AUGhazzali was early left an orphan, and it became his lot to be

educated by a Sufi. He had, however, too marked an individuality to

acoept Sufism in a second-hand way. He had his own poouliaz straggles

of thought and souL He passed through many doubts, felt the weak-

ness of dogmatic rationalisms, and Enally rested in a mystic adoration of

tbe divine. He did not hesitate to acoept the teaching of Aristotle in

many directions, but he fused it with the mysticism of the Sufis and

i Jfbund the truth of mysticism in the life and utterances of the Prophet nf

^4Mhia. These various strands in his thought mark out the tolerant

nl an age when l^linl faith counted for more than bnneat
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umitoi m detailed by tie tranalator, runs to nearly ten pageis. iSnt of

these only two have been of great importance, as is noted by Pmt
WHgeiy in his ixitrodnction. Prof. Nawab Ali has translated seleo^

tions from the Thya-u^lJlum-id'Din (the Renovation of the sciences

of Religion). They cover such topics as the nature of man, freedom,

pride, friendship, love, the unity of God, and Ri^a or joyous

submission to His Will, Ghazzali’s discussion of causation under Free^

dom and Responsibility is undoubtedly a piece of acute reasoning

worthy even of Spinoza. Real causation is ascribed to Qod alone, all

else which passes for causation is merely a ease of antecedents and

consequents. The logical rigour of the arguments is relieved by thought-

provoking allegory of the pen. The starting point of the allegory is a piece

of paper with something written on it. The paper disowns all respon-

sibility for it and holds the ink to account. But ink too repudiates

it^ so does the pen and the hand that had cut it. Hand accuses vitality

aS really responsible. Vitality declares itself as moved by Will, and

Will declares itself a helpless slave to mind as Reason and Enow,

ledge. What is knowledge, however, but a mere lamp, kindled

by we know not what ? So the allegory proceeds and the devotee

finds rest and place in the holiness of God. Here is Riza, un-

questioning joyous submission to God’s Will, the end-all and the be-

all ol a genuine mystic whether of the Bast or of the West. But woe

to him who boasts of his love of God. ‘‘
' He who feels the severity of

pain inflicted by Him.’ said Lunnun, *isno lover.’ ^ He who finds no

pleasure in sucb pain,’ returned the Sufi, ‘ is no lover
’

^ True,’ replied

Lunnun, * but I say to you that he who trumpets his love of Him is no

lover. * The Sufi felt the force of Lunnun’s words and fell down

prostrate before God and repented and did not talk again of his love.
”

(pp. 160-1). ** Virtues are the doors of paradise but pride and self-esteem

look them all.” (p, 80) Not the least interesting feature of the ook

under review is the side-light it throws with exquisite human to ^hes

on the life of Mahomed with his humility, his charity, his dmpl dty.

Mahomed the warrior was evidently an accident of the age, though hW
gospel has unfortunately come to have so much of militarist association

through the misguided zeal of his followers.

The second of Ghazzaii’s^ famous books is the Refutation of Fhilo-

sopu^rs. It is pathetic to note how ids zeal to protect religion^ And

espedally Uie religion of Mahomed, did not prevent lioaself from

c!«Med by his oonteiap<aatieiand by lat«r a|e( among plilosophara. Bveit

k'naa^ dki not hesitate to apeak of Mm m *'an |illdal'’ Biiteii
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honest (boaght on them both and Avmoes Mmielf in

his old ago did not escape Muslim opposition. He too in spite of bit

subtle endeavours to screen the Quran from the ravages of interpretai'i

was dubbed an infidel ! #

The book on Averroes under review oonsiats of two parts
: (1) A

Decisive Discourse on the Delineation of the Belation between Religion and

Philosophy; (2) An Exposition of the Methods of Argument concerning the

Doctrines of the Faith, and a Determination of Doubts and misleading

Innovation brought into the Faith through Interpretations.

In the Discourse Averroes seeks to establish the right of philosophy

to exist, nay, how philosophy is made obligatory by the shariat. The

argument is hardly convincing, but brings out that splendid spirit of

tolerance and culture that must have marked the palmy days of

Saracenic civilisation. Speaking of the necessity of learning from the

efiorts of a previous thinker, he writes :
“ It is quite immaterial whether

that man is our co-religionist or not, for the instrument by which puri*

fioation is perfected is not made uncertain in its usefulness by its being

in the hands of one of our own party, or of a foreigner, if it possesses the

attributes of truth, {pp. 18-19) and he pens a tribute of gratitude to the

ancients : the Greeks. He recognises three methods of believing; philo-

sophy, dogmatic discourse, and belief through exhortation and in-

ferences, and considers it to be the supreme merit of the Quran that it

employs all the three methods. “ Rational investigation is not contrary

to Law, for truth cannot contradict truth, but verifies it and bears

testimony to it ’*
(p. 26). If there is any apparent contradiction, it is

to be solved by the cannons of interpreting the sacred text. It is at

this stage that Averroes fails as a philosopher. He elaborately dis-

tinguishes—both in the Discourse and the Exposition—between the

exoteric passages which must not be interpreted, but taken literally,

and the esoteric passages, which need an interpretation. Woe to him

who dares to interpret the exoteric passages. Abu Hamid (Al-Ghaz*

zali) dared to do it, therefore the fiat of Averroes goes forth that Abu

Hamid’s books shall not be read by men who are not learned, and if the

learned read them, presumably they are to do so only to refute ! It

is this narrowness which vitiates the philosophic worth of the two

translated works, and gives them an air of those futile theological

disputes that marred the mediaeval ages of Europe.

The whole of the exposition is actuated by the desire of keeping

t^e rank and file content with dogma and of retaining philosophy as a

luxury for ike learned faithful It was easy enough for Averroes to

make out that all the interpretations he did not approve of marked
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tiieir m infideK But he failed to see that onee he admitted

the neoeaaity and relevance of interpretations, he could not place artificial

barriers against particular interpretations. It was a curious irony of

fete that Averroes was so worried about the orthodoxy of the faithful

and put himself as their champion against “infidels** like Al-Qhazzali,

and yet his own interpretations were resented by the populace, and

Averroes in hie old age was disgraced as an “infidel.**

Averroes* two works translated by Prof. Rehman are not of any

particular interest to non-Muslims. They palpably lack that universa-'

lity which marks the utterances of Al-Ghazzali. Ghkzzali undoubtedly

shines by contrast, but the man who helped to establish Aristotle in his

native Europe cannot afiord to be forgotten, and the learned translator

deserves to be congratulated on reviving the memory of a great scholar

and a pious Muslim.

Prof. Widgery deserves to be thanked by all lovers of pure culture

for his encouragement to his Mahomedan colleagues. There are many

more such classics, yet awaiting translation ; we trust they too will one

day find a place in the Gaekwad studies in Religion and Philosophy.

A.
« « *

Goods and Bads, Outlines of a Philosophy of Life—By A. G, Widgery

Baroda. Rs. 5.

The Heart of the Bhagavad-Gita,—By Pandit^ Lingesh Mahabhagavat

of Kuxtkoti. Baroda. Rs. 24-0.

Prof. Widgery’s book is a notable contribution to the Philo-

sophy of values which has to-day become the central problem of philo-

sophy, He gives us a clear and comprehensive classification ard survey

of the values of life and brings home to our minds their inter-relation

and ultimate significance. As becomes a student of Eucken, Mr. Widgery

lays stress on the active side of our nature. “ Truth is reached more by

vital energies welling up when the soul is concentrated on good purposes

in life.*' Mr. Widgery is an uncompromising advocate of human free-

dom and insists that evil is a positive element in life. According to

him the worst of the theories which teach us that evil is negative is not

only that they are intellectually false but that they weaken the spring

of moral energy. “ They tend rather, when seriously believed, to the

attempt by mere contemplation to come to some form of mystical union

or identity with the absolute for which, ex hypothesis evil does not exist.

In other words, they militate against an active type of life devoted to

the actual realisation of goods and the eradication bads.’*

The following passage sums up the professor*# conception of

ultimate reality.

—
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4^^ The mnmpkm of Eeidity zo&obed is iliat pf a mipremo lUB^id, to

motive retationsbip with other minda dependent upon Him, bnt neter*^

theless able to diverge in their activities from the main course of His

Activity. It may be supposed that all other minds but Ck>d axe limited

In their inter-relationships, only receiving impressions from and making

impressions upon comparatively few minds other than themselves. The

contact may, however, grow in extent, and there is no reason why event-

ual! every mind should not come into direct contact with every other

miB^ As long as this is not the case, error is passible through any

individual mind making judgments going beyond the range of its experi-

ence. God may be conceived as in direct contact with all minds, as

dependent on Him. But the fact of this Divine contact and the nature

of the influence involved is only to be explicitly known by the indivi-

dual mind by its free activity turned towards God. In such contact

also, directly and indirectly, the central meaning of Bcality may come

to be known. Similarly the character of the aims of lesser minds is only to

be clearly understood by a definite effort. The knowledge of truths and

the avoidance of error imply a constant endeavour to come into more

direct contact with more and more of the constituents of Reality.

This contact, is fortunately, productive of much more than a knowledge

of truths ; it leads also to the experiences of the beautiful, to moral and

to religious values.*^

If it were not ungracious to quarrel with a book so full of interest

and suggestiveness, one might be tempted to remark that Mr. Widgery

is unduly severe on absolute idealism. Surely a system which has for

its interpreters men like Green, Caird and Bosanquet, deserves a more

considerate treatment than that given in the book. Mr. Widgeiy

iterates the familiar objection against absolute idealism that it does

away with the distinction between right and wrong. And yet it is

written in Green’s philosophy that the divine manifests itself in the

moral experience of men. “ The consciousness of God is not a know-

ledge of him of a kind with our knowledge of matters of fact, and yet

is the most real, because the most operative, of all spiritual principles

;

a ooasoioiisnoas not definable like an ordinary conception, but which

defines itself, in a moral life expressive of it, which is not indeed an

external proof of the existence of God, but is in principle that existence

itself, a first communication of the Godhead. Such consciousness has

in manifold forms been the moralising agent in human society, nay the

formative principle of that society itself.” In the face of statements

like these it is idle to say that absolutism may be charged with

exadicating the distinction between right and wrong.
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In “The Heart of the Bhagdmd Oita'' the Mahabha^vat sets

himself to answer the question “ what is the value of the Oita as a

guide to practical life ? ” Truth is the ultimate goal of religion and

pjiilosophy; but the methods of approach vary according to the

capacities and temperaments of the seekers after it. The practical

efficacy of the Gita according to the Mahabhagavat consists in the fact

that it recognizes these differences and prescribes different ways of

realizing truth.

“ Its (the Gita's) object is to show how the highest of the Vedantic

truths are at the same time the simplest of all, how every one of them

can be applied and is meant to be ao applied to this very practical

work-a-day world, and how religion means no more than philosophy

applied to every day life.

“It classifies religious aspirants into four broad divisions, the

active man, the emotional man, the mystic, and the man of reason.

These four classes are not mutually exclusive of one another, for all

the four characteristics do actually exist in every mind to some extent

or other. The classification however is based on the predominance in

individual souls of one of the four natures, and though no two minds

may be said to be exactly similar in all particulars, yet the Gita

considers that, for all practical purposes, it will be sufficient to divide

human minds into these four types. And there is a Yoga for each of

these types, though the goal to be attained is in each case the sanie.'^

The Mahabhagavat makes a somewhat disparaging reference to

Pandit Sitanath Tatvabhusban’s book “Krishna and the Gita," which

contains a more critical and less inadequate appreciation of the

teachings of the Divine Song.

The Bhagavad Git i enforces two great lessons, first, that there is

a divine element in duty, and secondly, that the situation of man is

the preceptor of his duty. More, however, than a philosophical

treatise, the Gita is a magnificent poem and it requires the imagination

of a poet and the fervour of a prophet to realize its dramatic setting and

interpret its essential message. Such an interpretation has yet to come

!

N. N. M.

The Clarendon Series of English Literature—Wordsworth: Poetry and

Prose, with Essays by Coleridge, Hazlitt and De Quincey—Edited

by David Nichol Smith. Clarendon Press, Oxford*

This is an admirable series of class books, presenting in single short

volumes “ a representative selection from the greatest authors, together

15
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ydth the best criticism of their woric/* The plan not only reduces to a

minimum the usual editorial occupation of elaborating the introduction

to the writer, but provides the student with good material for independ-

ent judgment, comparing critic with critic and, what is far moie

important, testing the critic by inimediate reference to the author. With

the help of these volumes criticism and text need not be studies

apart.

The series was well inaugurated by Milton : Poetry and Proses with

essays hy Johnson, Eaditt and Macaulay, an excellent volume which our

English Board of Studies has already captured for the undergraduate.

The epic sublimity and architectonic grandeur of Milton are, perhaps,

better appreciated in the mass than by sample, but Wordsworth is a

poet made for selection and gaining by it immensely, as Arnold pointed

out long ago. His prose, also, has more vital connection with his

poetry than Milton’s, discussing as it does the theories and aims under-

lying his poetic practice, whereas the latter is mainly occupied with

political disputes and liberty’s defence and only occasionally touches

upon the poet’s literary studies and ambitions. Poetry, and poet’s

prose and critics’, very happily illustrate each other in this volume.

The selections from Wordsworth’s poems, given in chronological

order, are fairly representative, containing the usual favourites of

the Wordsworth-lover. Of course, a lover would not be a lover if he

did not insist upon his own favourites, and we confess to a feeling that

the Ode on Collins and The Old Cumberland Beggar might well have made

room for, say, the Poet's Epitaph, with its splendid description of the

poet himself, or the Sparrow's Nest, in which he pays that handsome

tribute to his sister Dorothy who gave him so much. We would have

tacked on to the Cuckoo, that awakener of mystery, the later Mountain

Echo, ‘'answering to the shouting Cuckoo”—“like, but oh! how
different!” But we are quite pleased with the present selection, and

understand that a few ol the minor glories are there to represent

certain stages and sides of Wordsworth.

Among the prose specimens, there is an extract from the Conven-

tion of Cintra to relate to the sonnets dedicated to Liberty and National

Independence and to remind the reader that Wordsworth was not a

mere recluse, dreaming on Nature, but a fiery heart, crying out for the

regeneration of man, not in Utopia but here, in the very world of all of

us, where in the end we find our happiness ox not at all I And there is

Ms letter to Lady Beaumont, in which the “ prophet of delight and

mirth, ill-requited upon earth, assures her—“ My ears are stone-dead

to this idle buzz. ... I doubt not that you will share with me an
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invincible confidence that my writings will co-operate with the benign

tendencies in human nature and society wherever formed ; and that

they will, in their degree, be efficacious in making men wiser, better and

l^^ppier,” Bold prophecv, so happily fulfilled !

B. M. S.

Representative Classical Essays—Selected by F. F. Monk, m.a* (Oxon),

MacMillan and Co.

Mr. Monk believes that “ in the interests of English education in

India, a more definite distinction than has yet been made needs

to be drawn between the mastering of English as a language and the

study of it as a literature.'' He has accordingly chosen, for the inter-

mediate student, thirty essays from Steele, Addison, Johnson,

Goldsmith, Haditt, Lamb, Leigh Hunt and Washington Irving not

too difficult and fairly representative of the writers. There is a short

introduction which deals with the nature of the essay and the historical

setting and literary work of the authors represented. The inevitable

notes appear at the end, but they are very brief, being confined to

the explanation of allusions, Latin phrases, and contemporary

incidents.

For the purpose intended by the editor the book is excellently

suited, and it ought to serve as a good college text. Even those who

are inclined to put the literary value of English studies higher will

welcome it, as the specimens included are not merely easy English, but

also good literature.

A Brief Sketch of Social and Industrial History By Edward Cressy.

MacMillan & Co. 3s. fid.

Change of conditions produces an altered outlook on social life,

as a result of which fresh demands will arise and press for satisfaction

,

and hence the books that were considered sufficient for ordinary needs

some time ago cannot satisfy us now. This is as true of books on

scientific and historical subjects as of pure literature. The book under

review attempts, as the publishers’ note explains, to provide “ for the

large extension of the work of the Elementary School ” in consequence

of the Education Act of 1918. Young students are Jtto longer content

with getting together a few disorganised facts about industrial and

social history ; on the contrary, they desire to have at their command

definite information about certain things, so that they may speak of
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them with confident knowledge. This “ Brief Sketch ** takes us through

all the stages of human industry, from the fishing and hunting of the

primitive cave-dwellers, through the manorial system of the Middle

Ages, to the highly complicated factory organisations of modern time$i.

Intertwined with the history of industrial advancement appears the

social history of England. As the book is unencumbered with the

mentioning of too many facts, it makes delightful reading to persons

interested in the subject. At the same time, it is by no moans a

fragmentary volume. The stages of industrial and social development

;

obsolete types of organisation
;
great inventions like the steam-engine,

the safety-lamp, the railway and the telegraph, and their effect on life
;

great events like the Black Death and the Industrial Revolution and

their influence—all are treated succinctly and clearly, and with a keen

sense of chronology. The plan of devoting the larger portion of the

book to the period after 1700 cannot but meet with approval. We may
remind our readers that the author, Mr. Edward Cressy, has already

made his mark as the writer of a good text- book on Industrial History.

We feel pleased to recommend the present book to young students and

readers.

G. S.

The British Empire. A Short llisioru—By J. P. Bulkelcy, m.a. With

an introduction by Sir Charles Lucas, k.c.b.. k.c.m.g. Oxford

University Press.

Mr. Bulkeley was an educational officer in Burma. His book has

grown out of a course of lessons given during the winter term of 1916

at Wellington College, Berkshire. In preparing it he has consulted the

standard works on the subject and has used his personal observation of

many parts of the Empire and of certain French and Portuguese

colonies. The author intends the book for class-room use in secondary

and continuation schools in order that the students may imbibe

the “ Imperial Idea.” Teachers in High Schools and general readers will

find it a good introduction to the history of the British Empire.

The central theme is the expansion of the' British power in the

different continents. The ordinary text books on this subject emphasise

the daring enterprises and personal achievements of the heroes of the

British race who founded the Empire. But in order that this book may

be interesting and useful to the students of all the races occupying the

different parts of the Empire, the author concentrates on two main in-

terests—^the influence of geographical conditions on human life, and the
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growth of political institutions in the different parts of the Empire.

The topics treated in the book may conveniently be placed under three

heads—(1) The part played by England in the competition of races

in discoveriiig now lands and establishing colonies abroad (chaps.

1,2, 3 and 4). 2) The separate histories in detail of the establishment

of the British Empire in the different continents (chaps. 5, 6, 7 and 8).

(3) A comparison of the growth of Empires in the nineteenth century

(chap.

The book is written in the form of a continuouvs narrative
;

bi the

method adopted is purely historical. He begins with a brief ac >unt

of the early centres of civilization along the banks of the Nile, the

Euphrates, the Tigris, and the Indus, and mentions the tliree great land

empires—the Babylonian, the Assyrian and the Persian. Next he traces

the rise and fall of the Greek, Macedonian and Roman em])ires, and

points out the part played by the Saxon and Norman races in founding

kingdoms before the age of discovery. Then he describes the principles

of the four periods of English colonisation in the 16th, 17th, 18th and

19th centuries. In chapters 5, 6 and 8 he traces the foundation and

progress of the British Empire in North America, Australia and South

Africa, pointing out in each case the influences of geographical features

on the early settlers, the struggle between the European races in the early

period, the establishment of order and peace, and the growth of repre-

sentative and responsible government after a period of struggle with the

mother country. In chapter 7 he gives an account of the establishment

of the British Empire in India
;
but High School students of India, study-

ing Indian History, will find it elementary. In the last chapter, under

the title “ Modern Imperialism,” ho discusses the meaning of the term

Enijpirey and compares the growth of the Britsh Empire with that of the

colonial empires of France, Russia, Germany, Italy, Japan and the

United States of America. Then he briefly describes the chief features

of the British Empire, namely, its rapid expansion, its principle of the

freedom of the seas, its free trade policy, its treatment of the backward

races and its philanthropic principle of encouraging nationality and self-

government. At the end of the book he raises the tw^o chief problems

now confronting the Empire, namely, the relations between the Home

Government and the Dominions and the desire of the non-European

subjects of the Empire (especially those in India) for self-government.

The author attempts historical generalisations whenever possible,

and mentions subjects of modern political controversy. One or tw^o

illustrations will not be out of place here. While describing the settle-

ment of the British races in Australia, he condemns in strong terms
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tie blotting out of the Tasmanian natives between the years 1804

and 1876. He also introduces the recent problem of Australia, ** the

question of Asiatic Immigration/* Again, dealing with the aspirations

of Indians for self-government, he says,
—

** Political unrest in Indj[a

arises mainly from a growing sense of nationality, the inevitable result

of a deliberate educational policy, which has provided India with a

literature reflecting the most liberal western ideas
;

it may therefore

be considered, within limits, as a healthy sign. No intelligent student

of history or current opinion in England can doubt the honest desire of

the majority of the English people to grant self-government to India

and Egypt, as soon as they are fit to benefit thereby. In the case of

India we are definitely pledged, by the Secretary of State’s announce-

ment in August 1917, gradually to introduce responsible government.

But very careful consideration and caution are evidently essential in

this business of emancipating India and Egypt from foreign control.

It would be criminal for any statesman to proceed rashly or rapidly

with such a delicate task. Progress must be gradual and safeguarded

by proper precautions.”

The author seeks to show that the keynote of the Empire

is unity in diversity, and that English history and Empire history are

one and the same. But it would have been better if he had added

another chapter pointing out the necessity for permanent union of

all the parts of the Empire, and the advantages that each part,

including Britain, would derive from loyalty to the Imperial Gov-
ernment and the sacrifice of separate interests to the interests of the

Empire as a whole. As it is, this is a good reference book for the history

students of the Entrance Class.

M. A. N,
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Maharaja’s Colles^e.

The Karnataka Association,—The Association has been turning out

fairly good work. It has already met three times. Mr. B. M. Srikan-

tiah, M.A., B.L. has kindly consented to continue as the President of the

Association. Mr. B. Krishnappa, m.a. and Pandit K. Varadachar are its

Vice-Presidents.

The current year’s programme of work includes ten lectures and

two parliamentary debates. The Association is sanguine enough to

think of editing a quarterly magazine.

The first lecture was given on the 10th of August. The subject

was The Importance of the Dasa-Kirtanas.” It was clearly brought

out that the outpourings of the divine devotees contain gems of worldly

experience also, that they emphasise the dignity of man as man, and

that they deserve a prominent place in the Kannada Literature.

On the 24th of August there was a parliamentary debate

with the president in the chair. The problem lackled was,—whether

Government should interfere to free society from the “ pest ” of beggars.

During the course of a hot discussion, lasting an hour and a half, it was

made plain that the beggar class includes people who by reason of

youth, age, sickness or disability cannot work, and able-bodied truants

who will not work, that relief should be afforded to the former class

either by private associations or by the government, and that the able-

bodied recreants must be forbidden to beg.

M, SiTHARAMAIENOAll,

Hon, Secretary,

The Sanskrit Association Ten meetings of the association were

held in 1920-21, in each of which papers were read and eagerly

discussed. Of the papers we single out for special mention the last one

on Indian Dualism, ” prepared by Mr. V. Sethu Rao, the Head Clerk

of the College. Our heartfelt congratulations are due to him on such a

thoughtful paper. The meeting was presided over by Prof. S. Radha-

krishnan, whose remarks were not only eloquent but also characteristically

319
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profound, suggestive and scholarly. Our thanks to him—and may we

say that his departure means as much loss to the students of Sanskrit

as to the students of philosophy.

During the past year the association conducted weekly conversa-

tional gatherings in Sanskrit, under the kind supervision of Mr. C. R.

Narasimha Sastry, m.a. Part of the programme was to read short essays,

which gave rise to discussions.

On the 29th July, 1921 the annual business meeting was held and

new elections were made. For the services of Mr. S. Ranga Rao, the

outgoing secretary, the highest appreciation was recorded. The present

committee hope to follow the excellent traditions of the association.

M. Nageshachar,

Hon. Secretary.

9((

The Philosophical Association At the first meeting, with Prof.

A. R. Wadia in the chair, Mr. M. A, Venkata Rao of the M. A. class

was elected Secretary. The new secretary began the work of the year with

a short speech on how morality is possible.'’ He tried to disimplicate

the conditions subjective and objective involved in the fact of morality

as such. On the subjective side self-consciousness on the basis of freedom

was shown to be necessary. The urge of the universal was the next

necessary postulate if the common ideals of mankind were to be possible.

Next, if the urge of the universal was to have really the validity and the

categorical authority it claims, it must be rooted in reality. On the

objective side, the universe must be a single system of unalterable

relations. Otherwise knowledge as the systematic disiinplicatioii of the

real was impossible. Again, its order and regularity was necessary if it

was to serve the ends of the spirit. These two lines of thought led

straig ht to the postulate of the Absolute as the concrete spirit living in

all th Qgs. Thus the speaker attempted to show how a whole system

of metaphysic is neccessary if we are to render the fact of morality

intelligible.

The discussion was most stimulating and illuminating. Messrs. Sita-

rama Iyengar, Valiulla and Gr. Ramiah took part in the discussion.

Prof. Wadia, in his instructive speech, challenged some of the dicta

of the speaker, and remarked, while agreeing with him on fundamentals,

that his method was too abstract.

At the second meeting Mr. ?. Narasimhiah, m.a., the Assistant

Professor of Philosophy, presided, and Mr. Yamuna Char, b.a., of the

M. A. class, read a paper on mysticism. Mysticism was defined as a
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profouttd realisation of the unity of all things in God« It was shown

that mysticism is neither fatuous gazing nor mere emotional raving but

the vision of ** the light that never was on sea or land.’* The lecturer

attempted to show the continuity of the mystic experience with that of

everyday life. The paper was full of apt and illuminating quotations.

The discussion centred on the metaphysical validity of the mystic

experience. It was agreed on all hands that the mystic experience, if it

was not moonshine, must imply—not rationally and explicitly of course

—a metaphysic, a correct vision of the structure and meaning of the

universe. ^

The President made a lucid and interesting speech. He said that

mysticism need not and cannot imply any metaphysic, for the rational

construction of the metaphysic would destroy the unitary life of spirit.

He defined mysticism as a profound sense of the unity of things and

emphasised the unitary life of personality. He also dismissed the ordi-

nary disparagement of mysticism as absurd, and held that mystics con-

stitute the true vanguard of humanity.
M, A. Venkata Rao,

Hon, Secretary,

H* *

Sports,—There is a decided fall in the numbers of those who engage

in sports, partly as a result of a good many of the leading sportsmen

passing out of the college and not being replaced by recruits in the first

year. With a view to testing the efficiency of the freshmen, matches

between them and the rest of the college were arranged in cricket,

hookey and football. The results have not been encouraging,

and the freshmen cannot contribute more than two or three to the

college teams. The tennis courts cannot boast of many fresh enrol-

ments. Hockey, however, is popular, owing, probably, to the short

apprenticeship it demands.
H. V. B.

Maharani’s College.

A Kannada Section of our Debating Society was opened this

year, and at its first meeting, which was prerided over by

Sri K, D. Rukminiamma, was read a paper on Marriage ” by

Sri Channamma of the Second Year Class. A very hot discussion

followed, in the course of which the point was raised hpw far marriage

was conducive to the salvation of the soul. The general trend of

16
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opinion was that there was no relationship between the two ideas. A

few observations from the chair closed the meeting.

On the English side, the subject of debate taken up at the next

meeting was Co-education.’* In her essay Sri Channamma, tiie

Secretary of the society, condemned the principle altogether. She

took her firm stand on preserving woman's individuality unimpaired.

On being pressed to give his opinion in the matter, Mr. H. S.

Nanjundiah, ouc English Lecturer, endorsed this view. Mrs. Hensman,

our English Professor, who also was present on the occasion, pointed

out the absence of sound arguments against Co-education in the paper

read by the Secretary. As the subject was too important to be disposed

of in an off-hand manner, it was decided by Sri K. D. Riikminiamma

who occupied the chair to resume discussion of the same topic at the

meeting in September.

K. Channamma.

Once again our tennis court has begun to look lively with the

re-opening of the college. Tennis seems to be the most popular game with

us, and so our tennis court rarely lies idle on bright days. We wish we

had a larger playground, so that some of us might vary our tastes a bit

and take to badminton and basket-ball.

E. Lobnen.

>i( lit i(( 1^

The Literary Association was addressed at its first meeting by
Prof. B. M, Srikantia, m.a., b.l. The subject---‘‘ Lucian the Scoffer

was presented in a most interesting fashion, and Mr. Srikantia’s lecture

was a source of delight and instruction.

A, Kanakamma.
* * H. *

The Historical Section has begun the year’s work well. Dr. Radha
Kumud Mookerji was kind enough to be the first to address us. He
gave us a very instructive lecture on the relation that exists between

Political Science and Political History.

At another meeting a paper on ** Progress ” was read by Sri

Manjamma of the Third Year Class. Sri U. Abhayambal presided and
wound up with an enlightening and scholarly speech,

A. Kanakamma.
* i)i ^

The first social function was an excursion to the Jagan Mohan
Palace. We took a keen interest in examining the pictures of the
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time of H, H. Chamaraja Wodeyar, and the quaint dresses of the olden

days. The inlaid furniture was worth seeing, and the beautiful

tapestry, which was said to be more than one hundred years old,

took our fancy. Some time was most pleasantly spent in looking at

the various musical instruments, the china cups and saucers, and

the fine specimens of sandalwood carving. It was time to go before we

had seen half the things there. The excursion ended with light

refreshments, which we enjoyed in the corridor above the marriage

pavilion. We were sorry wa had not more time to spend in that

delightful place.

Gladys Arbuthnot.

The University Union, Mysore.

Meetings .—The first debate for the year was held on llth July 1921

with the President, Mr. J. C. Rollo, in the chair, the subject of the bill

being— That inter-caste marriages shall be legalised.
”

The debate was conducted with much heat, more especially on the

part of the movers. The subject lent itself to remarks which, owang to

peculiar local social conditions, produced plenty of laughter. The

motion was defeated by 48 votes to 33.

The second meeting was an impromptu debate held, also under

the chairmanship of our President, on Monday the 18th July, 1921, at

8-30 p.M. It was the first of its kind to be held in the Union,

and was intended as an experiment. In spite of the inclemency

of the weather, the attendance was large and not a little charm

was added to the proceedings by the moonlight. Five minutes was

the limit allowed to each speaker. There were many “ ready wits

who successfully stood the impromptu ordeal. Many had to

uphold statements warranted neither by sense nor by conviction and

their attempts, sometimes brilliant and sometimes awkward, added

considerably to the fun. The speaker for the negative was nominated

only after the affirmative had finished and therefore tense excitement

prevailed during the progress of the speech for the affirmative. It

caused not a little merriment to find a speaker disconcerted at having

been called upon to maintain a theme like “ nonsense is much better

than nothing.

The meeting was unquestionably a success, and the members retired

with a desire to hold many more such in the course of the year.

The Debate Sub-Committee of the Union is arranging a programme

of debates and other meetings, It may be suggested that if members
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who Ate nozi^sttidents can make it convenient to take active interest

with regard to this section, they will be contributing much to the life

and prosperity of the Union.

The third debate was on the effectiveness of the spinning wheel for

furthering the cause of swaraj. It was held on 4th August under the

chairmanship of the Principal, Mr. N. 8. Subba Rao, m.a., Bar-at-Law.

Owing to the tense political excitement that prevailed at that moment,

the meeting was largely attended. As usual, limitations of time barred

many an enthusiast from taking part in the discussion. Unlike some of

the other political debates, in which the House started with a

preconceived bias in favour of or against the motion, this one made

a good contest. The number of votes against the motion was 51 as

against 92 on the other side, and, from the nature of the opposition

and the numbers that it significantly recorded on its side, it was clear

that the House had bestowed considerable attention on the subject.

After announcing the votes, the Principal made a short speech in

which he drew the attention of the House to many an aspect of the

question which it had ignored. He said that even after weighing care-

fully all arguments adduced iu favour of the proposition he could not

admit that it would be an effective practical solution of the problem

before the country. He gave a graphic discourse on the strength of the

economic position of England, and pointed out the futility of contending

against such strength with such slender instruments as those the House

was then considering. He suggested that the problem of clothing

now menacing the country would be most adequately solved if people

could adopt the modern factory system run on improved lines. With

the factory administration brought under the limelight of public

scrutiny it would get rid of most of its defects, particularly the inhuman-

ity and the tyranny of the capitalist
;
and with the capital broken up

into shares, and held within reach of every man, we should get rid of

the other trouble about the capitalist's monopoly. The thanks of the

members are due to the Principal for affording them such genial and

authoritative advice on the most burning topic of the day, and for

having effectively corrected those who would otherwise have crammed

themselves with less rational opinion.

The last meeting for the month of August was that at which the

iuaugural address for the year was given. It was held under the

august presidentship of the Vic#-Chancellor, Dr, Biajendranath Seal.

The Chairman opened his prefatory remarks with a scholarly elucidation

of the ideals of a University Union, and laid special stress on the fact that

a Union was nothing if it was not Universal," and that any kind of
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uaiiio. He referred to the University Union as a hall of oharteirod free-

dom for the happy impact ** of man with man, of mind with mind and

of man with nature, ** and as a.centre where the cultoro
**
of the widest

commonalty ** must be spread. He invited the professors of the college

to leave their academic shackles and unite with the students on terms

of perfect healthy sociability. He referred to the Magazine, the Debate,

tlio Histrionic and the Game sections of the Union as mere “ scaffold-

ings which must be utilised not for purposes <rf a sort of “ variety show

entertainment,” as was often done, but for the higheri^urpose of raising

an edifice of culture that must unite the teachers and the taught to feel

the throb of life around them, a throb neither characteristically eastern

nor western, but a happy blending of both.

Mr. Rollo then read the Inaugural Address (which is printed in

this Magazine), and thus took the lead in associating his professorial

personality with the life of the Union. The meeting terminated with a

vote of thanks to the distinguished chairman and the much esteemed

professor.

Before concluding these remarks on the literary activities of the

Union, the out-going sub-committee for debates and lectures may

attempt a review of its work in the course of last year. It has done

its best to create the right atmosphere for lectures and debates, and

has built up a tradition for active literary and other discussions. And

through the continual solicitude of Prof. B. M. Srikantia, m.a,

and Mr, N. Narasimha Moorty, m.a., b.l., who worked as members

of the Debate Sub-Committee, it has realised its ideal of brotherhood

between the young and the old. The Vice-President of the Union,

Prof. S. Radhakrishnan, left us last March. He was one of the “ best

friends ” of the Union, He never denied us his company or his advice,

whether it was during^a general meeting or a meeting of the sub-committee.

He leaves behind him the memory of a personality whose intellect

was as remarkable for its power as for its wit, and whose heart was so

spacious as to find room for every student of the college. Our hearty

thanks to him. And finally a word of gratitude is due from us to Mr,

Rollo. We cannot better acknowledge his services to the literary and

debate section than by being pemaitted to exclaim, in terms of the

popular saying, that Mr, Rollo was the Union and the Union was he.”

H.V, Bhashyam,

Convener of (he Debate Sub-Committee*
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(Since the teoeipt of Mr Bhashyam’s report, several meetings have

been held, which we have not space to chronicle in detail. Mr.

Mohamed Valiulla read an interesting paper on Bolshevism, There was,

however, practically no discussion, only two members speaking, including

the President, who occupied the chair. Mr. H. V. Bhashyam Iyengar,

B.A., read a paper on the question whether women’s parts should be

played by boys or by women in the Indian theatre. Mr. Bhashyam

(whose paper will appear in the next issue of this Magazine) was strongly

in favour of introducing actresses, while this was opposed by most of

the speakers. The President, while observing the neutrality befitting a

European on this matter, pointed out that a certain amount of the

opposition was prejudice, not argument. A debate as to whether Gov-

ernment shotdd take measures to abolish Beggary in India elicited so

much speaking that its conclusion had to be postponed till after the

Dasara holidays.)

:«( « « «

Indoor Garms .—The Union has provided tables for draughts, chess,

dominoes and ping-pong, and before long arrangements will be made for

other games as well. This section of the Union’s activities is managed by

a sub-committec. It may be interesting to learn that the sub-committee

is keen on introducing a number of Indian games as well, and is busy

collecting information on this matter.

No definite rules have yet been framed against the monopolising

tendency of some of the players at the game tables. Though, as a

matter of fact, rules are pestilential to one who seeks recreation in the

Union, they are found, all the same, very necessary. But after all, the

only satisfactory solution of this problem is an appeal to the good sense

of the players.

An interesting feature of last year's activities was the institution of

tournaments in various games. The competition was free, and prizes

were liberally distributed by our enthusiastic President, Mr. J C. Rollo,

who is himself a very keen sportsman.

It has been the boast of the members who go in for the indoor

games that they contribute more than anything else to the life of the

Union—and by life they mean, of course, much more than the din they

make. The right wing of the Union is undoubtedly the most popular

centre.

H. V. B.

In the course of the report which is summarised above, Mr.

E. V. Pattabhi Rama Iyer, Convener of the Games sub-committee,

writes

—
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If the magazine section of the Union stores members’ minds

with information of all kinds and strengthens the power of judgment on

afiairs of public importance, if the debates of the Union call forth the

capacity of developing and working up parliamentary institutions, if the

Co-operative Society discovers future men of business, the games section

certainly justifies itself in bringing out the latent sporting instincts of

fair-mindedness, justness of action, strong fellow-feeling and self-sacrifice

which constitute the social life of a nation.”

Note.—Science and Educational Notes have been excluded

from this issue by other matter.
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EDITORIAL.

Dr. Mookerji.—The departure of Dr. Mookerji to Lucknow means

a most serious loss to the University, and it was with much personal

regret also that we in Mysore bade him farewell Dr. Mookerji is a

scholar of whom any university might be proud, and during his four

years in Mysore he was engaged in constant research, the resulting volumes

bringing credit to the University as to himself. But he was no recluse

in disposition or manner, and he won the affection of his students as

well as their respect. We shall always remember his unhesitating wil-

lingness to help this Magazine by reviewing books relating to Indian

history : his reviews were so careful and so scholarly as to be of excep-

tional value. The most cordial good wishes of all of us go with him,

and whenever, as he half promised, he visits Mysore, he will have the

warmest of welcomes.

#

The Convocation Address—The Annual Convocation of the Uni-

versity was held on October 14th, and, as Sir Leslie Miller did last year, the

Vice-Chancellor both presented the Annual Report and gave the Convo-

cation Address. In the Report there is nothing that calls for special

comment : it speaks of successful work continued and of no change of

policy. The Address—since published in its entirety—was delivered in an

abbreviated form, for the Vice-Chancellor chose as his theme the whole

significance of modern university education in India, in relation both to

past development and to future service. He elaborated his ideal,—that of
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tto fusion of 6A8teni and western thought, impulse, energy, in a world-

wide kingdom of the soul, and showed how sterile is ‘‘ nationalism as

currently conceived
;
and he insisted also upon the practical part to be

played by this, a regional university, in the systematic development of

all the resources of the State. The Address was a vindication of our

work of to-day and a guide and stimulus to the much more comprehensive

work of the future. This is the fullest statement we have yet had of what

the Vice-Chancellor means to do. May it be achieved in his time, as

indeed it may be if we are not troubled with notions and tinkerings.

We have an architect and should let him build. Some of our senators

are busy gathering fragments of design from varied quartets of the globe,

but this is mere pilfering. The architect who can see things whole and

to expertnesa adds imagination is found with difficulty, and when found

should be allowed to do the work that he alone can do.

The Vice-Chancellor on ‘‘ National Education.' —The follow-

ing passage occurs in the Convocation Address. These definite and

convincing words have been closely studied in Mysore, and might well

be studied beyond its holders

“What is national education ? Is it to be a return to the forest

Ashramas or the monastic Viharas ? Is it to bo a return to the paint-

bedaubed peepul tree in the village, to the dim cloisters in the rock-cut

caves, or to the chequered shade of the Ficus Religiosa by a purling

stream ? Is it to be a return to recitations and mantras, to the oral

tradition of learning, the memorising and the recital, the enthronement

of authority and dogma ?

“ This would be a futile anachronism, even if the resuscitation were

possible. But the spirit of Bharata Varsha is not an anachronism

!

That spirit transmigrates, and embodies itself anew in the generations

of Man ! Persian or Greek, Semite or Scythian, Turk or Christian,

whoever has wandered here and pitched his tent within the shaduw of

the snow-clad Himalayan ranges or the sempiternal roar of the Indian

ocean, has come under her mysterious spell. That soul of India has

through the ages gone on creating a synthetic culture, in which Nature

and Man have been comrades, all sentience has had its kinship recognised

with reverence and homagf^, and the group or communal consciousness

has been the nursery and school of the individual conscience. This

Indian spirit has conceived an educational ideal and an educational

organisation, and has written on imperishable tablets outstanding

chapters in the History of Human Education, as memorable as those of
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Pedagogy of the Oreeke, ox of the European Ranaissanee, The

essential stamp of the Genius of India is seen in many features of ^s
indigenous education—in the out-door or open-air study in intimate

touch with Nature, ^n a corporate life or residence which weans the

young from the home for initiation into the greater family of the aoadem«

ic corj)oration, in long and leisurely years of scholastic study, and

above all, in the rule of Brahmacharyya, the rule of the student life

comprising three great vows, the vow of chastity, the vow of poverty,

and the vow of labour. The vow of Brahm%charyya embraced not only

abstinence from luxury and from all impure excitements, not only tem-

perance in mind and body and speeob, but also tbe obligation of Rita,

the truth. The vow of poverty abjured all covetousness and money-

getting, so that the private pume of the student, prince or beggar that

he might be, was out down to the barest minimum. The vow of labour

imposed on the Vidyarthi, the seeker of knowledge, menial duties for

the Guru-griha and the student brotherhood, not omitting building and

household economy and conservancy, and made honourable even begging

for the maintenance of the Gurukula. The educational ideal was two-"

fold in character : in an individual reference it was Atma-Vidya or

Brahma-Vidya, the knowledge of the Self or the vision of the Absolute

as the Self, the ultimate goal to which every soul must press forward

in the cycle of births and deaths
; in a communal reference it was the

conservation and transmission of tbe tradition of culture and learning,

of the arts and sciences, from generation to generation, a debt which the

individual owes and must repay to the Rishis, the Fathers of the Race.

“ One characteristic mark of the educational organisatipn was this

—

education was organised as an integral element in a man’s social status.

The social and communal systems on which the educational organisation

was based ordained a practically free and compulsory higher education

for the Brahman, Kshatriya and Vaisya classes, and well-nigh universal

primary education for the village communities. This social and com-

munal status not only socialised education—it ensured that the theoret-

ical instruction, whether elementary or higher, was supplemented by

vocational training, in and through the Upayedas, and later on through

the Vidyas and Kalas (sciences and arts),—though there was a retro-

gression in the latter-day Chatuspathis and tols. Such is national edu-

cation, the genuine Swadeshi commodity. Our Universities have much

to learn to-day from this old indigenous organisation. They may use-

fully build on the national foundation. But then the foundation must

be broadened as well as deepened to answer the Iivin|[..needs of the com-

plex democfoiic civilisation of modem times.
'

-j
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Bttt a so*^tted natioiial adaoation which is noitheif naticikid aof

evm education, and which, in the anxiety to avoid breeding exotic

plants and orchids in a hot-house, would convert the fallow young mind

of a whole generation into a noisome jungle of impenetrable cactus ar^d

thistle, militates against the national Dharma of India— it leaves unpaid

the debt to the Bishis, the Fathers of the Race. Back to Nature and

her noble savage is the cry that goes up from the land. At this cry,

Father Agastya in the South raises his bowed head and begins to retrace

his steps, and that great machinist, Viavakarma, throws up his imple-

ments in despair, for the arts of civilisation which . Visvakarma and

Agastya initiated threaten to crumble away in a land which has been

fitted to become a Karma-bhumi, a land of works, through ages of

Tapascharyya.

For a national education which abjures Science, machinery and

foreign commerce misses the great outstanding fact in the History of an-

cient Indian University organisation and the connected History of India's

commerce with the world. That fact is this—the great Indian Uni-

versities harboured the experts in machinery (Yantra-vidyas) and the

chemists and metallurgists
;
and the three great Indian discoveries or

inventions which followed—the fast dye, the indigo extract and tem-

pered steel -enabled India to command for more than a thousand years the

markets of the East and the West, and secured to her an easy and uni-

versally recognised pre-eminence among the nations of the world as the

Mistress of the Middle East,—more so than the Munera Terrae, the perfu-

mery and Spices of her woods, the pearls of her seas, or the diamonds

of her mines. A sane nationalism would revive the educational policy

that led an Eastern country to that great achievement, a world-wide

foreign commerce from the Eastern Archipelago to the shores of East

Africa and South Europe, without the Imperialism of a Rome or a Spain.

And if unfortunately India gave the secret of the Damascus blade to

the world, an early instance of science ministering to the arts of destruc-

tion, she also gave the Buddha and the Perfect Law to a world in

darkness and in chains. A sane Nationalism in a national Indian Uni-

versity would seek to harmonise science and mechanism with Ahimsa,

and hold forth, to generations yet unborn and a world in tribulation, the

Indian ideal, once realised in History, of a non-imperialist world-com-

merce, alike in natural commodity and in spiritual Freedom. Which
University will lead the way, one would muse and wonder, that which

inherits the double renown of Vidya-Vijayanagar, on the upper reaches

of the Caveri, or that of the Eternal City on the Trident laved by the

celeistial Oanga, or is it to be both, linked together, as they significantly
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by a common Head, one who is the |)atron of those giatit worts,

those installations of modern science and mechanism, where the Caveri

falls roaring on the jagged jungly rooks of Shiva-Samudram, like Ganga

descending on Shiva’s own matted locks,—and who is also the inheritor

of the immemorial tradition of the East, of Maitri and Peace !

”

Thes Maharaja's College Day The College Day celebrations

were held on Sunday, October 16th, two days after Convocation, many
of this year’s graduates thus being able to attend. Everyone rejoiced

at the return to a real College Day ; for last year there was merely an

entertaining of the graduates of the year, which of course is not what

the College Day Association exists for. But do all the old students who

were inclined to grumble then realise the difficulties ? They are entirely

financial, The purpose of a College Day is to bring back the men of

past years and unite them for a day’s social intercourse and sport

with the whole body of the present men, finishing up with a glorious

gathering in the evening. It cannot be done without considerable funds,

and the Committee find it hard to obtain promises, infinitely harder to

obtain cheques. This year enthusiasm has re-awakened, though the

financial difficulty is still formidable. One trouble is that since the

establishment of our University the College idea has'—in the minds of

many—been merged in the University idea. (The college-annihilating

notion of doing away with the principalships arises thus.) Were the Uni-

versity to become really unitary the College idea would immediately suffer

change, but the Vice-Chancellor does not even foreshadow this
;
and so

long as the present separation remains the College is what matters most

to the student—for life aud for remembrance.—By the by, why does

everyone call the students of past years “ old boys ”? Fancy talking of

the old boys ” of an Oxford college 1 Everyone here uses that term-

even the members of the College staff—yet this is really to support the

Philistinism that persists in referring to our colleges as schools, and

sometimes calls a principal a headmaster ! Newspapers do it and the

public does it, but there is no reason why we should do it ourselves,—On

the College day there was a cricket match in which the so-called old boys

alone had an innings, and the bowling they leceived was of a particularly

genial kind. Bat there is no reason why a cricket match should be so

desperately friendly,” for surely a tolerable eleven might be called up

out of the past if things were taken more seriously
;
and there could b0^

genuine tennis matches also. This year the meeting wai by far the best

of it, under the inspiriting chairmanship of Mr. P, Ea|havendra Rao^
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whoso ppoech was a delightful bleudiiig of humour, reminiscence tod by

no moans dictatorial counsel. The speaking was exceptionally good

throughout. An interesting feature was the speaking at this gathering of

father and son—Mr. Mir Humza Husain, whose speech, though but a

vote of thanks, was full of delicious humour, and Mr. Ikhbal Husain,

who, voicing the thanks of the students, covered himself—and incident-

ally the Union !—with glory.

Mr. Ramaswamaiya’s Speech It is a great and rare luxury to

be sitting quietly and comfortably at a meeting, listening to someone else

giving concise, deliberate, unanswerable utterance to views that are

one’s own. An acutely pleasant sound is the rattle of another’s blows on

the shields of one’s enemies. Such was the joy of listening to

Mr. Ramaawamaiya at the College Day gathering, and we are cherishing

his speech in this Magazine. With due appreciation of the University’s

work Mr. Ramaswamaiya mingled many a gentle irrefutable word of

warning. He said much of our debt to the Madras University. For*

getfulness of this debt would indeed be a bad thing for this University,

We have remarked before that if we in Mysore can evolve as good a

university of our kind as Madras for so many years has been of its kind,

wo shall have reason for pride. Year after year, against continuous on-

slaughts, Madras has maintained the academic level of a real imiversity.

It would not either cheapen or adulterate its degrees. Our debt is to

be paid partly in esteem, but mainly in imitation. That our graduates

in Arts shall be graduates—in Arts—depends on a certain stringency of

policy that always finds assailants,—stringency in examining, stringency

in keeping our courses, and the school courses that lead to them, pure

of matter that may be useful professionally but is alien to the cul-

tural training for which alone an Arts course exists. And Madras,

though not a teaching university, provided in certain of its constituent

colleges permanent lessons for us as to college life and administration,

Mr. Ramaswamaiya mentioned the Madras Christian College, which has

left its imprint on so many Mysoreans. There could be no kindlier

college, none in which the student, able or average, meets with more

sympathy and encouragement. That is one thing
;
but at the same

time there is that definiteness and inflexibility without which college

life becomes formless and weary with indulgence. Nothing of this we
must lose, and it is one of the dangers of separation and independence

that we should lose it.

We cannot reiterate all Mr. Ramaswamaiya’s points, but what
he said with reference to intellectual ^culture should become a anrh
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of appendix to our Ordinances, a perpetual reminder. He did not

in the least undervalue science, and Dr. Coleman, who spoke after

him, was at one with him, as one would expect all true scientists

to be. The untrue scientist, narrow in scope, meohanical in process,

nurtured in the shallows and contemptuous of the deeps, dictatorial

in all matters because the sort of mastery he knows is a practical,

complete mastery—the untrue scientist is a perversion fostered

by universities against their true nature. To such men applies very

precisely the otherwise-meant saying of Hesiod—“ Fools : they know

not how much more is the part than the whole.” The true scientist is

not like this, for science also may teach a certain self-knowledge, and

he who is thus instructed knows and seeks the culture that demands

another training. He will not write to the papers damning the Human-

ities.

Regarding one matter we cannot go all the way with Mr. Rama-

swamaiya. He thinks that the fostering of scholarship is the most

important function of a university. He would imply that the kind of

intellectual culture primarily to be fostered by a university is

"learning.” And he commends the German system in which learning

is of exclusive importance as against the English system in which the

social element (and one might add the athletic element) distracts some-

what from the pursuit of scholarship. It may be replied, first, that in

any university the bulk of the students are passmen, not seeking, perhaps

not fit for, learning. The university's duty towards them is certainly

not inferior to any other : it is probable that both from the point of view

of the state and from that of the average citizen this is its chief duty.

The task here is simply to produce a well-developed man, equipped for

life’s varied relationships and possessing the personal power and happi-

ness derived from general culture. Measure by this test the products,

personal and national, of the German and of the English systems, and

there is convincing justification of the latter. The difference in product

is, of course, partly duo to other causes, but it does illustrate also the

narrowness, the lack of flexibility and responsiveness, that result from

a too exclusive attention to scholarship, particularly on the part of the

average man. In India the average student is even less suited to

scholastic studies than elsewhere, because in India the university is the

avenue to almost all the " higher branches ” of employment. Further,

if we think of the man who is by capacity and temper a scholar, will the

ends even of scholarship be better served in his case by the English or by

the Gksrman system ? Max Muller said that English scholarship was

inferior to German. Certainly there have been, and are, more scholars in
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Gemitny than in Bngland. But ivill any one maintain that Ctotinan

scholarship ia deeper, is finer, than English ? An immense fund of personal

knowledge of fact is part of scholarship, and the less distracted the pursuit

the more of such knowledge will be accumulated. But there is more in

scholarship than that. Sanity and depth of judgment, delicate dis-

crimination, the perfectly proportionate view—these are hindered by

scholastic reclusion just as human insight is by asceticism. The living

man will always be a better scholar, though perhaps endowed with less

information, than the fossil. And here again there is special danger in

India, where the tendency is for the man of books to care for nothing

beyond them.

TflE MAHARiNi's CoLLEOE.—We are writing some weeks before

the November Senate meeting, but our readers will know, by the time

they scan these articles, what the Senate has decided as to the following

motion, which stands in the name of Mr. S. G. Sastry—“ That the

college classes in the Maharani’s College be amalgamated with those

in the Maharaja’s College.” There ought to be an interesting discussion

upon this (unless, indeed—what would probably bo better in the

meantime—it is referred to the Ee-organisation Committee). There are

obvious arguments in favour of the proposal. The amalgamation would

be a very great convenience to the University, and would save a great

deal of money. The staff of the Maharani’s College is not complete in

itself, and a very large proportion of the lecturing is done by the staff

of the Maharaja’s College. This means much repetition of Iccturesj

which seems a waste, and which is certainly a weariness to the professors

concerned. It means also, if hours be consecutive, the abbreviating of

.
them by some minutes, because of the distance between the colleges,

not to speak of the inconvenience of posting from one college to the

other. Then the number of women students is exceedingly small, which

emphasises the question whether the inconvenience is worth while*

Finally, some would urge that the very principle of the separation of men
and women students stands contrary ter social progress, while, academi-

cally, the women’s studies would be benefited by competition, by applica-

tion throughout of the men’s standard. All this may be urged in

favour of the motion—which, nevertheless, we feel to be retrograde. Its

adoption would mean a very serious set-back for the cause of women’s

education in Mysore.

The Maharani’s College was established as a separate univerdty

college, after due deliberation, with definite ends in View. It was
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desired that it should be staffed by women, whose work and inffuenoe

might make a real college of it, with such unity of life as can best be

attained in small colleges, and as is attained, in a marvellous degree, in

the two women’s colleges in Madras. Though it has not yet been

possible to staff it thus, the end has already been secured, through the

enthusiasm and the unremitting labour of the lady superintendent

and the staff. I^n an earlier issue we wrote of this—of the health

and harmony of the collegiate life, of the blending in that college

of intellectual and social activity, of work and of play, so that the

years spent there are of incalculable value to every student. The

outsider knows nothing about this, but the visiting professors know.

This collegiate life would at once be destroyed by the proposal, and

no sort of gain could ever compensate for the loss. It would be the

most cruel of disappointments to the staff to see the destruction of

what they have so carefully built up, for it would be the crumbling

of an unselfish ideal. There are cases in which convenience and—even

at a financial crisis—the saving of a little money cannot be allowed

to count. As to the argument that social reform indicates the freer

forgathering of the sexes, and the contention that co-education means

greater efficiency in women’s studies, both are finally answered by

the practice of the coimtries most “advanced” socially and academ-

ically. The separate college is the world’s way of women’s education.

Unite the classes, then, and you will save the professors some labour

(that, by the way, with some senators would be a decisive argument

against) and the university some money ;
but you will wipe out one of

the noblest creations of progress and enlightenment in the State,

The Inspector- Generalship of Education—After a rather long

interregnum Mr. C. S. Balasundaram Iyer has been appointed Inspector-

General of Education. Another long period will elapse before these lines

roach our readers, yet we would express what we believe is the deep

satisfaction of the University at this appointment. Of course we would

stoutly maintain that, in general, this office belongs of right to the

educational department. That principle is recognised everywhere, and it

will be remembered what a storm of indignation burst when, some years

ago, it was violated in Bengal. We imagine that our own Government

are quite prepared to apply it in all cases where our department can

provide one who not merely is able and willing to undertake the

Inapeotor-General’s work but also can be spared from, and substituted

in, his university work, and where potent special circumstances do not

2
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compel A difiarent policy. The educational situation is more di|lcult*at

present than ever before. Government is committed to a policy the

administration of which by a tactful Inspector-General will work for

incalculable good but every detail of which is fraught with subtle

human difficulty. Prejudice could not have been more skilfully

allayed or efficiency more certainly secured than by the appointment

of one who has been in touch with the new scheme from the beginning,

and who is secure against the charge of partiality.

The more strongly, however, would we urge recognition, as a

general rule, of the principle we have mentioned. Last year, in his

Oouvocation Address, Sir Leslie Miller spoke words which won our due

enthusiasm at the time, foreshadowing that further administrative

posts might be thrown open to us members of the educational

service—who so well could fill them! So be it, but at present

the Inspector-Generalship of Education is the only one, and it cannot

be denied that, ceteris paribus, the educationist can best fill it* We
read—with a certain alertness—Mr. Banerji’s words at the recent

meeting of the Mysore Civil Service Association I have no doubt in

my mind that the Government should continue to look to the perman-

ent band of civil servants for higher administrative functions in all

departments, and provide, at the same time, all the requisite facilities

for the picked men of the service to acquire the necessary knowledge of

technique by special periods of deputation, if necessary to foreign con-

tries and administrations, for training. Experts do not always make

good administrators. A happy blending of high administrative talent

with a working knowledge of the technique of departments yields, to my
mind, the ideal qualification for direction and control. I would there-

fore advise the members of the Mysore Civil Service to seek every

available opportunity they can for specialising in some particular branch

of administration. Quite recently the Government of Mysore have

selected two of your members for the headship of special depart-

ments, viz., Mr. C. 8. Balasundaram Iyer as Inspector-General of Educa-

tion and Mr. D’Souza as Director of Industries and Commerce, and I

have no doubt that these appointments will afford you special

encouragement in the direction indicated above.” Mr, Banerji

expresses this as a personal view, and is never intolerant of disagreement.

In the name of the University and the Educational Service we venture

to flay that the view is in itself unjust and its carrying out would be

disastrous. It is true that experfcness does not imply administrative

efficiency. But it is equally true that expertness does not imply

administrative inefficiency, and that is exactly what this view means*
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Sometimes it will be necessary to appoint civil service men as heads of

the educational department : it was necessary this year. And an educa^

tionist should not be appointed Inspector-General unless he is known or

presumed to have administrative powers. But to make a principle of

appointing others, equipped merely with a working knowledge ** of

educational matters and with administrative experience in totally

different spheres, would lead to bad administration, and, incidentally,

to a situation intolerable to our service.

RABiNDRAnaTH And ** Prose Poetry. —There are, fortunately,

very many people who cannot pen a line of verse
; but there is scarcely

a human soul who despairs of writing prose poetry. ** One of the

benefits of the old and true Idea that only verse was poetry was that it

warned off some of the unfit. They began to come on again with the

spreading of the doctrine that verse did not matter. Ifc is, of course, an

old doctrine. Sidney and Bacon proclaimed it, and Coleridge declared

that poetry of the highest kind may exist without metre.*’ But

popular common sense never accepted this idea. Recently, however, we

have been given the translations in rhythmic English prose of Rabin-

dranath Tagore’s Bengali lyrics. They were a great gift to us, but they

have had one very unfortunate result. “ Here,” people cried, “ are

undeniable prose poems, equal in poetic value to any verse. We, by an

aoccidental deprivation of nature, are unable to write a line that will

scan, but we are notably conscious that we are poets. We will express

ourselves at last. We will write prose poems.” It is a ghastly mistake.

The translations of Rabindranath’s lyrics t^re not prose poems at all.

They are not poems, but faint shadows of Bengali verses, revealing to us

something of their beauty and power. There is not one of them that,

as it were, exists in itself. These are not what the poet created. Even

in the cases where he is himself the translator he has made these things

merely as translator, not with the poet’s fashioning. It is impossible

that in this remaking he should work as poet. The creative act that

made the idea made the verse also, and they are inseparable. Verse

and verse only sufficed for his utterance in the lyric mood.

Thus those who try to write “ prose poems ” in the form of the

Rabindranath translations are seeking to do what he himself could not.

Not being poets, they cannot write poetry, but they can produce a very

colourable imitation of this form. It is astonishing how easy it is to

imitate. This is partly because of a certaiu mannerism, and a certain

not quite praiseworthy habit of repetition, which, we believe, are found
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even in the original Bengali. Anyone can take a hackneyed idea or

emotion—not realised with any personal intensity—and give it this

dress. In Rabindranath's Bengali the ideas and emotions are real, they

are elements in a profound experience, and were such sincerity absent

his verse moulds would have broken. The prose moulds are hardier, and

tolerate insincerity and lifelessness. An incredible amount of this stuff

is being produced—either quite artificial, without any sort of experience

behind it, or else sincere enough but quite commonplace, without vision

or intensity. Many a student tries it, and wonders to find himself a

poet so easily. One sad yet ludicrous case we remember. The present

writer, when in Madras, had a student who brought him some of these

imitative prose stanzas. They were creditable " enough, and received

some praise. Some time after (poslf but let us hope not propter) the stud-

ent developed a sort of mild insanity. Amid many suspicions of many

people, his prime mania was this—that his encourager had sold, and

made enormous profits out of, the fruit of his toil and genius, and would

not give him anj’’ ! A recent number of an eminent Calcutta periodical

contains a number of pages of ** prose poems," as there again they are

called—-honest, no doubt, corresponding to genuine feeling on the writer's

part, but to the reader well-nigh worthless : image after image of the

Rabindranatli kind, a faithful reproduction of mannerisms, but the life

gone out of everything. It is particularly dangerous for the would-be

prose poet to get hold of Strmj Birdsj which consists of three hundred

and twenty-six little gems of mannerism—splendid in Rabindranath, but

a fearful trap to the imitator. This, by the by, is a bad book, on the

whole, in spite of splendour ;
for the Rabindranath figurative aphorism

is the better of a context to soften its brilliance and distract from its

peculiarity of speech, and when one follows another thus closely there is

a ruinous impression of artificiality. Nay, one occasionally gets a

curious notion of Rabindranath joining his imitators and parodying

himself. Which suggests the idea of offering a friendly puzzle to our

readers, with apologies to those who know very intimately the work

of Rabindranath. Of the three following quotations one is from him, one

from the Calcutta prose poems we have mentioned, and one from

Richard Jefferies’ Story of my Heart, This is not the order, and

the puzzle is—which is which ?

(1) I)'- mystic cup: I have joyed in the sacred

feast: I hn. vision;! have naught else to seek.

Break, 0 break, tUt, and set me free.

It may be noted that even in the original the aphorisms translated in

Stray Birds were without contexts ; they were composed as aphorisms.
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(2) When I travelled to here and to there, I was tired of thee,

0 Boad, but now when thou leadest me everywhere I am wedded to

thee in love.

(3) The immense time lifted me like a wave rolling under a

boat
; my mind seemed to raise itself as the swell of the cycles came ; it

felt strong with the power of the ages.

** Culture.”—We weary our readers, no doubt, with talk of the

cultural virtues of what is called literary education.” But it is neces-

sary to keep this flag flying. We referred recently to a writer in

Indian Education who emphasised the Indian parent’s startlingly

materialistic view of education. No one can deny that the present-day

tendency is to think of nothing but the subsequent appointment.

Mind and soul are instruments but for this. Even the time spent on

physical development through games is regarded by innumerable parents

as wasted. The necessary “hall-mark” is all. The ill developed

fellow, as seedy in mental process as in physique, can nevertheless

“ pass and get a job.” What does it matt?r about the life that is more

than meat ? Western countries are railed at for this sort of practicality
;

yet here we find it in its crudest form.

The purely practical aim in education is all right in industrial

institutes and schools of practical science. But it seeks to dominate

the university also, and to discredit that sort of university training

which—“leads nowhere in particular.” And it is most contemptuous

of the word culture. Here are some sentences in an article we read

lately—an article otherwise of much value.

—

“ Culture is to tradition-ridden educationists something indefinable

which accrues as a by-product to a man who goes through a course of

literary education. The nearest definition—if definition it were at all—of

culture that they give is that it is something that remains when what is

learned is forgotten (Cardinal Newman). This indefinite nature of culture

as they understand it does not take cognisance of the importance of the

content of education. The value of culture to them is in terms of mental

exercise. Modern psychologists have successfully thrown overboard this

ancient theory of mental formal discipline, and established the import-

ance of the content in education. Ancient Socrates and modern James

and a host of modern psychologists believe that knowledge worthy

of the name is active and dynamic, and its value must be determined in

terms of its applicability to affairs of life. It does not require any

serious argument to establish that the kind of knowledge that a literary
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education i» imparting i$ far from being able to be applied to tbe praoti^

cal problems of life with which a boy has to deal in his mature years.

The school and the college do not represent even on a miniature scale

the theatre of life.**

People who can write like this would have no use for a re-incarna-

ted Socrates unless he could teach a trade. Otherwise—let him keep his

hands ofi the youth of the country and keep to himself his imbecile

unanswerable questions. Tradition-ridden educationists ’* are charged

with vagueness in defining culture.** To be sure, some measures will

not mete it. ilo biometric test comes at it, nor will it sell goods or

build bridges. It is not, however, a vague thing, nor is it half so

theoretic as—for example—modern educational analyses of that mythic

entity, “ the mind of the child.’* It should be understood without

defining, and has beenJn all ages until now. But by all means let us,

meeting the mood of to-day, apply set terms as well as we can. No
doubt a tabular statement will be found most exhilarating. A true

training in the humanities,” then, provides

—

1. Knowledge of man and of men.

2. Knowledge of oneself, which seemed to the Greeks at least to

matter much: knowledge of powers and limitations, of relationships near

and remote, trivial and sublime : the energy of confidence, the safety of

humility.

3. Both power and security of thought : the impossibility of weak

acceptance or of crude and stupid judgment.

4. The exercise and purging of emotion : the burnishing of every

faculty ; the ability, and the desire, to employ leisure otherwise than

in sleeping and feeding.

5. A calmness and a vigour in all tasks, without which technical

proficiency is the power of a machine.

6. Manhood, endurance, hope, joy.

Recognition of this potency was at the basis of the old reverence for

learning now supplanted by worship of the crude. Matthew Arnold

spoke of the new tendency—unjustly enough—as the Anglo-Saxon

contagion,” and found America its fostering-ground. America, for all

her practicality, is probably as sound spiritually as any country in the

world. But because of the very abundance of her life she fosters ill

with good, and this contagion is largely of her spreading. Of all

diseases it is the least to be welcomed on sacred soil.



THE GROWTH OF PSYCHOLOGY.

I

1. A History cf Psychology*—By Georg© Sidney Brett, Vols. II and

III. Georg© Allen and Unwin. 16s net each.

2. Suggestion and Auto-Suggestion ,—By Charles Baudouin, translated

by Eden and Cedar Paul. George Allen and Unwin. 15s net.

3. The Hew Psychology .—By A. G. Tansley. George Allen and Unwin.

10s net.

4. The Psychology of Day-Dreams By Dr. J. Varendonck. George

Allen and Unwin. 18s net.

Eveb since the beginnings of philosophy a study of ib has been in-

separable from a study of its history. The History of Philosophy

occupies a foremost place in the curriculum of every course of philo-

sophy, and ever since the days of Hegel histories of philosophy have

been neither few nor rare. But a history of psychology did not see the

light of day till Prof. Brett of the University of Toronto set his hand to

the task. There have of course been books by such eminent psycholo-

gists as Villa, Ribot and Stanley Hall dealing with limited periods in the

history of psychology, but they have been confined to the psychology of

the 19th century. Prof. Brett, however, has covered a wide field very

exhaustively. Nearly a decade ago he published his first volume,

tracing the growth of psychology from the days of the Greeks to the

era of the patristics. The second volume recently published deals with

the psychology of the scholastics and comes* up to the end of the 18th

century and the beginning of the 19th century. The last volume

deals with the 19th century, when psychology came to have an im-

portance of its own, and freed itself from metaphysical speculations.

It is not surprising if a history of psychology was not missed all

these years by the rank and file of philosophy students, and now that it

is forthcoming it will not bo surprising if but a few people will go

through the three volumes from cover to cover. The reason for this

comparative apathy is not difficult to find, and it is to be found in a very

definite difference between the methods and aims of philosophy, which is

metaphysics par excellence, and science. Science is confined to the world

343
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of matter and works with observation and experiment, Its theories

lend themselves to an easy verification, and thus its history may be

definitely characterised as a progress from less certainty to greater

certainty, from error to truth. In other words in science a stage once

definitely superseded becomes superseded for ever. Progress in science

may be slow, but it is sure. Thus it is that we are interested in science

as it is developed to-day, and not as it used to bo. The history of

science is of antiquarian interest only. It is far otherwise with philosophy.,

It aims at a world-view (welt-anschauung). I ts attempts to lealise its

aim far trans^nd the limits of the material world. Mere observation

and experiment do not carry it far. It seeks illumination, and this illu-

mination comes only on the heels of reflection. Of this reflection no

objective verification is possible. Its only verification is self-consistency

or consistency with experience. This sort of consistency notoriously

differs from individual to individual. The truth of philosophy depends

on a number of varying factors : individual temperament, racial history,

and experience of the age which gives birth to a philosophy. Thus it is

that each system of philosophy has its own degree of truth and its own

vitality. No philosophy ever developed has completely died. If it has

died at all, it is only to rise again decades and centuries later with a

new vigour and fresh appeal. This constitutes both the weakness and

the strength of philosophic inquiry. It may explain the comparative

apathy of the man in the street to philosophic inquiries. But this is

neither the place nor the occasion to justify the existence of philosophy.

The foregoing remarks are necessary to a correct appreciation of

the place of the history of psychology. For over half a century now

psychology has become a specialised study, and there has been a school

of psychologists, intent on establishing the claims of psychology as a

science, and totally repudiating its connection with philosophy. There

is an element of truth in this claim. Psychology to-day has become a

unique philosophical discipline. Mere reflection has ceased to count for

much in it. It has become experimental to an appreciable extent, while

every psychological theory has been subjected to a rigour of observation

that would have been undreamt of a hundred years ago. Thus it has

become closely akin to science in general both in its aim at exactness

and in its method of rigid scrutiny. No wonder if under these circum-

stances a history of psychology any more than a Iiistory of science can-

not possibly have that living interest which a history of metaphysical

or ethical thought never fails to inspire.

But to say this is only to represent one side of the picture, I hope

to show in this article that psychology cannot wholly declare its
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iiidiepeBdeiloe of philosophy. In so far as psychology remains a philoso*

phioal discipline, it must share in the worth of a history of philosophy.

If for no other, reason, at least for this, Prof. Brett’s monumental

and scholarly work is bound to prove of inestimable worth to every

teacher of philosophy. He himself seems to be conscious of the marked

difEerenco between a history of philosophy and a history of psychology,

for in his preface to the second volume he uses significant words : To

despise forgotten theories because they no longer hold good, and refuse

on that account to look backward, is in the end to forget that man’s

highest ambition is to make progress possible, to make the truth of

to-day into the error of yesterday—in short to make history.” This

amounts to an admission that a history of psychology does deal rwith

forgotten theories which can never be said of the generality of philoso-

phic theories. But I am not sure if the learned author by using this

expression does not do less than justice to his subject, for there has been

no philosophical theory which has not been affected by the psychological

views of its author. The point is so interesting as to tempt me to linger

on it for a while, and show how a psychological theory subsists embedded

in a philosophical theory, even though qua psychology it has ceased to

have any intrinsic worth. In short, whatever utility a mere history of

psychology can have, it can only be as a side-help to the history of

philosophy, and not intrinsically.

It is in Plato that for the first time in European philosophy we

come across psychology in any distinguishable form, though to Aristotle

belongs the credit of having penned the first treatise on psychology.

Both these great thinkers afford a striking exemplification of how
psychology can affect the other departments of thought. It is curious

that although all post-Socratio thought was profoundly coloured by

teleology—and Platonic thought most of all—and looked at all things

as organic wholes, Platonic psychology tended to look upon the human
soul as made up of throe distinct parts : the rational, concerned with

the higher activities of mind ; the spirited, concerned with move-

ment; and the appetitive concerned with the mere appetites like

hunger, thirst and sex. The appetitive part was looked down upon as

irrational and ignoble. The spirited part was regarded as partly noble

and partly ignoble since it could ally itself with the rational as well as

with the appetitive. In the Republic, as illustrated by the story of

Leontius, Plato seeks to show that these three principles are not mere

aspects of soul—as modern psychology conceives cognition, feeling and

conation to be aspects of consciousness—but three different principles.

IVom a purely psychological stand-point this psychology, based on

3
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an utter discord in human nature, has long since being even up,* for the

conflict among human desires is wrongly conceived as a conflict between

reason and appetites. But faulty as this psychology was, it was the

foundation of his ethics, where wisdom as the virtue of the rational

part is regarded as the basic virtue, and gives to the whole Platonic

system a strong intellectualist bias, and it is this bias, which wages an

unreasonable war against feelings, that accounts for the utter failui’e of

his Republic as a practical realisable political ideal, and gives to his

philosopher king an air of intellectual rigidity, fatal to the complexities

and richness of human life.

Aristotle’s psychology followed closely in the wake of Platonic

psychology. The life of reason and contemplation is conceived as the

highest, and we have the splendidly defective portrait of a high-minded

man, the very embodiment of intellectual priggishness. The logical

climax of this psychology was attained in all its extravagance In the ideal

of the Stoic sage, an ideal so high that even the claim of Socrates to it

was not above suspicion. Thus the wrong psychology of Plato and

Aristotle ultimately worked itself out in many directions as a barren in-

tellectualism.

The birth of Christianity allied itself with the Greek philosophy in

its suspicion of appetites, and while exalting emotions took up such an

anti-intellectual attitude as to render any progress in psychology, as of

philosophy in general, very precarious. The extreme antithesis between

body and soul, which its theoretic other-worldliness rendered inevit-

able, split up an organic unity, which even the Greeks had somehow

tended to recognise. This fundamental dualism has been the legacy of

the mediesval ages to modern philosophy, and Descartes as the father

of modern philosophy had to build his system on a dualistic foundation.

His ** Cogito, ergo suniy'^ tho starting point of his constructive thought,

was palpably psychological, and yet his psychology was almost of a

mythical nature, of which his account of the'pineal gland as the seat of

soul with its being pushed upwards and downwards by the movements

of thoughts is an outstanding example; He went to the length of

saying that the mind can work independently of the brain
; for

clearly there can be no use of the brain for pure intelligence but only

for imagination and sensation.” This statement and his conception of

* In his Message of Plato Mr, E. J. Urwick makes a brilliant attempt to

present Platonism as Vedantic, and identifies the three psychological principles of

Plato with the three gunas of Hindu philosophy : sativa, rajas, tamos. The identi-

fioation seems to be unwarranted as tho Sanskrit terms are primarily ethical, while

Plato's discussion of the topic is essentially psychological.
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miius furm w^re pure dogmas, unsupported by the phenomena of

telepathy and clairvoyance as brought to light in recent years, and it is

certainly questionable if these phenomena are entirely independent of

brain. Likewise the doctrine of innate ideas sufiered from psychological

ambiguity in his exposition. Spinoza and Leibnitz made no substantial

contribution to psychology, though their metaphysical importance is

beyond question.

In England Hobbes started a psychological tradition with its

emphasis on pleasure-pain, which cannot be said to have died out

entirely even to-day. Frankly empirical, he regards man as wholly selfish

and actuated by the idea of his own pleasure, and systematically reduces

all emotions, e,g, laughter, pity, benevolence, to self-interest, and on this

foundation he rears his ethics of selfishness and his politics of despot-

ism. But much more substantial, though equally erroneous, was tho

psychology of the English empiricists. The premises of Locke with his

doctrine of mind as tabuld rasa and of ideas ultimately developed into

the associationist psychology of Hume, which reduced the human mind

to a mere stage for impressions to strut about, but did not fail to create

an extravagant enthusiasm even years later in James Mill. James Mill

taught that all psychical development meant some sort of association

and reproduction. But he failed to see that every psychical product

does not simply consist of several other psychical factors
; on the con-

trary it is a new product distinct from, and transcending the mere

summation of several factors. It is true that white light is a mixture

of seven colours, but it would be erroneous to regard it as a mere

summation of these seven colours. John Mill recognised this and

wrote in his Logic : It is correct to say that the seven colours, when

they rapidly follow one another generate white, but not that they

actually are white ;
so it appears to me that the complex idea, formed

by the blending together of several simple ones, should, when it really

appears simple, i,e. when the separate elements are not consciously dis-

tinguishable in it, be said to result from, or be generated by, simple

ideas, not to consist of them,” Hence Mill adopted the use of the

phrase ** mental chemistry,” i.c. he thereby sought to emphasise that

just as in a chemical product its constituent factors lose their individu-

ality, so in a mental product its constituent factors lose their individu-

ality. But there is a striking difference between the Hwo, which Mill

does not see. In a chemical product the constituent factors do not

entirely disappear, since a process of analysis can restore them to

their original state, whereas in a mental product the constituent factors

do actually and totally disappear. As Bergson has once for all shown,
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ebneciouftness cannot go back a step or a mmute. Eaob moment ' of

oonseionsness must be new and must be unique. Thus we see that even

in the most considerate and well balanced associationist^ associationism

showed its hopeless inadequacy. It tended to reduce all mental life to

Belief and Habit, to a sort of helpless inertia. Mind as activity was lost

sight of and became a liddle of the Sphinx. It was clear that assooia-

tionism had become insolvent, and necessitated new psychological

foundations.

Long before John Mill was wasting his energy in vivifying an im-

possible psychology, the spirit of psychology had found a congenial soil

in Germany. Apart from his effort to raise a metaphysical structure on

the triple division of conscious life, Kant showed how mind even when

seeming most at rest, u really active, and thus paved the way for all

future psychology to develop. Prof. Brett’s account of Kantian psycho-

logy is very discriminating, and^aoutely lays bare alike the strength and

the weakness of it, when he says :
“ Kant’s psychology, when thus

picked out and presented separately, is seen at once to be decidedly

meagre. But what it lacks in quantity is compensated by abundant

suggestiveness and an almost unlimited power of generating problems.”

In short, the fact remains that Kant’s interest was mainly metaphysical

and not psychological.

This cannot, however, be said of Horbarb. He was the first great

philosopher to have been a groat psychologist as well, and especially in

the realm of educational psychology his influence was most remarkable.

With him for the first time psychology becomes definitely empirical,

though its metaphysical foundation as represented by the concept of the

soul was by no moans repudiated. He was tremendously impressed by

the possibilities of psychology
;
the range of it he regarded as for all

practical purposes unlimited and a good deal of it unknowable. The

truth of its range has been abundantly brought out by his successors,

so that even to-day there remains so much to be known. But whether

psychology will for ever contain an unknowable residue is more than

one can dogmatise about.

Since Herbart’s time psychology has come to have an intrinsic

importance of its own, so that it is no more swamped by metaphysics.

Of course this age-long tradition cannot be said to have died out abso-

lutely with Herbart. Schopenhauer, Hartmann and Nietzsche, profound

students of human nature as they were, were psychologists in a sense,

but not in the scientific sense. Nevertheless Schopenhauer espeoiajfly

by Mb concept of the Will emphasised an aspect of psychical life, which

had not always received its due at the hands of intellectualist psycho-

logist-metaphysicians.
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Prof. Brott’e Vol, III deals with the psychology of the ISth ceatury,

spoken of as “ Modern Psychology ” par exeeUencei Its Part II marks

the real beginning of this new renaissance of psychological outlook, and

from this point onwards Prof, Brett’s work ceases to be merely histori-

cal, it plunges into the problems that constitute the very life of psycho-

logy to day. It deals with men, some of whom are in our midst still

to-day, while many passed away within the living memory of even the

younger generation. The impetus which has revolutionised psychology

came from physiology. It would have been a miracle, if such a revolu-

tionary stand-point were placidly accepted by all in the very beginning.

Sir William Hamilton could not have been the only one to declare that

“ no assistance is afforded to mental philosophy by the examination of

the nervous system.” But time was not distant when James Perrier's

description of psychology as a spurious and specious science ” ceased

to have any justification. * The physiological discoveries of Johannes

Muller, especially of the specific energies of the nervous system, and of

Sir Charles Bell, especially of the dual nature of the nervous system

with a sensori-motor arc as the functional unit of our physiological

structure, constituted the foundation on which Weber and Fechner, Du
Bois Reymond and Helmholtz, Wundt and Kiilpe, to mention only

a few, were able to build. A close adjunct of the physiological

psychology has been the foundation of psychological laboratories and

their offshoot i the experimental psychology. In several ways Wilhelm

Wundt with his truly German scholarship and the first founder of a

psychological laboratory at Leipzig in 1879, has been the most distin-

guished psychologist of our time.

The desire to make a science of psychology naturally led to an

effort to introduce quantitative measurement into mental phenomena.

Peohner’s name will always be connected with this grand endeavour.

The first great outcome of the psycho-physics is the Weber-Pechner

Law, which seeks to express a sensation in terms of the stimuli. It was

established by several experiments that the ratio of an increasing stimu-

lus differed markedly from the resulting increase in the intensity of the

sensation. Weber had the distinction of starting this inquiry, but his

work lacked definiteness for want of any standard of measurement.

* Prejudices, however, die hard. Mr. Graham Wallas in his “Human Nature

in Politics ” quotes the sapient remarks of an Oxford don: “ Psychology is neither

science nor philosophy.” But it is the glory of Oxford that it has always been “ the

home of lost causes and forsaken beliefs and unpopular names and impossible

loyalties "—catch-words of course, as my frieud Mr, Rollo would say, still not

without several atoms of truth !
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This was supplied by the genius of Fechner. The unit of mental

measurement he found in the just noticeable difference between two sen-

sations, for it was discovered that two stimuli of an intensity below the

j. n. d.” fail to produce two sensations. He found that while the

sensations increase in arithmetical progression, the stimuli have to be

increased in geometrical progression, so that we get the formula

S=C Log R,

where 8 stands for sensation, C for the constant factor in each

variety of sensation, and R for the stimulus, i,e. sensations vary as the

logarithms of their stimuli. The Weber-Fechner Law has been import-

ant enough to have evoked a vast amount of literature, as it is a fairly

good example of physiological and experimental psychology both in its

strength and its weakness. The limitations of the law have to be ac-

knowledged. Its application is limited to a very narrow range above and

below normal stimulation ;
the human sense-organs are delicate instru-

ments which require a definite amount of stimulation before they come

into operation, while all stimuli above a certain intensity cause a blurred

over-powerful sensation, whether it be excessive light, noise or an over-

powering smell. Further the just noticeable difierences are by no means

constant equal quantities of consciousness, but they vary according to

interest, bodily health, habit, attention, contrast, fatigue, etc., and thus

detract from the scientific rigour of the law. But even the faulty

measurement it effects is confined to the intensity of a sensation, and

leaves the quality of it out of account. Lastly even assuming the

correctness of the law, it is confined to sensations, which by no means

exhaust mental phenomena.

These imperfections in their several ways affect more or less all the

results of experimental psychology. But to say this is by no means to

decry either the worth or the work of this phase of psychology. The

remarkable and interesting tests for memory, association-processes,

reaction times, and intelligence in general, which have been associated

with the names of Wundt, Kiilpe, Binet, Simon, Titchner, and Myers

have been no mean contributions to psychology in general, while they

have been of inestimable worth in creating Applied Psychology. Miin-

sterberg’s books dealing with the psychology of industry, education,

law-courts and medicine have been of great use in establishing the

practical worth of psychology. Dr. Myer’s last book on “ Mind and

Work ”—an expansion of his lectures on Present-day Applications of

Psychology ”—once again and under better conditions brings to the

forefront the practical worth of psychology and shows how a psycho-

logical expert can be invaluable in organising business. The subject has
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now ceased to be confined to the covers of books or the four walls of

a class room.

In human nature there has always been an inevitable tendency for

a new discovery to be extolled beyond all reasonable bounds by a few

enthusiasts. That was the case with physiological psychology. At

first it created wild hopes, and it was made to appear as if all the

secrets of psychology were to be immediately solved through experi-

ments on brain and the nervous system. The important truth that

every psychosis has its neurosis was twisted to mean that every

psychosis is nothing but a neurosis. The result was the hollow boastful

materialism of Hodgson, Huxley and others of that ilk, the ghost of

which has been well laid to rest by Dr. Ward’s ‘‘ Naturalism and

Agnosticism.” One thing is certainly remarkable that people who have

had most to do with experimental psychology have maintained a most

balanced view. Wundt’s philosophical training made him recognise that

** in psychology we find that only those mental phenomena which are

directly accessible to physical influences can be made the subject-matter

of experiment.” So too has Miinsterberg kept clear of evolving a

mechanical conception of personality and psychical life in general, and

we have further the testimony of such an independent psychologist

—

i.e, one who is not a philosopher—as Dr. Myers of Cambridge, who

says :
‘‘ We must regard experimental psychology as but one mode of

studying psychological problems, not all of which, however, can be

approached from the side of experiment. Far from being independent

experimental psychology has arisen as a refinement of general psycho-

logy. Familiarity with the latter is essential to success in the former.”

In short, after clearly a century of physiological research wo are

as far as ever from equating the human mind with the human brain.

The amount of correlation hitherto actually demonstrated between

mind and brain does not bear out the universality of psycho-physical

parallelism. In conscious human life meaning is of the greatest import-

ance, and yet this very meaning has no physiological correlate. Wundt,

a parallelist himself, is yet constrained to admit the reality of a psychic

act as a creative synthesis and that this creative synthesis has no

parallel in the brain-processes. He recognises that only the ultimate

elements of consciousness have their physical aspects or correlates

among the brain-processes, i.e. the unitary consciousness has for its

physical correlate a multiplicity of discrete processes in the brain.

Without the illuminating action of mind, a brain with its localisa-

tion however perfected can but present the spectacle of meaningless

symbols.
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Tid iniieront shorbcomings of the physiological psyohdiogy can

easily aocount for the exsistence of psychologists who, while utiMng

the results of physiological and experimental psychology, yet preserve

a certain detached attitude and emphasise introspection as the

method of psychology proper. But their introspection has about

,
it a rigour which saves it from being too individualistic. The

greatest representative of this school has been the Austrian,

Brentano, who has greatly affected English psychology through his

marked influence on Prof. Stout. Dr. Ward may also be regarded as a

representative of the same standpoint. His famous article on Psy^

ohology in the Encyclopsodia Britannica as well as his Principles of

Psychology ” show how far one accustomed to a rigorous analysis of

mental phenomena can go, but they also show how such psychology is

necessarily confined to the conscious, and how it is apt to over-emphasiae

the conscious, as if nothing daro exist beyond its charmed circle. Dr.

Ward’s sweeping condemnation of ‘'mere sensation ” asa psychological

myth and his known indifference—.if not hostility—to the later dis-

coveries known as the psychology of the unconscious, are the inevitable

consequences of his rather one-sided outlook. In 1886, when his

article was first published, all omission of the unconscious was intelligible,

but such omission in a book published three years ago could have only

been regarded as a serious defect in an otherwise masterly work, if it

had not coma from such a veteran philosopher of over throe score and

ten.
*

Not the least interesting department of psychology to-day is that

of social Psychology. It seeks to study mental processes of men in

societies, as represented in the standard works of Dr. McDougall,

Mr. Graham Wallas, M. LoBon and others. It has given a great im-

petus to the study of the instincts and suggestion. As both work

unconsciously, social psychology may be regarded as a tranKsition to the

more novel and epoch-making work connected with the names of Erend

and Jung.

Prof. Brett’s historical treatment of Modern Psychology will make

his Vol. Ill a most useful and necessary adjunct to such classical works

as those of James, Ward and Stout. In the span of a brief article

such as this it has not been possible to do justice to the wonderful rich-*

ness of the p^>ychological material unearthed during the last hundred

* years, and still less to the worth of many individual psychologists. This

review will have justified its existence, if it tempts some earnest readers

to go through the pages of Prof. Brett himself. His volumes represent

literally the work of a life-time. It is truly marvollojis how in the short
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oompass of 220 pages he has managed to deal so thoroughlj, so im-

partially, so interestingly with the tangled webs of psychological

development till the end of the 19th century. If he has not gone be-

yond this period, it is because it marks a definite epoch, closing as strenu-

ous an effort as possible made to explore the depths of human mind

only through a concentrated study of the conscious. But few can say

that this view has given final results. The gentle but none the less

scientific satire of Mr. Wallas and M. Le Bon have shattered the fiction

of hxmo sapiens, a rational individual so fanatically assumed by most

psychologists. But the psychology of the unconscious is still in the

stage of formation, and Prof. Brett in his capacity of an historian may

well be excused, if he has not discussed this most fascinating subject.

But henceforth it will have to be recognised that psychology as a grow-

ing science has struck a new vein in an old mine. At present authors

like Mr. Tansley speak of it as “ The New Psychology.'’ It may not

long continue to boast of this title, as “ the new psychology ” of the

19th century has already become old and found its true level. But that

it has solid worth and immense possibilities few persons who have had

anything to do with the growing literature of psycho-analysis, will

venture to deny, and to this subject we shall now address ourselves.

,A. R. Wadia,

{To be continued,)



THE PHILOSOPHY OP SHANKARA.*

To the modern etudent of Indian Philosophy who approaches the

subject under the different heads of Ontology, Psychology, Ethics* Episte-

mology, Logic and so forth, the Editor of the series of Qaekwad

Studies has'rendered a useful service by publishing this little manual of

introduction to Shankara. The distinguishing merit of the book lies in

the careful selection and collation of references, bearing on topics like

the above, to the more important of Shankara ’s works, and for this,

the author, Mr. Buch deserves all praise. No exposition, however,

of this eastern philosopher from a western standpoint can do
j
ustice to

him, unless it recognises a fundamental difference between his and

western Metaphysics. To Europe and America Metaphysics is still

“speculation,” a pursuit of the unverifiablo phantom called Reality.

To many it is even now a “ Letting down of buckets into deep dark

wells and drawing them empty,” But for India Metaphysics—not

Theology—means the actual acquisition of what is more substantial,

more certain, and more enduring than life itself. Being dominated

by this western notion, Mr. Buch’s presentation does in some

respects fail to convey a correct impression of some of the character-

istic tenets of Shankara’s Advaita. Nevertheless, he appears

to have nearly caught the spirit of this Indian system when he

distinguishes it from others in the wordS; “ The idea of absorption In

the Absolute is a veritable abomination to the western brain. Person-

ality is conceived to be the highest category known to us. It is,

therefore, the essence of ourselves. Hence our distinct personality

must survive in any scheme of ultimate redemption . . . The

eastern sages consider this stage as a very imperfect one. Personality

implies limitation, difference . . . and is incompatible with

, . . perfection. But to the western philosopher the soul apart

from its life in thought, feeling and willing is an abstraction in a mere

X of which we have no idea whatever.” Shankara’s Brahman, however,

does not absorb anything.

Of the seven chapters of the book the best appear to be the

second, the third and the fifth, which deal with Advaitio Metaphysics

Tht Philosophy of Shankara, By M. A. 3uch, M.A, Gaekwflid studies in

Beligion and Philosophy : VI. The College, Baroda.

354 ^
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Chaptot y tackles the subject of Ethics. Here Mr. Buck sukee k

vigorous and rational reftitation of the charge that the Advaitio sjstein

of thought is fatal to ethical life. The sixth chapter deals wi& a im
points of similarity between Shankara and such European Philoaophers

as Descartes, Berkeley, Hume, Kant, Spinoza and Bergson. Why

Hegel has been ignored here is not clear. The author does not perhaps :

think much of dialectics, though it plays no mean part in Shankara’s.

system. In a comparative study of this kind the author’s omission to .

discuss why Shankara’s Vedanta is characterised by the negative title

of “ non-dualism,” instead of the positive one of “ monism,” is somewhat

conspicuous. And after all, what is the object in instituting such com-

parisons between him and western Metaphysicians ? Is it to show that

this Indian thinker also has erred in good company 1 If not, where is

the proof that what these men say regardmg any vital question is

the Truth \ That is the crux. Evidently to Mr. Buch Shankara is no

more than a ” speculator,” the worth of whose Metaphysics is to be

measured, as in the case of his brethren, by the boldness of fancy and

imagination displayed in concocting, or (as it is technically put) con-

structing, hypothetical ultimate existences and by the fineness of the

verbal or mystical cobwebs woven to prove that they are not unreal.

He has not a word to say about the scientific verification of their

actuality, in making a rational attempt of which nature consists the

special feature of this philosopher’s system.

The rest of the essay. Chapters I, IV and VII, appears to us to fall

below the mark. The seventh chapter in discussing Advaitic Episto-

mology seeks to support the popular tradition that Shankara’s school is

ultimately based upon the authority of the Vedas, and in doing so has

recourse to an argument as ingenious as fallacious. “ The dependence

of the Hindu Philosophers upon the Shrutis was to a great extent a

dependence of this type.” “ It would be no less absurd for a Hindu

Metaphysician to discard altogether the basis of the TJpanishads than

for Modem Philosophy to ignore absolutely and completely the whole

course of philosophic development from Plato down to Hegel.” But

does Modern Philosophy take any of the doctrines of Plato and Hegel

for absolute truth, and that because it is the inheritor of all the wisdom

of a great past I Is it not, on the other hand, a chief characteristic

of modem thought to refuse to accept any statement of its predecessors,

however great, without challenging its truth ? Does any mode* philo«

sopher hold even Plato to be Infallible ? And our author here, when asked

what his grounds are for asserting that Brahman is the cause, etc. of this
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world, tbat Bridiman and Atman are identical or that there is no Ma^ain

Brahman, directly points to the infallibility of the deOlarations of the

Veda in regard to these matters. Nor does he leave us in doubt as to

why Shankara bad recourse to such Fundamental assumptions ” as

Mr. Buch calls them. He (Shankara) took his stand on them because

these appeared to him eminently reasonable,** To every man, be he the

veriest fool, the sweet reasonableness of his own beliefsi however irra.

tional, is unquestionable. How is Shankara wiser for manifesting, if he

did so at all, such an attitude of mind ?

Next, to that central doctrine of Advaitavad, the Maya theory, is

rightly devoted a whole chapter, the fourth. But it would have been

less disappointing had Mr. Buch stated what '*Maya’’ actually is,

even if he did not find it easy to give a convincing proof of the origin of

Maya, beyond reiterating, in his own words, the worn out Kantian

dogma that time, space and causality have no place in the world of

Noumenon. Where is the proof that there exists such a Noumenon or

Brahman ? He devotes several paragraphs to bringing out how Maya

is said to work and how it is said to cease. But he has not met a single

argument of the opponents, who can never be safely ignored when so

vital an issue is concerned, and that in a modern treatise. What is

worse, he has read into Shankara the western doctrine of the Degrees

of Reality, which may be refuted at the very threshold by the

well known fact that Shankara *s Brahman knows neither degrees nor

distinctions, which as he holds no thought can reach. With Shankara it

is not Brahman but Maya that has degrees. But Mr. Buch is not the

only one that has mistaken a doctrine of Ramanuja's for Shankara 's.

Our author has further erred, but with other reputable writers, in

holding that the highest Advaitic knowledge is attained only through

mystic processes, The state of intuition is a * Unio Mystica
’

in which all duality ceases . , . It is a state of ecstatic peace.*'

But nothing can be more untrue of Advaita than to say that it seeks final

satisfaction In Yogic mysticism. Shankara has most deliberately and

emphatically declared his disagreement with the yogic or mystic dogmas,

in chapter II of his Bhashya. Even a casual acquaintance with Qouda-

pada would show that the Advaita does not end in mysticism. The

Advaitin says to all mystics : Where is the proof that what one sees or

experiences in the * Unio Mystica ' is the Absolute Truth, Reality or God?'*

Where is the proof that such mystics are not self-dduded ? What a cari-

cature Of Shankara it is to declare that he erected his 'philosophic edi-

fice upon the dogma of Mysticism ! It is only when our eyes cannot

bear the sunlight of universal Reason that we seek solace under the
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lamp of individual intuition. For it i$ then that the great truth

that Ultimate Existence is beyond the ken of the intellect comes in

most handy in drawing a veil over our impotency and in encouraging us

to rest upon individual idiosyncracies or communal feelings rather than

upon the all-embracing knowledge or Gyan, It is not that mystic ex-

perience is false or devoid of value. The path of mysticism is a path

open to the million, the pigmies as well as the giants. Its democratic

simplicity has a fascination for all. But whither does the path lead ?

Who shall answer ? Who shall say whether the goal reached is the true

or the false, unless it be the man of Reason ?

Turning last to the first chapter and the Introduction, which indi*

cate the general trend of the treatise, it has to be observed that who-

ever is wedded to the belief that “ Philosophy explains both sides of

reality, finds out their harmony and reconciles them in a deeper unity
**

is a disciple of the school of Eamanuja, not of that of Shankara. The

Advaitic Reality has no sides or parts or elements to be harmonised or

reconciled.

Again, when Mr. Buch holds that the aim of Hindu Philosophy is

emancipation from all finite existence, which is fraught with suffering

(page 33), he misses altogether the standpoint of Shankara^s philosophy.

The Advaitin neither runs away from pain nor runs after pleasure.

The world is full of joy or full of sorrow as one makes it. In itself It

is neither. The Advaitic philosopher neither grieves nor rejoices.

Some eastern systems have their roots embedded in pessimism. Some

Indian and most European schools pride themselves upon the sanity of

their optimistic reading of the world. To Shankara the pleasures of

the world have no higher value than Its pains, though they may serve

different purposes.

“The method of Hindu Philosophy,’* says the author, “is the

a priori method by which we proceed from the whole to the parts, not

the empirical one of rising from the parts to the whole.” “ This is

the method of Shankaracharya.” But this, it must be emphatically

said, is not the method of Shankaracharya, though it may be that of

Badarayana. Shankara’s philosophic method is evident in his Intro^

duction to the Bhashya on Badarayana Sutras. Shankara, however, does

not reject the dogmatic method of the latter in so far as it serves a

useful purpose. To refer to an instance, Mr. Buoh devotes considerable

space to proving that Shankara holds that “ the Vedas are claimed to be

our only authority in matters of such fundamental importance as Atman.”

Here our author has, unfortunately, placed the emphasis on the wrong

word and lost the clue to the "real import of Bhankara’s argument.
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ifhm Skinkara says la repeats the view in a huBdred plaeoe)'^

** 1%rottg}i ecripture alone as a means of the knowledge^ Brahman is

known to be the can$e of the origin, etc. of the world/* the stress is to

be laid not upon Brcthman but upon cause. Not one of the passages

quoted by Mr, Buch in this connection appears to us to be relevant to

the point at issue. For it is with respect to the ** cause of the origin,

etc. of the world ** that the Shastra is the sole authority and that one

has to accept the dogma that Brahman is the cause, etc. of the world,

if one is to follow Badarayana.

We do not blame Mr. Buch for these and similar inaccuracies.

No one who is obliged to rely upon verbal interpretations of Shankara

can escape them.

Lastly, our autbor*s choice of English equivalents for Sanskrit

words has sometimes led him away from the truth of Advaita as it

appears to us. For instance, in trying to oppose the view that Shan-

kara’s ultimate court of appeal is reason, he says “ This (intuition) is

the high-set ground upon which all our knowledge of reality is based/*

But Shankara*s Reason does not exclude “ Intuition/* Mr. Buch evi-

dently mistakes “Tarka** for ‘‘Reason.** Shankara*s Reason covers

more than what is known as Logic in the west and more than the

“Tarka *’ of India. It is based upon “ experience in its totality,** i,e,

Anubhava as it is termed, which is the last word in Shankara*s

disquisitional Philosophy.

V. SUBRAHMANYA IyER.



A BOOK ON HINDU ETHICS*

In treating ..of tlie ethics (ethos =; manners, usage, customs) of a

people as a distinct branch of study it is usual to expound the

psychological and metaphysical principles on which the moral judgmehta

of right or wrong and good or bad are based. This is what is called the'

scientific treatment of the subject. Contrasted with this method,

there is another method called the historic or evolutionary method,

according to wliich the gradual changes in the moral judgments of a

nation or people on its own acts, motives and ideas, are traced stage

after stage from its infancy or tribal state to its civilized state. Besides

these two methods there is also a third way of dealing with the subject.

It is to make a comprehensive collection of the moral precepts of a

people, showing the particular acts, or ideas which are regarded as good

or bad or as right or wrong, with no reference to any scientific principles

underlying those judgments. In this charming book all the three

methods are employed.

In the first chapter entitled “The Hindu View of Life,” the author

speaks of difierent systems of ethics, such as the Buddhistic, the Hindu

and the Greek. If ethics be regarded as a science, there is no reason in

speaking of it as varying with nations. There can never be as many

sciences as there are nations. Just as the various scientific truths and

theories are one and the same for all nations, so ethical truths, such as

honesty, chastity, piety must necessarily be the same for all. There

cannot be two truths, one European and the other Indian. There

may, however, be, indeed there are, different social standpoints from

which acts, motives, and ideas may be regarded. According as the

standpoints differ, moral judgments of acts, motives, and ideas will also

differ. Still the basic principles of morality remain unshaken. For

example, the Mtmltmsakas look upon life as pleasurable, while pessimistic

Jainas, Buddhists, and Vedantins regard life as miserable and wholly

devoid of pleasure. Accordingly the Mtm&msakas, the followers of the

Vedic School, commend all approved individual or social acts fs

Dharma or good, while the pessimists condemn all worldly activity as

baneful and leading to birth and misery, and therefore commend Nivritti

Tht Prind^s of Hindu Hthica, Bj M. A. Bact, m.a, Arya SudhajUfi

Blew, Baroda, Bs, 3.
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or cessation of all activity as the highest Dharma or good. All the

same they extol conxmercial truthfulness, sexual chastity, filial piety and

other secular virtues as inviolable moral duties. So long as they have

to do with the world, their highest Dharma, which is after all a charming

ideal, must yield to the worldly Dharma or social good. It seems to

follow therefore that though the Hindus, the Buddhists, the Jainas,

the Greeks and others diflEer from each other in looking at life and life’s

activity in this world from different standpoints their Vy^vahArika

Dharma, social morality or social ethics as contrasted with their

religious or idealistic ethics must be the same.

It is highly necessary to distinguish between what is purely ideal

and what is matter of fact. The phenomenal existence of the world is

an ideal and not a gross matter of fact. Under the conviction that the

world is Maya or illusion, no philosopher is found to deny his mortifying

tooth-ache. Accordingly the learned author’s attempt to explain away

the problem of evil by the Maya or phenomenal theory of the Advaitic

philosophy does not seem satisfactory.

Coming to the second chapter, entitled ‘‘ Criteria of Morality,”

the author’s reference to the Vedic Eita, a mysterious force believed to

regulate the periodical movements of natural phenomena, as a basis of

moral principles, is beyond comprehension. Among other essential

principles revelation as a source of ethics, the practice of the best people

as guidance, the welfare of humanity as an end, intuition for conscience

as a source, are all too well known to need explanation.

Coming to the conclusion that there can be no absolute good or

bad, our learned author says that all moral ideas are relative, and bases

the Hindu idea of relativity of ethics on what is called Apaddharma.

The word Apaddharma means a less stringent duty or act which a man
in distress can more rightly observe than under favourable circum-^

stances. For example a Brahman whose duty it is to earn bis livelihood

from teaching, priestcraft, or alms in favourable circumstances is allowed

to take agriculture or trade as a means of subsistence in times of dis-

tress. This is rather adaptability than relativity of ethics. It it how-

ever true that ancient Hindus found it difficult to arrive at a satisfactory

definition of Dharma or good and said that Dharmasya tatvam nihitam

guhayam, true nature of Dharma is hidden in a cave* This conclusion is

due not so much to the notion of relativity of ethics as to the variation

of moral judgments passed on similar act in different times, places and

circumstances.

In chapters III, IV, and V, the author gives us an interesting account

of the views held by the ancient Hindus on specific instances of goods

and bads. Chapters VI—XII are devoted to the description of domestic
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e^iiioi, and are enriched Iby quotation of elegant sayings frona tho Tedaiji

the Upanishads and the £pios«

In chapter XIII, entitled ** Ethics of the State/* the author con^

fines his attention to the ethics of monarchy, and dwells only upon its

bright side, taking no notice of its ugly aspects. Even in describing

the ethics of war he has omitted to notice the treacherous acts commit-

ted in the wars described in the Epics.

Chapter XIV is devoted to the description of what he calls caste-

morality. There seems to be no logic in bringing the origin of castes

and the privileges of Brahman and other castes under ethics.

The author’s view on the advantages of caste are questionable. He
says that its service is the organisation of society on the spiritual

basis.” Why noton a selfish utilitarian basis, as many a non-Brahman

in Southern India would say ? The fact is that caste is neither a divine

creation nor a human organisation on any basis. It is merely an evolu-

tionary product like many other social institutions. Prior to the rise of

Buddhism and Jainism in India, the people of India were divided into

four classes, namely, the priestly, the ruling, the trading and the serving

classes, as among the Zoroastrians and perhaps the Greeks also. With

the rise of Jainism and Buddhism, the Hindus in their own self-interest

had to tolerate the apostates and maintain their own supposed religious

purity by avoiding intermarriage and interdining with them. The two

legs on which caste stands are avoidance of intermarriage and interdin-

ing with those who are believed to have fallen away from caste or to

have belonged to a different race or society. There is no evidence for

its organisation on a spiritual basis. Another service,” says the author,

** is the systematic distribution of functions.” A third service, in his

view, is that ‘‘ it is a great safeguard against all foreign government.’*

Others may assert that quite the opposite is true.

The passages which the author has quoted in praise of friendship,

hospitality, charity, Ahimsa, and humanity in chapters XV—XIX, and

in condemnation of anger, ambition, and other vices in chapter XX, are

all very interesting. The last three chapters on Sannyasa, renunciation

of the w^orld, fate and free will, and theology and metaphysics do not

seem to have any close connection with ethics proper, though they may
exercise some influence, good or bad, on the moral life. On the whole,

the book, affording as it does interesting and instructive reading, is a

good contribution on the subject.

R, Shama Sastry.



FROM HUME TO GREEN.

(V) The Classical Economists.

‘‘ The foundations of England’s industrial greatness/’ writes

William Clark, were cemented by the blood of the English working

classes.” It is melancholy to record the fact that this tragic spectacle

failed to inspire any worthy protest from the utilitarian thinkers. On

the contrary the political economy which grew up in this period under

their influence enunciated a number of so-called laws which logically

led to the fatalistic conclusion that owing to the operation of certain

economic forces all attempts to improve the condition of the working

classes were bound to fail.

Adam Smith taught that freedom of trade and industry was the

best stimulus to production.* This principle was applied by his folio w’-

ers to the relations between capital and labour, without, however, those

reservations and qualifications which marked Adam Smith’s treatment.

The practical good sense of Adam Smith recognized that the labourers

could not expect to compete on equal terms with their employers, and

in a well knowm passage he points out that the masters arc always in

a sort of tacit but constant and uniform combination not to raise the

wages of labour above the actual rate. When in 1799 bills were

introduced in parliament to make combinations among workmen illegal,

the authority of Adam Smith was quoted by those who objected to the

principle of these bills. In spite of this, Combination Laws of a sweep-

ing character were passed by parliament, and it required years of

strenuous agitation to got them repealed. Adam Smith again was

always in favour of liberal wages for w^orkmen. “ The liberal reward

of labour,” he says, as it encourages the propagation, so it encourages

the industry of the common people. The wages of labour are the

encouragement of industry, which, like every other human quality,

improves in proportion to the encouragement it receives,” His follow-

ers, however, leaned towards low w^ages, and under their influence the

dogma of cheap labour as the best incentive to industry, and as essen-

tial for the commercial sux^remacy of England, came to dominate the

thought and practice of the business world. “ Upon the whole,” said

an employer, ‘‘ we may fairly aver that a reduction of wages in the

woollen manufactures would be a national blessing and advantage and
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no real injury to the poor. By this means we might keep our trade,

uphold our rents, and reform the people into the bargain.” * If ever

there was a piece of legislation which was in flagrant violation of the

express teaching of Adam Snuth, it was the Corn Law of 1816. This

was passed at the instance of the landlords, who saw nothing objec-

tionable in trying^ to deprive the working classes of the protection of

the state. The manufacturers, while professing homage to the princi*

pie of freedom of trade, did not scruple to seek the help of the legisla-

ture when their interests were threatened by foreign competition. In

short the ruling classes borrowed the teaching of Adam Smith when it

served their interests and unhesitatingly threw it overboard when it did

not suit them.

It is interesting to note that a widely different interpretation was

put on Adam Smith’s teaching by the remarkable group of early

English Socialists. The most original of these, Thomas Hodgskin, was

a devoted follower of Adam Smith. He adopts Smith’s distinction

between human institutions and the natural order of things, and

uses it as a challenge to the whole foundation of the existing system of

the law of distribution. That great man,” he says, carefully dis-

tinguished the natural distribution of wealth from the distribution

which is derived from our artificial right of property. His successors,

on the contrary, make no such distinction, and in their writings the

consequences of this right are stated to be the laws of Nature.’*

According to Hodgskin, labour is the main source of wealth but under

the division of labour the workman is deprived of the natural reward of

his labour. Capital is the product of labour, and profit is nothing but

a portion of that produce, uncharitably exacted from the labourer.

In fact the exactions of the idle capitalist are the main cause of the

poverty of the labourer. The law of the land is so contrived as to

secure wealth to the land-owner and capitalist but not to the labourer.

The law of nature is that industry shall be rewarded by wealth,

idleness be punished by destitution ; the law of the land is to give

wealth to idleness and fleece industry till it be destitute.” Hodgskin

was, however, no revolutionary. He did not really wish to destroy, but

to reform, the law of property, “Amend the laws as to property,”

says Foxwell, ** for all the crimes which afflict society grow from

them.”

In the year 1798 was published Malthus’s treatise on the Law of

Population, one of the landmarks in the history of economic thought.

* See The Evolution of Modem Capitalism, by J, A, Hobson-
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U arose mt of the ooatroversies which he had with his father, who was

an ardent believer in the doctrine of the perfectibility of man as taught

by Condorcet and Godwin. The close of the 18th century wm marked

by a sanguine faith in human destiny, and this faith found its noblest

utterance in Oondoroet's famous work on the progress of the human

mind. The circumstances under which this work was composed are truly

remarkable. Being elected a member of the famous Revolutionary

Ajsembly, Condorcet brought on himself the vengeance of the Terror

for his courageous denunciation of the methods followed by Robespierre

and his followers. He was charged with conspiring against the liberties

of the kingdom, and was condemned in his absence, A noble French-

woman, at the risk of her own life, gave him shelter in her house.

Separated from his wife and child, tormented by the fear of bringing

down destruction on his benefactress, and with the vision of the

guillotine before him, Condorcet sat down to the composition of his

work
;
and when it was finished he fled from the place. Well may

Lord Morley exclaim that among the many wonders of an epoch of

portents tins feat of intellectual abstraction is not the least amazing.

The noble words with which Condorcet concludes his essay deserve to

be quoted. ** How this picture of the human race freed from all its

fetters, withdrawn from the empire of chance, as from that of the

enemies of progress, and walking with firm and assured step in the way

of truth, of virtue, and happiness, presents to the philosopher a sight

that consoles him for the errors, the crimes, the injustice, with which the

earth is yet stained, and of which he is not seldom the victim ! It is in the

contemplation of this picture that he receives the reward of his efforts

for the progress of reason, for the defence of liberty. He ventures to

link them with the eternal chain of the destinies of man. It is there

that he finds the true recompense of virtue, the pleasure of having done

a lasting good. Fate can no longer undo it by any disastrous compensa-

tion that shall restore prejudice and bonaiage. This contemplation is

for him a refuge into which the recollection of his presecutors can never

follow him
;

in which, living in thought with man reinstated in the

rights and dignity of his nature, he forgets man tormented and corrupted

by greed, by base fear, by envy. It is here tliat he truly abides with

his fellows, in an elysium that his reason has known how to create for

itself, and that his love for humanity adorns with all purest delights.***

Condorcet bases his expectations for the future on the establish-

ment of equality of rights and freedom for the whole human race. The

Morley, Critical Miecdlaniest Vot II,
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Eevoluticm bad proclaimed this equality, and it was the task of the 10th

epoch to realize the idea. The elimination of all inequalities of wealth,

sex and instruction will make possible the substantial perfecting of man.

Foiiiical liberty will become the birthright of all nations, and there will

be universal peace. Progress in the art of medicine will even prolong

the term of man's life.

In England Godwin, who owed to French sources his faith in the

unlimited possibilities of human improvement, indulged in similar

visions, and drew the picture of an ideal society in which all will share

alike the bounties of nature. Selfishness will disappear, and every

member of the community will identify his interest with that of others.

Half an hour’s daily labour will sufiice to secure the necessaries of life,

and thus everyone will be free to devote himself to intellectual work

and the practice of virtue.

It was reserved for Malthus to show that these glowing anticipa-

tions overlooked a factor of cardinal importance, the dread problem of

over-population. He drew attention to the fact that population always

has a tendency to press beyond the means of subsistence, and that

this tendency is kept in chock by vice, misery and moral restraint. It

followed that man could procure sufficient food only on terms which

preclude comfort and happiness. Malthus clothed his proposition in a

formula which appeale I powerfully to the popular imagination,—that

population, if unchecked, increases in a geometricfd ratio, and that food,

even in the most favourable circumstances, increases only in an arith-

metical ratio. It soon became the fixed belief that pressure of numbers

on the means of subsistence must ^ be the normal condition of the

majority of the race, and that in consequence a life of poverty must be

their habitual condition ; for it was not the institutions of a country

but Nature herself that doomed them to this condition. It is no won-

der that this dreary doctrine shocked generous minds, and that the

poet Shelley declared in hi»" preface to Prometheus Unbound that he

had rather be damned with Plato and Bacon than go to heaven with

Malthus. It soothed the anxieties of the rich. “ The doctrine that

poverty was inevitable and incurable," says Hammond ** put a soft

pillow under the conscience of the ruling class." If every increase of

comfort brought forth an increase of population it was clear that there

was no need for their interference. A distinguished theologian, Chalmers,

after reviewing seriatim all the schemes proposed for the improvement

of the economic condition of the people, expressed his considered

opinion that none of them would succeed, since an increase of comfort

would lead to an increase of numbers, so that the last state of things

would be worse than the first.
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Ricardo belongs to the school of Adam Smith, whose principles he

professed to develop. His book, The Principles of Political Economy

and Taxation, has had a curious history. Contemporary thinkers and

politicians found it an admirable aid in justifying the existing system,

and deprecating all interference by the state to modify that system.

On the other hand it furnished material for the revolutionary gospel

of advanced Socialists. Lassalle’s iron law of wages and Karl

Marx’s theory of surplus value are alike based on Ricardo’s analysis of

value.

It has been remarked of Ricardo that he moved in a world of

abstractions. This is far from true. His whole system was based on

the observation of the contemporary state of things. His error lay in

the fact that he generalized on those facts on the assumption that they

would remain valid for all time. He was the interpreter of the new
industrial world, the foundation of which was competition. Steam had

been utilized, machines were supplanting hand labour, working classes

were migrating to new centres of production, guild regulations were

giving way and competition of a tvpe unheard of before was beginning

to prevail.”* Ricardo realised this situation with admirable insight.

His treatise is penetrated by the idea of competition, on the basis of which

he works out his theory of distribution. Further, the idea of natural

law was the dominant conception at that time, and Ricardo believed that

the law of distribution which he worked out was of unvarying character,

and was unalterable by human endeavour. Two further assumptions

underlay Ricardo s treatise : (1) that every man knows his own inter-

est and is capable of pursuing it, and (2) that the economic interest of

the individual is identical with that of the community. Lastly, he was
too much in the habit of laying stress on the production of wealth and
ignoring the human element in it. In an interview with him Sismondi
was constrained to remark,—*^ What ! Is wealth then everything ? Are
men absolutely nothing ?”

We are, however, concerned in the present connection not with

Ricardo’s economic theory as a whole, but with his famous theory of

the law of wages, from which the contemporary world drew such start-

ling conclusions. “ In every sort of occupation it must come to pass,”

says Turgot, “ that the wages of the artisan are limited to that which
is necessary to procure his subsistence.” Adam Smith rejected this

teaching of the Physiocrats, but Ricardo accepted it and naturalizedsit

in England. He laid it down as an axiomatic truth that under a system
of free competition wages would inevitably tend towards a minimum, so

* J. B. Clpk.
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much as will supply the bare necessaries of life, and that no human

efforts could check this tendency. There was a justification for this

doctrine in the circumstances of the first quarter of the 19th century

;

wages had fallen very low, and, in the absence of effective organization

on the part of worimen, it seemed as though this was the natural law.

The error of Ricardo consisted in the fact that he assumed that the

state of things which he saw around him would continue for all time,

and did not realise that it was possible for combinations of workmen to

raise their wages. He was himself a political reformer, and helped in

the repeal of the Combination Laws, but his enunciation of the sub-

sistence-wage doctrine had a most unfortunate effect, as it gave rise to

the fatalistic view of the condition of the working classes that they

were destined by inexorable circumstances, which human agency could

not control, to remain weak and miserable.

It is not difficult to understand that, with these principles, the

classical economists did not support any attempts to improve the fac-

tory life. Ricardo himself supported the manufacturers in their opposi-

tion to the Factory Acts. Another distinguished economist, Senior, in

opposing the Ten Hours Bill, attempted to show that the whole profit of

the manufacturers is derived the last hour. And, strange to say,

every endeavour to reduce the working hours in the factories encountered

violent opposition from John Bright. In 1831 a society with Lord

Brougham as Chairman, and an influential committee which included

Ashley, Russell, Denlnan, Hobhouse and James Mill, was started with

the object of spreading useful knowledge among the working classes.

The society published two books, The Results of Machmery and The

Rights of Industry, which ])oint out, among other things, the function

and importance of capital in the production of wealth and the supreme

interest that labour has in the protection of the rights of property. The

working classes are further warned that combinations for raising wages

constitute the chief menace to security of property. “ When there is too

much labour in the market and wages are too low, do not combine to

raise the wages
;
do not combine with the vain hope of compelling the

emyloyer to pay more for labour than there are funds for the mainten-

ance of labour
;
but go out of the market. Leave the relations between

wages and labour to equalize themselves. You can never be permanently

kept down in wages by the profits of capital, for if the profits of

capital are too high, the competition of other capital immediately

comes in to set the matter right.”

On the whole the influence of the classical economists was disas-

trous to the best interests of the nation. It paralysed .state action, and
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damped the efiort of social lefonners. It was mischievous ia the high*

ost degree, as it gave the capitalists an excuse for disolaiiuiag all re>

spoBsibilitf fot the misery of their operatives, “ It was unfortuoate.”

says Cunningham, “ that the most advanced science of the day should

inast on free play for the capitalist, as a right, while it provided him

with excuses for neglecting his responsibilities.” No wonder Political

Economy came to be dubbed "
the dismal science

”

N. Narasimha Moorty.

(To he eoniinued.)



CO-EDUCATION.

The education of men and women at the same college is a stirring

topic of the day. The subject is being raised again and again, and

‘‘co-education** is held like a dangling sword over the Maharani*s

Women’s College.

The root question to ask ourselves is
—“ With what object was the

college first begun ?*’ The only answer to this seems to be—“ That the

women of Mysore might be given equal chances with the men in the pur-

suit of knowledge and in the attainment of culture.’* It is three or four

years since the college was started, and the accusations brought against

it now are that the expected increased numbers are not to be found, and

that its upkeep is an unnecessary item of expenditure under the

retrenchment scheme. Hence the cry.^
—“ Let there be co-education, let

the men and the women be educated at the same college.”

But, there are certain points to be considered. Millions and

millions are spent, without any compunction, on the cause of men’s edu-

cation. Should an iota of these millions be grudged in the cause

of the women ? Woman has her own special niche in the world,

and her own individuality to develop. Education must mean the

perfecting of the nature of the individual, whether in man or woman,

and not merely the passing of examinations leading to the obtaining of

degrees
;
and there is no chance for an Indian girl to develop her personal-

ity in a men*s college. Taken from the seclusion of a hom^ where she

leads a desultory life in her own shy corner, with no society but that

of her own sex, is she to be thrown into the circle of men students, who

have not yet learnt to offer her the right hand of fellowship as to a

comrade ? A women*s college affords Indian girls security from the

too inquisitive public gaze, and allows them freedom happily to

pursue their intellectual and social life. At a men’s college, the life of

the women students is narrow, and hemmed in by conventionalities

which may not be broken, while recreations and out-door games, a

free use of the library, college clubs, musical, literary and social,

debating societies and entertainments is entirely out of the question.

Except in the intellectual development gained by attending lectures in

class-rooms where they feel entirely out of their element, they do not

reap the benefits qf a liberal education. Women’s colleges, suitably and

beautifully equipped, have a strong hold on their students. ^1 who
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have lived and studied at any really fine women’s college can teitif/ to

its charm, and to the infiuenoe it exerts on the character. Its memory

clings through the years, and will always be reverted to and dwelt upon

with a peculiar happiness. To an English girl college life is a glorious

period of existence. It is the time when, fresh from the narrower

sphere of school, she gets her first glimpse of the realm of womanhood,

and the long vista of possibility is wondrously fair. She sets to work

to develop all sides of her nature with energy and determination, and she

throws herself with zest into all the college activities. She acquires a

sense of her wider work and responsibility, and that broad-minded

sympathy which is ever ready to take an intelligent interest in all the

j)ur8uit8, successes and failures of those around her.

Our girls know not the irresponsibility of girlhood nor its delightful

and infectious buoyancy. They are either wives, with their load of

cares and duties, or widows, who by their misfortune have lost their

social standing. To such girls a women’s college is a real boon. They

love to belong to it, since it affords them many new interests. The

various pursuits bring a joyouaness and delight that sets aside the in-

numerable little vexations at home, and through several channels new

ideas flow in, which help them to realise their womanhood. The girls

that were so stiff and shy at the beginning are now learning to under-

stand the real meaning of college life, and its delights.

Again, in a society that prohibits the lady of the house from

entertaining her husband’s men friends, and vice versa^ the very idea

of the woman being educated with the men is unpleasant, to say the

least of it. In a society where most of the women students who go in

for higher courses of study are wives and mothers, the very thought of

co-education is preposterous. It is with great difficulty that the guar-

dians of the girls, whether parents or parents-in-law, can be persuaded

to allow the girls to go beyond the lower forms even in girls’ schools,

and if the present women’s college is abolished, the education of women

will receive a terrible set-back.

Even in places where women are free, and, standing on the same

level as men as their comrades, help shoulder to shoulder in the politi-

cal, economic and social life of the country, women’s colleges are recog-

nised as necessary elements in a standard educational system. Much

more urgent in our country is the necessity for women’s institutions,

whether educational, medical or technical. The Indian woman is consi-

dered to be so submissive and meek that .she is quite content to take

a back seat, to stagnate and deteriorate, while the men puisue their

avocations and enjoy their amusements and their clubs, quite apart
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from het Each lives a life of iis or her own interests, with very

little in common. Nothing is done to brighten the woman’s life, and

in most cases even education is not allowed—-there are so many

orthodox families, even in an enlightened State like Mysore, that stop

their girls’ schooling at quite an early age. Hence the women have not

even the capacity to construct the “home beautiful/’ or to make

home life the centre of attraction, or to train the hope of India to

become balanced and steady-minded citizens, or to go forth into the by-

ways of humanity as angels of comfort and consolation to their weak

and heart-broken sisters. There is plenty to do, and some are doing

it. But more are wanted, well equipped and well trained to bear

the heat and burden of the day, to soothe, cherish, comfort and encourage,

and to love and sympathise. It is only through an education that fits

them for this that our girls will learn to realise the true and grand

meaning of womanhood, and will assert their true claim to the

chivalry and worship of man.

H. 8. Hensman.



AN ADDEESS TO THE UNIVERSITY UNION.

(For tWs report of the memorable address delivered by Mr. G. N.

Ohakravarti^ Rai Bahadur, Vice-Chancellor of Lucknow University, in

the University Union, Mysore, on October 4th, we are indebted

to New India,)

Fob years past I have been wishing to visit this University, and

that for various reasons. In the first place, this is the first University

started by an Indian State. You have a competitor in the new

Osmania University of Hyderabad. But then, that is more or less in

the nature of an experiment—an experiment which, I admit, is

fraught with immense possibilities, but w^hich, after all, is problematic

in its nature; and the results of that experiment lie in the womb of

futurity. The second reason why I wanted to visit this University is

that it really is the first purely teaching University that has been

started in India. The Benares Hindu University ran it very closci asi

I believe, it was started within a few months of the starting of this

University. The third reason is that, before the Sadler University

Commission met in India and made its recommendations, indeed long

before that, you had adopted the principle of having a whole-time A^ioe*

Chancellor—a Vice Chancellor who would no longer be the distant

dispenser of the destinies of a University, but the living heart and head

of the University, and who would become really the centre of all

activities. The fourth reason why 1 wished to come here was that

you had just started a system of tutorial and similar work, which,

I believe, must be the distinguishing feature of the future universities

of India. The fifth reason is that I had always heard of the First

Grade Women’s College—the Maharani’s College—which, I think, is a

worthy co-adjutor of the Maharaja’s College belonging to the Univer-

sity. The sixth reason is that 1 had also :iheard of the fame of that

gteat institution, which is a source of culture for the whole of India,

the Oriental Library, which, I believe, is now working under the

aegis of this University.

The last, but not the least reason, I may say, is that I wanted to

see this Uftion, to which you have done me the honour to invite me this

morning. To my mind, this Union strikes the keynote of the future

tone of university education. I am not one of those who belittle the

372 .
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work done by tte older universities. They have done monOmeute!

and magnificent work towards raising the intellect and cnlture of the

Nation. But it has to be admitted that, owing to the limitations of

their constitution and the conditions of their beingi they have not

been able to do so much in the way of research work and of directly

influencing the moral and spiritual culture of the students of the

university. The function which these modern universities are going

to perform is to emulate the past, and thus to make the universities,

once more, real centres of learning, like Nalanda of' old, or Taxila, or

Cordova, or Baghdad. We shall have, I hope, at these cenfijca of

learning, teachers— and Gurus—who will not only by their

direct teaching but by their silent influence improve the intellectual

stamina of the students. There is no doubt that your Vice-Chajjicellor,

being a person of great learning and eminent scholarsliip, will draw

round him a group of teachers of the right stamp. But their mere

presence, although inspiring and helping to raise the ideal of university

education higher than that which has obtained in the past, would not be

fully effective unless opportunities of social intercouso were afforded.

The four walls of the class-room certainly do not afford the necessary

opportunity for the professors and students to come into that intimate

contact which alone can make it possible for the influence of these

groat A charyaa and Gurus to permeate into the innermost recesses of

your being. You want something more than that. You want social

intercourse, and that, I believe, this Union is now going to provide.

Apart from this social contact, I think that your Union has to perform

another very great function.

It is the place where you can have free intercourse of thought,

where you can have, to an unlimited degree, ** the feast of reason and the

flow of soul.” I do not know what the policy of this University will

be. But I have always believed that politics should not be boycotted

in educational institutions. I find from your curriculum that Politics

finds a place in the courses of studies prescribed by the University, and

I do think that it is the sanest thing for a country to allow freedom of

political discussion in university institutions, because it is only by free

discussion that the other side of a particular problem is presented, and

pcditical propositions are scrutinised in the light of the academical train-

ing that is received in the university. I think that if politics is allowed

freedom of access to the University, our young men, to wl om I am now

speaking, will not fall an easy prey to the blandishments of political

mountebanks, who offer all kinds of nostrums for your political salva-

tion. Now it is the boycott of titles, and then it is the boycott of
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acrvices. Now it is the boycott of all foreign things, and then it is the

boycott of all colleges and schools.

Now, gentlemen, Nationalism is a high ideal, and we all strive to

follow that ideal But Nationalism is not the last word in altruism*

There is something greater than Nationalism. We admire Nationalism

precisely because it gives us some opportunity for service. Humanity

is distinguished from the brute world by its capacity to make sacrifices

for others. The struggle for existence is the law of the beast, and

sacrifice is the law of the Gods. It is this that makes us admire

Nationklism, and, as I said, there is something greater than Nationalism.

Intellect rises above the limitation imposed by politics. Intellect

recognises no barriers of caste, creed or geographical limitations. In

the world of intellect, there should be the freest intercourse possible. I

do not think that any boycott is more withering and more devastating

to soul life than the boycott of intellect. Intellect brings the whole of

humanity into one group, and we have to derive knowledge from

every possible source. And, rising still higher—because I believe there

is something greater than intellect—you find the unity of all life, and

you begin to recognise the animal as your younger brother, striving to

rise higher in the scale of evolution. Going down, we find the same

striving in the plant life and even in inanimate beings. This is the

great doctrine preached by our Rishis of old, and this is the doctrme

which is now being justified in the eyes of the modern world by our great

countryman, Sir J. C. Bose. Do you think that this doctrine would

have found the same recognition if it were merely preached by the

jmndits, who believed it as an article of faith ? Do you not think that

the confirmation of this doctrine accomplished by approaching it through

the avenues of modern science and learning claimed the homage of the

western scientists and learned men, and shed lustre upon the glorious

traditions of your own civilisation ? Have knowledge from all sources,

and profit by that knowledge—this is my earnest advice to you.

I find that you have adopted in this University the motto, There

is no greater purifier than knowledge,’’ from the Oita, and my prayer is

that gnanam, knowledge, may in its fulness and beauty bum up all that is

base and imperfect in your nature, and purify your heart and soul, so

that they may ever seek expansion instead of contraction, co-operation

instead of isolation, love instead of hatred, and ever strive to find

unity of life amidst the diversity of the phenomenal world, so that you

may develop in you the noble virtues of reverence, charity and worship.



MYSORE UNIVERSITY: A COLLEGE DAY COMMENT.

(These paragraphs are taken from the speech made by Mr. B Rama-

swamaiya, b a., b.l. in proposing the Toast of the University on the

Maharaja’s College Day, October 16th. Vide Editorial.)

The days of discussion are over, regarding the type of university,

examining ” or teaching, ” suitable for the land, and it is now

acknowledged that the large examining ” type of university must give

place in India to smaller and more efficient teaching and residential

universities. While we were conscious of the splendid work of the Madras

University, and the great benefits derived by Mysore by the affiliation

thereto of its two colleges for over twenty-five years, there was an

increasing feeling in the State that it should have a university of its

own. The creation of the Mysore University was due to a recognition

of this feeling, and to the prompt action of our administrators in

accordance with the new policy in favour of smaller and more compact

universities of the unitary type.

The association of Mysore with Madras for many years had been so

close and so .beneficial that it was not without a sense of regret that the

tie was broken five years ago. But this was naturally combined with a

sense of great joy at our embarkation on a separate existence of our

own. The speech of His Highness the Chancellor at the opening of the

first Senate meeting gave beautiful expression to both feelings, when His

Highness said,— I think we all realise the solemnity and importance

of to-day’s ceremony. It marks an epoch in the development of educa-

tion in the Mysore State ;
for what should be more significant in our

history than the creation, at the express desire of the people, of a

National University. I feel that, on this occasion, I should publicly

state how great is the debt of gratitude we owe to the University of

Madras, under whose fostering care both the constituent colleges of our

University have attained their present high state of efficiency. Nearly

all our most distinguished Mysoreans owe theix education to the same

University and are justly proud of the connection. Our University may

^ fitly be compared to a child, which reaches years of discretion, and

leaves the parental home to establish one of its own with a grateful

memory of its happy childhood. ” Beautiful sentiments these, which

convey our indebtedness to Madras, and those of us, particularly, who
376
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hftve sat and learnt at the feet of those most worthy and exeellent

professors in the two premier oolleges, the Christian and the Preddenoy,

know, in a special measure, how much we owe to those colleges and to

that University, and how proud we are of our connection with them.

It seems to me to be specially necessary to remember this past

connection and its excellent results, in order that our aims under the

present conditions may bo equally high and productive of equally good,

if not better, results under what we claim to be the improved* system.

As a necessary consequence of the local character of the University, our

students are denied the advantage of mixing with students of brilliant

parts from all coiners of the Presidency, as of old, and trying their

powers and abilities with them. This disadvantage must be overcome

by efforts to achieve and maintain an intrinsic excellence of our own,

and we have no doubt that the learned professors and authorities of the

University are leaving nothing undone towards this end. May it^never

be said that our separation from Madras has resulted in the least

deterioration in the products of our University ! May the University,

on the other hand, gain and ever retain the respect of the educational

world

!

There is a danger that separation from the Madras University and

the consequent exclusion of Mysore students from the Madras colleges

may result in a certain amount of exclusiveness and isolation. To

overcome this isolation, it seems necessary to devise some means of

preserving a constant contact of our students v.ith the outer educational

world. In the conference of representatives from the various univer-

sities of the British Empire recently held in London, resolutions were

passed that there should be an interchange of scholars between the

different universities, so that the different universities may be brought

more into touch with each other. It was said that if a South African

or Australian Scholar kept part of the terms for an Oxford or Cam-

bridge degree in a South African or Australian University and the

remainder in Oxford or Cambridge, he should be entitled to receive a

degree from either of the latter Universitiei, and vice versa. If some

such means of establishing a reciprocity between the alumni of the

Myaoie and Madras or Bombay Universities could be established, the

dangers of isolation would be effectively removed, to the obvious benefit

of all the universities concerned.

Some special features and advantages have been claimed on

behalf of our Universit}^ An intimate connection between the teaching

staff of the college and the University, which gives the professors a voice

in prescribing courses of study, in directing examinations, and in fact, in
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every detail of the administration ; next, a strict control by the Ubir

Tersity over the social life of the students ; the development of

dential life and athletics ; and finally, a close association between the

professors and students in the University Unions—these were some of

the special features claimed by the framers of the young University, and

now, after the lapse of the first few years of its existence, it is pleasing to

note that a satisfactory amount of progress has been made under each one

of these heads, and these aims continue to bo constantly kept in mind.

A greater attention to tLe vernaculars, and to the diffusion of useful

knowledge among the people by the establishment of extension and

publication departments have also, it is seen, not been lost from view.

The modern tendency of all universities has been, it is said, devel-

opment along the lines of scientific and technical work, and this has

been welcomed for, no doubt, very cogent reasons. The present need for

the development of the economic resources of the country is held fully

to justify this tendency, and there is no doubt that in this age of science

and industrial arts the shaping of university education on these lines is

bound to grow, without any special advocacy on its side. So also with

regard to the idea of the duty of the University to provide for the diffu-

sion of useful knowledge among the people. Noble as these ideals are,

it seems impossible for one, when contemplating the glories of ancient

learning and literature, and the scope of ancient seats of learning, to

minimise, for one moment, the importance of what is called the literary

or humane side of education. It seems necessary, when every thought

is turned towards scientific and technical education, to keep insisting on

the claims of “liberal’* and humanistic education, to avoid the possible

danger of its losing the place which, beyond all doubt, is pre-eminently

due to it in a scheme of university education. I may, perhaps, here

indulge in a small personal reminiscence. A few days after I entered

the service after graduation, I went one morning to pay my respects,”

as it is called, to one of the highest officers of the State. In the course

of conversation, he put me the question :
“ Are you a scientist or a

mathematician?” I answered, meekly,—“ Neither, sir ; I am a student

of history.” On this, quick was his exclamation,—“ Oh, the most useless

subject! ” I was well aware, however, that he was not quite serious in

his remark, because be Was himself a great man steeped in philosophical

and religious learning, and one who would give no mofe than its proper

place to the knowledge of the sciences or of mathematics. The possi*

bililty, however, remains of predominance in education passing from

letters to science, and this subject may, perhaps, now receive some brief

consideration. In dealing with any subject connected with universities,

7
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no justification is required for quoting, even at some length, the

words of one who has given- the highest thought to this theme, and

enriched it with contributions of the most extensive and learned charac'

ter. In his Nature and Scope of University Education Cardinal Newman

says: “ The business of a University is to make intellectual culture its

direct scope, or to employ itself in the cultivation of the intellect, just as

the work of a hospital lies in healing the sick or the wounded, of a riding

or fencing school, or a gymnasium, in exercising the limbs. , . . The

function of ^ University is intellectual culture ;
here it may leave its

scholars, and it has done its work when it has done as much as this. It

educates the intelligent to reason well in all matters, to reach out

towards Truth and to grasp it. ... A man of intellectual culture

acquired by university education has the repose of a mind which lives in

itself while it lives in the world, and which has resources for its happiness

at home when it cannot go abroad. He has a gift which serves him in

retirement, without which good fortune is but vulgar, and with which

failure and disappointment have a charm.

While undoubtedly we must give its proper high place to scientific

and technical knowledge, from the utilitarian and material point of view,

the idea of knowledge for its own sake will always continue to maintain

the highest place in the mind of man. The highest principle is that

knowledge is its own reward. Considered in this light, it is called

liberal knowledge, and is the scope of academic institutions. This has

always been the view of higher learning 5 with us, and our national

genius and ancient culture must necessarily count in shaping our present

aims and methods.

The development of character through the power of thinking, the

cultivation of general culture and refinement, leading up to the making of

the gentleman, the training of men in efficiency“-these are all undoubtedly

worthy and proper objects of a university training, but it seems to me

that the outstanding objects should always be the fostering of learning

and scholarship. The training of the gentleman and the promotion of

efficiency may be secured through other agencies besides the university.

But it is at the university alone that the foundations of learning and

scholarship can be laid. There can be no doubt that the first import-

ance should be attached to scholarship. Max Miiller is said to have

observed that the reason why English scholarship was inferior to

German was the five o’clock tea. The social life dominated England.

The social life did not dominate Germany. The German universities were

scholastic, and the university professors prided themselves on their

scholasticism. The Puritan mother who said to her son,—**If God made
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thee a good man, and a scholar, I am content,*’ might, he said, bo found

in many a Teuton home.

May it not be sincerely hoped that liberal education ” will not

be prejudiced by the modern tendency to foster the study of practical

and scientific subjects ? Our genius undoubtedly lies in the direction of

a liberal and spiritual education. Writing of ancient Brahmanic educa-

tion, a Christian Missionary gentleman has said recently, ** Not only

did the Brahman educators develop a system of education which sur-

vived the crumbling of empires and the changes of society^ but they

also, through all these thousands of years, kept aglow the torch of

higher learning, and numbered amongst them great thinkers, who
have left their mark not only upon the learning of India but upon the

intellectual life of the world,” Let us not, then, ignore the bent of'our

national genius, and subordinate the study of literature, philosophy, his-

tory and religion to the study of scientific and technical subjects. , , ,

Lastly, I cannot fail to refer to the singular good fortune which

the Mysore University possesses in the royal favour which is unstint-

ingly bestowed on it. The Royal House of Mysore has, from the earli-

est time, patronised art and learning in the most liberal manner, and

the new creation of the Mysore University has been nourished

fostered and blessed by royal love and favour. Under the wise pro-

tection and care of a loving Ruler as Chancellor, the University is

administered by the most capable body of men in the country, guided

in their deliberations by a distinguished Vice-Chancellor famed for

depth of loaining and scholarship, all of them thoroughly intent on

doing, and giving of, their best for this new eeat of learning.

Under such splendid auspices, may the University of Mysore

prosper and flourish, and prove a blessing of the noblest and highest

kind to the people of our beautiful State of Mysore,



THE NOVEMBER SENATE MEETING.

The Senate held its November meeting on Saturday the 23rd

at 1 P.M., the Vice-Chancellor occupying the Chair. The meeting was

occupied mainly with technical matters, certain motions of a highly

non-technical character being postponed—for lack of ‘time—to the

next meeting. Several rather interesting topics, however, were discussed.

Mr. S. R. Balalcrishna Rao renewed the proposal that a Law College

should be established, or at least classes in Law might be opened.

The Senate obviously agreed as to this need, but rejected the

motion because no arrangement financially possible at present would

either serve the purpose or be creditable to the University. Dr. Myla-

vaganam, as of yore, laid stress upon the prior claim of Medicine, and

probably all agreed with him. Yet it is to be hoped that at the ear-

liest possible moment a Law College will be established—not only because

it is essential to the completeness of the University, not only because of

the expense, frequently prohibitive, of proceeding to Madis or Bombay

for legal studies, but also because the less expensive of the options,

study in Bombay, is so frequently disastrous to the health of the

Mysorean.

Two motions were concerned with publicity. It was felt that in

general the people of the State were insufficiently acqminted with the

work, and the needs, of the University, which was unfortunate because

this, like other universities, must depend upon public generosity for the

desirable expansion of its activities. Newspaper references to Senate

meetings are necessarily inadequate, and sometimes unnecessarily mis-

leading. The value for the State of the work of a university is apt to

©scape recognition. Further, such interest as the public does take is

apt to limit itself to criticism, and such criticism is often astonishingly

ill-informed.—It was resolved that a Publicity Board should be created

to give the people of the State information as to the University’s work»

with a view to impressing on them, in the words of Mr. M. Rama-

ohandra Rao’s motion, (1) the difficulty of realising the full benefits

of the University work with the present grant from Government, (2) the

great necessity there is for public benefactions on a liberal scale to

supplement the Government grant and (3) the nature of the improve-

ments that could be effected in the University with the aid of such

benefactions.”



A LIFE OF RABINDRANATH TAGORE.

It would scarcely be an exaggeration to call this small volume* the

moat important book of the year, such is the need—the perplexity—to

which it responds, and so well is it done. One is the more gratified to

find that it is dedicated to our Vice-Chancellor. To that half of the

book which is critical little reference need now bo made, since the same

author is providing a more detailed examination of the poet's work in The

Poetry ofRabindranath Tagore, which is to be issued shortly by the Oxford

University Press. Anyone seeking to justify the biographical reference

in the interpretation of literature could find no more convincing

argument than the case of Rabindranath. Error and exaggeration of

both praise and blame, and among readers in India as well as in western

countries, has obscured the special values of work the understanding of

which depends, in a peculiar degree, on social and political, not to speak

of personal information. Prompt and eager as was western recognition

of Rabindranath's greatness, from the first it contained elements of

misunderstanding. And just as the rectifier of wrong impressions must

be someone familiar with the poet’s work in its original language, so also

he must be able, through biographical knowledge, through personal

intimacy with the poet, and through genuine knowledge of all circum-

stances, to give the setting required by criticism. Mr. Thompson satisfies

all these conditions. Responsiveness and judgment also are evidenced

in the book. Whether they are adequate to what is one of the biggest

tasks in present-day criticism must be discussed when the larger book

appears.

Mr. Thompson traces the development of the poet's opinions,

thoughts and powers amid the various influences to which he has

responded, surrendering his soul to none of them. In those matters one

can, alas ! do little but accept Mr. Thompson, but fortunately he con-

veys an impression of dispassionate, reliable working out of things.

There is one idea, however, which—apart from a natural dislike of it—we

think may fairly be questioned. Mr. Thompson says that Rabindra-

nath has a prejudice against “ England and things English," and this

* Bdbindranath Tagore. By E. J. Thompson, b.a., m.O. The Heritage of India

Series, Association Press, 6 Russell Street, Calcutta. London, Oxford University

Press.
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prejudice, he thinks, ** probably struck root *’ during the poet’s first

visit to England, 1877. He has preserved,” says Mr. Thompson, ‘‘some

unpleasant stories and added some unpleasant comments, in his Remi-

niscenoes.** We do not share the impression produced by Reminiscences

upon Mr. Thompson. In the passage to which he refers Rabindranath

gives a finely touched account of the selfish and thoughtless behaviour to-

wards him of an individual ; but there is surely no suggestion of resulting

prejudice against a people. And Mr, Thompson develops the prejudice

idea in a rather extraordinary way. He thinks that Rabindranath has

come—largely as a result of “ his false fame in the West ”—to despise

western intelligence, and in certain of his translations has contemptuously

played down to it. “ He took to inserting in his * translations ’ pretty-

pretty nonsense that was not in the originals at all. ... As re-

gards translation, his treatment of his Western public has sometimes

amounted to an insult to their intelligence.” Mr. Thompson gives his

own translation of a certain poem, and sets beside it what Rabindra-

nath “ has thought fit to give to his poor pensioners of the West.”

“ That is all,” he says. “ But it is too much. The picture might have

had value of its own—there are elements of value in it, niggardly

precis though it is—had he taken any trouble to polish it. As it is, it is a

handful of careless words thrown at a public that he seems to have

come to despise.” Within this example, Mr. Thompson particularises

several points, of which one may be cited. Here are some lines in

Mr. Thompson’s own really beautiful translation.

—

A narrow, winding path its streak has worn

From some far hamlet through the fields of com,

And dips to the water like a tongue athirst.

Rabindranath’s prose rendering runs

—

The long narrow path, like the thirsty tongue of the village, dips

down into the stream.

Mr. Thompson comments— He has kept the perfect simile of the path

like a thirsty tongue dipping down to the stream ; but has ruined it by

that touch of cleverness, a red dab of paint from rhetoric’s brush, a

dab which did not disfigure the original, which makes the path the

thirsty tongue of the village. This conceit is good in itself, but had no

basiness to intrude here, where nothing else has any suspicion of clever-

ness.” Beyond a doubt Mr. Thompson is right in objecting to “ of the

village it murders the figure. But it is not “ clever,” and it does not

look in the least like contemptuous adaptation. One can imagine what

may have happened. Rabindranath was seeking to abbreviate—to

crystallise his thought. The original would not sufier this. It could
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not itself be made shorter : a new and more concrete poem must be

substituted. Every one of the changes to which Mr. Thompson objects

is in the direction of concreteness. The result is not a rendering, but

a new—and vastly inferior—poem. But it is not claptrap ; still less is

it deliberate claptrap. It is eminently possible that’ Rabindranath

thought this sort of thing would be more intelligible to western readers

than the other. It is certainly the case that in a considerable degree

he misinterprets the spirit of English literature and of the English

people ; there are passages in The Message of the Forest, for example,

that are undeniable evidence of this. One can go a long way with

Mr. Thompson. What one cannot accept is the idea that Rabindranath

deliberately set down something he felt to be unworthy. The greatest

poet has lapses of judgment, but no great poet will write badly to

secure or please a particular audience. Nor is the blatantly unintelli-

gent contempt which Mr. Thompson attributes to Rabindranath possible

to a man of the noblest stature. Were this attribution just Rabindra-

nath would be a far narrower and weaker man than one would fain

conceive him.

We have always longed to see Rabindranath ^s poetry rendered in

adequate verse, and believe that the remoter accuracy of a genuine

verse translation would give a more vital idea of the original than even

the poet’s own translations in prose. Mr. Thompson’s translations, re-

plete with mannerisms, show how difficult is the task, but they are an

achievement. One looks forward to reading many more of them when

his other book appears,—Might one hope that in its prose style the new

book will differ somewhat from this one ? The jerky, confiding manner

has perhaps gome relation to the special purpose of this book, but it

would spoil a work of deliberate and systematic criticism, and is rather

annoying even here.

J. C. Rollo.



BEVIEWS.

Glimpses of Bengal, selected from the Letters of Sir Rabindranath

Tagore, 1885 to 1895. MacMillan. 7$. 6d. net.

This book contains a translation of^a number of letters se^cted

from a collection already published in the original Bengali* A number

of the poet’s letters, he tells us, found their way back to him long after

they were written. Since these letters synchronise with a consider-

able part of my published writings, I thought their parallel course would

broaden my readers’ understanding of my poems as a track is widened

by retreading the same ground. Such was my justification for publish-

ing them in a book for my countrymen. Hoping that the descriptions

of village scenes in Bengal contained in these letters would also be

interest to English readers, the translation of a selection of that selec-

tion has been entrusted to one who, among all those whom I know, was

best htted to carry it out.” Hence the title of the book. The title is

quite a misnomer. The book is about Rabindranath Tagore, not abput

Bengal. It does contain exquisite little pictures of life and scene, but

to the English reader (one might better say, to the reader who does not

know Bengal) they are very shadowy. Presumably most of these

letters were written to friends already familiar with the country and

its people, and such letters will inevitably omit many a detail that other

readers would require. Besides this, a large proportion of tlie letters do

not give even such ** glimpses,” but are simply revelations of the in-

w^ard life of the poet. Such revelations are of profound interest even to

the non-Bengali reader, and now that hehasMr. Thompson’s account of

Rabindranath’s life to give the necessary background of events and

production, be will find in these letters a valuable aid towards the

understanding of much of the poet’s work. The great interest of the

letters, however, lies in the mere revelation of the poet’s personality—so

finely sensitive, yet so wide in sympathy. Many of them have a high

literary value. They are very closely akin to his poetry, above all in

the many passages that speak of Nature. They illustrate the truth of

Mr. Thompson’s bold but entirely justified W’Oids— No poet that ever

lived has had a more constant and intimate touch with natural beauty.

... No poet that ever lived has shewn his power of identification

of himself with Nature, of sinking into her life.”

J. C. R.

i)t * * *
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The Sadhu : A Study in Mysticism and Practical Rdigion, By B, N*

Streeter, m.a., d.d. and A. J. Appasamy, m.a., b.d. MacMiUan.

The book treats of the life and message of an Indian Christian

sadhu—Sundar Singh, He was born of Sikh parents at Rampnr in the

State of Patiala, but became a Christian while quite young and under

almost miraculous circumstances. He is only 32 years of age now, and

yet has already travelled widely in three continents and left an indelible

impression on the minds of those that have seen or heard him. Some

of the incidents of his life narrated in the book no doubt place rather

too great a strain on the credulity of the ordinary reader t but there is no

denying that it is a remarkable person whose character is sketched here.

Sundar Singh is a mystic, not of remote history or of mythology, but of

our own time, and we may therefore discover from his life the true

import of the mystic way. The chief aim of the sadhu is to Indianise

Christianity and to Christianise the Indian ideal of ascetism. It was

with this object that, soon after his conversion, he decided to adopt the

life of a sanyasin and put on the saffron robe, which he did not discard

even during his sojourn in Western countries. This innovation indicates

at once his courage, originality and patriotism. Such a man may indeed

be expected to look at Christianity from a new angle of vision ;
and

this he does for instance when he emphasises the ideal of Peace as much

as he does the ideal of Love. When someone asked him at Oxford

what he thought of English Christianity, he frankly pointed out that

there was need for attaching greater importance to religion as peace

of soul/* ‘^Spiritual things,’’ he says, “cannot bo discerned without

quiet and meditation.” Young though he is, he is steeped in Eastern

wisdom, and Ids conversation and preaching are enriched by Eastern

fables and allegory. It is difficult to foresee what success will attend the

efforts of Sundar Singh as the preacher of a new type of Christianity ;

but there is no mistaking that in him we have one more proof of the rich-

ness and variety of the new life that is manifesting itself in India to-day.

The book is very interesting ; and the authors—one of whom, we

learn from the Introduction, is engaged in research upon the relation of

Christian mysticism to the hi^aA;rt-doctrine of India—have done their

work with admirable devotion.

M. H.

«

Secondary Education in the Nineteenth Century. By R. L. Archer.

Cambridge University Press.

This work deals with three kinds of topic ;
intellectual and social

movements which have affected education in the nineteenth century, the

8
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work of ioditridual endoavour, and the action of the state, To anyone

who is pessimistic in regard to the progress of education this book

should provide a useful antidote, showing, as it does, the striking improve-

ments which have been effected in education both in school and

university, in times which cannot be said to be ancient. Compare,

for example, the Oxford of to-day, with its elaborate system of examin-

ations, which most will agree provide a searching test of a candidate’s

ability, with the following account of a typical examination at Oxford

in the middle of the eighteenth century. “ For the test two candidates

were paired off as opponent and respondent in a disputation, Tho

arguments consisted of foolish syllogisms on foolish subjects, handed

down from generation to generation on long slips of paper. Armed

with these, the two disputants betook themselves to a large dusty*room

where not once in a hundred years does any officer enter ; and if he

does he hears one syllogism or two and then makes a bow and departs.

For the rest of the time the candidates read a novel or carved their

names on the desk. Passing was a matter of course ’’
! Imagine too an

Oxford Professor who is advised not to lecture as no audience will be

forthcoming ^ “ When Powell was appointed Savilian Professor of

Geometry in 1827 Copleston advised him that it would be useless for

him to lecture as he would not get an audience Or take this descrip-

tion of a public school of the period just previous to tho accession of

Queen Victoria ** The boarding arrangements were bad. Discipline

judged by modern standards was intolerable The moial atmosphere

was never good and sometimes indescribably bad. School games were

only taking shape during this period
;

no headmaster yet counted

them as a means of training character/’ Nothing but the lifewcrk of

men who combined great force of will and moral earnestness with

consummate tact could suffice foi the task of reforming the schools.

And fortunately such men were forthcoming, and this work gives a vivid

account of the work and personality of some of these great headmasters.

It is very interesting to note the different methods of these great

educators, and the difference in their attitude towards some of the

problems which they were attempting to solve, especially the problem

of discipline. Some still held strongly to the theory that boy and

master are ** natural enemies/’ But we can perceive in the account of

these great headmasters a growing repugnance to baaing the whole of

school life on this “ natural enemy theory/’

In addition to tracing the influence of great individuals on the

development of education, the author ako traces the influence of great

movements, and, of course, these t^wo influences are closely connected.
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The firefc of these great movements in the hineteenth oentxiry tS»

the of classical Humanism. To the old idea of pure sehoteshi]^

i^vas added the conception o opening up the life and thought of

antiquity as an avenue to the better comprehension of modern pro-»

blems. Mr. Archer gives a very interesting analysis of the causes

which led to the changed attitude towards the study of the ancient

classics. There were two main causes, the growth of modern democracy

and the necessity of finding some defence against the attempt to under-

mine the Christian basis of morals Democratic Greece had created

art, science, literature, and philosophy ; democratic Rome had laid the'

foundations on which the Empire built the edifice of law. The demo*

crat could always turn to classical history when he wished to show

what his principles could accomplish. By studying the causes, first

of the rise, then of the stability, and finally of the decline of the

ancient communities it was possible to acquire a political sagacity

which could be applied to maintaining modern states and civilisation.*'

This change in outlook, which came to attach some value to the spirit

as well as the letter of the classics, came none too early, as we may judge

from the condition of the schools in the earlier part of the nineteenth

century. The ancient classics were not read for the sake of any ideas

or beauty of language or style but simply as a means for mental gymnas-

tic. A Latin sentence was regarded as a kind of puzzle, and transla-

tion consisted in forcing the words by rule into grammatical but non-

sensical English. It may sound incredible, but it is a fact that at some

schools it was a rule that in construing every word in the sentence had

to be parsed. Even in the University the same tendencies were only

too much in evidence. Mark Pattison states that up (;o 1834 scholar-

ship still maintained the premier place at Oxford in the school of

Litterae Humaniores ;
and that a period ensued in which what was

expected was a knowledge of the books prescribed for the examination

page by page rather than a critical reflection on them. Perhaps no

words can better express the, changed attitude towards the classics

than the words of Thomas Arnold.—‘‘ Aristotle and Plato, and

Thucydides and Cicero and Tacitus are most untruly called ancient

writers ; they are virtually our own countrymen and contemporaries,

and have the advantage which is enjoyed by intelligent travellers, that

their observation has been exercised in a field outside the reach of

common men
;
and having thus seen in a manner with our eyes what

we cannot see for ourselves, their conclusions are such as bear upon

our own circumstances, while their information has all the charm of

novelty, and all the value of a mass of new and pertinent facts, illustra-

tive of the great science of the nature of civilised man. ** The newer
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elassi^^I Humamam of the nineteenth century was also inspira4 hy

Amte to find a corrective against the ever growing religious scepticism.

The situation was not unlike that at Athens, w^hen, traditional beliefs

having been shaken by the Sophists, Plato turned the tables on the

destructive critics by showing the weakness of their own position.

Once more Greek philosophy could be studied in the same spirit as

that of Plato's original audience, as an antidote to the corrosive power

of negation, which appeared to be dissolving the mortar that bound

society together."

Mr. Archer quotes a lurid account of life at a fashionable girls'

school in Brighton in the middle of the nineteenth century. The cost

for a single pupil was £500 a year ! Work lasted from morning till night.

During the one hour's walk, when alone the girls were in the open air,

French, German, or Italian verbs were recited. During the rest of the

time they were reading or reciting in one of these languages amid the

din of four pianos in various rooms, or practising accomplishments.

One is grateful to Mr. Archer for combating the oft repeated

fallacy that in the German educational system science is the subject

of supreme importance. Mr, Archer remarks—" There has been an

attempt to represent the nearness with which the Germans came to

victory as due to a supposed predominance of science in German

education. In point of fact classics play a greater part in ^^the school

education of Germany than of England."

This is an illuminating book. It is evident that Mr. Archer is

in love with his subject, and the glow of his enthusiasm is felt especially

in those chapters in which he deals with the work of the great head-

masters. And after all those great headmasters are representative, as

much as any class of men, of all that is most manly and noble in

English life and character.

A. B. M.

In day» to come. By Walther Rathenau. Translated from the German

by Eden and Cedar Paul. Allen and Unwin, 12s. 6d. net.

Dr. Rathenau's book traverses a remarkably wide range of

subjects and no summary can do justice to it. The main thesis may

perhaps be briefly indicated. The present ordering of society, based

as it is on the utilisation of the forces of nature in the service of

material ends, has led to the concentration of wealth in the hands of

the few and the denial, not merely of means of culture, but even of bare

living to the masses. It is not sufficiently recognized that there is an
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order of importance among our wants ranging from necessary consump:

tion to luxury, and in consequence there been an indiscriminate

production of all sorts of goods. If from the outlook of this order

of importance we oontehaplate the world’s production of goods, we

realise with a terrible sense of shock the fatuity of contemporary

economic life. The superfluous, the null, the harmful, and the

contemptible, are heaped up in our shops. We find there the useless

gauds of fashion, destined to glitter for an hour with spurious light

;

intoxicants, stimulants, and anodynes galore, nauseating scents

;

worthless imitations of industrial and artistic models
; articles made

not for use but for show, trash of all kinds which serves as the small

change for those who are compelled by convention to give one another

presents. Season after season the showcases are refilled with these

most futile of latest novelties. The manufacture, transport, and sale of

such articles, require the labour of millions of hands
; demand raw

materials, coal, machines and factories, occupy nearly a third of the

industry and commerce of the world. . . . Wore but half of this

squandered labour directed into suitable channels, it could provide

food, clothing, and shelter for every impoverished wight among the

dwellers in civilised lands.” There is therefore an imperative need for

the radical reconstruction of existing institutions. The lines on which

reform should proceed are as follows

Monopolies and speculation, which are at present the chief sources

of wealth should be discouraged. Consumption should bo regulated by

the imposition of prohibitive taxes on all forms of undesirable luxury.

Inequality of property and income will, under any system be inevitable;

none the less it is the duty of the state to mitigate glaring inequalities.

One capital method of achieving this object would be to restrict the

right of inheritance by the levy of progressive death-duties and income

tax.
** Such taxes will imply a recognition of the fact that beyond

what is necessary for the ordinary amenities of civilized life, the one

who acquires means becomes only the conditional owner of that which

he acquires, while the state is fully entitled to relieve him of any or

all of the surplus.” Bequests for charitable or educational purposes,

should be exempted from the claims of the state. All other inheritance

over and above a moderate amount should accrue to the state and this

surplus wealth should be devoted by the state to the relief of poverty.

Lastly, the state should secure the benefits of popular education for

all its subjects. It will thus be seen that Dr. Rathenau is prepared

to invest the state with very wide powers. He does not share the

distrust of the state which is now becoming fashionable. He thinks
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aioblj qI it, hU pimegyrio of it is in the tttie spirit of

<*The love of home, tribal comradeship, a national fellowship of

oultore and experiencei and a religio-theocratic kinship of sensibility^

have founded the realm of the state in the supernatural But the

decisive point is the immanent necessity of the being, not its origin.

The decisive point is the recognition that the hallowed institution

stands higher than the need of the individual ; the idea that man is not

created for the sake of earthly happiness, but for the fulfilment of a

divine mission ; the belief that the human fellowship is not as it were

a joint-stock association, but a home for the soul.’* No state, however,

that is dominated by class consciousness can rise to the height of its

mission. It is only the democratic state—the people’s state as

Dr. Eathenau calls it—that can prove an effective organ of the

community for promoting the common good. The people’s state is

not, however, identical with popular government nor is it inconsistent

with the monarchical ideal. It is a postulate of the people’s state

that every group of its population shall secure a due share of influence,

that every legitimate peculiarity of the people shall find expression

in the state organisation ; that every available spirit shall secure an

appropriate method of service.” Further, the people’s state is not

the mere outcome of the institutions of a country, of its written laws

and constitution. Ifc is born of the spirit and the will.” Politics

therefore becomes merged in e^iics. It is the duty of statesmen not

merely to reform institutions but to awaken that moral consciousness

among the members of a community which is essential for the successful

working of institutions.

We have heard much recently about the mission of certain

nations to impose, by force, if need be, their cultures upon other

nations. Dr. Rathenau’s remarks on this subject are so instructive that

they deserve to be quoted in full. “ Fallacious, likewise, is the abstract

allegation that in the spiritual economy of the world this or that

cultural form is absolutely indispensable, the allegation that this or

that cultural form must for the general salvation be diffused abroad

and universally inoculated with ever increasing energy. Civilisation

has an extensive potency, because civilisation is based upon a common

standard of life ; but culture has no extensive potency, for culture is

based upon the peculiarity and uniqueness of the spiritual. The

Strongest and most imperishable of the cultures known to history, the

Hellenic culture, was in the days of its most splendid blossoming

upborne by a smaller number of free men than live to-day in a single

middlensixed provincial German Town. After its apparent death, this
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oiiltar0 gained the victoxy over those who had conquered it. WilWtilr

propaganda^ it disused its reign over Europe^ and has extended to

China, America 4ind Australasia. The ethical culture of Palestine

spread throughout the whole woild after the political extinction of the

land of its birth, and to-day for the first time is encountering counter*

vailing forces in unpetrified forms of faith. It would almost seem as iU!

culture, like the red glow of sunset, could not spread across the skies

and cover the earth until the star from which it radiates had set*

This much, at least, is certain, that no form of culture is ever lost tb

the world. When the* blossoming season of a nation (which rarely

coincides with the climax of its political power) is over, unless it be

content with a parody of its own past, it can be revived only by the

infusion of fresh blood. Nevertheless, that which has been created

becomes part of the consciousness of the planetary spirit, and it matters

nothing if the records on parchment, metal and stone have been

destroyed.*’

Dr. Rathenau’s book is written with fervour and conviction and

no one can rise from its perusal without feeling braced and fortified

and without a clear consciousness of the spiritual nature of human

society.

N. N. M.

)ic ^

A History of Labour, By Gilbert Stone. Harrap (P. T. 1. Agency,

Bangalore). 15s. net.

This book is “ an attempt to depict in the broadest manner pos*

sible the history of the masses, not only in England, but in other

countries also, from the days when they were slaves to these days when

they are free—and free not merely in the view of lawyers, but in

truth. ” Though the book thus covers wide ground, it is at once con-

cise and interesting and should be read along with Mr. Hobhouse’s book

on the Labour Movement, which contains by far the best exposition of

the philosophy of that movement. Originally a slave, then a serf, the

labourer succeeded in obtaining his emancipation, partly through the

efforts of the Church on his behalf and partly through profiting by the

opportunities afforded by the rise of the free towns. This emancipation,

however, turned out in the end to be a dubious boon. The series of

enclosure acts, which began in the seventeenth centuXy and reached their

culmination in the eighteenth resulted in his divorce from the land. At

the same time the industrial revolution placed him at the mercy of the

capitalist class. Excluded from seeking the help of parliament in which
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he was Bot zepresented, the labouret built up for himself the

Union, to enable him to compete on equal terms with his employer.

When suffrage was at length extended to him ho succeeded in forming a

Labour Party in parliament, which is at present agitating to secure him

some control over the means of production. Mr. Stone’s attitude to the

demands of labour is slightly conservative. He is not altogether satis-

fied with th recent trend towards nationalisation of industries. He

trios to show that the example of state controlled industries in Germany

and other countries is not encouraging, and he does not hesitate to

declare his conviction that any interference with the private working of

industries whether by the state or by the workers will have the effect of

seriously impairing the efficiency of production. The case for nationa-

lisation is well put by Justice Sankey, the chairman of the recent Coal

Commission. ** Half a century of education has produced in the

workers in the coal fields far more than a desire for the material advan-

tages of higher wages and shorter hours. They have now in many

cases, and to an ever increasing extent, a higher ambition of taking

their due share and interest in the direction of the industry to the

success of which they, too, are contributing. ” It is obvious that these

words are capable of wider application.

N. N. M.

A History of British India under the Company and the Crown. By

P. E. Roberts, Fellow of Worcester College, Oxford. Clarendon

Press,

The services of Mr. P. E. Roberts to the cause of learning are ex-

emplified in his long expected “ History of British India,” The book

is divided into two parts. The first part deals with the history and

the struggle for supremacy of the East India Company, which, in the

words of Marshman, “ was created by the Crown 250 years before,

for the purpose of extending British commerce to the East,” and which

transferred to the Crown on relinquishing its functions an empire

more magnificent than that of Rome.” The second part finds India

under the Crown “ Leadenhall Street giving place to Whitehall.”

This period is opened by the memorable proclamation of Her Most

Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria, and ushers in jsn era of settlement

and pacification in the History of Indian Empire.

The author has brought the book up to the present time, the last

faw chapters being devoted to those momentous problems which are now

engaging the attention of the scholars and statesmen of this country.
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Wb0 xmim of this book is not intersoted in tbf» c^gin of

the oomtitntional agitation for Beform inaugurated by the birtb of tbo

National Congress, in the significance of the Minto-Morley Keforms ox

the Coronation Durbar, in the historical causes which led to the politi-

cal unrest of India, in the prospect of responsible government suggested

by the Montague-Chelmaford Eeforms t

Mr. Roberts has taken not a little trouble to make the treatment

of the subject exhaustive. The materials collected from authoritative

sources arid confidential quarters-memoirs of great men, despatches and

reports of the East India Company, India Office records, parliamentary

papers, not to speak of monographs and standard historical vorks

—

have been handled by him in a masterly manner and in a scientific

spirit. After pointing out that the Sepoy Mutiny was mainly military in

origin, Mr. Roberts remarks that fortunately for British dominion in

India there was no single national cause to wliich the agitators could

appeal. The fabric of British power was built over the ashes of warring

factions and race enmities.*’ The concluding words of the first part

of his book are significant.
—

“ This great work, the establishment of the

British Empire was not accomplished . . . without some blunders

and political crimes. To disguise them and to maintain that British ad-

ministrators were always swayed by impeccable motives and unerring

statesmanship is to produce an unreal and impo'isible picture, for we are

dealing after all with human agency.”

Right through this work the author is scrupulous not to omit a

single detail of importance. Every problem has been faced by him in its

different aspects before a final verdict is passed on it, To Sir Richard

Temple’s estimate of Lord Dalhousie, who characterises him as an

imperial administrator, Mr. Roberts replies that Dalhousie had the

defects of his qualities. He possibly attempted to do more than any

one man however able could do. There was not much field left to his

subordinates except to carry out his rather imperious will. Though he

freely supported men with whom he was in complete agreement, he was

somewhat intolerant of original ideas,” Similarly, while depicting the

military qualities of Clive, Mr. Roberts weighs carefully both sides of the

question and decides that ” Ktt’s famous description of Clive as a

heaven-born general is hardly appropriate.”

The inferences drawn from the facts, the final finish in the sum-

ming up of the characters on policies of historic figures, are all Mr.

Robert’s own. Writing on Clive Mr, Roberts remarks,
—” In spite of

some faults t^re is the stamp of grandeur in ail Clive’s words and actions,

, • . His headlong valour on the battlefield, his splendid daring

9
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and audacity in a political crisis, his moial courage in facing diaaflaoted

and mutinous subordinates, his force and fire in debate all justify the lofty

verdict of Macaulay that our island has scarcely ever produced a

man more truly great either in aims or in council.” Again the author

sums up the administration of Warren Hastings thus.—*'Year after

year the unedifying spectacle was presented of Hastings still patient

imperturbable, courageous, standing at the bar of the Lords, a target

for the terrible invectives launched against him by the three greatest

orators of the day. Yet perhaps we may say that the impeachment

had its uses, for while it ended in the acquittal of the accused it brought

about the condemnation of the system under which he had been

called upon to govern
;
and even if it revealed on his part some acts of

impolitic and unjust severity and some instances of lax financial con-

trol, it also made known ... his splendid administrative abilities, his

cool and dauntless courage, his marvellous equanimity under cruel

provocation and finally bis untiring elTorts, at last crowned with suc-

cess, to wrest victory from defeat, and in a time of world-wide disaster

elsewhere to leave the British inheritance in the East in extent and

resources not less than ho found it.’’

Mr. Roberta does not make broad generalisations at the sacrifice

of historic precision, nor does his accuracy exclude elegance. His

is the happy mean between abstruse writing with accurate knowledge

of facts and broad generalisation on insufficient data. The book

is written in masterly style. There is not that studied seeking for

effect which is the fashion among some writers. Mr. Roberts’ style is

natural yet effective, flowing yet grand.

The reading of the book has been made all the more interesting

and instructive by apt and happy quotations which are neither too

many nor too tediously long. Another noticeable feature of this book

is that the author has avoided the orthodox practices of writing

an introduction and having a foreword written by some eminent

man of the day. The book can speak for itself. It is well worthy

of its author’s name and fame. It deserves to be read and re-read

by those w^ho wish to form sound ideas on this subject. They will

have the privilege of coming in contact with a writer who combines

knowledge with style, fairness with accuracy.

H. K. R.
* * * ift

^

Out Hellenic Etritage, By II. R. James, m.a., sometime Principal,

Presidency College, Calcutta. Vol. I. (Part I. The Groat Epics.

Part II. The Struggle with Persia.) MacMillan. 6s. net.

No praise could be too high for this book : its aim is perfectly
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achieved. That aim is “to bring together just so much of the elements

of Greek legend and history as should be the possession of everyone

born into the civilisation which we call European/’ Any cultured

person, however, whether European or not, should have the knowledge

and understanding which this book conveys, and it will be welcomed

nowhere more warmly than in Indian universities. Mr. James was

induced to set about his task by the sad spectacle of the decline of

Greek studies. It can no longer be said, even in England, that a

truly humanistic training necessarily involves a knowledge of the

Greek language. It must always, however, involve a certain intimacy

with the Greeks, to whom we owe so much of our intellectual inherit-

ance, There is the most serious danger that with the language we

may forget the peojde, the work, the power. This is the English

student’s danger. The Indian student has no Greek tradition to lose,

but he also needs one. Without the language there never can be the

fullest understanding : but Mr. James, steeped in Hellenism, gives what

can be given.—His first chapter speaks of our many debts to the

creative genius of the Greek people, while his second deals with “ the

land and the i)eople ”—^the influences that made them what they were,

and their general history down to modern times. Next he writes of gods

and heroes, and his treatment of the mythology is interesting (apart

from the essence of the stories) in three ways : he seeks to show how

the mythological conceptions arose, he shows how they affected the

people, and he makes frequent reference to their perpetuated life

in English poetry. Next he tells “ the tale of Troy,” and produces a

fascinating chapter on ‘‘ Ilium and Mycenae,” with regard to the

discoveries made through modern excavation. Next comes “ the story

of Odysseus,” admirably told, with references in each paragraph to the

Odyssey^ book and lines. In the second part of the book the story of

the Persian wars is told, and the significance of the struggle is made

clear. This narrative is preceded by chapters giving an account of the

principal peoples of Greece, and of the city-state. It need hardly be

Said that no part of the book is of the stories-for-children kind. The

style is simple enough, but the book is one for the student who simply

has the bad luck not to know Greek, and it is as up-to-date in

scholarship as it is delightful to read. There are excellent maps and

plans, and a number of admirable photographs.

J. C. R,



SCIENCE NOTES.

Compiled by Mb. B. Venkatanaranappa, m.a.

A Suggested Institute of Human Sciences .—In the human eciences

—

those sciences which deal with the origin, the characters (physical,

mental and moral), and the activities of man : in other words, the

anthropologioal sciences in the broadest sense of the term—co-ordi-

nation and co-operation are more essential than in almost any other

branch of scientific research. This necessity for co-operation, acting in

oonjunction with man’s perennial interest in himself and his past, has

led to the formation of a host of societies, each dealing with one or

more branches of the subject. Some cover certain special aspects only

arcbsBological, sociological, linguistic, psychological and the like ; others

study man on a regional basis, and of these some cover the whole field

more or leas completely, as in the case of Asia and Africa ; while still

others confine themselves almost entirely to the archeeological aspect

as in the case of the societies which deal with Egypt, Palestine and the

Mediterranean area.

The function of these learned societies, in the main, is fourfold :

—

(1) They serve as a gathering place for workers at which the latest

results of research can be announced and discussed. (2) They provide

libraries which, in theory, contain books and periodicals not otherwise

readily accessible to their members. (3) They act as the publishers of

the work of their members which, on the ground either of its specialist

character or of its brevity, is not suitable for publication—elsewhere or

in book form. (4) They further the interests of their subject by the

promotion and organisation of research and by pressing its claims to

support upon the public.

There has been considerable variation in the measure of success

with which these functions have been performed, but, speaking generally,

as the afialrs of the principal learned societies which deal with human

studies are In the hands of those who have attained distinction in their

subjj^cts, they lead the way and exert a not inconsiderable influence

upon tb6 lines of development of further investigation.

Those who are concerned with the administration of these societies

are well aware that the position is not entirely satisfactory. There is

very little co-operation between societies although a few welcome, but

'396
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tentative, steps in this direction have been taken. Not only does this

restrict undertakings which, for financial or other reasons, are beyond

the resources of a single society, but it also leads to a certain amount
overlapping. Most societies have a library, and in certain seotionfl the

same books and periodicals appear in each. This is a waste of both

space and money. There is also a waste of the time, energy, and
money of the worker.

There is also the question of catalogues and bibliographies. Owing
to the cost of printing, any catalogue which is to be of use to the

members who live at a distance and cannot visit the library, is an im-

possibility, while a bibliography of current literature on comprehensive

lines seems equally impossible without greater co-operation than has

been secured up to the present.

The remedy might be found in the union of a number of societies

dealing with this group of studies to form an Institute of Human
Sciences, housed in one building and governed by a supreme council,

each society retaining such a measure of autonomy under its own com-

mittee as is consistent with the common aim. That such an institute

would greatly increase the resources at the disposal of the scientific

worker is self-evident. Given an institution under one roof, organised

to meet the needs of the worker, with a common library and a common

staS and provided with an adequate bibliographical system, he should

have no excuse if he failed to obtain all that he required.

In education it is now becoming generally recognised that, in addi-

tion to the study of physical and mental characters, the data of the

human sciences have an important bearing upon many of the subjects

of the curriculum of both universities and schools, and can be applied

with advantage in teaching even quite small children. At present the

educationist or the teacher who is not acquainted with the result of

specialist research outside the four corners of his own subject is at a

loss in which direction to turn for trustworthy guidance. Such guidance

it would be one, and that not the least important, of the functions of

the institute to provide.

Nature

The Parentage of Invention ,— Necessity is the mother of invention
**

is one of the most commonly accepted of our aucient saws. But the

inventors themselves do not all endorse it, Mr. Louis Brennan declared

that accident is the mother of invention in ninety-nine oases out of a

hundred.’*
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The exact percentage would be difficult to reach with any scienti-

fic precision. There are many instances that might be quoted to

challenge Mr. Brennan’s dictum. Lord Kelvin’s famous solutions of

certain problems of navigation—his improved compass, his flying sound-

ings and his modification of coast lights—may, in a measure, be

attributed to necessity, for they followed his purchase of a cruising

yacht and his consequent realization of the need for some better

devices than those already in use.

Mr. Brennan’s generalisation, no doubt, was largely inspired by

his own experience in the matter of his torpedo. Through his obser.

vation, in an Engineering Workshop, of the behaviour of a frayed

driving belt that was working a planing machine, he stumbled upon

the mechanical paradox that it was possible to make a machine travel

forward by pulling it backward.

The history of the Brennan torpedo might be paralleled in the

career of numerous inventors. First there was the observation of

something that was either unusual or commonly overlooked, and then

the illuminating flesh that revealed how it might be turned to practi-

cal account. Often the accident itself is in the nature of a blunder

or a misfortune. Careless workmen in a paper mill omit to add any

size to the pulp and the result is a parcel of paper that is thrown aside

as waste. Some one happening to use a scrap of this ' w^ste ’ to write

a note discovers its absorbent character, and straightway blotting-paper

is invented.

The burning of a starch factory on the banks of the Lifley reveals

the adhesive qualities of scorched starch mixed with water, and intro-

duces to the world a new and cheap gum. While researches are being

carried out in a German laboratory, a thermometer breaks, and the

mercury runs out into a heated mixture of naphthalene. The oxida-

tion completed by the catalytic action of the sulphate of mercury

resulting, shows a method of overcoming the one hindrance in the way

of making the manufacture of synthetic indigo a commercial success.

The history of photography is full of examples of the fruitfulness

of chance oversights. Daguerre is careless enough to lay down a silver

spoon upon a plate that ho has treated with iodine. He notices

that the image of the spoon is retained and thus learns that a plate

so treated is sensitive to light. Through putting aside one of his

silver plates in a cupboard overnight he discovers the effect of mercury

on a sensitive plate. Mr. Fox Talbot accidentally lets one of his exposed

papers come in contact with a solution of nut-^alls and thus ascertains

the virtue of gallic acid. That uranium gives off invisible rays is dis-

covered by Becquerel through putting soifie of it by in a drawer with
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a photographic plate and finding an image formed upon the plate

though it has not been exposed to sunlight.

The part that accident plays in the process of invention is the

casual bringing together of circumstances in which the alert and obser-

vant mind discerns possibilities hitherto unrecognised. The point is

that the opportunity of observation comes by accident and is not deli-

berately sought or arranged. It was not from any set purpose of for-

warding his own scientific experiments that Montgolfier one day

undertook the responsibility of airing his wife’s gowns, when she was

called to leave the house. He observed, while engaged on this task,

that the gowns became inflated and tended to rise when filled with

heated air, and madame Montgolfier on her return found her husband

sending up little paper balloons and thus originating the invention

which made him famous.

In such instances the obvious essential, if there is to be any result

of value, is that the observer shall have that capacity of detecting

analogies which professor Bain described as ‘‘ the intellectual power

of similarity.'*’ He discerns the underlying identity of processes that,

on the fajiE^bf them, seem to have no connection whatever. The inven-

tion of the pneumatic tyre, the stiff collar and the pneumatic brake was

each of them the result of such an accident.

At least one valuable invention was the offspring of sheer laziness.

In 1846 a railway pointsman, who had to attend to two station signals

some distance apart, decided to save himself the trouble of walking

to and fro between them by fastening the two levers together with a long

piece of wire. A broken iron chair served as counter-weight. The

wire ran on into his hut, where ho sat nightly by his fireside and

worked the two signals without setting foot outside. Presently the

railway authorities found it out, reprimanded the lazy pointsman for

his indolence, promoted and rew^arded Jiim for his ingenuity, and

adopted his invention.

Discovery.

>fs yp s|c Hi

Glands that causb our emotions—There is an intimate relation

between our emotions and those glands called ‘‘ ductless ” or endocrine,

because their secretions are absorbed directly by the blood instead of

being discharged through ducts. In a recent paper, Dr. Santo Naccarati

explained this relation as far as it is possible to explain it in our

present rudimentary knowledge of these glands and their functions.

The glands secrete what are called hormones. These have diverse

characters, according to which gland produces them, and a perfect
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balance betwen tbemfis necessary to perfect health. In the course of

his remarks, Dr* Naccarati said

:

**We all know the groat part emotion has always played in

historical events and in the great achievements of human progress.

A life without emotions would bo a life without action. The history

of art and literature shows how many masterpieces were inspired by the

emotion of love. Probably a well co-ordinated and well balanced

hormonic flow due to an emotion equals inspiration. Hormonic actions

most probably take place in human intuition, which Bergson keenly

Compares to animal instinct. Thus the creations of geniuses in art,

science and literature may have some relation with the hormones.

“ Apparently it would seem that the cold man of science has no

emotion which may be accounted as driving force for his discoveries.

But this is not true. has the interest, the expectation, the determina-

tion, the ambition which act as protracted emotional states in keeping

on the hormonic flow necessary to the productive activity of the brain.

As Woodworth observes :
^ Anger, zeal, determination ate closely allied

and probably identical in part. Certainly they are aroused by the

same stimulus, namely, by obstruction encountered in the pursuit of

some end.’
”

Dr. Naccarati believes that infant prodigies, who later in life show

no signs of superior intelligence, are accounted for by some activity

of the ductless glands which is highly stimulating to the mind and

then ceases. Discussing certain well known emotions, he says :

Emotions having their physiological seat in the endocrine-

sympathetic system are involuntary, automatic, instinctive
; they are

unconscious when they start and become conscious only when the

hormonic stimuli reach the brain centres. But as the, will tends to

take control of the instincts, so training and the superior feelings which

appear later (altruistic, social, sesthetic, etc.,) tend to inhibit or to

discipline the emotions by rendering them independent of the instincts,

namely, by detaching them from the instincts. That is the reason why
educated persons who possess such feelings and have developed orderly

habits of reflective thinking are seldom dominated by the emotions, as

are children, intellectual inferiors, uneducated, infantile and servile

types of individuals, in which every emotion finds an outlet through

instinctive egoistic reactions.*’

PopuLAB Science Siftings.

Ubiquitous Raiio ,—Progress has been remarkably rapid in

radip megraphy and little lei^s than astounding in radio telephony.
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By far the greatest fascination in amateur radio has been brought

about by the almost unbelievably development of the radio telephony ;

for, had it not been for this, amateur radio would %yi be confined to

those either understanding the
,
telegraph code ot willing to master

it through persistent practice. Whereas, up till the recent past the

ordinary layman simply heard a jumble of meaningless dots and dashes

when listening to radio activities, to-day the same layman can hear

wireless music and regular conversations which need no translation of

any kind. The radio telephony has made radio interesting to every one.

The number of radio telephone stations in regular operation is

truly surprising. The reason for this rapid growth is simple enough.

Until the practical development of the vacuum tube, which in its main

essentials is simply a form of incandescent lamp with a number of

additional elements introduced into the glass bulb, there has been no

simple method of generating radio waves for the transmission of

speech. The cumbersome and sputtering arc, the highly expensive

and intricate high frequency alternator, and other old time methods

have been quite out of the reach of the amateur. To-day, however,

a small radio telephone set with a range of anything up to, say,

twenty-five miles is quite within the reach of th ' average pocket book.

In any of our large cities we now come across several radio

telephone stations that are owned and operated by amateurs who

enjoy themselves by sending out radio concerts and talks that may

be picked up by any one within range and possessing a receiving set.

Radio telephones are now being employed in certain aectioiis for

spreading the gospel so to speak. A clergyman delivering his regular

sermon can broadcast his voice over a wide radius and reach thousands

of listeners by means of the present radio telephone.

Music can be broadcasted with little difficulty. In fact, manufac-

turers of radio apparatus may be expected in the no distant future

to maintain regular broadcasting radio telephone stations for the

purpose of furnishing music to the users of their receiving sets. At

least one company plans to produce a receiving set made in the form

of a cabinet phonograph which standing in the home of the user, may be

tuned for receiving sermon, speech, music, market reports, government

bulletins and what not, when radio telephone becomes still more popular.

The United States goverjiment has undertaken the broadcasting of

information regarding the conditions of the live stock and similar

markets in various sections of the country for the benefit of farmers

and live stock raisers. This service proving such a success that it

will be expanded.

10
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Wot the benefit of the izmrmera, the Bureau of the light-hbusee of

the department of commerce has established radio beacon stations

which are designCTd to faactiun with as deiioite reliability and over as

great distances as the lights and other signalling devices.

And all the foregoing, be it borne in mind, is available for the

layman. There is no special code to master, while the receiving

apparatus now available is so simple that any one can use it. Truly,

radio is now available for everybody.

Is it any wonder then that we find the camper making use of a

radio receiving set to keep in touch with the world’s happenings or

perhaps to secure a little music for the evening’s entertainment ?

Instead of erecting a large aerial, the camper simply makes use of a

large kite or a small balloon which is sent up with a long copper wire

that serves as the receiving aerial. For shorter distances the amateur

can obtain satisfactory results with a small out-dojr aerial or even a

dozen turns of wire wound on a situate framework making what is

known as a loop aerial which is used indoors.

Scientific American.
*

Heredity of Twin Prof. 0. B. Davenport of the Eugenics -

Record Office, Coldspring Harbour, has been collecting statistics with

regard to the heredity of twin births. It appears that about one

per cent of human births are twin births
; but there are certain families

iu which the proportion rises to 5, 10 and even 16 per cent. There

can be little doubt that in both man and such animals as the sheep

there are strainij showing a special tendency towards the production

of twins. The study of twins is complicated by the fact that there are

two types, viz,, twins derived from a double ovulation and twins

derived from a single ovulation, in the latter case there being a

subsequent fission or budding of the fertilized egg. Such single egg

twins are easily distinguished clinically by being both enveloped in the

same chorion and they ace always of the same sex. Prof. Davenport

has come to the conclusion that the influence of the male in twin

production is determined by the circumstance that twin production

does not depend merely upon double ovulation, but upon such a

quality of the male element as shall result in a high proportion of

fertilization of eggs ovulated and a smilF proportion of fertilized eggs

containing lethal factors.

SoiENOB Progress.

The afiick on JMativUy md thoi on Indian Art will be continued in

the neM issue* These, toyeth^r wUh Educational Notes, have been crowded

yut of this issue by review-matter,
^
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By F. R. Sell, m.a., Delegate of the University of Mysore.

1. The Meetings of the Congress.

The second Congress of the Universities of the Emxnre was held at

Oxford in the magnificent Examination Schools for four days, July

5—8, in morning and afternoon sessions. Each session was ])reBided

over by a chancellor of a British University. Lord Curzon, the Chan-

cellor of the University of Oxford, opened the Congress with a stirring

speech from which I quote the following sentences:— am one of

those who are unhappily engaged in the endeavour to find political

solutions for largely insoluble problems. The conviction grows upon

me that it is not so much on paper conventions or signed documents, or

even on political combinations, that the peace of the world will depend

as it is upon the growing commerce of knowledge and ideas, the free-

masonry of intellectual ideals, the drawing togetlier of the minds and

consciences of educated and thoughtful men. I feel theicfore that this

Association has it in its power to play a very important part in deve-

loping the organization and drawing closer the bonds of the British

Empire. But I feel also that it may aspire to a wider and more cos-

mopolitan range of influence, and that, as it draws within its orbit the

educated intelligence of other countries and notably that of America,

it may exercise an appreciable influence on the peace o{ the world.”

Each of the eminent chairmen at the successive sessions had something

weighty to say germane to the subjects for consideration. A few

(juotations must suffice. Mr. Balfour, in introducing the subject The

universities and the teaching of Civics^ Politics and Social Economics,

said : In the happy days cf the eighteenth century when everytjbing

seemed so clear-ent, so simple, so preci«e in outline, politics shared this
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happy simplicity with other subjects. All mankind were supposed to

be born alike. Unfortunately for our ease of mind, we do not live

in those happy and simple-minded days. Now we have, among other

things, to take account of the innate difference in the raw material

with which we have got to deal, and such questions as this arise. If a

particular nation or race has evolved a special form of ability, can it

be successfully imitated, and how far can it be successfully imitated,

by men of different race and origin ? What science teaches and obser-

vation proves is that, though there is no question of superiority or

inferiority, ' there are great differences
;
and the question is how socia^

science and political science arc to deal with these differences, and what

modifications these differences ought to make in any theory of politics

that W0 may make for ourselves or try to instil into others.” Lord

Haldane, introducing the subject The universities and adult educa-

tion, remarked: ‘‘All over the world those wlio work with their

hands are calling for the higher knowledge. They are held back by

the fetters of ignorance from freedom to solve their own social problems.

We cannot bring democracy into the universities. It would swamp

them. What wc can do is to enable the universities with more trained

teachers to go foith into the highways and by-ways and central

places, and there teach what they have to teach and work and live

with those with whom they will be in contact in every kind of indus-

trial life,” Lord Hubert Cecil, in opening the discussion on Univer-

sities and research, with characteristic idealism pleaded for research

as a means of promoting the brotherhood of humanity, for “learning

lias no territorial boundaries.”

The whole programme of this Congress w'as so big and dealt witli

such vista-opening topics that I cannot ho])e to deal adequately wiili

the thirty-five papers read. 1 felt keenly sorry that Mr. Dcniiam was

prevented by illness from attending. It was, 1 know, a grievous dis-

ap2
)ointment to liim, an old Oxonian, to l>e obliged to stay away on such

a mom(‘nfcoiis occasion, and a great handicap to myself to be the only

delegate from Mysore, trying, without his great cx])ericnce and insight, to

educe from this mass of business a report of value. Foitunately the jiro-

ceedings of this Congress are to be published in book form, so that all to

whom these qu(‘stioiis are of real concern may study them at leisure.^

I conceive, therefore, that my ])art must be to sketch a summary of the

proceedings, throwing emphasis on topics that seem more immediately

to concern our universities in India. For example, the whole question

of The universities and secondaru education w^as dealt with almost

entirely from the Scottisli and Knglish points of view and practice, so
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that it soems better to omit this section and to await the publication of

the proceedings. Again much of the matter discussed under the head-

ing The universities and adult education, interesting though it is,

cannot as yet appeal except academically to us in Mysore. In the

larger and older universities of India the subject should perhaps be

considered, but for the newly instituted universities the internal ques-

tions are the really urgent ones. I do not think that for the young and

new universities the time is yet ripe for more than the type of extension

work that wo attempt in Mysore. Yet again, much of what was said

about technological education in its relation to university work can bo

only of passing interest to a Mysorean. I admit I say this with some

hesitation. Our chemists and physicists are so up-to-date that perhaps

they will feel little hesitation in trying to set up a small faculty ” or

‘‘ school ” in glass making and paper industry technology. Considering

the extraordinary evolution in Oxford University in the last seventy

years, as depicted by Mr. Frederic Harrison, I shall not venture to pro-

phesy that within a quarter of that time Mysore will not specialize in

some branch of technological studies as suggested above, probably in

friendly and fruitful co-operation with the Indian Institute of Science.

When the Congress had been in session one day the members felt

that the programme was too heavily laden --"there were too many

papers to bo read and too little time left for free discussion. It was

then decided to ask the writers of these papers to speak to the subjects

of their papers within a short time limit. This was a handicap to some

speakers of the second day, but those of the third and fourth days had

time to adjust themselves. Even then, however, some questions were

squeezed out, or treated so cursorily as to bo of no value. I refer es-

pecially to the topics on the agenda for the fourth afternoon that I

particularly wanted to hear discussed, viz. How to raise funds to

make a trust for the promotion of the migration of students ; Equivalence

of entrance examinations ; Mutual recognition of study and examinations.

These three questions deserved at the least a full day’s discussion.

Practically all that I remember concerning these questions was a

fantastic suggestion thrown out by the delegate from Malta of some

imperial matriculation examination.

A brief outline of the programme is here necessary :

—

Tuesday, July 5.

Morning Session*

Chairman The Most Hon the Marquess Curzon of Kedleston,

Chancellor of Oxford University.
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Subject—The universities and the balance of studies.

() The place of the humanities in the education

of men of science and men of affairs.

() The place of the physical and natural sciences

in general education.

(c) The quest'on of specialism in university curricula.

Five papers wore read on these questions.

Afternoon Session,

Chairnian,~T!hii Right Hon. A, J, Balfour, Chancellor of Cambridge

and of Edinburgh Universities.

Subjects — (1) The universities and the teaching of Civics, Politics

and Social Economics.

Three pajjers.

(2) The universities and secondary education.

() The frontiers of the secondary school and the

university.

() The influence of university entrance require-

ments upon the curricula of secondary schools.

Three papers.

Wednesday, July 6.

Morning Session,

Chairman.—The Right Hon. the Viscount Haldane of Cloan,

Chancellor of Bristol University.

Subject,—The universities and adult education.

(a) Lectures for the general public within the walls

of the university.

{b) Extra-mural work.

Six papers.

Afternoon Session.

Chairman,—The Most Hon, the Marquess of Crewe, Chancellor of the

University of Sheffield.

Subject.—The universities and technological education.

Four papers.

Tuuksday, July 7.

Morning Session,

Chairman,—Dr. J, C. Irvine, Vice-Chancellor of the University of

St. Andrews.
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(Dr. Irvine was called to the cliair upon the melan-

choly announcement of the sudden and unex-

pected death of the. Right Hon. the Lord

Balfour of Burleigh, Chancellor of the Univer-

sity of St, Andrews, who was to have presided

at this mooting.)

Sulijevls,—(1) The universities and training for commerce, industry

and administration.

Two papers.

(2) The university and the training of school

teachers.

Two papers.

Afternoon Session.

Gkainnan The Right Hon. Sir Robert Stout, Chancellor of the

University of New Zealand.

Subject ,—University Finance.

Two papers.

Friday, July 8.

Morning Session,

Chainnan.—The Right Hon. Lord Robert Cecil, Chancellor of tLe

University of Birmingham.

Subject.—The universities and research.

Four papers.

Afternoon Session.

Chairman ,—The Right Hon. Lord Kenyon, Pro-Chanccllor of the

University of Wales.

Sabject,—Interchange of teachers and students.

() The institution of a sabbatical year for professors.

() Provision of temporary junior posts for graduates

of colonial and foreign universities.

(c) (d) (e) Subjects I have already mentioned.

Four papers.

There were, in addition, two delegates’ meetings and, apart from busi-

ness altogether, a conversazione, two garden parties and an address on

Some recent advances in education by the Right Hon 11. A. L. Fisher,

President of the Board of Education.

Thirty years ago a university degree in Brewing (recently set up by

the University of Birmingham) would have been well nigh unthinkable.

To-day it gives the comic papers a chance to have a “ dig ” at

Pussyfoot ” ideas, but otherwise commends itself to most Englishmen.
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Leeds, to take another example, can find excellent training for a

degree course in Leather ! It was not without significance therefore that

the first place on the programme was given to The place of the

hmmnities in the education of men of science and men of affairs.

Technological studies, training for commerce, industry and admi-

nistration, the teaching of Civics, Politics and Social Economics

(as apart from Political Science and Political Economy in the

older sense), all these are newcomers into the sphere of university

education, rightly insistent on admission to the charmed circle by

reason of the far-reaching changes wrought in and by scientific know-

ledge pure and applied, making the year 1921 much more than a

hundred years older than the year 1821. University education must

reflect tbe philosophy of the age no less than that of the ages. Even an-

cient studies need a re-orientation. Dr. Farncll, Vice-Chancellor of

Oxford University, the reader of the first paper, demanded a greatly

changed handling of Hellenistic studies to enable them adequately to

servo the needs of the twentieth century. He said that the leading

educational centres of the Anglo-Saxon world, not to speak of other

areas, were turning their backs on the older traditions of European

culture and refusing to be interested in its origin. He suggested that a

fuller knowledge of Hellenic history and political jihilosophy would help

us in our social problems. The training of our scholars both in public

schools and colleges has been for some centuries too linguistic, too

grammatical, too rhetorical and stricken with formalism and pedantry.

It has given us false idols and the narrow spirit of a mutually admiring

coterie that writes Latin and Greek verses to each other and no one else*

It is not possible save by long and arduous training to bring the work-

ing class man into direct and magnetic contact with Homer, but the

great monuments of Greek art can convey much of their message to

an intelligent man of average imagination and perception after a few

weeks of skilful guidance.” This view was borne out by Sir Frederic

Kenyon, Director and Principal Librarian, British Museum, in his paper

The universities and humanistic research* I quote his words :
“ But I

would wish to remind you that research likewise has its value in the

sphere of literature. Literature is the embodiment of the thought of the

past, and its interpretation depends on an exact appreciation of the words

in which it is expressed and of the circumstances in which it was written.

Even after generations of literary criticism we have still something to

learn of authors so well known as Virgil and Horace, and very much

more of the writers of an earlier age. Our comprehension of Homer

has been profoundly modified as the result of two generations of
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research. Archseoldgy and anthropology have combined to vivify our

appreciation of the Athenian dram^^tists and Herodotus. The spade of

the explorer has added to the extant remains of Greek literature and

much literary and historical research has been needed to elucidate these

discoveries.”

The whole attitude of the British universities towards research or

rather towards organised training for research is changing. This part of

the programme no less than the question of the proper attitude of the

universities towards adult education show^s how o.ur British universities

are breaking fresh ground, though it is true the latter question in some

form is only comparatively recent. New again to our British university

ideas arc the (questions of the migration and the interchange of students

and teachers, partly no doubt consequent upon the new movement—the

quinquennial congress of the universities of the Empire. This desire to

keep in closer touch with one another also finds expression in the

practice of a ‘‘ sabbatical ” year for professors which the Australian

universities rightly consider so important to the vitality of their highest

teacliing. Moreover a new phase has appeared in the relation of the

State to the university in Great Britain in the payment of direct

treasury “en bloc” grants without conditions, that is without infringing

the much prized autonomy and individuality of the universities who in

their hour of dire need have had to look to the State for financial aid.

No one with tlio example of such nationalised universities as Germany

has wishes to see the type even approximated to in J3ritain. It is fair

U) add that the Canadian delegates agreed that in America the State

thus far had shown no wish to make the universities into mere

propogaiida machines for Government policy. How long, in these days

of political experiments and expediencies, will this happy condition last?

Of course the universities have a moral obligation to the State, as Lave

all other corporate bodies within tlio State, to abhor anarchy and

sedition. Liberty here as elsewhere does not connote licence.

The sense of interdependence has been stimulati’d by the feeling

that “ non omnia possumus omnes”—that with the growing expensive-

ness of higher education our universities must specialize and concen-

tiatc, especially in the costly branches of technology, each on some one

or two branches most appropriate to its geographical position or its

particular library facilities or the quality of its personnel.” For

example, the post-graduate research student in history cannot expect

to find all periods at his command in any one university. In Oxford

he will find medieval history and colonial history. lie must go

elsewhere for other periods. The migration of students is a complicated
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a»(l difficult question. Where all the universities are of uniform

pattern as in Germany a student can wander from one to another after

each '' semester ’’ or session but in British universities I do not see how
he can do so whilst still in tho undergraduate stage. There are some

obvious disadvantages in breaking in upon the close cor])orate life that

all our universities aim at. However, this question was not discussed,

but only glanced at. It hinges on the knotty problem of mutual recog-

nition of study and examinations, a problem that admits of no easy

solution.

The way in which our universities are seeking to do their duty by

the democracy without their walls is a wonderful story that would

take long in the tolling. I was privileged to hear a speech from Mr.

Albert Mansbridge of the Workers’ Educational Association, who for

many j^ears has been the prophet and the guiding spirit of this work.

The point that seemed to mo the essential point emerging from the

papers read on the topic of adult education w^as briefly this—that for a

successful prosecution of extension work and extra-mural tutorial classes

there must be strong local demand, local organization and support.

Without these the moat elaborate in^tra-mural organization for this

work falls to the ground. In Britain however this local demand and

support arc increasing, and the universities are nobly responding,

realising no less surely than the more responsible leaders of the working

classes, that democracy, if it is to rule, must be educated—that class

divisions must not be horizontal between the various strata of tlie

haves ” and the have-:^ots ” of worldly goods and position, but that

rather they snould be, in this imperfect world of "ours, indicated by a

single vertical line between those who ‘'know ” and those who know-

not.” The universities are seeking to turn what used to be called the

“educational ladder” into the “ educational highway,” and into as

luoarl a highway as possible so as to win the support of all thinking

men. The full story of this wonderful effort has a literature of its own

and must be read therein.

Tlio unifying concept—the one in the many—in the discussion

of tdie subjects The universities and the teaching of Civics
,

Politics,

and Social Boonomics, The universities and technological education,

The universities and training for commerce, industry and administratum,

The universities and adult education seems to me to be tlie concept

of the university ideal of teaching and knowledge in all the^'^

varied subjects, and in ail that is taught in extension courses or in

tutorial classes for working men, and the university ideal of life. The

antithesis between the university way and tlie professional or trade way
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was sharply drawn. Even Sir William Ashley, Professor of Commerce,

University of Birmingham, who proclaimed himself unashamed of

pushing the claims of “utility** subjects, of “bread-and-butter**

studies, to full recognition as worthy of university rank, maintained that

they must be taught in the university way or tradition. What then is

the university way ? Briefly it is the “ humanistic way. Sir William

Ashley said : The education which alone deserves the name of

a university education is one which aims at training the judg-

ment, not the memory or technical aptitudes
;

to be worthy of

its place in a university curriculum a subject must be capable

of reduction to principles or grouping in generMisations— prin-

ciples and generalisations illuminated by analysis and bound to-

gether by ties of causation. The task now before the universities is just

this : to realise that subjects of instruction in themselves directly and

obviously appropriate to a future business career are capable of being

handled in two very different ways : in a way which burdens the

memory with unconnected facts and rules, and in a way which exercises

the reasoning faculty and becomes the vehicle of a real education.

Instead of aiming only at mental culture and trusting that somehow

utility will emerge as a by-product, we are completely justified, I have

held, in aiming directly at utility and seeking in and through such

studies for the mental discipline and mental enlargement that we all

desire. But all this is only on the assumption that the utility is rightly

conceived or—what comes to the same thing—that the subjects are

taught in the right way . . . The chief danger just now is not

from the over-abstract but from the over-practical. There is a

good deal of “ commercial ** teaching in municipal commercial schools

and evening institutes which is intended for clerks. I say nothing of

its appropriateness for them, though I have my doubts. But it is very

evident, if we may judge from the text-books used, that much of the

instruction is directed only to the memory, and that it contains a mass

of detail about current office practice—detail most of wdiich an obser-

vant graduate would pick up in a few days in an office, and some of

which will probably never come his way at all. The temptation to the

university is so great, to put down an attractive title for a course— e.gf,

“ Commercial Practice *’ or “ Business Organization ’*—and appoint a

teacher who has had some “business experience,** that I feel bound to

utter a warning cry. The best way of meeting this danger is to select

that semi-technical subject which can be taught with an appeal to the

reasoning faculty throughout, and which can be brought into touch with

the “ economic ** courses proper ... Of course I mean Accountiv^g
:

2
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not Aooouniancy, unless the university intends to prepare aoeountants

for their professional examinations, but Accourding—that understanding

of the rationale of accounts which all business men ought to possess.

Accounting—especially its early stage commonly known as ‘‘ Book-

keeping ”—can be taught in a mechanical and unintelligent way. That

is the fault, I am told, of much of the book-keeping taught in schools.

On the other hand, properly taught it is provocative of thought through-

out . . , Now let us pass to modern languages. The teaching

recommended has often been conceived of so narrowly as to defeat its

own object.^ It is not mere ability to write business letters in other

languages or to prepare polyglot catalogues that is chiefly wanted,

though that has its use ; but general business intelligence and an appre-

ciation of foreign conditions and opportunities. The commercial study

of a language at the university should be of a wide scope, and it should

be preceded by linguistic and literary study. The commercial study

itself should include not only commercial correspondence, which is no

very troublesome matter to a student who comes to it well prepared,

but also the reading of typical examples of economic and commercial

and financial prose . . . and before he comes to that I would

have the student read a little of the best literature of the country. A
man who has road some Moli6re or some Cervantes or some Dante

appreciatively has gone some way to understanding Frenchmen or

Spaniards or Italians—not a negligible acquirement even from a

commercial point of view. And if he never has to do business with

the nation, ho has had one opportunity, at any rate, in his life to

develop his imagination and enlarge his sympathies. . . . And

so, even for its own purpose, commercial education in our universities

must never be technical in the sense of the technician ; it must be

humane also, and aim at the understanding of men.**

One of the best papers read at this Congress was that of Miss

Linda Grier, Lecturer in Economics, Newnham College, Cambridge,

on The universities and the teaching of Civics, Politics and Social Eco-

nomics. Her plea for the adequate recognition of these subjects

was in effect that it is the duty of universities to bring the university

ideal of knowledge and of teaching to bear upon a group of subjects

that need it more than any seeing that they touch us all so very

closely. Miss Grier put forward an extremely able justification of the

establishment in Oxford of what is popularly known as “Modern

Greats,”—that is, an Honour School of Philosophy, Politics and Elconomics,

which Oxford has set up because “ it is expedient to promote the

study of the structure and the philosophical, political and economic
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prinoiplefl of modem society.’’ A few quotations from her paper must

suffice. " The universities have hesitated so to extend their scope as to

admit subjects battered by common controversy. The same position

[as that held by Political Science and the History of Political Theory]

has not readily been won for Politics, Civics and Social Economics as

directly treating of modern problems. ... If the ignorant and the

propagandist mishandle and twist to their own uses subjects which, for

their adequate study, require scientific training and scholarly treatment

it is high time that the universities should set them in their proper

place.” After a masterly exposition of the leading characteristics

of our “new ago”—‘^tho great size of modern co&munities, their

intimate contact, with the concomitants of specialisation, amalgamation

and interdependence, ” Miss Grier concluded by saying : “ Disinterested

scholarly treatment is demanded by the magnitude and difficulty of

the problems. No group of subjects stands in greater need of persistent

research, of vigorous co-ordinating work, of scientific study. The

universities alone can do what is required. . . . Civics. Politics and

Social Economics cannot well be taught by those who have ends of

their own to serve and who, by means of careful selection and elimina-

tion of facts, give these subjects a false air of precision. Nor can they

be dealt with by those who lack scientific training and so are unable

to see the wood for the trees. Whether definite social training should

become a permanent part of the work of the universities is a moot

point. But those concerned with such training are wise at present

in inducing the universities to undertake it. For, until the universities

have sifted and collated facts and made a great mass of knowledge

accessible to non -university students, and until they have informed

and sent out a body of teachers capable of presenting knowledge in a

scientific manner, there can be little adequate teaching of social

economics outside their walls. Since Civics, Politics and Social Econo-

mics are sciences, it is with cause and effect that those who study

them have to deal. They search the past for purposes not of illustra-

tion but of explanation, that by the light so thrown on the present

more may be thrown on the future. The necessary information exists

but it is widely scattered in the official, industrial and journalistic

literature of many countries. An army of research students is needed

to collect and sift it, and the direction of their work requires a body

of teachers with a supreme capacity for distinguishing values. The

work must be co-operative ; it is too great to be done in isolation.”

The technologists also approached their problem how to define

and delimit technological studies so as to prove their worth as
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university studies in the same spirit. In the words of Sir Robert

Falconer, President of the University of Toronto, “ In these days

not merely of importunate candidates for the right of entry but also

of specialised professionalism, it must not be forgotten that a university

is not a set of public utility schools bundled together by the tie of a

common administration nor yet a machine compacted of many parts.

It is an organism with an intellectual, nay a moral spirit, which gives

it unity and life/’ Sir Arthur Currie, Principal of McGill University,

Montreal, in discussing the relation which the universities should hold

to technoldgy in the more restricted sense of the word, that is to say,

to the actual work of the individual trades says :
“ At present, however,

it would seem that the universities should not undertake to train

men for the work of their respective trades. ... To surround itself

with a great group of elementary technical schools would make the

organisation and administration of the university elaborate and

cumbersome without any corresponding gain. Possibly in special

cases where the university is situated in a district which is the centre

of some single industry or group of closely allied industries, it may

with advantage relate itself to a group of special trade schools. It

is in the higher planes of technological education that the university

has its fitting place.” Both Professor Snoithells, Professor of Chemistry,

Leeds, and Mr. Maxwell Garnett, sometime Principal of the College of

Technology, Manchester, strongly urged that technological studies,

under proper conditions, should be pursued in universities rather than

in separate specialist institutions as in Germany. Mr. Garnett said :

“It is better for the universities because the presence of men and

women who are looking forward to industrial careers widens the

interest of the other undergraduates and so improves that immensely

important side of university education which depends upon the

influence, not of teachers upon their pupils, but of fellow students

upon one another. The inclusion of technological studies also benefits

the universities by keeping them in close touch with leaders of industry

and commerce, men who are indebted to their university for the

foimdation of their subsequent leadership, who have not forgotten their

debt and who look to the university to supply their assistants and

successors. The provision of the highest technological education by

universities instead of by separate institutions tends also to benefit

the industries, by harmonising the ideals and purposes of leaders of the

people in many different walks of life, by widening the interests of the

future captains of industry, and by accustoming them to an atmosphere

of scientific inquiry, so that in due course they will encourage research^
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well understanding that research is something more than experimental

tests—more even than attempts to discover immediate industrial

applications of established facts.*' A high standard, Mr. Garnett

maintains, must be insisted upon in the student and in the subject.

Undergraduate studies in technology must be of “ Honours " standard,

and the course must aim at making the student a Bachelor of Arts,

skilled in the art of learning, and only incidentally have given him a

body of scientific knowledge capable of immediate application. . . .

In urging that the chief aim of an undergraduate course must be to

cultivate skill in thinking rather than to impart information I do not

at all mean that such a course must be detached from practical things.

Technical knowledge is, in fact, a most excellent foundation and

medium for cultivating skill in thinking." Professor Smithells pointed

out the dangers of following the German way of setting up separate

specialist institutes— Technische Hochschulen "—as “ directed to the

object of immediate utility." The Germans must acknowledge “that

there is something in university life transcending in importance the

achievement of efBciency, and that the first care of the nation should be

that its education proceeds where influences prevail that will touch

the spirit of youth to right ambitions and ideals of life." In this

connection, speaking of the w^orking man, Professor Smithells said :

“ So far as education is concerned it seems clear that, if we are to

accept their spokesmen, the rank and file of the teeming world of

labour will not have it that their new and increased education shall be

permeated and dominated by a sordid and material aim." Another

speaker made it clear that rather do they yearn for as much of the

“academic " spirit and atmosphere as they can get, and that they are

never so happy as w^hen they find themselves lodged in some Oxford

or Cambridge college during a “ summer school." Dr. Desch, Professor

of Metallurgy, University of SheflSeld, made a valuable contribution

to the consideration of this “ unifying concept " by his paper The

place of the humanities in the education of men of science. He said

:

“ The study of a science or of a branch of technology demands so much

time, and proves so absorbing to the earnest student, that his outlook

is apt to become cramped, unless a proper balance be maintained

between technical and humanistic studies." He argued that it

overloads the curriculum and is unduly burdensome to the student

if we try to balance the specialised courses of instruction in science

by a certain number of specialised courses in the humanities. He

would prefer to reconcile the scientific and humanistic sides of education

“ by making the teaching of history scientific and that of science
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historical . . . Tho most important safeguard against a limited

vision is to be found in the historical spirit. An understanding of

history most readily brings knowledge into the right perspective,’’

Therefore he advocates the classics of science being made available

to students, and ^the reading of good biographies of the great discoverers,

**In the study of a pure scieoce, the historical treatment gains greatly

in value if the student be shown how each discovery was related to the

state of intellectual development at the time when it arose. . . .

Students should strive for ‘‘such an acquaintance with ^fencra?

as will enable them to understand, at least in broad outline, how tho

growth of science has been related to the evolution of general

history. . . , The teaching of technology suggests another applica-

tion of the historical method, since it provides an opportunity for

bringing discoveries and inventions into relation with the events

of history and with the condition of society at different periods,” He

warmly recommended the reading of such a book as Mr, F, 8. Marvin’s

Living Past, (The Board of English Studies in Mysore may take

every credit for this discovery* We found it extremely valuable for

the science students of the Central College.) Further he recommended

the reading of good translations of the great literature of foreign lands,

and tho originals of the greatest literature of our own country.

Moreover, he continues, “The student’s knowledge of his own language

may be best enlarged by its continual use as a medium of expression.

He should be encouraged to present the results of his scientific reading

and of his experiments in the form of essays, the excellence of which

should lie in their clearness and accuracy of statement rather than in

conscious literary form. There is no necessary connection between

science and inelegance of expression, and in fact inelegance is usually

a sign of looseness of thought.” The carrjdng out of these ideas has

been our conscious aim in teaching English to our B.Sc, students

in Mysore.

Sir Theodore Morison, Principal of Armstrong College, Newcastle-

on-Tyne, in his paper The universities ani training for administra-

tion, sketched tho ideal university life for training our future

administrators. His advice cannot be gainsaid. “ The modern univer-

sities,” ho said, “are deficient in the provision of the opportunities for

a full social life in which the older universities are so rich, A univer-

sity must be
j
udged by the way in which it gives opportunities to its

undergraduates for the full development of all their faculties, social and

physical as well as intellectual. What is lacking to students in our

modern universities [here he referred especially to the universities in
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largo citios] is more facilities for sports and athletics, more time for

their clubs and societies, ampler opportunity for meeting and talking

to one another, away from the dons and the lecture rooms. . . . We
need to build halls of residence on the outskirts of the city in close

proximity to the playing fields. . • . Their residential halls should be

fairly close together in a university park, so that they may have fre-

quent opportunities of meeting all the diverse elements which make up

undergraduate society.**

Enough, perhaps more than enough, has now been said upon this

unifying concept of the ideal of university life, teaching and knowledge.

I shall now content myself with a few cursory remarks upon some of

the other papers. To all who wish to know how to succeed in filling

the lecture rooms with the proper type of audience for lectures given

to the general public within the walls of the university I commend the

careful study of the paper read by Sir Gregory Foster, Provost of

University College, London. Here they will see how much forethought,

skill and organisation are necessary to ensure success. From this they

vrill learn how lucky are those Londoners who desire mental culture,

particularly the great army of school teachers within the metropolitan

area. The paper of Dr. Whitehead, Professor of Mathematics, Imperial

College of Science and Technology, upon Science in general education

should be ** read, marked, learned and inwardly digested by all who

control secondary education. The papers on University finance by

Sir Alfred Ewing, Vice-Chancellor of Edinburgh University and

Mr. George Adami, Vice-Chancellor of Liverpool University, will pro-

vide an interesting study to all who control the finances of that unavoid-

ably expensive type of institution—the university. A few figures will

interest the general reader. I quote the following from Sir Alfred

Ewing’s paper, “ We may, I think, take that figure—£65 per head

—

as fairly representing the present cost of providing university education

in the British Isles, when small institutions and those that arc highly

specialised, like the London School of Economics or the Imperial Col-

lege, are left out of account. Of that sum about £34 is spent on the

salaries and the superannuation of the teaching staff, and £6 on admi-

nistration. About £26 of it is paid by the student himself in fees for

teaching and examination, and £20 is provided in the form of parlia-

mentary grants. But the future is uncertain in several important par-

ticulars. . . . It seems clear that there wall be a permanently greater

demand for the most expensive kinds of university teaching, in the sub-

jects, namely, of pure and applied science. . , . If the purchasing

power of the pound does not soon return to something nearer its old
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standard there must be a revision of salaries, especially those of pro*

fesaors/’ Mr. George Adami made the following recommendation. **
I

would merely suggest that the autonomy of the university ^ould be

more secure if in place of the University Grants Committee being

empowered to allot grants, whether recurrent or non-recurrent, accord-

ing to their recognition of the need, there were established a fixed ratio,

so that a university could be assured that, granted its income from fees

were a given sum, it could obtain a definite equal grant from the

Treasury*’^ Foe an account of the varied sources of income and of the

comparative costs in different English and Scottish universities I must

refer the reader to the tabular statements in these two papers when

available.

In his paper on The universities and humanistic research Sir

Frederic Kenyon sketched the main lines along which humanistic re-

search is needful to increase our knowledge. He stressed the importance

of a well-equipped and up-to-date university library, both main library

and departmental libraries, and of some archsoological equipment—-casts,

models, maps and occasional originals—and he emphasised the need for

an efficient and adequate library staff. It is a bad sign when a uni-

versity regards its librarian as little better than a clerk, and pays him

accordingly. The librarian should be an officer of professional status,

with a standing in the councils of the university which allows him to

represent the needs of his department with weight and authority. If

he is not so, either the university has not provided itself with a library

adequate to its needs, or it is starving the 'personnel that administer it.”

I quote also another very striking passage from this paper. “I have

spoken of research or the study of the research of others. This alter-

native is applicable no less, I imagine, to science than to the humanities.

Not every one has the necessary qualifications for original research.

Research (if it is something more than the accumulation of statistics)

demands gifts, not merely of industry or of willingness to learn and

devise for the truth, but also of imagination and insight. I do not

therefore urge that every teacher and every student should engage in

research in the stricter sense of the term. Such a policy only leads to

accumulations of facts mechanically collected and to much waste of

time. . . , The remainder should be content to familiarise them-

selves with the results of research, and to exercise their judgment in the

estimation of their validity and truth. The true researcher has not always

the gift of exposition. He may lack literary expression. The very

extent of his knowledge may make it difficult for him to appreciate the

limitations of other men’s minds; ) and a man with less originality of
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thotight may be the best exponent of his knowledge to others* There

l» always need for Aaron as well as for Moses/' Dr* Joly, Professor of

Geology and Mineralogy, University of Dublin, Trinity College, asked--r-

Is it possible successfully to teach research—to teach its methods and

its spirit to the average student, whether of science or of the humani-

ties ?
*' Dr. Joly unhesitatingly answers this question in the affirmative.

“ But I would be careful to define that this does not imply the genesis

of an original thinker from-ordinary material But it implies just as

much as when we say we can teach students classics or mathematics.

I plead, therefore, for lectures in our universities devoted exclusively to

studies in research* And I would admit to these lectures students

both of junior and of senior standing. Of course I am not now refer-

ring to systematic lectures in this or that branch of science. These are

essential to the training of the average student. I mean something

different. I would define research lectures as mainly relating to the

professor's own experience and to that of his assistants and co-workers;

each worker contributing one or more lectures to the university course

in research. Their subject matter would relate to the objects aimed at

by the research, the difficulties attending the work, and how they were

surmounted. Such discourses might be supplemented by others of an

historical or retrospective character. These might in some cases be

delivered by honours students, and would refer to classic researches of

the great masters. For recounting these, experimental illustrations

should be given. There need be no extra call upon the professor's

time. He would simply substitute these for part of bis existing routine

lecture work. I am aware that occasionally and at scientific associations

within the university such discourses are delivered, I would make

them a part of the sessional work of the university.”

The papers of the last session of the Congress dealt with a very

interesting question, namely “ Sabbatic” leave for professors—the recog-

nized right of leave of absence for one year in seven on full professorial

salary. This year is known accordingly as the ” Sabbatical year.” It

is in full working order in the University of Sydney. It is often called

the ” Harvard Sabbatical year ” because the idea originated in Harvard.

As Professor Wilson of Cambridge said, “ there can be little doubt that

it is in the universities of the U. S, A, that we find the system of defi-

nite and regular periodical relief from professorial duties most widely

and most systematically recognized.” If, then, America finds it

expedient to adopt this course, it is obviously essential for the univer-

sities in the distant parts of the Empire to adopt it. As Professor Wil-

son argued, it is in the end the best policy, ** In many subjects, if not

S
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in all, a pmfessor’s efieotive value for the university and the community

depends wholly upon his keeping up to the high-water mark of his

subject, and this la—at least in many cases—impossible without main-

tenance of personal touch with the work of specialist colleagues in the

laboratories and the libraries of universities elsewhere. Professors

should not be merely given leave to go-—they ought rather to be perio-

dically hunted out of their chairs, for the health of their own souls and

hence of those committed to their care.’* He admitted, however, that

to offer exactly similar privileges, under the same conditions, to all

members of the university staffs is simply impracticable, however

desirable in theory. Another speaker urged therefore that junior men

should not be appointed to university staffs directly after taking their

degrees, but rather only after going abroad for post-graduate work.

It might be feasible to have some arrangement whereby junior posts in

English universities might be found for graduates of colonial univer-

sities. This would not bo quite the same thing as “ Sabbatic leave, but

it would at all events give the junior men a better start. The financial

and staffing readjustments made necessary by the grantingof “Sabbatic*’

leave were considered. One speaker estimated that the whole scheme

could be carried out in a college of average size at no greater cost than

the establishment of a single professorship. All were agreed that

universities should consider this one of the first charges upon their

budgets.

I have endeavoured to bring out the salient points in the hetero-

geneous mass of our deliberations at this Congress. I trust the full

report of the proceedings will soon be available. It will be well worthy

of the closest study by all interested in universities and by all actually

engaged in university work.

Frank R. Sell.
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2. The Tour of the Universities of the United Kingdom.

The tour programme was a heavy one. A few intrepid souls

ventured across to Ireland (Dublin and Belfast) but most of the over-

seas delegates chose the round —Reading and Bristol (June 26-28),

Cardiff (June 28-30). This was, so to speak, a preliminary canter, for

not all the delegates from overseas had arrived. This tour was only

intended for those delegates who were to return to their spheres of

work ; but the visits to London and Oxford were for all members

of the Congress, delegates and representatives from Home universities

as well as from overseas. On June 30 we all met in London where the

overseas delegates were the guests of the university, with much to see

and do until July 6. Early that morning we proceeded by special train

to Oxford, and at once plunged into our strenuous four days Congress.

On Saturday July 9 the overseas visitors went to Cambridge as guests

of the various colleges till July 12. On July 13 and 14 some of us

wore in Edinburgh, others in Glasgow ; on the 14th the former party

went on to Dundee and St. Andrews, the latter to Aberdeen. Back

again to England on Saturday July 16, to Durham or to Sheffield for

the week end. On Monday July 18 to Liverpool or Manchester, and

finally on Wednesday July 20 to Leeds or Birmingham for two days.

Visits to Aberystwith or Bangor from Cardiff had to be cancelled owing

to the poor train service—the result of the disastrous coal-strike.

In this tour we were enabled to see universities of every age, type

and size, ranging from the ancient seats of learning to the youngest and

most energetic of the “Civic’* universities such as are Bristol and

Leeds. We saw the federal type in Wales, the affiliated type in Dun-

dee and St. Andrews, Durham and Newcastle, where the two colleges in

each case are, as with us in Mysore, separated by some distance yet

near enough for considerable intercourse. The unitary type we saw in

Liverpool and Leeds. In Reading we found a university in the making*

The University College (typical of several other university colleges

still to be found, yet perhaps more fortunate in site, endowment and

personnel) has made such strides since its foundation some twenty

years ago that it is very hopeful of a Charter in the immediate future,

19
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and of botog ablo noon to lauttob o«t into tho doep waters of iodopaad^

ence. The tendemoj in the federal type is towards growth in Ihe

federated units tending to separatism. In 1903 Manchester, Liverpool

and Leeds were all strong enough to cast off the federal bonds and

take up their individual careers as separate universities. Nevertheless

they have much in common—particularly the common matriculation

examination, in which Sheffield and Birmingham also share.

All these younger Civic universities, specialising as they do in

some appropriate branch of applied science or technology, are anxious

to escape the possible fate of becoming looked upon as merely efficient

technical high schools— the Technische Hochschulc—of the German

type, by emphasiring university ideals and university life such as

obtain in the oldest of our English universities. They are all striving

to get much residential collegiate life into working order as soon as

possible in spite of the heavily adverse circumstances of the present

University College, Reading in this respect is peculiarly fortunate in its

excellent site and generous founders : the halls for the men and the

women students are first rate, beautifully built and well planned, and

must exercise a very powerful influence on the students. Further-

more every care is taken to prevent any one Iiall from being monopo-

lised by particular sets or cliques ;
rooms are allotted to students of all

‘‘faculties” to ensure a licalbhy mix up of types. This is, I am con-

vinced, the right policy in all hostels. If Leeds were to find a Carnegie

or a Rockefeller to-day it would bo the finest of universities in this

matter of residences—its plans for courts and halls on its wonderful

new estate are most admirable. Meanwhile it has at least two halls

for men, one of which stands in ideal country surroundings on the out-

skirts of its usual m^rky atmosphere. One of the most romantic of

residential colleges is undoubtedly University College, Durham, a small

college that has had the great good fortune to become possessed of the

former Princo-Bishop’s Palace—the Castle opposite the Cathedral on

the same commanding hill. A magnificent baronial hall in which to

dine and a Norman Keep in which to reside, to pass from one to the

other down winding turret stair through tapestried gallery with anti-

quity and romance at every turn —this surely must influence for good

the most modern young man in a hurry. It was a wonderful sight to

look from the gallery window across the green sward of the Castle

oouri-yard through the old gateway over to the finely proportioned

Cathedral, in which repose the bones of St. Bede and St. Cuthbert, The

Castle Chapel serves as a place of daily worship, reminding ond that

here at Ie^st is a modern university following the old Oxford niUd
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flambridge tradition. I snmise that the thtee amall colleges on the

hill at Durham must feel themselves queer yoke-fellows of the famous

Armstrong College at Newcastle. It seemed to me a pity that tharO

should be such a sharp unavoidable cleavage in circumstances and

atmosphere between the two parts of this university. The same

romantic atmosphere clings to St. Andrews with its more modem Cnter^

prising city yoke-fellow of Dundee. In this respect the parallel is close

between the circumstances and the setting of Durham and of

St, Andrews, except that in the latter place is one of the finest schools

of research in chemistry whereas the hill top of Durham knows only

the ** humanities.”

There is no need to consider at any length these last exceptional

years of overcrowding and stress in the universities, due to after-war

condition®!. All the world knows what the Empire owed to its univer-

sities in the late war. Nevertheless, glad though the universities have

been to do their best for the crowds of eager youth rushing into them

since the Armistice, they all long for the day when numbers shall no

more overwhelm them, making the teaching of some subjects almost

a mockery and always a tremendous strain on the energies of the stafi.

Mere numbers are by no means a sign of a university’s health, One

point however that arose was the urgent need for State aid. The age-

long question of freedom and autonomy in university life was then

brought vividly before men. University finance was one of the subjects

on the agenda of the Congress. I hope to give some interesting figures

later on.

Another effect of the war has been to bring about a change in

university policy. Now that German universities are more or less

taboo to American and colonial students it was felt that British univer-

sities should definitely step into the breach and attract them to Britain.

London took the lead in setting up a Ph.D, degree for post-graduate

students. Most of the other universities are doing the same, though not

necessarily in the same subjects. The general feeling about our Indian

students coming over was that they should now come over as post-

graduate students for these new degrees rather than as undergraduates.

A strong commission is going out to India this autumn to consider the

whole question of facilities for Indian students in British universities,

and the equivalence of degree and qualifying examinations. One ot its

objects, I believe, is to find out how Indian universities may be im-

proved so as to attract young men to graduate in them first before

going abroad to continue their studies. The delegates from Indian uni-

versities took the opportunity to meet together and talk over these
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matters. We resolved that it is desirable for the Indian universities to

set up in India a universities bureau to co-ordinate necessary informal

tion ; to keep Indian universities in close touch with one another and

serve as a “ clearing-house ” for ideas and interests common to them,

and thus to help the Bureau in Russell-Square and through it the vari-

ous Home universities, who would appreciate an authoritative evaluation

of Indian examinations and degrees. For example the varying values

of school leaving certificates and matriculation and F.A. examinations

in the different provinces of India are undoubtedly something that gives

the Home university authorities pause in considering claims for admis-

sion. It is true that success in an F.A. Examination exempts a

student from matriculation tests over here, but still a viva-voce exami-

nation is usully held tb make sure that candidates are proficient enough

in speaking and in understanding English speech to enable them to

enter upon a degree course. Here I think Indian universities might

combine to set up an adequate examination in spoken English, so as to

enable F.A. students to pass straight into British universities without

having this viva-voce business to go through on their arrival. It would

save the authorities here some trouble and earn their gratitude. Again,

if some more definite standard of comparison with the English school

certificates could be set up, it would save much b^er and hesitation.

Otherwise it will be necessary for Indian students to pass matriculation

examinations over here, which will be a nuisance to all concerned.

Doubtless the commission will evolve some plan of solving the problem.

The self-governing colleges in Oxford and Cambridge used in my day to

put all candidates for admission, other than scholars and exhibitioners,

through their own entrance tests, irrespective of Responsions or Little-

Go”; for one might actually be admitted to a college before passing

these first steps towards a degree. The standardising of school-leaving

examinations has, I believe, modified this practice. The crux of the

problem really lies in the small size of the colleges and the increasing

numbers knocking at their gates.

A college of 120 undergraduates feels that it has only room for

one Indian each year, and it claims the right of rigid selection and pre-

vious interview, and where possible of some personal acquaintance

;

especially so when it turns away at least one, often two, out of every

three English boys who apply. The Senior Tutor hates any jarring

note in his small body of students
; if he feels sure tliat the newcomer

from India will “ assimilate ” easily and really become ** one of the

men,” he will gladly let him in, but how severe this standard of selection

is can readily beseem If on the other hand the Tutor feels that the
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newcomer from home or abroad will not “assimilate/* he shuts* the

door, and there are many English lads who are thus debarred. The

Tutor of course does not seek for dull uniformity of type, but he is

looking for certain qualities that he considers essential to the end that

all undergraduates should get the best that corporate life in a college

should ensure. Thus it is that the corporate bodies of self-governing

colleges in Oxford and Cambridgo are hard to enter. Some colleges of

course are more easily satisfied than others. Failure at one does not

necessarily imply failure at another. Still entrance is not too easy for

anyone, especially nowadays when there seems to be an ever-growing

demand for university education. Lucky indeed is the individual who

does get in. It is, of course, more possible and easier to become a non-

collegiate student, and incidentally less expensive, though here again

considerations of space and of staff also enter. But naturally enough

every one prefers to belong to some college or other. Again it must be

remembered that to avoid strong “ cliques '*
it is the policy of all

the colleges to admit Indians and (in Oxford only) Rhodes Scholars in

numbers that bear a strict ratio to their own.

Before passing on to discuss the doings of the Congress itself, I

should like here to touch discursively on some points of university

outlook and procedure that interested me. At Cardiff we met some

eloquent defenders of the principle of ‘^nationalism**—almost I was going

to say parochialism,** though those speakers would say I was thereby

prejudging the issues. Briefly their plea was that the Welsh colleges

should be staffed entirely by Welshmen, who alone really understood the

Welsh temperament and so could, even if slightly inferior in academic

qualifications, get the best out of their students. I am no psycho-

analyst to estimate how many undesirable “ inhibitions ** may be set

up in the Celtic soul by the “ antagonism ” of the foreign teacher. The

upholders of this doctrine were Welshmen who spoke in all sincerity,

and with many years of teaching experience among their own country-

men. But they were evidently in a minority, for many in that Council

Chamber where these discussions passed maintained that universities

should not thus limit themselves, but should attract the beat teachers

they could get, of whatever nationality, provided that these teachers

possessed the ordinary virtues of gentlemen. Again, where practically

all the students were Welsh it was thought highly desirable that a strong

mixture of non-Welsh should be on the staff to avoid all the evils that

are summed up in the word parochialism.’* It was very noticeable how

the younger English universities rejoiced when they could point to the

ever-widening areas whence their students come, not merely as showing
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tieir increasing popularity but much rather as helping them to get fot

their students a wider outlook and a larger experience,

At Cardiff I found a very interesting feature—a big-scale version

of our ** non-detailed ” study idea—called the “ General Course

Examination-” Quite recently the college authorities determined to

compel its ** freshmen ”—this term includes “ fresh women ”—to open

their minds and get interested in something more than their set text-

books, At the end of the first year every undergraduate must satisfy

the collegcv examiners that he or she has done considerable outside
”

reading of a general nature. If he fails, he must again undergo the test

at the end of his second year. Twenty skilfully diversified sets of books,

with about ten in each set, are drawn up. Each student chooses three

sets and at the end of the year writes essay answers on three or four

general topics out of a large range in his three-hour paper. No speci-

fic teaching is given for this general course, but occasional lectures are

arranged each term on some of the scientific, literary, historical, poli-

tical, economic and social topics suggested by these books. Attendance

at these lectures is optional, but they are immensely popular. The

students find this general course no drudgery but a real help. Thus

the experiment is a great success. Each of the federal colleges in the

University of Wales forms its own syllabuses ; Cardiff’s example in this

particular will probably be taken up by the others. At Leeds a special

course in English Composition is arranged for all first year students

in English, and it is now thought desirable that a course-lectures and

tutorial classes—of this kind should be within the reach of all first year

students of the university. Our Engineering College unfortunately

makes no sort of provision for teaching English to its undergraduate

members. At present in Leeds University there is a wise clause in

their regulations for the Intermediate Examination ; A descriptive

essay relative to the scientific and technical work of the candidates

will bo set . . . and will be examined by the examiners in English

in co-operation with the examiners in the Scientific department con-

cerned.” A student who fails in this portion must take it again at a

subsequent Intermediate Examination. Again, the Institution of Gvil

Engineers say in their report: “ Modern languages, especially French and

German, should be studied and should be taught colloquially or in such

a way as to ^vc the pupils a practical knowledge of each language

suffie'ent to enable them to study its literature and to converse in it

with some degree of facility.” Surely then in Mysore we should

at least teach ISnglish to Engineering students who have not already

passed the B.A. Examination
!

^

How “ Commerce ” can bo taught
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so as to justify its acceptance as a study of university rank was

the subject of a thoughtful paper by Sir William Beveridge, Principal

of the London School of Economics. He urges strongly that Commerce

students should be encouraged to read good literature. In universities

where degrees in Commerce are given, the students are usually expected

to have a reading, writing and speaking knowledge "of one or two

foreign languages. Should not Mysore students for the B. Com. degree

be equally expected to have an efficient knowledge of two of India’s

principal commercial languages, to enable them to find work more easily

over the length and breadth of India ?

I was interested to learn that at Leeds the candidates for honours

in French Language and Literature have to spend the third term of their

second year at the University of Caen, and similarly honours students of

German have to spend this term in a German*speaking university.

This is a wise provision. Honours students of these languages in other

universities find it highly desirable—nay essential—to spend their

long vacations abroad.

The principles and practice of Phonetics are now so well established

that all language students and those training to be teachers receive in-

struction in the Phonetics of the particular language they study or are

going to teach. The study of Philology has been rescued from the

dry-as-dust ” category, and made thoroughly capable of imparting

keen interest and enthusiasm to the student. The Christian missionary

societies arrange for instruction in Phonetics to be given to all their

missionaries in training. This eliminates more or less at the start all

those who will never be able to learn languages, and enables the more

promising to master their new language or languages with much greater

ease and certainty. Excellent work is being done—under the guidance

of Mr. Daniel Jones—at the school of Oriental Studies and at Univer-

sity College, London. All modern language teaching in the schools is

now based on Phonetics and on what is usually known as the ‘'Direct

Method.” The results under trained teachers are most gratifying. But

here as elsewhere a little knowledge is a dangerous thing, and not all

schools are c^areful to got properly qualified teachers. London is

probably now the best, but not the only university where Phonetics is

well taught. All Indian young men and women who come over here

to study Arts subjects should be encouraged to learn the Phonetics

of English and the main features of the Phonetics of the Indian

Vernaculars, so that they can continue this study on their return to

India and materially assist the scholars on v-his side. There is much

scope for such work.

4
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Both Biisfcol And at IiAeds the professors of Engineering were

emphatic oh the necessity for thorough “Works” training for all

who wished to rise to a high position as engineers. The committee

of the Institution of Civil Engineers also are unanimous in the opinion

that engineering training must include several years of practical work

as well as a proper aoademicj training. Such a course of training

would need at a minimum five years, and more usually six or seven

years after the hoy leaves school. Leeds requires that all engineering

students shall have at least twelve months’ practical experience in

“Works ’’prior to taking up the course of instruction. At Bristol

a very effective, though optional, scheme of dovetailing the practical

and academic training has been evolved in collaboration with many

firms and works. Professor Wertheimer calls it “ The Bristol Sandwich

Scheme:” the iirst ten months are spent in the university—then

fourteen months in “Works”; ten months again in the university

followed by tw-o months in the “ Works.” Finally another ten months

at the university followed by fourteen months in the “ Works,” The

student must go througli the “ Works ” like an ordinary workman,

and do all the “ dirty ” work that ordinary workmen have to do. There

is no “ royal road” to engineering. We in Mysore are not in a position

to do such things
;

it must be necessary for inany years to come for the

aspirant to high rank in engineering to go further afield.

An interesting feature at Liverpool deserves notice. The University

Librarian at the opening of each session gives lectures to any students

who care to attend on library matters: the arrangement of the library,

the use of bibliographies, indexes, bulletins, elementary information about

manuscripts, palaeography and printing, recent additions to the library

and any other information that he considers essential in helping students

to use their weapons effectively. Honours students in London are

particularly fortunate—the Professors take them to the British Museum

and show them the original mss. and detail many interesting points. To

examine, under such auspices, a unique ms. such as that of Beowulf is

a real pleasure. At Cambridge I spent a very instructive morning

poring over many precious mss. in the library of Corpus Christi College

with the learned librarian Sir Geoffrey Butler. A librarian in university

or in college library must be a widely read scholar and well versed in the

practice of modem librarianship. His office ranks with the professorship.

Excellent training in librarianship is given by the School of Librarianship,

University College, London. Theory and practice are effectively com-

bined. Yet even now, according to one speaker at the Congress, some of

the newer universities pay too little attention to the adequate maintenance
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of their ermoury both in the matter of books and of stafi. fortu-

nately in the newly instituted post-graduate research degree oousiwa

arrangements are made enabling a student to migrate” for definite

periods to other universities whenever the particular phases of his re-

search work demand particular library facilities.

I discovered at Leeds that the University reserves to itself the right

to withhold admission even to one who successfully passes its matri-

culation examination if it considers him or her too young and imma-

ture. Infant prodigies ” are hot wanted. Premature entry upon a

university course is greatly to be deprecated.

Frank R. Sell.
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EDITORIAL.

Academic Honours.—Among those upon whom honorary degrees

were conferred at the recent Convocation of Calcutta University were

no fewer than four scholars belonging to, or associated with, this Uni-

versity. Sir M. Visvesvaraya^ to whose enthusiasm its creation was

largely due, was granted the degree of Doctor of Science, which degree

was conferred also upon our Vice-Chancellor, Dr. Seal. Mr. S. Krishna-

swami Aiyangar and Mr. R. Shama Sastri—both scholars of world-wide

repute in the spheres of their special learning—became Doctors of Philo-

sophy. It is with a good deal of pride that the University regards

those honours, and it knows well how thoroughly deserved they arc. It

was courageous of Calcutta to create at one time three new Doctors in

one university, but Calcutta knew that each one of them is worthy of

such recognition by any university in the world. We welcome too this

closer uniting of the two universities, already allied through our Vice-

Chancellor. Since these honours were conferred a Reuter cable has

announced that Mr, I^]. P. Metcalfe, the Principal of the Central College,

Bangalore, had been made a fellow of London University. In an

English university, of course, a fellowship does not mean simply

membership of the Senate, but is a special recognition of scholarship.

Mr. Metcalfe is a graduate of London University, and this recognition

of his work as a student and of the research upon which he has been

continually engaged since his graduation is exceedingly welcome in

Mysore.

PuBlioiry.—In accordance with a resolution passed at the autumn

meeting of the Senate, a very representativo Publicity Board has been

J.
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formed, and mtioh is expected of its work One of its tasks is tmblasliiiig

advertisement of the University’s work for the good of the State. Here

emerges an indirect advantage. It cannot be pretended that the UnL
versity’s services to the people in general are as yet so notable as they

ought to be. The Board will always be demanding of the University

more and more virtues to advertise, and this demand may urge and

help the University in its tasks of the popularisation of knowledge and

the fostering of technical industrial studies. Another duty of the Board

is to help the public towards definite and sound ideas on the subject of

education, especially university education, and to show hOw the consti*

tution of the University is related to these ideas. Wrong ideas, coined

in the mint of expediency, stamped with the impress of immediate

utility, obtain easy currency. And many propagandists have a curious

preference for foreign coin, which is sometimes counterfeit even in its

own land. Certain forms of the vocational education doctrine—to choose,

an example at random—are of a very taking glamour, seeming to solve

great problems. People have to be reminded of those broad educational

principles that cannot change—of that truth, for instance, that was

vigorously expressed by Principal Laurie two or three years ago (Prinoi-

pal Laurie, a scientist, not a special devotee of “ literary education ”),

when he said—“ If we wish to find a perfect example of vocational

education we must look back to the days of primitive man, when the

child’s education was vocational from the moment he was able to walk

and speak, and the result of the vocational training was the primeval

savage. To the extent to which the child’s education has ceased to be

vocational, and has been devoted to the general development of the

child intellect, has civilisation progressed.”

It is, again, a duty of the Publicity Board to keep the public

informed as to university policy by recording and annotating the pro-

ceedings of the Senate and the orders of Government on university

matters. The press might be of incalculable service here. Outside

papers cannot do much. Certain papers outside the State give admirably

accurate and succinct reports, but have not space for more. More

might be expected, however, from the papers of the State, whose criti-

cism will be helpful, not unfortunate, if they make sure of their infor-

mation, and, besides criticising, help us to keep the people informed of

facts. May we express a certain grievance, in this matter, against

what is presumably the loading paper in the State—the Bangalore

Daily Post ? From that paper a reader can learn very little about

the University. On one occasion its report of a Senate meeting consist-

ed of a huge manuscript spe'^?ch, whick had been delivered dnly in part
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i^i the Senate. It wm a good speech,^but not a recoM of the »%nate'«

proceedings, But recently a much more extraordinatf policy waft

adopted. A long memorandum (the work of an individual senator), and

a huge correspondence, were published, and headed, of all things,

** Mysore University Reform/’ Anyone has a right to prepare a memo-

randum (or as many as he pleases), and anyone has the right to utter

educational ejaculations in a newspaper correspondence ; but the

heading was sadly misleading. The subject-matter was not really this

University, but the miscellaneous educational ideas or many people, and

particularly one, and the obvious assumption that our University (just

constructed, on the basis of the most modern practice and experience)

was a decrepit structure that must be reformed or totter was somewhat

unworthy of the paper. A novel Senate met in the Y. M. C. A. in

Bangalore and was addressed by a number of people. Of the proceed-

ings of this rather widely representative body we were given a report so

voluminous that it was spread over a number of days. Of the succeed-

ing meeting of the University Senate the report consisted of_not one

word !—The whole business, so thoroughly reported, so warmly encour-

aged, was such as to give the general reader an altogether absurd idea

of the constitution, the policy, and the mentality of the University.

But this was a process of thorough and skilful advertisement, and the

University must imitate, not the method, but the thoroughness and the

skill. And may we not hope for assistance, instead of such injury, from

the press ?
'

Finally, criticism has to be weighed, and either accepted or answered,

and slander has to be immediately refuted. Here again one is driven to

ask—what ails the Daily Post ? That paper contained recently a para-

graph giving publicity to, while expressing doubt regarding, a most scan-

dalous allegation against the Maharaja’s College Council. It was a

report which, to anyone possessed of oven the slightest information, was

obviously absurd
;
nor does the expression of doubt justify the use of

scandal. One is puzzled to account for this proceeding on the part of

one of the most sensible, and one of the most scrupulous, papers in the

country. Again one would venture to ask for a change of attitude

—

for criticism with careful verification of fact, and for other help besides

criticism.

Secondary Education.—In arranging to publish Mr. S. Kesava

Iyengar’s very interesting article on this subject, we obtained hia

permisaioD to quarrel with him, which, con amore^ ;we proceed to do^
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Mr. Keaava Iyengar’s idea is, of course, to make citizens, Welland

good ; but “ citizen is, after all, a comparatively narrow term. A

prior necessity is to make men. Well informed and vigorous citizens

arc frequently unsatisfactory men, and therefore, despite knowledge and

vigour, unsatisfactory citizens. Further, “citizen,’* though a compara-

tively narrow term, is somewhat too broad for what would be the pro-

duct of Mr. Kesava Iyengar’s scheme of high school, or upper secondary,

education. The compulsory portion is essentially a system of political

training, and its result would be the politician. To produce politicians

is far from being the true aim of general education. With Mr.

Kesava Iyengar’s dominating idea of training people to take more

interest, and a more intelligent and more active interest, in Government

and the affairs of state, no one could quarrel ; but he seems to us to

divert education from aims of prior importance, besides setting before

all men a goal (and that to be reached too easily) that by no means

all may rightly seek.

In insisting upon constitutional and economic studios much is

omitted. To mathematics and science we refer later. Now as to

language and literature. The editorials in this Magazine have for years

been a perpetual comment on this matter, but reiteration cannot be

avoided. In the high school course compulsory English is to consist of

“Composition only,” and, not to speak of literature, no other lan-

guage need be studied ! As for literature, it is contended that “ post-

scholastic days ” are the time for its study. How, when, where, by

whom guided, related to what background of knowledge ? “ The ver-

nacular literature prescribed must serve the purpose of an adequate

introduction.” Yet compulsory vernacular studies, present in the lower

secondary, are to be absent from the high school course ! There seem

to be two radical errors here. First, literary, as distinct from merely

grammatical, studies are not realised to be absolutely essential to all

general education. They should begin at the lower secondary stage and

proceed without intermission thereafter. Second, it seems to be

thought that adequate mastery of the vernacular language can be

attained by the end of the lower secondary course, which is infinitely

far from being the case. The general student is to be allowed to ignore

all literature (Including that of his own country), and halt in his own

language, that he may become the possessor (never in these circum-

stances the Intelligent apprehender) of constitutional and economic facts.

Further, history is to be ignored except by those who are to specialise

In it. How can anyone intelligently study constitutional, or even eco-

nomic, matters without a prior, or at least concurrdnt, study of history?
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Siicfa a prooedure can but' lead to incoherence and falsity of view. A
very large amount of current political error is duo precisely to this pro-

cess on the part of men. Shall we definitely encourage the unbased,

unrelated judgment in the case of boys at school ?

Equally serious, we think, is the error made in the drafting of

optional groups. Each leads exclusively to a particular profession

(or rather, kind of profession), and each is considered valuable simply

in relation to that profession. Education is not thought of : the way

to a “vocation” is to be made plain. The small boy is to decide, when

entering his high school course, or the superhuman insight of his parents

is to decide for him, what his aptitudes are, and “ what he will be

and the choice will be practically irrevocable. No such choice, of

course, can be made : aptitude, as a rule, takes much longer to show

itself decisively. And supposing that in some given case it did show

itself, and that the signs of the carpenter wore already manifest in the

boy of fourteen,—why should the poor little fellow thus be hedged in

by his carpentry and the rattan-work which, no doubt, ho will “choose”

with it ? Those subtly humane studies are to do, presumably, the

educating that, as we have seen, his “ compulsory subjects ” cannot do.

To read the newspapers intelligently, to vote wisely, and to engage

in social service—these are the capacities at which the system is said to

aim. The first two seem to depend on rather profounder considerations

than are contemplated in Mr. Kesava Iyengar’s course. As to social

service that must arise from love and consecration. These virtues

demand an inward nurture which this course does not give but expressly

denies.

Elementary Mathematics and Science for All.— In the Mysore

high school course (S.S.L.C,) Elementary Mathematics and Elementary

Science are compulsory subjects, and enter into the public examina-

tion. This arrangement we believe to be absolutely essential to the edu-

cational value of the course. Some would change it, and their objections

are two—first, that such studies arc not inmost cases of practical utility,

and second (a less superficial objection) that they are not ‘‘humanist,”

bear no enlightenment as to human life and association. Mr. Kesava

Iyengar quotes a very interesting passage from Viscount Biyce, cul-

minating thus “Has anyone at a supreme moment of some moral

struggle ever been able to find help and stimulus in the thought that the

square described on the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle is equal to

the squares described on the two other sides thereof ? That which
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fjpplainfi mAn hiiiiBelf has aft^r all the deepest interest fer Seeb

narroe^nesi of view is strange in that writer. The function of ednca*

tion in moral development has indeed been neglected in some degceoi

but that is no excuse for now ignoring totally its function in , intel^

lectual development. It is not the theorem proved but the process of

proving that matters. There is nothing in the intellectual part of educa-

tion more valuable than training in the precision of mathematicid

process* It works against haste> vagueness, incoherence, and it is most

necessary to those who take to it least kindly. But indeed it has a

moral value also, for its coldness is the most bracing of toniesj and its

severity is something of a discipline for conduct as for thought. In a

day of rather vague enthusiasms and rather hypnotic ardours it is of

paramount value. As to science studies, Mr. Kesava Iyengar seems to

think they are to be judged merely by their subsequent mefulness^

and should cease to be “compulsory” because they are useful to few ; and

he leaves unanswered (for they are unanswerable) the words in which the

Calcutta University Commission show the value to every student of

introductory studies in science. It is no answer to say that other

studies also are essential. If so, introduce them ; but one essential

cannot oust another.

Missionaries AND the Conscience Clause.—The Rev. W. Meston,

Principal of the Madras Christian College, said recently in the Madras

Legislative Council that the adoption of a Conscience Clause ** would

result in a considerable contraction of educational activity*” This bare

statement of fact The Servant of India describes as a “ throat,” and

declares angrily :
“ Wc can only say that it is very un-Chriatian for

a Christian to say so, though it will not be altogether impossible for

Indians to arrange for their own education.” We are rather surprised

both by the matter of these remarks and by the spitefulness of their

tone. To begin with, the last words invite the retort. ‘‘ Why then did

they not do so long ago, thus avoiding this hateful missionary influence?

It was only a question of money and devotion.” Nor is even The

Servant of India competent to instruct Mr. Meston in the principles

of Christianity, and such gibes axe a sign of notable weakness. But

what most surprises one is The Servant of India's ignorance of the

nevitable conditions of missionary work. This work is financially

supported by missionary societies in Christian countries. These

societies are financed by voluntary subscriptions, which are given not

primarily for the education of the youth of India (the people of a
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ftotintry ought to finance its own education) but for the spieading^of

Christianity. This is, therefore, an essential object even of the edtioa*

tional part of missionary organisation in India. There is very little

Christian propagandism in missionary schools and colleges—so litfJe

that subscribers in western countries are often disposed to criticise.

But the missionary aim is to spread the knowledge of Christianity,

and the spirit of that religion. (We are not concerned with the question

whether the missionary aim is right or wrong.) This is a presupposition

of all the work of religious missionary societies, and it is felt that were

Christian instruction to be eliminated by the Conscience Clause the

raison d’etre of missionary colleges and schools as mi$$iomry colleges

and schools would disappear, and missionary funds could no longer be

spent upon them. Thus it is inevitable that the adoption of a Con-

science Clause should result in a contraction of the educational activity

of missionaries. This no doubt they would deeply regret, for they love

the work and the people. But they cannot spend upon exclusively

secular education funds subscribed with other intentions. Nor indeed

is this the purpose with which they became Christian clergymen. It

would befit their critics to acknowledge their self-sacrificing labours

;

and if these critics wish to ban Christian teaching they must substitute

for these labour and sacrifice of their own.

A TagoIiii. Controveksy Since the publication of his admirable

Life of Rabindranath Tagore^ which was reviewed in our last issue,

Mr. Thompson has been bombarded with all sojts of criticism, from

varying kinds and sects of people. One of the most interesting of the

reviews of his book was that by Mr. M, Venkatesiengar, in The Indian

Review of Reviews. Mr. Thompson replies briefly to this criticism in

a letter to the editor of that journal. The chief point at issue is the

nature and extent of the influence of Christianity upon Rabindranath.

Neither Mr. Thompson nor Mr. Venkatesiengar brings us anything like

satisfaction on this point. We need the poet’s own testimony; a

complete analysis of environment and influences ; and an elaborate and

absolutely detached scrutiny of all that the poet has said and written,

with allowance for circumstance, need, purpose and artistic conception^

No conpeivable task could be more difficult than such assessment of

influence. Mr. Thompson writes :
“ What is best in OUanjali is an

anthology from the ages of Indian thought and brooding ; but it is the

sum of Christian influence that has brought these buds into flower,”

# BMndrmdkih p. 101.
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Here we have a positive and very definite statement, which, whether

true or erroneous, is far from being justified by such evidence

as he adduces. It is a statement which instantly antagonises Hindu

critics. Mr. Venkatesiengar’s reply is even less satisfactory. He,

of course, was not writing a book, even a short one, and he could not

say much. But what he does say takes us no further. To Mr. Thomp-

son’s contention that Rabindranath’s Gitanjali does not represent the

teaching of ordinary Hinduism he replies that not “ ordinary ” but [the

noblest and purest Hinduism is what is to be sought there, and he

conceives ihat the atmosphere of Rabindranath’s poetry is one of belief

in the cardinal doctrines of Hinduism. Mr. Venkatesiengar is extra-

ordinarily vague here. With reference to the doctrine of Karma, for

example, he quotes only one passage—and that not in Gitanjali !—and

even of this all he can say is :
“ This sounds very much like the Karma

doctrine of Hinduism.” This passage runs

—

“ I ask my destiny
—

‘ What power is this that cruelly drives me

onward without rest ? ’ My destiny says—‘ Look round.’ I turn back

and see it is I myself that is over pushing me from behind.” This

passage might equally well have been written by a Christian poet : it

contains absolutely nothing of the distinctive elements of the Karma

doctrine. Mr. Venkatesiengar adds—“ Passages with a suggestion of

this can be seen in the Gitanjali.*' A suggestion of this suggestion

would be faint indeed. Mr. Venkatesiengar proves nothing here. But

even if ho could prove that Rabindranath definitely held the doctrine

of Karma in its most contra-'* forgiveness,” contra-Christian form, we

should be no nearer a proof that in some other important matters

Rabindranath was uninfluenced by Christianity.

Mr. Thompson mentions particularly the idea of the Fatherhood of

God. He says definitely ;
** One Christian doctrine has profoundly

influenced Rabindranath, and that is the doctrine of the Fatherhood of

Qod.”* Mr. Venkatesiengar holds, on the contrary, that the idea came

to the poet through the Vaishnava poets, and through the habit,

fostered by them, of regarding poetry, religion and life as one. To

this tradition of bringing God into the things of daily life the poet owes

hia conception of God as father, lover and friend.” To this Mr.

Thompson replies : “I selected the Fatherhood of God as a Christian

teaching that had influenced the poet, for two reasons. First, because

the poet himself constantly refers to this doctrine as one which he

greatly values in Christianity. There is no other Christian doctrine to

which he refers with anything like this frequency and this appreciation.

^ Mabindramth Tagorn, p. 102.
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Bengali thought—with wbieh I more kmMi
than with South Indian thought—Beems tn me to think of Ood more

naturally as Mother than as Father. Now, Tagore does not. It is

notorious that he is no lover of the Sakta cult which is so popular in

Bengal. I think my inference was a fair one, that it was in this doctrine

that Christianity had touched him most.”—Mr. Thompson is a great

deal more definite than his critic, but neither even begins to do the one

thing necessary. In Christianity the Fatherhood of God is a precise

idea, with a number of precise implications. Tf w^e are to decide as to

the influence of Christianity at this particular point v\e have to ask two

questions. First,—is the influence of that idea, and of these implications,

definitely visible in Rabindranath's work ^ Second—if so, is there

anything in the Vaishnava hymns, or in that tradition, which may have

exerted that precise influence ? Till these questions are answered,

with specific references, wo are merely groping round the subject
;
and

similar question‘d must be answered with regard to other Christian

elements which some find in Rabindranath's work.

One of Mr. Venkatesiengar's criticisms seems rather unfortunate.

When he (Mr. Thompson) speaks in an apologetic tone both of the

West and of the poet in commenting on the poet’s waning popularity

with Western readers, we feel that he is looking at the poet’s work

from the wrong standpoint. That the poet does not receive from his

Western readers the attention that he once did should, if true, give us

sofrow on behalf of the West, but hardly, we think, on the poet's

behalf. To the people of this land he is still—as he has been for long

—

tlie first among poets and wiiteis ; and if he has ‘ suffered a slump

'

with people of other lands, it does not much matter.” This is a curi-

ous point ot view. Rabindranath is a coubideiable reconciling influence

between East and West. Further, every first-iate poet has a responsi-

bility to mankind in general, as to his own land
;
and when he concerns

himself, as Rabindranath has done, with the publication of his work in

a foreign tongue, this is an acceptance of the responsibility. As Mr.

Thompson points out, a great deal of wliat Rabindranath and his

publishers have given, as his, to the English speaking world represents

him wrongly and with that kind of incompleteness that might easily

have been avoided. Fuitlier, little attempt was made at interpretation,

even by way of absolutely necessary chronological explanation. Thus

the influence that was his duty was impeded, and his poetic gift to the

world in general was in great measure denied. That ht should suffer in

reputation matters little, but a groat poet’s reputation is not his own to

play with. And it is to be remembered that even in the greater part
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of his own land he is known only through these English translations,

and thus that unjust treatment of the West of which Mr. Thompson

complains reacts with much severity upon India also.

The avalanche of criticism which has fallen upon Mr. Thompson

has apparently made him dubious about publishing his larger and more

fully critical book. If/’ he writes in the letter referred to, “ we are

to get an adequate judgment of Tagore’s work, Indians must help

much more than they have yet done. No Englishman can criticise and

understand certain sides of him as an Indian can do, 1 had hoped to

write in far fuller detail a criticism of his poetry alone, and had finished

the first draft of this larger book. But I do not feel qualified to com-

plete this,” We very earnestly hope that by this time he has resolved

to complete and publish it. Even those who have disagreed with him

profoundly have been exceedingly grateful for the small book. The

large one is sure to meet with equally strenuous criticism, but we

cannot do without it. Surely it would be possible to obtain Indian

criticism—even collaboration—before it is published. Mr. Thompson’s

knowledge of the works in their original Bengali form, his personal

intimacy with the poet, his power of appreciation and judgment, with the

enormous amount of toil he has already expended upon this study, make

him a first-rate authority, and he must not deny us the fruit of his

labour.



THE GROWTH OF PSYCHOLOGY.

(ID

The Realm of the Unconscious.

It was not a mere accident that in Western philosophy psychology

was till lately usually defined as the science of consciousness. Even

to-day the tradition has not completely died out, though it is steadily but

surely receding into the background. It represented a definite view of

life, regarding the conscious as the highest manifestation of life. But

to-day it is symptomatic of the changing vision of psychologists

that consciousness is no more regarded as the end-all and the be-all of

psychology. The existence of the unconscious is more and more estab-

lished ; the conscious itself has come to be known as but one phase of

the unconscious. Thus it is that the psychology of the unconscious has

become the New Psychology, and the centre of gravity of psychological

studies has come to be shifted from the conscious to the unconscious.

From the stand-point of Indian philosophy it has been an oft-repeated

charge against western metaphysics that while Indian philosophers

have studied experience as comprising jagrat (waking life), svapna

(dream) and shushvpti (deep sleep), not to mention the stage of turiya

(complete absorption in Brahma)^ the western philosophers have been

content with a study of the conscious or waking life only. The criti-

cism has been well deserved. For centuries it was a perfectly fashion-

able view to treat sleep as a mere negation of conscious life, and dreams

as the inexplicable meaningless vagaries of sleeping life. But at last

the scientific instinct of the west in its insatiable thirst for the curious

and the seemingly inexplicable brought it face to face writh pheno-

mena, which cannot by any subtle manoeuvring be squared with cons-

ciousness, and the hypothesis of the unconscious became inevitable.

But the hypothesis of yesterday has become the theory of to-day. The

west has after all attained a stand-point, which has already revolu-

tionised medical practice and educational ideals, political theory and

criminology. And if it has not yet tangibly affected metaphysics, the

day perhaps is not far distant when it too will find its hands forced to

transvaluate its values, and to look upon the unconscious as not neces-

sarily of lower value than the conscious,

11
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T1i6 history of the New Psychology may bo dated back to the days

of Mesmer, whose name has been immortalised in mesmerism. He may

have been *‘at once discoverer and charlatan/’ but be tapped the un^

conscious by showing that a person could be mesmerised so that his

normal conscious life is put into abeyance and his will is subjected to

the will of the mesmeriser. The phenomenon of mesmerism is bettor

known as hypnotism : an artificial sleep produced, it was supposed, at

the suggestion of the hypnotiser. For long it was thought that the

will of the hypnotise! was the central fact in hypnotism. Braid who

was the first to coin the expression “ hypnotism,” lent currency to the

view that hypnotism was physiological rather than psychical. At one

time it was even thought that hypnotism was essentially morbitl in its

nature, as was held by Charcot and the Salp^triere school. But

ultimately the views of the rival school of Nancy under the leadership

of Li6bault and Benihcim have triumphed, and hypnotism has come

to be known essentially as a means of waking the unconscious.

How this idea of the unconscious was necessitated we shall see

later. Suffice it for the present to say that the hypothesis of the un-

conscious became a means of shedding light on little-known pheno-

menalike somnambulism, hysteria and various kinds of psychic phobias.

It was at this stage that the genius of Freud elaborated the view that

the unconscious is the ever- present endowment of the most normal

individual, and that sleep and dream are the stages for the unconscious

to come to light in however fantastic a fashion. Further he showed the

play of the unconscious in wit, in the taboos of human life and the

ordinary forgetfulness and mistakes of our every-day life. Freudian

psychology, even when all its exaggerations have been accounted for,

remains one of the most epoch-making landmarks in the history of

human knowledge. His school is known as the Vicuna school, as dis-

tinguished from the Zurich school of Jung, who beginning as a pupil

and follower of Freud soon came to develop marked differences of view

from his master, and thus Jung figures in the psycho-analytic literature

of to-day as a friend and critic of Freud. Psycho-analysis is the method

of i)robiDg to the unconscious and is aptly spoken of as the surgery of

mind. As often hai)pens the method and its results are not always

rigidly distinguishable, and it would not be unjustifiable to regard

psycho-analysis in its broad sense as the theory of the unconscious and

its manifestations. We shall now proceed to study the unconscious as

it came to be discovered in successive departments of human life.

After that we shall briefly review its metaphysical implications and

discuss its place in the realm of human knowledge.
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In the life of men sleep comes so easily and naturally that we can

well imagine how the discovery of induced sleep must have eome as a

great surprise. It must have come as a still greater surprise that a

person in the state of such induced sleep can be made to undergo various

activities even of the oddest sort at the sweet will of the inducer of sleep.

The surprise could not have ended there, when the person in his

wakened state was found to be genuinely unconscioas of all that he

had been made to do and had actually done. Naturally the first conclu-

sion drawn was that the hypnotist had some mysterious power by

which he could put people to sleep, and then bring them under the autho-

rity of his will. It was soon found that the power of a hypnotist is

nothing mysterious, that in the last resort it is due to intense concen-

tration. But it took a much longer time for people to be convinced

that the person hypnotised had also to oxeit his will and by force of

concentration on the passes of the hypnoiiscr or any bright object allow

himself to fall into sleep. The secret of this was to cut off all possi-

bility of mental distraction and thereby induce a vacant state of mindt

on which sleep could naturally supervene. The characteristic of this

sleep is an intense suggestibility to the commands of the hypnotiser.

From the stand-point of psychology it was a discovery of the

greatest importance that a person can do sometliing without being

conscious of it, ie. human life transcends the conscious, and this has

been again and again shown by post-hypnotic suggestion. The hypno-

tiser not content with vsuggesting something during the state of hypnotic

sleep suggests to the hypnotised eg, that he shall awake at 2 p.m. and

that at 4 p.m. he shall smoko two cigars. The person awakes at 2 p.m.

and towards 4 p.m. although a non-smoker feels an intense desire to

smoke and does smoke two cigars at 4 p,m. It moans that all the

actions of our waking conscious life are not the result of oiir waking

conscious life. It distinctly points to the existence of the unconscious.

A deep study of hypnotism l^as been one of the most marked con-

tributions of Franco to science. Charcot’s practice having been mostly

confined to hypnotism among hysterical persons, he tended to regard

suggestibility to suggestion as being due to hyTsteria. But Bernheim

made it abundantly clear that hypnotism is a phenomenon that could be

induced in 90 per cent of ordinary hospital patients. From this he

tended to draw the conclusion that all hysteria is practically due to

suggestion, an idea that has since been accepted by the great Freud

with this proviso that the suggestion does not work in the open, but rather

insinuates itself unconsciously* The work of the old Nancy school of
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CouA, whose views have been expounded by Charles Baudouin. Mr. and

Mrs, Cedar Paul have rendered a distinct service by publishing a transla-

tion of Baudouin’s work “ Suggestion and Auto-suggestion, a psycholo-

gioal and pedagogical study based upon the investigations made by the

new Nancy school.” In one of the previous numbers of this Magazine

we had occasion to notice it briefly, but we gladly come back to it for a

fuller presentation of its teaching.

Suggestion prima facie implies two parties at least. But Coup’s

work shows that no suggestion is possible by mere force of somebody

else’s will until and unless we make his will our will, his suggestion

our suggestion, so that in the last resort the strength of suggestion is

reducible to that of auto-suggestion. But this auto-suggestion mostly

works unconsciously, and therefore there is a
j
ustification for defining

suggestion as “ the subconscious realisation of an idea.” From this

stand-point Coue’s work rests on throe main foundations : auto-sugges-

tion, the law of reversed effort, and a reflective control of the

subconscious.

Hypnotism is now found to be independent of sleep. In its old

sense, it has already gone out of fashion, for the same results can be

brought about by a powerful suggestion, and since this sugges-

tion is reducible to auto-suggestion, the necessity of a suggester

becomes nothing more than a mere instrument for evoking auto-

suggestion and thus becomes superfluous, when a person has attained

the stage when he can suggest himself without any external aid per-

sonal or impersonal. But this is a stage not easily attained. It

requires a knowledge of the technique suitable to suggestibility, and

Baudouin devotes a short but instructive chapter to a delineation of

the laws of suggestion.

(1) The law of concentration implies that '‘the idea which tends

to realise itself in this way is always an idea on which spontaneous

attention is concentrated
,

” The weakness of our normal waking life is

its openness to various stimuli, and our attention tends to be dissi-

pated, and yet, as even empirical psychology shows, attention is a

necessary preliminary to any achievement. It means that when steps

are taken to reduce the range of our suggestibility by staring at a

bright object or the passes of a hypnotiser, the mind is rendered vacant

and a passage is made for the dominance of some particular suggestion.

In course of time by force of habit a person may automatically render

his mind vacant and thus concentrate on some particular auto-
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(2) The law of auxiliary emotion that when for one reason Or

another, an idea is enveloped in a powerful emotion, there is more

likelihood that this idea will be suggestively realised,” The power of

emotion is one of the most curious traits in human psychology.

Whenever a particular emotion predominates, it automatically suggests

interpretations of most indifferent ideas and experiences as if they were

really connected with that emotion. It is notorious how a lover reads

a depth of meaning in every wave of his beloved’s hand, and how every

courtesy on her part is looked at as tinged with the colours of love.

Baudouin mentions a case of a paralytic who in 1915 living on the fifth

story when an air raid occurred found herself in the porter’s lodge on

the ground floor without her knowing how it happened. The fact

was that the explosion of a bomb close by had so frightened her that

under the mastery of fear she fled downstairs. Croce mentions a

similar case of a paralytic who had himself brought to the market-

place on the shoulders of a man ; in tho meantime there was a popular

tumult, and the paralytic was so seized with fear that he had the

energy to take refuge right at the top of the Carapanille ! Some years

ago a similar incident happened at Bombay. A procession was passing

along the street and a young Hindu lady was looking at it from a

window. One of her arms was resting on a window-sill. She

continued in this position so long that her hand became stiff, and

nothing availed to set it right. A European doctor was called in, and

a happy thought of an experiment struck him. He requested to be

left alone with the girl. The relatives reluctantly consented. As soon

as they had left, he made a dart at the folds of her sari ;
the girl in

her fright put down both her hands in self-defence. The cure was

effected ! Cases of this sort have been well-known and bear an

eloquent testimony to the motive power of emotions, by which a

worrying invalid is rendered worse, and self confidence brings success.

A powerful emotion effectually drives out all competing forces and an

intense concentration becomes possible. The second law reinforces the

first.

(3) The law of reversed effort that “ when an idea imposes

itself on the mind to such an extent as to give rise to a suggestion, all

the conscious efforts which the subject^makes in order to counteract

this suggestion axe not merely without the desired effect, but they

actually run counter to the subject’s conscious wishes and tend to

intensify the suggestion.” Few persons can have failed to realise the

truth of this law in their own lives. Very often we seem to be helpless

puppets of our own ideas, and any deliberate attempt on our part
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a more vivid form. In other words we can prepare our mind for

su^estion by a thoiough indifference to all the thoughts of our normal

life.

(4) The law of subconscious teleology that when the end has

been suggested, the subconscious finds means for its realisation/’ As

we shall see more fully later on, the unconscious is not something ab-

normal or unusual, it is perfectly normal, it subsists and works in its

own way just as much as thj conscious. The unconscious is not irra-

tional, but perfectly mtional, having its own end and realising it through

its own means, as Freudian psychology has more or less successfully

established. But it would be a fatal mistake to proceed on the assump-

tion that tire conscious and the unconscious work alike.

Nowhere perhaps do they differ more markedly than in the part

which volition plays in their re8|)ective spheres. Volition is insepar-

able from conscious life. But, to adapt Butler's language, will is

not so powerful de facto as it is de jure. Imagination and emotion are

more powerful than volition, and the power of volition asserts itself

only when it is adequately reinforced by the forces of emotion. This

is a truth which moral philosophy has often neglected and in con-

sequence has stagnated in the swamps of an arid inteilectualism. But

the psychology of our day gives substantial support io Coup’s idea

that ** in the conflict between the will and the imagination the force

of the imagination is in direct ratio to ike square of the will*^ Further

our efforts at reform through will have a powerful opponent in the law

of reversed effort. Therefore it is that the new Nancy school insist

that will cannot be reformed through will. This reformation is to be

brought about through a\ito-suggestion working not through our will so

much as through the unconscious. But now arises the difficult question :

how can the unconscious, which ex hypothesi works unconsciously,

be made to subserve the end of a conscious reformation of will ?

Perhaps this is a convenient stage to make a brief halt over an

important question of terminology. Language has always been the despair

of philosophers, and truly responsible for half the philosophical disputes

that have raged in the world. In the literature of psycho-analysis the

terms subconscious ” and unconscious " have been used very iiide*

terminately. Baudouin defines the subconscious as a storehouse ol

the memories that have lapsed from the ordinary consciousness, of the

wishes and sentiments that have been repressed, of the impressions of a

distant past.’’ Freud and Jung use the unconscious to mean just

what Baudouin understand** by the subconscious, and yet the two
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should really be used in two distinct senses. If we make the three*

hold of consciousness the starting point of out thought, we find( that all

that is above this threshold falls within our consciousness : the actual

content, e.^. the particular ^^sentence I am now penning, the object of

consciousness, viz, the subject matter of this paper, and the fringe of

consciousness, e.g. the walls, books and other arrangements of the room
in which I am now writing. But although I am engrossed in the present,

I rem^'mber a good deal of my past experiences, any one of which can

at any moment rise above the threshold of my consciousness and

capture my consciousness. All this is below the thnWhold and the term

‘‘subconscious’* may fitly be applied to tlic range of memory potentially

conscious. Over and above this every person carries within him

memories lost to his consciousness, but which are not really lost. They

have lapsed or they have been repressed. They are truly the uncons-

cious. They fail to rise to the level of the conscious, and their exist-

ence can be revealed through psycho analysis. Henceforth whenever

the terms subconscious and unconscious arc used in this paper they

will be used in the sense above defined, and now vve shall revert to the

question raised at the end of the preceding paragraph.

The secret of getting at the unconscious is to lull the conscious to a

vacant abstraction. This is brought about by “ a relaxation of atten-

tion and inhibition ” and those in whom this relaxation through mus-

cular fatigue is brought about more easily, as eg, in women and children,

find it easier to get at the unconscious, while there are others who have

a special gift which makes them peculiarly sensitive to the unconscious

such as the people who distinguish themselves in sensory or motor

automatism.

The importance of Baiulouin's work lies in the fact that he docs

not treat the phenomena of auto-hypnosis and auto-suggestion as esoteric,

but expounds in a lucid way the method of it. Thus the first stage is

collection which is defined as willed relaxation. Such a relaxation can

be brought about by immobilising the body, i e, by relaxing the muscles

and thereby relaxing the muscles of attention.

Such a collection w’ould at first lead to a revorio with a consequent

diffusion of images and ideas, but gradually there arises a certain un-

willed fixity of attention on a paiticular image or idea. This state is

what is called by Baudouin contention, which is defined as a psychologi-

cal equivalent of attention minus effort. It is neither attention ” as

ordinarily understood nor complete relaxation. It is in such a stage

tliat auto-suggestion works with the greatest effect. Even in normal

life the itage of contention is afforded by the moments between sleep

S
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and waking. It is in such moments that the unconscious can crop up,

and the field is clear for suggestion and auto-suggestion or auto-hypijosis.

This fully developed stage is spoken of as concentration, “ a state of

auto-hypnosis and of persistent contention with one idea, the auto-,

hypnosis having been induced by the lulling influence of the idea on the

mind.”

Baudouin’s book is nothing if not practical, and abounds in

rules and suggestions for the practice of auto-suggestion, and not the

least interesting portion of the book is tliat in which he gives instances

of remarkable chan|Jes and cures brought about by hy])nosis, which in

the last resort is auto-hy])noais. That vicious habits and nervous })lu)bias

can be cured by hypnosis, and that they can be cured only by liypnosia

may now safely bo regarded as one of the orthodoxies of the medical

profession. But Baudouin goes a good deal beyond otliers in boldly

claiming for hypnosis a power to cure even functional diseases. Indeed

the chapter entitled ‘ Concrete Results (Suggestion and Psycho-analysis)”

is so fascinatingly surprising as to read like a chapter in Grimm's

Fairy Tales. Stating two exceptional cases in which hypnosis fails, viz,

persons mentally so undeveloped that they cannot understand what

they are told, and persons who are intellectually high, but cannot con-

centrate their attention even for a few seconds, Baudouin makes bold

to assert that any disease, mental or pliysical, is ciirabh) by hypnosis.

Cases of raefritis and salpingitis, and tuberculosis, and two cases of Pott’s

disease are mentioned as samples of hypnotic triumph. Among other

diseases so cured are mentioned enteritis, eczema, deafness, an affection

of tho frontal sinuses. In all these cases regular medical drugging and

operations had been tried, but conspicuously failed. Hence all the greater

wonder, and all the greater credit, attaches to liypnotie cure. But it may

be as well to keep an open mind on the question and not conclude

that hypnosis is the beginning and end of all medical practice.

But there are cases where even physical pains are purely auto-

suggested, and so are easily curable by auto-suggestion. No medical

practitioner can have failed to come across such cases, where half the

troubles of a patient arc due to a morbid imagination. Within my own

knowledge I have known doctors giving pills of mere flour, when the

patients insisted on being drugged and I have known doctors injecting

water when the patient would not sleep without an injection of morphia,

and it is hardly necesmry to speak of the results brought about, the

immense curative powders of simple H 2O !

Jn short it is too late in the day now after the efforts of Forel and

Bramwell, Li^bault and Gou6 to regard hypnotism as the badge of a
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chatlatan or as a piece of ingenious jugglery on a music hall stage. It

may be an induced phenomenon, but it can exist also in a natural form.

Cases of fascination whether by men or beasts, obsession by ideas, or

neurasthenia are all hypnotic at bottom. That fascinating story of Trilby

and Svongali'** need not bo exactly conceived as a case of induced hypnot-

ism, It can bettor be interpreted as a case of weird fascination, a

power of singing, a remarkable sweetness of voice developed through

auto-suggestion under the domineering personality of Svengali.

But if hypnotism is a fact, the only key to its solution is the ex-

istence of the unconscious.

ir.

Another interesting phenomenon known for a long time is somnam-

bulism. Some persons have got the curious power of performing a number

of intricate actions during sleep. Walking about in sleep is not very

uncommon, and this habit easily develops into opening doors, walking

out to most dangerous places at night with a firmness of step most

remarkable. Persons liavc been known to be walking during sleep on

precipitous edges—and without any mishap — from which they would

have recoiled with a shudder during their waking moments. For years

this sort of somnambulism was considered a psychical mystery. But now

the discovery of the imcoiiscioua solves the mystery. During sleep it is

only the conscious that sleeps ; the uuconscioua continues as active as

ever, or rather is more active in the absence of the competing conscious.

This fact is mure clearly brought out by a somnambulist who can

carry on a regular conversation during sleep. Years ago there used to

be a servant in our family who was given to this trait. As a result it

was impossible for him to keep any secrets. It used to be a regular

delight with the young mou of the family to gO near him when he was

sleeping and put questions, which were regularly and coherently an-

swered. In the mornings he was always left wondering how the boys got

to know things he never meant to toll them anything about. In such

cases again it is clear the conscious may slumber but the unconscious

may be as active as ever. But the real complexity of the unconscious

first emerged in connection with neuropathic cases and the science of

the unconscious first took birth in neuropathology, to which we shall now

proceed.

A. R. Wadia.

{To be continued)

Trilby

f

by Georg© du Maurier.



SECONDARY EDUCATION: SOME SUGGESTIONS.

At a timo when a thorough revision of the secondary educational

system all over India in general is about to be taken up, and comprc^

hensive Qommittees are being appointed to go into the question, it may

be some good to put down a few observations.

A word may be said at the outset on the mportance of secondary

education for the country at present. The crying need is for workers---

workers capable of serving themselves, their neighbours, their munici-

palities, and their country. The university-educated community in

India forms a microscopic minority. Partly on account of this

smallness of numbers and partly on account of a considerable pro-

portion being drawn away by the Government for its services,

that community has utterly failed to meet the needs of the people

at large in the shape of social service, political education and

leadership, and economic amelioration. Passion for the country,

adequate means, even preparedness to sacrifice—all of this there is

in ample amount in the country, but what seems to be conspicuously

absent is capacity to observe and appreciate conditions existing

around and a realisation of one’s duties under such conditions. The

acquisition of such a capacity and the development of such a sense

of self-examination and self-discipline by a sufficiently large number of

people who are bred up and live among the masses, and who can under-

stand the doubts, draw-backs, and difficulties of the real people, can

be substantially helped only by a thorough practical scheme of

secondary education. At present, the propertied classes have all facilities

to work for the country’s good, but that class cannot be expected to

guide the destinies of a people safely. The less wealthy classes must

put their shoulder to the wheel, and this task requires that a huge

band of men and women shall come out of our secondary schools,

equipped with an adequate education and training in the required

branches of knowledge and work.

What are the preseht needs of the country, and what is the

kind of knowledge and training necessary to be introduced in the

secondary course of education ? Each nation has its own premis^f to

jurooeed upon, its own course to follow, its own aims to achieve, and its

Ftrffl Editorial on pp. 8—6.
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own mieHiion to fulfil. Social bettemont in India requima vaat and

atrenuouB epado-work. A substantial humanitarian programme has to

be pursued by proper-tempered and properly-equipped batallions*

The economic future requires self-respecting hearts, enlightened minds,

and industrious hands. The clerical pen has taken the life from the

Indian’s hand, which is Ulw but an automaton. The political needs

of the country are being deplorably neglected: a properly educated

electorate bearing some appreciable proportion in numbers to the

millions of India is the fundamental condition for the raising of the

country’s political status.

The present arrangement may briefly be reviewed. The secondary

course, for example in Mysore, runs over a period of four years, with

two public examinations, the S.S.L.C. examination at the end of the

first three years, and the U.E. (University Entrance) examination at the

end of the fourth year. The following two tables show the variety of

subjects and their relative importance :

—

S. S. L. C,

Group A

—

Compulsory.

1. English.
^

2. Second Language (Vernacular, classical or

foreign). Public exami-

3. Elementary Mathcmaticb, including commer- nation.

cial Arithmetic.

4. Elementary Science,

5. History of India, Elementary Survey.

6. Geography of the World, Elementary Survey with special

reference to the British Empire,

7. Sloyd or Drawing.

8. Athletics and Games.

9. Music. ^
Lady candidates—first 6, any

10. Needle-work and Dress making. two out of 7, 9, 10, 11 and

11. Lace Work. subject No. 8 being

12. Domestic Economy. excluded.

Group B

—

Optiondh

13. History of India and History of England.
'I

14. Elementary Economics.
*

15. Physics and Chemistry.

le. Natural Science (Botany and Human

Physiology).
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17. Algebra and Geometry.

18. Sanskrit or Persian,

19. Commerce. Any two of the
20. Agriculture.

options to be

Group C—Optional
taken.

21. Industries,

22. Pedagogics.

23. Trigonometry.
*

24. Hygiene.

25. Shorthand and Typewriting.

26. Precis-writing and Indexing.

UNIVERSITY ENTRANCE EXAMINATION.

Courses of Study.

I. English —Composition, poetry, prose, non detailed study.

II. A Second language—Kannada, Telugu, Tamil, Sanskrit,

Hindustani, Persian or French, When a student selects San-

skrit or Persian as one ol his optional subjects, he shall be

required to select for his second language a language other

than Sanskrit or Persian.

III. Any one of the following groups of subjects

(a) Physics, Chemistry, and Mathematics or Natural Science.

{b) History, Logic, and Sanskrit or Persian or Elementary

Economics.

The appropriateness or otherwise of the present curricula has

to be carefully examined in view of observations made earlier in the

course of this article. It strikes the impartial observer that English
”

is given too much importance. Business ” English is what seems to

be a necessary equipment for the average citizen, “ A sufficient know-

ledge of the English language to be able to take part in the proceedings

of the Legislative Council *’
is the literary qualification expected of a

Mysore Legislative Council member (Legislative Council Manual, p. 26).

So the privileges of English literature must reasonably be reserved for

the student who takes a special liking to it and lakes it as an optional.

As regards the aesthetic side of literature, the loil cultivation should

be in post-scholastic days, and the vernacular litcrafcuic prescribed

must serve the purposes of an adequate introduction.

The current science mania has rendered the curricula quit© one-

sided. The uses of a good course in elementary science to all students “ in

developing their knowledge of the surrounding physical world and in
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developing fcheir powers of observation cannot be exaggerated.*’ ** This/*

Bays the Calcutta University Commission Report, ‘‘ is that which by

vivid description opens the minds of children to the significance of life

and its environment
; which shows them by guidance and suggestion

how to use their eyes
; which trains them to observe accurately, to

mark what is significant, to describe in words what they actually see,

and to draw correctly such inferences as are within their powers/*

(Pp. 63-64, Vol. IV. Part 11.)

But to create a distinction by viewing elementary science as a

compulsory examination subject in contrast to other similar subjects,

and to equip the science sections at the cost of other equally important

sections is nothing short of unwisdom. Government preference and

lucrative lines of earning persuade the guardian to put his boy to

science, and the large amount of money spent by Government on the

equipment of science tolls upon the imagination of the average boy and

leads him to science. If the present policy be pursued for some time

more, one sliould not wonder at the virtual extinction of non-science

subjects by sheer atrophy.

Of what utility is the costly post-elemontary science instruc-

tion so fondly provided and encouraged by Government, and so

admiringly taken up and pursued by students ? Whichever side one

may turn, one sees only three classes of workers who make real use of

their scientific knowledge beyond the elementary grade—teachers of

science and researcJi students in science and people taking to technical

lines. “ But/* says Viscount Bryce (in whose recent passing away the

world has incurred an irreparable loss), “ such work requires an elabor-

ate provision—and an amount of time which practically restricts it

to those who make it the business of their life, and i)ut8 it out of reach

of persons actually engaged in some other occupation.*’ The rest

have life to face before they think of their scientific knowledge.

A number take up law, geology graduates become clerks, and chemistry

men become revenue officers. Even the recommendations of the Calcutta

University Commission are unfortunately rather partial in this respect.

They ignore the value of social studies in equipping the social and poli-

tical side of the average citizen when they lay stress only on the need

for industrial betterment in the country. It looks as though they forgot

for the moment the 1919 Reform Act. They observe ;

—

A better secondary education would give to the workshops and

factories of the future the responsible leaders which they will re-

quire, , , . A good modern course of secondary education should

give an important place to the training of the hand and the study of

Bcience. , , .
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Bttfc Viscount Bryce, uddrcssiug in 1897 (when and

America were suffering from a like science mania an Ameri<ki

audience at the University of Chicago, put the weakness of such a

position in very graphic words. “ Wliile you are at work on the hydros

carbons in the college laboratory your curiosity and interest are roused

by the remarkable phenomena they present. But they do not help you

to order your life and conversation aright. Euclid’s geometry is interest^

ing as a model of exact deductive reasoning. One remembers it with

pleasure. A man who has some leisure and some talent in this direction

may all through his life enjoy the effort of solving mathematical problems.

But has anyone at a supreme moment of some moral struggle ever been

able to find help and stimulus in the thought that the square described

on the hyix)tenuse of a right-angled triangle is equal to the squares

described on the two other skies thereof? That which explains man

himself has after all the deepest interest for us.’* Extreme as Bryce’s

observations may look to some, nobody can deny the merit they have

in revealing the value of social studies as an equipment for work-a-

day world men and women. Yet in the curriculum of studies shown

above, Indian History and Geography are made non-public-oxamina-

tional subjects
; and the consequent neglect of them in our schools is

scandalous, W. C\ Wordsworth, Officiating Director of Public Instruc-

tion in Bengal, said : Without some kind of examination there would be

no incentive to work ; as mattera are in Bengal, subjects not examined

in are neglected by both teachers and students." Mr, Penoy Kumar Sen

and Mr. Raj Mohan Sen are of the same opinion. The latter said :
“ Our

students as they now are will not seriously study any subject in which

they are not to be examined.” It is true that Indian History clubbed

along with English History is on the optional list. But no country ever

made its own history optional in the secondary course of education for

its youths.

The instinct for drawing must be arranged to be developed in the

lower classes, and sloyd, in spite of its very useful efiect in training

“ the intelligence of the hand,” must be transferred to the group of

industrial optionals. Athletics and games must be scored out of the

curriculum and introduced into the playing-fields. Religious instruc-

tion must be excluded from the class room, while moral instruction as

each must be substituted by other subjects social in character and thus

having a good deal of moral influence.

The four year secondary course must be divided into two

courses of two years each with two public examinations at the end of

the two courses respectively. The earlier examination may be called
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the Lower Secondary Examination, and the latter the Upper Secondary

Examination. The former course must consist of a set of subjects

campulsory fox all students. Tlie list of subjects may comprise

—

(1) English (including grammar, paraphrase, composition and

prose).

(2) Vernacular (the Vernacular of tlie particular State or

Province must bo made compulsory, inasmuch as the candidate

has generally to spend his whole life in that particular part of the

country).

(3) Elementary Mathematics.

(4) Elementary Science (including Physiology).

(5) Geography of the World (with special reference to the

British Empire).

(6) Indian History (with special reference to the history of the

Province or State concerned).

Part-passing must not be allowed in this examination, all the

subjects must ])e equally well attended to with regard to equipment

and efficiency, and the public examination must be in all the six

subjects.

The Upper Secondary course must have four compulsory sub-

jects and throe optionals. More attention must be paid to principles

and land-marks in compulsory subjects, and to specialisation in optional

subjects. In. the public examination each compulsory subject may

liave only one paper, and each optional may have two papers, the total

number of papers thus coming up to ten (the piesent University

Entrance and Intermediate examinations have eleven papers).

The list of subjects should consist of >—

Group A

—

Compulsory,

1 1, English (composition only).

Leading to the proper discharge of
]
2. Indian Economics.

duties of citizenship in life. 3. The English Constitution.

4. The Indian Constitution.

and

Croup B-^OptionaL

Leading to science teaching or

science research work or

technical professions.

I.

5. Physics.

0. (ffiemistry,

7. atural Science or Mathe

,
matics.

4
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,5, Any one subject, from I.

I /Cotton.

Developing the industrial artisan
j

Carpentry,

. the agriculturist or the indust-' Any two of Leather,

rial scientist.
' Rattan-work.

\ Agriculture.

in.

(
5 , English Language and Litera-

ture.

Developing the specialist in litera- 6* Sanskrit or any other Classical

ture or philosophy. Language.

W. Logic or any Vernacular.

IV,

(

5, History of England.

6. Economic History of India

7. India;! Hiitory or Economic

History of England.

V.

j6. Commerce.

Developing the business man,
j
6. Shorthand and Typewriting,

journalist or clerk. (7. Precis-writing and Indexing.

For compulsory subject No. 3 (the English Constitution) a

very desirable text book would be A. J. Waldgrave’s “Lessons in Citizen-

ship (Moral Instruction Series, Thomas Nelson & Sons). A knowledge

of the Indian Constitution, it may be contended, will not be of any use

in Indian States. But it is to be remembered that the prime object of

the course of instruction is not so much to impart accurate knowledge

of conatitutional details as to fit the student to shoulder his civic

burdens when he enters life.

A few of the advantages that may be expected to accrue from

the adoption of such a scheme may be touched upon. Every man and

every woman who undergoes the course of secondary education will

be able to follow newspapers and journals and thus understand the

currents of thought and progress going on in the world around. At

present the average “ science ” attitude towards contemporary know-

ledge is,
‘‘ I don’t care to know it.'* Secondly, this same course will

enable every man and woman, whatever be the occupation pursued,



to exercise the vote wisely on account of possessing a knowledge of the

duties and privileges attached to it. An enlightened and wise use of

the vote is the foundation stone on which has to be built up a self-sup-

porting Indian political edifice. Thirdly, a knowledge of Indian

economic conditions will certainly act as an eye-opener to the youth of

the country, and will veiy much serve to increase the number of true

social workers. The nerveless imitation of the West which has been a

very conspicuous defect among our educated men and women will soon

be put a stop to ; the move has already begun. A clear appreciation

of the growth of the English Constitution will drive well home the vala6

of evolution in a country’s political progress, Lastlv, the secondary

school man and woman will better fit society as units.

Thus, the plea put forward by this article is that subjects

which help to nourish different faculties in boys and girls must be com-

pulsory for all of them in the Lower Secondary” course; that

specialization must begin only after such an examination ; that while

the optional groupings might continue as they are now (with some

modifications as suggested above), the compulsory group must consist

of subjects whicli help to equip the future citizen in discharging his

social, political, and economic responsibilities to his country. Not

merely cultural, not merely iutcllectual, not merely material, but also

the social requirements must be provided fur in our secondary course of

education.

S. EeSAVA IVENOAB.



EIN^STEIN’S NOTIONS ABOUT TIME ANDSPACE.^

Ahsoluic avd Belative arc two different views regarding our

knowledge of things. According to the Socratic theory of innate ideas,

the mind has a capacity to grasp absolute qualities apart from objects

which possess them, G,g, we can readily say whether a particular object

is white or hard
;
but w^e cannot think of -whiteness or hardness apart

from an object which possesses these attributes. We can find whether

a given body is in motion
; but e cannot conceive of motion apart

from a moving body. Socrates however said that the human mind can

comprehend these ([ualities apart from objects which possess them.

According to this view, an observer can narrate knowledge based on these

suppos3d absolute ideas which will therefore be the same to all. Edding-

ton describes the absolute as that relative which i« always the same,

no matter what it is relative to. We may therefore say that the abso-

lute is something inherent in nature or existence. We are sure that the

quality which we attribute as absolute exists there. The Hindu view

jS that everythiug is relative to the stage of evolution. The doctrine

of maya is based on this view. The relative is therefore something

which depends upon idiosyncracies of observers, their capacity and

point of view. Truth is absolute
; social morals are relative to the

society of which we talk.

Newton’s views of space and time ,—The views of space and time

held hitherto arc due to Newton. According to him space is absolute
;

we can always identify a point in space. This space is homogeneous,

and isotropic. This loads to the idea of absolute motion and rest

;

since a point in space can be identified (the difficulty of actu'illy iden-

tifying was overlooked), we can say whether a body is at rest or in

motion even though there is only om^ body present in infinite empty

space.

Newtoirs idea is that time is absolute. Absolute true and

matliomatical time is conceived by Newton as flowing at a constant

rate, unaffected by the spoiii or slowness of material things. It is also

called duration.
''

* Based on a lecture doUvered before the Eagiuoering College Assooiatioii,

Bangalore, and furmshed by the writer that the layman may more easily follow his

exposition of relativity.

?8
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Analyse our ordinary conception of time. It is based on the earth’s

rotation on its axis. When we say it is noon at a place, we mean that

the meridian of the place is opposite the sun. When we say it is 2 P.M.,

wo mean that the meridian makes an angle of 30^ with that opposite

thesun, the motion of the earth on its axis regulates our time.

In fact Newton’s first law—a body continues in a state of uniform

motion in a straight line unless disturbed by external forces to change

that state—gives the definition of equal intervals of time in the form,—

‘'A body undisturbed by other bodies traverses equal paths in equal

intervals of time.” For ordinary purposes the fundamental motion is

that of the hands of the watch.

Let us proceed to examine our ideas regarding the watch. There is

an inherent feeling that two clocks of identical construction and equiva-

lent external influences (of boat, electric and magnetic influences, etc.)

will always show the same time provided they are both started from the

same position on the dial. Retain one on the earth
;
bake one to the

moon
;
have yet another oii a flying aeroplane or a falling balloon. It

makes no difference bo the time indicated by the clocks provided the

effects of the above external influences are the same. Thus we recog-

nise the dependence of time as measured by the clock on temperature,

etc., but not on motion
;

i.e. time is absolute in so far as it is inde-

pendent of the motion of the clock by which it is measured.

—Scientists expressed at various times discontent

with these views, e,g. The absolute motion generally admitted up to

now is a pure chimera based on another chimera, that of an eternal and

absolute space. We have also to combat a conception as chimerical as

that of apace viz. that which makes time an entity real, necessary and

independent of all creation. ”—Duhamel, 1870. Another important

dissatisfaction with Newton is regarding his law of gravitation. A
question was asked,—“ What is the nature of gravitation ? Our idea of

force is derived from muscular sensations. Does Newton mean that

(load matter exerts action as a living thing ? How is this action

that A exerts on B communicated to B ^
” To answer this and other

similar questions was propounded tlic hypothesis of the aether accord-

ing to whicli all space is pervaded by a stationary isotropic homogene-

ous substance (the aether) which permeates all material bodies as freely

perhaps as the wind passes through a grove of trees. This aether was

declared to be the seat of all forces, and to serve the purpose of a ma-

terial medium to communicate the action of one body to another.

This explanation was followed by the problem of demonstrating the

earth’s motion round the Sun by finding the velocity of the earth in the
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aefclt^. Ij# me rocall to your minds the fiimilmr iiffictiltjr we okm
feel in determining whether a slowly moving train in which we sit is in

motion or the adjacent one. To determine it, we wait for bumps

aocelerations) or else look at the station buildings and plants which we

know to be fixed (ie. look at external objects which do not share our

motion). This is due to the mechanical principle of relativity* as a

Oonsequenoe of which it is impossible by purely mechanical experiment

and observation to determine the uniform motion of one’s system.

ThereforeJt was impossible by any mechanical experiments conducted on

the earth to demonstrate its motion. Scientists therefore tried optical

experiments.

Here there was a preliminary problem. In still air, sound travels

with a velocity of 1,100 feet per second. If the wind blows towards yon

with a velocity of 100 feet per second the distance to you is covered at

1,200 feet per second. Allowing for the motion of the wind, you measure

the velocity of sound as 1,100 in still air, ?*.c. relative to the medium

transmitting the sound, the velocity is the same. Also if, instead of the

wind blowing, you travel towards the source of sound with a velocity of

100 feet per second, then if you are unconscious of your motion or at any

rate if you make no allow^ance for it, you find th/ distance covered at

1,200 feet per second. This is pure relative velocity. Now since light

consists of waves in the aether as sound consists of waves in air» what

is the solution of the corresponding problems for light waves ? In other

words, let a light flash bo emitted at a point A in the atmosphere.

Let there be an observer at B. Let there be first a wind from A to B*

Secondly let there be no wind. Is there a difference in the velocity of

light as determined in the two cases ^ Now the earth’s atmosphere is in

motion with the earth, and therefore in the aether, the medium in which

light is propagated. This velocity of the earth has therefore some effect

op the velocity of propagation of light, similar to your motion towards

the source of sound. If wo determine the real velocity of light, and the

velocity as determined by the earth’s motion (if it has effect), we could

find the velocity of the earth and thus demonstrate its motion round

the Sun. For this purpose w^as performed the famous experiment of

Michelson and Morloy* which showed that there was no effect.

Let me point out the practical consequences of this want of effect. Tak-

ing the second case of sound, it does not matter whether an observer

is at rest or in motion ; he finds in either case the same value for the velo-

city of light. This contradicts common sense. If you are on a fixed

In this oonpeotion Sections 6 and 6 oi my article on ** The Theory of Rela-

tivity in the feft. issue of this magazine may be consulted.
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toad, Mtd jovx INiwd in a moviag tiain, you find that the velodty viMk

w}itdi a crow flies as determined by you is difierent from that ai

determined by your friend. The case of light cannot bodiflerent. But

experimental evidence makes it different. How is the contradiction to

be solved ? Here Einstein comes to the rescue with his new ideas of

space and time. He attributes the contradiction to wrong conceptions of

space and time supposed absolute by Newton and works out his special

Theory of Relativity.

Bimtein^s idea af space,—Space as an entity endowed with definite

physical properties does not exist It is only a conception, not a

perception. We see bodies everywhere ; we infer a continuum called

space in which they are situated. It is certainly not real in the sense

that matter is real. What do we imderstaud by a point in space '? It is

impossible to say what it means except when it can be made to coin-

cide for observation with a point of a rigid body.

Measurement is an essential condition of all physical experiments.

To explore the world, we require some kind of apparatus. Explored

with a magnetic needle, we derive the magnetic field; explored with a

rigid scale, we derive the science of geometry. Again the distance be-

tween two points is a quantity obtained by measurement which should

always be made by an observer. Hence the distance between two points

(of a rigid body) has to be given in reference to some observer who is to

measure it. I^ength in fact is not anything inherent in nature or in

things, but is an expression of a relation between the rod and the obser-

ver. When this relation changes, the length also as determined by the ob-

server changes. Einstein finds that if a rod of length I when at rest re-

lative to the observer is set in motion with velocity <rin the direction of

its length, the same observer finds that it has contracted to ^y/1—

^

Einstein's idea of time.—Time is of course to be measured by the

motion of the hands of a clock. Let us have a number of clocks of iden-

tical construction at a place A set so that they show the same time. Let

them be synchronous at A (i.e. go at the same rate). Remove one to B
a place at rest relative to A. (A system S is defined to consist of ali bodies

at rest relative to one another)* Can we say that the clock at B is syn-

chronous with a clock at A ? Einstein takes as a hypothesis that light

has a definite and constant velocity, independent of the velocity of the

source emitting the light or of the observer determining it. Hence he

defines the clocks at A and B to be synchronous If

fa' —

—

'th—fa*

where ta is the time at which a light flash is sent from A, tb thf

time at which it is received at B, and ta* is the time at which it is received
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baak at A, supposing the flash to be imtantaueouslj sent back from

B. To measure the times of events at various places of a system 8, distri-

bute to thes3 places clocks synchronous with one another. Thus the

times of various places of a system S are connected with one another

so as to form one S-time. And events receiving the same time labels at

the various places in S are said to be simultaneous. Any other system

S* can similarly construct its own time.

A question immediately arises, are the times of the two systems the

same ? If not, what is the relation between thorn ? Einstein has proved

that the times are different; that the duration of one and the same event

as recorded by observers in the two systems are different. Let S' be a

system having with respect to S, a uniform velocity v in the direction of

the x-axia, and let their axes of reference concide to start with. Then if

(r, y, z, i,) are the co-ordinates and time of an event as observed in S, and

similarly with (x\ y\ z\ t'), then

y' —y,

where 1

Notice also that for given x, y, t (at a place P of S), there is a definite

value of for every value of If Ms the same for any number of

events in P, is the same in S', i.e, events locally simultaneous in 8 are

simultaneous in S'. But as x varies, /' does not retain the same value

with t, i.e, if a number of events at various places of the x-axis in S are

simultaneous (i.e. have the same Mabels), they will not receive the same

r'-labels, i.e, they will not be simultaneous in S', Thus according to

Einstein, time is absolute to the extent that each system has its own pe-

culiar time and relative to the extent that the times of different systems

vary from one another. Not only do the thermal, electric, and magnetic

influences affect a clock’s rale, but also its motion ; so that it becomes

now meaningless to describe the time of an event without mentioning

the system from which it is measured. The last of the above equations

further shows that space and time are not entirely independent of one

another as Newton supposed. Changing from one system to another

produces the same effect on the mutual relations between time and space

as a change of axes in space. A bit of time goes into sj)ace, and a bit

of space into time just as a bit of x becomes y and a bit of y, x. Thus

Minkowski writes, “The views of time and space that I have to set forth

have their foundation in experimental physica. Therein is their strength.

Their tendency is revolutionary. Hereafter time in itself and space in

itself sink to mere shadows and only m amorphous combination of the

two preserves an independent exist^ence.’*

^ > C. Krtshnamaohab,



THE PfiOBLEM OP THE WOMAN ^8 PART ON

THE MODERN INDIAN STAGE.

Till a few years ago, the Indian theatre was in a state of crude

and elemental simplicity. The impersonation of lady characters by boy

actors was one of the traditions which dominated it. neither the

pundit dramatist nor the enterprising stage proprietor giving any

consideration to the subject. A kind of stagnation in art principle and

stagecraft was noticeable throughout. But to*day there is growing a

desire in the minds of the educated public to incorporate into our

drama the ideals of art and technique acquired by our intellectual

contact with the rest of the world. The theatre-going public have

begun to clamour for changes, prominent among which is the introduc-

tion of real actresses on the stage.

The change sought for is not so simple as it appears at the outset,

and the chances of a satisfactory solution are dependent entirely on

the answer which the country will pronounce on the question of social

reform.

An attempt must be made to in vest' gate the artistic reasons for

the discontinuance of the age-long practice of boys acting the heroine

parts, a practice which was highly commendable for moral reasons

among others.

Boys have exhibited such perfection in the illusion of stage “make-

up ” as to lure the most exacting eye into accepting the presentation

as a lit representation of the female character. This is due to the

fact that the very essence of dramatic art consists in the creation of

illusions
; and in the supplementation of any defect by a generous

stretch of the imagination. The show is largely made up of conventions

uncomplainingly accepted by the mind. The confines of a few painted

curtains are accepted at one moment for Ujjain and at another for

Kanouj, even though the only visible stage, alteration has been the

mere lifting of a curtain. A couple of painted wooden boards

swung up and down in the dim recesses of the stage, pass off for a sea

and suggest the perilous prospects of a midnight voyage. The mere

leaping over these boards exalts this elemenfcarj^^ hurdle feat into one of

crossing over the sea in the face of tremendous odds, A mind which

33 6
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M&tAtes nktHbg (mvtainii t^imafettml flowarii, painted ts^es, need not

oomj^B at all against a presentation which, for all purposes, has the

semblance of a woman. While the external details of the feminine

make up is there, why should the mind disturb itself to oonsiddr that

the presentation is largely the work of a set of green-room assistants t

The boy who is selected to play the part of a heroine is, in many

cases, an orphan or a foundling or one who is compelled by circumstances

to sell his talents for a pittance. (This observation applies generally

to theatres scattered about the country, and not to the best theatres

in large towns.) The young actor is encouraged to cultivate an early

acquaintance with questionable members of the other sex, and an in-

crease in income is promised in proportion to the readiness with which

he assimilates the feminine arts and blandishments. Sometimes the

learners attain maT’vellous proficiency. An instance is known of an

actor who accepted a challenge and entered into a gathering of ladies

in the daytime and took part in all their pastimes without disclosing

his identity. Though this perfection is a matter of wonder, it is cer-

tainly no matter for gratification. For as soon as we think of the

after-life of these men, when they can no longer play such parts, and

of the poverty and social scorn that frequently fall to their lot, we

begin to realise that our tolerance of their occupation as heroines is

a matter for severe censure.

The custom of entertaining boys for heroine acting is to be dis-

couraged not only because of the social degradation which meets them

but because of the exalted view we now have of the theatre and its

place in national life. The stage is to represent the synthesis of all the

fine arts, and symbolise and express the cultural greatness of the age.

It is no longer the instrument of the coramercialist, nor is it merely a

rendezvous of the pleasure -seeking mob. People now hold the theatre

in such an esteem that actors qualify themselves for its work as for a

profession. The boy referred to in the previous paragraph surely

can find no place in our enlightened theatres.

A further cause for the proposed change is found in the discre-

pancies that we observe on the stage. The impersonation of elderly

lady characters is invariably unsatisfactory. The actor representing

an old dame feels satisfied with covering his head with dishevelled

white hair, with shivering on the stage on the support of a rotten stick,

and with murmuring a jargon of broken words to an impatient audi-

ence : while in reality old women put on excellent dress, are quite

capable of walking upright, and frequently excel the young in pleasant-

nms of conversation. One too often meets goody-goody heroines, and
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mtii^ l>e excused for being tired of tbem, mi iot lengii^ tbe sigll

of an intelligeiit commonsense m^^iher, plying her stibifle oars in tie

dangerous waters of the family, or of some other elderly personage

doing her humble ** bit for the world at the much despised age of forty

or fifty.

Even in the impersonation of younger characters, the obstacles are

not few. The voice is to be feigned, and when it is to be maintained at

a particular pitch considerable difficulty is experienced. A clear, aofti

ringing voice is rarely found in the ordinary theatre. The charm of

Cordelia’s speech consists in a fine modulation of the voice, which is

pronounced to be '^soft, gentle and low, an excellent thing in woman.”

How can a man command it ? The grace of Ophelia’s acting consists

in a subtlety of movement hardly within the reach of a masculine

frame. Few indeed are the theatres which could present these

characters. When the task is to present a keen mental conflict, as in

the case of Mohini or Kayadu, there are expressions to be conveyed

in lAe quick flashes of the eye, the tremble in the hand, the poise of the

head, and the sudden melting into prayer, far out of the reach even

of the masculine imagination, while coming easily and naturally to

the woman actor. The mechanical swing of the arm in the act of

wiping the eyes—that commonest of the conventional postures of the

male impersonator of woman -is only a mockery of grief. And when the

** actor ” marches to the very front of the footlights, slits the air with

a vigorous swing of the ariUi and commences a proud heaving of the

breast in accompaniment to a popular song, it is time for any decent

spectator to quit the theatre. An actress would never do so.

And again, in grouping ridiculous situations invariably arise.

Actors of similar age and height are presented as mother and daughter.

Chandramati rends the air with her w^ailing for her dead son whose

corpse is stretched in front of her ; but they look much more like

brother and sister. It is not an uncommon sight for a Kousalya to

appear from one wing of the stage with her maidenly blushes, leaning on

the shoulder of her royal husband, vrhose chin cannot yet brook the

burden of a beard. From the other wing will step forth Sri Rama, the

heir-apparent to the holy throne of Ayodhya, accompanied by a blinking

brother, probably shivering as a re.sult of stage-fright. A regular

visitor may identify the personages as the hero and heroine of some other

drama. The mother will look ridiculously young. Another most

extraordinary situation may arise, if the usual Kousalya happens

to be absent* One of the striplings in the green-room, irrespective ot

the fact that he has acted the playmate of Lakshmana in an, early
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msQBt, ia asked get tip witliout ado, and wear the heavy clothing set

apart for the character and plunge into the acting on the merits of his

slender memory* Instances of this sort of discrepancy are too common

to need any elaboration. Here is an example of the kind of absurdity

that constantly arises. Kalidasa, the renowne J dunce«peasant of ancient

Indian folk-lore, is married to a princess. On a particular day lie is

taking elementary lessons from his repentant and reconciled wife, At

one performance the pin which fastened her garment to the crown of

her head, happened to give way durinj the lesson. The rich sarri slid

down from the head. No notice was taken of the fact till one of the

prompters called *‘her by name to draw attention to the occurrence.

She ” turned round to catch the whisper when lo ! she revealed to the

full view of the audience the back of a clean cropped head. Comment

is needless.

Two more factors argue for the discontinuance of the present

practice. The hero on the stage generally finds his environment dull

and uninspiring. He feels a need for lashing himself into the proper

mood for acting, in order to forget his sordid surroundings. Wandering

in a garden of paper flowers and canvas trees, he has to make sure

he is a prince. When he has scarcely become inured to his environment,

he is apprised of the arrival of the heroine, who measures a slow and

musical gait and forces out a few sly expressions supposed to be

indications of her coyness. In a short time her gait becomes ungainly

and her posing most mechanical. The masculine identity slowly

discloses itself under the burden of the weighty garments and the

unnatural efforts of the acting. The hero, who has all along been

seeking an appropriate response from the heroine, is appalled by this

unnatural feminine apparition, and stands divided in his mind as to

whether he should continue his acting or tell her of her unnaturalness.

Quick and appropriate responses from the heroine help in the creation

of atmosphere. The boy heroine is invariably too dull to create or to

sustain it.

The highest instinct for acting is demanded of the heroine not while

she is busy speaking or singing buD while she has to remain quiet and let

other characters act. During these intervals an artificial stiffness comes

over the body. The handkerchief is awkwardly brought into service, to

wipe off perspiration, to dust the garment, to hide the smiles that sneak

in so often at wrong moments. The hem of the richly embroidered

sarri is also enlisted for a similar purpose. She can be discovered swinging

the head or dancing the toe in accompaniment to the music. These

are gestures which betray the actor^s weaknesses. It is a common
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sight to see the amateur heroine actor sit idle while a child near by is

entertaining the company with a song. The right sort of actor, led by

proper instincts, would take up the little hands of the child and show

it how to keep time with the palms.

Sinoe atmosphere on the stage and instinct for acting are two

primary conditions for the success of a play, it naturally follows that

ladies alone should take up women’s parts. There is one more point

to urge this conclusion. Woman is a born interpreter. Her forte is to

observe and to interpret her observations. When people talk of giving

her the “ privilege ” to appear on the stage, she may rightly protest

and exclaim—“ Who are you to admit or to reject ?

Indian .society is so constituted that in spite of all arguments,

artistic or sosthotic, which urge the taking of women’s parts by real

women, the step cannot easily be taken. In certain classes of society

the ghosha veil is thrown across the woman’s face, and it clings there in

spite of our contact with the liberalising views of Western culture.

Among the Hindus circumitances are not more encouraging, even

though restrictions are not so many. The Hindu lady is

primarily conservative, and she considers it a proud privilege

of life to yield entirely to the will of her husband. There

is no doubt something tender and graceful in this voluntary submission,

but it must, all the same, be conceded that her position very often

leads to a kind of unhealthy servility. The position of total subordi-

nation and the custom of social exclusion have so strongly worked on

her mind that she dare not look a man in the face, or address a

few words to him without being conscious of her sex and her inferiority.

The reason for the existence of strict social legislation in India

is the association of certain ideals of conduct with certain virtues of

life. But the day is not far off when there will be a general clamour

for a reconsideration of these ideals. The West has found that when

men and women mix without restraint the chances of corruption are

at a minimum. In a mixed gathering the parties do not think of the

sex identity at all. Another experience of the West is that feminine

virtues thrive quite as well even beyond the limits of the homo.

The granting of freedom to women would mean the dispensing with

certain Hindu ideals. The question plainly works itself to whether we

should bear this loss or close the theatres once for all. Since the theatre

has come to hold a very respectable place, some of the social legislations

may be permitted to slacken in course of time, and a hope may be

ventured that the Indian society may permit the aspirant woman

scope for histrionic service, without feeling a sense of loss.
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Tet question imf be itsked^ie it advisable lot ladies to

join the average exiting theatre ? There fa ouly one answer to ifc^

and that is an emphatic Nay* The first attempt at coming out of

the agedong seclusion may be made by arranging for theatrcals in

family gatherings. In India even this is considered to be a bold step.

The next step might probably be the fostering of amateur theatricals

by societies in which membership is restricted to the cultured few-

Even this pioneer service to the theatre may be met with contempt^

but courage born of conviction may win the day.

In brief, women’s parts should only be taken by women-

Cultured actresses participating in the work of a higher type of

theatre—this is the ideal of the day. But India may take a long time

indeed before she can reach this ideal.

H, V. BhASHYAM lYBNaAB.



INDIAN ART (I!)

ScuLPTUEE.—Lot US enter another room in the fairy palace of art.

Sculpture is the dexterous use of the chisel on stone or metal. It has

thus a material basis. Movement is denied to sculpture and the artist

is beset with the difficulty of presenting physical beauty in repose He

has to endow the figures with the appearance of life. As in architecture,

so in sculpture nothing definite can be said about the artistic production

of India before Asoka’s days. (Agasthya, in 800 b c., is said to have

systematized the art of making bronze images. Since then an informal

codification of the sculptural canons has gone on.) Asoka, with his

strong Buddhistic tendencies, lent a helping hand to sculpture. Nearly

all the early art of India is essentially Buddhistic in character, and so

with its sculpture stimulated by the catholic tenets of Sakya Muni. The

Buddhistic sculpture of Asoka ’s days depicts merry and pleasant scenes

from life. The earliest extant monuments of that time consist very

largely of inscriptions, pillars with animal figures at the top, and isolated

statues. They are all beautifully executed. The animals carved at this

age combine, as nowhere else in the world, an ideal dignity with perfect

accuracy of detail. A Sanchi statue, two colossal female figures and the

lion pillar at Sarnath must be ascribed to the reign of Asoka.

The aesthetic revival of Asoka’s days continued even after its ori-

ginator the Priyadasin was dead. To the Post-Asokan period belong the

striking carvings on the gateway of the stupa at Barhut. The soul-

stirring sculptures on the outer railings of the Sanchi stupa also beb ng

to this period. There are a number of other pieces of sculpture at

Mathura (as, for example, the visit of Indra to Buddha, the wonderful

reliefs on the Torm beam, and a female statue), and a number at

Amaravathi (for example, the man and the boy), which unmistakably

belong to the period in question. They exhibit distinct traces of

foreign influence. This has been explained by the fact that Asoka

allowed a number of foreign artists to migrate into his empire and work

there.

The period we are about to enter upon is one of great artistic

fecundity, chiefly Indo-Hollenic in character. It begins with the rise of

Qandhara (the present N, W. Provinces) under the famous Kushan

kings. Kadphises II was succeeded by his illustrious son, Kanishka,

39
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known for and wide for hfei inauguration of the Mahayana or Great

Vehicle form of Buddhism, the essence of which lies in the deification of

Buddha. Consequently the great artistic impulse of the time is

characterized by the increasing number of Buddha's images carved to

enhance the popularity of Buddha and his teachings. The abundance

of various kinds of images of the Great ]\Ia8ter throws much light on

the early practices of the followers of the Great Vehicle. In the deco-

rative details of many a sculpture belonging to this period traces of

Corinthian influence are clearly noticeable.

Ijeaving out of consideration some detached heads of Bodhisattvas,

we are left with single or small groups of statues and relief pictures,

illustrating the sacred stories in successive scenes. These deal with a

variety of subjects too numerous to classify and describe here. They

are particularly precious as they contain descriptions of every phase of

life in those times.

The earliest available to us is the figure of Bliudda with moustaches

and attended by a thunderbolt bearer. The seated Bhuddha imago

exhibited in the Berlin Museum is one of the first examples of the early

Buddha Type. We have the picture of Indra’s visit to Bhuddha, the

impressive imago of the emaciated “ Gautama ” doing penance. A

number of other sculptures depict every incident in Buddha's life with

characteristic vigour and according to the strictest canons of the Silpa

Sastra. The carvings of the colossal figures of Kiivara and his wife are

admirable. A host of others follow, notably the woman and the tree,

the woman holding a mirror, the man playing on the lyre, boys armed

as soldiers, an old man, the nativity of Buddha, procession of maskers and

soldiers, and a frieze of mxrino deities, each of which has its own dis-

tinctive emotional value, which it is impossible to discuss here. But one

thing may be inferred from the names of the sculptures just enumerated,

—

that the artists of this period have departed from the immemorial habit

of carving only religious figures and taken to depicting human life in all

its fulness and variety. But this humanizing impulse was short-lived.

We may note here that the Gandharan art was confined to the N. W.
Frontiers of India, not being earned far into the interior. It is the

work chiefly of the foreign artists invited by Kanislika and Huvishka,

his son. Their traditions had very little influence on the habit of the

Indian artists in the interior, Gandharan art stands apart. With the

fall of the Kushan dynasty, the Gandharan art, deprived of the royal

patronage, lingered only to be thoroughly Iiidianized by the artists of a

later day, as is pointed out by Dr. Coomiraswamy and Mr. Havell.

Gradual Indianization is a characteristic sign of the Indian institutions
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wkicii either in social matters or in the domain of art are equally original

and changeable with the march of time, so that they have in the long

run always held their own, even against the overwhelming currents of

foreign influence. This flexibility and adaptability have through long

centuries lubricated the Indian institutions and enabled them to adjust

themselves easily to changed circumstances. The true Indian sculpture,

divorced of all traces of foreign influence begins only after the Hellenis-

tic school of Gandharan art begins to wane. The best Qandharan

sculpture can never be placed beside the magnificent carvings in the

grim recesses of the Ellora or Elephanta caves. But if the Gandharan

school did not modify the Indian faculty for artistic creation, except

for some curious little survivals in the details of decoration, it consider-

ably affected the art of China, Japan, Korea and other far East countries.

There are only three leading localities in the interior of India—Mathura»

Sarnath and Amaravathi—where the influence of Gandharan practice is

manifest in many of the artistic productions belonging definitely to this

period. To attempt to describe the nature of the influence, and its

effects, would involve an amount of detail out of keeping with the cha-

racter of this essay.

We oomo now to the next great period of revival of Hindu art, that

under the Gupta kings. Every one knows of the pitch of excellence to

which the various arts and sciences attained under the munificent

patronage of Vikramaditya, The earliest of the Gupta sculptures are

those of a river goddess, at Udiapuri ;
of Siva as an ascetic ; of Vishnu

as Anantha; of Krishna and his mother. Sarnath and Mathura are rich

in sculptures of the Gupta period, sculptures of such delicacy of design

as a fifteenth century Italian sculptor might well envy. Later Gupta

sculptures are numerous. The seated Sarnath Buddha, the standing

Buddha at Mathura, and the colossal copper statue of Buddha at

Surajgunj are the most impressive ones. Mr. Marshall considers Gupta

art as being endowed with freshness and vitality. The series may be

closed with a finely wrought figure of Bodhisattva Manjasri from Sarnath,

which marks the transition from Gupta to Mediaeval art. But Southern

and Western India were not barren all this while. The sculptures

depicting the Temptation of Buddha (which Dr. Burgess calls ‘beautiful’)

and the chase of the wild bull, spiritedly represented in the Ajanta cave,

are in no way inferior to the best produced in Northern India at the

same time.

Later the Buddhistic sculptures, so full of vigour and delight,

yield place to the presentation by the artist of the passionless yogi, the

ideal ascetic, described in Bhagava^ Oita. Another importaiit feature



of the Mediaeval att is the endeavour to express superhuman emotioiks

and atfong demonic passions^ as represented by the whirlwind dances of

Nataraj, and the struggle of Marichi with Havana. The masterly render-

ing of the energy of passion, the knowledge of light and shade, the extra-

ordinary skill in presenting perfect repose, and a delioaey and expressive-

ness hardly capable of imitation characterize the Mediaeval sculpture

so peculiarly Indian in sentiment and expression.

Early examples of Mediaeval sculpture are abundant enough, though

much must have been swept out of existence during the stormy period

of the Mohammadan conquest. A figure of Avalokitcswara found near

Gaya, the three-heaJed six-armed tantric Marichi, the Rajamahal Snn

God, the Rajagarh Buddha, all of them exquisitely executed, stand out

among a host of minor pieces. At Bhuvaneswar in Orissa we find a

beautiful example of the expreasion of the deepest of human emotions,

—

the mo bet’s love for her child. Two exquisite female figures are found

on the panel of the tower. At Konarak are the two colossal horses, and

the huge elephant. A beautiful effigy of Balakrishna is one of the gems

of Orissan ait.

A glance at the gorgeously decorated walls of Mokalji’a temple at

Chitor, the tower of victory in the same place, the marvellously expres-

sive face on the wall of Vasanthagarh temple, is enough to convince us

of the sculptural dexterity of the medifeval Rajput artists The caves

of Ellora and Elephanta are also full of beautiful carvings, among which

the figures of Bhirava, the marriage of Siva and Parvati, Siva es an

ascetic, are of conspicuous merit The Durga and Mahishasura at Maha-

balipuram are equally fine. Among the best that Southern India has

contributed to the store of Indians sculptural abundance, may be cited

Siva’s Dance and Siva and Parvathi (the Gangai-konda Cholapuram

temple), Siva supplicating (Tirumala Naik’s choultry in Madura), the

woman and the baby (the Great Madura temple), Asura and the

monkeys, and lastly the female carrying the male deity (Rameswaram).

The Chola kings and the Pal lavas gave great encouragement to art and

they are responsible for the rich artistic relics at Conjeevaram and

Mahabalipu'am.

An account of the achievements of the Indians in the field of

sculpture cannot be complete unless we describe some of the images by

Indian artists in Java, which, with other countries, like Borneo, Sumatra

Siam, Oombodia and Pegu was frequently ^visited by the adventurous

Indian seamen of old. One of the very earliest of the extant sculptures

is from Java, The Borobudur monument, combining the structures of

both a temple and a stupa, is the best known of Indian works of art in
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Java* The offerings to a Bodhisattva. Saraswati enthroned, a seated

Buddha and the numerous bas-reliefs described by Mr. Havell, in his

monumental work, The History of Indian and Eastern Architecture,

ate the works of no mean hands but of trained artists.

It is (»nly right to mention in passing the colossal figures of Jina

at Karkala in South Kanara, and Sravahabelagola in the Mysore State.

These are the two great colossi of Asia, visible for miles around. These

giants by their very size command great awe and reverence from all

beholders. Another colossal figure near Gwalior and the beautifully

decorated Jain Basthis near Sravanabelagola (mentioned by Mr. Lewis

Rice) are monumental works that will stand the test of centuries more.

Ever since the Mohammadan invasions attempts have been made

by successive generations to raise sculpture to the pitch to which it

had attained before. The Maratthas. the Vijayanagar Kings (as the

Harapi ruins testify), the Nayakas at Madura, have in turn tried and

failed to achieve this. The failure only shows that no amount of official

patronage is likely ever to be of any use when religious enthusiasm

is freezing in the veins of the nation. In India only periods of great

religious revival have witnessed great advancement in art. To*day

there are only a few hou.sos of hereditary sculptors in Swamimalai, three

miles from Kumbakonum. But let us keep in mind the fact that if the

present is so unproductive the past is full of glorious achievements, and

the future may yet transcend the past.

Painting Painting is the skilful presentation on canvas, by

means of colours and lines applied and drawn according to the rules of

perspective, of an object in its mental aspect. The painter has to

depict solid objects on a flat surface and therefore has to use more of

artifice in bringing home his idea to the minds of the spectators* He has

to use colour in vaiying shades of brightness to represent the colouis

of the natural objects as faithfully as possible. He has to transfer

ideas of distance and nearness to the flat canvas. It is clear from the

disabilities which ho has to overcome that his art requires in a peculiar

degree qualities not needed ia other arts. Painting is the sublimest of

all the eye-arts inasmuch as it contains in a small compass ideas which

through other media cannot be expressed so forcibly or can be expressed

only with much vagueness. In his small space the painter is able to

convey ideas of the boundless world of stars, and the impenetrable

depths of human emotions.

Few realise that the art of painting has thrived on the Indian soil

for a period exceeding two thousand years. Before it had so much aa

dawned on the mental horizon of Europe, the art had progressed so far
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in India that it took Europe fifteen centurie? to oome up to India’s

level The oldest paintings of the most primitive type are found in the

Jogimara Cave, among the Ramagarfa hills in the Central Provinces.

But they are too antiquated in style to deserve any attention. The

celebrated frescoes of the Ajanta Caves date from 100 B»C. to 600 A.D.

and ** comprise the most important mass of ancient paintings extant

in the world.” Mr. Fergusson brought these frescoes to light, and

before that time they lay hidden in the caves of Ajanta. Partly

owing to ^he neglected condition in which the paintings rotted through

the centuries after they had been executed, partly owing to the irres-

ponsible scribblers who defaced them and the smoke of many a

culinary fire kindled there, the work of many a forgotten artist of old

has been completely lost to us# Government has done something in

the way of restoring the decaying treasures of Indian art, but unless

the people of our country cultivate the faculty of artistic appreciation,

anything done by other agencies to restore or renew our dying arts

will be futile.

It is worth noticing that many of the Ajanta paintings bear close

resemblances to the sculptures at Sanchi, and the bulk of them should

be assigned to the Chalukyan times. The subject matter of these

pictures is once again Buddha, his teachings, and the various myths and

legends connected with Buddhism, though secular touches here and there

meet the gaze. The decorative details consist of exquisite drawings of

animals and trees and every imaginable kind of flower, fruit and herb-

age. Among Mr, Griffith's copies of these designs are a picture of an

elephant, drawn true to reality, a bull of ferocious temper, and a snake

drawn to serve as a background, for a bunch of beautiful flowers Bull

fights are a common sight, and they are extraordinarily well-drawn.

Sketches of elephants and other animals occasionally grace the paintings.

The picture of a Raja with a number of females is one of great merit.

Figures of Buddha are by no means rare. A certain picture depicting

a dying princess may be cited as an instance of the artist’s insight Into

the human heart and his success in depicting deep emotions on the

wall Take again the mother and the child and the oSerings to Buddha

the deep human feeling of the one, the passionate devotion of the other.

After seeing these paintings, one can never concur with Sir George Walt

in his saying that the Ajanta Paintings can hardly be classed among

the fine arts. These pictures are incomparably superior to any Egyptian

or Chinese paintings. Moreover, executed as they are on so enormous

a scale, the wall pictures of Ajanta are meant to be looked at from a

distance and not to be subjected^ to scrutinj^ gl ^ny kind, Mr. Griffith,
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in speaking about the Ajanta Paintings, says: ‘‘Here we have aifc

with life in It, human faces full of expression; limbs drawn with grace

and action, flowers which bloom, birds which soar, and beasts that

spring or fight or patiently carry burdens ; all are taken from Nature's

book—growing after her pattern." Mr. Fergusson thinks that

they are far superior to any painting in Europe before the time of

Orcagna (Uth century). Mr. Havell declares that they are sufiused

with the ‘‘ same intense love of nature and spiritual devotion as are

evident in the sculptures of Java." The paintings are of many styles

and drawn at various periods. The most notable of them all are those

in cave No. XVII. These are the lion hunt, the black buck, the

elephant hunt, an elephant salaaming the king. They are the work of

a hand different from all the rest, and are composed in a light and

shade scheme unparalleled in Italy before the 17th century.

In the caves of Bagh in the Gwalior State are a .number of wall

paintings, which, like the Ajanta frescoes, have suffered great effacement.

They may have been executed between the 6th and the 7th centuries

A,D. The pictures rival those at Ajanta in variety of design, vigour of

execution and wealth of decoration. In both places life is treated with

equal gaiety and hardly ever a trace of asceticism.

Between the Ajanta wall-paintings and the Indo-Persian drawings

of the time of Akbar lies a wide gap. No pictures belonging to this

period are available to us, with the sole exception of some in the Bikanir

Palace. In the 18th century paintings we find that the character

of the old Indian art has suffered a change, from the lively scenes

painted on the walls of the Ajanta caves to the mythological scenes

becoming popular everywhere. This is symbolical of the change from

the primitive simplicity of Indian cultuie to the rigid hardening of it

during the 15th; 16th and 17th centuries, which maybe described as

the Dark Age of Indian History.

But to this trying period of Indian History belong the exquisite

Ragamalas or the Garland of Musical Modes," The Ragamalas are

characterized by a singular tenderness of sentiment, and present ex-

amples of the best pictorial art ever produced in India. Each mode or

Raga is conceived as a god, presiding over a particular season.

Each Raga is attended by five Raginis or Nymphs of Harmony," each

of whom has eight sons. Each Raga with his family is appropriated to

a season, during which alone his melody can be sung, at the pres-

cribed hours of the day and the night. Here the Hindu mind has

connected painting with music. It may be inconceivable to minds

constituted like Mr. William Archer's, but not on that account absurd.
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Mohan Sing's Dhanasari Eagim is a good example of the Bagamala

paintinge.

We cannot linger here to explain clearly the beautiful relation of

music to musical modes in painting, how each Raga like Bhairavi, Sri

Raga or Dipaka, can be conceived as a concrete image and depicted

on the canvas like other objects in nature. Each Raga is symbolical of

a particular emotion, and such an emotion is crystallized by the artist

into an enigmatic picture. Thus can the Indian eye, trained to notice

the harmony of inner relations, perceive the essential connection be-

tween all the arts, which are but the various expressions of the same

essence, based on the same fundamental laws.

This epoch of Indian painting is full of pictures in which the Persian

influence is very great. The painting called The Bride ” is a sufll-

cient embodiment of it. Though delicately beautiful and charmingly

imaginative, such paintings are alien to the Indian soil. The picture

of “ Uma worshipping Siva is very suggestive. It is a night scene.

The pallid globe of the moon is seen half hidden by a silver-tipped

cloud, casting on the scene “ a dim religious light." The cloud is the

symbol of ignorance and worldliness. But the moon of Uma's mind is

too strong for such frail clouds to effectually block the light. The

dusky woods are ranged deeply behind, and the hill rises in silent glory

on the right. The majestic hill is the over-identical, all-towering

presence of God, and is on the further border of the dark woods, which

represent the life in this world, full of dread and entanglements. Thus

is the scene worked up to represent the religious atmosphere of Uma's

mind.

The manuscript of Tulsi Dasa's ** Ramayana," marvellously illus-

trated in gold and silver, (now in possession of His Highness the

Maharaja of Benares) contains several beautiful paintings, depicting

incidents in the Ramayana,

In southern India too are a number of paintings, preserved at

Thirumalai, Conjeevaram, Anegondi and Travancore. In the Mysore

court are preserved some of the masterpieces of Ravi Varma.

Ravi Varma’s paintings are said to be a feast of colours, devoid of

the stir and colour of life. They are merely oil paintings produced on

a commercial scale and for commercial purposes, showing mythologioaj

incidents and characters in the insipid manner characteristic of the 19th

century. Ravi Varma’s productions commanded a large sale, and there

is not a house in Southern India where you do not find a picture or two

of that lavish dealer in colours. He executed bis work in a spirit

thoroughly un-Indian, nor are hi|8 paintings true to life*
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¥o-day a fair dawn of hope fills the artistic horijsoR witK the glory

of a great prospect for painting in India. It is to the Bengali National-

istic School of painting that we must now turn our attention. Mr.

Abanindranath Tagore, brother of our great poet, is the leading spirit of

the movement. In recent times the oil -paintings of Europe had been

too slavishly imitated by ungifted painters like Ravi Varma, and Euro-

pean conventions showed a tendency to become dmgerously predom-

inant. Mr. Abanindranath Tagore himself had practised oil-painting

in his early years, but so soon as he saw the danger that was brewing for

Indian art ho gave it up and took to the slcctching of beautiful, tiny

pictures after the old Indian vogue, feeling that the advance of Indian

art can only be along lines laid down in the past, Mr. Haveil deserves

great credit for popularising this movement. In fact Mr. Tagore

reached his “ Golden Threshold with the assistance and kindly encou-

ragement of Mr. HavelL This personal conviction of Mr. Tagore, and

his habit of drawing inspiration from the past and subject matter from

the present, have wrought nothing less than a revolution in the method

of many an artist to-day. During the eighteen years siuce this fruitful

idea took root in the Indian soil it has received groat attention and

support from all quarters. A regular school has grown up, with its

own canons and methods definitely evolve 1. Mr. Havel is of opinion

that Mr. Tagore’s paintings are of the highest order, perfect in them-

selves, and deserving of support because of the noble ideal of revival of

Indian arfc that he has before him. A good commencement has un-

doubtedly been made, but it is only a commencement. The move-

ment needs to maintain the same vitality and vigour for a considerable

length of time to attain perfection and popularity.

The paintings are lyrical and abound in human interest. Mr.

Tagore’s recent pieces “ The Exiled Yaksba” and * Expectancy” are

charmingly beautiful and highly expressive. Among the most gifted of

his co-artists are Messrs. Nanda Lai Bose and Gaganendranath Tagore,

the youngest of the Tagore family, whose productions are full of promise.

The noble efforts of these artists to express the deeper currents of

Indian life and feeling are worthy of the support that has been given

to them. In conclusion, be it said to the credit of Mysore that she too

has brought forth an equally good artist in Mr. Venkappa, whose pic-

ture of the “ Earth Goddess offering sandals to Rama ” must be

reckoned among the best paintings of to-day. In Bombay too, artists

are trying their hands at mural paintings.

{To be continued,)

N. Maphava Rao.
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The broad and true sense in which the term university is to be

used is “the sense that, while not confounding it with a college, however

large or however ancient, nor applying it mistakenly to a college and a

surrounding group of technical and professional faculties or schools, yet

extends the term to include any institution where students; adequately

trained by previous study of the liberal arts and sciences, are led into

special fields of learning and research by teachers of high excellence and

originality
;
and inhere by the agency of lihrai ies, museums^ laboraiorieB

and publications^ knowledge is conservedf advanced and dissemincUed'*

—(Butler in his “The Meaning of Education/’)

In an article on the above subject in Vol. IV, No. 10 of thig

Magazine Mr. R. K Sangameawara Iyer pointed out that for scientific

research of a high order to be possible, scholars should have both ability

and opportunity. To find out and encourage the highest ability,

there should be research professors of the highest type> men of enthu-

siasm, personality and character able to inspire zeal and devotion in their

students. The existence of such professors, in the opinion of the writer,

will serve to give the necessary opportunity for men of ability. It is

my object in this short paper to express some opinions on the subject,

I certainly adinit that there are great advantages to be derived

from having first-rate lesearch professors for the various departments of

science. True, the inspiration of a master-mind can do more to kindle

the scientific spirit in students than long hours of study within the four

walls. Yet I do firmly believe in self-determination. Individual ability

and enthusiasm can certainly advance scientific research even in the

absence of the personal influence of the greatest minds. Advanced

students in India with the highest training that our Universities can at

present give cannot calmly sit complaining of the want of the guidance

of master-minds to enable them to do research. The loal cause to

which is to be attributed the failure of our professors in the field of

research is of a different nature. The malady has a different origin.

To say that in India people are not of a sufficiently high capacity to be

able to make important research in the sciences is something which I am
not prepared to accept. The fact that we have produced within the

last fifty years men who are among the accredited leaders of science is

48
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testimony to what we are capable of amidst congenial surroundings.

We shall here examine what opportunities we have for work in this

direction.

What do we understand by opportunity ? A student with an

inclination for study of a particular type is said to have adequate

opportunity if he receives encouragement to proceed in that line and

has the facilities necessary to enable him to do so. Amongst the most

important of these is a good library where all can get the most modern

journals and books to acquaint themselves with the most recent advances

in their respective subjects. Knowledge is most interesting near the edges

of its expanding border where only it is closely connected mth life ;
and it

is there alone that real research is possible. A scientist unaware of

recent experiments in his line, and therefore isolated from the rest of the

scientific world, cannot boldly claim any result as his own, because his

results may have been discovered already by scientists of whom he

has not heard. To give an instance, Mr. 8. Ramanujan is now acknow-

ledged to have been one of the greatest mathematical thinkers in the

world, and his originality was of a type hitherto unknown to European

mathematicians. This is the opinion of Mr. Hardy, published some time

back in the Journal of the Indian Mathematical Society.** But

Mr. Hardy has also noted that, owing to Mr. Ramanujam’s ignorance of

contemporary advancement in Europe, he 'was unaware that certain of

his results had been either already discovered or anticipated by mathe.

malicians there. Similarly iu other sciences. It is also to be noted

that the deepest interest is attached in the scientific world only to proliems

engaging the attention of the greatest rnen of the day. No notice will be

given for instance even to a brilliant article on the corpuscular theory

of light at the present day when people have come to have unbounded

confidence in the electron theory. And it is impossible for any investi-

gator to become acquainted with present day problems in the absence

of leading scientific journals.

An important necessity in these libraries is access to the back

numbers of the leading journals, and to the original memoirs of the first

investigators. The advantages of having access to original memoirs

cannot be overestimated. In them wo can see exactly and clearly how

the subject arose in the mind of the investigator, and what problems

he had to face before he discovered important results. Text-book

writers are at best clear and clever parrots, expressing the thoughts of

investigators in a manner in which all students of average capacity can

comprehend them. But it is only in original memoirs that we can

actually see the mind struggling for enlightenment, and feel how at last

1
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darka«sA is dispalled and light revealed. Calculus with its sister aualyti-

oal geometry has expanded into a maivellous mathematioal method*

*^more daring in its speculations than anything that the history of

philosophy records;’' and this method is responsible for the recent

mathematical advancement^ which has been characterised as ** the most

astounding of intellectual creations, projecting the mind’s eye through

infinite time and the mind’s hands through boundless space.” But the

study of calculus from the writings of Newton and I^ibnitz, or of the

Laws of motion from the Prindpii has a usefulness and a charm pecu-

liarly its own. Therein only can we find active stimulus to thought*

It is on these considerations that Prof. Wilkinson in the first conference

of the Indian Mathematical Society, held in Madras in January 1917,

pointed out that the absence of good libraries makes it impossible in

India^for any one other than a genius to make his mark in the scientific

world. Alas, how true !

Another facility which is badly wanted in our universities is the

existence of study rooms. One chief advantage in the university

libraries in Cambridge and Oxford is the large number of study rooms

for various subjects, m which a student may find not only books but

also quiet. In India masters are often huddled together in one room-

in high schools all are together—in which nothing more is possible than

jolly talk or familiar slang. Serious attention to regular work even is

impossible, not to talk of higher studies. No college either here or in

Madras has thought of providing study rooms for its lecturers. The

public libraries in Bangalore and Mysore appeal only to men in quest

of general culture, not to students of science.

Still another factor the absence of which hinders to some extent

the thorough study of various subjects is the higher classes in the uni-

versity. The science or mathematics taught to the B A. or B.Sc. classes is

but the rudiments, and only an introduction to the really fascinating

modern advancements, A professor anxious to study various subjects

can find only in post-graduate students an opportunity whereby he will

make his own knowledge clearer and will be confronted by various

problems the solution of which will enable him to make important

researches, sometimes in conjunction with students. For teaching i$ the

first opportunity in the study of a sulfect which occasions distinct reflection.

Something in this line has been done in Madras since the institution of

the honours courses, in which students are required to take two special

subjects In which the knowledge expected is of a fairly high order;

Encouragement in this direction b also afiorded by the university ex-

tension lectures for advanced students.
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H tbe facilities above pointed out are ofiered, I am of opinion that

at a very early date the blame attached to professors and stmdents in

Indian universities,— that they are incapable of high research—will

tend to be falsified. Though they may not be able to mate monumental

researches of the type of Newton’s or Helmholtze’s, it will be found that

they are capable of some research work worth the name. It is more

the want of facilities for study that is keeping them backward than

want of ability. And one important point of whi^h we should take note

is that we cannot expect direct advantages equal in money value to what

is spent, Such a spirit is unscientific. We should remember that edu-

cation is a national investment. ^^It will be profitable as a mere

investment to give to the mas.es of the people much greater opportu-

nities than they can generally avail themselves of; . . . less

direct, but not less important, is the aid given to production ... by

Bcienttfio work such as that of mathematics and biology, even though

many generations may pass away before it bears visible fruit in greater

material well-being.*”''

C. Krishkimachar.

I)r. in his principles of Sconomics^



A COMPLAINT ABOUT “ CHITRA.’*

Chitba (the drama, Chitrangada^ not the volume of lyrics entitled

Ghitra in the Bengali) is one of the most belauded works of Rabindra-

nath Tagore. It is acclaimed for its exquisitencss, its truth, its power

;

and it is not merely read, but performed (as in Bangalore last year)

with conspicuous success. Mr. E. J. Thompson, in his book on the poet,

is fervent in its praise. It “ is itself an epitome of all the songs he

ever sang, a glorious thing throbbing with lyrical power and beauty.

The reader can see how masterly it is, in whole and detail.

It is one of the summits of his work, unsurpassed, and unsurpassable in

its kind . . . , . In it he had no double purpose to serve, but simply

followed Beauty.**—Mr. Thompson tells us that the play met with much

criticism when it was first published, and “ was scorned and abused as

‘ sensual ’,** Of all accusations that was the most palpably absurd, and

surely no one would advance it to-day. Nor could any one deny the

loveliness of the play, or the profound truth of much of it. Yet there

must be many who, like the present writer, are left sadly unsatisfied

by Ghitra, and who, indeed, despite both its loveliness and its wisdom,

find in it a radical unfaithfulness both to beauty and to truth.

Its theme is that of human love—its intensity and absorption in the

time of youth and beauty, its change to something ’stronger and more

enduring when youth and beauty pass away. The treatment is symbo-

lic. Here you have no particular people : Arjuna and Chitra have no

particular qualities, but stand simply for the human race. They are

Everyman, Everywoman, and the problem facmg them is that of human

wives and husbands from the beginning to the end of time. Rabindra-

nath is thus giving us his view of one universal phase of human life.

The presentation is a triumph of poetry
; but—to put it plainly

—

one hates the view. Rabindranath’s thought and attitude here has

apparently satisfied and delighted innumerable readers, and one wonders

whether they realise the implications.

Chitra is given by the gods superlative loveliness for one year, that

she may win the heart of Arjuna. Before the end of that time he is

already somewhat weary of her. All this time he has been absorbed in

her, but now he begins to hanker after the world of men and action

once more# But Chitra, before this loveliness was given her, had been

52
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brought up as a man, and trained to all manlike deeds. Therefore

when her beauty vanishes, she is already prepared to become a meet

companion for the strenuous and nobler part of him. Chitra’s man-

like strength and prowess is allegorical : it repifsenta to us the faculty

in woman for really sharing her husband’s life, and it is noteworthy

that Rabindranath seems to admit this potency in woman. But alas !

this sharing by the wife of the husband’s thought and action is made to

supersede, “as it were, is elevated high above, that world of beauty,

of dreams, of enchantment, in which they first have loved one another.

“ All that is past,” the poet seems to say
;
“ and now they enter on a

nobler union.” Surely this is heresy both to beauty and to love. For

in all love, and in all beauty, there is a truth and wisdom, an insight,

and an energy, with which no other can compare. It is there in the

hey-day of love ;
and when that is past the devotion that remains is

sanctified by that memory. Love, beauty, the rendering of beauty in art,

possess a finality of truth transcending not only the truth of any words

but also the truth of thought and action. “ The rest may reason and

welcome :
’ tis we musicians know.*’ Plato’s erastes is the real judge of

things, and above all the real venturer forth, the real discoverer : he is

poet, and therefore best philosopher. It is ” the lover and the bard
”

that send up to God the music which “ we shall hear by and by.” This

element should be present in the representation of that first year of the

love of Chitra and Arjuna. If it is not present the symbolistic separa-

tion that excludes it is falsity. Life and love ought not to take a nobler

turn at the changing point of this play. The nobility should have been

there already, and the memories of Chitra and Arjuna should have been

such as to illuminate the rest of life.

There is another objection to Chitra—of a more definite and prac-

tical kind. It is an objection to the position of Chitra, to woman’s

position in this world as the poet conceives it. His view of this matter

is known. Woman exists for man’s sake : that is hardly to put the idea too

crudely. Her personality is not independent, and valid in itself—her

development (for example, by education) is not an end in itself but

a means whereby she may be a better minister to man, and a better

fosterer of him. This is an old idea, and one on which it is possible to

look with loathing. The chief end of woman’s life is not the giving of

adequate nurture to her sons, and adequat 3 service to her lord. She

is worth every atom as much as they. Her development is as truly an

end in itself as theirs. Her sacrifice for them and theirs for her are

precisely similar obligations. Her sons have no greater claim upon her

than her daughters. The contrary belief belongs to the ages of primi-
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tiye darkness ; but it is found in Ghitra. It emerges again and again

in the abasement of Chitra.

‘‘Could I but exchange/* she says at the beginning, in telling the

gods of her love—“ Could I but exchange my youth with all its aspira*

tions for the clod of earth under his feet, I should deem it a most

precious grace/’ There is beauty in such an attitude, the beauty of

infinite love and humility. It is fit matter for poetry, and we are

familiar with it there. Such loving self-abasement has in woman

a peculiar grace. But man, on his part, ought not to be less reverently

humble. Arjuna, however, knows no such mood. He does kneel at her

feet, the love-hungered guest at your door/’ but that is not humility.

He does cry,
—“ Ah, I feel how vain is fame, the pride of prowess

!

Everything seems to me a dream. You alone are perfect.” This, in

one so rich in fame and prow'ess, does look like due humility. But how

does the tenor of the play teach us to regard it ? As delusion, passing

error, the dream of a day. It is the love of her loveliness that induces

such reverence, and the loveliness is no reality, and the very show of

it will be gone within the year. As Chitra says,
—“ Alas, it is not

I, not I, Arjuna ! It is the deceit of a god.” We are to understand

that she bows before the reality in him, he before the unreality in her.

Do lovers of this play really believe in this, and do they commend and

encourage such an attitude in womankind ? It is a comfortable and

flattering position, and accessible to the poorest specimen of man ; but

is it right ?

Naturally, then, it is she that woes hiniy in a manner disconceiting

to any well-nurtured conscience
; and at the end, when her beauty is

departed, she is a humble suppliant for his continued grace and favour.

A very striking passage is that at the beginning of Scene IX, ending

with the significant words—“If the flower-service is finished, my master,

accept this as your servant for the days to come !
” From one service

to another, and that is the sum of her destiny. There can, of course,

be no better description of life than “service,” but to describe

woman’s destiny as the service of her husband is a travesty of life.

It may be answered that she is content with it—more than content,

finding sublime satisfaction therein, and indeed the fullest malisation

of her own self. Certainly she is given to making the best of things.

As an individual she dees this, and there are many parts of the world in

which from generation to generation the whole race of woipan has thus

been subject, accepting the position perforce and glorifying it by
devotion. Aspiration, emotion, energy must take the outlets that are

open. But elsewhere the opening of other channels has not meant a
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dimiBution but rather an increasing and ennobling of domeatic love

and helpfulness, and the help-meet is most truly the help-meet when

she is more also*

The most significant touches in the play come at the end. What

la the crowning hope of Chitra*a heart as we hear her speak for the last

time ? She hopes that their child will be a son: that will be a kind of

vindication of her in the eyes of her master 1 She does not say she

hopes this, but she dwells on the idea, and declares that if it is so

—

I shall myself teach him to be a second Arjuna, and send him to you

when the time comes, and then at last you will truly know me.*’

Obviously (and this fits in with the doctrine) the birth of a daughter

would not produce the same profound spiritual union between them.

In the man-child only can the noblest in the mother’s self be seen

!

The last words that Chitra addresses to her master are these ;

“ To-day I can only offer you Chitra, the daughter of a king.” Are we

wrong, unjust, in finding a world of meaning in these words ? We
interpret them as the whole bearing of the play seems to demand.

The stress of finality is upon them, and we take it that they are

meant to be of prime significance. ‘‘Chitra, the daughter of a king.**

That is her title, her claim, her worthiness. She is not yet the mother

of a man, but she is at any rate the daughter of one, and that man

is a king. It is dramatic, of course,—Chitra’s own humility again, and

the self eflacement of womankind. But it is placed here, and stressed,

and left before us as the final word, as if it were indeed the truth

and the heart of the matter. It is, we believe, the heart of the matter

from this poet’s point of view
;
and that is our^complaint.

What is wanted here is a now “ Coperuican change.” Long ago

it was proved amid incredulity, scorn and persecution that this earth

is not the centre of the universe, that it is not the nature of the sun

to revolve submissively and reverently around it. An immemorial

belief was thus overthrown,—and religion itself was supposed to be

endangered by the convulsion. Similarly the day is bound to come,

though persecution may attend its coming, when this other truth

shall find acceptance everywhere,—that woman is no revolving satellite

for man in his centra! glory, existing to enlighten and to comfort him,

and help him towards all prosperity—that, rather, she is in her own right

a star, a sun, moving by her own nature in her own heaven-appointed

way, sparing him much of her light and continually blessing him, but

not concerned solely with gyrating round him.

J. C. Rollo,



AN EXAMINATION NOTE,

** The far-spreading influence, in the latter half of the nineteenth

century, of the doctrine of evolution/*—So ran the last essay-subject in

the B A. degree composition paper of this year. Many are the strange

things that one comes across in examination papers and never has a

chance to comment on. But it is seldom that there Is a disastrous

thing, and when one occurs an opportunity for comment must be made.

This is being written in the hope that some of the candidates may see

it, and may think better of an idea—an attitude—which, by the by, has

nothing to do with marks, these being unafiected by false doctrine.

A number of the candidates have got hold of the idea, outworn

many years ago, and as false as any notion can be that the doctrine of

evolution struck a deadly blow at religion They think that it is

axiomatic, now, that man, in his entirety, is a product of development

from lower orders, and they make bold to refer to the conflict between

this fact ’* and what they consider the Christian belief that God, by

a speciflo, intervening act, created man in his own image. They should

not speak thus summarily of Christian doctrine, for they have had no

opportunity of learning enough about it, Thi*^, however, is not the point,

for we are not concerned here with Christianity in particular but with

religion in general. They tliink that what they deem the contradiction

between evolutionary fact and Christian doctrine is more widely signifi-.

cant, and that all religious belief and faith become discredited and vain

because of the unifoim process of development defined by evolutionary

theory. Thus their error is twofold. They are not aware of present-

day difficulties as to the range of applicaticn of the evolutionary

doctrine
;
and they make the most serious error as to the effect of this

application, however wide, upon religion.

No religion since the discovery of evolution! That, however, li

not how they put it. What they say is
—

“ Religion, in these enlightened

days, has nothing to do with old belief or dogma. It has, indeed,

nothing to do with God. Our religion is an ‘ ethical religion * now,

and the only things that matter are uprightness of conduct and the

service of humanity. This is the modern, and the universal, religion.**

It is a rather melancholy discovery that among our students there are so

many who have not the slightest conception of what the word tdigion

56
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m6an8. Religion, they think, can be ethics. The rule without the

impulse, the imperative without the power, the path without the

goal, the endeavour without assurance. “ Ethical religion ” is talked

of, and the phrase is not realised to be meaningless. The simple,

^ardinal fact is not understood, that apart from personal knowledge of,

and personal relationship with, the Deity there is no religion. If the

doctrine of evolution had destroyed this, by destroying beliefs essential

to it, then this doctrine would indeed have given a death-blow to

religion,—and the ethical substitute would sadly fail to keep the world

going.

But here we come to the other crudity, the idea that evolution

does thus conflict with faith. The apparent conflict between science

and religion worried most of us in the days of our youth, and it worries

now the student who really wants to work things out for himself. The

curious thing about these essayists is that they are not woriied, but are

prepared most light-heartedly to let religion go. All one can do is to

suggest to them that the loss is more than they can afford, and to urge

them to think things out,—as did Tennyson, for example, with whom

they are familiar. He was deeply troubled by evolution, but he would

neither lightly lose nor lightly keep his faith. Ho would no doubt have

agreed wdth Tolstoy that the only logical outcome of disbelief in God

was self-destruction. It would do our examinees good to read In

Memoriarn—in which they will not be examined I And a$ regards the

bearing of the evolutionary doctrine, will not those students ask them-

selves just how far it takes us, even if it be accepted in an extreme and

unproven form ?

It describes a process : does it explain it ? It speaks of adaptation

and development : why did this ever start, who started it, whither does

It tend, what does it mean ? What is the sign’ficance of any such

process ? Does that significance lie in the wretched, primitive beginning

or in the complex and glorious end ? Does the child really explain the

man or does the man explain the child ? Does value lie in origin or in

attainment ? Was not Aristotle speaking with insight when he said that

what is last in time is logically first ? In trying to answer these

questions they will get beyond their powders and the powers of anyone,

but long before they reach that limit they will have found their error.

And probably they will reach this positive conclusion that supreme

intelligence at one with supreme love originated and upholds the

process and the world in which it is revealed,

J.C.R,
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THE DRUM-BEAT OP ANOELS* (I).

L When sleep once sealed my outward sense,

And wrapt my soul in joy intense,

1 dreamt—a distant drum I heard.

In human voice it spoke. Each word

Like honey drop sank in my heart.

Its tone and tenor made me start

:

All Truth is one, and God is Truth,

Beside him nought exists m sooth,

And Truth is Love, and God is Love.**

So angels beat the drum above.

2.
** All things existing, false or true,

Exist cognized as one of two

:

The self, enjoying goods of life,

Or fretting over ills so rife;

And non-self, still the fertile source
"

Of joy and pain, which with their force

Constant assail and overpower

Embodied beings every hour.

The self is seer, all else seen,

Their natures such have always been.

The body seen is not the self;

And though the self feels weal and woe,

This self is God, the world, dumb show.

3. “ Man’s bondage is from ignorance

;

And sensual pleasures—life’s romance—

.

Are short-lived all. Seek knowledge pure

That steeps the soul in endless joy,

And brings release whose sweets ne’er cloy.

4. ** Who knows the knower and the known,

He makes true happiness his own;

knower he, the rest is known

:

A free translatien oi Ve^knta Pthdima, m expetition of Vedanta by NrisMu
Batasvati Tirtha. ,

5^
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tSron thus proclaimed the heavenly dram.

5*
** Both bliss and pain we see around

That lead to tendencies profound.

The one we court, the other fly.

*Ti8 Brahmic instinct in the main,

For God is joy and all else pain.

6. ** Lo ! God is vhole and soul His part

Though under countless ills we smart, "

The soul is but a spark divine.

To knowledge objects give their form,

—

To mental moods do acts conform.

?• How then can one by acts know God ?

—

For will is under fancy's rod,-

We do or this, or that, or naught,

But know or see one only way,

—

As objects are, or seem they may.

8-10. ** Know Brahman as He truly is

—

Your self—and thus obtain release

To Him in prayer direct your thought,

About Him hear, and meditate

On Him alone, whate’er your state,

11. And would you fain control your sense,

And self-denying life commence «

Renounce low joys ^ Or plunge in them

No matter how you are inclined,

Bight knowledge aye release can find

The drum-beat ceased a while to sound.

As I in wonder looked around,

12. Again the silver notes began.

To this effect their purport ran —
** Your castes and states of human life—

«

A mere convention, be assured !

Can these release the eoul immared ?
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13. *' The w^rld peroeittd, your life ther^ii^.

Your service done to gods of tin,

Are all delusion^ through and through

—

False joys ! Benounce them. Bather seek

To know your self,—and bonds will break.

14. Some works and meditation try.

On faith and worship some rely,

And think by such device to buy

The priceless nectar of release ^

Vain hope, inspired by phantom dance—
Of dense primeval ignorance ^

”

16.

The heavenly drum the angels beat,

Singing aloud in voices sweet.

—

Yarn, vain are forms and ritual,

Poor understanding’s edge they dull,

—

Give up vain talk, vain argument.

Nor build high castles in the air :

—

To rend the veil of Maya, dare ’

16. “ Behold that under guise of soul

Lives God supreme, its final goal ,

Know each is still the other and all,

And golden fetters galling sore

Of birth and death will gall no more,

17. “ The self once gras^ied as all in all,

No ills of life need thee appal ;

Thou art the self of even death,

And thou as Eudra dread can’st slay

The dark-browed god, thy easy prey.

18. “ To fruits of action have no eye.

For power or riches do not sigh,

—

All owning time’s tyrannic sway;

Since earthly or celestial joys

One moment please like baby’s toys.

Proud kingdom s empires, dynasties,

Thi^t Jong afi^ict, tormeuti or t^se,
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Like bubbles on j)he hutrying stieam

Shall burst and vanish in the air—

And piide shall kiss the ground, beware

!

“ Put more of truth and love in life

And less of falsehood, malice, strife
;

Shun selfish creed, and harmful greed
;

Nor boast aloud of wanton slaughter,

Nor shed defenceless blood like water.

19. “ By subtle grasp of all as one
'

Alone can Brahmio bliss be won :

How can the gross-eyed seize the truth ?

Sweet love and tender sympathy

Consist not with plurality.

20. “ The men of holy works return

To life. In them desires still burn,

Subjecting them to birth and death,

And all the woes that these imply

The wise are neither born nor die/^

The air is filled with odours soft

Of primrose, lily, borne aloft,

On wings sweet-laden of zephyrs cool.

1 feel the presence of the gods:

They dance and sing in heavenly modes.

21-22. “ Lo, pious work and vedic rite

Lead to short joys depicted bright,—

To joys partaken after death

;

While wisdom’s ceaseless bliss ye taste

At once,—unless this life ye waste.

23-24. “ What then is thought concentred worth,

Delights of sense, or stores on earth.

Compared with draughts of wisdom deep ?

Vain, vain, is lore ;
and works are rain

;

None other can avert life’s pain,

26. ** Bik, Sanaa, Yajus, have thdr liace

In life’s swift umllumined race,
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But wbea is readied lingbt wisdom's Bhore,-

Tltey sexye no more, they serve no more.

26. '* Disinterested actions wean
The mind from low desires unclean ;

And meditation steadies will.

But knowledge, true, deep-rooted, leads

To sweet release from bonds of deeds.

27. “ When in the fire the seed ye roast.

Its power to sprout for aye is lost.

Enlightenment restrains the will.

Which then its tendencies retracts.

Life’s-tragic scenes no more enacts

—

Thus when is shuffled off this coil.

The soul has past beyond all toil.

28. *' Until ye see desires are quelled

By wrongs fought down and truths upheld.

And, proving life’s allurements all.

Ye tear through tangle of hope and fear.

Ne’er dream that peace divine is near.

** The un^ifflightened man is bound
By duty stern to those around.

** Inaction but behoves the sage.

In whom the fires have ceased to rage

;

Nor good nor ill can him afflict.-^

The mind that harbours vaguest wish

Must swim from shore to shore like fish.

29. ** The unlent glory consummate
Of radiant self immaculate

Would brook no spot, or ugly flaw ;

Its beauty can no sin obscure

From him who knows his self so pure.

Whet ills can him assail, or pain ?

"Wbat can he know of iw or a%ain ?
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Jffiven death ; but who can see thee, seet?

Can seer be more than one or change ^

Hence thon art Brahman e’er the same ;

The rest, mere glamour,—form and name.
While objects perish on all aides.

The self as witness aye abides.

SI. ** Poor acting and enjoying souls.

Paying for pleasures heavy tolls.

Are Jeevas in Avidya clad ;

While God who spreads his Mayic veil

Unfolds this world of joy and bale.

** Both Maya and Avidya false,

Thai serve as separating walls.

How can they soul from God divide ?

The spell of nescience broken, gone.

Ye learn to see that these are one.

32. ** This formless attributeless self

—

Unreached by worshippers of pelf.

Of Moloch fierce, and Belial lewd

—

All forms and attributes assumes.

As sun it gleams, as cloud it glooms.

33. ** Why then among yourselves contend.

And loud the air with outcries rend,

Bach sect claiming predominance ?

No one is high, and none is low.

But as his life and conduct show.-

—

With stony heart and brutish claw

One is the worser Panchama.

Know Ovija by his holy life.

But not by odious party strife ;

And Vipra by his Vedio loro,

Jn spite of sects of every hue.

And high pretensions old or new.
Who knows the self is Brahman true.
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** Old time and space, causality

—

O what can these bat bubbles ^

That rise and float on life’s high tide.

While waking, or while dreams betide ?

But, wrapt in sound and dreamless sleep.

When memories no impressions keep,

Nor summon "theit terrific band.

Who feel^,. Or can, plurality,

Time, space, or grim causality ?

And change and muvement—what are they.

Unless ye see or feel them, pray ?

Who sees or feels in dreamless sleep.

Immersed in waveles«», blissful deep ?

The basic consciousness that spreads

Through all the etates of self, nor dreads

The moods of mirm or Nature’s freaks.

From no external source it seeks

For aid, and can itself maintain

Till from itself all spring again.

** The luminous sell, it thus is clear,

Beeolves in sleep into the seer ;

nmvmmmr ujMAmmn

^ If all be self, and seti all be,

Behold complete identity

Of cause andi multiform effect.

Existence, bliss, and consciousness

Comprise the world, no more, no less

** An actor strange without a peer.

Himself the actor and the seer

Who acts all parts, devoid of fear.

On stages, sleep, dream, wakefulness.

This soul is God. Can he be less ?

Who knows it, what can him distress ?

Knowing thy self runs as a thread.

Connecting scenes of joy and dread

All through the three succeeding states,

—

The scale that clouds thy vision falls.

And nothing vexes or appals.
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€$r0B.tem tJbe worlds that all atotoid
Xn panoramic views abound*

The not^me is but me transformed

—

A task in sport by me performed ;

Ohe boundless sea of consciotisness

Is all that is, is all we see.

Is all we feel, is you and me.

With dreaming self the dream*>world ends.
On Waking self iie world depends.
In sleep the worldlnss self persists ;

And thus this world with radiant orbs
The self protrudes and re-absorbs.

** Dost thou love life ? Then act thy part
With courage and unselfish heart,

—

Since righteous acts ennoble life.

Should higher wish in thee appear.
Relinquish not yet duty’s sphere.

Fly not to woods, quit not thy house :

Liike Janaka and Gargi’s sxkxuso.

Essay the God in thee to rouse.

And God is universal love.

As sung by saints and powers above.

The self is real, Sv.]f is bliss :

Who knows not this but lives amiss.

For q^uest of truth life’s purpose is ;

And till the dawn of truth the self

Will ceaseless birth and death impose.
Giving no rest or sweet^ repose.”

The drum now quickly changed its strati^.

In novel rnood it beat again.

—

** *But if the world sweet Brahman i%
Why Att this pain, this want of eaae ?

The bitter ills that on ns mim I



4 * ’The plague^ the pestilence and war.

That peace and beauty wholly mar.
The early death, the broken heart.

Thriving of vice and guile and art.

The signs of anguish, tears that start

From gentle eyes, the cruel pang
Of merit that in poverty
Plods on in sad obscurity ?

^ Is there no God, poor innooenoo

To shield, or strive in her defence ?
*

“ Enquirer, cease. All evils rise

From selfish views, unholy ties

Of self to bodies of the states.

Desire and hate are at the base

Of tragedy in every case.

And what is war but vulpine greed.

Of countless miseries the seed ?

And what are fell disease and death.

To whom the truth onlighteneth ?

O trust not in an alien God,
Pursue not fancy’s paths untrod ;

’Tis ignorance that wishes breeds.

From folly vexing pain proceeds.

“ Why dost or good or ill ascribe

To Heaven, and try its grace to bribe
Hy flattery ? ’Tis in thy hands
To break the old, or forge new bands.
Let none for uoes endured o^er blame
The world or God. All deeds of shame
Spring from desire and selfish greed.
Though masked beneath a lofty creed.
The ignoble plea who will believe.

The shining witness who deceive ?

Sing then the dirge of dark-browed death.
He’s crushed ; no more he frighteneth.
The world within his horrid hold
Writhing no more he shall behold ;
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And thufi tlie soul from bondage free

Begains its pristine purity*

Lewd custom, superstition dark,

Now void of life, grown stiff and stark,

And privilege proud, of hue and birth

With all hypocrisies on earth

—

All, all are quelled : they scare no more^

The soul has reached the blissful shore,

And dwells in peace unknown before.

K. A. Kbishnaswamv Iyer.
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Mhm of the Koran, By M A. Buch, m.a., Baroda.

Mb. Buoh already has to his credit a number of books, concerned

^th the ethics of various religions. From such an author a book on

pRe ethics of the Koran comes as quite a normal occurrence. It is an

interesting little book dealing topio by topic with the usual ethical

Ideas. Indeed it has succeeded in giving in a brief compass the salient

features of a b^ok that has been a world-force for of^nturies. But if

Mr. Buch*s book deserves to be thus complimented, it is by no means

&ee from the usual defects of his treatment. He has breadth of view

and a fine sympathy, but these degenerate into the mechanical faithful-

ness of a chronicle without any illuminating discussion—philosophical or

popular—of the ethical principles which actuate the Koran. Mr. Bach

has in his mind tl e idea that the ethical teaching of the Koran is

Vedantio, but we should have welcomed an explicitly comparative study

of the two ethical systems. As it is, the author’s idea merely amounts to

this, that all religion is one and that all morality is one. In many ways

this is a true idea, but if it is to be rescued from being a mere dogma

the striking differences as well as the similarities between the Koran

and the Vedanta will need a fullness of discussion which is conspi-

cuously absent iiora the book under review.

Perhaps the one respect in which the religion of Mahomed stands

in marked contrast to other religions is its enthusiasm for proselytism,

often accompanied by mthtarism. Among non^Moslems the idea of

Mahomedanism as militancy is very deep-rooted, thanks to the

fanaticism of many a Moslem king. But the spirit of the Koran

cannot be rightly confounded with the bigotry of its followers. The

noble passage of the Koran, **
I shall never worship that which ye

worship, neither will ye worship that which t worship. To you be your

religion, to me be my religion,” testifies to the freedom of the human

spirit and discountenances the absurd iconoclasts who imagine that force

can change the heart of man* The Koran hardly countenances the

fatally simple doctrine that the gates of Paradise are easily opened by

killing an infidel.*’ like all genuine moral teachers Mahomed

yearned to win the hearts of men through kindness.
** Summoti them

(is. non-beiievers), he says, ** to the way of thy Lord with wisdom and

kindly warning : dispute with tbepi iq tke kindest manner.” To a true
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is stai^edi it liaa to be fought to the bitter end without lemorsoi withoi^

This explams^ perhaps, the part that the sword has played

io tfie propagation of Mahomedanism. As has been cynically said

there never was a war waged which was not sought to be justi§ed jUi

the name of self^lefence.

In the Foreword Hr. Buch discloses the motive which led him to

a study of the Koran and the writing of his little book. That motiye is

the ideal of the Hindu-Huslim unity. Nothing has contributed so much
to divide mankind as the idea that each community must study and

cherish only its own ethos, and that all the rest is not Worth studying.

Such an absurd self-complacency can be destroyed only by knowledge.

Mr. Buck's book will contribute to this end, as non-Muslims can readily

gather from his lucid summary that genuine Mahomedanism is a force

that makes for peace and goodwill, a power that makes for

righteousness.

X. Y. Z.

The Analysis of Mind. By Bertrand Russell. Allen and Unwin.

16/-not.

A BOOK from the pen of Mr. Russell is always an event in the

world of philosophy. Since the days of J. 8. Mill no philosopher has

been so chameleon-like as Mr, Russell; but this constitutes his essential

merit, for though a logician he makes no fetish of a merely logical

consistency, and does not fear to retrace his steps whenever truth

makes such retracing a necessity. Most of the works of Mr, Russell have

a decidedly psychological note about them, but the book under

review is the first one to be devoted purely to psychology. Yet the

interest of it is not purely psychological, for behind it works in

no mistakable way a metaphysical theory. He makes no secret as

to the ultimate aim of the book. The stuff dff Which the world oi

our experience is composed ih, in my belief, neither mind nor matteri

but something more primitive than either.” He speaks of it as a

sort of neutral stuff, denies that his view can be labelled either as

idealistic or mateiialistioi for he showa^or at least aims at showings

that psychology is closely related to physics, aad yet physios gets more

and more to treat matter as immaterial. In short he wants to study

what mind is, and comes to the conclusion that in the last analysis it is

nothing but sensations and images. We have htre an echo of tht

18% oentury Humian psychology, albeit a 90th century echoA
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but it is an open question whether he can escape being charged with

naturalism. His previous works like Our Knowledge of the External

World ** and his various articles had already made many suspect

that his new realism was only a new garb for naturalism, but now

that in the present work when he directly attacks the problem, “what

is mind V* and for 300 pages and more seeks to show it is nothing but

sensations and images, there is no room for any uncertainty, and

now at least—unless Mr. Russell changes his views, a by no moans

improbable contingency—we know where he stands.

The general method he pursues is that, of alternative explana-

tions of a phenomenon, the most simple so far as it is not inadequate

should be treated as the most probable. But as he himself recognises

there is no enemy in thinking so deadly as a false simplicity
“

(p. 16), and wo are not sure if Mr. Russell has not given us

simplicity at the expense of adequacy. It is noteworthy that he

starts with a marked bias in favour of the Behaviourist School of

Prof. Watson, which utterly discards introspection as a method of

psychology and reduces the study of mind to a study of animal

or human behaviour. Mr. Russell does not go the whole length with

this school of thouglit. On the strength of the Freudian discovery of

the unconscious and the acknowledged difficulty and fallibility of

introspection, he argues against the work of introspection, but he

recognises that it cannot be absolutely relegated to the realm of the

useless; since it docs discover phenomena like the images which

are a locked mystery to the merely external observation of the

Behaviourists. The one definite jmint at which Mr. Russell rebels

against Prof. Watson’s school is the question of images It has come

to be a known psychological fact that scientists and men of learning

generally markedly lack imagination. The learning of Prof. Watson

may perhaps account for his antipathy to images as one of the cardinal

psychological factoid, but fortunately Mr. Russell’s learning has not

affected his imagery and insists on awarding to images an irreducible

unique existence.

But having come to this point Mr. Russell vigorously reduces

in chapter after chapter all the well-known mental phenomena to

sensations and images, In the very first chapter the claim of

consciousness to be considered mental is boldly controverted. Memory,

words and meaning, general ideas and thought, belief, truth and

falsehood constitute further topics of discussion, discussed with the

lucidity and the verve that arp half the charm of Mr, Russell's
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patent paradoxical nature and in spite of the battering it has received

at the hands of Dr. Ward and other eminent psychologists, receives

Mr. Eusseirs benediction. At times the treatment of the various topics

mentioned above is technical and would lose its force in a bare

summary, and there is no room for a full discussion in a brief review.

Suffice it to say that no student of Mr. RusselFs philosophy can afford

to neglect reading his latest book, while a student of psychology will

find much that is strikingly suggestive, and much that is old and

supposed to be outworn, but presented in a new garb with the freshness

of youth. It would be, however, no disrespect to the world-famous

philosopher to say that a book which seeks to prove that “ mind is a

matter of degree, chiefly exemplified in number and complexity of

habits ” is hardly likely to be a classic which will be thumbed by

generations after generations.

A. U. W.

The Hindu Religious Year. By M. M. Underhill, B. Litt. The Religious

Life of India*’ series. Association Press, Calcutta.

The aim of this work is to describe the fairs and festivals common

to the whole of Hindu India ; but the author, being a resident of the

Maharashtra, naturally gives greater prominence to that province in

his treatment of the subject. The information furnished is of a miscel^

laneous character, and the book brings together details too many and

too local to interest the general reader. But often the author traces

the history of the customs and practices mentioned, and tries to inter-

pret their significance. This feature not only relieves considerably the

dryness of the details, but also renders the work helpful to students of

religion and antiquities. The first chapter, which deals with the Hindu

mode of reckoning time, is particularly instructive. The book contains

an index and a chart of festivals, which enhance its value for purposes

of reference.

M. H.

41 « « V V

Kamrese Literature, By Rev, E. P. Rice, b. a, Association PresSf

Calcutta, and Oxford University Press.

To THOSE who are interested in the promotion of mutual understand-

ing and goodwill between the east and the west, publications of

the “Heritage of India ” series will, no doubt, be very welcome. Lovers

of Kannada Literature will thankfully receive the second edition of the
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intormation on the progro;« and development of

Literature. Some of the topics have been amplified and re-arrangedi and

the matter has been brought up to date as far as possible. There is no

doubt that the present edition will bo found very useful not only by the

general reader but also by the students of Kannada Literature,

The expression Kanarese ” is admittedly corrupt and^tbereforc it

may well be replaced by the term Kannada ” hereafter. The word

** exclusiyely ’’ used (on page 15) in connection with the Jaina Period

of Kannada Literature requires to be omitted in subsequent editions of

book.

It is pleasing to note that the author has dedicated the book to

Rao Bahadur Praktana Vimarsa Vichakshana R. Narasimhachar,

one of the greatest scholars who have incessantly laboured in the

cause of the Kannada Language and Literature.

B. K.

English Beading Made Easy^ hy means of a eystem of marks applied

to the ordinary spdling. By Professor W. A. Craigie. Clarendon

Press 2s fid net.

This little book seeks ** to provide a simple ^neans of overcoming

the difficulties of English spelling and pronunciation, without the

use either of phonetic script or of what is knowm as ** simplified spel-

ling. An early training in accurate pionunciation is of the first import-

ance. This has always been neglected in England as in India, and

nowadays the advocates of phonetic teaching tend, perhaps, to swing

the pendulum too far. The current spelling must, in any case, be the

basis of instruction. As Professor Craigie writes in hia Preface,
—“By

whatever method the art of reading English may be taught or acquiredf

the ordinary spelling must in the end be faced and mastered. The only

reason which can fairly be urged against doing this from the outset is

that it^so commonly fails to express the spoken word with accuracy and

certainty. That there is truth in the charge is plain enough, but it

remains to be proved that the best beginning will be made by setting

aside the usual written form, and replacing it by something not fn real

me anywhere among the hundred and fifty millions of people who speak

and write English. The ordinary spelling not only holds the field now,

hut there are no signs of any early displacement of it, and any method

of instruction which is directly based upon it has the advantage of

dealing with something which is real. —The prindples of this book are
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iOceptABoe of tho ootrent spelling and indioations of ptonunciatiion by
means of simple signs attached thereto. The method is, of oouisei that

employed in dictionanes, and it is here reduced to its simplest form,

while yet comprehensive enough to give really suflSioient guidance.

Needless to say, it does not compare in subtlety or completeness with

the phonetic method. It gives no guide to the peculiarities of English

pronunciation. The adult foreigner who cannot reside for a considerable

period in England can acquire the exact values of English sounds only

by studying voice- production and phonetic symbols or by clinging

to the company of a normally pronouncing Englishman, a rarer

creature than might be imagined. (If, however, he prefers a

beuter tradition, though not now the " norm,
**

he will eschew the

Englishman and cultivate the Scot!) The phom‘tio way is the only

quite satisfactOiy one, and the best of it is that it fits one for the study

of any language. Nor is the study a dull one : it becomes richly human

PS one listens to the speech of one's neighbours in one’s native agora

and forum. It is probable that the method will now be systematically

established in Mysore through the enthusiasm of Professor Sell, who

has just terminated a period of keen—and distinguished—study of its

principles at the feet of the pioneers. It is indeed a recognised prin-

ciple in England that serious language study must proceed by the

phonetic path. Yet wo believe that the child’s entrance upon that

path should not be made very early. The actual spelling, as Professor

Craigie s iys, should be studied from the first; and the burden of the

phonetic symbol should not for some time be added. The phonetic

system should not be touched until it is possible to learn and apply it in

its entirety, and it is a complicated business. Much better for the

child are Professor Craigie ’s few signs, competently explained at the

beginning by a teacher. They va ill guard him from the mistakes that

often testify to the lack of this elementary training. He will not

pronounce far as/aw, pens like pence student as stoodent or pretty as

it is spelt.

The book consists of three parts, which, we presume, can be had

separately : a first spelling book, a second spelling book, and reading

lessons. The second part contains a useful appendix on stressed and

unstressed syllables, stating the principles of accentuation and giving a

number of typical examples. The selections for reading, which are of

course exceedingly simple, are chiefly of the informative type : there

are, for example, lessons on the calendar, on numbers, and on English

money. Much will be learnt in the reading. We think that the look,

and the system, will be of very great value in elementary schools both in

10
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begins veiy early. It might well be prescribed, but even before this is

done the elementary school teacher of English, who is frequently very

shaky in his own pronunciation simply because of the faulttness o| the

present system, will find it an excellent stand-by.

A Short History of English Literature, By Archibald T. Strong, m a,,

liAd., Associate Professor of English Language, and Literature in

the University of Melbourne. Oxford University Press.

The author seeks to excuse the production of yet another history

of English Literature by ** the attempt here made to bring the treatment

of the subject abreast of recent research and criticism/* But the excuse

was scarcely necessary. Even in this rather crowded field there is

always room for a good book, and this one is very good. It is really

“ short,*’ containing fewer than 400 not very large or closely printed

pages, and needless to say it makes no pretension to completeness—or to

suiting everyone’s taste. The writer of such a book peculiarly at the

mercy of his reviewers, each with his own view of the relative importance

of things and each with his loves and prejudices. The writer, too,

must have his predilections, and if be is a man at all he will put them in,

regaidless of consequences
;
for to produce, and cherish, and rejoice in a

book that is just a balancing and epitomising of current view^s is not

work for a man. 1 bus he is assailable at every point by someone.

The present reviewer ha3 made a note of a number of things in this book

that he thinks might be otherwise. He thinks, for example, that in

dealing, however briefly, with The Scholemaster, more reference should

be made to Ascham’s educational ideas; that an account of the influ-

ence of Euphues should refer to order and clarity, and not merely to

richness, variety, and individuality, of style; that the satiric and '^sinister**

elements in Thackeray are given too great prominence, with unfortunate

ignoring of the exceeding delicacy and keenness of his b> mpathy ; that to ig-

nore the spiritual inspiration of Francis Thompson’s religious poetry and

speak as if “deep sensuousness” were the essence of it is to give a strangely

wrong idea. Other critics, other objections. The main fact, however,

is that here is a brief history of English Literature which contains (on

the whole) the facts that aze most important and the interpretations that

ate most just
;
which seeks to penetrate a writer’s thought as well as

estimate his art ;
which takes constant opportunity to indioAte-^in a

most valuable way—relatioaships and developments; and which, inepite

of elose»packed matter, does no^give the impression of ingenious dove*^
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tdilingf but Teally does possess style and individuality. We aie gbing tb

recommend this book to students of all stages, and we recommend it to

the general reader also as a thing not only up-to-date and reliable btit

genuinely intetesiipg—partly by virtue of its quotations (not very

numerous), but mainly by its own admirable manner.

J. C. R.

SdecHons from the Poem of Sir WdUer Scott, Edited by A. Hamilton,

M.A., F.s.A. The ^'English Romantic Poets^’ series. Cambridge

University Press. 4s. 6d. net.

This series has been suflSoiently praised, and the present volume

maintains its high level. While about a dor:en of the shorter poems are

given, the selections are mainly extracts from the long niirrative poems.

The serving up of the^e extracts was, of course, a matter of much diffi-

culty, It had to be done, however, for the aim of this series is, in Mr.

Thompson’s own words, “ to exhibit the characteristic genius of the

author,” and the narrative poems represent most characteristically

Scott’s poetic gift. To render such extracts intelligible the editor has pro-

vided long summaries of the complete poems, and the book is the more

valuable as an introduction to Scott’s poetry. There is a full and excel-

lent Introdudion^ which, while professing merely to deal with Scott’s

poetry, yet is of scope enough to help the student considerably in his

study of poetry In general, and of the period to which Scott belonged.

The notes are adequate and not excessive, and contain many an

illuminating parallel.

SorigB of Four Centuries—Selected by H. Q. Turnbull, m.a., i.b.s*

Part I. Oxford University Press.

** I HAVE therefore avoided touching on a few matters on which I

hold somewhat heretical views.” Heresy is good, but to go so far out

of one’s way to claim it is a trifle quaint, and the reader wonders how

far judgment may have served in selection and comment. Scrutiny of

the book, however, completely disarms him, for all the editorial work, of

which there is much, is first-rate. With reference tb each author quoted

th©fft It a brief biographical and critical introduction—brief, but astonish-

ingly well packed, just beyond cavil, and really illuminating because the
,

editor has managed to put himself at the point bf view of the Indian

student who approaches English poetry for the fijst time. The excel-

lence bf the notes it simlla? : they are jutt what if required, and theiit
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etear, simple, accurate explanations meal reliabls scholarship behind.

Forty’-three pieces are contained in the volume, and they date from Ben

Jonson to Patrick MaoQill. Several have never before appeared in a

bo>k of this kind. It may be remarked that the book contains sonneti

elegy, epical extract, and various other things that certainly are not

** songs/* The heretic should, in concession to the weaker brethren, use

words in their current senses.

leadings in English Social History from Contemporary Literature .

—

Edited by R. B. Morgan, m.litt. Volume IV, 1603-1688. Cam-

bridge University Press. 4s.

We have already reviewed at length this series of readings, and all

that need be suid now is that the latest volume is quite as admirable and

fascinating a source-book as its predecessors, and is, like them, admirably

illustrated. One’s desire is to extract rather than to comment, and so

be it. While a number of the passages given are from easily accessible

works, such as Earle’s, Fuller’s, and Evelyn’s, others are from such docu-

ments as the Privy Council Register and the State Trials. From the latter

of these are taken some scenes from the trial, by Judge JejflEreys at his

“ Bloody Assize/’ of Alice Lisle. She was charged with having enter,

tained and concealed George Hicks, a dissenting minister said to have

been in Monmouth’s army at Sedgemoor. Such an offence was high

treason. After Jeffreys’ summing-up (too long to quote h^re) the jury

disagreed, but afterwards they ‘‘ laid their heads together for near a

quarter of an hour, and at length agreed,” bringing in a verdict of

“GuUty,”

Lord Chief-Justice.—Gentlemen, I did not think I should have

any occasion to speak after your verdict, but finding some hesitancy and

doubt among you, I cannot but say I wonder it should come about
;
for

I think in my conscience the evidence was as full, and plain as could be,

and if I had been among you, and she had been my own mother, I

should have found her guilty. . . ,

“ The Sentence

The Court awards : That you Mrs. Lisle be conveyed from hence

to the place from whence you came, and from thence you are to be

drawn on a hurdle to the place of execution, where your body is to be

burnt alive till you be dead. And may the Lord have mercy on your soul.

** This sentence was afterwards commuted to beheading. She was

accordingly beheaded on the afternoon* of th© 2nd of September 1685, in

the market-place of Winchester,
^
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** In 1689, on the petition of her daughters, Mrs. Lloyd and Mrs^

Askew, the attainder was annulled by Act of Parliament on the ground

that the verdict was * injuriously extorted and procured by the menaces

and violences and other illegal practices of George Lord Joffreys, baron

of Wem, then Lord Chief*justic6 of the King’s Bench/

French Accidence and Syntax, By James P. Prior. Harrap, Indian

Agents : P. T. I. Book Depot, Bangalore City.

In this little book of two hundred pages may be found a wealth of

information for the students who have already reached a fair standard

in French. Professors desirous to proceed to a rapid revision will also

find it useful. We might have perhaps liked a better arrangement, but

as it is we cordially recommend it to students of high classes and

professors alike.

R. C.
3K m 4: « 4r

The Clarendon Series of English Literature, (a) Charles Lamb^ Prose

and PosHry, with Essays by Haditt and De Quincey, With an In^

traduction by Oeorge Gordon^ and Notes, (b) Edmund Burke, Selec-

tions, with Essays by Iladift^ Arnold and others. With an

Introduetion and Notes by A,M,D, Hughes, Oxford University

Press. 38. 6d. net each.

The Oxford University Press has a genius for the produc-

tion of school and college text-books of new and delightful kinds.

This series has already been welcomed in this magazine, and the Uni-

versity has found it “ the very thing ” for prescription. There are

few text-books, if any, that so lend themselves to the various purposes

of the university class as these. You have the most notable literature,

with sufficient explanation and sufficient sketching of background
; and

the critical essays included not merely illuminate the text but help the

study of critical method. In the Lamb volume the Introduction by

George Gordon (is it G. S. Gordon ?) is in itself a particularly delightful

essay.
* 4c 4^ « 4(

English Prose, chosen and arranged by W, Peacock, in 6 volumes.

Vols. I-III. World’s Classics.” Oxford University Press. 2s. 6d.

net each.

This is the best sort of anthology, and the five-volume idea

makes possible a thoroughly representative selection, with more then a
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mm taste of the work of the bigger writers. For 6xaio|)le> in the

third volume 46 pages (containmg 11 extracts) are allotted to Jane

Austen, while in the Lamb section space is found for three of the best

essajs in their entirety and for three other extracts. Thus each

volume is a real companion to the study of the prose of a period, and is

a very great convenience to the student. The concluding volumes are

to be Landor to Holmes ” and “ Mrs. Qaskell to Henry James.”

The King^s Tnasuries of English Literature Edited by Sir Arthur

QuHler Couch, Dent. Most volumes Is. 9d. net.

Wb have received further volumes in this series, already described

and praised in a former issue. For all impoverished libraries—school,

private, public—these little books are the things, with their extraordinary

range, their fitness and reserve of comment, their daintiness of form.

We need scarcely have said
**
impoverished,’’ for they would adorn any

shelf. But in particular we would recommend headmasters of schools

to send to Messrs, ‘Dent for a catalogue. (If they axe in a hurry the

editor of this magazine will lend them his copy.) They will be able to

provide their students with all sorts of things they need, and reduced

grants will seem ten times multiplied when the best books cost one

and ninepcnce.



COLLEGE NOTES.

Maharaja's Coixbgb.

The University Union The committee having resolved to cele^

brate an annual “ Union Day," the celebration for this year was held on

Sunday, February 26. The idea was that of the Btudent-membeis,!

and they organised the entertainment, under the energetic leadership of

Mr. S. V. Krishnaswamy Iyengar, the Hon. Secretary, and one or two

other members of the staff. Games were played, and a great feast was

held, after which the multitudo—numbering perhaps two hundred and

fifty—adjourned to the College, where a short but really excellent concert

was given, chiefly by members of the Union. Perhaps the most success-

ful portions of the programme were one or two more or less impromptu

dramatic scones in Kannadui in which student members revealed

remarkable talents as humorous actors. The most memorable event of the

day, however, was one which immediately preceded the feast-^the

unveiling by Professor Wadia of the portrait of Professor Radha-

krishnan. Both Mr. Wadia and Mr. Rollo spoke of Mr. Radhakiishnan,

whose friendship both of them had enjoyed for some time before he

came to this University
;
and they laid stress not merely upon his

exceptional academic distinction but also upon the lasting impression

made upon the students of the College—not merely the Philosophy

students—by the strength and kindliness of his personality,

A special committee has formulated an elaborate constitution for

the Union, and this has been submitted to the University after slight

modification by the general committee. Such a constitution is certainly

required. Among its most useful features are comprehensive rules for the

conduct of meetings, and definite allocation of responsibilities to tbe

various office-bearers. Certain radical changes are proposed, the most

important being the eketion of the President from three names selected

by the University Council and the rule that the Vice-President shall be

a student and shall preside at one third of the meetings of the Union,

most of the rules are founded upon those of the Cambridge University

Union. It is hoped that the draft—in general, at any rate—will be

approved by the University. It would mean greater efficiency and

precision in the working of the Union, and would have the great advan^

tage of giving the student members a more piominint part in the work,

79
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8pe<^lftl thanks are due to Mr Wadia, ^he chairman of the special coni*

mitteOy who provided both information and moderate counsel

!

J. C. Bollo>

PrmimU

The University Union Co-operative Society, Ltd., Mysore.—

The fourth Annual General Meeting of the Society was held on Tuesday

the 28th February 1922, at 4-30 p.m., in the Union. Professor

J. C. Rollo, M.A ,
the President of the Society, was in the chair. The

Secretary, Mr, M. G. Lakshminarsu, read the annual report and the

audited balance sheet. The foiurth annual report, presented to the

shareholders at the meeting, ran as follows ;

—

“Gentlemen,

“We beg to place before you the following report for the year

uuder review, with the profit and loss account and the balance sheet

duly audited.

"'Share Capital.—The year commenced with 643 shares of Re. 1

each (fully paid), to which addition of 139 was made this year, as

against 96 of last year, making a total of/6S2, out of which 60 shares

were withdrawn, leaving a total balance of 632 shares. We have thus

secured 63% of the authorised capital.

“ Revenue .—This year’s business commenced with an opening stock

of Rs. 848-14-6, to which an addition of Rs. 2,763-15"5 was made. The

aggregate amount of sales came up to Rs. 2,996-0-3 (Rs. 133 being the

amount of credit sales). We have on hand, as on Slst December 1921,

Rs. 860-2-3 worth of stock, which has been valued at cost price. The

transactions of the society resulted in a gross profit of Rs. 243-4-7.

During the year we received in the shape of interest and discount

Rs 6-13-0, which raises the total profit to Rs. 250-1-7.

*'Trade Expenses The total trade and office expenses of the year

came up to Rs. 130-12-1, out of which Rs. 26-9-1 has been deducted, the

said sum being 25% of the total pieliminary expenses, leaving a net

profit of Rs, 105-3-0.

“ Consequent upon the change of the name of the Society wo had to

spend Rs. 102-4-6 for preliminary expenses, consisting of bill books,

share certificates, order books, account books, notice board, seal, etc.

After debiting 25% of this to this year’s profit and loss account, we

propose to write off the balance in a period of 3 years.

** After alotting 25% of the net profits of this year to reserve fund,
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m propow to liasfadilbiit^, otifc of tb« balimee, a if^batom tie |»iiteij|>see at

tiai fate pies per mpee, as against 3 pies of last year. aii4

interest of i% m the paid up shares.

—We confess we have not been able, in spite of oilr

contrary iateniions and efforts, to place the Society on a scientific and

thorough basis The organisation has just emerged from a transitional

stage. We iope, with the greater and more earnest co-operation of

both the student members and the staff, the Society will be placed on a

most scientific and adequate basis in the immediate future.

“ We beg to offer our most heartfelt and sincere thanks to Professor

J. C. Eollo, M.A., the President of our Society ever since Prof. Shah's

departure, for his unbounded enthusiasm and deep interest in the wel-

fare of the Society,

Our thanks are also due to our beloved Principal for his deep in-

terest in the Society's progress, and to Mr H. V. Srikantaiya for his

continued and practical service to the Society.

“ In fine, we hope, on behalf of ail the lovers of the Society, that

with the hearty co.operation of all the members, this institution of

high utility wiU spread its branches far and wide to supply all the legiUmate

requirements of our university men, and thus contnbute in its own way

to the full realisation of a university colony or residential university.

M. Q. Laicshminarasu,

K. Natarajan,

Hon, Secraaries,*’

Elections,—The results of the ballot for the various offices of the

Society were then announced.

Professor Wadia, Pusident.

Mr, 8. V. Krishnaswamy Iyengar, Vm-PresidenU

„ P, Sarapangi Ramiah, Viee-President.

„ IL Natarajan, Hon, Seoetary,

„ 8. Venkateaiah, „

„ B, V. Seshagiri Rao, Treasurer,

Oommftfee.—Messrs. S. Narahari Rao, Pasha, Mir Ikhbal HuSsain,

N. Bangachar, and M. Sbama Rao.

iludifora.—Messrs V. S. Sastry and P, 8, Dattu Rao.

The retiring President then congratulated the Secretary, the Trea-

surer and the members of the committee on the successful work they had

done. He paid a very high compliment to Mr. Lakshminarsu, the

Secretary, saying that he was a devotee of the Society and the Unioni

11
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ftOd gftvs an Us euBigiaa and entbtudaam to their vork. Next year

lisksliminarsu would be leaving them, and he wished htm eVSfy

SUC06S8 in aU his undertakings. He then wished a long and protperons

life to the Society.

Mr. Lakshminarsn, in proposing the vote of thanks to the ohair^

expressed his gratitude for the terms in which the President appreaiated

his work. He paid a very high compliment to Mr. P. Sampangi Raraiah,

the Treasurer. Had it not been for his ungrudging and untiring co-

operation the work of the Society would not have gone on so successfully.

He offered the Society’s thanks to Professor J. C. Rollo and to

Mr, H. V. Srikantaiya for their deep and unbounded love to the Society

and their parental care. He then hoped that the Society would occupy

an increasingly important place in the life of the University, and succeed

in supplying all the legitimate wants of the members.

M. G. Lakshminarbu,

flow. Secretary.

The members of the Committee gave an At Home to the retiring

office-bearers on Sunday, March 19th. After the photo the members

retired for tea, which was arranged in the Union, Mr. K. Natarajan

the new Senior Secretary, proposing the toast of the guests, expressed,

on behalf of the Committee in suitable terms their appreciation of the

services rendered by their loving and enthusiastic President, Prof. J. C.

Rollo, and Mr. H. V. Srikantiah, the active Vice-President, and the

energetic Secretary, Mr. M. G. Lakshminarsu.

Prof. Wadia, the new President, seconding the toast proposed by

K, Natarajan, referred to the genial personality of Prof. Rollo, who was

the life and soul of all the activities of the Union and the Society. He
stated that Mr. Rollo had been the President ever since Ptof. Shah’s

departure, and that he was the fittest person for the Presidentship, by
his devotion and enthusiasm. He referred to Mr. H. V. Srikantiah

as being connected with the Society ever wsinoe its birth, and said that

he has done much practical service in bringing it to the present stage.

He also alluded to Mr. Lakshmiuarsu’s services to the Society, and said

that any activity in the University Union or the College was incon-

ceivable in which Mr. Lakshminarsu had no prominent part. His

departure from the College next year would create a void difficult to

fill. He hoped that he himself would be able to walk in th0 footsteps

of Mr, Rollo and Mr. H. V, Srikantiah, and do some good work for the

Society,
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Frofelflot J. C. RoIIo, the retiring President, replied to the toasi

He said (hat he had done nothing for the Society except preside at

committee meetings, and remarked that the Society wotild not have

progressed as it had done but for the edorts of Mr. Lakahminarsu, who

had taken up the secretaryship at Mr. Shah’s desire and had over since

been the mainspring of the Society’s work. Mr. H. V. Srikantiah then

gave some good advice to the committee on the conducting of the

Society, and Mr. Lakahminarsu made a hnal speech in which he compli-

mented the retiring treasurer, Mr. Sampangi Bamiah, and other mem-

bers of the committee on their invaluable work«

The meeting terminated with cheers for H. H. the Maharaja, the

President, and the retiring office-bearers.

P. Sampangi Bamiah,

Vm^PfeBidenl,

Thb Commerce Cabinet, Mysobb Univerbity Union, My-

sore.

—

Gbjecti (1) The furtherance of commercial thought among its

members on sound principles.

(2) Investigation into the commercial and industrial problems

of our State.

(3) To support and strengthen the University Union Co-opera-

tive Society.

(4) The undertaking of movementa calculated to promote the

studies of the members of the Cabinet.

Second Annual Meeting ^The Cabinet held its Second Annual

General Meeting early in February. Mr. A. V. Krishna Moorthy, B.A.,

B.Com., Assistant Professor of Commerce, presided. The Secretary

read the report. The report shows that about 17 meetings were held,

of which 6 were ordinary, 5 special, and the rest committee meetings.

The average attendance at the meetings was about 12, whilst the total

membership was 22.

Some of the important subjects discussed this year were as follows

1. The place of organisation in business.

2. Business morality.

3. Post-war economic changes in India.

4. Organised markets.

5. Nationalisation of railways.

There was an impromptu debate specially arranged for the purpose

of finding out the ability of our members to speak on highly technical

and commercial subjects without any previpus netice# The subjects
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«ftD8t imjmrtant of them were :

—

(0) That India requires a gold currency.

(1) That there is no ideal banking system in India.

(c) That India requires protection for her young industries,
^

The disousiions were interesting and compiehensiye, and metnlNnrs

exhibited much ability and originality in their speeches.

Tie $p0oial committees and their work—Last year just before the

summer vacation certain special committees were appointed

—

(1) To study labour and poverty problems in our State, and

report thereon.

(2) To investigate the industrial possibilities of our State.

(3) To carry out co-operative propaganda in all the schools

and colleges.

(4) T(i investigate the prospects of a commerce graduate in Mysore.

The committee for 'Hhe investigation of the prospects of a

commerce graduate in Mysore” produced its report on the 10th

November 1921. The report exhibits the laborious work that the

members of the committee have done. They have inspected various

factories, interviewed many business men and offioers, ahd referred to

many periodicals. The r port k exhaustive and the recommendations

suggestive. It is under contemplation to publish the report--after

incorporating the suggestions of Messrs. A. V, Krishna Moorthy^ B.A.»

B.Com. and H.V, Siikantiah, B.A., L1.B>, B.Com.

The other committees have not yet completed their investigations.

We trust their work will soon be completed.

Puhlie lectures, etc.—Last summer, Mr. M. 0. Lakshminarsu,

wbo was touring in the Shimoga District in connection with the

Cabinet, delivered a lecture on “ The present work for the future/*

Mr. M. Sivaram Krishna Iyer, B.A., Headmaster of the Shimoga

Collegiate High School, p esiding, The lecturer touched upon the

advantages of physical culture, the dignity of labour, the daof^

of class factions, imtouohability, Swadeshi, the evils of drink, and

student organisations/* Mr. Lakshminarsu, Mr. P. Sampangi Bamiah

and Mr. M. Narayan Rao visited some of the labour quarters in Ban-

galore last summer, and spoke to the people on their dutiea and how

to improve their economio condition.

New Programme,—1. To arrange for an oratorical contest to be

held annually under the auspices rf the Cabinet, the contest to open

to all the Commerce studenjlis past and presenti and thefubfect to be

either a commercial an eoonomi^ one.
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^ yfibh t&e l^lp of the past students to ojri^iiiS4 im

Assooiation** of all the Commerce atadents. '

^

It ii a matter of sioeere odngratulatioii that the Oabiuet is eaiTjr*

ing OB a very important and practioid worh. We trust that it trii

'

have a long and |uroad period of lile^ and fulfil the high ambitions of

its organisers.

; M. Q. Lakshminakso,

Th» Third Year Commerce “ At HoME.’''-The Third Year Com^

merce students were ‘'At Home’’ to their Profei^ors and Assistant

Professors on the 31at March, 1922 in the Union, The programme in*<*

eluded a group photo and lunch. Mr. Lakshminarsu proposed the toast

of the guests, and Mr. A. V. Krishna Moorthy replied to the toast.

M, Q. Lakshminarsu.

Games The last term of the year is a slack season as regards

games, but a very successful inter-class tennis tournament was held*

During the Christmas holidays our cricket, football and hockey teams

vldted Madras. AU rendered a good account of themselves in matches

against college apd teams, and in cricket and football our men

sim^ly|s^Micijip^ before them, establishing a record of continuous

vic^m^pit erioi^t eleven of Central College and Maharaja’s College

players played a planters’ eleven at Chikmagalur. It failed to cover

Itself with glory. Some of the beat men were unable to go, and since

this defeat our cricketers in the Ma^raja’s College have been lon^ng

to show Chikmagalur their real mottle, and Chikmagalur has been

nothing loath to be shown : some of the best and most hospitable

sportsmen jn the State are to be found there. A second visit, how-

ever, was found impossible ; and this is the more to be regretted

because one of the best cricket elevens we have ever had is being sadly

broken up this year by unfortunate passes in the degree examinations,

Hr. H. Krishna Bao, however^ remains for ever, and so long as he i$

here to train, discipline and encourage, even the leanest year must

produce something.

^ J, C, R.

We have not received reports from the varioup college societies but

hnow that they have continued to flourish—the Philosophical, Kannadaj

imd Sanricrlt Associations—and have held a nuipher of successful pnd

taluahie meetingi.

e e
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Maharahi’s College.

We take tke following Maharani’s College Notes from The Ifaha-

rani’s Women’s College Magazine/’—a most interesting annual consist-^

ing almost entirely of contributions from students of the college

—

I have a whole budget of college news, though this Is but a short

term and full of hard work. Many holidays happened to fall on our

Association days, and thus deprived us of our legitimate meetings. With

all that we^have a good record of college activities.

Our literary Club met twice. R. H. Campbell, Esq., I.C.S., C.I.B.,

very kindly gave us a most interesting ** talk ” on Kashmir, with Prof.

J. C. Rollo, M.A., in the chair. Ourselves and a few friends formed the

audience. The lecturer's description of Kashmir was so graphic that, as

the chairman put it very appropriately, we were all seized with an eager

desire “ to go there," and that at once. He read us, much to our amuse-

ment, some of the verses that he had strung together during the trip.

It was altogether a most happy experience, nnd in our vote of thanks we

hopad that Mr. Campbell would be kind enough to look Us up some future

time, and give u^ another of his deligb%l tilks.

We met again in January, when a second-year student, Ernestine

Loenen, read a paper on Tennyson, which we all enjoyed >^uch, as

with most of us Tennyson is a favourite.

In connection with the Historical Society, Sri Amba Bai, of the

Second Year B.A., read a paper on " Lessons of History." The meeting

was presided over by Sri U. Abhayambal, m.a., and our Superintendent

was also present. The paper was interesting, and the meeting closed

with a speech from the chair.

Our Tennis is thriving. Many are now eager about the game.

There is a distant prospect of our possessing a badminton court, and so

we ate all looking forward to the day when we may have a game of

badminton in our own grounds. In the meantime we hope that all of

us will learn to make use of the compendium of indoor games that we
have got down recently. ^

Nearly at the end of the term, the Second Year B.A. class presented

the scene of a gay little assemblyi^ consisting of the members of om?



tenxkii ctub and our professors^ when our Superintendent wai At Boatte

to entertain the winners of last year’s cups and to distribute the ptiaee

to thenw«.Sri Parvathama and Sri Manjamma. The prograznmei though

consisting of only three items, kept us all pleasantly occupied till late in

the evening.

After refreshments we proceeded to the tennis court. At the refresh-

ment table it was decided that the prise winners were to have the fiiat

set that evening. They were indeed lucky people, for they were honoured

as the chosen partners of our professors.

The tennis court looked gay indeed, with all the students standing

round watching eagerly the exciting game. Our indoor games had the

rare opportunity of being brought outdoor**, and, as it were by magic, in

an instant the arrangement of the spectators was changed from rows of

standing onlookers into little groups of players sitting around tables,

deeply engrossed in Chess, Draughts, Halma, Ludo, Solitaire, and other

games.

Everyone looked so enchantingly free and happy. It was such a

delight to steal away from History, Economics and Politics and all their

tedious labours and to breathe an atmosphere of tennis, perfect freedom,

and ** delightful ease.” But before we actually realized that we were

really playing games, nature, so “envious” and so hard upon us students,

interfered with our pleasant hour, and darkness began to close In. The

prizes were then distributed, the programme was brought to a close^

and we had all to say good-bye to the Tennis Club Entertainment and

hasten to battle with our books.

The prize winners will be disappointed if no special mention of

their cups is made here. Parvathamma, the senior prize winner, has

carried away to Bangalore a real trophy. Her cup looked like lotus

petals closing in slightly to forma cup. The cup of the junior winner

was a bit smaller, with a smooth round outer surface. They were both

of good silver, and the winners no doubt are very proud of their cups,

because they aie the lasting memorials of their struggle, merit and

perseverance.

The College Club was the most active of our societies, and we always

look forward eagerly to our recreation evenings. In December, we all

had a very happy evening when Mrs. Hensman took us to Lalitadri.

After getting down from the bus on the hill-top we roamed about boi^

place to place, examining all the interesting nooke and corners. We
next had some jolly games, which were delightful in the fresh air of the
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jpWswiftw. 1Si» view of iSjam k&m ibe liia after oifjr nag^m
Wai indeed very beautiful. After enjoying ourselTOB to our ]ieatt*s fion-

we ell came back to our bomes with hearts full of

thoughts.

Two other club eveuings were spent in the college itself. Thete

were two games socials, at which we spent much time in many interest^

ing games. All are very eagerly hoping to have many more such

evenings.

\

Our Kannada Debating Society met on the 7th December, 1921.

The subject was ‘^Are Varadakshina and Kanyashulka justifiable?”

Two interesting papers were read<~one by Sri B. Indiramma, of the

Third Year B.A., and the other by K. V. Chonnamma, of the Second

Year Class. Both were insistent on abolishing the compulsory dowry

system as it now exists in India. A hot discussion followed, in which

many condemned the idea of taking money for the bride. After a well-

balanced speech fiom Prof. B. Krishnappa, the chairman, the meeting

came to a close with a unanimous vote af^ainst the compulsory dowry

system.
a IK a a a

i

In December last we had the honour of a visit from Mrs. CampbelL

Our Superintendent took her round the classes, the library and the read-

ing rooms. All the students then assembled and thanked the visitor,

after regaling her with a specimen of instrumental music. We were all so

pleased at the visit, and longed for a holiday—but got none 1

Mysore was an^ciously looking forward to H. R. H. the Prince of

Wales* visit. My^re looked gay and beautiful with all its grandeur.

One evening we ^ere taken to Government House by Mrs. Hensman,

and we felt a k6en delight in wandering through all the rooms, admiring

tire arrangement of the rich furniture, its appropriate colouring and

upholstering, and the extreme care and finish with which everything

was done.

The 19th of January, 1922 lives in the memory of all the people of

Mysore, especially the student population, being the day on which

B.R.H. the Prince of Wales arrived here. The whole city looked gay with

all its brilliant bunting, and the beautiful ^arches were a sight worth

seeing. The bus, with its loadf of students, and bright banners floaiing

above, reached our gallery. After half an hour of anxious waitingsthe

heralds and the bodyguard made their appearance. With eager sxpecta*

tbn we watched the approaching profession, the state coach hearil^g
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Yutraraja,

The Prince saluted the school cMldren on either side as they

clapped their hands. The procession slowly passed by, and all eyes were

fixed on it till it was out of sight
; and we said to ourselves what all the

world said of him,—“ He is a charming Prince indeed »
”

Again, the 27th of January, 1922, was another day of importance to

our college. Bajasevadhurina Sir M. KantarS] 'Urs, K CJ E., C.SJ.,

the Dewan of Mysore, visited our college Thus the year has been very

lucky in our having visits from high personages.

We decided to close our year with a variety entertainment, so just

before wo closed for examination study, we fixed a day for it. H. H.

the Third Princess of Mysore most graciously was pleased to honour us

with her presence. In much trepidation and nervousness wo prepared

for it, for this was the first of its kind. Our sombre college hall was

transformed, with a beautiful stage at one end, all the necessary curtains

and paraphernalia being kindly lent to us by the proprietor of the lead^

ing theatrical company of Mysore. Flower* pots and ferns added to the

beauty of the stage, tnd it was indeed a pleasing sight with its brilliant

electric drops and footlights.

By 6-^0 p.m. the hall was full to overflowing. One of the dis-

tingunhed guests was Sn Rajakuman Lilavathi Ammaniyavaru, the

daughter of our Dewan Sahib. Exactly five minutes after 6-30 p,m.

Her Highness, accompanied by the Rajakuman, arrived, and as she

walked down the hall the curtains lifted and revealed on the stage the

assembled college girls with bouquets. A welcome song in Telugu,

specially composed for Her Highness by a well-known musician of

Masulipatam, was sung by the girls. At its finish bouquets were pre-^

sented to Her Highness and the Rajakumaris. A choice programme of

English and Indian music and recitations was gone through successfully.

Two of the most enjoyable items of music were the solos on the violin

and violincello played by Reverend Father Despatures of Mysore, who

had to play behind the curtain as the aftair was purdah. The Portia

and Brutus scene was extremely well done by two students, their dress

being picturesque and appropriate. Four tableaux were staged.—Dama*

yanti conversing with the swan in her pleasure garden was voted

the best by many. Sakuntala and her maidens in the forest, all dressed

in yellow jfeoia and supposed to be performing the vorious duties of the

hermitage, was Indeed a pretty scene. Site trying to induce the MftyO

12
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dmt formed another beautiful picture, while the last one was the

Eaksha ceremony of Krishna. A large doll, bejewelled and bepearled,

formed the centre of attraction for a group of richly dressed Indian

ladies, who with their offerings of flowers and fruits and playthings

stood admiring the baby, while one graceful lady charmed away the

eSects of the evil eye. It was a real scene out of Indian life, and was

indeed a fitting conclusion to the entertainment. The shifting coloured

lights added mightily to the eSect of the tableaux. The singing of the

Mysore and British National Anthems was the signal for dispersal. Her

Highness, with her usual kindness, graciously declared herself well pleased

and addressed a few cheering words to the college girls who had assembled

round her car, which left amid hearty cheers and enthusiastic clappings.

Thus we said goodbye to one another till next term.

Enoineerinq College.

There are many events to record about the College since I wrote

last. First and foremost, and at the same time saddest, is the most

deplorable and untimely demise of our beloved Professor S. Raghaven-

dra Rao, B.A., A,C.E., B.Sc., M I., in the month of April. His sense of

duty was so keen that he started with a fever of 103 degrees from his

native place, Trichinopoly, for Bangalore, on account of urgent uni-

versity examination work, by the noon train in the suffocating heat

;

and he succumbed in the train near Karur station No better tribute can

be paid to hia memory than stating that the University wull find it very

difficult indeed to get a suitable successor in his place. May his soul

rest in peace.

The next event to record is the College Day, which came off early

in March. It was indeed an unalloyed success, and credit is due to the

fact that the items of work were distributed to several professors for

getting through, which left the secretaries in charge little more work

than general supervision, Mr. Justice Chandrasekhara lyer^s address

was really superb both as regards delivery and thought, and so was the

lecture by Dr. Fowler of the Tata Institute.

As regards minor events, the students of the 3rd year Civil and

Mechanical classes were taken on an inspection tour to Marikanve-Benki*

pur and Baitamangula-Madras respectively. The parties were accompa-

nied by myself and Mr. S. Raghavendra Rao respectively. It is too late

in the day to labour the points of justification for such tours, especially

in the case of technical courses of studies. The practical training and
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the visiting of various engineering works is more important than

abstract theories in the class-room, and this aspect of the training

requires further encouragement.

The College sports were more lively this year. There were tennis

tournaments in singles, and inter-class matches both in hockey and

football. Though encouragement was given by the Sports Committee

which has been recently formed, by awarding suitable prizes to the

winners in each item, still the sports require further encouragement and

organisation on a sounder basis.

K. D. c^osHi.



SCIBSCB NOTES.

Compiled by Mr. B. Vbnkatanaranappa, m a.

Parasitic worms of man and methods of suppressing them ,—Major

F, H* Stewart of the Indian Medical Semce (retired), in an article in a

recent issue of Nature, gives the following very useful information

The more important parasitic worms attacking human beings can

be grouped as follows :—
^(1) the intestinal worms, such as the round-

worm and the hookworm, (2) the trematodes or flukeworm, and (3) the

fUarias and their allies, which live in the connective tissue.

The roundworm and the hookworms live in the small intestine of

man. The former is an animal of considerable size, from above three-

fourths of an inch to nearly one and a half inches in length, while the

latter two are smaller, about halt an inch long. The sexes are separate

in all of them, and the females pour out a stream of eggs which are

passed out of the human body in the fseces. The eggs ultimately find

their way to the surface of the soil and if the conditions are favourable

—e,e., if the g round be moist and the temperature not low, the little

needle shaped hookworm larvaj liatch and lead a free life in mud or

in small puddles or pools. Should the hands or unshod feet of man

come into contact with them, they are roused to great activity. They

bore their way through the skin into the sub-cuntaneous tissue and are

carried on by the blood through the heart to the lungs, and from there

through the air-passages to the gullet and thence to the small intestine.

In the case of the roundworm the egg must be swallowed before it

will hatch and this accident takes place through the consumption of

vegetables grown on infected soil on which the eggs have been splashed,

or as the result of eating with unwashed hands after working on con-

taminated land. The egg hatches in the small intestine and the larva

bores into the wall of the bowel, enters a vein and passing through the

liver and heart in the blood stream reaches the lungs and from the

lungs it migrates into the intestines by a route similar to that adopted

by the hookworm.

In the hookworm one object of the migration is obvious, since the

larva is merely taking the most sure and direct route to its gdal. It

must however be remembered that only a few of all the larv® which

have hatched ever succeed in finding men, while only a few of the e^
92
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suoh favourabl© Buiroutidmgs as allow the larvs© to foam or to

hatoh* A second object is that^ as the young larva is not adapted to

survive among the strong digestive juices, its cuticle and constitutional

resistance are developed during the migration, while the larva is being

nursed by the blood and lymph, by the bland and nourishing juices of

its host.

In geographical distribution the roundworm is cosmopolitan,

occurring in all lands, both temperate and tropical. The hookworms

are also very widely distributed, being absent only from the colder parts

of the temperate zones, and even there they occur sporadically in

artificially warm situations. The proportion of the population affected,

especially in the tropics, is extraordinarily high, from 40 to 98 per cent

having been recorded in various countries from the examination of

large numbers of the populace. The degree of infestation is highest in

the Far East. It is also shown that it is not only among dark skinned

races that the parasites become very mumerous. Even in Europe

20 per cent of the adult population of Italy and one half of the chil-

dren of Central Europe carry the roundworm.

The flukes are flattened oval worms which live in the veins of the

abdomen (bilharzia), in the bile ducts (chnorchis) and gall-bladder and

in the tissues of the lungs (paragonimus). Bilharzia occurs over large

areas of the tropics and sub-tropics. In Egypt more than one half

of the population is affected by bilharzia. The other two are limited

to the Far East.

The life histories of all the flukes are similar. The eggs are passed

out with faeces, and if they reach water the embryos which they contain

emerge and swim about actively in search of some particular small

mollusc (the intermediate host) into which they must penetrate in

order to undergo their first metamorphosis ; for bilharzia this host is a

small water-snail. From the snail the bilharzia escapes as a more

advanced free swimming larva which can bore through the skin of man
should he venture into infected waters, and once within the body it

migrates through the tissues to the veins of the liver and abdomen.

The other two parasites have two intermediate hosts, in the second

of which they remain passive until they are swallowed by man in food.

The fllarias are long, threadlike worms which Uve in the connective

tissues of various reg’ons of the body. They are associated with the

dteease known as dephanfmis. Geographically they are spread

throughout the whole of the tropics. The larvse cii^ulate in th^ blood

in enormous numbers, and are taken by blood-suoldng insects in which

they grow In After the lapse of several dayi they wander into
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the proboeds, from which they are injected into the skin of man when

the infected insect again feeds.

The guinea-worm is common in India, Turkestan, Persia, Arabia

and tropical Africa. It lives under the skin, and when mature gives

rise to a small ulcer, generally on the leg or foot, from which one end

of the worm projects. A stream of larvee is discharged through this

ulcer into water when the patient bathes. The next stage of its life is

passed in a water flea, and it is by drinking water containing these

minute animals that man is infected.

Apart from local disease, such as abscesses, elephantoid swellings,

etc., the more important parasitic worms produce generalized disease of

a very important nature which is surprisingly uniform whatever be the

causal animal. The primary symptom is always anaemia and the

secondary symptoms are such as accompanying this condition, v{z», gene-

ral weakness, inability for work or any exertion, disturbance of the

heart and circulation, and finally dropsy and death. In mild cases,

which fortunately are the more common, the anaemia is not great

and the patient is merely reduced to a lower level of acti\ ity, happiness

and efiScienoy. But when we consider the enormous prevalence of

these pests, we can realize the extent of the harm inflicted on man-

kind by them. It must be remembered that in most tropical countiies

the people live only just above starvation level, and that any additional

burden will quickly depress them below it.

Our armament of offence and defence against these enemies is at

present incomplete, but it is becoming more cfiective. Ofiensive mea-

sures consist in attacldng the parasites directly in the bodies of their

human hosts, and the main advances have been in the use of oil of

chenopodium against the roundworm and hookworms, and the intraven*

OU8 injection of tartrate of antimony against bilharzia. The former

drug can be used on an enormous scale with great safety and eflSciency,

and if the inhabitants of a badly infected country can be educated to

the point of undergoing treatment en masse once d y ar a great reduc-

tion of disease should result.

'For defensive measures reliance is placed on imj^rovements in

samtation and in the personal cleanliness of the people, advances which

will necessarily be slow. No practical means of destroying eggs or

larvfe on a large scale in the outer world have yet been discovered.

Where an intermediate host exists a reduction of the disease would

follow whoteiale destruction of, or protection against, the intermediate#

In this connection mosquito destruction has, of course, already been

carried out on a large scale in antimalaria work in many legionSi and
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it bo extended with the additional object of fighting woTm disease.

For the destruction of the snails associated with fluke disease, periodi-

cal drying of canals and irrigated fields has been advocated.

Three things, above all, are necessary for the conquest of these

plagues :— (1) Continued and intensified research into the many points

of the intricate life-histories of these parasites and their intermediate

hosts which are still obscure; into new methods of destruction, chemi-

cal and phyr ca! of both these groups of animals, whether as eggs,

laivse or adiiLs; a id i to new methods of medical treatment for infected

men. (2) Systemat ic ir struotion and tactful control of the peoples affected.

This will be the duty of the medical and teaching professions of the

stricken countries. Any one who has watched the increase of well-

taught and capable physicians in such a country as India during the

last 20 years will base great hopes on the growth of this influence.

(3) And most important, a common and indignant consciousness that

these plagues arc not inevitable, that by combined effort they can be

cast off, and that it; is a disgrace to humanity that one half of its

members should be harbouring these loathsome pests.

Nature.

Facial reconstruction ,—At the eleventh annual congress of the

American College of Surgeons, Dr. Blair pointed out that larger

facial defects were created by cancer operations than by battle casual-

ties, on the average. He predicted that the results achieved in this

line are opening up a now field of surgery.

The most important part of any surgical procedure is a plan/*

said Dr. Blair, “ and the more closely and intimately this plan fits the

needs of the case, the bettor will be the results. In reconi^traction of

the face, the plan should bo as accurate and comprehensive as those

used by the oculist, the dentist or the journeyman tailor. In the crea-

tion of the plan wo should mimic the methods pf the sculptor and

tailor who materialize their conceptions in clay or chalk before attack-

ing the marble or cloth.

•'If reconstruction surgery of the face should continue to develop

along the lines upon which it is well started, I can see no reason why
in the majority of cases a really good surgeon, given a healthy patient,

the feeling of an artist, the skill of an ordinary tailor and the tenacity

of a rat terrier, could not produce in flesh and bone, features that com-

pare favPurably with those created by the accepted sculptor or painter.

But it will require special skill and training and no end of hard work.

Until such men are trained to work in this line the result must
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follow if eaoh man wero forced to make his own clothes. Satisfaetion

at one’s appearance has a tremendous bearing on poise and self-confi-^

dence, and, disregarding battle casualities, skill In the correction of

facial defects will open up a very substantial field of legidation and

much-needed surgery.

If a man, through being wounded or an accident, has lost his

nose, we first make a clay cast of the face without the missing feature.

This negative is then Billed with plaster and a positive cast made. On

this the artist works, developing th^ missing feature according to the

best aesthetic rules. When this is completed, we have the patient’s

face with the built up new features in plaster. The added feature is

then covered with tin foil and a pattern is made, when the foil is flat-

tened out. From this pattern we cut the cartilage, with which we

build up the new feature, from the patient’s body, cut it into shape and

apply it to the old wound. Then a piece of adjacent skin is cut to the

size covering the newly built feature, and is left joined like a flap in

its old position until it begins to graft on the new structure, after which

it is cut away.”
Scientific Amkkican.

The fixation of atmospheric nitrogen. --The fixation of atmos-

pheric nitrogen is based on the scientific discovery of Cavendish,

as eaily as 1784, that nitrogen can be made to combine with oxygen,

by exposing both gases to an eleclric discharge. This reaction was

investigated later more completely by Lord Rayleigh in 1897, and the

industrial manufacture of nitric acid by this means was first undertaken

by McDougal and Howies at Manchester in 1900.

The stimulus which has, in recent years, been given to this enter-

prise was created by the realisation that the world’s supplies of nitrates^

which have resided hitherto mainly in the saltpetre beds of Chile, are

within a measurable distance of exhaustion. Moreover, the experience

of the recent war has emphasised the disadvantages of fetching from so

great a distance the material which forms the primary requirement of

agriculture and of all explosives. There is, however, a source nearer

home. The air over a single square mile of the earth’s surface is esti-

mated to contain about 20 million tons of nitrogen, which is approxi-

ms*tely equivalent to thirty times the quantity of combined nitrogen

contained in the world’s production lor the year 1913 of Chile nitrate

and ammoniam sulphate, an alternative source. The conversion of this

free nitrogen into the nitrogen compounds so sorely needed in the nrts
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of pdfitce is therefore a most important chemical and engineering

problem.

One of the main processes for accomplishing the artificial produc-

tion of nitrates consists in subjecting air to an electrical discharge or

so-called high tension arc. By this means, the nitrogen and oxygen are

induced to combine, giving a compound which in contact with more air

reacts with water to give nitric acid. The addition of lime and ammo-

nia then give respectively calcium nitrate, which can be applied as a

fertiliser, and ammonium nitrate, which forms the basis of explosives.

The electric arcs used in chemical processes are of two distinct

types, the bigh-ten^^ion arc and the low-tension one, 'Jho former is

identical with a miniature lightning discharge continuously maintained,

and is pioduoed by a small <|uantity or volume of electricity at a very

high potential or pressure, while the latter is obtained by the passage

of a large current at low potential between two adjacent poles or

electrodes, which arc thus raised to their volatilization temperature and

yield the vapour needed to conduct the current.

In one of the main types of apparatus employed in Norway for

efiecting the union of nitrogen and oxygon, a current of air is drawn

through a narrow drum shaped enclosure in the centre of w^hich a high

tension arc is formed between hollow copper tub^s through which water

circulates. By means of a magnetic force, which is applied on the out-

side of the arc, a discharge is caused to spread out in the form of a

large fan and fill the space traversed by the air, which emerges with a

large content of oxides of nitrogen. In one of the installations forty-

five of these furnaces are in operation, and each furnace consumes

electric energy at the rate of 4,000 horse-power.

In another type, the air is passed, at a high velocity, up vertical

towers, and the high tension arc is adjusted to extend in rod form

axially through the centre of each tube for a distance of 25 feet. Each

of these units consumes 1,300 horse-power.

The oxides of nitrogen, in all processes, are conducted to a sepa-

rate building, where they are passed up a series of towers 100 feet high,

containing pieces of quartz, down which water percolateSj Nitric acid

is thus formed, and later converted into nitrates as required*

The factories in Norway are situated at Rjukan, a somewhat isolat-

ed district possessing abundant water power which furnishes all the

energy required. The supply of water is there derived from Lake Moa-*

yand, 3,000 feet above sea-lovd. Prom there the water is led for about

three miles through a tunnel in the tock» to a distributing basin or reser-

voir exoavated from the rock| and tbeaoe down too ftteej pipes 4 to 7 feel;

18
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wide through a fall in level of 940 feet, to the turbines at the base.

Each turbine generates 14,500 horse-power, so that altogether 146,000

horse-power is generated. After issuing fiom this power station, the

water is again utilized through being led, in a similar manner, to a se-

cond station about 1,000 feet lower down, where a further 162,000 horse-

power is developed.

The output of the Norwegian factories, after 1916, exceeded 50,000

tons of ammonium nitrate annually, ^
' Discovkry.

Soil acidity ,—Soil acidity or sourness,” to use the farmer’s

phrase, has attracted attention from very early times. TJie u?e of lime

as oxide, hydroxide, or carbonate (as chalk, limestone, or marl) in cor-

recting soil acidity, or adjusting soil reaction, is among the oldest of ag-

ricultural operations; while of late years the study of soil acidity has

occupied an important place in agricultural research. It cannot be said,

however, that the enormous amount of work done has either solved the

practical problem involved or claafied our ideas as to what exactly soil

acidity is.

Some soils are apparently so acid that when moist they will redden

litmus paper almost immediately, but their aqueous extracts seldom red-

den litmus after boiling off the carbonic acid gas (CO2). The compara-

tively few cases reported in which the CO2 fr<?o aqueous extracts were

acid to litmus have invariably been the result of highly abnormal condi

tions.

Various theories have been put forward at different times to explain

this acidity, but none of them seems satisfactory. Whatever the cause

or causes, it is difficult to avoid tho conclusion that a certain degree of

real acidity is present which should be capable of measurement. Many

methods have been proposed at various times; but all these give differ-

ent results: the degree of acidity measured by some may be anything up

to 10 or 20 times that obtained by others.

Evidently more factors than mere acidity srem to be involved here;

the absence or deficiency of certain bases from the soil brings about a

condition of infertility that cannot be accounted for as being due direct-

ly only to a definite degree of acidity of the nutrient soil solution. Such

a condition of infertility is remedied by a dressing of lime. But for the

complete removal of this condition an amount of lime is added in excess

of that required for neutralisation purposes, and it is generally assumed

that this excess of lime is necessary "in order to neutralise any acidity

thatjnay develop subsequently/ v It must be emphasised, however, that
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this excess of fiee lime probably has certain beneficial efiects on the soil

in addition to its efiect on the reaction, and it would appear that the

presence of a free base, or rather an available base, is of considerable im-

portance in maintaining soil fertility.

The presence of an excess of free lime appears to have a good efiect

on the physical condition of heavy soil due to the flocculating action of

calcium carbonate or of calcium hydroxide. This efiect indirectly influ-

ences the regulation of the air ard moisture supplies, which in their turn

affect the conditions underlying the biological and chemical relation-

ships: both nitrification and nitrogen-fixation are promoted, the rate of

oxidation of organic matter is increased, and it is supposed by some that

possibly a precipitation of harmful toxic substances may occur, especially

salts of copper and zinc and the heavy metals when these are present.

It has been stated that an acid condition will bring about a decreased

availability of phosphates due to (1) the formation of the less soluble

ferric and aluminium phosphates from the more soluble calcium phos-

phates, and (2) the formation of complex phosphorus compounds with

acidic organic matter, which liave a very slow rate of decomposition

under acid conditions.

These considerations bring out more or less clearly how the geneml

fertility of the soil is affected by an acid condition on the one hand and

by an excess of lime on the other. There are, however, many other far-

reaching effects of soil acidity on the goneial inter-relationships com-

prised within the soil jdant ec.)nomy. Considerations of these bring out

the importance of distinguishing clearly between the ‘ acidity’’ of a soil

and its lime requirements. The latter is a more compiehensive term

than the former, and has a larger value in terms of lime per acre.

There may, in certain cases, be danger of over-liming when calcium

oxide or hydroxide is the form employed. Cases have frequently been

recorded of addition of lime to soils retarding the growth of such crops

as oats or wheat when grown immediatdy after the liming. This is ap-

parently due to temporary conditions which soon disappear, when the

lime will benefit these crops as well as other subsequent ones.

Soil acidity is generally re j;arded as a pathological condition of the

soil which may. and should, be removed by liming. This is not univer-

sally the case, however. In potato growing in particular, an acid condi-

tion of the soil is beneficial, and is, in fact, generally preferred, because

a certain degree of acidity is not only not injurious to the potato crop,

but is inimical to the organism causing soft scab—one of the worst of po-

tato pests. This disease, however, never appears on a soil of a certain

degree of acidity.

Science Pboobess.



THE SENATE MEETING.

The Senate met on Friday, March 31. The Vice'Chancellor waa

unable to attend, and Mr, C. Srikanteswara Iyer was voted to the

chair. There is little to record or comment on
:

practically the whole

time of the meeting was spent uijon the budget, in an honest and despe-

rate aitempt to out down expenditure in correspondence with general

retrenchment. The professors were firmly supported by the rest of the

Senate in their opposition to any reduction in the number of tutors in

the colleges. Government has, notwithstanding, considerably reduced

the number, and it would be absurd to complain in view of the situa-

tion described in the Dowan’s speech to the Representative Assembly.

But the reduction means, definitely, an injury to university work, and

one hopes that one of the first things to follow financial improvement

will be the restoration of the tutors.

Several topics were touched on in the discussion in committee
**

which are bound to become the subjects of motions in the near future.

The abolition of the Maharani*s College was in the minds of a number

of members, nor were there wanting those who would abolish the Col-

lege of Engineering also. The agenda contained a definite motion for

the former abolition, but the meeting did not get so far down the list.

The question is sure to come up in the autumn, and it will be as well

to get it threshed out once for all

Another discusrion which is sure to arise—the first mutterings of it

were heard at this meeting— is on the question of raising university

fees. It is to be feared that there will be some bitterness in this debate,

for ideals are concerned. Wise decision will be most difficult to reach, so

complex are the circumstances. Every one is aware that in all parts of

the world the fees for education have lately been raised very considerably

because of the greater expensivenesa {as regards salaries and other

outlay) of imparting education. In England (it was remarked at the

meeting) the increase is about 40 per cent. It is very natural to ask

why the same procedure is not adopted in Mysore, where, even in pre-

war days, the fees were well-nigh unique in their smallness. It will

probably be replied that in England, and in other foreign countries, the

incomes of parents have coirespondingly increased, and thus things are

as they were before, while in Mysore there has been no such increase,

and the extra fee is simply an extra* tax on t|ic student or his guardian,

{t is m important argument, a^d the present writer has not the info^

lOO
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mation necessary for discussion of the facts. But suppose them granted

there remains the fact that education has advanced throughout the

world (which includes Mysore) in coat of pxoduction, and ought to be

charged more for, irrespective of difficulty of payment. Here however,

comes in the question of principle, of ideal. A considerable number of

members of the Senate hold it as a principle that university education

should be free. The grounds of this principle are difficult to discern.

It is contrary to world-wide practice, and we have attempted to show,

before, that it is essentially false doctrine. Many, however, sincerely

cleave to it, and believe that eventually it will be adopted in Mysore
;

and such retrogression ” as the increase of fees rouses within them

the passionate wrath of the thwarted idealist. . In all discussion this view

is to be respected, and opponents must be scrupulously fair to it. Un-

fortunatel)", its disciples are themselves sometimes rather unfair. For

example, it was remarked by one member of the Senate, at this meet-

ing, that the professors seemed anxious rather about raising their own
salaries than about the interests of the students. The simple implica-

tion was that professors should be mildly content with a reduction of

salary (for the meeting of post-war conditions on pre-war salaries

amounts to something like a fifty per cent reduction) in order that

those whom they serve may benefit. This would be a very curious

theory to apply to other branches of public service, or to the private

professions. The teacher may be in some sense a devotee, and probably

to the end of time ho will gladly give more than he Is paid for, but he

is neither missonary nor monk, and the sooner this idea is got rid of

the better. Yet all can sympathise with the poverty of student and of

parent, and can wish that the essential cost of education (which

includes the payment of adequate salaries) might be met without

imposing a greater strain upon the impoverished individual. A number

of scholarships are actually given each year by the members of the

staff of the Maharaja’s College ; and they view the plight of the student

with a much more practical sjmipathy than do the public. Their own

financial claims, however, cannot be disregarded
;
and it is not the

professoriate in particular, but the whole world, that conceives that

such expenditure is most naturally met by charging for education that

which it is worth.

One regrettable necessity of the times was th0*»postponement of

the institution of the M.A. degree in Persian because of disproportion

of expenditure te the probable number of students. This is not a

principle. The institution of such a degree is equally desirable be the

number of students one or fifty. The delay is a matter of exigency

:

there are many prior claims.
J. C. Bollo.
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EDITORIAL

The Madras University and Reform —The Senate of the

Madras University has denied its support to the reform bill drafted by

the Minister of Education, Not disapproving of the bill in itself, but

passing a resolution in its favour, it has inserted an amendment which

means the indefinite postponement—practically the destruction—of the

measure. The majority for the amendment was small—27 to 24—but it

will be difficult for the Minister to proceed with a bill that is not

accepted by the academic body, particularly when the opposition has

been led by some of the ablest, most experienced and moat disinterested

members of the Senate. We believe that the bill is dead; that its

death delays genuine progress ;
and that this delay in progress is a

necessity. Even from the newspaper report it is clear that the

diicussion was one of the most interesting ever heard in the Senate

House. Probably there has seldom been a problem on which the

average senator found it more difficult to make up his mind. There was

an unwonted cross-division of opinions, and men usually firm allies

found themselves in opposing camps. Also there was an unusual

intensity of feeling in the matter—^some speakers being animated by a

long dreamt of ideal and hating the idea of further delay, and others

presaging the practical destruction of their life-work, of the colleges they

had madOj should the ideal be grasped too soon. In the end it was by

no means the force of reaction but broad common sense that won

the day.
103
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The bill sought to establish—immediately—a “teaching university^

in the city of Madras. Certain Madras colleges were to be constituent

colleges, and those outside were to be affiliated till such time as new

teaching universities should be established in various important centres

throughout the Presidency. The eventual creation of a number of

teaching universities was contemplated—eventual because, no doubti

both the smallness of available funds and in some cases the insufficient

development of the colleges already ei*3ting made it impossible for the

mo mentvto establish universities in mofussil centres. Here is a situa-

tion most interesting to us in Mysore Wlien Mysore broke away from

the Madras University and made a teaching university of its own,

Madras did not like it, and a number of first rate judges even in the

State thought that a serious mistake was being made. In those days

—

only five years ago—Madras opinion was against any bifurcation ; it

scouted the idea of separate universities whether upon a linguistic or

upon a local basis. During these five years there have been many

decisive changes of view, and among them is the acceptance of the idea

of a plurality of universities. Even Madras opinion would now justify

our separation. But it is not relevant to Madras's own practical

problem. The separation of Mysore was easy, partly because of the

exceptional development already attained by our colleges, and chiefly

because the creation and support (‘f the new university was the care of

the Government of Mysore. Days of retrenchment are awkward

enough, but in no circumstances can Mysore University finance cause

such anxiety as would arise, for example, in Trichinopoly or Madura,

where at present very little government help could be counted on.

Such centres cannot yet have universities of their own. So far as they

are concerned the system of affiliation to a central institution must for

many years continue. The supporters of the bill, however, holding that

—

as is urged in the Beport of the Calcutta University Commission—the

teaching university represents an immense advance upon the affiliation

type, believe that a beginning can now be made in Madras, that it ought
to be made, and that, while this would afiect somewhat the position of

affiliated colleges outside the city, their interests can be guarded. On
this rock opinion splits. The representatives of these mofussil colleges

believe apparently to a man—that to their colleges the step would be

fatal. The establishment now of a teaching university in Madras would
not be the first step towards the conversion, or amalgamation, of local

mofussil colleges into other universities, but rather would mean such

impoverishment (financial and intellectual) of their colleges that they

would tend away from rather than towards development into such
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universities* They asked, therefore, that the establishment of a teaching

and residential university in Madras should be delayed until similar

universities could be established in other centres
;
and they won the

day so far as the Senate is concerned.

They are the best judges. They know exactly how their own

colleges would be affected by the isolated change in Madras, They

know that even now students from their own centres flock to Madras,

desiring admission to the Presidency College or the Christian College,

partly because they have a traditional (and of course well-grounded)

belief in these colleges, and also very largely because they want to be

in the colleges whence examiners are chiefly drawn. A considerable

proportion of the mofussil colleges, even now, have to be content with

the leavings of the metropolis, and with such local men as put up with

them because they cannot afford to go to Madras They apprehend,

and justly, that matters would become much worse were the Madras

colleges now to be officialJy distinguished from theirs by being made

constituent colleges, and were all the privileges of a residential and

teaching university to be extended to the students who go to Madras.

These very phrases, of course, make one hesitate :
“ the privileges of a

residential and teaching university”—ought these to be denied to

students that certain colleges may be conserved ? We believe that this

temporary denial would be right. It is to be remembered what these

mofussil colleges have done for students in the past, at what sacrifice

they have been maintained, how steadily they have progressed in

efficiency. In Trichinopoly at any rate the development of St*

Joseph’s College and the S. P G. College is such that the creation of a

university there would present little difficulty other than financial.

And it is not as if Madras students would suffer acutely by the delay.

The affiliation system is inferior, but is not to be despised, and the

Madras University has brought it well-nigh to perfection. Further, in

Madras the virtues of both the “teaching” and the “residential’*

elements in the new scheme are already present in considerable degree.

A student of the Christian College who lives in the hostel near by or a

student of the Presidency College who lives in the neighbouring

Victoria Hostel has very little to gain by the change. This change is

good, is inevitable, but the need for it is not acute ;
and delay would

mean the saving of great and serviceable institutions outside the city.

Two admissions, however, must be made. First, presuming that

four residential and teaching universities be started simultaneously

(as was recommended by the Senate two years ago), that of Madras city

is likely to possess a certain superior prestige : the mofussil universities
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can nemr have the same number of first-rate students as will ehoose

the metropolitan university, Second, there are a large number of

mofussil colleges in places which cannot conceivably become university

centres, and they must remain affiliated colleges till the end of time-*^r

cease to be colleges at all. These disabilities will always remain. But

these admissions do not really affect the argument. Those mofussil

colleges which ought eventually to become universities will be injured,

their development retarded, their good work nullified, their becoming

universities delayed, by the proposed measure ; and the gain to the

Presidency is not commensurate with the loss.

Selection Committees.—Some months ago the Madras Ministry

of Education appointed lay committees to assist the principals of the

various government colleges in their annual task of admitting students.

This step appears to have been consequent upon a resolution of the

Legislative Council that 50 per cent of the students admitted to govern-

ment colleges should be non-Brahmins. Very great dissatisfaction

was created among Madras educationists by the formation of these

committees, and at the recent meeting of the Senate of the Madras

University there was a long debate on the subject. The motion—

that the Senate should record its disapproval—was withdrawn, for the

general view seems to have been that Government was well within its

rights in thus legislating for its own colleges, and that criticism in the

form of a resolution of the Senate would be unwarranted. At tbe same

time, so far as we can gather, it was generally considered that a mistake

had been made, and that the required proportion of non-Brahmin

admissions should have been secured by other methods than that of

interfering with the indubitable rights of the principals. There was
point in the remark of Mr. L. C. Hodgson *^that if selection committees

were good for assisting principals of colleges in admitting pupils, similar

committees might be appointed to advise the Lord Bishop of Madras in

the selection of his sermons, or to advise the Surgeon-General as bo

how operations should be performed.’’—Most people will agree that the

Madras senators both voted and thought rightly. The Senate was right

tq avoid conflict with the Ministry of Educafcion. But we believe the

general idea was right also, that the principals should have been left

alone. They and they only are competent and experienced judges of

the individual's qualifications for admission. Fifty per cent of the

admitted students must be non •Brahmins; that is deemed good ox evil

according to one’s caste and political party. In any case the rule had to

be carried out. Why not leave it ^to the principals ? Instructions were
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fUl that was required. The Director of Public Instruction remarked that

oommittees were better than instructions, because the former could frame

their own rules and see that these were suflSciently clastic. This

defence is hard to understand. The principals would be much more

likely than the committees to secure the right sort of elasticity. We
assume the absolute impartiality of the principals, and the faithful

carrying out by each of them (»f the Legislative Councirs resolution.

Surely this is a fair assumption.

The Commerce Faculty.—The Bangalore Daily Pod has lately

printed a number of letters complaining about the ‘‘starving,” followed

by the abolition, of our Commerce faculty. With reference to this

matter in itself, and not as an example of the general viciousness of the

University, the case is certainly a melancholy one, Tt is humiliating to

stop what has been started, and it is tiagic when the thing started is so

good as the Commerce course. Professor Shah gave it the best possible

start He turned out first rat " men, and they remember him with ex-

traordinary gratitude and affection. When he went away the

problem of carrying on the work was a difficult one. There are

very few men possessing at once Mr. Shah’s abilities, his quali-

fications, his experience and his “way with students.’’ Further,

financial matters had come to such a pass that such a man,

if found, could not be paid for. Retrenchment had begun, and

it was apparently considered impossible to spend so much money upon a

course chosen by so few students. But University and Government did the

best they could. Good men were employed
;
and the Principal of the

Maharaja’s College threw himself into this woik with a devotion which

seems but ill-appreciated by the sort of student that writes to the

papers. Thus, while it cannot be denied that the employment of a

“professor of commerce” would have been beneficial, the best that

could be done was done, and starving the course” is a nonsensical

phrase. As for the abolition of the course, this is a most regrettable

step, but does anyone realise its regrettableness more than those who

took it, and had to take it ? The Commerce faculty was of great value.

It would, in time, have meant much to the State, in which the systemati-

sation of commercial transactions and the development of an enlightened

commercial spirit among its traders is very desirable. Needless to say,

there are Mysore merchants who have nothing to learn in these matters;

but we all know how much slackness there is among others—a slackness

which becomes ludicrous in the details of shopkeeping. There are shop-

keepers in Mysore who seem to rent shops as a diversion, whose houre
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of business are an ever-varying puzzle, whose promises are wholly spe?

oulative, and who chiefly love journeys to Bangalore and Madras. The

connection between their doings and the Commerce faculty is

perhaps a little remote, but when commerce is being developed in an

agricultural and leisurely country, the merchant ie apt to forget that his

activities are not seasonal, and that a complete change of method and

attitude is necessary. The diffusion of our commerce graduates was

going to be moat beneficial to the State. Their capacity for good has

been apparent at college. There is a very noticeable distinction of type

between the Arts man and the Commerce man, a distinction which is

largely the product of the courses. Each type has its virtues, aud conspi-

cuous in the Commerce men whom we have known has been the practical

judgment and the faculty for handling affairs. They have taken natur-

ally to their work, and become eager, quick and expert in it
;
and their

alertness distinguishes them. It is agreed, then, that the abolition of

the course is greatly to be mourned. But what is |the use of mourning,

and writing letters of lamentation to the papers, ^id making all sorts

of absurd accusations ? There are some people t/ Svhom it is impossible

to face a loss. They cannot balance one loss af^^ust another, and do

not understand what “jiecessity'' means. Tl/. S^oicos of such people

are heard all around us at present, loudly complaining against the

various losses due to retrenchment
;
and one would think, to listen to

them, that Government loved retrenchment for its own sake, took a

savage joy in putting a stop to good things, and, on the whole, never

enjoyed itself better than now. Surely evciy citizen ought, at present,

to put himself in Government’s place. When money is lacking how

can it be spent ? When money is lacking to pay for all good things, the

lessor or least urgent good things must go. It is all a matter of compari-

son, and Government has judged that, by comparison, the Commerce

course must be suspended. It is foolish to complain, as these com-

plainers do, without the slightest consideration of the general problem.

Another point is this : blame is laid upon the University, whereas

the action is that of Government. The abolition of the Commerce

course has not been laid before the Senate. What verdict the Senate

would have given we have no idea, but it certainly has no responsibility

in the matter. In certain other matters of retrenchment Government

has gone against the recommendations of the Senate, Our present task

is to make the best of things, realising the difficulties of the situation.

University Hostels.—We have much respect for the Indian Social

Reformer's views on educationaF matters, but for once we differ when
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the RtfOfmet opposes the formation of residential universities in India«

There may, perhaps, be a little political bias in the matter. The

attempt in Madras is being made by a non-Brahmin ministry, and the

Reformer permits itself to say that the ministers should not meddle with

the educational system ‘‘ until at least they are sure tliat their diarchio

souls are really their own.’" But this matters little, for the paper does

Consistently seek to consider educationsl matters on their merits^ and

its profession we do not believe in educational propaganda by politi.

cal parties corresponds with its own practice. Whether it would up-

hold hostel life upon an indigenous system we are not sure ; but at any*

rate it frankly disbelieves in the present hostel system (as found in

Madras), and in any such residential system as is contemplated in the

new Madras University bill. The Bsformer believes that not good but

positive harm is done the student by hostel residence, particularly if he

comes of a poor family. He becomes conceited, meanly ambitious,

contemptuous of his home. A ridiculous letter is quoted in which an

honours graduate who has spent his college days in a hostel requests the

editor of the Reformer to find him a bride who shall match himself in

“beauty’' and bring him plenty of cash. The folly of this young

fellow is deemed the creation of his hostel, which thus becomes the

destroyer of modesty, of decency, of common sense, of all virtue, and

the perpetuator of all that is bad in old social custom. It is apparently

assumed that the young man would have turned out much better had

he lived at home. (How he would have fared in lodgings, if his home

is not in Madras, seems a further question.) And all the stress is laid

upon the evil which he is thought to have sucked out of the hostel life :

the good is ignored, or disbelieved in. The whole thing is strange logic^

and stranger psychology.

In the first place, can the Reformer^ or can anyone, suggest that

hostel life is worse than life in lodgings ? We think not. Now, the

majority of the students of Madras come from the mofussil ,
and must

live either in lodgings or in a hostel. But we confine ourselves to the

Reformer's crucial contrast between home life and hostel life, and say

that for the student, whether in or out of India, the latter is far better

—so much better that even were his home in the University town it

would be better for him, body, mind and .spirit, to leave his home for

the period of his college life, and become the citken of a hostel. Th«

Bombay Smnachar^ replying to the Reformer, laid stress upon the dis-

advantages of the home life of the poor in our great cities. ** In Cal-

cutta, Madras and Bombay true family life does not exist for the middle

class and the poor. The problem of the educationist in these cities is
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mare to save the student from the vitiated atmosphere of his hoxfte*

degraded, commerciali money-seeking, irreligious and unconventional---.

than to keep him in it.” The Samdchdr then adds some not very

pleasing details. The Reformer retorts,
—

“ Would our contemporary

say that a student who lives with his people even in Bombay is in

a worse atmosphere than one who puts up in a hostel ?” We at all

events would answer that at the student stage of life, hostel life will

do far more for him than life in his home. The Samachar seems to

exaggerate somewhat the evils of the surroundings of the poorer city

homes. We would justify the hostel on other grounds.

The disadvantages mentioned by the Reformer are imaginary, A
contemptible, mean-epirited fellow may, wdien he exchanges a poor

home for the comfort of a hostel and mixes there with people of a higher

social standing than his own people, begin to despise home and lela-

tives. Is that the hostel’s fault ? Is it England’s fault that the

student who goes there ocoasionally comes back with a despicable

contempt for Indian things and people ? The good man is enormously

benefited by his studies and experiences in Hngland, which not only

equip him and broaden his view but deepen his virtues, making him

not merely a bigger man but a better Indian than before. Should the

system of foreign study be done away with because it brings out, as

any environment would bring out. though in a different way, the con-

temptible man’s poverty of spirit ? And indeed hostel life is much

more likely to cure than to confirm meanness. Hostel society is not a

priggish or a snobbish society, but one in which all sorts of people

meet, rub the corners off each other, reduce each other to their proper

places. It is a very sorry soul that emerges from that discipline with

added self-conceit. Even acknowledged leaders are faithfully dealt

with by their hostel friends. This constant association, in talk and

contest and all the affairs of daily life, with a large number of fellow

students of many different kinds

—

” the help and the contest, the working whence grew

Such result as, from seething grape-bundles, the

spirit strained true
”

—this is the chief gift of hostel life. The hostel, in fact, provides the

necessary complement of the life in the lecture-room. Its discussions,

both organised and casual, broaden views, modify crude opinions, and

exercise the understanding; while hostel relationships effect social

and racial adjustments which are perhaps more potent than any other

factors in the process of social refon](j.

Of very great importance, also, is the physical side of hostel life.
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TWe is a matter of good food, healthy surroundings, regularity of life,

medical supervision and inspection, and sports and games. Many an
old-fashioned parent ignores the physical development of his son. It is

good to get away from such parents into a hostel
; nor can even the

most enlightened home furnish nearly the same advantages as the

hostel in these respects.

It is a common idea that the secularity ol hostel life is unsuited to

India, and that sectarian hostels established on a religious basis would

be more satisfactory. But the days for such impoverishing isolation

are long past. To isolate Hindus or Mahomedans is merely to narrow

their view and deprive them of background, and it is the very life of

each to be in constant touch with the other. This is how individual

“ wholeness ” and national unity ate produced. Give us the hostel

where a man is confirmed and strengthened in his religious creed and

principles and at the same time learns the worth of people whose

religion is radically different from his own.

The view of the Indian Social R^urmer is an interesting one, and

its editor, who does not argue without data, must have come across

unsatisfactory hostels. But this unsatisfactoriness is not essential to

the system, and we wish he could pay a visit (none would be more

welcome than he) to the Maharaja’s College Hostel in Mysore.
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7, The Hypotheses of the Special Theory of Relativity.

The Special Theory of Relativity aims at solving the apparent

contradiction between the principle of relative velocity, and the con-

stancy of the velocity of light—a consequence of the special principle

of relativity supported by experimental evidence. Einstein attributes

this contradiction to the erroneous Newtonian view that space and time

are absolute. In this theory, he introduces such fundamental ideas of

space and time as to bring about a perfect equivalence of systems in

uniform motion with respect to one another. We may therefore enun-

ciate the two hypotheses of the spacial theory thus :

—

(a) The Principle of Relativity If S, S' are two systems of reference

having a uniform motion of translation ivith respect to one another
^
they

are essentially equivalent for the description of general physical laws.

(b) The principle of constant light velocity.—Every observer, what-

ever the circumstances of his position or motim (and whatever the

motion of the source emitting the light), finds the same value

c =3.1010 cms. per second for the velocity (f propagation of light in vacuo.

These principles will be referred to as (a) and (6) respectively.

8. The Concept of Simultaneity.—The Relativity of Time.

In elementary science, we are taught that the senses are the

gateways of knowledge, which is therefore limited by their limitations

Newton’s conception of absolute time is thus quoted by Dr. Silborstein :

—

“ Absolute, true, and mathematical Time is concoivred by Newton as flowing at

a constant rate, unaffected by the speed or slowness of the motions of material

things. It is also called Duration.” As Dr. Silberstein points out, the plirase

** flowing at a constant rate
’
’ is meaningless. There is no such time at all as is here

conceived ; or rather we do not know how to measure such a time, and it is there-

fore non-existent for physical purposes. Great dissatisfaction had been expressed

with these conceptions of absolute space and time even in the 16th century. Thus

—

“ The absolute motion generally admitted up to now is a pure chimera based on

another chimera, that of an eternal and absolute space. We have also to combat

a conception as chimerical as that of space viz,, that which makes time an entity

real, necessary, and independent of all creation.”—

D

ithambl.

‘'Newton referred all of mechanics to absolute space! .... It appears

to be pretty much one and the same thing whether we refer the laws of motion to

absolute space or enunciate them in a perfectly abstract form
;
that is to say, without

specific mention of any system of reference.”—Mach,

112
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and capacity. Of these, the sense of sight is certainly the most im^

portanti for we depend on the eyes for all our knowledge of distant

things. With the invention of the telescope, our capacity of seeing

increased ;
and the photographic plate has extended the range of our

knowledge to considerable distances. But light has got a finite velocity

of propagation, though great. And the distances of the stars are so

great that even with this speed, light takes years, nay, even centuries

to x'each us. We therefore conclude with Prof. Turner, “our universe

is not co-existent
;
the part close around us belongs to the peaceful

present, but the nearest star is still in the midst of the late war, for

our news of him is three years old.
”

This immediately raises the question—what are we to understand

by simultaneous events at distant places ? We need not pause to con-

sider the concept of universal simultaneity which for what we know

may not be a self-consistent notion at all. At any rate we are safe in

affirming that it cannot be physically determined and is therefore

meaningless for physical purposes.

Einstein gives an answer to this question with the aid .of (6). Let

us have a number of clocks of identical construction set in such a

manner that the positions of their pointers are simultaneously the same.

—We are of course supposed to know local simultaneity, i,e. simultaneity

at the S'tme place— ,
and suppose they are Bynchronous at a place A

(i,e. they are perceived to go at the same rate). Now if one

is removed to B; are we justified in assuming that it will be

synchronous with any of the clocks at A ? Suppose, to begin

with, that A and B belong to the same system (t.e. are at rest

relative to one another). At time (as measured by a clock at A)

send a light flash from A to B. Let it reach B at time (O'S

measured by the clock at B). Instantaneously let the light be sent back,

(say, reflected back by a mirror placed at right angles to its path), and

let fa' be the time at which it reaches A. Then if fa'

Einstein defines the clocks at A and B to bo synchronous with one

another. Thm the times as measured at vdrioiis places of the system 8

are connected with one another so as to form one time only which we may

call the S-fme. We similarly define the times of other systems which

possess physical properties similar to S by (a). Now if we suppose all

events to be labelled with the corresponding times, those events at

various places of S which receive the same labels are defined to be

simultaneous in the system S.* Let us now assume that events locally

’•* There is nothing essentially new so far. The novelty arises in the extension

of this conception to systems in uniform motion with respect to one anothett
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$imukaneou9 {ie, occurring at one and the same place) for m S' dbstrver

should also be simultaneous for the S observers.* But the time labelling

of events occurring at different places being done according to different

standpoints in different systems S, S', 8" . . , will generally not coin*

cide with one an(4hef, i,e. two events occurring at two distinct places

which are simultaneous in S' are generally not simultaneous in S.

To give a clear idea of the relativity of simultaneity, let me take

Einstein's simple example. Let A, B be two points on a road, and M its

middle point
; A'

,
B'

, M' the corresponding points on a moving train.

Let an observer at M be provided with an arrangement to enable him

to see two events (say lightning flashes) occurr*ng at A, B. If he

perceives them simultaneously, the events are simultaneous from (b)

;

the rays of light proceeding from A, B meet at M. Just when the

lightning flashes occur, let M' coincide wilh M. An observer at M' moves

to the right with the velocity v of the train, i.e. he is moving towards

the rays from B and away from the rays from A. “ Hence the obser-

ver will see the beam of light emitted from B earlier than he will see

that emitted from A. Observers who take the railway train as their

reference body must therefore come to the conclusion that the light-

ning flash B took place earlier than the lightning flash A."t We
conclude with Einstein.

This amounts mathematically to supposing that for fixed values of y '

,

z' in S' there is a definite value of i for every V i.e. a one-to-one correspondence

between t‘ and i. Similarly also we assume a one-to-one correspondence between

the values of y', s' and x, y, z for T —constant,

•f
These sentences are quoted in Einstein's own words. Dr. William H.

Pickering is wrong when he writes (vide Scientific American Monthly, April 1921)

—

** Again imagine a flash of light such as an explosion, to occur when an obeerver is

in a given position. It makes no difference how the observer may move while the

light is approaching him, whether several miles forward or backward, the light will

reach him in exactly the same time, as is shown by MicKelson *8 experiment. Or if

two observers are at the same spot when the explosion occurs, and one moves for-

ward and the other backward, they will both see the explosion at exactly the same

instant.*’ This he says is the “ logical interpretation of Einstein’s second principle”

(6). This contradicts Einstein as quoted above. It is not the logical interpretation of

(b) ; for (6) merely states that the rod and clock behave in such a way as to bring

about a constancy of the velocity of light ; or rather, Einstein deduces from (a) and

(b) that a measuring rod and clock of an observer behave differently when he is in

motion from when he is at rest. Their behaviour (for the case of an observer moving

with velocity v in the positive direction of the axis of X) is embodied in the

Lorentz transformation which is

a;' — 7 (a;- vb) S 0
y' = y

«' =
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Events which are simultaneous with reference to the embank-

ment are not simultaneous with respect to the train, and vice veim

(relativity of simultaneity). Every reference body (co-ordinate system)

has its own particular time
;
unless wo are told the reference body to

which the statement of time refers, there is no meaning in a statement

of the time of an event.”

9. The Relativity op Distance.

It has been seen that to reconcile theory and observation, Loront*

puts forward the contraction hypothesis according to which the

length of a material segment OA when in motioh in the direction

OA with velocity v becomes OA /j vi wlere OA is the length of

c2

the segment when at rest.* Hence if an observer .measures the distance

Let S be a souroe omitting a flash and 0 an observer at relative rest so that 0 and

S belong to the same system. Let a flash be emitted from S at time zero. 0 finds

./he distance OS = a; and the time t such that ^ ~ If 0 begins to move with
c

velocity v to the right, he finds the distance

so =• s' = y(x- (/i)

-7 Ml-"-)

and the interval to be

<' 7 0
c

7‘ (i~)

t' is certainly not the same as f though 'jr
“ Similarly when he moves to-

wards S. Hence Dr, Pickering’s statement that they will perceive “ at the same

instant is meaningless. In fact the fundamental consequences of the theory of

relativity are that the time interval between two events, and the distance between

two points of a rigid body are both dependent on the condibion of motion of the

body of reference ; and inoompatability between the law of propagation of light and

the principle of relative velocity arises from taking them to be independent of the

condition of motion of the body of reference.

The following quotation will help the reader to understand the relativity

point of view regarding the contraction : When a rod is started from rest into

uniform motion, nothing whatever happens to the rod. We say it contracts; but

length is not a property of the rod ; it is a relation between the rod and the observ-

er, Until the observer is specified, the length of the rod is quite indeterminate*

We ought always to remember that our experiments reveal only relations, and not

properties inherent in individual objects.”— Contrast with the old view

which Sir Oliver Lodge expresses thus (i^o^itre, August 4, 1921);—“Note that

space or aether does not shrink, but only the matter in spaOe. The distance x has

not changed but only the instrument with which you hypothetically measure it*

That having shrunk the fixed distance measures out longer.” The word shrink

is inappropriate according to the relativity standpoint.
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AB between two points of a rigid body when at relative rest and finds it

to be I, then if the body is set in motion with velocity v in the direction

AB, and the observer at rest now sets to measure the distance, he finds

it to be 1 0“ other hand if AB is at right an^es to the

direction of motion of the body, he finds the length to be the same as

before
;

it is only the length in the direction of motion that contracts. The

contraction hypothesis leads therefore to the conclusion that the distance

between any two points of a rigid body depends ow its condition of motion

rdative to the cbserver.

An interesting point with reference to this contraction is the

reciprocity of the relationship.* Let

P and Q be two observers at rest

relative to each other and let them V
hold two rods, each of the same

length I, at right angles to each
^

other as in the figure. When

they are at rest relative to each

other, the rods have all the same Q *

length I, Suppose now that P
begins to move with velocity v in ^ ^ ^

the direction XY, and let them set to measure the lengths of the

rods. Q finds that P’s rod parallel to XY has contracted to I ^
"

and that the other retains its length. Similarly also P, He finds that

Q’s rod parallel to XY has contracted to I whereas the other

retains its length. Thus each finds that the other’s rod has contracted.

This is indeed a paradox. As Eddington has put it,—it is natural

that the Lilliputians should regard Gulliver as a giant, and Gulliver

regard the Lilliputians as dwarfs. But that each should regard the

other as a giant is an idea which surpasses the imagination of the

novelist. It is to be found only in the sober pages of science.

10. The Lobentz Transformation.

We have already noticed that an event is particularised with

respect to a frame of reference Sby x, t, the space co-ordinates, and

Cf. “ The principle of relativity teaches us that, as judged from S, the length

of a unit measuring rod which is at rest with reference to S' must be exactly the same

as the length, as judged from S' of a unit measuring rod which is at rest relative

to S.”—EiNSTsm.
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the S-time at which it occurs. Suppose we have two systems of

reference S, S' In uniform motion with respect to one another. If

the event is located in S' by sc', y\

cally by observers on the system

S',) what are the relations be-

tween the co-ordinates of the

same event, i.e, between x\ y\

V and z, t These rela-

tions must be consistent with (a)

and (6).

On the hypothesis of New-

ton’s absolute ideas of length and

V (these are measured physi-

/ /r
“

distance, we have from the figure that if the axes of reference of S'

,

O'X', O'Y', O'Z' originally coincided with OX, OY, OZ and have a

uniform velocity v in the direction of the X-axis, then

x^=x—vt^ =y, z'=z^

This gives equal values for the accelerations of any point as measured

by observers in the two systems, thus leading to the mechanical

principle of relativity.

Now according to the new ideas of the relativity of time and

distance, as developed in the preceding sections, we have to find

formula) of transformation which will satisfy the special principle

of relativity, and the law of constant light- velocity. The formulae

giving the relations between x', y\ and x, z, t are called the

Loreutz transformation and for the case represented in the above

figure, they are

^' = 7 {x-vt), (c)

where
y
2 (i

—

The following simple derivation of them is due to Einstein. Wo

may obviously consider an event localised in the common X-axis so

that we have to find the relation between a?', t' and x, t. Suppose that

when 0, 0' coincide (i.e. just when the axes of S' begin to move with

velocity v) let a light signal be transmitted from 0 in the positive

direction of the X-axis. An observer in 8 finds that it is transmitted

according to the equation

X—c^=0. (1)

Similarly by (6), an observer in S' finds that it is transmitted

according to the equation

a;'-.ee'=0. (2)
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(1) and (2) must be satisfied simultaneously. This will be the case U

x'—c<'=X (»—c<)

where X is a constant. Similarly if it is transmitted in the negative

direction of the X-axis, we obtain

aj' + ct'—fi (x + ct)

Hence writing o= , we get

be

' x’—ax—bet

t* "Cict~~bx

For the point O', a!'=0. Hence x= ^t

Hence
at a

ix, the velocity of S' with respect to 8 is

a

Also the length of a unit rod of S as measured from 8' is the same as

that of a unit rod of 8' as measured from 8. Now the length of a rod

of S' will be measured by finding the distance between its extremities

at a certain time of 8 (say t=0). We find that x^=ax.

Thus if i.e, if the rod is of unit length, its measurement

from S is

But if an observer of S' measures a unit rod of 8 at some time of

his (say ^'=0), he will find that

ax'+W =•=

Le. *' = 0 ( 1--^)*. .

If x=l, i.e* the length of a unit measuring rod of 8 as

judged from S' is

a (1

by the principle of relativity, these should be the same.

• JL
- ‘

a
a (U

i.e. aSS(i_Hi)
C2

i.e. d
y

as above assumed.
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The transformation therefore follows immediately. The above are

the equations of transformation to pass from x to x\ The equations

for passing from x* to x may be obtained by remembering that the

axes of reference of S have a velocity —. v in the direction of the

X-axis relative to those of
. Hence in the above equations, we have

simply to change x to anJ x^ to t to t* and r to and write i)

for V. The equations are easily seen to be,

* = Y {x’ + vt‘), y y'
, z = z’, t zr.-. Y {<' + ~). (d)

02

The following are a few interesting inferences from the above

transformation

(a) x'^ c^t' +f+
by simple algebra, and hence the two sides vanish simultaneously. Now
suppose a light flash emitted at the instant ^=0 by a point source placed

at the origin 0. Then an observer on S finds that it is transmitted

according to the equation

—c^2 _ 0 ,,

Since O' coincides with 0 at the instant t t“ = 0, an observer of the

system S* finds that the flash is transmitted according to the equation

— q2i^2 =0.

{,e, both observers find the same value c for the velocity of

propagation of light. The wave surface which an S-observer finds to

be y=^ct is found by an S'-observer to be Y' =ct\ Hence the statement

of Jeans, “ no matter what the velocity of the observer is, the light

surface, as observed by that observer, is invariably a sphere having

that observer as centre.”

(6) It is easily seen that the length of a unit rod of S as judged

vr
from S', or of S' as judged from S, is giving the Lorentz

contraction,

(o) At any given place for any given values of x', y', %' (say

we have (from (d)). Of course, V is the 8'-

duration of a phenomena going on at a point fixed in S' for constant

y\ %\ This time interval is found by the S-observers to be

t = Y^'

V

s/\Uo^
02

which is greater than t'. Considering t' to be the interval between two

indications of an S'-clock, which has a uniform velocity v with respect

to the 8 clock, we have that a clock moving relatively to S with mifotm

velocity v go&t Aower than the same clock when at rest in S.

3
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lelfttivisldc formula for tlie sum of two velooities. |<et a {mtIucIb P
velocity u in the system 8'. So if the coordinates of P he (*', y', s', f)

dx'—
11 .

dt^

What is the measure of its velocity as measured from the system S ?

Let its coordinates referred to S be (a?, y, z, t). Then as we know, the

relation between (x\ y\ <',) and (a:, y, z, t,) is given by the Lorentz

transformation. We have to find the value of~
dt

WT dx dx dt
JWOW rry "T”

dt dt dt

f given
dx*

di^
= ti.

ie, -u =
do^

dt

1-^ dx

dt

dx

dt
1 +

uv

i.e. the sum of two velocities u and v in the same direetion is not u + e

(of Newtonian mechanics) but

ca

Consider the case of u, v being each smaller than o ; say u^e—m,

t;=o

—

n, where m and n are poative and smaller than c. Then the

resultaut

2c

—

m—
c

and this is less than c

i.s. the resultant of any two mlocities smaUer than the velocity of light in

vacuo is again smdler thdn the velocity of l%ght, c plays the part of an

infinite velocity, inasmuch as it cannot be obtained by the accumula-

tion of any number of velocities smaller than c.

Again let one of the velocities u be equal to c. Then V =:c: o

1+-
,

s
t e* the resultant of c and any other parallel vehoity (no matter whether

it is smaller than, equal to, or greater than c) is ((gain the velocity qf
light c. This is to be expected; for the system S' travelling with the

velocity of light simply appears to the S-observers as a line at right

angles to its direction of motion (by the contraction hypothesis).

According to this theory, since it is impossible to get the velodt;^^ of

light even by aocumnlation, c and any greater vdooity must be «nfe|r-
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nfttoenl iii oao bo bfonght into existence only by an aet of erea^ve

power. We may eayj ft does not exist.

Now consider the case of a particle Q having in S' a velocity « in

the direction of the T<axibiiitri!d"lo oihers so that

dt' ~dP I dt

I \/ -I
^

dt/ ^5

Afl judged from the system S, Q has the velocities v in the direction of

the X-axis and - in the direction of the Y-axis, Hence the relativistic

7
resultant of these tiwo velocities u and oat right angles is the Newtonian

resultant of - andipd} right angles.

It is very easy to see that if S' moved with velocity u and Q moved

with velocity v in S' parallel to the Y-axis, the magnitude of the velocity

of Q as judged from S is the same in both the cases, but the directions,

difierent,

(e) The following is

a remarkable geometric

interprets tion of the

transformation due to

Minkowski.’’'

Take two axes of x

A' and ct at right angles

and draw the rectangular

hyperbola.

aj2 =::r 1.

_ c2^ r= _i.
and their asymptotes

05^2 _ c2t2 = 0.

Consider a system S'

having with respect to S

This is suggested without proof in Silberstein, Theory of Relativity. For

another proof, see A. iSteloheUi Journal of the Indian Mathematical Society

Yol Y, Na 1, |i.»*



to OA a;t an angle ^==:teii ? .

and OB' inclined to OB at the same angle. To pass ftom tia syst^

0 (a?, t) to S' (a?', take OA' for the new axis of of and OB' for the

new axis of ci\ Take also OA' and OB' as the new units of »' and «!'

Now let P be any point (x, ct) and let OL, LP be *1 , yi.

0^^ ==1L
OB-

JL
y sec Ip

Also cos 2
C032 ^

1 1

'ysec Ip cos 2p

^ X — d tan p
y. cos 2^

-y (a; — d).

{x cos p —ct sin

cos^

Ct*

y
sec p cm2p

ct— X tan

yCOS 2p

(—n sin p d cos p)

^ =-rc('- ^2*)

Btnce the I^rentz ifaneftyrmaticn is equivale'ft to pcs ing frotn^ one sd

}f cosyagate diameters OA, OB of the rectangular hgpr^boh x^r^c^fi

another md in taking their lengths as the new umts ofx anA^,^

Pbr another even more remarkable geometric interpretationi also^;^^^^^

;b sSlihkowski, tee Siibersteiuy The Theory of Relarivity, page 127). > ,

11. Oiskme^ 11^ of MjM awn BNinox. ,

A ' lV-‘'

Atnot^ the most important changes in onrldeae i
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^ to plasaie^ taecjwDks, tbe Ipneiio enwcgf of'tipti^

tidie of Hum m moTing with velocity v Is | mt^. But is a line WM
^ag«a islToduoed in many other things, the dynami(!B of a paitido «l

tiie special theory gives as the kinetic energy the expression

v/. «a

which approaches infinity as the velocity v approaches that of light,

(See Silberstein, page 196). We already saw that by no amount of

addition of velocities can we reach the velocity of light
;
this shows that

'by no amount of addition of energy can a particle obtain that velocity^

The expression for the kinetic energy can be written.

1.3 ^
2.4

L3.5 vS

2.4.6’ c6

The second term gives the familiar expression ; the third and following

terms are negligible since !! Is small. The term mc^ gives the energy
c

the particle possessed before it attained any velocity and may therefore

be taken to give the amount of energy represented by its mass. If this

energy is represented by B, then the mass as ordinarily understood is

B
To this point presently.

From Maxweirs fundamental equations of electrodynamics^

it is deduced that if a body moving with velocity v absorbs an

amount of ^energy Bq in the form of radiation without any change

of velocity (as judged from the system of the body S'), the

S-observer finds that its energy is increased by an amount

v^i — ^
C2

Thus the total energy of the body will be

(”

i$, it has the twme eneigy as a body of mass m 4* Thus a body

.

absodung an amount of energy bas an inoieani of mass In Krtifr'*

the ^ chometer^
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m ^rigindlif hMmi, M mries aemrdinsf to the change m the mergg

pf the My. In fact ma»s may be simply TOgarded m a measuire of its

energy, and «o considered, the laws of conservation of mass and energy

become Identical and hold for any system which does not absorb or

throw out energy in any way,*

12 . The Foor Dimensional Continuum.

From the arguments of the previous sections, we have been led to

conclude that length and time are dependent on the condition of motion

of the observer. They merely express relations between the observer

and the observed, which change with their relative motion. This

means that for physical purposes, we enunciate the loss of nature with

respect to a frame of reference, which consists of a system of axes and

clock. Mathematically the values of x, y, t, must be chosen as one

whole. We have thus reasons to conclude that objects exist in a

four dimensional world of space-time. It has been called a conti-

nuum, and by four-dimensional, we mean that to specify any element

of it, we require four independent quantities.

A point in space at an.in«<^int in time is called an event (or world-

point) which therefore corresponds to a set of values of x, ?/, z, L The

whole manifold of all events (consisting of all possible values of a?, y, z, t)

is called the world. If a particle is watched during its whole history

it occupies a continuous chain of points which is called the world-line of

the particle. The world is filled with the world-lines of the various

objects, and fhysical laws would find “ their most perfect expression in

the mutual relations obtaining between these world-lines.

It is of course obvious that we can never obtain a clear mental

picture of this view of the woild. We do not possess the requisite

faculties. The mathematician is at an advantage in that he can derive

their properties and relations by means of his symbols without caring

to inquire of the possibility of a mental picture.

Take the case of a particle moving with uniform velocity with

reference to a given system S. The relation between its co-ordinates

will obviously be linear, and its world-line, by analogy, is said to be

a straight line. If it is at rest with reference to S, the world-line of the

particle is the axis of time, the axes of x, y, z, t being also considered

straigt lines in the four dimensional world.

Cf. FreundJifloh^-Foundations of Relativity—** A hollow space, enclosed by

r^eoting waU:i of no mass and Riled with radiation—(cavity-radiation)—when set

in inotion reveals the properties of inert mass according to Maxwell's theory, on

a<^iiiit pf the enclosed energy o| radiation.’
*

'
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^ ©H# of tiia repzo^&tatioQ i^ tapottaut : wheti,

Svkip inter^effUonB of world4ine8. They ate the reality. An m
move through the world along our world-lines, we observe their iiiler*

seotions with those of others i,e. we have the events of life. We do not

know, and can never find out the course of the world-lines between the

points of intersection. Places of non-intersection of the observer’s

worlddine indicate his sleep or death.

Now let there be an observer. He has hio own world-line. He
locates the events of the world (te. the intersections of his world-line

with others) with reference to his world-line His world-line is his

time direction and he partitions the world into space and lime with refer-

ence to it. In fact we may state that his time-direction is that in

which he progresses without effort. By a conscious effort only does he

change his space direction.* To the astronomer who says that even

unconsciously we are moving in space owing to the earth’s motion round

the sun, Eddington answers that you consider so because you choose

the sun’s world-line for your time direction. t It has certain advan-

tages over the world line of a terrestrial observer, but it is artificial,

because (1) there is in external nature no separation of space and time

at all and (2) it disagrees with the only natural separation of space

and time which exists, namely, that in an observer’s consciousness.”

If we change from one system to another, the observer’s track m the

world is changed ; his time direction is altered, and hence a change in

the system of reference is equivalent to a rotation of the time direction

in the world. The effect is exactly the same as a similar change in a

plane or space, viz., a hit of time goes into space, a bit of space into

time; just as a bit of x goes into y and a bit of y into x. This mutual

dependence of space and time is contained in the Lorentz transformation.

As already remarked, we cannot obtain any representations of this

geometry, but this is no defect as it is due to incapacity, A creature

of two dimensions can never grasp clearly the idea of a third dimendea

though it may be able to work out the geometry of three dimensions

by the help of symbols. It can never visualise the pure geometrical

aspect of it, but it can study two dimensional sections by giving definite

values to one of the variables. Similarly we can study sections of the

four dimensional world by taking three dimensional section, (x, y, t) or

plane drawings (x, t)/^t

• Of. H. 0. Wells, ** There is no differaaoo between Tune and Space exofpt

that OUT consoionsness moves along it*

*

f Monthly Notices pi the Royal Astronomical Sodety, Vol. LXXX, No. E>

} Of. H. Q. Wells-^** Por instance, heto is a portrait of a man at eiig^it yalin

old, another at fifteen, another at sev^temi, another at t^wnty-one and so On, M
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Let me fmally remark that by cd’iisidering two eveats tbe relative

position of which is given by space co-ordinate differences dx^ rfy, dz and

time difference dt, and for which the differences in a second system are

dz\ dt we easily have

ds^= daj2-f dy^ 4- dz^— c2 dt^= — c2

ds is defined to be the interval between the events and is constant for

all reference systems. Also if we put ict=^w where \/ then

ds^ ^dx^'^dy^-^dz^'j-dw

and 1^24- 2;2-^^^^2 ==

** Under these conditions, the natural laws satisfying the demands of the

special theory of relativity assume mathematical forms in which the

time co-ordinate plays exactly the same role as the pure space co-

ordinates. As a consequence of this purely formal addition to our

knowledge, the theory perforce gained clearness in no mean measure.’'

C. Krishnamachar.

{To be continxied.)

these are evidently seotioiis, as it were. Three-Dimonsioual repreaentationa o( hia

Four Dimensioned being, which is a fixed and Unalterable thing.** Dr SUherstain

remarks, “ Thus, Mr Weils seems to jp^eivo olparly the abaoluteueaa, as it were, of

the world*tube and the relativity of its varioua seotiona/*



THE GROffTH OF PSYCHOLOGY^IIL

IIL

Wb have already seen that the pheaamena of hypnotism and

somnambulism distinctly pointed to the existence of the unconscious

.

But the early history of hypnotism emphasised so much the hypnotiser,

and somnambulism was taken so much as an inexplicable fact of nature

that their real importance was naturally lost sight of. The unconscious

emerged in its own native importance mainly as a result of neuropath-

ology. When that interesting and almost fascinating little book, Dr. Ber-

nard Hart’s The Psychohgtj of Insdnity, was published by the Cambridge

Dniveraity Press, a Cambridge dan was heard to remark that while

reading it he began to doubt whether he was sane or insane. Probably

every reader of the book feels m>re or less convinced that after all the

boundaries that divide the sane from the insane are neither so rigid nor

80 definite as our ‘‘sanity ” usually takes for granted. Insanity at pre-

sent is regaided not merely as a matter of defective brain or injured

brain, though these physiological factors also have their own importance,

but rather as due to some preponderating “complex.” Jung used this

term in connection with a system of associated mental elements, which

in pathological cases, become practically separated from the normal unity

of human consciousness. In other words, certain ideas become obsessions-

gathering other ideas about them so as to form coherent systems. Thus

we find insane persons believing themselves to be kings or millionaires and

trying to convince others. They adopt pompous modes of speech and gait.

Such obsessions or ‘‘ complexes ” are at variance with actual facts, and

thus definitely tend to demorcate their subjects as insane people. But

a closer study of normal life has revealed the fact that even the sane

are not free from “ complexes,” only they are hold in check and they

form a part of the normal unity of conscious life. Various hobbies, e g,

stamp-collecting, are instances of innocuous complexes, and so also

certain ideas, which dominate our intellectual life whether they be

our philosophical theories or religious convictions, or political creed

Hence the term complex has been used in recent psychological literature

in its broadest sense free from ail allusion to insanity, Tansley^

defines it as “ a system of associated mental elements, the stimulation

of any one of wbieh tends to call the rest into consciousness through the

W ^ .
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medium of their common affect.*^ * Closely connected with this term is

the term lihiio^ popularised by Jung. It stands for psychical energy

inhering in a complex and seeking an outlet along appropriate channels.

Although Freud uses the term in a somewhat sexual sense consistently

with his general theory, yet Jung’s usage of it in its broadest sens©

is most commendable. While the terra complex emphasises the cogni-

tive aspect, the term libido emphasises its conative aspect, and both

are equally important, as a complex sooner or later must manifest itself

in some ^overt action.

The New Psychology recognises three main complexes relating to

sex, ego and herd respectively. The ego complex primarily manifests

itself in the form of self-preservation and self-advancement, and

employs instincts and reason alike for achieving its end. As self-pre-

servation is the first law of nature, it is but natural that the ego-com-

plex should be universally present in all beings. The extreme unruliness

displayed by a starving garrison or populace finds its explanation in

the ego-complex. The economic theory of Marx raises its elaborate

structure of arguments and theories on the idea that the belly rules the

universe, and the satisfaction of hunger is but one potent manifestation

of the ego-complex. In extreme circumstances men have not hesitated

to kill one another as the last mode of satisfying their hunger. Students

of English Criminal Law cannot be unacquainted with that curious case

in which some ship-wrecked sailors were charged with the murder of a

boy-companion at sea, on whose flesh they managed to live till they

were picked up by a passing boat. J f, however, the ego-cornplex has been

responsible for such sordid manifestations, we cannot forget it has been

to a much greater extent responsible for every forward step taken by

human civilisation.

The herd-complex is more familiarly known as the herd instinct

through the famous articles of Mr. W. Trotter in the Sociological Review^

1908, subsequently published in book-form : The Instincts of the Herd in

Peace and War. The gregarious instinct manifests itself among human

beings chiefly through imitation and the power of suggestion. The

history of childhood is a series of imitations, and education is almost cent

per cent suggestion. Logicians may define man as a rational animal, but

the fact remains that few men really think for themselves. The few

who c^n think become genuine leaders, heroes. The rest follow. The

frenzy which so frequently overtakes a crowd, and the hysterical acti-

vity which characterised the masses during the last war, even in the

“ Affect” is u«ed to denote the specific emotion aroused by a cognition.
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twentieth century, alike proclaim the power of the herd instinct. The

essential weakness of an isolated ego, however strong his own ego-com*

plex, essentially makes for union, and a social union can hope to exist

and withstand all dangers whether from natural forces, the wildness of

animals or the cupidity of men, only if its herd instinct is strong enough

to keep the individuals severely loyal to the interests of the herd.

In connection with the ego-complex we have already spoken of the

might of hunger. Another equally mighty maniiestation of the ego-

complex is sex. But sex is so complex and so elusive, so markedly

resourceful and universal that sex-complex is given an independent

co-ordinate position along with the ego and the herd complexes. In

fact sex constitutes, if not the whole, at least the major portion of the

psychology of the unconscious, and the reason for this is easily afforded

by a study of neuropathology.

When insanity came to be studied on its psychical side, it was

found that it covered a wide range from the insane who practically had

no intervals of lucidity at all to those, who, apparently and for all prac-

tical purposes sane, suffered from nervous troubles, giving them an in-

stability of mind and consequent weakness of character. All such cases

were brought to light by the hypnotisers generally and particularly by

the Nancy School. But subsequently arose a new genius, Dr. Sigmund

Freud of Vienna, who brought a new method to bear on such cases, and

his conclusions have shed a new light altogether on human psychology.

The method ho employed is known as the psycho-analytic method or

psycho-analysis in short, though in practice the term psycho-analysis has

^ome to stand for the method and also the conclusions reached by it.

A full account of the method will be found by the reader in Pfistor’s

Psycho-analytic Method. In this place I can only hope to give one or

two salient features of the method. But as the method proceeds on

certain hypotheses, since abundantly justified, it will be necessary to ex*

plain some of the technicalities of Freudian psychology.

Early in his investigations Freud came to realise that the conscious

opinions and actions of men do not always express their real nature^

There are incidents in life, which are so unpleasant or which fill us with

so much shame that we tend to forget them. In our conscious life the

major portion of our experiences tends to be forgotten, and what is

markedly interesting or arresting or what is necessary for our practical

Ufa constitutes our living memory. But what is forgotten by our cons-

cious memory is not absolutely forgotten. It is really treasured up in

^he rich store-house of the unconscious of each man. Nothing is really

forgotten or can be forgotten. Hence our conscious life, far from being
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whofe, 18 tike merest fraction of our total life* Incidents over whioli

time lias drawn a thick veil and which have totally escaped our memory

can yet again with a certain amount of effoit be revived. Foi^otten

faces, forgotten names, forgotten incidents with a conscious will cau^be

forced out of their obscurity by our own individual effort. But not

always. There are limits to our individual effort, and a good deal le-

mains lost to our conscious memory, until psycho-analysis comes to

our aid and the moat hidden secrets and the most ‘‘forgotten*’ inci-

dents emerge into the full light of consciousness. Now this forgetting,

which cannot be overcome by our individual effort, is known as repres-

sion in Freudian psychology. The idea is that if a certain experience is

very unpleasant, our consciousness tries to avoid it and in course of

time actually succeeds in forgetting it. But it is not really and

absolutely forgotten, it subsists and works in the unconscious in its

own way. This produces nervous symptoms : absurd fears, mental in-

stability, hysteria, fainting fits and such other disorders.

This same point may be illustrated in another way, as is

very lucidly done by Dr. Hart. In empirical psychology we

proceed on the assumption that the unity of our conscious life

is complete, i.e, our experiences, albeit consciously remembered

experiences, constitute one perfectly self-consistent whole. In

actual fact this complete consistency is hardly ever realised. No
person has ever been found to be thoroughly consistent in his

actions. There are always aberrations, however trifling, from

our strict ideals. Our actions do not always strictly harmonise

with our talk. When this variation is not very great or infre-

quent, for all practical purposes we ignore it. When the variation

is very great either of two things occurs: ( 1 ) We artificially

demarcate our various spheres of action, eg. an astute un-

scrupulous politician may be a thoroughly honest individual in private

life. Or a statesmen with high ideals of parity in public life, may
be a notoriously bad husband. Or a man who is thoroughly trustworthy

as a friend may not display a particle of conscience in his commerical

dealings, e.g, a profiteer. In all such cases the persons concerned may
be as conscious of their inconsistencies as others, But they justify

themselves on such notorious half truths as : in politics we can’t afford

to be strictly moral, or private life has nothing to do with public life,

or business is business, which is taken to justify any sort of swindling*

In all such cases what happens is that different spheres of Kfe are kept

apart in watertight compartments^ apd any open conflict bewcen the

rival spheres is avoided.
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(2) But this method of dealing ^ith the conflicts of our mentat Sfe

IS not always possible. When the conflict is particularly severe, a war to

the finish has to be waged, and as a result of it one party to the conflict

tends to be repressed, lo be forgotten and thus ensues a repression with

all its serious mental restlessness and other nervous disorders, which defy

drugs and present an inexplicable mystery to all, including the victim

himself (or herself).

Many such cases came to Freud and he developed his psycho-

analytic technique. His principle is to neglect the verdicts of conscious

life, which regards something as absurd, nonsensic«I and what not, for

this very nonsense may conceal in its bosom a key to unravel a deep-

seated mystery The reason for this is quite clear Repression has

oomrred, just because conscious reason sought through it a way out of a

conscious conflict, just as we often seek to postpone the evil day and as

a result the situation becomes uncontrollable and our troubles only in-

crease. So too in order to achieve peace an ugly memory is relentlessly

repressed only to create fresh troubles in an indirect fashion. Conscious-

ness in such cases opposes a definite obstruction to anything which

tends to revive what has been successfully repressed. This inhibitory

factor is spoken of by Freud as the censor. To take a concrete

example: suppose A is in love with B, but meets with a severe disappoint-

ment, which moans that his self-respect is wounded and the thought of B
and everything relating to her becomes unpleasant. In self-protection

such thoughts are avoided and ultimately repressed On all future occa-

sions whenever an opportunity ofiers itself for the resuscitation of such

thought the “censor” intervenes and wards ofi all such opportunities.

This hindrance is the greatest difficulty in the path of psycho-analysis,

for consciousness is interested in concealing the trouble that psycho-

analysis seeks to unravel. Thus it is clear why the pronouncements of

consciousness have definitely to be neglected by a psycho-analyst.

At this stage the question arises : if consciousness is more of a

hindrance than a help to a psycho-analyst, how does he pioceed, what

implements does he use ? The answer of Freud has been unequivocally

given : dreams. A little later we shall deal with the psychology of

dreams. At this stage it will suffice to mention that Freud does not

dismiss dreams as the idle vapouringa of sleeping mind. He essentially

regards them as the language of the unconscious, as significant and ao

intelligible as the language we continually employ during waking life.

The idea is that during sleep our conscious life elumbers and thus tha

unooaseiotis is free to emerge, and this it does in the form of dreama*

Tie subject-matter and the mode of dreams ftirnisb a key to the
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and once this kay is furnished, the psychd-analyst proceeds

by a skilful series of queries to unravel the secret of the unconsoiouS

However paradoxical this method, it has abundantly justified itself by its

results, as many a neurotic has been brought back to normal life

through the blessings of psycho-analysis.

Another mode of proceeding is to make the patient give forth*

whatever idea crosses his mind No matter how alsuid it may look

it has its own logic and serves as a key to unlock the secrets of

the uncohsoious.

To mention one method more which is particularly elaborated by

Jung, It consists in mentioning a word and asking the patient to say

which word first strikes him. This is called tlie reaction word. It is

found that whenever a word relates to the unconscious trouble, there

is a delayed reaction. The following taken from Dr. Hart will illus^

trate the point :

—

** Stimulus word Keaction word Reaction time

in seconds

1 Head Hair .. 14

2 Green Meadow re

3 Water Deep 6

4 - Stick Knife 1-6

6 Long Table 1-2

6 Ship Sink 3 4

7 Ask Answer 1-6

8 Wool Knit 1*6

9 Spiteful Friendly 1-4

10 Lake Water 4

11 Sick Well 1-8

12 Ink Black 12

13 Swim Can swim 3 -8
”

In the case of this patient water, ship, lake and swim caused

longer reactions, and it was later discovered that during a recent attack

of depression the patient had resolved to commit suicide by drowning,

As a result of a long series of psycho-analytic inquiries, Fraud

found that the one most disturbing factor in the life of man is sex and

ha traced all nervous disorders to sexual repression in one form or

another. It is not an easy matter to refute Freud’s proposition on

his own ground. In one place he says ** The ugliest as well as the

most intimate details of sexual life may be dreamed about in apparently

harmless allusions to culinary operations, and the symptons of hysteria

become practioally unintelligible we forget that sexual symbolism
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can conceal itself behind the most commonplace and meet inconspicn**

oua mattersi as its best hiding place. The fact that some neurotic ohild'^

jren cannot look at blood and raw meat, that they vomit at the sight

of eggs and noodles, and that the dread of snakes which is natural to

mankind, is monstrously exaggerated in neurotics, all this has a

definite sexual meaning. Wherever the neurosis employs a disguise of

this sort, it treads the paths once trodden by the whole of humanity in

the early ages of civilisation—paths of whose existence customs of

speech, superstitious, and morals still give testimony to this day.

In other words Freud insists on seeing the erotic in the most innocent

looking dreams. If he is criticised, he retorts that the categories of

the conscious arc not fit to decipher the mysteries of the unconscious,

and thus seeks to silence our normal common sense. But if it is im-

possible to prove that Freud is wrong, it is open to his critics to men-

tion the various grounds on which his views can be attacked, and no

critic has done it more successfully than his own pupil and colleague,

Prof. Jung of Nurioh. But we shall deal with the question in a gene-

ral way without restricting ourselves to the criticisms of Jung alone.

In order to have a correct and a just estimate of Freudianism it is

essential that we should consider the peculiar circumstances under which

it came to be developed. Freud is first and foremost a physician and he

first came to be known to the world as the pupil of Dr. Breuer, with

whom he collaborated in the production of Studien (iber Hysterie,

Hysterical cases are pathological cases and when all is said and done

Freud continues a pathologist. The immense success he has achieved,

in curing the neurotic, whose troubles defied the efficacy of drugs and the

skill of doctors, must be given this meed of praise that his theories must

to a considerable extent share in the glory, even if it be merely reflected^

of hie successful practice. In all these pathological cases Freud by his skil-

ful application of psycho-analysis found that the root trouble centred

round sexual functions, a morbid aversion to sex, fostered by a puri-

tanical environment; or some sexual perversity, driven underground by

remorse and consequent repression; or a love disappointment actuated

by the treachery of the beloved or a friend; or ungratified sexual desires

or a markedly misplaced pathological passion, rendered odious by the

anti-incest ethos of a people, and such other causes were found by

Freud to be corroding tbe lives of his patients. We are not concerned

here with the methods of cure adopted by him, but with the theory he

built up on the basis of his cases. In a wide generalisation he declared

Freud’s InUr^iretaUon of Drtam, pp. 31#—320,
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aeiwith cbaracteristio exaggeration Marx had declared^ econotnioaMOf

hunger in vulgar language—-to be the roat.eause of all human aotivitiiear

Prima fam the universal reign of sex according to Freudianisai

receives the sympathetic support of all literature from the most ancient

epics to the poetry and novels of our own day. When Virgil wrote in

his Georgies; ** amor vincit omnia (love conquers all), and when

Scott wrote in his Lay;—
' “ Love rules the court, the camp, the grove,

And men below, and saints above ;

Pot love is heaven, and heaven is love.’'

we may detect in thorn Freudianiam before Freud. Love has

always dominated literature and in its various forms has been the con**

suming passion of poets and creative artists generally. But it would

be futile to assume with Dryden that ‘'great wits are to mad-

ness near allied, ” or to dogmatise with Lombroso and Nisbet that

genius i. essentially insan ty. For the inspiration of love i? not con-

fined to poets
;
it claims an ordinary man as its own with as much ease*

A striking proof of this was brought home to me very recently. A hard-

headed lawyer who had evaded the shafts of Cup’d for nearly forty years

was ultimately brought low by the power that is not to be eternally

defied, and in the hour of his disappointment he whined and wept

and made a pathetic admission that he never knew that outside a

novel a man could shed tears for love.

Yet in spite of such facts Freudianism does not fail to appear

eicaggerated and crude and even monstrous to our average common

sense and it is easily intelligible why morbidity has come to be associat

ed with Freudianism as the psychology of the abnormal But in

justice to Freud it has to be made clear that the sexuality he tpeaks of

stands for a far wider lange of facts than its general every day use.

It is in a way most unfortunate that Freud emphasises the term so

much, when it is clear from his works and as is explained by his follow-

ers that sexuality is “practically synonymous with the word

and stands for all those tender feelings and emotions, which have bad

their origin in a primitive erotic source, even if now their primary aim

m entirely lost and another substituted for it. ” Further, the term

includes not only the physical side, but also the psychical side

of sexuality, e,g. while we normally recognise the period of

itt&incy as one of sexual innocence, Pieud traces in it a maxW
P. xvii, Introdwcfcictt by Beatrice M. Hii^e to Jung’e papckologg «/
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kind of ioxtiftlity, capable of baving Hfe-long ©Sects, An
fant^s suckling Is regarded as sexual, and thus one of the purest

acts of human love comes to suffer from the associations^ legitimate

and illegitimate, of sexuality. Or again children’s love for their parents

is dealt with under the ominous names of Oedipus and Bleotra com-

plexes, a fact which is explained by the incestuous leanings of many a

neurotic patient of Freud. But to generalise from this that the

Oedipus and Electra complexes are an ordinary endowment of every

human being is indeed going much farther than is warranted by facts.

The general view that daughters di play a marked preference for their

fathers and sons for their mothers ha^ been developed even by

writers like Dr. Stanley Hill, but the exceptions to this general

rule—if it can be called a general rule at all—are also as marked

and numerous as they can be, and any attempt to explain these

on the analogy of homosexuality can only be regarded as a

tour de forces as an astute attempt to bolster up an untenable theory.

If, however, by these complexes Freud means nothing more than the

love which children usually bear to their parents, he must be absolved

from the charge of grossness oftea levelled against him, but not from the

charge of using language that is markedly misleading.

It is from this stand-point that Jung’s views and his formulation

of them are much more consonant with our normal outlook on life

Subit intlally hi attaches the same importance to sexuality as Freud

as when ho writes: It can bo a surprise only to those to whom
the history of evolution is unknown to find how few things there really

are in humin lifo which cannot bo reduced in the last analysis to the

instinct of procreation. But what distinguishes him from Freud is

that he does not confound the origin with the product. He writes very

sanely :
“ Thus we discover the first instincts of art in animals used in

the service of the impulse of creation, and limited to the breeding season.

The original sexual character of these biological institutions became

lost in their organic fixition and functional independence. Even if

there can be no doubt about the sexual origin of music, still It

would be a poor unnesthetic generalisation if one were to include

music in the category of sexuality. A similar nomenclature would

then lead us to classify the cathedral of Cologne as mineralogy because it

is built of stones. ” In a nutshell Jung’s conception of libido is pri-

marily sexual but involves also an amount of deaexaalised primal

libido/’ e^. the protection of the young. This process of diverting

the primary sexual libido into associated functions is continually taking

Jung’s PijfQhohgy of th$ Uncomciout, ^



not succeed it is called

Tins mode of formulating the nature of libido frees J^ung ftw^ihe

a'Sirfcvrardneas of confounding sexuality with its associations and the

Oedipus and the Electra complexes lose all their tragic signi&caiiCe.

iPreudian theory has much in it which can be justified, but his language

is misleading, and so Jimg has rendered a distinct service to the psycho-

logy of the unconscious by his conception of a genetic libido. If we

keep in mind this weak side of Freud, there is no danger of being misled

by his views, while we shall be in a position to appreciate the greatness

of his achievement as a neuropathologist and as a psychologist. The

concept of repression enabled him to discard the one-sided and inter-

ested pronouncements of conscious life, and by making an astute use of

dteami, phantasies and word associations he was able to dive so to

say into the vary heart of the unconscious and force its innermost secrets

out. Nothing succeeds like success, and the theory of unconscious life

utterly at condiot with the established traditions aud highest concep-

tions of European philosophy has succeeded in oonve^jji^g even the scepti-

cal into convinced believers in the existence of the unconscious. The

psychology of neuropathology is considerably the psychology of dreams,

which subject we shall now proceed to discuss.

IV.

In literature as in ordinary life a dream has been generally regarded

as something unsubstantial and shadowy. Sometimes a dream that

has acted as a foiecast of coming events has bean endowed with a weird#

almost fearful, fascination. But the learned brushed this aside as the

jingeiing vestiges of a decaying superstition. Such an attitude, however,

either of complacent superiority or Ignorant indifference is no more pos-

si^ble after the ei>och-making work of Freud :
** The Interpretation of

I|reams.” The interpretation of dreams as carried out by Freud has no

rrference to the future, as we find in the Old Testament and in many an

Imdian story. It has rather a reference to the past and a present dreaa^

isUought to be interpreted in terms of the dreamer’s past experiences^

‘We have already noted before that a dream has now been known as the

language of the unconscious, apparently incoherent and meaningless,

yet possessing a key to unlock its secrets so that dream langual^^ al-

though much more difficult, is not much more meaningless thah

band symbols, We have also seen that the unconscioui a

p. m.



wordf the unravelling of a dream always

the ri«k oi unearthing some buried secret of the heart* Hence 1*^

involves no^^little courage ia a man to expose his dreams and explain them

withal Freud haft done, and it speaks volumes for his pure scientific

spirit that he has not hesitated to engross his personality and thereby

court the sneer that Freudianism is onl^ Freud himself. One can easily

understand the pang with which he must have penned these words,

although in a passing way t
“ I think of the effort it costa me to publish

even my work on the dream, In which I have to surrender so much

of my own intimate character.” * Freud has broken such new ground#

and shed so much light on an obscure problem, and made as important

discoveries as any in the history of science, that none with any claims to

speak can venture to deny the epoch-making nature of Freud’s master-

piece, Of course there are detractors. Only a couple of years ago a

correspondent in the Times of India had the temerity to speak of Freud

as a charlatan, but he had a spirited answer from an L M. S. OfEcer,

who justified Freudianism as a scientific and most successful method of

dealing with neurotics. It Is impossible to say “ Yea ” to every*

thing that Freud may say; * It is possible to disagree with even his

fundamental views. But that cannot affect the worth of his work, just

as Darwin’s preeminence as a biologist cannot bo challenged merely

because the present day biologists have outgrown the Darwinism of the

Origin of Species ; and Newton’s fame and worth are not absolutely

annihilated because Einstein has started new theories.

Freud's theory of dream may be briefly summarised in his own
words: ‘‘The dream is the (disguised) fulfilment of a (suppressed*

repressed) wish,” f So put, it appears most paradoxical, so palpably

opposed to our ordinary consciousness as to deserve a summary dismissal

as absurd and phantastic, or as a lay critic { in a Bombay daily has

ventured to call it this fashionable and unclean imposture.” But

these self*oomplacent critics are guilty of criticising this statement just

by itself, when in fact it constitutes but one factor in a complex organ-

ism. To understand it clearly, Freud’s statement had better be analysed

into its two main factors : wish (open or repressed) and its fulfilment

(open or disguised).

(1) That at least some of our dreams are teally wish-fulfilmenla

cannot possibly be denied. The dreams of children with their charming
'
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What disciplining patents deny, it gets in dreams. Even in adult life

the erotic dreams are often the ofi^-shoot of conscious desires and the

prizes that appear heyond the reach of our consciousness easily fall

into our laps through the benignity of dreams. But the critics retort

:

what about the nightmares, what about those horrid dreams wherein

we dream of the death of out near and dear ones, sometimes find our-

selves xkllling them or being killed by them ?

Freud would argue that a wish can manifest itself in various ways.

It is well-known how varied and at times contiadictory forms love can take,

A purposeful desire to avoid the presence of the beloved Is as much a

sign of love as a desire to adore the beloved in person. So too with a

wish. A really intense wish is always pursued by the shadow of some

fear, I have never had a wish which was not also tinged in the hues of

fear, and sometimes it does actually happen—as is attested by Baudo-

uin*8 law of reversed ofioit—that the fear preponderates over the wish,

and a wish to gain a prize may manifest itself In a dream in the form of

losing it.
^

Not content with this, Freud could still further arguo^^lilJSi '^h
may pass away from consciousness and yet feiiipress on the

unconscious. Here comes in the psychology of forgetting, which we

have already referred to. We have seen that forgetting is a concept of

practical oonvonienoe and that in reality there is no absolute forgetting.

All that has been experienced becomes ijiso facto a permanent endow-

ment of our memory. We may conveniently refer at this stage to some

interesting examples cited by Havelock Ellis An English maid servant

was taken to Paris for a few weeks, and although she knew not a word

of French was overheard talking in her sleep and repeating various

French phrases, like Je ne sals pas, monsieur,*’ A patient in a light

condition of chloroform anaesthesia began to speak Welsh, a language

which she had known as a child, but had long since forgotten. A
pimilar case Is mentioned of a Countess of Laval, “ who during tho

delirium of Illness, spoke the Breton language which she bad known as

a child but long since forgotten/* Dr, Havelock Ellis mentions an iotei*-

esting dream of his own. He dreamt that ho was in Spain and was to

meet some friends at Daraus, but when he reached the booking-office he

nould not remember whether he wanted to go to Daraus, Varaus or

Zaraus. When he awoke he could not remember ever having seen or

heard o! such places. Some months Jater be found there was a place like

Havelook EllliJ World o/Proam, pp. 223—220,
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Zwf8,tii^ atfd th0*t he had passed through this very plftoe two hundred

filty days before his dream. Evidently ho had not thought it worti)

while to remember this, but his unconscious memory had not failed to

retain it and made itself manifest in a dream.

If our memory be really so tenacious, as there seems to be no
reason to doubt, is it so incredible that a wish lightly formed may
lightly disappear from our consciousness, yet not without leaving it®

* foot-prints behind ? How often in the course of a day does not our

mind become a stage for ideas, absurd, impossible, disgusting, ideas

which come through sheer perversity, ideas which are in us, but which we
whole-heartedly repudiate as disgusting and unclean ? What wonder

if these ideas, wish phantasies, recoil on our heads in our dreams ? Here

again is to be found an explanation for dreaming things which our

consciousness never hesitates to disavow. To dream of the death of

one’s own mother I How hideously unhlial, and yet in the world of

dreams not at all unnatural or unknown A mother is 111, and her son

wishes her to live, but dreams of her death. What is this but to dream

of the fear allied to the wish ? Or a child is naughty and is chastised

by the mother, and in a fit' of petulance it wishes the mother were no

more and years later when this incident is completely forgotten by the

conscious memory comes the dream of her death. Verily the law of

karma reigns in the world of dreams as in the world of overt actions.

If it be asked : bow is it that memories, which we have discarded

as useless or repudiated as painful, yet make their appearance in

dreams ? we may answer in terms of the censor,” as Freud puts it

:

‘‘ The sleeping state makes dream formation possible by diminishing

the endopsychlc censor.”* From the stand-point of conscious life,

there is a certain amount of justification, though it is generally grossly

exaggerated, in defining man as a rational animal. Our reason serves

as the censor of our thoughts and actions alike. Those thoughts

which arise so to say in spite of ourselves naturally tend to be

repressed by reason. Very often reason sucoeods in this, at other times

it gains only a pyrrhic victory, for it produces such a tension and

dissociation as to give rise to neurotic troubles and even to insanity.

In either case the repressed thoughts have no clear field and can have

only an underground existence. In sleep, however, reason as the

censor slumbers, and even the forbidden can raise its head. But on

awakening the censor asserts itself and the free play of dreams tends

to be rapidly forgotten. That is why we have only a vague sense

* The Interpretation of Drtmnet p. 416.
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wf irmm^ ^ni &ren in tibe oise of most tNd dreams^ tho dotnyii

rnp^ly didappear^ leaving behind only a sense of some determinate

point or two.

Another characteristic of dreams observed by many is that a

dream is very often stimulated by very recent events, mostly even of

the day preceding. This is noted by Freud as well as by men like Dr.

Havelock Ellis, who refuses to be known as a Freudian. From this it

might be argu'^d that dream has nothing to do with the so-called un-

conscious, it^ is merely a fantastic presentation of recent experiences,

devoid of any particular significance. Freud does not by any means

pretend that each and every dream is perfectly capable of an inter-

pretation. 'In fact in one place * he definitely says : The question

whether every dream can be interpreted maj? be answered in the

negative.’* But he does assert that dreams have a significance, and

it is very often possible to get at this significance. He distinguishes

between the motive of a dream and the presentation of I|. The latter

makes a free u'^e of recent events in conscious life, while the former

is—often, though not always or necessarilyt—supplied by the un-

conscious. It is m this connection that he speaks of the regressive

character of hallucinatory dreams, which I shall briefly explain. The

foreoonscious is so to say an ante-chamber to consc^Ctisness. The

foreconscious stores impressions which are taken up* without any

difficulty by the conscious. But the way from tbe unconscious to the

foreconscious is barred by the censor. So what happens during sleep

is that the activity of the unoonscioua is aroused and manifests itself

by manipulating recent experiences to suit its own object. Freud even

speaks of the foreconscious thoughts playing thfjt;iJiart of an en're-

preneur in the dream, while the real sinews of the dr^shn are supplied by

the unconscious. This is what Freud calls the regrid ‘ve character of

dreams. Just as while trying to recollect a foigotten name our

memory retraces its eteps, so too in a dream the foreoonscious is made

to retrace its steps to be used by the unconscious.

Thus we see that the general thesis of a dmm centring round a

wish is neither impossible nor incredible when studied closely in

gelation to the psychology of the unconscious as a whole. To those

who deny the very existence of the unconscious, we can only point to

the phenomena of hypnotism, somnambulism and the like, and ask

If they can explain them m terms of anything but the unconscious.

(2) The second point to be noted in Freud’s formula : The

dteam is the (disguised) fulfilment of a (suppressed, repressed^
|'* | I
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fact tiat Otir wishes can be unconsciously cherklicd oul^

defemoe to the censor of out wating thoughts or the customs His^i

conventions of our social life, it will nob be tififiloult for us to

realise that such a wish may manifejit itself in very devious

Hence arises the symbolism iu dreams and hence too the necessity of

interpretation. Dr. Havelock Ellis, who, as noted above does not wish to

be known as a Freudian, as much as Freud, dechres that there can be

no manaer of doubt that our dreams are full of symbolism,” though he

recognises that when we are faced by the question of definite and

constant symbols it still remains true that scepticism is often called

for/' * We may note here a few examples of this symbolism. Dr.

Havelock Ellis notes a dream of a medical friend that in conversation

with a lady patient his hand rested on her knee
;
she asked him to

remove it, but he oouldi/t do so
;
he awoke in horror from this em»

harassing situation only to find his hand firmly held between hii own

knees, t Freud mentions a dream on p. 211 of his Interpretation of

Dreams, which he interprets as a case of sexual symbolism In his re-

cently publ|&i^'i»^foduc^ory Lectures on Psycho-Analysis (pp. 10D~101),

Freud menOTir*ome instances of symbolic distortion of dreams, e.

‘^The dreamed was pulling a certain lady of his acquaintance out of a

dt'h, . . , , It meant: he picked her out and preferred her.”

“ Another man dreamt that his brother was digging up his ground all

over again,” meaning that his brother was retrenching.

This much may suffice to show that Freud’s dictum we have

been so long discussing is not necessarily absurd or meaningless,

though it may be open to criticism from other stand-points. We have

already seen that once we Interpret the word “ wish ” to include also

the fear and anxiety which are almost invariably connected with It,

the idea of dream as a wish fulfilment loses its paradoxical character.

But it may be reasonably objected that such a wide usage of a com-

mon terra leads to confusion, and that no word should be used except

in its normal sense and hence Mr. Taaaley suggests (p. 127) that Freud's

wish-theory needs a broader statement. His view is that “ a dream is

a more or less altered re-produotion of psychic material at least partly

derived from recent experience, sometimes very fragmentary and

difficult to explain causally, but often representing a complex carrying

a marked efieot,” If a complex is predominantly afiective, as a wish top

undoubtedly is, Tansley's meaning is not essentially different from

* fht WorUof Drmma, p, 169,

t IW|*| p. ISO-l,
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Fieud’i, though his statement has tho merit of being suffioiently

teohnioal to escape the danger of popular misunderstandingt

Apart from this more or less verbal dispute, the chief point

challenged in Freudianisin is its characterisation of wish-fulfilment as

sexual. Wo have already dealt with the significance of sexuality in'

Freud, and therefore there is no need to traverse the same ground over .

again except in so far as is really necessary in connection with dream

psychology. Freud never fails to insist that there is no dream which

is not to' at least some extent distorted, there is no dream which is

a simple reproduction of some conscious experience. Some Incident

especially in our recent experience may form part of a dream, but it is

always distorted in some form or another, and the point which Freud

urges with great ingenuity, if not very convincingly, is that this distor-

tion conceals a sexual wish. In his Introductory Lectures he devotes

four t pages to a mere enumeration of objects dreamt of, but which are

symbolical of sexual life, not in its broad, but in its every-day sense.

The list is so long and exhaustive that tho most innocent-looking

dream may tlius come to be interpreted as grossly sexual. If asked

how it is that such objects come to be treated as sexual symbols, Freud

answers: “from fairy-tales and myths^ jokes, and witticisms, from

folklore, i.e, from what we know of the manners and customs, sayings

and songs, of different peoples, and from poetic and colloquial usage of

language.’’ J I think there is considerable force in this symbolic

argument of Freud, but absolute conviction on this point is well-nigh

an impossibility, and it is possible and necessary to discuss whether

assuming the existence of sex symbolism in dreams, all dreams are

to be interpreted as sexual. In more than one book and one article

I have come across the idea that Preudianlsm essentially implies a

sexual interpretation of all dreams. Such an interpretation would

be so palpably narrow and absurd, that if Freud had really developed

this view he would have really deserved all the serious criticism and

the popular ridicule to which he has been subjected. But it is most

refreshing to find Freud unambiguously declaring his position iu his

Introductory Lectures. § “You will certainly have beard it said at

some time or other that psycho-analysis maintains that all dreams

have a sexual meaning. You are now in a position yourselves to

* e,g. p, 97 Introduclory Lectures on Psycho-Analysis^

t Ibid, p. 129-133.

t Ibid, p. 133

§ Ibid, p, 162. A similar Mea is expressed on p. 241 in the Interpretation of
jDnam^
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forikt an opinion as to the falseness of this repi'oach. You have learnt

of wish-fulfilment dreams, dealing with the gratification of the most

obvious needs—hunger, thirst, and the longing for liberty comfort-

dreams and impatience-dreams, as well as those which are frankly

avaricious and egoistical You may, however, certainly boar it in

mind that, according to the results of paj^'cho-analysis dreams in which

a marked degree of distortion is present maivhj, (but here again not

exclusively) give expression to sexual desiies/’ So we find wish-

fulfilment is not at all necessarily sexual, and in this case Freud’s

position approximates verj much to that of Jung. Psycbo-analysis has

developed in the and is based on experience in the West.

Considering the freedom of movement open to both the sexes in the

West, and considering the extreme flippancy of dross and manners

often affected especially in large European cities, there is no reason to

doubt that dreams may really be ‘^mainly ” sexual. Whether it would

hold true of the East as well may be left an open question, though

here again the general presumption of the similarity of human nature

would tend to an identical conclusion.

Some of the other points worth noting in Freud’s treatment of

dreams may also'’ bo noted. One point is the infantile regression in

dreams. We have seen that dreams are the language of the uncons-

cious, and the unconscious often results through repre&sion. Our

infantile life is brimming with the innate energy of instincts, which are

strangers to what we call decency or morality. This initial crudeness

has to be kept in check and this is done through the pressure of educa-

tion and civilised modes of life. As a result there issues a conflict

between what we would like to do and what we ought to do, and in

this struggle the former tends to be repressed. But it continues to

exist, and hence when an adult wish is thwarted by the censor, it may

take up some infantile form and thus cause an infantile regression.

Another Interesting view developed by Freud is that dream is not

a disturber of sleep, but really its protector. This is sufficiently borne

out by those dreams, wherein we dream that we are thirsty or hungry

and proceed to satisfy our thirst or hunger as the case may be, but

only in dreams ! A short time ago I myself had an interesting dream

of this sort. One night my sleep was disturbed by the banging of a

window. I felt too lazy to get up and fasten it
;
I quietly went to

sleep, and I dreamt that the window was banging -^occasioned no doubt

by an actual banging—and that I got up and fastened it. But when

I awoke In the rinorning I found the window banging just as much as ,

ever. It Is not difficult to understand that such dreams, even If not all

6
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dreamfi, are par excellence dreams of conveoienoe. PalpaWy tliey are

devices, and often very successful too, to negate a cause of distUfbaooe

by protending that it has been set right and thus avoiding the

necessity of disturbing sleep. In short such dreams serve to protect

sleep, and not to disturb sleep. But a question arises whether it is

really the nature of a dream always to be a guardian of sleep.

Against this sweeping generalisation, it might be urged that

njightmares and anxiety dreams are always disturbers and not guardians

of sleep. Freud has again an ingenious explanation for this apparent

exception. We have already seen that all dreams are distorted, and

especially those which exhibit Freud’s distinction between the mani-

fest and the latent dream content, i.e. those which express an

unconscious wish. It is the censor’s opposition that the unconscious

wish has to overcome and it Is in deference to the censor that it has

to manifest itself in a distorted form, Le, even during sleep there is a

certain conflict going on. Generally during sleep the censor is not

very active and hence the conflict is not severe, but once the censor

begins to assert itself and thwarts the manifestation of the uncbns*

cious, the conflict becomes keen and painful. As soon as this point

is reached it becomes better that such a painful sleep be disturbed and

make room for a quieter sleep than that it should continue, and thus

paradoxically enough even a painful dream indirectly serves the

purpose of protecting sleep.

It would indeed be futile to claim that Freud has said the last

word on the nature or interpretation of dreams. But it would be no

exaggeration to say he has struck a new vein in the history of Euro-

pean philosophy by demonstrating to the best of his ability that

dreams have a meaning, and through the study of his dreams a neurotic

can be cured. A critic of Freud has sought to challenge the whole

superstructure of Freudianism in a very ingenious way. He regards

dreams as being really meaningless, and if neurotic patients accept a

particular interpretation of their dreams and thereby assist the psycho-

pathologist in his cure of them, he attributes the success purely to the

efiects of suggestion on the part of the psycho-pathologist. The

explanation is ingenious and plausible, but hardly fits all the cases^

More often than not the psycho-pathologist by his study of dreams

does not aim at any particular interpretation at all, but simply seeks

to get at facts buried in the unconscious which may serve to explain

the dreams. It is a trait most commonly found in conscious life that our

conscious thoughts generally tend to centre round the dominant

interests of our life, domestic and professional, or the dolftinant
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intearests of tie moment, e.g. an unexpected success or an unkind word*

Hence if the unconscious exists at all, it need cause no surprise if its

dominant interests also tend to manifest themselves in a way open to

them, c,g, in dreams. But there is also another fact which makes the

critic’s explanation unsatisfactory. Quite apart from the meaning of

distorted dreams there have been on record prophetic dreams which

picture an event in its entirety before it has ac*^ually happened. Such

dreams have undoubtedly a meaning, but a meaning so clear as to

render any round-about interpretation utterly superfluous. An Interest-

ing dream of this sort has been mentioned by F. W. H, Myers in his

Human Personality and Its Survival of Bodily Death ’’ on p. 370 . It

is a dream of the Duchess of Hamilton dreaming a fortnight in advance

of the exact death scene of an Earl of L- . She dreamt that the

Earl was “ in a chair, as if in a fit, with a man standing over him with a

red beard. He was by the side of a bath, over which bath a red

lamp was distinctly shown.” A fortnight later this scone in all its

details actually took place. Such a dream is by no means an isolated

case, for many others have been recorded. The question is how are

these prophetic dreams to be explained ? Freud himself devotes the

last paragraph—a tiny one—of his masterpiece to dreams of this

sort, only to suggest that in connection with dreams we ought rather

to look for a knowledge of the past and not of the future. Dr. Walsh

too in his Psychology of Dreams airily brushes away such dreams.

But dogmatism is not science, and prophetic dreams furnish a palpable

limitalipn to Freudian interpretation, and still need an explanation

which cannot be purely Freudian.

The general conclusion to which a broad study of dreams drives

us is that dreams are too complex to be explained by any one formula.

They may relate to the conscious primarily as much as to the uncons-

cious. They may be occasioned by organic sensations like thirst or

hunger, or the difiiculties of respiration, or some external stimulus like

the bed-sheet or the rays of sun. But these causes do not adequately

account for all dreams and certainly do not justify the exclusion of the

unconscious. It may be that as a pioneer Freud especially as a patho-

logist in places over-emphasises the unconscious, but as he himself says

;

** Indeed, in general, it doesn’t often happen that psycho-analysis

contests anything which is maintained in other quarters ;
as a rule

psycho-analysis only adds something new to what has been said.”*

• P* 35 Introductory JUcture^,
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V.

If Freud had confined himself to the study of the unconscious as

manifested in dreams, he would have—to use the good old Roman phraae

••-Reserved well of the republic. But he is nothing, if not thorough, and

his studies have extended to the whole range of the unoonsciou® as

manifested in the taboos * of barbarous and civilised life, and oven in

the errors and slips of our everyday lifef. There is not space enough

in this essay to deal adequately with Freud’s work in these depart-

ments,' so that we can do no more than mention it. Suffice it to say

that in these works Freud seeks to establish the following conclusions

with a wealth of illustrations to which no summary can do adequate

justice. .

(1) The taboos represent a safeguard against primitive tenden-

cies which are anti-social in their nature, and the very stringency

of the taboos represents the strength of the tendencies tabooed.

(2) Forgetting is only relative, and the unpleasant tends to be

repressed, but the repressed works in the unconscious memory. Forget-

ting is also a sign of indifierence.

(3) Our errors, which we usually explain away as mere slips of

tongue or of pen are made by Freud to have a deeper significance as

really manifesting our innermost, though unconscious, thoughts. It is

possible to over-emphasise the significance of such slips in this fashion,

yet a little honest self-analysis goes to show that Freud^s conclusion In

this respect has a great deal of truth.

(4) Still another sphere in which the workings of the uncons-

cious make themselves felt is that of day-dreaming or phantasy or

autistic thinking Freud himself has been long conscious of this, but

the task of studying it in detail has fallen to the lot of a Belgian, Dr.

J. Varendonck. His work on “ The Psychology of Day-Dreams ” is

not a mere translation, but it is written originally in English. It is an

astute study of day-dreaming with its detached self-centred, some-

times logical and sometimes illogical, wayward imagination, in which a

man takes refuge and satisfies his ambitions in dreaming what he

cannot, or has failed to, achieve in real life. Perhaps this study suffers

from the fact that Dr. Varendonck has predominantly emphasised

only his own day-dreams, and thus his interpretations may be as

much the cause as the effect of his views. But it cannot be denied

that he has succeeded in showing that like nocturnal dreams, day-

dreams betray pre-occupations with unsolved problems, harassing cares,

* Freud’s Totem and Taboo,

t Freud's Fsyeho^Fathology of B^eryday Life,
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or overwhelming impressions which require Rocommodation, only

their language is not as sibylline as that of their unconscious oorres

pondents.” In many ways day-dreaming has a unique worth as

displaying a man’s inner nature, freed from the conventions of life and

free to build castles in the air, which have anyway the merit of show-

ing in what grooves the thought of a man seeks to run. Our conscious

thinking is the remit often of our practical needs and problems and

imposes on itself a strict conformity to the bard facts of our environ-

ment. In dreams we have an outcropping of the unconscious, whose

significance we ourselves miss and often are sincere in repudiating

its manifest content as having anything to do with ourselves. But in

day-dreams we transcend a prosaic environment, and give a free rein

to our cravings, which, however immoderate and unreasonable they be,

are not yet totally repudiated by us. Therefore Dr. Varendonck’s

work is indeed a most valuable contribution to the psychological

literature of to-day.

VI.

So far I have been discussing the unconscious only from the

psychological stand-point, but considering the most intimate relationship

which exists between psychology as the science of human experience

and every other science which has anything to do with human life, it

cannot but be that the discovery of the unconscious should have a mark-

ed effect in many directions. I had hoped to deal with this at some

length, but the length which this article has already reached forces me

to content myself with a few tentative suggestions, deferring a detailed

treatment to some more convenient opportunity.

I think that without any risk of exaggeration it may be asserted

that the existence of the unconscious testifies to the enormous and

baffling complexity of human nature. The crude simplicity of the dogma

of ‘‘ homo sapiens ” has been overthrown, and to this extent crimino-

pedagogics, and ethics have been made less unbending and so more

humanised in their outlook. The view that every criminal is per sea

pervert, a thorough enemy of society now hardly finds favour, and the

experiences of childhood buried in the recesses of the unconscious may

furnish springs of action which are inscrutable to the prosecuting police

or the trying magistrate. So too in the domain of pedagogics the birch

has been seen to be the harbinger of as much evil repression as of good.

In ethics we have been in the habit of taking at their face value the

reasons assigned for this or that action, and yet wo have found that the

rationalisations may be mere cloaks for motives which won’t boar a criti-

cal examination# But perhaps for this very reason psycho-analysis
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both m a method and as a theory has been a soutce of prolific, though

irrelevant, jokes from popular journalists. It has been, however, a much

more serious charge that psycho-analysis has popularised a degraded

view of human nature and taken away from it that stern sublimity

which has been the most potent inspiration of the loftiest human souls.

If this charge could really be established, we should be constrained to

admit that the truth of psycho-analysis, if it be a truth at all, is too

dearly purchased. The actual fact is that through ages past and in al

ipountries the highest morality has had to battle with various innate

lorces of life, which it has not always been able to combat, and so

self-complacently branded as low. Further if human nature were in

itself good, by now at least after centuries of civilisation and a high

code of life, masses of humanity would have risen to great heights.

But the curse of a low life, a weak vacillating will, a sickly will which has

not even the strength of sincere repentance, still clings to the brow of

humanity, and It shows that human nature is not good by any easy

birth-right, but that it has to achieve goodness. Psycho-analysis docs

not negate the idea of this achievement, but it does not believe that

ignorance of the basic facts of life or a pretended ostrich-like prudery is

ever conducive to a genuine morality, nor is it true that psycho-

analysis is necessarily pledged to a cynical view of life. Par

otherwise, as its conception of sublimation sufficiently proves.

Its whole aim is to destroy the corrosive influence of repressions and

to utilise this liberated energy for the pursuit of higher and more moral

ends. An inflammable youth under the crushing weight of a disappointed

love may grow a neuroUc, but it is equally possible for him to immortal-

ise his disappointment in song or stone or canvas, or, it may be, the energy

of his love is sublimated to a love for his country or a passionate devo-

tion to the interests of humanity.

Nor in a critical valuation of psycho-analysis must we omit to men-

tion that the unlocking of the mysteries of the unconscious has been

also the means of unlocking the hidden sources of myths and poen;isi

and he who fails to appreciate the potent influence of these myths and

poems on men can only be regarded as one who is merely skirmishing on

the fringe of life and has not penetrated tothe core of life. Ludwig Laistner

is regarded by Dr. Havelock Ellis as having been the first to see what an

important part dreams have played in the evolution of mythological

idei^^. “ If we bear in mind, ” writes Laistner, “ how intimately poetry

and religion are connected with myth, we encounter the surprising fact

that the first germ of these highly important vital manifestations ii not

to be found in any action of the^ waking mind, but in sleep, and that
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the and oldest teacher of productive imagination is not to b©

found in the experiences of lifcj but in the phantasies of dream/*

As students of philosophy we are naturally most interested in the

question whether the discovery of the unconscious has had any influence

on the trend of metaphysical thought. So far to my knowledge no such

influence has been at all exerted. But metaphysical views of thinkers

do not easily change, still less do they make any immediate response to

new discoveries. But such a response is bound to come, as every

important psychological discovery has never failed to affect metaphysics^

and we may hazard a few sentences to the probable direction this in^

fluence may take. It seems to me that the discovery of the rationality

of dreams essentially strengthens the foundations of idcilism, though

the statement of idealism will need many changes as rationality has

now come to be seen to be much wider than the narrow and dogmatic

rationality of oar waking life. Furtha.-, dreams arc now seen to have a

definite significance, and so far cease to be mere phantasies. They have

a reality not merely in the sense that they exist, but in the sense that

to the dreamer the dreams are real at least so long as they last. How
does this affect our view of life itself ? May it not be as real or as

unreal as a dream itself ? The answer will again depend on our individual

temperaments and metaphysical leanings. The analogy of a dream is a

handy instrument in the hands of those, a class exceedingly well repre-

sented in India, who look upon this world as a more soap-bubble mani-

festation of some eternal entity, whose nature transcends to infinity

anything that we mortals can experience, and is an eternal mystery

that our reason is for ever barred from penetrating. To the metaphy-

sicians of this school the analogy of dreams supplies an unanswerable

argument# Like the famous myth of the d^n in Plato’s Republic,

which seeks to show that sensible objects are real only to those who

have not experienced the illumination of philosophy, and conversely the

Ideas are unreal only to those who have never experienced anything

but shadows, the analogy of dream may point out that it is impossible

to prove to a dreamer while he dreams that his dream is only a shadow

and that it is only in contrast to his waking experience that he realises

the shadowy nature of his dream; so too only he who has had a

vision of the otB|?nal will be able to recognise the ephemeral shadowy

nature of the whole universe that makes such a tremendous appeal to

our senses and our human reason.

But I am not sure if this is the only use we can make of dreams in

our metaphysics. Is it not possible to argue that if dreams have a

meaning they (Cannot be absolutely unreal ? If Rpbert Louis Stevenson
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found in his dreams a never- failing source of plots -and incidents for

his stories
;
if Coleridge could write his Kubla Khan in a dreamy mood

;

if mathematicians find their problems solved in dreams ;
if lost articles

can be traced through dreams
; and if experiences long since lost to

our conscious memory can yet assert themselves in dreams ;
is it possible

to argue that dreams have only a transient life ? If dreams affect our

life just as much as our waking experiences
;
if the law of karma reigns

in the world of our dreams as much as in the world of our waking

consciousness, surely it should be possible to hold that in the universe

nothing is unreal. Everything is a stepping-stone to the eternal.

Assuming that the Eternal is the Real and the very fountain-head of all

reality, how can that which comes from the Eternal Real be itself

unreal ?

Enough for the day. One is tempted to play the role of Kant in

his Dreams of a Ghost-seer. But after Freud dreams cannot be to us

what they were to Kant, and the subject demands a much fuller and

more reverent treatment than has been possible on this occasion.

A. R. WadiA.



BARYMATH AND BRADYMATH.

(A REMARK of Mrs. Besant in relation to the new Madras Uni veisity

Bill is worth consideration by those responsible for English studies.

She considered that English classics should not be treated as text-books,

and that more of them should be read. This course was urged two years

ago in an article in tlii^ magazine. It has never been brought forward

for discussion in this university, but it ought to be discussed now,

when a general scrutiny of studies is proceeding. It is a good debating

topic, for in the change we would propose there is difficulty, even con-

siderable danger, and there might w^ell be strong opposition in very

competent quarters. Let us therefore conceive a debate between

Bradymath, who desires to broaden English studies, and Barymath, who

commends the rigour and heaviness of detailed study.” This University

fortunately contains no such Barymath as this, yet the influence of

the Parymath doctrine is felt everywhere.)

Barymath.— I hear of you, sir, that you seek to destroy the

definiteness and the discipline that have been for so many years the

glory of our Etiglish studies. I view' not merely with dislike but with

contempt your somewffiat characteristic proposal, which—-1 beg leave to

tell you—is ruinous equally to scholarship and to mental and moral

discipline.

Bradymath. —I am all giatitude and attention. Pray enlighten

me as to the injury.

Bar.—You would double—or treble—the number of English books

proscribed.—I pause to think of the outcry that would arise against you.

But perhaps you do not seek popularity.

Brad.— I would fain have it. It is pleasant to be liked, and

disfavour gives me uneasiness because it convinces me of failure. Yet

I am unwilling to hold the favour of our students by continuing to do

them injustice.

Bar.—You would sacrifice popularity and justice together. And

indeed I have frequently remarked in you the * tendency to unseemly

rapidity in your work. Words are too little to you :
you lack the

instinct of the scholar, and forfeit his delights.—Let mo point you to a

pleasure. You are expounding, let us say, a play of Shakespeare. This

I suspect you of doing by the delusive light of nature, though what

kinship you may discern between yourself and Shakespeare (whose

151 7
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vocabulary is triple yours) puzzles me to disoem. Observe my uaetboi^

fiuanoially expensive, it may be, but profoundly satisfying. Of each

play of Shakespeare which I expound I purchase at least five editions-.,

all, in fact, that are available, except the Variorum edition, wWch I

borrow from the library. Conceive my exercise. On a wide-spread

desk in my study I display conflicting annotations. Persons of

your stamp have no idea how intricate, how fascinating, the conflict

may become. The genius of Shakespeare, to my mind, rests chiefly

upon this, that by a heedful ambiguity he stimulates the rigid and discri-

minating judgment, fosters the fertility of the conjectural imagination.

This is his subtlety, this his suggestiveness. As I stand before my edi-

tions, verging from Verity on my left to the glowing enlightenment of

Deighton on my extreme right, my spirit knows an unwonted expansion,

I expatiate in the life of vision, and, as I make decision between

Verity and Deighton, I am at one with, yet above, these mighty spirits,

and in myself a scholar. This delight I impart to my class
;

and if

rapture seem lacking among them, I remember that these are but their

first steps : they have far to go, and enlightenment will doubtless le the

end. Discipline, at all events, is the beginning, I train their judgment

and accustom them to labour,—for which, in years to ttpxm, they will

hail me benefactor. Oh, Bradymath, dear friend, will you not share my
habit and my joy ?

Brad—With much ado I have shaken oS your habit, yet still my
lower nature craves your joy. You speak of words^ and love them—or

rather it is not the words you love but their eventful history, and the

nice distinction bet vveen one and another. You love precision
;
you hold

accuracy in itself an end, because a discipline and exercise, Alas ! so

do I, In this love I have suffered much, and sufier still. This special

martyrdom is Oxford’s gift to her children—not the least of her gifts.

Happier (and less happy) are they who were nurtured in Cambridge or

the provinces. For me, correctness is a passion, and the love not

merely of the word but of each letter in it an ensnaring joy. It was

not thus till Oxford claimed me, and when I read now my earlier effu-

sions—but enough of this. I had a tutor there (of whom I would think

rather than of myself), a man of a free creative spirit. Too early, alas I

had Oxford laid hold upon him, and the end of the matter was that

genius remained speechless, this man of letters dared not write. He

could not satisfy Ms verbal conscience. His admirable words tormented

him, for imperfection ever tainted them, and cross-currents
,
of signifi-

cance, which others would not discern, swept across his sentences. He

was paralysed, and his work was not done. As with the groat, so with
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the sttiall ;
aSd we from Oxford find It hard to emancipate ourselyeA

from the delaying niceties of choice. Thus your doctrine, far from heiiig

strange to me, is my temptation : to your deity I have ofiered many

an unprofitable sacrifice. Let us not, however, maiiitain his altar

here, seducing thither unwilling worshippers.

Bar.—I know your doctrine. You also I know, and your practices.

Whatever your past, your present cheapens learning. Your vice is

vagueness. You love abstractions and generalities. You complete noth-

ing. You know no thoroughness. You prefer suggestions to realities.

Whether through laziness, incapacity or sheer wrong-headednoss I know

not, but you deal in fragments, never proffering the well-rounded

whole.

Brad.— Fools ! cried Hesiod of the unworthy who filched from

him much of his inheritance
;

“ fools : they know not how much greater

the half is than the whole.*’ How often have I pondered these words,

in which that great poet, as is the way with such, builded better than

he know, and fashioned for us a figure of all life and happiness. I

know not whether mathematics is to you the literary paragon
: preci-

sion and completeness will, at all events, rejoice you there. Of literature,

and its knowledge and wisdom, I cannot think thus, nor limit thus its

power. Do you not think that, by some strange inversion, that which

can be known completely is the less wortli the knowing ? That in the

subtlest matters, and in the highest, precision eludes humanity, and

suggestion must assume definition’s place ?—I cannot but think that you

confound the values of different kinds of truth, and also of different kinds

of imagination. To arrive at sure decision as to Shakespeare’s precise

wording in a given paasge is to arrive at truth
;
and though his mean-

ing may never have been in doubt, and though neither beauty nor

povver may have depended on the chosen alternative, yet truth is truth
,

and ever worth finding. But to make the search for such truth one’s

prime pursuit is as unwise as incessantly to divert attention from the

sublime poetic imagination of Shakespeare to the conjectural imagination

(more inventive, it must be confessed) of his emendators. And indeed

the noblest truth is reached only by the noblest imagination. Such is

Shakespeare’s truth, the understanding of which is the chief object of our

Shakespeare classes. To our students it is welcome. Their faces light

up at the sight of it. You may be as jocular with them as you please

about your verbal processes, passing the time not too unpleasantly—but

you will not see that light.

Bar—I begin to see signs of sense and virtue in you, mingled with

your undeniable follies, I apprehend, however, that your theory is mo^
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ei^cellent tian any practice oi it can possibly be ; fchati im"endeiavo:»ri^

to interpret Shakespeare—to communicate, the virtues alike of drama, of

poetry, of thought—ydth a considerably increased number of plays as

your data, you will in the first place fail in impartirg that mental

discipline which, as even you will admit, results from even a

moderate amount of such lecturing as I have advocated ;
and in the

second place you will find it impossible to provide an adequately

systematic treatment of the necessarily theoretic and ideal matter which

will bo your business. Pardon my insistence
;

but you must have

observed that vagueness is a tendency among our pupils. Will you not

at once lose a valuable opportunity for its correction and positively

encourage it by the nature of your themes ?

Brad 1 think not : I have not found it so. Do not imagine that

I advocate the abolition of verbal studies. Of these a little goes a long

way, and I guarantee discipline. The lower element in our studies cannot

must not, be excluded : it must merely be confined to its place,

further, I find that the higher studios to which I have referred demand

a nobler and yet more stringent discipline
;
and a discipline which, operat-

ing in the sphere of thought and emotion and ncA in that of calculation^

is vitally related to well-being and conduct. Needless to say, the task

is a hard one. You hinted at my laziness a little while ago, I will not

(since now we seem better friends) retort upon yours, but you must

acknowledge that your system makes slighter demands, requires less

watchfulness, less skill, less expenditure of oneself. Your task—forgive

me —is well-nigh a mechanic task
;

it is, on the whole, the easiest in

which a professor may employ himself. It can bo performed, and very

well performed, when three-fourths of your nature is asleep. And in

class it is performed when the students are in that quasi-soiunolent con-

d,ition. To interpret Shakespeare is a very different thing, and requires

a preparation of one’s self as well as of the lesson. As you suggest, to

avoid vagueness (in oneself and in one’s pupils) is a part of the difficulty

vagueness, with its too easy clarity, its “of course,” “'you know,”

‘‘ as a rule,” ‘‘ so to speak,” and the rest of the miserable tribe of

evasions. But if we are not capable of mastering this difficulty, and

insisting on its mastery in others, we are scarcely professorial people.

The struggle, at all events, is an extremely healthy one, for all

concerned.

Bar.—You ace persuasive, yet I distrust enthusiasm. Infatuation

is frequently the better name. I cannot answer you> however, without

casting doubt upon your capacity, which would be discourteous, and

upon my own, which would be unwise. But stay : one things I observe^
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you have lorgafcten, and that the most important, I smile to think ^pf

such inadverfcence, and pity your confusion. You are aware that t|e

very centre of our university system, its essential of essentials, its

criterion of alumni and criterion of itself, its significance, its claim, its

victory (pardon my somewhat inflated language) is degree examina-

tiou* I felt obscurely, all the time, that there was something essentially

wrong with your ideas. Would that it had occurred to me earlier to

submit them to this, the only adequate test. How can such a course o£

instruction be examined on ?
“ Annotate ” I know

; comment on, with

reference to the context ’’
is familiar to me

;
and ir aiiy a fine question,

too, arises from the detailed study of a single play, or a couple of plays

which will be out of place when the field of study includes half a dozen,

I challenge you to produce a question-paper. Acknowledge the folly of

your notions.

Brad,

—

I will produce a hundred—and not one “ annotate '' among

them. Not that I should greatly care were the examination to perish.

Obviously, however, it must remain
; and you will find that, with due

training, our young men will acquire knowledge—and stature—^whioh can

as well be tested in an examination as any mechanical knowledge can

be. If you are distrustful, or curious, I will guarantee to furnish you

within this hour with a paper the results of which will show most

definitely whether a student has studied to advantage the four greatest

tragedies of Shakespeare ; and I can assure you that the example of

older and greater universities furnishes us with innumerable papers of

this kind.

Bar. T cannot, of course, be so discourteous as to contradict you,

but I am far from satisfied as to this momentous matter of examina-

tions. On what lines, for example, will the student be able to prepare?

The field will bo so wide, the matter so flexible. His stock of the “ cut

and dried '' will no longer avail Mm, no fair tabulations will stand by

him. He will not even bo able to guess . . . no, no, I did not mean

what I was about to say, but he will not, as I said before, know what

lines to go upon.

Brad. A fiddlestick for lines : is a student a railway engine? For

heaven’s sake, let him have some choice, some discretion. Let not the

expectation of examinations and the kindly precision of professors’

notes pluck his individuality before it blossoms. As for your inter-

rupted sentence, it was well that you began it. Examination questions,

as you perceive, will 7iot be guessed before hand
;

and the readiness of

the student will consist partly, indeed, in definite knowedge, but chiefly

in developed instinct, sympathy and understanding. The examination
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|»ftper aEd some of the questions it contains will not mention Shake*

apeare at all—will be a test of growik and of power rather than of

memory. A degree may then be of intrinsic value.

Bar.-.-You are fantastic : I admire the suggestion of questions

without reference to the title of the paper t I suspect you of exaggerat-

ing, in order to impress me. And indeed I am so far impressed as to

think the experiment—perhaps—worth making. You must not,

however, expect me to vote with you, unless I can find some device to

bridge the gulf between the old view and the new. For, in my opinion,

is an essential element in reputation.

J. C. Kollo.



FROM HUME TO GREEN^ (Vf),

—

Coleridge,

Ipt one of his early essays, T. H. Green, after pointinf? out the

sceptical and destructive effects of the ethical theories of the system of

philosophy to which Locke first gave classical expression and which

Hume worked out to its logical issues, proceeds to remark that the

reconstruction of moral ideas came not directly from a sounder philoso-

phy, but from the deeper views of lif^ initiated by contemplative poets*

like Wordsworth ;
from the revival of tlie evang dical religion; and

from the conception of freedom and right which Rousseau popularized^

It is singular that Green omits to mention in this connection the great

name of Coleridge, who was, in certain respects, the most conspicuous

representative of the tendencies opposed to utilitarianism. It is well

known that the Oxford Reformation movement opened in conscious

antagonism to utilitarian liberalism and we have the express statement

of its great leader, that the teaching of Coleridge co-operated with

other influences in preparing the way for the movement. (Newman,

Aj)6logla, p. 97.) Again Coleridge’s idealistic interpretation of tha

fundamental doctrines of Christianity inspired the Broad Church move-

ment and exercised profound influence on men like Maurice, Arnold

and Jewett who were destined to leave their mark on the advanced

thought of the nation. ‘‘No one,” says J. S. Mill, “contributed more to

shape the opinions among younger men who can bo said to have any

opinions at all. ” Among the “ younger men ” was the greatest of the

utilitarians who both in his autobiography and a well-known essay

has made ample acknowledgments of his special indebtedness to the

writings to the conservative thinker.

It was the great aim of Coleridge “to show the necessity of

replacing the mechanical interpretation of life and nature, which

he found in possession of the field, by one consistently spiritual,

indeed, religious. And he carries out this purpose over the whole field

of exparienoc; iu metaphysics and philosophy, in ethics and politics ;

not to mention his application of the same principle to imaginative

creation.” (Vaughan.)

The supreme poetic endowment of Coleridge enabled him to discern

early in his life the intimate correspondence that exists between the

mind of man and the laws of nature. (Works, Vol, I, p. 465), He
traces this agreement to a supersensible source “which being at once the

157
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ideal ol the leason and the cause of the material world, is ttie preestab-

Usher of the harmony in each and between both/* the sanie ooiiclusion

forced itself on him by his analysis of the human consciousness. Oole-

ridge draws a vital distinction between reason and understanding.

The latter is concerned with the particulars in time and space. It

reduces the contused impressions of sense to their essential forms,

*lpaiatity, quality, relation of cause and effect, and thus raises the

“^inateriala furnished by senses into objects of reflection and so makes

experience possible. Hoason, however, is concerned with the knowledge

of ihe laws of the whole considered as one. Its province is the science

of the univeisal which underlies the particulars. It is therefore capable

of discerning truths that transcend sense. “It cannot rightly be

called a faculty, much less a personal property of any human mind.

It is a ray of the divinity of man. It is the presence of the Holy

Spirit to the finite understanding, at once the light and the inward

eye.’’

Further, there is a distinction in reason itself. (Works, Vol. I,

p, 241.) In relation to the world of thought it is the speculative reason

and stands in opposition to all mere particulars; in relation to the

world of action, it is the practical reason and stands in opposition to all

mere individual interests. The practical reason which is essentially

connected with the will makes us conscious of the Categorical Impera*

tive in ua which peremptorily commands us to do unto others as we

would that they should do unto us, “ a fact of which we are ;do less

conscious than we are of the appearance presented by our outward

senses,” This Categodcal Imperative or Conscience is the voice in us

of the universal reason or, in religious language, of the will of God,

which is the last ground and final aim of all our duties. (Works,

V, p. 504.)

It is no wonder that with this insight into the sinritual foundations

of knowledge and ethics, Coleridge should reject with scorn Paley’s

well-known definition of virtue as *‘the doing of good to mankind,

in obedience to the will of God, and for the sake of everlasting

happiness.” Moral goodness is something other and more than mere

prudence^ ‘'Schemes of conduct, grounded on calculations of self-

interest, 01 on the average consequences of actions, supposed to be gen-

eral, form a branch of Political Economy, to which let all due honor be

given. Their utility is not here questioned. But however estimable

within their own sphere such schemes, or any one of them in particular,

may be, they do not belong to moral science, to which, both in kind

and purpose, they fltte in all^cases foreign, and when substituted for it,
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hostile* Bthic% or the science of Morality, does indeed in no wli^

exclude the oonsideratiou of action
; but it oontomplates the same in

its originating spiritual source, without reference to space, or time,

or seusible existence.’* (Works, I, p. 292.) In one of his closely

reasoned pieces, Coleridge argues with convincing force that the doc*

trine which makes outward consequences the chief criterion of the right

and wrong of pirticulsr actions is neither tenable in reason nor safe

In practice. In the first place, the criterion will vary with the notions

of each individual which depend on his natural talent and acquired

knowledge. Secondly in laying stress on out#ard action it diverts

attention from the will or the inward motives and impulses which

constitute the essence of morality. Our fellow creatures can only

judge what we are by what we do
; but in the eye of our Maker what

we do is of no worth, except as it flows from what we are.
” “One of

the most persuasive, if not one of the strongest, arguments for a

future state, rests on the belief that although by the necessity of things

our outward and temporal welfare must be regulated by our outward

actions, which alone can be the objects and guides of human law,

there must yet needs come a jusber and more appropriate sentence

hereafter, in which our intentions will be considered, and our happi-

ness and misery made to accord with the grounds of our actions
**

(Works, II, p. 286).

fn politics Coleridge is the true successor of Burke. Consistently

with his teaching that while morality is concerned with the inward

motive, law has to do with outward action, Coleridge holds that the

end of all good government is to regulate the actions of bodies of men

as shall be most expedient under given circumstances and that

therefore expediency should be the guiding principle in all political

questions. He repudiates all ^hose theories which deduce princ pies of

politics from abstract grounds of reason or natural right, and as an

impressive illustration of the futility of abstract reasoning in politics

quotes the example of the disciples of Roussean in the French Consti-

tuent Assembly who, when they proceeded to construct the framework

of the constitution according to the principles of pure reason, did not

hesitate to exclude women and children from political power Jn spite

of their master’s teaching that every rational being has an inalienable

right to sovereignty. (Works, II, p. 180,)

Consistently again with his general philosophical standpoint,

Coleridge lays stress on the organic relation of the individual to the state.

Individualism in politics is mischievous because it makes us ignore the

caidtnid faot of ma vital dependence on the community of which be
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is a member. All that is distinctive in him is due to the moulding

effect of the social forces which operate on him from his infancy. As

Coleridge puts it admirably in his striking essay on Faith, ** unlike a

million of tigers, a million of men is very different from a million times

one man. Each man in a numerous society is not only coexistent

with, but virtllallj^ organized into the multitude of which he is an

integral part. His idem is modified by the alter. And there arise

impulses and objects from this synthesis of the alter et idem, myself

and^ my neighbour.'’ The stat^^, it follows, is not a mere aggregate of

jjisSparate individuals but an orgxnism shaped into a unity by tradi-

tional beliefs and common institutions, “ The right idea of the state

implies that the integral parts, cla^'ses or orders in it are so balanced

or interdependent as to constitute, more or less, a moral unit, an

organic whole, and the idea of the constitution i? the informing

principle arising out of the idea of the state, of its coherence and

unity.’’ (Works, VI, p. 95.) Ideally consideied, every state is a

harmony, providing for the two cardinal pi inciples of permanence and

progress. (Works, VI, pp. 38 to 44.) In the course of historical develop-

ment, the principle of permanence has come to be associated with the

landed interest, and the principle of progress with the commercial and

professional class which may be called the personal interest. The

stability of a state depends on the harmony or balance of these two

interests. Civilization would, however, be a doubtful boon, if it is not

“ grounded in the cultivation and the ha*rmonious development of those

qualities that characteriza our humanity,” in other words, if it is not

based on mental and moral culture : and this is the work of the National

Church. According to Coleridge, the state* in its comprehensive sense,

includes the National Church. The National Church is not, however^

an exclusively religious organization. In its primary acceptation and

original intention, the National Church “ comprehended the learned of

all denominations, the sages and professors of the law and jurispru-

dence, of medicine and physiology, of music, of military and civil

architecture, of the physical sciences, with the mathematical as the com-

mon organ of the preceding
;
in short, all the so-called liberal arts and

sciences, the possession and application of whichconstitute the civilization

of a country, as well as the theological. The last was, indeed, placed

at the head of all ; and of good right did it claim the precedence. But

why ? Because under the name of theology oc divinity were contained

the interpretation of languages, the conservation and tradition of pstst

events, the momentous epochs and revolutions of the race and nation,

the continuation of the recor^ds, logic, ethics, and the determination of
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ethical science, in application to the rights and duties of men in all

their various relations, social and civil
; and lastly the ground knowledge,

the printd scitMid^ as it was named,—philosophy, or the doctrine and
discipline of ideas.” (Works, VI, p, 53.) Coleridge rejects the Id alom

doctrine of laissez faire politics, a doctrine generated, as ]\rid reminds

us, at a tim^ when Governments were hopelessly incompetent and

selfish. According to Coleridge the functions of the state arc in the

highest degree positive and do not end with the attainment of security

of person and property for its members. It is the duty of the state

to make the means of subsisbonjo more easy to each individiiil. It is

the duty of the state to secure to every one of its subjects the hope of

bettering his own condition or that of his children. Above all, it is the

duty of the state to set apart a portion of the national income for the sup>

port and maintenance of a perminent cla^s or order for the promotion

of moral ai\d intellectual culture among its subjects. The following

passage, reminiscent of Harrington’s Utopia, indicates the function of

the order thus endowed. A certain smaller number were to remain

at the fountain-heads of the humanities, in cultivating and enlarging

the knowledge already possessed, and in watching over the interests

of physical and moral science; being likewise the instructors of such

as constituted! or were to constitute, the remaining more numerous

classes of the order. The members of this latter and far more numer

ous body were to bo distributed throughout the country, so as not to

leave even the smallest integral part or division without a resident guide,

guardian, and instructor ;
the objects and final intention of the whole

order being thos 3—to preserve the stores and to guard the treasures of

past civilization, and thus to bind the present with the past ;
to

perfect and add to the same, and thus to connect the present with the

future; but especially to diffuse through the whole community, and to

every native entitled to its laws and rights, that quantity and quality

of knowledge which was indispensable both for the understanding of

those rights, and for the performance of the duties correspondent ; finally

to secure for the nation, if not a super.ority over the neighbouring

states, yet an equality at least, in that character of general civilization,

which equally with, or rather more than, fleets, armies, and revenue

forms the ground of its defensive and ofiensive power.’ (Works, VI.

])• 52). According to Mill the definitive establishment and vindication,

against Bentham and Adam Smith and the whole eighteenth century,

of the principle of an endowed class for the cultivation of learning and

the diffusion of its results among the community is one of the perma-

nent benefits which political science owes to the teaching of Coleridge#

(Dissertations, I, p, 445).
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The greatest service, however, according to Mill, which Coleri^g^

has rendered to politics consists in his reviving the idea of a trust

inherent in landed property. '*Tbe land, the gift of nature, the source

of subsistence to all, and the foundation of everything that influences

our physical well being, cannot be considered a subject of property, in

the same absolute sense in which men are deemed proprietors of that in

which no one has any interest but themselves that which they Lave

actually called into existence by their own bodily exertion.
** Wo shall

see when we come to deal with Mill, that the principle of land na-

Jbnalization plays an important part in his political the<»ry. It will be

l^pi^ient here to note that in Mill’s opinion ** the state fail« in one of

ils highest obligations, unless, to the full extent of its power, it takes

means of providing that the manner in which land is held, the mode

and degree of its division, and every other peculiarity which influences

the mode of its cultivation, shall be the most favourable possible for

making the best use of the land : for drawing the greatest benefit from

its productive resources for securing the happiest existence to those

employed on it, and for set^^ing the greatest number of hands free to

employ their labour for the benefit of the community in 0ber ways.
”

(Disertations I, p. 455.)

N. Nabasimha



INDIAN ART (III)

IV.

Music,—Next only in grandeur and sublimity to poetry, music
employs sound as its medium. It is in fact a language of sounds.

Sometimes the sister art of poetry is called in and verses are set to

music. Music may not appeal to all people, and certainly does not
appeal equally to all.

We express our feelings and thoughts by peculiar gestures of the

body, or inarticulate sounds or regularly constructed grammatical sen-

tences. The first we may call the gesture language, the second the

sound language, and the last the word language, inasmuch as each of

the three falfits the conditions of a language. In each of these langu-

ages there is prose and po -try. Semaphore signalling, beckoning to a

friend in the distance are inatancoi of the most prosaic form of the

gesture language. But dancing, which is the expression of some of our

deepest emotions by regular and pleasing motions of the limbs is a

characteristically poetic form of the gesture language. The Indian

dancing follows a code laid down by Bharata and is peculiarly graceful

and expressive. The supple movement of the hand and foot, the grace-

ful bending, now and then, of the head and the chest, the change of

expression in the face, corresponding exsictiy to the gestures of the

body are admirably effective. Unfortunately tliis art is fast disappear-

ing in this country,

The sound language is music. The Alapana, the musical prelude

to a Raga, like prose in literature, with many sentences and paras, is

continuous and sonorous but not cut up into regularly ending rhythms

of music as in the Ragas* This is why the keeping of time is not

observed in the Alapana, The Eagas constitute thi poetical mode of

the musical expression. The composition of the Ragas, and their nature,

we shall investigate in a little more detail.

We express our predominant feelings by various sounds, which

when uttered raise in the minds of others an idea like that which we

have in our minds. A ciy uttered in fear is easily distinguishable from

that uttered in joy or wonder. The long moaninig sound arises only

out of the deepest agony of the heart These sounds are really the

expression of the inner states of consciousness. Like words in literature

they have a peculiar meaning, but they need to be properly combined
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to express our complex feelings clearly, just as words need to be put

into an ordered sentence to express any idea.

Keeping these elementary notions in their minds the makers of

Hindu music invented a system of seven sounds, sa, ri, ga, ma, pa, da^

ni, followed by the first sa in a higher pitch {shadja) at the end. These

eight sounds, like the nine numbers and the zero in Arithmetic, can

express definite things when they undergo certain permutations and

oombinations. So then the Ragcis are the result of welhchosen oombin-

(»tions o'f these elemental sounds. But the Ragas can express any

fcling at all when tlie consbi; ueut mudcal sounds mentioned have

lefinite significations of their own. If the swamfi, as these sounds are

lialled, are mcauingloss, then the Raga, which is composed of these

sounds, must also bo meaningh‘,ss. Thus it is necessary to see if these

swaras express anything definitely before we proceed to examine the

Ragas,

Taking the stvaras one by one we have at first sa in the lower

shadja. This sa expresses a state of perfect trancjuillity and unbroken

peace. It indicates the mood of yogis, children and those in deep sleep.

Ri depicts a state of mind slightly disturbed, but only so slightly that

there is a tendency to relapse into sleep again. Half-awakened men arc in

bids state of mind. When any one is in the ga mood, Ke has been com-

pletely awaked and is inquiring into the cau«€ of. disturbance. TMs

is the mood of annoyance and inquiry. . iHa expresses egotism, anger,

ilistress, helplessness and moodiness. Pa, da and ni are in the order of

relapse into the ecstatic tranquillity expressed by $a in the higher

shadja. Prince Dhruva doing penance in the forest is in the state of

sonsciousness expressed by sa in the higher pitch. This system of

musical sounds exhausts all the elementary psychic modes of the

human mind. These simple sounds, then, standing for simple states

of mind, when combined harmoniously and in various ways result

in the formation of distinct Ragas expressing complex mental

conditions. Let me illustrate this. Menaka with her baby

Sakuntala in her arms approaches Viswamitra Rishi, by whom she

has begotten the child. Viswamitra is sorrv that he was lured away by

Menaka, who is triumphantly successful in her errand of breaking Viswa

nitra's tapas But she is bent upon annoying him still further. So she

brings the child in her arms and says to Viswamitra that she is Menaka^

she is his beloved Menaka, and that she has borne him a fair female child.

She implores him to look on the celestial child, and in the end begins to

persuade him to take care of the child, as it is his. When we begin to

discuss the musical moods of these three, we find at once that the baby,
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incapable of expiession is in the state of perfect tran^illity expressed by

5 flt in the lower pitch. Menaki|,^ full of feelings trium|)h and the

malicious intention of annoying^iswamitra. But she conceals t^e
feelings successfully and speaks outwardly in a most humble and suppli*

eating tone. The Rcuja which best expresses her state of mind should

have a vein of egotism and triumph hidden in the outward feeling of sub-

missive love. On the other hand, Viswamitra, before Menakas‘s arrival

with the child, is doing deep penance, and so is in the mood indicated

by sa in the lower ShofJja. Menaka tries to wake him and he passes

into the ri mood, with the possible relapse into deep penance, Menaka

persists, and Viswamitra wakes up and inquires into the cause of the

disturbance, and seeing Menaka asks her why she woke him up The

mood is now that expressed by ga. He hears Menaka’s protests and

becomes unhappy and wretched because of the thought of his folly.

He is now iji the mOt ^pl^bd, the mood of indescribable misery. The

prominent mood in when he replies, is one of ma, Thereiore

the liaga that most expresses his feelings would be one in

which the sentiment 6f^i||ehedneS' abounds, and therefore ma, which

stands for that state of iili^tal cjiisciousness. This is how the Indian

genias has linked up the psychology of the human mind with the

principles of the art of music.

Each of the six seasons of India has its own distinctive characteris-

tics and expresses a distinctive mood of nature. Each hour of the day

also lias its own clearly m irked of! features, and expresses on a minia-

ture scale, a mood of nature. Therefore the musical code of India lays

down that only certain 72a(7 i 5r should be sung in certain seasons, and

certain of them only at certain hours ol the day. The principle involved

is that music should liaimonise with the state of the singer’s mind and

the natural environment.

The musical system of India is a development of the early chant-

ing of hymns for religious purposes in Vedic times. The Sama Veda is

enjoined to be recited in strict adherence to the rules of rhythm. Time

perfected the crude religious invention of the Rishis, and gradually

(lancing, which at first was inseparable from music, became a separate

art, while music freed from religious shackles, became a contrivance

for pleasurable sensation. As in painting and sculpture, foreign influen-

ces have considerably modified the Indian practice, Persian influence

greatly affected the spirit of Indian music during Akbar’s and his

successors’ time. Great composers of music have from time to time

appeared, such as the famous Purandhar Das, Vittal Das, Thyagaraja.

Tulsi Das and Tan-Sen who were also singers of widely-sung songs,
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Tbe inimitable Bengali songs of Babindranath Tagore in out own daya

have aroused very great enthusiasm.

We should next pause to consider the instruments of music. These

are leather instruments, percussion instruments, and those made of metal

wiies and strings. Instruments worked by wind, like the European

organ have come into very common use now-a-days. Water too, is an

agent of music.

It may generally be stated that wind instruments and percmssion

instruments produce what is called sublime music, while metal wires^

strings mi jahtdrang (waves of water) produce what is known as **beau-

tiM ’’ music. Indian music taken as a whole aims at the attainment

of the beautiful. Indian musical instruments are peculiarly well-adapt-

ed to express the delicate harmonies of the innermost passions and

feelings in the unseen corners of our hsarts. The Indian music aims

at melody or the unbroken succession of sweet sounds, expressing all

shades of emotion and feeling.

The abundant use of harmoniums and f^^ Indian music,

even by experts, grieves one much, beeause^'lhl^ spirit of the Indian

musical system is lost sight of and the end for which it exists is

forgotten when instiuments which fit in excellently with othe^

musical systems are used in India, which would on the whole be the

better for keeping to its own iudigenous instruments of music. Music

has, of late, been increasing ra])idly in popularity, and hopeful

signs are already aglow on the horizon. This tendency is borne out by

the frequent sessions of the All India Musical Conference and the estab-

lishment of musical colleges and schools. The Mysore Durbar

especially has besn giving support to deserving musicians, among whom
Mr. Seshanna is unquestionably the greatest.

N. Mabhava Rao.

{ To he continued)



MYSORE UNIVERSITY UNION: REPORT FOR
THE YEAR 1921-22.

(The following paragraphs are extracts from the Report.)

The work of the Union proceeded on the same lines as during the

previous year.

It was somewhat more diiBcult than during the previous year (the

first complete year of the Union’s existence) to obtain essayists and

leaders in debate, and fewer meetings were held. A list of meetings

and of chairmen is appended. One of the most successful was the

“ StafE Debate,” in which Messrs. Wadia and B. M. Syikantia were the

principal speakers, students were seconders, and a student, Mr. K.

Anantharamiah. b.a
,
occupied the chair. It was a very successful

innovation
;
the speSttng was admirable, and the student-chairman was

a very conspicuous juoeess. The Union was very fortunate in the

kindness of Rai Bahadur G. N. Chakravarti, Vice-Chancellor of Lucknow

University, who delivered a memorable address, containing the most

timely counsel. At tills meeting and at the giving of the inaugural

lecture by the President, the Vice-Chancellor of our own University

was good enough to preside and speak. His words, as ever, made a

great impression. For this and for his constant interest and kindly and

helpful advice the Union owes him a very great debt. At several

meetings the Principal and Mr. Wadia presided, nor was this the only

proof of their constant interest in the work of the Union.

Ping-pong, chess and draughts continued to be popular, and success-

ful tournaments in these games were held. Other games were added to

the stock.

By kind sanction of the University authorities, the go-downs out-

side the Union building were converted into restaurant premises, and

they have proved very satisfactory. The contracting system continued,

and worked satisfactorily on the whole.

Government declined to sanction the substitution of pillars for the

wall dividing the central hall downstairs from the north room that a

sufficiently large debating hall might thus be created. The idea of

building a new hall was suggested by the member of Council concerned,

but this has not been done. The expense is, of course, too great to be

incurred at present
;
and in .any case one is hopeful that some device

may be found whereby, consistently with the safety of the building, the
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two rooms may be thrown together, the necessity for erecting a new

building ihus being saved. Towards the end of the year the benches

were moved to the downstairs hall from the hall upstairs which had

originally been intended aa the debating hall. The downstairs hall is

thus well equipped
;
but, like that upstairs, it is too small.

The first UnioirDjy ” was celebrated on February 26th, a very

successful social and musical entertainment being bold. On this occa-

sion the portrait of Mr. S, Radakrishnan was unveiled, and Mr. Wadia,

who performed the ceremony of unveiling the portrait, and the Presi-

^dent spoke of Mr. Radhakrishnan's unforgettable services to, and

Influence in, the College and the Union.

The President resigned office from the close of the year (June 1922),

and Mr. Wadia was nominated his successor.

A new, fuller and greatly improved constitution was drafted by a

special committee appointed for the purpose and presided over by

Mr. Wadia, and this, with slight modifications, h^|i^jnow, I believe, been

approved by the Vice-Chancellor and the University Council.

I should like to express appreciation of the strenuous work done in

the interest of the Union by the members of the Executive Committee,

particularly the convenors of the various sub-committees and most of

all the Secretary, Mr, S. V. Krishnaswamy Iyengar. And I wish to

express deep gratitude not only for the Vice-Chancellor’s constant

encouragement but also for the continual help of the Registrar, who,

since the commencement of the work of the Onion, has furthered its

interests by immediate and earnest attention to all its needs.

J, C. Eollo,

President of the year.

This report was written out by Mr. Eollo, and so naturally omits

to thank the person who contributed most to the success of the Union,

himself. At the last meeting of the old managing committee held

In July 1922 with the new President in the chair a resolution of appre-

ciation of Mr. Kollo’s most valuable services was unanimously passed,

a fact which cannot be lightly passed over in any report of the Union.

A, R. Wadia,

President
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Statement of Meetings held, 1921-22.

(1) Debate, 11-7-1921, That inter-caste marriage should be
legalised.’^ Prior to the debate the President made a reference to the

late Professor B. Subba Kao. {Chairman, Mr. J. C. Rollo.)

(2) Impromptu Debate, 18-7-21. {Chairman, Mr, J. C. Rollo.)

(3) Debate, 4-8-21, * That the spin tnng—wheel is supremely

effective for the furthering of Swaraj.” {Chairman, Mr. N. 8. Subba
Rao.)

(4) Inaugural Address by the President. {Cmirman, Dr,
Brajendranath Seal.)

(5) Paper, 21-9-21, “ Bolshevism,” by Mr. Mahomed Valiulla.

{Chairman, Mr. J. C. Rollo.)

(6) Debate, 2o-9-21, That Government should talce measures

to abolish beggary in India.” {Chairman, Mr. ,T. C. Rollo.)

(7) Debate, 27-9-21, Conclusion of debate on beggary,

(8) Paper, 2-10-21, ‘‘The problem of women’s parts in the

Indian theatre.” {Chairman, Mr. J. C. Rollo
)

(9) Dr. G. N. Chakravarti’s Address, 4-10-21. {Chairman, Dr,

Brajendranath Seal.)

(10) Paper, 2-11-21, “ Philosophising,” by Mr. M. A. Venkata

Rao. {Chairman, Mr. J. C. Rollo.)

(11) Impromptu Debate, 5-11-21. {Chairman, Mr. A. R. Wadia.)

(12) Dobate, 23-11-21, “That the extension of the suffrage to

women in India is at present undesirable.” {Chairman, Mr. »1.C. Hollo,)

(13) Paper, 12-12-21, “ Imperial Preference,” by Mr. M. G.

Lakshminarsu. {Chairman^ Mr. N. S. Subba Rao.)

(11) Paper, 21-12-21, “ The Indian Exchange Problem,” by Mr.

M. Narayana Rao. {Chairman, Mr. A V. Krislinamurti.)

(15) Staff debate, 16-1-22, “ That English is the language best

suited to become the common language of India.” {Chairman, Mr*

K. Anantharamiah.)

(16) Union Day. 26-2-1922.



REVIEWS.

The Wreeh By Rabindranath Tagore. MacMillan. 8fl 6d. net.

This is an early novel, and was written many years before The

Home and the World/’ Would that one might know which type of

book the Bengali reader likes better, and how the author appraises both.

The "present reader, who could not tolerate “ The Home and the

|World/’ finding the self-occupation and self-analysis of its people an-

noying in the extreme and morbid to the extinction of art, has delighted

in ** The Wreck.’’ It is good at all points. To the stranger it is good,

because of its vivid presentation of Bengali life, character and habits of

mind and emotion. To any one it is good because it possesses all the

qualities of the admirable novel, and adds to these certain • of the no-

blest qualities of poetry. It is excellent as story, constructed and told

with skill. It is far from being a “ novel of incident,” yet it is well-

nigh as difficult to lay down as the most sensational of those, so

thoroughly does the author interest us in the for'unes, as in the

characters, of the persons. These persons are distinct and Individual,

and they live alike in their acts and in their talk. Raniesh, able, finely-

tempered, sympathetic yet over-susceptible to personal comfort, well-

meaning yet irresolute and procrastinating, we know in the west as in

the east, while Nalinaksha and the ladies are distinctively Indian. Akshay

is perhaps the most interesting and most individual person in the book,

and seems to bear the marks of drawing, more or less, from life. The

author has the ddightful habit, in dialogue, of dropping into tlie

dramatic form, which perhaps enables one to conceive look and gestuie

better than any description of them. Among the finest passages of the

book are poetic. Just as the fact that Thomas Hardy is a great poet

is suggested by such great passages as the opening one in “ The Return

of the Native,” so here the great poet appears in passages in which

the inmost heart of Nature is revealed, and her relation with the human

spirit. His figures, as ever, are less of the nature of comparison

than of that of central truth broadening out through many a mani-

festation, touching the mind to a new sense of the unity of all things.

This novel is not critical of society. Mr. Thompson remarks, in his

^‘Rabindranath Tagore,” that h^e the author “ shows how Hindu

family relationships ate based not on human feelings but on conventional

respect and worship.” One Wonders whether the author would take

this view of his work. To seems to have no such import, certainly
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no su6b purpose. The state of society is aooepted, and stress is laid on

the beauty of character and sacrifice which it fostOTS. There is nothing

whatever of satiric comment. There is no corrective suggestion. The

point of view is far other, and indeed that which social reformers con-

sider unfortunate is scarcely touched upon. We cannot like the wor-

shipping self-effacement of Kamala towards the end
; but the presenta^

tion is exquisite, and everything tends towards sympathy with the in-

dividual rather th^n towards criticism of her attitude or the system

that makes it natural. The theme is rather “ human feelings ** as

displayed in these family relationships —and human feelings that are

ultimately satisfied and happy—than the sufferings that may sometimes

invade such relationships. It is delightful to come across a novel of

Indian life that contains nothing whatever of propaganda.

The only trouble is with regard to the opening situation, the

improbabilipty of which seems to approach the impossible. That two

totally distinct newly-married couples should be wrecked simultaneously

yet separately in a storm on the Bengali waterways in such proximity

that the sole survivors, one husband and the other wife, should meet

immediately on the bank, each in addition being ignorant of the

appearance of his or her real spouse, is very difficult to admit. This

improbability however doaa not seem to spoil the story. As for

the translation, it is so natural and living as not to leem like a

translation.

J. C. B.

An Eastern Library

»

(1) Tales of Bengal. By Sita and Santa

Chatterjoe. With an Introduction by E, J. Thompson, Oxford

University Press.

These translations of Bengali short stories stimulate the desire

for more. These particular stories are purely domestic, and per-

vaded by ironic comment upon social conditions. This ironic tone

seems to come naturally to the Indian writer who seeks to reveal

and interpret contemporary society, since among its most promin*

ent features are the tragic anomalies against which social reform is

for ever tilting. Fiction thus tends to become (whatever else also) a

social reform pamphlet, which is unfortunate for art and the pure de^

light of creation. It is some consolation to the story-tellers, however,

to know that they are among the most powerful allies of the sociSfl

reformer. There is occasional bitterness in these tales. They are
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written by woman, wlio know how the system thwarts and oppresses

women. The writers are the daughters of Babu Rainananda Chatterjee

(the editor of The Modern Review), who, in Mr. Thompson’s words, has

especially made the cause of women his own, and has never let pass

any reasonable opportunity of protest against wrongs infl’eted by

society.” But in spite of pervasive irony, and flashes of bitter indigna-

tion, the stories are lifted from the propagandist to the artistic level

by sympathy, by an admirable power, in the case of Santa Devi,

of Imlnorous portraiture, and by a verbal felicity possessed by both

writers, which, if so evident in translation, must be remarkable in the

original.

In the art of story-telling, however, the authoresses have far

to go, if these stories are to bo tikon as typical of their work. To

breathe life into a story in which hardly anything happens is the rarest

of gift^. These tales are, for the most part, very thinly provided with

incident. There are a few living writers with whom this would not

matter* perhaps the most notable is Katherine Mansfield. By extraordi-

nary vividness of detail, by subtlety of insight, by distiuotive touches

of various kinds, such writers can give first rate value to the merest

sketch. The authoresses of these stories have not been able to do

this here. Loyalty,” containing such fine work that it is far more to

be praised, on the whole, than ’to be blamed, is yet conspicuously

a failure. Its essence is of extreme interest, and profoundly moving,

and an admirable thing might be made of the story were it compressed

from nineteen pages to two. As it stands it is morbid, wearisome,

even unreal. '‘The Letter,” again, is woven of very scanty material,

Polonius would be light this time : it is indeed ‘‘ too long.” The effect

is weak, and there is no clearness, no life, in the persons. One hopes

that the future holds great things for these young writers, but at

present thay have not the subtlety, or the power, or the individuality, to

make much out of little. If they could only be content for some

time to depend somewhat more upon mere substance, this would give

craft manship a chance to develop. No-one is born a master of the

minute and rigorous art of short-story-making, and their craftsmanship

needs discipline to improve it. Finally, it is desirable that the humour

that makes the first story, “ The Ug’y Bride,” so delightful should be

given more of a chance. In Bengali society, as in any other, there are

all the elements of joy and sorrow, and all of them must be visible in

fiction’s mirror. But, from every point of view, it is wall to give

laughter a very prominent place. Not only is laughter good for writer

and reader but it is as true as tears, and the presentation that tends
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towards laughter may well give not merely the pleasantest but also the

most genuine account of the life around us, and provide the healthiest

impulse for its betterment and our own.

X C. R.

Indian Logic and Atomism. By Arthur Berriedale Keith, Oxford : the

Clarendon Press.

Among the handful of English Sanskritists Dr. Berriedale Keith

undoubtedly occupies an eminent place. In recent years such excellent

expositions of the lesser knowii systems of Indian Piiilosophy have

flowed from his pen as to have created in his readers a hunger for

more such books. The book under review is a welcome addition to the

scanty literature in English which has sought to expound the principles

of Indian Logic as found in tlie Nyayd and Vaicesika systems to western

readers. The book is divided into two parts. The first part is a

scholarly summary of the literature bearing on the subject, but sulTera

too much from compiession and is inevitably overloaded with names.

The second part, which deals witli the system of tlio Nyaya-Vaicesikaj

is by fur the most entertaining. It is subdivided into two parts dealing

with Epistemology and Metaphysics respective!}'. The ground covered

in those chapters is very wide : from the jnamanas as the very founda-

tion of philosopliy, through the aprama and various ontoiogioal cate-

gories like substance and quality, time and space, to the very acme of

philosophical knowledge, the existence of God. Dr, Keith’s account

of all tliese topics is very lucid and learned, and will undoubtedly

be found of great value by all students of Indian philosophy. It

would be vain to deny that so far as the western world is concerned

the study of Indian philosophy has not yet outgrown the stage of child-

hood. The extreme vogue of the Vedanta in India has misled many into

thinking that Indian philosophy means just the Vedanta. Dr, Keith

by publishing his studies of the lesser known systems of Indian philo-

sophy is doing a conspicuous service to the cause of philosophy.

A noteworthy feature of the book is a full Sanskrit index over

and above the usual English index. We cannot help adding that, oven

In these days of expensive publication, Dr. Keith ^s book, which is by

no means of mere ephemeral interest, might have had a cloth binding

Instead of a paper cover.

X. Y.
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Vijtxyu Dhama Suri : Mb Life and Work By A. J. Sunayala, b.a.,

LL.B., Cambridge University Press.

The subject of this biographical sketch is a Jain scholar and saint

who has done much to spread a correct knowledge of the principles

and practices of his religion. There is particular need for such work in

the case of Jainism about which all sorts of misconceptions have pre-

vailed ; and Vijaya Dharma Suri is eminently well-fitted for doing it.

He has depth of learning and great powers of persuasion ; andAbeoause
^f his love of truth and tolerant spirit, he is as eager to ul|^^tand

othe!;#A|ka to make himself understood. It was the possession of tj^iities

likf l^se that enabled him to secure for his Jain Pathasala a permanent

place in Benares where at first his very presence as a preacher seems

to have been resented by the Hindus. He belongs to Kathiawar and

was born of a humble Vaisya family in 1868. His early years, strange

to say, gave no promise whatever of his future greatness. But spiritu-

ality should have been latent in him, for it manifested itself suddenly

when he met with a reverse in life. He then made up his mind to

renounce the world and put on the garb of a monk. This was in his

nineteenth year. Ever since he has led a life of single-minded devotion

to hia ideal. He has taught and preached, written many works, founded

pathasedas, started Reading Rooms and established Libraries—all for tlio

purpose of bxinging to light the intrinsic worth, too often ignored, of

his faith. He is imbued with a truly catholic spirit and has assisted

European scholars in various ways in their investigation of the history

and value of Jainism. Hermann Jacobi, ‘one of the most distinguished

of them, referred to him in these words at a conference of Jain scholars

held at Jodhpur in 1914 : I may express the feelings of gratitude which

for a long time I have entertained for the distinguished Muniraj Dharma

Vijaya Suri, with whom I am connected through a correspondence of

many years. It gives me groat satisfaction publicly to thank him for

the obligation under which his uninterrupted kindness not only to me

but also to other students of Jainism has laid us. He was always

eager to give every elucidation on difficult points of Jain doctrine which

were laid before him ; and since I have been here, I have consulted him

on many subjects.’’ The book is very well written and contains an

appreciative prefatory note by Dr. P. W. Thomas.

M. H.

Training in Literary Appreciation. By P, H, Pritchard. Harrap.

P.T.I. Agency, Bangalore.

This is an excellent book for the beginner. Within 200 pages, the
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author has managed not only to compress the moat essential pdlnts

about rhetoric and criticism, but also to append to each chapter a list

of illustrative reading and a number of exercises. In addition, at the

end, he has a good list of books for leference and further study and some
general questions on the whole subject. At the very start, under

contents, he has supplied a careful summary of the main principles of

the book.

With all this, there is no feeling of crowding. The style is simple,

and concrete, and the principles stand out clearly, being illustrated

with very dne quotations from classical and contemporary writers.

Remarks in appreciation always command assent, not being far-fetched

or too refined. There is no sign of pedantry any where. Two of the

writer’s quotations, which cannot be easily forgotten, may serve as

specimens of his careful choice :—one, from Kinglake’s Eothen^ suggest-

ing monotony

—

“ You pass over broad plains—you pass over newly-reared hills

—

you pass through valleys dug out by the last week’s storm—and the

hills and valleys are sand, sand, still sand, and only sand, and sand,

and sand again.

Another, from Hutton's Cities of Sfain^ provides an instance of

sublime reticence—(some one had spat on the tomb of a saint)

—

We have forgiven him. If you will, 6<nor, we will pray for him,

and for us all because—is it not so ?—where one who is in trouble is

left unaided, there passes an executioner ; and where two or three are

gatlieied together in unkindness, there is the Inquisition. As we knelt,

I saw him wipe away the mark of aeuru from the grave witli the sleeve

of his cloak,”

We must give an idea of the contents of tlm book. There are the

u.sual questions of rhetoric, style and form, briefly dealt with :—figures

of speech, the choice word, rhythm, suggestive and musical values of

words and sounds, definition and forms of prose and poetry, and

occasional references to literary history. The higher graces of literature

and the moot points of literary criticism are given more elaborate treat-

ment, with due notice of differences of opinion. It is really this part

of the book that the Indian student would profit most by ; he would

learn to look out for, and judge for himself, artistic effects. Here are

the principles of unity and contrast, of proportion and harmony, of

personality and style, of the provinces of prose and poetry, of the gulf

between fine writing and sublimity. And in preface, in introductory

chapter, and wherever he gets a chance, the author insists on the

reader doing his bit. His is no passive part : he must be active : he

must cultivate his literary conscience ; he must be tolerant and catholic

V 10
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in taste. He is not to admire by proxy ; enter into other people’s

labours. Others may go before and point the way, but he must follow.

He must learn to be sincere, allowing neither tradition nor fashion to

have undue sway.

A few more remarks of the author will confirm his sane outlook

on literature. Appreciation is akin to creation.—Literature, like life,

is not to be defined
;

it defies the foot-rule,—Lyrics are the expres-

sion of the poet’s personal feelings, but they are of interest to

us ay because those very feelings of intense joy, bitter sorrow, deep

passion, and tender regret tha t clamour loudest for expression are com-

mon to humanity and knit us all together.—The man who ordinarily

scorns poetry finds that when he requires its solace, it is not forth-

coming.—Again and again in these pages it has been urged that con-

trast, rh}i;hm and verse-forms, assonance, consonance and figures of

speech, are not, in true literature, superficial ornaments or exhibitions

of verbal jugglery
;
they are rather the results that arise naturally and

inevitably from the harmony wrought by spirit between mind and

matter, and spirit is but another name for personality. If the result-

ant expression is not sincere, then it has no claim to be called literature.

The idea that reading turns a man into a bookworm, and unfits him for

the practical duties of life, is as baseless a« the kindred n »tion that

literature is opposed to life.

Yes, literarv education is on its defence to-day, hut it will endure.

B. \L S.
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Thd Senate Meeting— Ifc stands to our discredit that in the

September issue we are able to comment upon the November

Senate meeting. Questions were asked about the lateness of the

Magazine, and though the editor’s replies were clothed in pertness,

he neverth^ess felt humble—and resolute to make yet another struggle

after regularity, or to join in that effort any new organisation that may

be formed for the conduct of the Magazine. To the f|uestion whether

the Magaz ne could not, by some arrangement, be satisfactorily con-

ducted the Vice-Chancellor made the notable reply that this would

be achieved when the members of the university staff conteibuted

regularly. No doubt they would feel more constrained to do so if thm'e

were an editorial board of which they were members, but even as

things are several of .them, and in particular Mr. Wadia, have been

kind and faithfuHn their co operation.

The Agenit was very heavy, and for once the Senate sat through-

out Friday and Saturday afternoons, even then leaving many motions

uncousidered. One of the most interesting academic points raised

was the i|uestton whether in respect of a single paper common to two

different degrees a candidate might qualify liimself for both degrees

at the same time* The tenor of our Ordinances is against this, and

a motion was brougat forward to make it specifically impossible to

combine thus exatnination for the B,A. and B.Sc. degrees. The Senate

whuM not pass the motioa, and 'showed clearly its view that, as in

fordgn ttniversities, suc’ji simultaaeoas qualifioalion should be allowed*

A number pi oognate etdinaaoee need amending to carry out this idea*

and the milter wtH be canvassed in the University Council.

Mr* B* O. Sastry’s longitdefcrred propositions came up at len^

for diseosisiou, M|. Sastry made a general prefatory statement in whipli

he s|o1ba dE the sifting of .these proposals through press and putip^o

. 177
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ptoposaia: the Senate is the body competent to disoWnniTefsity tHatfi^xVi

and the educationists whose opinions matter are there. A» we have

before remarked, public discussion is a very Imd preliminary to disoitssidli

in the Senate, and merely tends towards insuperable confusion. The Meet

important of Mr. Sastry’e proposals was for the abolition of the Maharani’s

College by the amalgamation of its classes with those of the Maharaja’s

College* There are plenty of arguments on his side, and these he stated

clearly and dispassionately. The separate maintenance of so small a col^

lege in these days when every pie is of importance had become a matter

4«^nbtful wisdom in the eyes of many, and we were surprised that th *

was lost by so large a majority. No doubt the enthuriasm and

eloquence of the lady speakers who defended the idea of a separate

women’s college had something to do with this : they knew, ai^d could

show, exactly what the Maharani’s College stands for, and this is the

one point that matters. Mr. Sastry and his supporters simply do not

know how fine a work is done there Restore the lady students to the

Maharaj'a’s College, and they will have equally good teaching~and will

lose everything else that college life can give and that the Maharani’a

College gives in such full measure And one is surprised that Mr. Saatry^

with his zeal for foieign precedents, should not have noticecl that

separate colleges for women are recognised io be necessary by ovary

educated nation in the woild. ^

The motion for the abolition of the principalaWps met With prao^

tically no support. Certain speakers rose to the eloquence of sina^'

indignation in rebutting insinuations (not Mr. Sastiy's own) agaipiit lliO

principals; and even speakers not counectei with the coUegea^ih^^^ ^

most refreshing realisation of the fact that the principal’s highest duties

begin where routine administratiouisonds.

When this Magazine is conducted by a Board, no doubt that Board

will invariably be at one with tho Senate, but perhaps an individual

editor may claim the privilege of expressing other points of view. The

Senate, as a whole, favoured the proposal that a Court of Honour
”

should be formed in each college to help in disciplinary matters ; and

apparently the Univeraity Council is now expected to take the necessery

steps. The Bah^jalore Dady PaH ga.ve a curiously mislaadiug account

of the discussion, indicating that it was disliked by the members o( the

college staffs. As a matter of fact they, in general, seemed quite pleased

with it. Probably the chief reasons were that thsy were reluctant to

op|>ose any suggestion which aeemed to tend towards giving atudeulp u

taice in Oollege mattete* Certainfy we should idt like to have eoinetliiiig
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Ibevt i^presa&tative OouQiQils iif Scottish miif^iM

mtiois ire who are in touch with the students every day,

kiiiQiW that it would ba all to the good had they some real part in the

working of the coliegeSi for they are keen, straight, and strei^iious. But

Is not the institution of these “ Courts of Honour ’’ a \tefy d^fortunate

way of seeking this? Not that it will do any practical harm. These

Courts ’’ will do nothiiigt for the siniple reason tliat there is nothing

for them to do. Our students do not indulge in breaches of discipline j

they have not the slightest inclination that way The only occasions

on which there is any difference of view between thorn and those who
run the colleges ii on the rare ocoadons when such matters as the

holding of some anniversary process'oo come up for consideration, and

students th'nk it would be all right to hold it, because in their view it

has no political significance.” while the authorities think differently.

Obviously this is not a case for a students’ Court of Honour,” and it is

very noteworthy how diflSculty in connection with such matters has been

avoided in t^e Maharaja’s College, for example, simj^ly by the endeavour

on the part of students and staff (particularly the Principal) to under-

stand each other’s point of view and by the exercise rather of reasoning

than of discipline. Th^nre is nothing whitever for the ‘'Court of

Honour ”>to adjudicate upon^ for students are men, nob peccant school-

boya-*-.a point that escapes, theie who persistently refer to them as

" boys ” and want to legislate lo^ them as if they wore still children.

But further, the very name Court of Honour” seems to us an

ex jcrable on j, tending towards m )rbid and priggish self-consciousness.

Honour is n^t lacking in our students, and the less they talk—even think

o^about it the bstb^^r. Were such an institution to be proposed in an

English college, the proposer would moot with a ducking in the college

fountain, learning thus the scorn in which sentimentality is held by the

healthy English undergraduate. No doubt the students here v^ill have tl\e

same feeling. To revel in the praise of one’s virtue is like the vice of seek-

ing that praise ; and the judging of his fellows is a thing which the healthy-*

minded student would feel to be at once a slur upon his comradeship with

them and a subtly vile exaltation of himself. There is a further point.

English atudents may be rowdy enough upon occasion, but they have a

profound regard for authority. They suffer its severest judgments with

recc^nition of ^justice and with no discontent whatever, A tribunal

cempoaed of virtuous men from among themselves would bo a laughing*

stock umong them : it is a very diffeient kind of authority that can

compel a student’s vensration. It is precisely so with the Mysore

student^ itcept th^t he hsi hot rpwdy and cmres eowderaWy more about
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lotting will iis wark Him il^l biilif#

haj^a, is tl^ la^se of years, that la oommitied aiH Hi m i||Hli

brisg u|>os bim tie judgment of tie egregious of Hoaoim^

anyone who knows him at all kaowe how he would feet* He #^ol(l4

not punished, not corrected, but injured and insulted.

I know, the College Counc’l I know, but who are these ! We can

delegate to students some of the guidanm of other studHte and <tlso tie

kind of authority that belongs to games, but never disciplinary aulhCrity*

This would be bad for bim who exerts the authority, for him who sub*

mits to it, and for discipline itself. We might just as well, in fact, have

^4 ^ Court of Honour to assist in maintaining the disciphne of a uni-

versity senate. In any such body there are more ofences against idisolp-

line than in our colleges. Such a Court ** might deal with tnten*

ruptions, loud and sustained conversation while speeches are being made,

))adgcriug of permanent officials, slanders upon individuals, canvassing

for office and for support in proposals, wasting the time of the Senate

with absurd motions. The idea of course, is laughable, nor would any

senator stand it. It would be said,— We arc not schoolboyii”

Neither are university students, and that is the whole point.

The Education of Women—or Lauoratory AiTUftliANlrst-*--.

We extend the good wishea of the University to Miss Lazarus, no# in

charge of the Vam Vilas girls’ high school in Bangalore (who hai

recently returned fiom her foreign tour, undertiken at the beheitd

Government to study girli’ education abroad!), in the Work/ia wliH nh

doubt she is destined to be a i^der, of deveIo(>ing female eduoation in

Mysore. She desires ttiat the trainmg of girls should be more closely

related to their environment ami the claims which life makes upon them,

and seeks also that they should learn more about their own countryj^

Her knowledge of comparative purpose and comparative method in

female education abroad will be of the utmost value in Mysore. She |as,

however, received or faahioncd .strange doctrines which she haa been

preaching since her leturn. The following sentence, which readi like a

joke, occurs in a commumoation seat by her to the Naiiaml B^kMohod
Mugazme, Bangalore.—** For the majority of girls I would advocate the

introduction of certain compulsory subjpcts Sanskrit, ]^ysica#

Chemistry, Biology as applied to Ho^usehold Science, Hygiene, Phyaiefc

lugy, Music, Brawiag aad Painting, Needle-work, Bioterlolegyi Home*

nunmg, Sanitary Science and perhaps SociatjScoBomiqii ” pne m |Bathe«^

grateful for thie ^ ahmium oi the u<ilitariaif Hesiaj^tf 0^^
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Mm fital the fiducatioti ot gtrfo MaiM lie

didgM»4 m faiome drudged id a common on«

MiM liAMTtHR idrmtM be 'far from eubeoribiog to it, but her eeliefiEie

merA it than any man-made scheme we have sceu>

Bdueati^ should be an adjustment of a growing human being to its

euviMnineiit.*^ Certainly
; and h a man’s environment bJs office room?

la a woman's environment the wash-^tub (it is apparently “ the chemist-

ry of washing " that she is to study), the sanitary and hygienic arrange*

meats of the home, such household arrangements as relate to “physics?’’

Even if we add the care of her children (to be baaed on the study of

physics and biology !) and the diversions of “ music, drawing and paint-

ing/’ does this exhaust the environment of an immortal spirit? Even

were we to Consider—w hich heaven forbid—that her supreme and all

comprehensive duty Js that of being a good wife, will tiaining of this

kind make tlie meet companion of a husband ^ The study of even the

least of the sdenoes is good in itself for anyone, but it is far from good

to cram a curriculum with scientific stufif—and a smattering at the best—

to the exclusion of almost all else. The fallacy is tLat of the extreme

type of “ vocational edu«^aiion/’ which seeks to fit a boy to earn his

livelihood and cares nothing for tlie development of the boy himself.

The system is Jiiore ( ruel In the case of girls, who can spend so few

years at school Those years are priceless: never again in life will occur

this opportunity for growth and enlightenment, and the time is to be

frittered away in studies that, for the most part, are utterly uncongenial

and have a merely material end. There are many element^ in education,

but the first essential the quickening of the spirit by contact with the

noblest thought and emotion of men The properly di/ected study of

history can quicken thus There must, of course, bo a certain breadth

in this study. Miss Laxarus rightly lays stress on the necessity that

ludian girls should know the history of their own land, and the disgrace-

fulness of the fact that they do not. But they must have some know-

ledge of world-history also, of the great movements that have revealed

human nature in action. Without such knowledge they are igvment

with an avoidai>le and re}>rehensible ignorance. But it is the study of

liteiratute, whether it be the simplest ballad ot the most elaborate epic,

which does most for the spirit, rousing and maturing thought and syih*

pathy, leading from infancy to enfranchisement, Whatever else i>n edu-

oationd cottrae fof g^ls may contain this should be the corner-stone of

the buildings and in this scheme it is crowded lato a ocinei*. “Sane«^

krit ”
; ibut^^twhaiabout ^ the vernacular fiterature, eome of which chii be

app®ecia|el,^t the veryf^earlieit stages? itEngUidi ap|Miteiitly
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pt&oe nU Ainii^g eom{>«dfl(ii7 subjects. CiMrtaiiialy it caii^ be d<^
outj t|i0ug]i cv60^tiid prac^iDol b^^dicap tbue wpoied upon li^lUe

ie collsidearablc: auxely it ia unfoxtunate that the educated Indian cl

the futa]:e is not to be able to speak Snglisb to anyone. Tbe gteat pily^

however^ is to cut her off, for life, from tbe chance of reading EngMah

bo<d£3—whether the classics of tbe past, or the varied, living literature of

the present, or even the periodical litoratuni that reflects the current life

of the world. Perhaps she will keep- up her biological, sanitary and

bacteriological studies, maturing thus in spiiitual beauty and wisdom!

Miss IiO^arus’ judgments on Europe are precise, as precise*^ay

we suggest?—as those on Indian affaiisof the European or American

traveller who has spent a few months in this country. England suffers

by comparison, and is, apparently, just waking up to wis !om. “ Let us

not fall into the same error as ( ur English sisters whose education is a

close imitation of their brothers.’ We wish our girls to be better equipped

and enabled to adapt themselves to the various demands made upon

them in after-life . . . Nowhere in Europe have I found such

beautiful and attractive homes as in Denmark and Switzerland, where

the order and system are excellent, due to years of training in Domestic

Science. England is just waking up to the fact that this branch of

education is all-important for women.'’ These sentences oombihe

many errors, not the least of which is the last—that English people do, or

ever will, consider domestic science “ all-important in the education of

girls. The general point, however, is thk. Miss Lazarus is keen on such

scientific systematising of home life as is found in certain conticienial

countries. It is obtained at a tremendous cost : it is inseparably

related to the limitation and subjection of women. Miss Lazarus’ study

of the homes of Europe is incomplete. To understand the home atmos-

phere, the true significance of home life, in even a single foreign country

takes many yeais, and Miss Lazarus can but have touched the fringe in

her short visit. And especially the English home, and English womaii**-

hooJ, does not so easily yield up its secrets as Miss Lazarus seems to

think. Yet, if we are not mistaken, there are a number of Indian

gentlemen in this State who, having spent a somewhat longer time

in England than Miss Lazarus, will share an Englishman’s indigna^

tion at what she says, It is for them to say how the excellent

stands in comparison with the Englishwoman. How many countries in

Europe are there whose educational systems have produced women with

the same breadth of knowledge, understanding and S
3rinpathy as the

women of England! As to their homes, they are not run by machineiy^

Th^ walls are not adofuied with charts of routine, and the meals do



fit piftoes with a click* Bat there is ae dadeness, and ^fiiiy-

thii9|[ rs fitly and efficiently done..i^nd the better done because the waBf
of the house do not bound the English hotisewife’s vision, and becalise

idle can talk to her husband as well as cook for him. She is, indeed, ex-

ceedingly ignorant of biology and bacteriology and of the chemisti^

of washing,” but she knows exactly how to bring up her children, and

guard ^^inst disease, and w^ash, or see to the washing. She knows be-

cause she has l^rnt these things from 1 er motlier. Her knowledge is prac-

tical, as this soience-carrioulum knowledge will never be
;
nor does she

rush to her school notebooks in a household emergency, but at once,

and by practised instinct, does what is right And she has not wasted her

precious schooldays on household matters the learning of which belongs

to the home itself and begins, in England, in early childhood. It is

true that English school curricula do contain instruction for girls in

sewing and domestic science, and quite interesting and helpful it is
; but

it occupies a very small place in the curriculum, for in England we eia-

cate our girls. Perhaps Miss Lazarus’ idea is that very many Indian

girls do not learn domestic wisdom from their mothers, because the

mothers do not know it. She seeks, perhaps, to remedy this state of

affairs, and finds the school curriculum the only resource available.

But she goes the wrong way to work. ' First, a little teaching in such

matters goes a long way, and there is no need, or justification, for

ruining the more profoundly educational part of the curriculum to

introduce them. Second, instruction in the sciences Miss Lazarus

mentions is an altogether wrong way of fitting a girl to perform lier

home duties. Those duties themselves should bo taught directly, with

just as much incidental theory as is necessary. Piactical precepts are

the thing, and practice wherever it is possible.

Sir Waltrr Ralkigh and his Successor.—^It is announced that

Mr. 0. S. Gordon, Professor of English in Leeds University, has been

appointed to succeed Sir Walter Raleigh in Uie Professorship of English

Literature at Oxford. It matteis to the whole worid who holds thjs

Oxford chair, and Mr. Gordon’s appointment would have been after

Raleigh’s own heart. To succeed Raleigh, so great as critic and

as lecturer, yet so much more than either, might seem impo?sible to

auy one. He was infallible in jud^nent : in estimate or comparison he

could be oocl, delibetale and fu^eoiae. But when true greatness wai bfe

theme, his i^rk waa swift and inspixed. Of few critics could it »o'%lily

"

^ smd ilmi their oririo^ work wm oreatiw. He idwaya added aoiil^

thing <?f himaeM, and that self was of the order of the great oreat^is^
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8CI morally did it e^jHfhaed the sobk or the a1^iiiiiw% ia

life or io liter%t^tirS^ such mm of mastery did it ah«iw In nU

Raleigh takes permanent rank among the great wifiters of Snj^Uali pii»»e,

On* the one occasioti on whieh the present writer met hinii^ Bileigh

happened to speak of ‘‘a particularly good man*'

then undergraduates of Oxford. This was G. S. Gordon, then an

undergraduate of Oriel, who many years after was to suoeeed him.

They were long assooiated, for Mr. Gordon (who, like many other Scots,

had proceeded from Glasgow Unirersity to Oxford) eventually heoame

a fellow of Magdalen. He served, and was wounded, in the war, and in

19l®f%ifc|^appointed official Military Historian (Historical Section, War

Cabinet^. JBven as an undergraduate he had been distinguished in

historical, as well as in literary, studies, and had gained the Stanhope

Prize for an essay on the Fronde. Though he has not as yet produced

any critical work on a large scale, such essays as he has written show

him to be a first rate critic, and a writer comparable to Raleigh hsmaelf.

There is a certain kinsJiip between them—for example, in their contempt

for catchwords and cant, in firmness of grii>, in athleticism of mind

and speech. The pupil wrote thus of the master in the obituary nolice

in The Times Literary SuppUmetif :— He was, in his time, hf far the

most brilliant ambassador of his generation to the heart of the next.

To meet a pupil of Raleigh’s any time these thirty years, aii||#lily

name him, was to bring a gleam into the dullest face. Ho will be mkt|ed

in the High, and in all the happy Oxfortl m^ict ng places, but primi|pa}}y

far that greeting wheu he had eyed a friend far of!, and his arm shot up

like a mast. The houses and the little people seemed to fall away, as

he bore down. It w^as like the peaking of a ship at sea, ” We quote

these words l>ecaiiso tliey remind one in an extraordinary manner of

Raleigh's own utteiance. It is as though, in those last sentences, one

heard the voice of Raleigh himself; and one rejoices to think that so

long as this pnpii'Successor lives that voice will not be utterly dumb in

Oxlotd.-^Oi Professor Gordon’s writings the most accessible to our

readers is his essay on Theophrastus and his Imitatom " in thO cOlfec-

tion of essays, edited by him, English literature and the Claiieies." It

is one of the most brilliant critical essays of our time.

Bahvmatu at his best—Since we Tentured on the Sarjtoialh

and BmlymAtfa ” dialogue in last issuSy we have ooih4 autoea ^an ad*

mirable statement of Ahe B^ryiaath doctrine—a doctrine 4drieb> food in

itself but inapplfeabls to pass oonrses in Indian a
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groafc de»l to discredit “ literary education in India. This exposition

is contained in the Introduction of an excellent edition of Hamlet for

Indian atudents produced by Mr. S G. Dunn and published by the

Oxford University Press some eight ye irs ago. Mr. Dunn thinks that

the Barymathian study of Shakcspsare in India has much of the

virfcui of what he calls ‘‘ the Oxford classical course/’ He writes :

*^The education in our Indian colleges is frequently depreciated as

‘ too literary '—a charge which, if it means anything, implies, it is io

be supposed, that too much attention is paid to words and the

use of them, and not enough to facts and the use of bhem. . . .

“ Now, that classical education which for years has produced the

most careful scholars in Europe is nothing more or less than a ‘ literary
’

education, and yet nobody would affiim that its methods tend to loose-

ness of thought and inaccuracy of '>talement * the very opposite* is its

end and achievement. . . .

“One of the outstanding features in the Oxford classical course is

the study of Greek plays
,
how thorough it is, or used to be ’ First of

all one had to know all about the origin of Greek drama and the his-

tory of the period in which it flourished
; the dramatists were examined

in comparison with one another
,
parallel passages frjm their works had

to be cited in support of any interpretations
;
the whole apparatus of

textual ciiticism was used to ascertain the true * reading ^ of particular

passages
;
every allusion or possible difficulty was tracked home and

fully mastered
;
and all this was merely preliminary to the discussion

of the style, the plot, the characters, the story, the innumerable ques-

tions bearing upon life and thought which the tragedy might involve or

suggest. The result of such study was to produce a habit of mind and

of method truly scientilac in those who followed it faithfully, and to be-

get in them a tendency to test, weigh, and carefully adjust to its pro-

per proportions whatever might be presented for their examination, be

it a book or a butterfly; so that those who got all which could be got

out of that training were as well equipped for accurate, that is, scienti-

fic, research as any who had cut up specimens in a laboratory or looked

through a microscope. , • .

“ Now, in the plays of Shakespeare we have in India just such

material for a training in careful scholarship as is provided in England

by the Greek dramatists and similar classical authors. Th(‘ courses in

our universities should be so adjusted that the candidate for a degree

in English should be encouraged to study, and have the time to study,

the plays of Shakespeare in the thorough and scholarly manner which

we have mentioned as the chief asset of the classical education/*
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This way of tho^ight lias its attractiveness, but unfortUliAteiy it

has greatly lessened the value, and lowered the prestige, of western and

of “ literary ’’ education in India. One little flaw means the collapse

of the whole argument. Mr. Dunn is referring to Honour ** Moderations’"

at Oxford, and not to the pass school, which is by no means of this

kind. It is a curious idea that an exemplar for a pass course in India

. should be found in an honour course in England. Practically all the

members of the edacational services in India are honoursmen, and there

is a tendency to forget that the vast majority of their pupils aie pass-

men, with passmen’s capacities and needs. Further, even did the pass

course student in Oxford undergo the sort of literary discipline described,

this would be no precedent for India. The average student in an Indian

university has read but few English books, and as a rule English litera-

ture is the only great literature open to him. He has to get the belt out

of it that he can, and if he sacriticea mucli of his time to technical and

linguistioistudy he is sacrificing the best boons of literature to the second

best. What he needs is to read much and widely—with understanding

but without such delay, and distraction from that which is most vital, as

this method implies. The English student wlio studies Greek has Eng-

lish literature as part of his world, and in many subtle wayi absorbs

file culture of it even if he does not (as lie always can) read widely in it.

The Indian student has notliing corresponding to this advantage, and in a

Vi‘ry large number of ca3(}8 he comes from a home where literary culture

is absolutely unknown. To liia deepest needs such matters as the com-

parison of readings in a Shakespeare play are irrelevant, and therefore

he has not time for them. Further, if he is compelled to undertake

such work, he performs it with such incompleteness, and with such lack

of background, as produces in him a constant sense of di-ssatisfaction

and lack of mastery Finally, it is surely absurd to suggest that a

training of this kind is as good a preparation for scientific study in the

narrower sense as is a preliminary scientific training. It produces a very

different kind of accuracy, and the procedure in which it trains men is

different alike in aim and in method. It is indeed good for all men who

are fit for it and have time for it, but has no special virtue in relation to

the training of the scientist as scientist.



THE TEACHING OF HISTORY IN SCHOOLS.

The importance of history is never called in question, but is seldom

realized. The teaching of history in secondary schools is rather cere-

monial than substantial. History is taught because it must be, and it

is learnt because it is taught. Truly is history the despair of students

and the bugbear of not a few teachers. Although all can teach it, few

indeed are those who can teach it well. Every history-teacher has his

own method, wherefore history is of all school-subjects the most

methodless in the teaching.

The history-teacher’s work in the higher forms often resolves ^tself

into coaching students for some public examination. Tu coach

is easy to the teacher and gratifying to the students. His w'ork in the

lower forms is not even so good as coaching. It is either routine or

chaos. ** History for history’s sake ” is still an educational lip-service.

Cram, that remarkable art of storing half-understood and indigestible

information, has not yob ceased bo attract sohool-boys in India and to

clog their brains. History is an unfailing stimulus to cram.

The taacher can unloubtedly palliate the evil to a great extent if

only he is willing to try. The reform must begin at the bottom. The

teaching of history in the lower classes needs a system and an aim.

What ought to be the aim of historical instruction for the young ?

History might benefit the students in a thousand ways that are too

well-known to call for anything more than a passing reference. It might

very well develop their imagination and judgment, and their so-called

patr'otic instinct ; it might socialize them and impress on them the

moral law that “justice and truth will triumph in the end,” and do many

other things besides. I have no quarrel with these functions of history,

bub while recognizing their importance I must maintain that no one of

them, nor all of them put together, can constitute the real aim. What-

ever be the extent of its educational value, it must be taught in such

a way as to enable the pupils to enjoy it. The teacher must set it in

interest and adorn it with enjoyment before he takes his history-lesson

to hii class. An appeal must bo made to the emotions before a response

can be oxpeotel. The dry-as-iust or tho simply ceremonial can only

enl in stupor or dudnoss. Inteceit alone can lead to enjoyment and

the desire to learn more. Divorced from interest, your lesson is but a

burying of the dead past instead of the reviving of it, and even such

good stories as that of Leonidas and his immortal three hundred will

187
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stupefy a class if the inSuenoe of that powerful catalytic agenti iateffesti

be not brought to bear on it.

It is clear, then, that the teacher’s aim must be to get his pupils

within the cordon of interest and to create in them an irrepressible

liking for the subject. Let them look forward to the history-hour with

unmixed delight. This is oa^cr said than done. It means efioAt, seat,

sincerity. It means a well-thought-out plan and thorough preparation*

Personalities must grow and incidents must take place in the teacher’s

hands. It is the function of books to narrate ;
that of the teacher is to

vitrify and dramatize. How often does the story of Asoka fail to touch

a lesponsive chord in juvenile hearts ! Ten to one it is rendered drab

and dull But the present writer knows that the Asokan story has

material admirably suited to evoke the enthusiasm of the young. It

will not do f<>r the teacher to make a sudden dive inlo the deeps of the

past, and there to dwell on Asoka bookishly and artificialjy, if he has

the welfare of his wards at heart. He should, on the other hand^ take

them along with him for a ramble through avenues of modern worthies

of the Asokan type, and endow them with the necessary apperedving

fnass. Further he has got to raise himself to the altitude of that

monarch’s piety or dharma^ and feel as he felt so many centuries ago.

His success is then assured. He will then be equal ti> the occasion and

come off victorious.

We must now ask what histoiical “ portions ” should be prescribed

for the young and how they should be handled in the class-room* The

under-current of causes and consequences in history, its vast problems

and constitutional evolutions, are manifestly above their heads. Even

with regard to political history much care has to be taken in the selec-

tion of the suitable material. Children do not take kindly to lessons

chock-full of dates and names. They want history with flesh and blood

in it. They want heroes and heroic deeds. The raatter-of-iact and

jejune is invariably lost on them. For them is the storied past with

its giant personalities striding across the historical stage. Give them

stories, more stories and still more stories. That is the golden rule for

the history-teacher of the young.

And of stories preference, wherever possible, must be given to

modern ones. They are less strange and therefore they make a better

appeal. What is called the regressive method in the teaching of history

is strongly recommended to those who take classes below the fourth

form. The pupils in these classes had better be taken up the streazu of

timi, from the familiar to the unfamiliar, fro n the present to the past*

This jK)mt requires emphasis, for instances of little children plodding
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laboriously from oeutral Asia or from where you will, through the viJet

of craggy Afghanistan, swimming rivers, losing themselves in the deserts

or climbing mountains, cursing the muse of history at every step, under*

standing nothing, enjoying nothing, with fact-worn faces and minds, are.

but too common even in these days of kindergarten-regime. Let not

children begin to learn history with the impression that it is gall and

wormwood.

Again, there is a plethora of stories and a judicious selection is of

the greatest importance. There are good stories and bad stories, moral,

immoral and immoral ones. They are found ^scattered broadcast

in Indian history, and it is while teaching this subject that the worst

sins are committed. Frithivi Raj’s somewhat adventurous abduction,

Padmini’s daring trick, Muhammed ibn Taghlak’s insane excesses,

Akbar’s match-making activities, such story are certainly unsuitable for

the young, not only because of their indifferent morality but also because
#

of the almost irresistible inclination of teachers to overdo them. At best

they can only afford a sort of amusement that is unhealthy and by no

moans true enjoyment.” Not a few are the instances which the present

writer can cite of much harm caused by historical stories of little

educational value and dubious moral appeal. The stories selected

therefore must be stories of chivalry, heroism and patriotism. It is not

suggested that the world of wickedness must be systematically screened

away from the vision of the young, but the tendency to remove such

a screen with wanton disregard of the interests of the children, and to lay

bate the seamy ride of life before them, is, to say the least, reprehen-

sible. If it is not always possible to make history-lessons edifymg, the

teacher can and must see to it that history does not become an instru-

ment in the hands of the Evil One.

And now let us pass on to the presentation of the matter selected.

Text-books in history for the lower classes are nearly an impossibility,

for, however good they may be, one cannot rouse interest by their aid.

The emotional side of history, its dynamic aspects, its realism, its life

—

these cannot be expounded well and fully from the printed page. But it

is exactly such things that catch the attention of the young, that

make a vigorous and healthy appeal to their imagination. The

teacher who depends on the text to take him safely through the history-

class bepomes a drudge and a bore. He fails to get a hearing, and the

sands of respect for him run out with ominous speed. Indiscipline

stares him in the face, and he despairs. The children suffer even more,

for they can seldom get any glimpses of true history from the mirror of

text-bobks* They often get the idea that history has had little
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exidl^nee outsidie the printing-house^ just as they sometimes think, or,

rather are led to think, tliat all the world is the atlas and nothing

more ! Let not the history-teacher, therefore,

,

“ Ram it in, jam it in,

Slam it in, cram it in.”

Alas! the author of these significant lines does no more than call a

spade a spade, when he writes

—

“ Faces pasty, pinched and pale

Toll the plaintive, piteous talc
;

Tell of hours robbed from sloop,

Robbed from meals for studies deep.

All who ’twixt these millstones go

Tell the selfsame tale of woo
;

How the teacher crammed it in,

Rammed it in, jammed it in,

Crunched it in, clubbed it in,

Pumped it in, 8tumi)ed it in.

Rapped it in, slapped it in,

When their heads were hollow.”

In the lower classes, the role of the millstones is i:>crformed by

text-book and teacher, the pupil being crushed between thorn.

Cast away crutches and stand on your own legs. There is a royal

road to success in the teaching-profession, and that is self-rdimce.

What you require is not historical pellets in the form of handy primers

which can, at best, only suppress the symptoms of ignorance for the time

being, but source-books, big volumes, history in its true dimensions and

in all its glory, to which alone you may trust your fortunes in the

profession. Be a store-ho use of information yourself. Do cultivate a

love of books and ” the reading habit,” and live with the great masters of

historical composition, seeking inspiration and guidance at their hands.

The reward shall neither be long in coming nor small when it has oorae^

For you shall be bold and beloved, resilient, resourceful, interesting, .

one who can oast a magnetic spell over hb little listeners.

In this connection one thing to be urged is that the lower classes,

even more than the higher ones, require the services of the ablest and

best qualified teachers. But the present day school-organization has a

partiality for putting things topsy-turvy. It is often found convenient

tp forget that the text par excellence in history for the lower forms is

the teacher himself. His living voice is to hb pupils almost divine.

It alone can enable them to rcKtJc the past. And the most suitable

method for him is one of lucid and lively narration, of judicious and
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life-like dramatization. No other school-subject cab clothe the l^uag

in such a wonderful mantle of intertsst as history. If it fails totio that,

woe to both teacher and taught. Teaching is the next-door neighbour

of the histrionic art, and the teaching of history is the most dramatic

kind of teaching. The groat secret of the actor's success is that he

feel bis part '' warmly and sincerely. Even the most artful make-

believe will be unnatural. The fo//owing four simple words are an

excellent guide for him who would be guide«l

—

knowledge
;

interest ;

love’, action. Know amt love yom subject; love your work; tfo your

lesson.

Before concluding, it would, perhaps, be well to add a word or

two on a great subject and a big bother—the medium of instruction

That the vernaculars of India should attempt to set themselves against

the English language is not merely unfortunate but also painful and

petulant. If an all- India language is not mere moonshine, the honour

of aspiring to that exalted position falls to English alone. Even

to-day when English cannot, as yet, be said to have made much

headway in uniting linguistically the whole of this vast land^

it is the only channel that affords a means of communication

between one Indian and another living in a different part of the

country. No reasonable i^erson will stand in the way of encourag.

ing the study of vernaculars, but few indeed will subscribe to the

contention tliat their encouragement is to be effected by the

discouragement of English. Such a view, to ])ut it mildly, is perverse

and detrimental. It is not easy to exaggerate the amount of benefit

that the Indian vernaculars have received through their contact with

English. Yet one finds rivalry between them instead of goodwill and

respect. And not a few try to fan it into flame. The tendency is

petty and parochial. The study of English must be vigorously pursued

both for the good of the vernaculars and for the good of India.

Such being the case, there is no question as to what the medium

of instruction should be in Forms IV, V and VI. Even in the lower

classes, the exclusive adoption of English for the purpose of imparting

instruction is not attempting the impossible. Many have done it, ani

done it well. This, however, puts an extra impost on the pupils^ under-

standing, and hence their interest often flickers. The teacher has to

employ all the weapons in his armoury to see that understanding is not

baffled and interest extinguished. The exclusive use of the English

medium in the lower classes means a tremendous strain on him to which

he may not always be equal. It is killing two birds with one stone,

but it is not an easy task, nor can it be demanded of all. What is



feasible is the use of a bilingual medium—Bug^ish and vemaoular. The

stories may be told in both languages, first in the vernacular, then in

English, Let the pupils answer questions in either language. It might

be objected that this method is one of threshing the same corn over

again, but remember that it is not threshed a second time with the

same stick. It will be found that the change of medium is alone

sufficient to endow the subject with a fresh lease of interest. If the

method involves an additional expense of time, it not only maket;

deeper impressions on the juvenile minds but also gives an impetus to

the study and appreciation of English which, to say the h*a3t, is n*)

small gain. The outlay negligible compared with the return.

N. K. Venkat^swaran.



THE NATURE OF COMEDY.

I

It is impossible to define comedy, and even the most innocent

statement about it is dangerous, for one is apt to think at cuoe of some

indubitable comedy to which the statement does not apply. Precise

description is eluded by comedy just as b,v a national “ type/' the

spirit of an age, ‘^classicism/’ “romanticism/* The case is not quite

the same with tragedy. Man erring, yet noble, up against a fortune

that uses his failing for bis downfall—this is the essence of tragedy,

whether the failing be small or great, whether the fortune be an ances-

tral fate or mere bad luck, whether the struggle involved be external

warfare or the subtle warfare of the spirit. It may be said that Aris-

totle, and GTreek practice, admits a very different sort of play, that in

which the hero neither errs nor perishes, destruction being confined to

the wicked. But Aristotle realised that this is not truly tragedy : such

matter he said, is not “ perfectly tragic,” but is a concession to the

public taste and to the general inability to endure the highest tragic

tension. The pleasure it produces “is not the distinctive pleasure of

tragedy. It belongs rather to comedy,” Theic is variation only in

unessential matters between Aristotle’s idea of tragedy and modern

practice, and such Greek tragedies as have a “double ending,” good

for the good and bad fur tlie bad, are in that respect untragic.

Comedy, however, may be an infinite variety of things, varying in

theme, purpose, method, attitude and tone. Attempts at comprehen-

sive statement regarding it have been conspicuous failures. The gist of

Aristotle’s definition may be given thus,— Comedy is an artistic imita-

tion of such human shortcomings as are ludicrous, and have no painful

element, and do no harm to others.” This rules out with equal emphasis

such contrary types of comedy as the Shakespearean and that of

Moli^re. Schlegel, in declaring that comedy is purely splortive, showed

how little he realised its scope. Mecadith takes as the true standard

the intellectual and satiric type of Moli^'re, and the kindred type of

Congreve, and to him the comedies of Shakespeare are not comedies at

all but simply romantic plays. None of these exclusions can be

acquiesced in, for all these and certain other types of play are felt, amid

all their differences, to be essentially one. They are all comedies. They

all present life from a point of view' precisely opposed to the tragic.

Teats are simple and explainable compared with laugh ter* Our
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tears are a symbol of the unity of all races and all g^marationa ; cur

laughter is the symbol of our differences. And laughter is the ttwire

characteristic. It is an index to both heart and mind. It distinguishes

man from man and race from race, and its indications are almost

infallible, for it is very hard to pretend mirth without detection—much

harder than to deceive with torrow. Laughter, then, is the sincere

utterance of man, revealing thought, disposition, culture and lace.

However comedies may differ, laughter is the essence of each one of

them. Their function is to arouse laughter, and they are written in a

spirit of laughter. Thus, since laughter varies with men and races and

times, comedy will vary similarly, and to each kind of laughter there

will correspond a kind of comedy. Evidently, that which can vary

so much is scarcely to be defined. The word “ laughter,^’ however

will serve as the best clue to the essential nature of comedy.

To begin with, there are certain things with regard to which men
cannot laugh at all—.things irreconcilable with that complacent and

cheerful mood required by happy laughter, and even with the feeling of

security and certainty which is necessary for satiric laughter. We
cannot laugh at, or be cheerful about, vice, death, the myatery of

human pain. Comedy, therefore, must have to do with none of these

tilings : they lie beyond its sphere. In this limitation of comedy lies one

of the most important distinctions between it and tragedy. All tHese

.sad matters that we have mentioned belong to life. It is the butiness

of drama to hold the mirror up to nature,’’ yet we must cut out a part

of life to make it fit for comedy’s mirror. Comedy must avert its ken
’’

from a great part of human fate, while tragedy seeks a steady vision of

the whole of life, hiding nothing, extenuating nothing. However

realistic comedy may be, its world is an abstraction. That seiiou.s,

profound kind of wrongness upon which tragedy depends is constmatly

making its appearance in life : few days pass without its touching

somehow any man who is really taking part in the world's business. In

comedy life is to be so far falsified that this, which is of the essence of

life, shall not appear, and only shallow and passing wrongness shall be

allowed to disturb us. The incongruities that comedy represents

—

whether in character, circum.stance, or event—may be excessively

annoying, but they must not belong to the deeps either of human nature

or of fate. Moods, pociiliaritios of disposition, of looks, of dress, of

manners, a passing unkindness of fortune, a set-back for the moment

because of the working of curable (in many cases soon* cured) h^an
badness such is the matter of comedy.

Obviously the laughter-spirit demands two things as to the end of

a comedy—first, that it shodQld be “happy,” and second that it should
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be a end with real finality. In order that pleasurable exoitement

may ba produced, things must go wrong before they go right, and the

worse the tangle the greater the enjoyment. But oven apprehmsion of

real disaster would be too disturbing, and both by the general tone of

the play and by judicious hints the dramatist conveyvs to us, quite early,

that all will eventually be well. At the end this must come to

pass. There must be no fears as to the future, no difficulty must

remain unmet, no problem unsolved In tragedy there can be no such

finality. There cannot, of course, be the finality of despair, since the

despairing view cannot produce art, or if, by a freak, it did so that art

would not be accepted by men. Nor can there be tne finality of clear

security and perfect understanding. Life is represented in its totality,

but life is not a rounded wholi; its deepest contradictions are unrecon-

ciled, if nob irreconcilable, in the mere human vision. In the supreme,

universal whplo the contradictions may disappear, but this whole even

the tragic p6et cannot discern. Hints and intuitions must suffice him

as he strives to see moitality as a god, beyond our sphere, might see it.

Thus, dealing with the whole of life, he deals with it incompletely,

whereas the oomic poet deals completely with a part of life. Tragedy,

seeking to deal with the whole, is itself fragmentary : comedy, confessedly

content with the part, is complete. The writer of cv inedy must produce a

satisfactory solution for the problem of his play out of this world s own

materials, neither postulating nor suggesting anything more. He must

end the chapter he has opened must set entirely right that errant course

of events that has been his plot. And even if the conflict he has repre-

sented be in itself eternal (as, for instance, the conflict between the su-

perficiality of his people’s thought and lives and the reality which they

do not discern), his particular manifestation of that conflict must be

completely settled.

On the way towards settlement, however, it is the privilege of the

writer of comedy to play any number ol tricks upon us. In a sense, of

course, we know that he is tricking us. Any play which counts as a

play is meant primarily for acting, not for reading, and must be thought

of in relationship to theatrical performance ; and after the first night all

the details of its working out may be presumed to be known to every

spectator. No-one is deterred from attending the theatre because he

knows all about the play. Thus the deceptions of the dramatist are

really seen through completely. But wo pretend to ourselves not to see

through them, and we enjo}^ an imaginary puzzlement, curiosity and

suspense. The dramatist ma3^ in comedy, pretend what is not true,

hide or distort the truth, raise expectations not to be fulfilled, deliberate-

ly perstbade ue of the impossibility of that which hp is about to bring tc
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pass, fie m&y mook and delude us to the top of his bent. Here again

the case is different in tragedy, where the case is too serious for trickery*

Neither our tense anriety ere the hero sins fatally or as sin leads gradu-

ally to doom, nor the momentary and very faint gleams of hope which,

in Shakespeare, sometimes appear just before all becomes quite dark,

correspond to the delusion of the spectator of comedy.

The kinds of comedy vary with the moods of laughter ond with all

that is related to laughter. There are the different ideas of different

people, different races, different times, as to what is incongruous, for

what to one seems anomalous may to another seem natural, and may
be normal within a certain range of experience. Such d<fferenoeB of

vieM in the individual dramatist depend partly upon environment and

partly upon dis])osition. Ethical standards vary from country to

oountrj^, from time to time, from person to person
;
and v^ariation in

standards of manners is still more conspicuous. Conduct is part of the

matter of corned}^, and manners are frequently a 5'et more important

part. And as the individuality of the writer of comedy appears in his

judgment it appears al'^o in his attitude. A recognised anomaly may

be merely amusing to one, and contemptible to another, while to a

third the spectacle may afford a cynical delight Tlie dramatist s sym-

pathy may be so wide and generous that he finds nothing in humanity

alien to him, in which case even his rebukes will be kindly, and his

laughter will be without contempt or cynicism or even aloofness. On

the other hand, he may be unsympathetic, with any degree of unsym-

pathy, ranging from mere coldness to contempt and from contempt to

bitter hostility. Thus comedy may be, and often is, purely intellectual,

while if it is emotional its emotion may range from positive love to

positive hate on the part of the dramatist. Again, some cihoose to deal

with the special life of their own country (or even city) and their own

time, others with life in a more general sense and in a scene whose re-

moteness makes impossible the particularity of detail natural to the play

of contemporary life. Sometimes remoteness of scene gives opportunity

for a highly idealised picture, and this may become well-nigh symbolic,

so free may it be from the trammels of the local and the temporal.

Yet another kind of difference arises when one considers the purpose of

the dramatist. Sometimes it is purely artistic, the artist seeking aesthetic

satisfaction for himself and for his audience On the other hand there

arc writers of comedy who assume the role of reformers, and make re-

forming satire of their work Such satire, as a rule, is directed against

the follies and affectations of contemj)orary society.

{\[o be continued)

3 . 0 .



INDIAN ART (IV).

V

I have entlcflvoured to discuss two or tliree imporlant features of

Indian art, which it will be useful to sum up here. Indian art traverses

tlie longest period known to history. European, Chinese and Moham-
madan art are of comparatively recent origin. Indian art has assimilat-

ed many foreign influences, but has succeeded in maintaining thiougliout

the long span of centuries its own individuality. In Indian art the

individual is everywhere. The promineiice given to individual feelings

and thoughts is characteristic of India. An Indian temi)le differs from

a church in that the individual, and not the flock, offers his prayer at

the shrine. In music, in painting, in sculpture, this predominance of

the individual is very marked. The subjective tendency is very strong

in the works of Indian art, and the inward and the God ward direction

of an Indian’s perceptions and thouglits are beaiitifull}' translated into

the language of sound, form and colour. This leads us to the most

important feature of Indian art, its religious character We have

seen how a reviving religion has always encouraged art, how religious

revolutions are followed by periods of great artistic prodtictiori. The

support given by kings to religion commonly took the form of support

to art. A great victory of a religious king meant additions to art, by

the building of new temples, the carving of new images, and the writing

of new poems, Asoka was one such great patron of Buddhistic art.

The Chola dynasty also gave great support to art. Foreign criti(*s have

often failed to catch the real spirit of Indian art, and have arrived at

conclusions of thoroughgoing denunciation. What is objected to as

conventionality in Indian art is really no conventionality in feeling and

genius, but in certain prevalent ait methods. What the Indian artist

tries to depict is not the outer and physical aspect of anything but the

inner and spiritual aspect. This is why he is irrationally accused of

ignorance of the rules of aesthetic creation, 'i he various gods sculptur-

ed by the Indian artist are so many vehicles for conveying the feelings

and images roused in him in his fulness of heart. Further, the foreign

critic forgets certain physical differences between other countries and

India and is therefore tempted to in&ke undeserved objections* The

Indian painting has been accused of being too mild in character. Its
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mildness is unavoidable seeing that, being accustomed to the glare of tbo

tropic sun for the greater part of the year, the artist delights ih the

sombrencss that he transfers to his paintings. Another objeotion is

that the Indian sculptor is incapable of carving out realistic images

Objection is taken to the too smooth features presented by the Indian

images. This objection arises because the critic being accustomed to

the twisted and knotted muscles of Greek figures forgets that Indian

hmbs are much smoother and more rounded than Western. Indian

music has been charucteri^jed by Mr. William Archer as tinkling

melody ” as against the western music, which he describes as possessing

titanic harmonies/’ Mr. Archer is a very poor critic in this matter,

and sadly ignorant of India. He docs not realize that India is a land

where God manifests Himself not only in thunders but also in tlie small-

est of flowers, in the feeblest of viyiees. The Indian vina and cilhar

are of one string and one idea. There are no huge Hogarth paintings

in India. In India, Hayden and Beethoven are as out o‘f place as

Thyagaraj and Tulsi Das in Germany. To the west all art is an end in

itself, objective in character while to the Indian art is a means to the

realization of the Infinite.’*' The Indian sees in the finite the imago of

the titanic infinite. He considers art as accessory to religion. Art is

to him a synthetic method of approach to Divinity. Through art lie

comes to see that everything is a part of the Di^ine Whole. The suc-

cessful realization of this in his subjective consciousness is the highest

pleasure that he can over hope to derive from ait.

If wc open our windows today and look out, the first thing that

birikes us ib the squalour, poverty and wretchedness of India. What

wonder is this ( Where is the visionary India of the past, described in

glowing words by every writer from Pa-Hein down to Ruskin ^ Enter

any bazaar or mark(‘t. What do you see there ? Best English steel tmnks,

the cotton piece goods of Bombay, the plain red saris from Manchester,

the gramaphones, aptly called by Dr. A, Cooraaraswamy us the ** voice

of the living dead.” Where are your sandalwood and ivory carvings?

where arc your Dacca muslins, and the wemderful Kashmir shawls an I

carpets? Where are the beautiful brass vessels and decorated pots?

Echo answers—where ? Look at the cheap enamelled wares of BJurope,

* Tho writer has an ©ntireJy wrong idea of western art, as Mr. Archer apparently,

has of Indian. Western art, like Eastern is spiritual in its signMeanoe, and the

world has never known a mpye profoundly spiritual genius than that of Beethoven.

—Editor,
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U96d in «veipy house, look at the kerosme oil tins nml to draw i^ter

from the wells io the place of the decorated brass pots of old. Look

again at the Indians, living in bungalows built m bastard style, and sit-

ting in their arm-chairs in the verandahs, jjoi rounded by German oil-

paintings and listening to the giamaphone records of the London music

halls. Look again at the banyan tree roots eating into the precious

temples and carvings. What do all these things indicate ^ They surely

indicate an absence of artistic feeling and appreciation, a wide spread

desire for cheap and na ty things and in fact a state of extinct national

individuality. The arts are now become tor the most part stereotyped,

devoid of imagination and origiiialitv. The woikman' > interest and joy

in Jjis work are gone , the lunng lorces of religion are failing. How then

can we get good art ? Art is an index of the individuality of a nation.

One cannot say why art flourishes m o c country and at one time and

not in any other country and at any other time. But wo have good

evidence of^an improving state ot things. The All India Musical Confer-

ence, the poetry and prose of Tagore, the paintings of the Bengal and

the Bombay Schools, the revival of the Telugu drama all testify to a

general tendency towards renewed artistic production. Let us remember

that a nation without art is blind and dumb, that ait is one of the

noblest elements in national life.

I cannot better conclude this essay than by quoting in full the

notable lines of the thirteen European artists in leply to Sir George

Bii Jwood’s incautious remaik quoted at the beginning of ties essay,

“ We the undersigned artists, critics, and students of ait . .
. .

find in the best art ot India a loft> and adequate expiession of the reli-

gious emotion of the people and of their deepest thoughts on the subject

of the Divine. We recognize in the Buddha type of the sacred figure

one of the greatest artistic productions of the world. We hold that the

existence of a distinct, a potent and a living tradition of art is a posses-

sion of priceless value to the Indian people, and one which they, and all

who admire and respect their achievements m the field, ought to guard

with the utmost reverence and love. While opposed to the mechanicaj^

stereotyping of particular traditional toims, we consider that it is only

in organic development from the national art of the past that the path

of true progress is to be found. Confident that we here speak fox a very

^arge body of qualified European opinion, we wish to assure our brother

craftsmen and students in India that the school of national art in that

country, which is still showing vitality and its capacity for the interpre-

l^ation of Indian life and thought, will never fail to command our admira-

tion and sympathy, so long as it leinaius true to itself. We trust that
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white not disdaining to accept iSvhatever can be wholesomely assimilated

from foreign sources, it will jealously preserve the individual character

which is an outgrowth of the history and physical conditions of the

country, as well as those ancient and profound religious conceptions

which are the glory of India and of all the ancient world.”

N. Maduava Rao.



• BUDDHISM AND QUIETISM.

Ectdbhish has commonly been unlerstood to teach passivity.

Tenial of a deity, and denunciation of all activities arc supposed to be

the tvvo cardinal principles of Buddhism The quietist idea) of a life of

passive conbempla ion may have been upheld by the representatives of

a decadent age of Buddhism. But the constant teachingvS of the Buddha

»

no less than that of his follower.^ in th(^ heyday of the religion, are a

living refutafon of this notion

It is true, Bimha, I denounce activities, but only the activities

that lead to the evil in words, thoughts or deeds. It is true, Simha,

that I preach extinction of pride, lust, evil thought and ignorance, not

that of forgiveness, love, charity and truth.” In these noble and inspir-

ing words does Lord Buddha command Sadhu Simha, and through him

the whole %orld, to act and fed the living present. It is as though, the

Blesse 1 One felt even then possible misinterpretation of his teachings

and tried to forestall any gradual weakening of the zeal and understand-

ing of his followeis.

‘Lord Buddha found for himself Iiovv inane anl futile was a life of

austere self-mortification or tapa$. Having found tlie utter waste of

human powers in the life of Samndhi only, ho came out to the arena of

the busy and “ sinful ”
. world to combat the waste and misery of human

life. Contemplation or Sam Mi was, to the Buddha, only a time of rest

and recuperation of his powers for a greater and fuller life of activity.

“ After taking rest,” says Olden berg, “Buddha would be again ready

to address a vast concourse of peoples and disciples.” Ho was, as it

were, the strenuous knight-errant, ever seeking degraded and sorrow-

stricken humanity and trying to lift it to the sunny heights of hope and

consolation.

Not oonteht with his own life of simplicity, moderation and acti-

vity, he founded a great organisation, the Sangha, for the carrying on

of his nbbic mission of uplifting sinful mankind, to beat the drum of

immortality in the darkness of the world.” ye now and roam over

the country for the welfare of the many, for the good, for the gain, and

for the benefit of gods and men.” (Vim pUaki\\ Such was his com-

mand to his followers. This monastic system based on the perennial prin^

ciple of ** equality of opportunity ” for the really deserving, reveala the
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great organisii^g, 'practical^ genius of the founder of the eo called religion

of passivity.
^

Asoka» the ripe fruit and culmiaation of the veritaUe teaeliiogs of

the Blessed One testifies-—no leas than the founder—to the attention paid

by Buddhism to the life of this earthly world The life of Asoka is the

record of one of the greatest emperors of the world, ceaselessly toiling for

suffering humanity. Work I must for the public benefit so declared

Asoka, and the pious ruler of men was ever obsessed by tbe sense of the

incompleteness of his work and activity. Says the emperor,— I am
never satisfied with the amount of my work nor the promptitude of my
decisions.'* One-third of mankind has cause to remember with grati-

tude his work and his example. The true votaries of Buddhism were

never content with the mere “conquest of Dharma,” although this

was to them “ the greatest of con([uests/' They catered as much for

the mdteridl as for the spiritual needs of the community. The work of

Asoka in constructing numerous tanks and arbours for tfio wearied

travellers, hospitals and caravanseries for the sick and needy, for both

man and beast, are well known, and other less conspicuous Buddhists

have been impelled by their religion to a similar generous activity. The

Buddhist monks, I ke the friars and monks of medi.Tval Europe, were

harbingers of culture and leaders of colonisation in their day. Wherever

they went, whether to the lonely forests of Mysore, or to the ialands of

the Pacific, they assiduously cultivated, and comtnendcd to the natives

of the place, the Aryan culture and the Aryan discipline Like the

mediaival monks of Europe they constructed or carved aplendid edifices

and caves as, “ fitting emblems of the soaring ambition ” of Buddhism.

The monasteries of the Buddhist monks wore both religious centres and

repositories of literature and art.

Neither did Buddhism foster “ pessimism pure and simple/* The

religion itself was the product of a spirit of revolt against the “ evils
“

of the mundane world. In the words of Mrs Rhys Davids, Buddhism

preaches nob so much resignation to evil or ill, as revolt and escape

from evil or ill. No gospel is wholly pessimistic that sets high value on

a certain possible ideal of Life.” Such a spirit of revolt presupposes

and calls forth a certain degree of courage and faith in a better future,

or way of life. And the Buddhists ** sacrificed mere quantity of life
”

that they might gain intensive fulness and more highly evolved quality

of life. What the theras ” or “ elders ” of the church did was “fo

eoyusmirate their energies ” to bring out and the fulUpossibilities of

their ideal life, rather than to seek escape from the earthly eixistence.

Their songs but breath forth the spirit of serenity and mptute that th«y

had attained in consequence offulnem of life.
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Uo cfutums after the passing away of the gr^t Oautamak

the purity anij aublime simplicity of his religion wore gradually forsaken

by many of his followers Religions tend to degenerate . they need

levivifpng by recollection of their earliest inspiration.

V. Raghavfndra Rao.



INDUSTRIAL DEPRESSlOlI IN kU^D^E.

i'HB Great War imposed many artificial restrictioni on indjlatcy and

trad% aad skaiitod very much the forces of production. Labour wais

drawn for fighting on the babble fidi. Capital was attracted, tbrotlgb

government loans, to finance the war. Ships were used for war, ftnd,

insurance and freiglib charges increased enormously. The ohean was

distiirbed ;
artificial restrictions were imposed on the free movement, of

the precious metals
;
currency was inflabt^d through the free issue o| paper

money. Credit was limited. All the productive forces were diverted to

a destructive end. A large amoun*: of capital which normally w^ould

have been saved was destroyed. Thus the war’s destruction was not

limited to the field, and the war is largely responsible for the troubles

that have followed its close.

Capital is nothing but saved energy. The fac ors of production,

when made to react on each other, yield utilities. A major portion of

these utilities is used in consumption, and a p.irt is saved which serves

as capital in further jirod action.
^

War is a mxchinery of destruction. The energies used in war are

therefore Used for a destructive end. War consumes not only past

savings of capital and wealth, but also present energies. The past

savings used up in the last war are represented by the allied war debts

amounting to more than £40,000,000,000, not to consider the amount of

capital used by the enemy countries to finan*e their war operations.

In addition, the utilities produced by the factors of production during

the war, were used for a destructive end, instead of for a constructive

end and to save wexlth. The loss of life in the war is another factor.

Much labour which would have been utilised as one of the factors not

only in present bub in future production hai thus been destroyed.

We have also to consider the ships sunk, the houses pulled down,

the bridges, roads, factories, railways and other assets and instruments

destroyed by the war. A bridge, for example, represents a fund of

utilities created out of past saving i for future use. Some materiolsi

capital and labour were devoted to the creation of that fund, and if now

jt is destroyed, it means the destruction of that particular fu|id of

utilities created by the combined effort of the factors of productidb.

And that fund, which, if it had not been destroyed, would hav^ helped

in further production, has nOw itself to be replaced. Such is tii case

with regard tb properties destroyed by the war.
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dflMifcrtietion is therefore unimjioable. It is to

destroy/l^ ^og# equally easy to replace it. It requires rauoh

effort. It ie this effort to replace what is d*^stroyed by the war, that is

to-day eaga^ug the attention of the greatest statesmen of the world.

This effort, with all the hindrances on its way, must continue until a

nprnaal state of affairs is attained.

With the close of the war, the various artificial restrictions were

removed. It was expected that commerce and industry, freed from

restraint, would soon return to a normal condition. But quite the

contrary thing occurred. Prices began to rise, contrary to the expects^

tion that they would begin to fall The mam impulse came from the

release of the buying power which had been m restraint during the war.

The rise of prices gave rise to sp.'culation, which in its turn accelerated

the rise. S.iles increased with the demands of the consumers. Pro-

duction was rapidly increased in expectation of demand, and on the

basis of the* current demand. During the war expansion of credit

through price inflation and speculation was restricted artificially through

governmental pegging ’’ of the exchanges. Vfter the war it was let

loose, and the huge volumes of credit was permitted to diffuse itself.

This diffusion of credit and the removal of the other restrictions

gave rise to a temporary industrial boom and to 8[eculation. But the

boom was not real It did not rest on any economic prosperity in the

world at large. It was only the result of the diffusion of credit and

the removal of the many artificial war restrictions. The boom was, to

some extent, helped by favourable monsoons in countries like the United

States of America and India which supply largo quantities of the raw

materials of ^the world. In the case of such countries the boom was to

some extent real. It was the result of their continuous war prosperity.

The strength of the boom in these countries gave a certain apparent

reality to the boom in the European Countries.

Now this boom increased the economic evils caused by the war.

Prices rose to the highest extent possible A large amount of capital

had been destroyed by the war and now the boom gave impetus to the

floatation of num^irous industrial ompanios for which funds were eagerly

provided I)y the utilisation of all the resources that an investor could

command". The war alone, as was said before, made the Allies incur a

total natioiial debt of more than £ 40,000,000,000 and in addition to this

heavy burdei^ the boom through high speculation attract! d a largo

amount of floating oapitri to be looked up in industries. The resultant

evils are obvious. The f)rivate and public purses were drained to the

bottom,* The purchasing power of the nations Was brought to tht
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lowest ievd end the oomtuereial imtiook becaioe mo«t gloomy, lining

the period of boom the traders were very optimistic of trade Coodjlkme^

and being encouraged by the ourrnit demand they ptaced large orders

for goods without in the least fearing a fall in demand. The huge orders

omild hardly be carried out by the industrialists, and natumlly they

took a long time to supply the goods. Thus the goods began to arrive

at a time when the trade boom had disappeared and the demand had

eliaiieneil. Goods could not be cleared and were heaped up in dock*

In the absence of sales financing these became very difficult.

ISxtreme money stringency was felt and the Bank of England rats

reached 8% or more.

The Asiatic countries during the same period met with poor

monsoons and a universal influenza epidemic which carried away a

population of six millions from India alone. This served as an addi-

tional burden on trade. Famine set in, and the pojr monsoon combined

with the famine made the markets glo )my in the extreme. Even the

European markets suffered from these disasters.

The next factor that contributed towards the depression was silver.

The production of silver ha i considerably slackened during the war years

whereas the demand was continously on the increase* India and

China with their prosperous war trade, were continuously demanding

silver, and the United States the home of silver production, was

also in need of th) metal These factors contributed to a great

rise in the price of the metal, from about 27d. per C». in

the pre-war years to nearly 90d. per oz. in 1920. The Eastern

exchanges fluctuated considerably on account of these and other factors.

Soon after the boom period was over the price of silver went down to

about 33d. per oz. “ What upset Biitish business was the sudden

drying up of the overseas markets : India, China, Australia, South

Africa, and South America, and it was the collapse of the etebangos

between London and many of these centres that threw out the calcula-

tions of the world. If we compare February Ist 1920 when the boom

was in full strength though drawing to an end, with July 1st

1921, we find that • ... the values of the currpcica of

India, China, Argentine, Brazil and Chile in terms of British sterling

had' fallen by 51 per cent, 60 per cent, 36 per cent, 69 per cent and

64 per cent respectively”—(Keynes). What does this mean I The

East may generally be considered the home of raw materials* The

East exports raw materials to the West, and^ imports manufactured

goods fcom the West* Therefore, in normal times the trade between

the East and the West is active, put when the Eastern currencies



were upset in relation to the currencies of the West, the trade between

Seat and West yrsMi a time, completely stopped and only recently

have appeared tSfe signs of its revival. The complete cessation of

trade between East and West meant that most of the industries of the

West which were run to supply the needs of the East had to be

closed, thus contributing to the Industrial Depression in Europe.

The destruction of a vast amount of capital in European countries

has necessitated the creation of baseless cre lit to finance trade and

industries*^ This process has unfortunately been extended beyond

the prudent limit and has thereby upset the exchanges of European

countries. Though the war migh*' bi said to be the root cause of the

present dislocation in European currencies, the insistence on repara-

tions payments has done much towards this end. No country can

prosper on the ruin of another. The economic p^rosperity of one

country requires the prosperity of countries in its neighbourhood. A
country prbspors by pro lacing ommoJities for which she has

advantages over others and by importing from other countries commo-

dities which she cannot produce herself The Allies by pi eventing the

rehabilitation of enemy countries, are indirectly putting off the day of

their own economic uplift. The reparations payments are putting too

much strain on the shoulders of Germany. On the one hand Germany

has not been able to balance her budget, and on the other the repara-

tions piymerits ara ru’ning her finances. \ heavy burden on the

German Ojvetanenb means a he%vy burden on G3nnin in hiHrios and

other factors of prodaction The financial failure of Germany is

apparent from her present exchange quotations. The German mark

is now (18th August 1922) at about 4,500 marks to the pound sterling,

as against her 20’43 marks parity to the pound. Ihere are other

countries in Eurofie whoso economic condition is to-day worse oven

than that of Germany. Russia and Austria are bankrupt, and until

the economic condition of these countries is improved there can be no

hope lor the betterment of Europe.

The European countries have been making a very bad use of

their State Banka and printing presse.s. Multiplication of currencies

has been extended. Paper money has been created with no restriction

of its issue and even now the issue continues with little regard for its

effects on industry and trade

Inflation has therefore been one of the causes of the present

dislocation in European currencies. The following table shows for the

different European oountries, the relations between their issue of papei

money and their gold holding ip July 1914 and July 1922 respectively^^
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njii paralM to tli^e figures* On the 7th July last, the Paris franc was

quoted at francs to the pound, against its 25*22 francs parity. The

Berlin mark was quoted at ne \riy 1,500 marks to the pound, as against

its 20*4.3 marks parity. According to the telegram on the 18th August

1232, the quotation waa^at about 4 500 marks to the pound. The Polish

mark as quoted* on the 7tU July 1222 was at 23,000 to the pound, as

against its 20*43 marks parity. On the same day the Austrian exchange

was at 94,OtX) kronen to the }>ound as against its 24 kronen parity.

These figums indicate the prcs(*nt liopeless condition of European ex-

changes The figures show also that the financial situation of the enemy

countries is hopeless m the extreme, if it is compared with that of the

Allied countries* So that any further buiden on the enemy countries

will to that extent poHt[»one the recovery from the present industrial dc-

presrion.

Kxce^s*of imports o\er exj oits is another factor which has contri-

buted to the dislocation in the European currencies Owing to the de-

ft tiucti on of factories and other means of production, the productive

p )wei of European nations has bo ui greatly curtailed whereas their

coii-u’iiption cannot go down lielow a certain minimum. In May last,

(f irm vTiy li id an adverse bil aice of more than 5,(X)0,000,000 paper marks

Austria had an adverse balance of 43 ()00,000AXX) Irronen for the year

ending 1921. The position of Poland and Russia was even worse. The

chief imports of these c mntrics are coal and food products If the im-

port of coal is stopp ‘d the countries have to close tlieir factories If the

import of food stuffs has to be stopped they have to starve being unable

to pr(xlu<*e even 75 per cent of their Requirements. One may say that

here should intervene the economic principle of the adjustment of im-

poits and exports after a flow (
f
gold either way But thes» countries

have no gol I to send out. And not having materials to spare they

have Very little to export to meet the adverse balano'^. But they

cannot stop their imports. So that the only way open to them to

meet the Mverse balance of trade is through the issue of pronpfises.

If to-day these countries are asked to stop the issue of their paper cur-

reney, they will thereby be asked to starve.

Another equally important factor that has contributed to the dis-

location in European currencies, is the inability of the Btates to balance

their budgets^ Prance expects a deficit of 3,900,000,000 francs for 1922,

which amount has to be made good by Germany through the reparaUqns

paytnents. Austria expects a dejicit of nearly 400^trillion kronen. By

resorting to the free issue of paper.money to make up their defieilt Hieie
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tio0 in means a^nomafoadiing riai iai#f9#ee«, i^Wbmaia
bdngsm iaemse in siate nxfeadituze. TJbe dafieilW ^uiail hit te be

goad by increased taj^s. As is weH known tbe ahief rtiriiiaa oi

European ^countries is derived from taxes on industry and coiuanerce

IPbis means a heavy burden on the already overburdened indnstty^and

trade. Extra taxation on industries brings* eorreaponding increase in

ptioes. This will again involve the states in more expenditure. More

ex|>e]t^diture means again a farther deficit which has to be made good by

the issue of paper money. 'I be issue of paper will again bring increase

4n prices. Thus we have a vicious circle.

We have again to con ider the question of interest pajrments on

the heavy debts incurred by the Allies and enemy countries durii|g the

war. During the war, the European nations, with the resources ot pre-

war prosperity, were in a position to bear high taxation, part of whicl)

could have been utilised to finance the war. But instead of submitting

to extra taxation for meeting a part of the war demands, the allies

financed their war operations mostly through loans, very little money

coming for this purpose from any taxes on their own subjects. The

leading countries expected to clear ofi their debts by extracting repara-

tions from Germany. But now they are gradually realising that any

burden on the shoulders of Germany will be to their own disadvantage

Their economic recovery will to that extent be postponed. !Saving,

therefore, failed to get thoir expectations from Germany, thi £dli^ are

forced to levy more taxes on their own subjects. This is a further bur-

den on industry and trade.

Yet another factor contributing to the continuance of the present

European industrial depression is the serious competition of countrieM

like America, Canadi, and Australia, and the Asiatic countries like

Japan, India and China. These countries have gained strength and

have accumulated inamense wealth os a result of th^r war prospwity.

Japan’s national pre-wai wealth was estimated at about 3^500 million

yen, and in 1920 it was estimated at about 9,000 million yen, ‘^tepi’e-

senting an increase of about 200yo on the pre-war level. Auierica and

to soma extent Inlia, China, Australia, Canada, and the neifi^l

countries of Europe have also increased in wealth ; they have«prospertd

at tho of the countries engaged in war. What do the heavy war

debts of the allies and enemy countries represent ? They re^saeut

mofitlj' tost of the materials supplied by the countries not eugig^d

in war. Tlie countries engaged in the war raised loaasiu these coun-

tries^ the loftfs were utilised fo| the purchase of war .oiaterials
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oouijt^®^’ iiW&iiet^66| having had no competition fi^m the
ih# fctttopean nations, developed to an enormous extent ftf
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the four yearn war. They have attained a degree of induetiiat

strength against which the war-worn industries of Europe have been
unable to stand. Jn addition to this, the American and Asiatic oouli-

tries are sheltering themselves under protection This is an additional

burden on European industries.

Political factors too affect the industrial situation of Europe.

Irish troubles, Bohhevic incursions, the conflict between the civilians

and militarists of Germany, French distrust of English diplomacy, her

persistence in extracting reparations from Germany, the American Gov-

ernment’s oautteus sympathy with Europe, Japan's secret enmity

against the growing power of America, the recent secret treaty between

Russia and Germany, and the Indian political situation, all these help

to postpone Europe’s recovery from the present industrial depression.

Having so far ’examined the factors contributing to the present

industrial dcppussion in Europe, we shall now consider the possible

remedies for its speedy recovery.

The wholesale destruction of capital by the war must be made

good by the vigorous worldng of productive forces. The present

'

sources of labour, capital and organisation must be engaged and wOrlded

until the pro war position is regained Europe must restrict duxury

imports to reduce expenditure and encourage saving

Credit, which is a very important factor in commerce has now been

shaken to its very foundations through the multiplication of currencies

and the fluctuations' in foreign exchanges. The present political and-

social disturbances stand much in the way of peaceful trade One

country is unable to believe another
;

if a German importer, fur

example, imports goods from England he has first to deposit cash In an

English Bank befoie getting the shipp'ng documents of the goods he

has ordered. Such distrust must surely be removed before any recovery

in trade can be expected. Recently many experiments have been made

in this direction. The English Government has arranged what is called

the Export Credit Scheme by which the Government gives guarantees to

English efxporters. Many International Conferences have been held

under the direction of the League of Nations, which have helped in

however small a degree, to remove the prevalent international (HstriisM

The Bthassls Financial Conference, which was llie first of its kind,
,

made mmijr |«rc^osn!s end afctmipts in tlfie dire#io*u T^hc Wnshington
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Cajdteettoe i«iii<?ve4 lie distiart between Bagkiid lM»d Vfm^^ #ilid

Au^riesk ibtid JapaAii «^ud tbraifgh AiMriaa m«4B aaibe**

sioas to the Allies ia regard to tb« paymeot pl tliejir witr dyibti

Tbo reeeat Genoa Coafererioe disclosed the secret treaty ketM^iftn

Gernaany and Russia, and made many suggestions for t^e ec inomic

recovery of Russia, The luoab iinp)rfcanti work of the Geioa Gou*

ference is the recommendations of the sub-comm'ttee appointed by the

Conference to suggest a way out of the present dislocation in Bui'O'pean

e^xchange, The ooininibtoe rightly insUbs cm the slow but steady

resumption of the gold standard by Kiiropcun countries, and emphnti

Pally protests against the multiplication of the currenoiea. The

expenditure, says the committee, must at all costs be limited to the

revenue through retrenchment in the present liigh scale of expendiktret

The present heavy expenditure pf the European countries can be

greatly curtailed by disirmament of the forces which .they have

maintained as a result of the national distrust. England is maintaining

a large army and is insisting on her dependencies like India continuing

to do so. Germany is maintaining an unwieldy force in spite of

her present distressful financial condition. Austria is spei^ding 71

trillion kronen in spite of the fact that she has to meet a deficit of

nearly 400 trillion kronen, her exchange being at the low value of

94,000 kronen to the pound. Frinco, in s])ite of her anxiety to adjust

her finances, is maintaining a large iorce. This unuecesfiary expendi*

ture must disappear at once with the removal of international distiust.

Every pie of national expenditure must go to develop productive

resources. Heavy retrenchment has to be cfiected in state expenditure.

England has applied the Qeddes axe and Germany is forced to avoid

all excessive expenditure. India may get the Inchcape axe.

The reparations form a great obstacle in the way of economic

recovery, and. as suirgested before, much good would result from

their postponement.

The influence of the European i^tates on their respective note-

issuing banks is the next and most important obstacle in th<‘ economic

recovery of Eurojie. The European states have been taking Very

great advantage of their connections with their note-issuing banks.

This is the cause of the present instability in exchanges and the

conscijuent dislocation in the European currencies The sooner ,the

note-issuing banks of Europe are freed f'^om state iqtervention the

better it will be for Europe, ,

Jn oonolusion what we require to-day ia a world, peaoa* Wofld

patriotism must be Cultivated and every one must wotk for the 'welfare
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of liumanity At large. The Allies must sympathise with the imsitioo

of the eneiwy f^juntiies. The United States at the dose of the war,

by the enthusiasm of President Wilson, promised continued

help to Europe in its post-war reconstruction. But internal party

troubles displaced PreflSdent Wilson and The United States has since

shown a cautious policy towards Europe. She acquired her war

wealth, to some extent, at the expense of Europe, and new hss

considerable strength and credit. She has the means to help Europe

out of its present difficulties. She must, therefore, give up her oantious

p(dicy towards the continent and help the distresafal nations ip their

economic reconstruction. She must realise the principle of brotherhood

and extend a helping hand to war-worn Europe. England must

realise that monarchy is giving place to democracy, that a new wave

of independence is sweeping over the so-called backward nations of the

world, that, her Eastern Dependencies can no longer be kept in

political bondage. She must realise tbat an indopenden'' India within

the Empire can be more helpful to her than a dependent India.

India an! the other dependencies must in their turn, sympathise with

England’s present distressful position. Stiife must g ) and peace must

be the end and aim of all Mutual sympathy and co-operation will

bring about the welfare of uli. Peace, patience and perscvetanco are

the three watchwords for the speedy economic recovery of the w^orld.

M. Sham A Rao.



VOCATIONAI. TRAINING

SoMB years ago» Sit Nomaa Loekyer deli^er^d a valuable^ ad^j^eai

at the British Association, the subject being “ The influeiuje of' btain

power on history.” The key-note of the address was the dependence of

national strength on higher education and scientific research. "Thu

r so-called higher education in India has not been related to the problem

of national efficiency and economic progress, the Indian universtti^

having been modelled on the lines of the Bribieh universities at a

time when they themselves were being leconstructed in consonance

with the changing conditions’ of national economic progress. Higher

education in India has moved in a world of languages, has not explored

the realm of reality, has emphasised memory rather than work on things.

Euskin says, — Let a youth once learn to take a straight shaving off

a plank or draw a fine line without faltering or lay a brick level in its

mortar and he has learned a multitude of other matters which no Kps

of man could ever teach him.” The truth contained in these ^marks

is yet to be fully learnt by the j^eople in India.

Subscribing to the painful remark that higher education in tndia

has not been related sufficiently to the future livelihood of Il|!ian

youths, let us’ pass on to examine the remedies for the ills in thej>re0ent

Indian education. Two of them may be singled Out for oonsideratiOli—

manual training and vocational training. No educatlona! maxim seems

so true or bears repetition so many times as ** A child learns by doing.
”

In our schools, boys have liUle to do. They are not taught even to

/Wnfc for themselves, and are unduly helped by their teachers Very

few are the schools in which provision is made for the training of the

senses. There must be co-ordination of muscles and nerve centres in

boyhood, incapable of adjustment in adult life. It is maintained by

leading educationists that the cultivation of manual dexterity reacts

favourably on the intellectual faculties and is an important aid in develop-

ing l^hem It should be observed that it is a general manual dexterity

riiat is aimed at, not the special dexterity suitable to a parricular trade,

and while manual training is a good corrective for the defective present

day education, vocational training forms an even more effective one.

Vocational education has been much talked of recently and defined

in various terms. While some identify it with manual or, ** productive”

education, others characterise oommerciai training as vocational, though

not fleetly productive. Woet, Prinmpal of the Traintng OoBege,

m
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i^otild 4o }ms^ jB^vixLg him the chance of doing it and puttiikg htaa wiMa
l>e in^st uaefttl. The schook At present, so far from d^ac^^ing

and fcstaari^g in%h individuality, tend rather to produce samenatm, and

the system of ^lass-teaching has been based on the assumption of the

essential sameness of the needs and abilities of thirty or forty boys.

Any seherae of education, to be successful, must be framed, adjusted

and readjusted to the national needs, and must also take into consider- ^

ation the native gift ^ of the pupils and the pronounced manifestation

(rfthe gifts at certain periods of their lives, so that none of them may

perish of inanition or lack of timely stimulus. Whether a boy should

enter a trade or profession immediately on the completion of his

matriculation course is a matter of choice or necessity but his pro-

gramme should be so arranged by the educator that a broad foundation

may be la^, consisting of both general and professional studies, in order

that the boy may not be found wanting, when the time comes, in

capacity dther for continuing his cultural studies or for specialising in

any of the numerous technical, professional or commercial subjects.

In this connection may be cited the summing up made by Professor

D. J. Flemming writing on the Philippine Educational system. “So

explicitly threefold is the aim of the Bureau of Education that they

sometimes speak 6f their * three-phase system/ They set out to help

each student, academically, industrially and physically. Having once

taken this as their aim, they arrange for specialization to take place

amongst teachsips and supervisors along these three lines. Academically,

the aim is to give the great mass of the population elementary instruc-

tion in reiding and writing English, in home and world geography

and in sufheient arithmetic for simple business transactions and to

avoid imposition by exploiters. Industrially, they aim primarily at

instilling a respect for labour. In particular, they want to help the

Philippine boy to cultivate a horn 3 garden and to do simple carpentry

for the home, to weave hats, mats, slippers and baskets from local

materialsi and to handle simple business affairs. Physically, they aim

at imparting the rudiments of home and village sanitation, improving

the quality and variety of food through develojnng gardens, aboliehfing

poor and insanitary cooking through classes in domestic science and

correcting physical under-development by inai^urating group games

aud,,^ athletics,*^ The dominating idea behind this education is the^

training of the masses for citizenship rather than the education of a

few to govern the masseSf’’* Though conditions in India and tli‘|

—
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* Wf have eadeavOitiad to tritailate the profewor’s AmeSkan into
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la tbe workia^ oul of aay new sobeme practical difficulties ba^e

to be CDocuntered and tbe framers will have uphill work to do

How faa<ean vocational subjects be introduced into the pfeseat

ourriculudl h This is already over-crowded, and it would be inhuman

to tax furtbet the intellectual r^ources of pupils groaning already

under the hoavy burden of innumerable subjects. Perhaps a safe way

out of tbf difficulty would be to replace some old subjects by vocational

subjeote,
j

^

To give practical shape to a scheme of the kind providing for

vocational training for a specific^period, say m the two highest cla<>Be0

of the high scdiool, it appears necessary that dro'Aingand drill as leading

to the acquisition of mani[)ulatiV0 skill, a necessaiy pre-rpquisite for

vocational ty^aifung, should be compulsory in the lower clhsses, For

the two years during wliich regular instruction m vocational sub-

jects is to be imparted, four jieriods out of 34 or 35 periods in a week

should be devoted to a vocational subject, such as agriculture and

gardening, carpentry, smithery, spinning and weaving, tailoiJbig, sewing,

music, dnmestic economy.

The financial aspect of the problem also has to be considered.

Besides thel financial help, however little, that the government or the

management can render to institutions where vocational subjects have

been introdu/jed, money might be obtained by treating the vocational

subject depaitoent as a commercial concern. The capital might consist

of shares to be purchased by the studeuts. With the capital thus

ra'sed, work mch as preparing ink, exercise books, benches, stools,

tables coirid b®* attempted. The articles thus turned out by the class

could be sold a reasonable profit, either to the authorities of the

school or te outsiders. At the end of the year, a balance sheet should be

prepared byl^be boys, a part of the profit being credited to the reserve*

fund to me^'the initial cost of implements etc., and the balance being

declared as dividends. This would be merely an extension in principle

of the cd^opfetative societies now being run by some schools lot th3

supply of books and stationery to pupils.

AnotbeiP! <|nestioii that often attains importance is what vocational

subjects^ sfiOCild be introduced in different localities, whether those

suggested Ideal faculties or those likely to supply local wants* The

pirectof oUNlllic Instrubtion in Madras recently remarked that teaching

carpentryil^ place full of carjienters was a^ superfluity* H ha meant
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that only 0kch subjects should bo taught as Wefo likely to stl|>ply

local wants, he was not wholly right. For instance, in a place full of

water affording facilities for dyeing,dyeing operations might be attempted.

To a large extent the introduction of vocat'onal subjects is determined

by local facilities. When the Director of Public Instruction called for

a report from the headmasters on the choice of vocational subjects,

carpentry and weaving found favour with them, while agriculture did

not. The omission was rather significant in a country where agriculture

forms the mainstay of the people, the reason being the fear of either

a large outlay or lack of facilities for agricultural operations or both.

It would be a good thing, howev^^^r, for the government to make facilities

in a school in each district for the teaching of agriculture on modern

lines.

Certain practical difficulties, howovet, have arisen in schools where

carpentry bas been attempted The present writer is put in mind of

a school v^here carpentry has been taught with little success. This

disappointment is due partly to the fact that it is not an examination

subject. It may be necessary to cle\ato the vocational subject to the

rank either of an optional or of a compulsory non-examination subject,

demanding from the students the production of a certificate signed by

the Headmaster to certify that the student has done satisfactory work.

And the products turned out should be sold so as to make the students

feel interested in the concern.

Let us consider the value of such vocational training. When the

times are changing, the old order giving way to the new, it would be

sheer folly on the part of a bread-winner to confine himself to one

calling in life. The value ol a secondary or auxiliary calling,

“ bye-calling,’’ cannot be overestimated. It augments income aad

minimises the danger of unemployment. Again the " learned pro-

fessions are already over-crowded, and vocational training provides

both a good and a ready livelihood. Lastly, but by no means least in

importance, from the point of view of national efficiency, it would be

better for the people and for the state were the dominating purpose of

the educational system to be the training of the masses for citizenship

rather than the creation of an intellectual aristocracy to govern the

illiterate masses, which end will bo subserved by sound vocational

training.

A. S. Venkataramiah.
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The Ethicil and Religions Philosophy of Idealism” By N. 0. Mukerj|

M.A. The North India Christian Tract and Book Society, Allaha-

bad. Paper lls. 2-8-0. Cloth Rs. 3-8 0.

Peof. Mukehji of Ewing Christian Colleg Allahabad, has written a

very interesting study of Idealism. The book is divided into two parts;

the first is purely ethical, and the second i.s intdapliysical. Prof J. S.

Maokonzie, whose visit to Mysore is still fresli in our luiiuls,. contributes

a very discriiuinalingly encouraging introduction, and the printed

opinions of several other leading luminariei of the [?hilo?ophical world

like Prof. Pringle Pattison and Lord Haldane go to show hpw the merit.s

of Prof. Miikcrji’s woik have not gone unrecognised even in the West.

We cannot but congratulate the IcarJied professt>r on the success he has

achieved, wliich his wide reading and diiigenccj have so amply deserved.

In his Prefatory Note the author declares that he stands for “ a

synthesis between Idealism nnd Intuitionalism in ethics and between

Idealism and Theism in Religion ’’ and further descrilx^ his position

as that of “ Intuitional Idealism in Ethics and Christian Theism in

Religion.” One can easily understand the Christian enthu.dasm of a

Christian, which makes the author hope that “ Christianity will play an

increa.sing part not meredy as an adjunct of Western civilisation, but a.s

an independent force.” I eihips the prophecy will come true, but it is

j>ertineut to ask whether this Christianity will be the emotional dog-

matic Christianity of the W’^ost, or a Christianity philosophised arxsord-

ing to the tradition.s of the East. The question is pai’ticularly pertinent

as Part 11 does not literally fulfil the promise of developing Christian

Theism. ” There is a theistic element in Idealism,” writes the author,

we have never denied, but have built our hope upon.” In another

place ho definitely recognises the necessity of reinterpreting Christianity

on a broader basis, and follows the now well-known idea that the

divinity of Christ is nob tlje divinity of the historic Jesus, but of man

as such. He cpiotes with approval that “ man also, in his degree, is

already more than a person.” The impression left on our mind by the

book under review is that it h.as succeeded in showing not so much

Idealism is indefensible as that Christianity becomes defensible only

when it is made to rebel against orthodox theology and is consciously

” idealised ” in its philosophical, and not its ordinary sense.

213
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Prof. Mukorji has on the whole succeeded in producing an Sihle

book, but he has done loss than justice to himself. There is no doubt

that he has got many fine id' as aiul he could h ive easily expressed them

in his own words. Instead he Las allowed himself to be victimised far

too much by the habit ol: eritieising one philosopher through a quotation

from another philosopher. In fact the book is overloaded with quota-

"

tions, and it it* not always easy to find out what the exact opinions of

the author himself are. In Part I ho has not thoroughly justified his

Tntuiiionist position, though that Intuitionisru be Intuitional Idealism.

In Part II in spite of his frequent criticisms of Idealist authors, he

remains at bottom nmro an Idealist tlian a Christian in the ordinary

sense of the term . Altogether the book is one which will not fail to

interest all students of philosophy.

A. R. W.

The Iniivlilu'xl ani the Commaniitj. By R, E. Roper, m.a., M.Bd.

George Allen and Unwin, Ltd., London. 8/6 not.

Mr, Roi’Er’.s book opens with a very inviting preface, As is usual

with the political books of to-day it breathes a note of thorough dissatis-

faction with things as they are. It rails at the authority of the most

expert profess >r ” as well as at “ the patent mooieines of the politician,*’

and it holds out a hope of putting political life on a new and sound

basis. But it can hardly be said that th(3 book is any adequate

fulfil inent of tlie promise in the preface. There is a good deal of

biology in the book, which is interesting ejiuugli reading, and there is a

certain freshness of thought, but the basic idea of Mr. Roper is dogma-

tically stated, and difficiiltios are brushed aside witdi a dogmatism more

worthy of ‘‘ professors ” and politicians ” than of Mr. Roper! But

we shall let him speak for himself. We can all sympathise with him

when he says :
** we need a community where none? go hungry and

none are slaves. ” He diagnoses the political disease to lie in the very idea

of compulsion, which lie regards as the very death of a community.

‘‘Community is an organism, State is an organisation.” He doiines com-

munity as ‘‘ the association of two or more human beings for common

(though not of necessity identical or similar) purpose or advantage in

their evolution.” lie is horrified at the idea that “ the rules of a

school should be held to bind a child unless and until the child under-

stands and accepts them; it is monstrous that the regulations of an

industrial school or a prison should bo held binding upon those

sent there by force, Ho naively assumes that “ the soul of man
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knows well enough what he shall sender^ to Oa^sat and inrhat

to Qod.*’ It might have been welli if Mr. Bojper had paused

a bit to think out the consequences of his naive asmunptimie.

Oompulsion is bad indeed, but can we really do without it ?

He emphasises the principle of voluntaiy association in a oommu-

*nity, and goes to the length of saying that as soon as a person is

unwilling to be a member of a community, the comfnunity really

ceases to exist ! How if a person recklessly defies the lights of

others and then declares his unwillingness to be a member of his

community ? What can the community do in self-defence ? If

IMhr. Roper is right, it dare not apply force to him
,

it would be

“ monstrous ” to subject him to prison discipline ! Mr. Roper’s

polity is an ideal one for thieves, assassins and law-breakers

generally, but for honest law-abiding citizens, well— ! Mr Roper’s

enthusiasm sometimes hurries him into expressions bordering on the

comic. Have the numerous political conferences of our day failed *

Here is the remedy proposed by Mr. Roper* In your imagination

dower the conference with the common sense of a mother, the sympa-

thy of a father, the tact of an old nurse, the self-reliance of a boy or

girl : imagine them inspired with a will to creative work, convinced of

the principle of voluntary association, and possessed of an internal

harmony, vibrating in response to the eternal life-force. ” If this is all

that is required of a conference, we can easily understand why Mr,

Roper fails to understand why conferences have failed !

A. R. W.

Our InjinUe Life, By William Kingsland. George Allen and Unwin,

Ltd., London. 6^6 net.

This book is one of the most readable we have come acrosi. It is

somewhat suspicious of metaphysics and dogmatic religion alike* It

frankly confesses to have a predilection for mysticism, and many of its

statements are mystical. But it would be utterly unfair to say that

Mr. Bangsland’s book suffers from tlie usual ^dogmatism of books on

mysticism. His mysticism is refreshingly rational and marked with a

sweet reasonableness. Thirteen years ago in 1909 Mi;, Kingsland

published his edwntific Idealism^ now out of print. The book under

review professes to be a r^sura^ of the argument of that work. The

author has another work, Raiioml Mysticism, ready for publicatiotij^ and

we have no doubt it it something to be keenly awaited.
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Fot ia the West, assuming that their tastes arc aot bouii4ad

by the physical, the book under review will possess a remarkable

freshaess. It is completely out of line with the traditions of Buropein

metaphysics or Christian mysticism. On every page it bears the stamp

of Upanishadic influence. Mr. Kingsland does not seek to expound as a

historian or critic the mysticism of the East. He has done something
‘

much better. He has assimilated its spirit and produced a book which

also bears the stamp of his own thought. What distinguishes Mr.

Kingsland’s mysticism from the often dreamy mysticism of the East is

his remarkably strong hold on science. He does not despise science.

He regards it as a necessary and Inevitable stage in human knowledge,

and argues that science inevitably points to a super-physical beyond.

His book opens and ends with the famous Vedautic ‘‘ That art thouV

and like an Advaitin argues against individualism as the root of all evil.

He believes with the Indian mystic that one of the powers we may

develop when we have realised the nature of the real self is the power

of inner vision which overpasses the limitations of the physical eye.”

He believes in Karma and in reincarnation and tentatively propounds the

view of the disintegration or dissociation of the personal complexes

after physical death ” into so many distinct individualities on different

planes of life.

There are of course gaps in the argument, e g. when he falls back

on the saying of St. Paul: ‘‘O man, who art thou that repliest against

God ? ” or of Krishna : What, 0 Arjuna, hast thou to do with so much

knowledge as this ? ” But it would be ungracious to dwell on little

faults in a book, which as a whole is so charmingly and vigorously

written and bears such eloquent tribute to the vitality of the Upanisha-

dic seers even in the case of a European.

A R. W.

Hymnsfrom ths Rig-veda,^' By A. A. MacDonell, m.a., ph.d., Hon. lud.

The Heritage of India Series. Association Press, Calcutta. Cloth

Re. 1-8. Paper Re. 1.

The • Heritage of India * series, which is now well-known, already

includes several useful volumes and the present one is not the least

important of them for it treats of the Rig-veda which is the very

foundation of all Indian thought. Europe, it is stated, traces back

whatever is excellent in her culture to Greek thought ; similarly We

may say that India has all along looked upon the Veda as containing
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the germs of all that is great in her religion and philosojiliy,

additional interest has now been discovered in this ahoient book by

the researches of the oriental scholar which have shown that it is the

earliest document of not merely the Hindus but also of the whole

Fn lo-Buropean race. Though the significance of the Veda is so great,

its study has been neglected in India for some generations. Even the

orthodox pandit who regards it as * revealed ' hardly gets beyond

learning it by robe or understanding it only in parts. The fact is that

Vedic study has for long been 8U[)ersedod by the study of the sastrag

or more properly darsa'rms ; and special efforts have become necessary

at the present time to revive it. The Indian Universities are doing

something towards this revival by including the Veda in their curricula;

but so far, nothing considerable sooms to have been done to familiarise

the general reader, through English or through the Vernaculars, with

the nature and value of Vedic literature. The present workris intended

to supply tJiis deficiency so far as the English-knowing reader is con-

cerned ; and it appears to ua to be eminently well suited far that

purpose. It gives in a metrical form the rendering of forty hymns of

the Rig-veda ; and the selection is representative enough give a

clear and correct ilea of its contones. In the case of each the

translation is preceded by a short note describing the conception Of

the deity therein extolled and also including other information required

for a pro])or appreciation of the translated specimen. It is hardly

necessary to say that the whole work is done exceedingly well, for the

book bears the name of a renowned Professor to whom the world of

Sanskrit scholarship owes many excellent publications on the Voda^and

kindred subjects. There is also an Introductory Chapter which gives

in a compact form all the general information, requited by the reader

about language, metre, and thought for understanding the spirit of the

Veda and Vedic times. The only point that calls for mention here is

that Professor MacDonoll still adheres to the view wliich ho put forward

a quarter of a century ago in his ‘ History of Sanskrit Literature
’

regarding the commencement of the Vedic age—1,300B.C, This date

was first proposed by Max Muller in 1859 aa entirely prcvisioml

;

but*

as pointed out by Dr, Wiuternitz in his work on Indian Literature |rhich

is ip course of publication, scholars have assumed it to be a proved fact.

“ This purely hypothetical and in itself entirely arbitrary chronological

fixing of the Vedic epochs by Max Muller attained in course of yeats

the respect and character of a scientifically proved ^fact, though no new

argum'juts or substantial prOofi were added thereto.^’ Earlier dates

also have been suggested by Professor Jacobi and others whicl have
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AStrottOiaical data to support them and they deserve bettof recognitioii

than they have hitherto received. The book though primarily written

for the general reader will be found of great use by the University

student.

M. H.

TheStory of Mankind. By Hendrick Van Loon, Harrap. Ra. 10-15 0

P.T.L Book Depot, Bangalore.

“ Why should wo over read fairy stories, when the truth uf history

is so much more interesting and entertaining ? asks Mr. Van Loon,

and indeed if all histories were as entertaining as is “The Stoiy of

Mankind,*’ the fairy stories would have a hard fight for it.

Allowing, however, that the fairy story has certain innate advan,

tages over history,, vet history makes a very wonderful ta’e, and Mr. Van

Loon is evid(Mibly luinsoU impressed by its marvels for in this book for

modern children th3y stand out clear and strong ;—wonders of human

developmsnt an I discovery, prodigies of human effort and achievement,

brought about and aoejmplished by creatures that this truthful story

shows to have been remarkably wc.ik and petty and dishonest and

ignorant, and yet of the most surprising energy.

The need for a general history giving in broadest outline the story

of the human race has always been felt and many attempts have boon

made to satisfy it, bub it is doubtful whether any work of the kind has

so nearly accomplished what it set out to do.

Perhaps one might suggest some of the reasons for the aatisfactori-

ness of this book.

First and foremost Mr. Van Loon’s book is written for children,

and children are the right persons to see life whole
;

they will accept

the broad brief sketch where a grown-up will demand detail, in

the multiplicity of which clearness is lost. Secondly and finally the

fact that it is written for children has given the book almost all its other

virtues : its simpIioityF its vividness, its picturesqueness, its kindliness,

its humour and the impression it leaves of the vast fields of knowledge

yet to be explored.

The book is divided into chapters, each dealing with a movement

or an epoch, or with the growth of some one nation
;

but there is a

continuity and an onward march of events throughout, and. a constant

linking up of periods with other times, including our own, which is a

very illuminating process.

Oreat names are individualised in a paragraph, so clearly and
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d«fiititely tbat the liiator^^ is quickly hBecl with dkaimcUts

not soon to be forgotten, and anyhow to be happily fooogntsed in their

more complete settings. In treating of g^t men the author has not

hesitated to show-—with the kindliest of ironic touches—the smidliiess

that frequently lay behind. Perhaps it is because these heroes mof© on

the general human level of tempered vice and virtue that they are, in

this book, so understandable and so memorable.

The author’s gift of irony, which is may be encouraged by an

American education grafted on Dutch traditions and a musical inherit,

ance, is one of the moat attractive things in the book. It implies the

soundest common-sense and in no way is allowed to detract from the

enthusiasms that the real study of history must arouse. His simplicity

of treatment makes clear and interesting the driest and dullest historical

complications, often, of course, by that stroke of genius which cuts

things out. The memories of youthful struggles with those formless

monsters, the Renaissance, the Holy Roman Empire, the Congress of

Vienna and other such, of sounding title and (to the childish mind) of

little import, make one wonder why, in the all-wise di8[)en8ation8 of

Providence, the Mr. Van Ijoons should be so rare.

One of his rarities is the skill with which he uses a pencil to produce

not works of art but pictures that in themselves are worth many pages

of explanation. The pictorial maps, the large impressionist coloured

plates, the smaller pen sketches full of symbolism—even the worst among

them sufficient to crystalliza a thought—should rouse enquiring interest

and the creative instinct in the most apathetic child. Another rarity

—

perhaps the rarest of all—

u

the spirit of tolerance that pervades the

book ; and yet it is no more than one would expect of a man of Mr. Van

Loon’s liberal education and sojournings among many peoples, it is,

apparently, a quality he much values himself, for it is akin to that

Irony and Pity which he, like the great Frenchman, has taken for his

guides.

At the end of the book is a very full bibliography, that looks

enticing enough though it is said to have less attractions than the one in

the American edition which appeared in 1921. This same American

edition must be held responsible for the occasional eccentricities of

spelling in the present issue, which might well have been avoided.



Thought, By W, S* Urquhait;, M»A., D. I4tt.

Jamia (larlw aad Co. 68. ^

Db. W*Si Urquhatt has made an earnest study of Indian Thought.

He ifl the author of ‘ The Upanishads and Life/ His book, * Theosophy

and Christian Thought * is a very fair estimate of Theosophy.

He presents in clear non-technical language the main teachings of

Theosophy, His examination of the doctrines of Transmigration and

of Karma and the questions he raises are very stimulating. For instance,

he asks the place for ‘ Grace < f God ’ in the doctrine of Karma, and

points out how shoving back the inequalities of this world to a- prior

world is not a solution so long as the inequalities of the previous world

require explanation.

Two chapters are devoted to the discussion of the relation of

Theosophy to science, philosophy and religio)i. The result of a

logical examination ia that Theosophy fails as a science as a system of

philosophy, and as a religion. He shows how its antecedents, the claims

of those ' who know’ and claim occult powers, and its readiness to build

with material supplied by ‘imagination tun riot ' have been the cause

of the degeneracy of Theosophy into dogmatism and sensationalism

with a strong undercurrent of the practice and superstition of magic.

He plainly cautions the Christian who revolts against what he

considers the narrowness and dogmatism of his religion, showing what

Theosophy to-day has really to offer in its stead. The book suggests

that a deeper study of Christianity itself will be more satisfying.

This book will be read with profit by all who have an inclination

to Theosophy and also by the dogmatic sectarian type of Christian, for

whom a little liberalising culture is essential. Nor ought it to be

unwelcome in Theosophical circles. It shows the weak spots, and per-

haps on that very account it ought to be read by Theosophists,

The book is well got up and contains a bibliography and index.

A. 8. G.

Th£ Eeonomics of Everyday Life^ Part II. By Sir T. H. Penson,

M.A, Cambridge University Press. 48 net.

In modern times a goo<i deal of academic and practical interest in

the aubject of economics is being evolved, aiid the study of the subject

is undertaken on an entirely different method from that of olden times*

The principlM are bdng atudiedj and taught too, by a scientific method,

fe. the method of study adopted in ph3mic8, chemistry, biologyi etc.,

;
' 7



analyain, #yiitbew, acperimettluttoik mA . Sir

T. B. Pen)8on*H “ KcoDouiicfl of Kverydty Life is a ossfolaM lo iuJDh a

study sud goes far to meet the primary needs of teai^liers and pnpls.

The main purpose of the book, olaims the author in the prefaeOi is to

lay the foundation of economic study by explaining clearly the ipaia

features of the subject. Great social and econtimio problems are

needing solution and those who are called upon to assist in that sola<

tion by supporting or opposing any particular measure or line of action

should have a sufficient understanding of the economic cause and effect

to be able to act with judgment and conviction. The foundation of

such economic study may well be laid during the period of school life,

but for this a text-book is necessary in which the essential features of

the subject are simply described and clearly ex})lained.”

Judged as text-book, the volumes fill up a long-felt gap and are a

great success. Without any hesitation, they can be prescribed as a

text-book, at least for the intermediate courses in Economic.^ Without

a long and historical introduction, such as is found in most books on

economics, the author plunges directly into the subject matter, aiming

mainly at securing for the student a mastery of the body of economic

principles —such mastery as a student of physics or chemistry is expected

to acquire so as to enable him to go deeper into the subject in bis higher

courses of study. The well-designed table of contents and the clear and

simple statement of principles, brought home to the readers by bold

type and graphic illustrations, are among the main features of the book,

for w'hich the author deserves hearty congratulations.

The method of exposition of the subject-matter of Economics in

clear and unique. Without putting any strain on the readers by asking

them to go out of the world for “an ec4>nomic man/* the author gre^

directly to the economics of every day life and sums up the method thus

** As the title suggests, the object was to explain the economic life that

is going on all around us and to describe the various parts of the

individual organisation as it at present exists. An attemx>t has been

made to show that economic activity springs from man’s warrts and that

it is ihtough that activity that wants are satisfied. Part I is conceincd

as a whole with the vatious forms of effort and with the way in which

individual effort results in individual income
; Part II with the applica-

tion of that income to the satis&ustion of individual wants.”

The contents of Part II, may be briefly indicated, culling, hew and

there, certain extracts from the book, to illustrate the aatlK»’B method

of exposilioa It oontmus 3 boohs, y, VI aad VU, Book V dwliag

*stb diffsmt sspeets of conaiiiBptioD, Book VI with the enwoinio
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Book VII wMh associataons mA fm
iiacuaring the difieienfc a^ects coasumptioa, tic relatioa betweaa
effort)^ satisfactiim is first analysed and graphically illustrate!. Coa-
sunipticm Js ootoaWet^d by the author as both the beginning and ike end
of all economic activity. ‘‘It is its beginning, because the desire to
consume is the motive of all economic activity . . . it is the end
because when the effort has been made, when wealth has been produced,

that wealth has no other function or purpose than to be applied directly

or indirectly to the satisfaction of human wants/’ Noting thus, in the

first chapter, the main motive of economic activity, the author passes on
in the second chapter to the classification of wants, and notes the limita-

tions of the ordinary classification into neoessaiies, comforts and luxu-

ries, and aho the difficulties of defining such expressions. For exanfple,
“

''Vhat are necessaries, says the author, “ depends upon the standard

of living/’^- But what is the standard of living ? This is to be very

caiefully considered. “By standard of living,” explains the author,

wc Commonly mean that the satisfaction of wants has gone on long

enough to become a habit, that certain things have come to be regarded

as the normal requirements of everyday life. . . The standard varies

from class to class, from individual to individual, fiom time to time

with the same individual or class. It is a question of habit, of cir-

cimistance, of education, of tastes, of ambitions.” In the next diapter

the author passes on to the discussion of the important problem, ‘‘Can

vrants be measured ?
” Considering tbe difficulty in measuring a person’s

feelings, desires and motives, the author explains that motives can be

measured only indirectly by accepting tbe measure of what results

from a particular motive and the principk is reduced to a mathematical

formula thus : “Utility (power to satisfy wants) is measured by the

effort that would be made or the price that could be paid.” With this

fundamental idea in the measurement of wants the various allied pro-

blems such as the marg'nal utility, the consumers’ surplus and the

family budget are explained in a simple way with apt illustrations.

The last three chapters cover the discussion of various aspects of spend-

ing and saving.

The eoonomio life of the state and association and co-operation are

next oonsideted, in Books VI and VII covering about 40 pages. Critically

speaking in such a short space no justice can be expected for these sub-

jects, Apart ftom the Aspect of brevity, the author seems to have

shown some partialily for these subjeets, and many other topics eqtiaHy

impotlant to a Stident of economioe might have been allotted a chap-

ter, siioh as natiobal apd busliiess orjjanisa^ica. . f|
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the aivtiior had Huiited himwlf to the aatiaiaetioB ei waste <iu iPaCt it

it wtiild Imre been a fitting sappiemeatvto Patt L ^

Tbe Great Wat bas bad far-reaobiag efiects in ail dmetiai^ and

tbe effect in economic life has been profound and worid^wide. Many

economic views have undergone ohangee revolutionary in cbaraeter, and

many more are awaiting solution at the hands of soientii^ and

thinkers. At such a time the opinions expressed by persons Uke Sit T.H.

Fcnson, who, as an administrator of an important Depirtment, po8i(ease.H

great experience of practical affairs, are of importance fot the solution

of the present day problems. The conclusions of the book ate dipifi'

cant. The most important features of present day economic life have

been shown to be,

1. The interchange of services,

2. Economic inter-dependence not only of the members of the

same community but of people all over the world.

H. V, S.

Arpand. By M. Sriramamurty, Maharaja's College, Vizianagram.

S, V. V. Press, Vizianagram.

W£ began the perusal of this little book without the slightest

interest or hopefulness, but were at once arrested by its beauty*

Every one is at present imitating Rabindranath Tagore, or rather

imitating the English translations of his work. The results ale, as a

rule, of the most melancholy kind, for it is fatally easy to write stuff

that looks Uke those translations and is replete with their maunerisms*

Ho tricks of phrase are easier to imitate, or demand less thought and

feeling in the imitating : and any cultured imrson can phra e us so ei|^t

years together'’—mechanioaHy, without the sUghtest effort, and with

the growing delusion that he is no mean poet. It is forgotten that

the Rabindranath translations (even when by tbe poet himself, as in

many oases they are not) are mere translations, that they are not

poetry but reftections of poetry, the original creation having been in

Bengali verse. Further, though Rabindranath Tagora is noted for

repetition and mannerism, these things are not precisely tbe esaenca of

his genius. Dndet the inspiration, however, of the revived myth of

prose poetry,” mams of paper are being ooverad with sentimental and

affected prose paragraphs corresponding to no idea or passion whatever,

and other reams* with other prose paragraphs ootreq^onding to the

sinoereat foelinf but with no distinotioft at aH. One of t|eie kinds
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of tiimg wii to find once miM’* in tiiis book, birt did

not find It*

Ib modest, and the writer teally does not think much of

himself. He thns piefaces his work :
** This slight oolleotbn of prayer

s

and meditations is sent out into |he world in tha hope that some kindmd

soul may be reminded of Him whose worship ought to be the constant

activity of every man. The pieces may not have any literary merit*"’

The tone of the pieces shows that this is not an “attitude,” and

that the writer is not making efforts after distinction. But his

work is distinguished. Its piety and spirituality reveal an exceptional

nature, but would not, of course, suffice for literature. It might indeed

be argued that piety as a motive reduces the chances of literary dis-

tinction—a curious fact in western literature of certain kinds, these

kinds, perhaps, including the lyric, which most nearly corresponds to

these pieces. It is'not, however, a fact as regards Indian literature, in

which piety is an ever-prasent and essential elemont. There is a

distinction here that might take much expounding, and the process,

while it would reveal the falsity of the “ spiritual east, unspiritual west
”

tradition would do mtich to explain the origin of that tradition These

pieces, then, are spiritual with the pious kind of spirituality. But they

have, in addition, noble qualities as literature. The rhythmic prose
”

form is, of course; to be regretted. It means that the compositions,

however poetic, and though the writer is a poet, are not poetry. What is

he to do ^ It is the old problem of the south Indian poet seeking a

medium, It is to be hoped that he writes poetry in his vernacular. Per-

haps also he will be able to achieve English poetry ; the heightening of

verse is all that is now lacking to his work. It is, in Its best portions,

perfect in phrasing, and its rhythms are exquisite and one with its

inspiration. We m^y seem to be speaking in exaggeration, but we

cannot but wonder at such an achievement in a foreign tongue, and would

accept this work as fine work even were it from an English pen The

figures, again, are of admirable fitness and beauty, and they are not

borrowed, as is the custom, from Rabindranath Tagore : they come of

the writer's own impassioned unification of things. We do not say

all this of the whole book. There are platitudes and conventional

passages. But in Indian literature conventional expressions aie a laige

part of the method, and ate far from meaning lifelessness ; while many
a profoundly true word is spoken in platitude, and though this scarcely

commends platit^e as literature it means that occasional platitude is

fat frcun stultifying a man's work. The wonder is, however, that hers

cottvontiou and platitude are so little sem, Tbe mind is intense and
original, and tlm work is truely creative.
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(jAn all man dwelt on the baufai d tSi^Bgee?

'' Art thou unapproachable except we besmear our bodies wil^ aahee?

** Are Holy Mantras all the language thou const understand?^’

Will the reader deem this commonplace because the ideas ale oldf

We cannot think thus of it, finding in these lines new and most

striking speech, and a delightful bitter-sweetnass in the scorn.

Rabindranath often speaks of the pre^)aration of the souths bouse for the

divine and long-awaited guest, but is there not something new in this?-.

»
“ Tell me, must I use a screen at the gate? But then, what if thou

pass by my room and I see thee not

Hero is n passage that employs certain conventional terms and

ideas, but it ends in a glory that one cannot put by.

—

“ The lonely bird sings as it soars in the trackless sky. The little

fish dances as it swims in limitless depths of the ocean. Hoses smile hi

gladness under the open vault of the skies. Why should I alone remain

in my gloomy dwelling that allows not sunlight and the roaming wiod^?

* Eternity is my life and not these fifty years. The universe is my

habitation and not this little tenement—uo
;
not even Uris puny earth.'’

The following is a typically perfect analogy, finely conceived

aud phrased:

“ The rough winds ride qmut tree-tops playing gleefully with their

tender foliage. The sun enters the sparkling dewdrop and the moon

hides herself behind the fragment of a cloud.

“ Thus does greatness always have its relation with little things.

And thus also, 0 Infinite One, Thou art enthroned in the narrow space

of my heart.”

As one reads through the book one is struck with the unvarying

finish of the style, its subtle variation of phrase, and its adipt*

ability to varying tones of feeling. It would take too long to illustrate

what we con.sider the many merits of these compositions, We believe

them to be of exceptional value, and we wiih that the writer would

essay verse, and also thrt he would attempt work beyond this sphere ol

pious meditation—more coactetc woifci showing human nature in more

active and more varied mood. These pieces are evidence of his gifts

They pass the great all-comprehensive test : they move one» while the

imitations which in the look of the page they resemble leave one cold.

J. C, E.
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Sehmk, hy B. L. K. I^dewon^M A., I^Litt and F. G. Rueaoll^B.A.

Mii|« Bao.*--

‘‘ Bn^miom instruction in schools is a problem in England as

in Indifti though of course it is not there a question of different religions

but of different forms of Christianity—of different interpretations of the

Bible and views as to its authority. The problem has frequently been

solved by omitting Bible reading aliogethei. To ignore religion is a

lather sorry way of seruring peace, and the omission of Bible-reading

in English schools means loss in other ways abo The English

Bible is unique in literary value, partly because of the greatness of its

originals ani partly because of the quality of it-? Entyhsh. Its language

is in itself an education, and it has often been noticed that people

otherwise uneducated but given to poring over its pages and lovingly

learning its-veraes. by heart—^surh as the Scottish peasant of bygone

days—have acquired something of the refinement of the ‘scholar, some-

thiug of the scholar's fitness of speech^ apart fiom the uplittmg and

invigorating power of the sacred writings in their roligioas, ethical and

poetic aspects. The excellence of the Bible as literate ic is illustrated

by its extraordinary influence upon the style, as well as the thought, of

great English writem since the publication of the Authorized Version in

1611 , Carlyle, Ruskin, Stevenson, so widely differing both in idea and

in language, were all brought up ” on the Bible, and all owe to it an

immeasurable literary debt. The editors ol this book quote from a

passage, in his life of Cromwell, in which Fiedenc Harrison dwells upon

both the purely literary and the deeper mfliienoe of the Bible upon

subsequent times. ** The issue of the Authorized Version affected our

people as hardly any work affected a nation. Its mighty imagery, its

majestic utterances as to man’s soul and God’s power, its scheme of sin

and death, of future life and judgment, of man’s vileness and the

nothingness of this transitory life, wrought at the coie of tlie finest and

deepest natures of the age. Milton, Lady Hutchinson, have given us a

sense of its beau y and harmony. Fox and Bunyan give us a sense of

its mysticism and its passion There was a generation in which

this phraseology was the natural speech of man.”—The educational

authorities in England are now seeking to encourage in schools the

simple reading of the scriptures, without doctrinal purpose or comment

;

and this is strongly recommended in the report on ** The I’eaching of

English in Bnglaml” formulated by a departmental committee ap-

pointed by the prescient ol the Board of Education,

This book of eelections has been issued to ficiJitate such readings
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fli© justify tb© ©sluiztiou id©© by thm very ©eUaihl# Aigtiisi©^

—the existeoco in tbe Bible of oertain pap|e© not^ euloidattdl^ ©difj

the pupil, the sheer bulk of the Bible, and the attitude of tbout who
hate the loot of a Bible but are capable of responding to the

pterary magnificence of particular pass^es. They do not maiitioii what
is perhaps the best reason of ail-^the desirability that the attantion of

children should early be focussed upon the noblest passages ^ the

Bible. A good selection has been made. Poetic passages are not

printed in ordinary prose-paragraphs, as in the Bible itself, but are

divided into lines in correspondence with sense and rhythm, and the

result certainly is to bring out the poetic quality of such pasisages—as

well es antithesis and parallelism.

Many will quarrel with the idea of the book. Some will consider

it sacrilege, a mutilation of that which is divinely perfect and is injured,

and misconstrued, if its proportions be in any way disturbed. This is a

religious objection, and others, more numerous, will probably make tho

literary objection to wh’ch all anthologies not confiniug themselves to

short poems are o[)€n, that context affects the meaning of a passage

and sometimes enhances its beauty, that much is lost in the transplant-

ing of the '' flowers.” We think that in this case there is little force in

either objection. A large number of the passages chosen are in their

very nature separable—separate poems, for example, or self*»©<miplete

narratives
; and if some be robbed of some of their import, this is much

better than that th a -pupil should remain a strangeif them' An

entirely comprehensive study of the Bible is impMihl© in ftiS ordinary

school.—One want, however, is likely to be felt. Borne of the passages

need a good ded of explanation—whether of themselves or of their

context. All that the editors do is to provide a good, but very brief,

general introduction on "‘the story of the Bible,’’ giving a mere outline

of the history of texts and translatioiis. Everything else is left to the

teacher, and hefe will emerge once more the old danger of the assertion

of sectarian views. It would, we think, be better to have this burinef^s

done editorially, and then those who prescribe text-books could choose

Of reject the book knowing what they are in for. The wofki however,

could be done in such a way as to commend itself to almost aH pro-

testants. (Boman Catholics, of course, would not in any cirounmtances

use the book, because their church does not recognise the Authofhsdd

V<»sioni) Such a course might make for wider usefulness* ^ Tet the

boiA: as it is will, no doubt, be very widely used, and aimit ftom

main purpose growp-up will like to ktep it by them, lit fiohnese

means a ktnd bf etdiscovery and there is a certain novob vmy
Stable, delight in finding Bible passages printed like orditm^ey literature,
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and thloking cif tlmm ht the mmmii ^m
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^

y fhe h&fA wall be widely usied in Indin. Tlie noii-CbristiM

is at isd©tied^ii®xp6Jt than the Christian in findng the best passftgea iti

the Bible# n^d he is frequently anxious to find them. Besides being

an anthology, the book may ferve to him as a sort of “ gist of the

Bihle« Nor ai?| oven the more conservative among Indians likely to

object to it.

J. C. R.

A Gi$ide lo €ktmal EngliiA. By W. S. Rowlands B.A. (Oxon.), I.E,S.,

and N. R. Navlekar, M.A. Oxford University Press.

W« are far from recommending this book. It contains sixty prose

passages intended for treatment in the various ways known to the

student of lllnglish composition explain italicised portions, summarise

the meaning, reproduce briefly in >oiir own words, and so on. The first

thirty passages are dealt with by the editors, practice being better than

precept, and tie others are fur the student’s exercise. The drawback

is the fallibility of the editors themselves in tlie use of English. The

following examples oocur on a single page at the l)eginniiig of the book.

First of all, they speak of the exfansion of a transition ! An Indian

student might be excused for this mistake, but his instructors-^ parti-

cularly those cortmended to his attention by the Oxford University

Press—ought to recognise the restrictions laid by derivation on the

figurative use of words.

Next,— With the upeiiing U|j of new sources of knowledge the

course of human progress ran through different channels.” One of the

chief difficulties of the teacher of English is to induce his pupils to use

clear and consistent figures, if any at all,—and here is an example for

them! We have tried in vain to understand this figurative utteran<^e«

We keep wondering whether human progress ” is one stream or

several, and if the fonner how many channels it possesses. Whether

one atimm or many it-i-fchey .must have existed before the water began

to fiow from the new fountains : in what sense then can that new water

drive new channels ? surely this is not the effect of the

Influx of tkibuiaries^ We may be dense, but figurative speech^

n^pecirily; thal iueeiided for the edification of a foreign student—should

** The appafewt Miae vault wtieh surreuuds the earth.** Nothing In

^tyle could be^iaore us, jA vault cannot sureonnd its base. Tho

,

8
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piinMe ‘‘ appileal blu» imdl ” btii^ to tin ui^ tin^Q^liltlio tiniiib

like appeaiaace, and that lippeatanoe doea not beknig h0‘^ ^wlnihiilliy,

aaj^n enoitoUing theoarth, but to the fiaiUe hlal{ ol iln^4i|di«(«.

The ooUooation “ vanlt which tumnnde affects with ideate ^aoMitliNet

anyome who cares (titout words, and “ apparent ” does not tava^tiMl aha*

nation*
4 ^

It wa$ brought hoaxe to p6o|*Id that the phmi lotatel Had

molvod round the 8un and in the air, ue, without any material anpf^
which, according to old traditions, existed underneath it/’

(1) Unless chiasmus is used (and it would be very unhappy here)

it seems to be indicated that the earth rotates round the sun and remlves

‘^intheaic*’ (which apparently means round its own aids). i%ain

it seems to be forgotten that the earth neither revolves nor rotates

** m the air,” for the air both revolves and rotates with it. Can it be

that “in the air ” means with its covering of air Thfi mt^rpteta-

tion of this sentence will be an admirable exerc«so4or the siMientis

(2) What is the use of our preaching to studimtS, day in and d|iy

out, that they are not to use abbreviations in composition, if is

to be used in their model ^

(3) The words from “ without ” to the end are the result of oonf)|aion

between two constructions—(a) without the material eiipp4>rt

and (6) without any material support such as, according, eto^

We are occupying too much space witn a review of a small bnnh,

but we find this particular page an interesting one, and hope our readers

will do so also The page ends with an answer to the demand Bx*

emplify with reference to India the process dcsoribed here ” (in tiie

passage quoted in the book). Here the answer^ intended tolwfve as

a model of composition

Like Europe in the sixteenth century, India is passing today

through a period of reformation and renaissance. The glamour of

western philosophy and science has begotten in the Indian mind an

excessive scepticism, and a distrust of everything established. The

belief in an old mythology is being shattered
; tradition, aathoxi^, and

custom are no longer accepted as adequate sanottona for mond rales

and political institutions. The Earth no longer rests on the ihood of

the Divine Cobra, nor does it quake at the shaking of His head* ffce

demons Eahu and £etu have left off swallowing themm and the metm*

Caste*distine||sons are fast disappearing; the Bm^manas hem lost

theilr hold upon the other classes of the Bindu commiiitity^ and ^sir

t^ord is openly ed #t naught in matters religious and sacbl^ In a

word, a spirit of r^tumsl enquiry and critidsin is superveHhig^pan an
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Ami tim oM order i# ^ ystidkig

temete*’' *

“^We tfe ilol iN^emed witM tlia tru^jh or error of tlie variotle atile**

nieiktaiiMMle haie, but with the aetooiebing^ iiicokefence of the whole

pjifagl#^# Vwkt we have a reference to reformation and renaia*

aanee.’’ bath good thtngs. Immediately, however, we find that tiieir

eSeote ate t this ie indicated by “ glamour,’’ excessive scepticism^’*

and a distruHof everything established.” Thereafter we are abruptly

re-tmnslated to the idea of good, which remains in vogue to the end
;

and the atnnmary {comprehensiveness is claimed for which by **
in a

word ”
) altogether igntTes the shadows of the second sentence. To

point out tSiat some aspects or results of a movement are good and

others bad is one thing, but to produce a hotchpotch like this is

another,«-^nd will not help one in one’s task of clarifying students’

minds and jiersuading them to arrange their matter

It sdems unnecessary to go further. One regrets the acerbity

of this criticism, but one has some regard for the language, the

profession, and last but not least for the student ; nor does an

Oxford matt enjoy seeing the imprint of the Oxfoid University Press

upon a production like this.

J. C. R.

Prjgrmim Ejscrcise^ ii% English OomposiHo}^ By C. E. L. Hammond.

With eu introduction by J C. Smith. Oxford University Press.

Ss. <fid. net

This is a small but extremely valuable book, based upon long

experience in the clasi-rov>iu and designed to promot' facilityi accuracy

and scope in the use of the English language Probably the large

majority even of EfOgUsh people are much more limitedjn vocabulary

than they need be, and confess an occasional shakiness as to the distinc-

tions between terms. A properly directed school training, or, when it

is too late for that, a little serious study, would mlike a great deal of

difierenoe, enabling people to express themselves much more precisely

and fully. Journalism, especially newspaper jounialism, perpetually

corrupts tiie Jangdage, and at the same time schools tend to slackness

as to grammar ; apd it is really astonishing bow ignorant of his own

languaga^HUot to speak of its literature—an Bngbsbnian may be^

Those who have been trained by Mr. Hammond are to be envied, and

he haa dope and kindly to inab^ bie method available to others,
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ifnfik «iltf thii iNiok# wadter Urn guidanoe^ of a teadusTi will

aUain an ax^tional equipment. They will hav<» worda, a^ linow

Imwto nm theinf and they fiS neitlmr dread figures" not and

mlsappljr them. They wilf be at home in - sentmiee and piiiignifhi in

essay, descriptien and argument, and they will even attaiii untofmetu-

ation. It seems to us to be exactly the i^ight sort el book ta preseribo

for schbolsi with two provisos-«(i) that it be supplemented by a gdod

grammaiybook; (2) that the teacher ctmcerned be abBoklely n^alde.

The book Goiiaists entimly of exercises : It indicates a method and

provides matter to work on. The teacher must know the aSnWers.

This may be the difficulty in India, where not all schools as

well stafied as they should be. At any rate the good teacher will

find the book the best possible stand-by. We believe, alSo, that

it would be verj useful, as a prescribed book, ia cM^§es. There

it would bo rightly used, and it would be cf great. benefit to students.

They need precisely what it gives. Mr. J. C. Smith's IntroduiOtion deals

briefly with certain aspects of training in the use of the language and

in interpretation, and is most sug^stive.

A. 0. R.



UNIVERSITY NOTES.

The Univeesity Union, Mysore,

The Union began its third years activities on the ist of July 1922
when Pro! A, R. Wadia the newly nominated President took charge of

Lis office. At a meeting of the Managing Committee held on the 7th

July 1922 arrangements for the year’s elections to the various offices m
the Union wer# made.

Eepresmtutives on ihe Committee.—The various classes of member-
ship m the Union, returned their representatives to the Committee as

follows :

—

let C^ass,

2lid Class A V. Krishna Moorty, Esq
, B.A., B.Oom.

3rd Class. M Venkatakrishniah, Esq.

4th Class K Krishna Rao, Esq
,
B A

,
Ij.T

* Dth Class. (Students from the vanous Classes of the College
)

The General Body at the m eting held on the 17th Jul> elected

Mr, S. V. Krishnaswamy Iyengar as the Vice-President, and Mr. M. G.

Lakshminarsu as the student Secretary and Prof. B. M SiikanUa and

Mr. K. Ramiah as the representatives of the General Body in the

Committee.

The University has nominated Dr. Usman and Mr. M. S, Krishna

Rao, and Rao Bahadur M C. Ranga Iyengar as members of the

Managing Committee.

Prat N. S Subba Rao continues as the Treasurer and Ex*Officio

member of the Committee.

Sub-Comniitlee$.—On the 2l8t July 1922 the Managing Committee

appointed Mr. A V Krishna Moorty as the Joint Honorary Secretary

and appointed following Sub-Committees —
1. The Finance Sub-Committee 2 Debate Sub-Oommittee. 3.

Magazines and News Papers Sub Committee 4. Games Sub-Committee.

6. Restaurant Sub-Committee.

Ist Year B.A R. Muttoji Rao ISomdia, Risq.

Year B.A. N. Rangachar, Esq.

^ 3rd Year B.A. »S, Narahaii Rao, E»q.

Syed Zia Mohamed Buokan. Eiq.

B.Ooia Classes 4?, Sampangiraniiali, Eeq.

M.A. dasfles M, A. VenlKata Rao, Esq., i».A*

^ 237
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Likirm'^ MtdingB.^Th&c^ was only om literary meetiiigi^ ot% 90th

Aaguak 11922, when Mr. N. Madhava Rao read a paper on the ** Poetry

and Science of Stars,”

S. V. Krishnaswamy Iyengar., m.a., b l
,
presided.

Lectifre$»—There were two important lectures. The prat o| these

was on 29-7-1022 by Professor A. R. Wadtai the President of the Union,

This was an inaugural address delivered to the members erf the UMon

to stimulate a zest for Union life amongst the students. The sillqeot

was “ Some aspects of Onion Life at Oxford and Cambridge.’* The

lecture was very well attended and was very much appreciated. The

lecturer explained the lines on which be wished to work the Union in

order to build up a tradition and thus enable the students to manage

the Union by themselves in the course of a few years.

The second lecture was on the 12th September by Mr. K. H.

Ramiah, t*io Oflfici iting Registrar of Co-operative Societies in Mysore.

The subject was “ Co-operation.” The President of the Union was m
the chair. This meeting was crowded. Mr Ramiah impressed, in his

usual eloquent and homely manner, upon his audience the benefits of

C>-op0ration and C i-oparative effort. The lecture was very^ interesting

from the beginuiag to mi, and very stimulating.

Soctal —The members of the Minaging Committee were *‘At

Home” on the 10th August 1922, to the Retiring President, Professor

J. C, RqUo, and the retiring members of the Committee. A group

photo was taken as a momento of the event. The Vice-Chancellor had

kindly responded to our invitation. Messrs. A,* R. Wadia and M. G.

Lakihminarsu proposed the toas'^s of the guests and the Vice-Chancellor

assoeiated himself with these remarks. Mr. J C. RoUo, Mr. K
Natarajan and Dr. Narayana Rao replied.

The Union Elocution and OmUorwal CompeiUion,—The Union

arranged for an Oratorical and Elocution oompatitipn. The Elocution

Competition in verse and prose was held on 9-9-1922 and the Oratorical

Competition on 17-9-1922,

Verse Elocution,

Mr K. Krishnaswamy Iyengar, b.a., won the Vioe-Chaacellor’s

Elocution Medal.

Mr. M, H, Gopala Iyengar won the M. 0. Varadachar Jeoond

EUooution Prize.

Mr. Syed Zia Mohamed Buckari was awarded an extra prize.

Prose Blooution.

Mr. C. B. Subrahtnaniaip won the M. <j. Vardaohat Flntt Blooution

Prise. K
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Ux. (k NarawBga Rao won the Union ISocutaon Priae*

Mr. S- Sujfyanarayana Rao was awarded an ertra Prizot

Oratorical Competition.

Mr* A* N. Moorty Rao, b.a,., won the Union First Prize for Oratory*

Mr. M. Raja Rao won the Union Prize for Oratory.

Mr. M. A. Venkata Rao was awarded an extra Prize*

This year we are happy to note that students have displayed great

zeal in the work of the Union and this has been most encouraging to

the office-bearers and the Managing Committee. Every Saturday during

the term time a meeting has been hold, and we hope that no Saturday

will be missed in the future.

M. 6 . Lakshminarsu,

Eov, Secretanj

THE UNIVERSITY UNION CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY,

MYSORE.

A Brief Report on the Working of the Society
FOR THE YEAR 1922.

By^sineBs ,—Purchase and sales.

We recommenced our work on the 3rd July when the College was

re-opened after the summer holidays. In the commencement we got

a fresh stock of books worth about Rs. 500 and stationery worth about

Rs. 150, in addition to our dosing stock of Rs. 860-12-3. Besides

books and stationery we stocked Khaddar worth Rs. 125, to popularise it

among our students with th ^ idea of inducing them to abandon the

idea of costly dress. Our purchases in the month of July and August

came to about Rs, 750 ; and these are the only two months when our

transactions are heavy. Up to the present date our sales amount to

Rs. 2,385-1-6 as against Rs. 2,370-9-0 of last year for the same period.

This year the Society is allowing a cash discount of 6 pies for every

rupee wmrth of purchase made.

Afewhers.—At the close of last year there were 286 members,

holding 632 shares. Some of the students are rather slow to appreciate,

and join the Society. However, at present, the membership is 343

with^7S® Shaies. 27 ''student members withdrew upon leaving the

College.

ilfati^«ffien<**.-»Though we have got the satisfaction that we have

9
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been of some use to our students jand have been able to tneet the de-

mands of our members to a considerable extent, still we find tetong

some of the members a sort of lethargy or lack of appreciation of the

usefulness of this democratic institution. The Society has been in

existence for the last five years, and is managed purely by the students

fot the benefit of the students. Its primary object is to promote self-

help and thrift among the members and give them scope for training in

business methods. We take this opportunity to request all the students

and the members of the staff not only to became members but also to

further the objects of the Society. We expect from every member

co-operation and effort. We arc glad to say that our revered Vice-

Chancellor has become a member, taking the maximum number of

shares.

Our new business of supplying academical robes has been a thorough

success. The new venture was taken up just before -the Dapara Holi-

days, and the articles were ready by the time of the Convocation.

Readers are no doubt aware of the difficulties of the new graduates in

securing gowns and hoods for Convocation. To give them facilities we

ventured upon this new lino of business. This concern cost us

Rs. 638-8-3 , and on this account we propose to take a loan of Rs 250,

which we hope to pay back in two years. This business has already

given us a revenue of Rs. 181-8*0 when the debt is cleared off the whole

amount will be a capital yielding a revenue on an average Rs, 150,

per annum, without any expenditure.

On the 12th September Mi:. M. H. Ramiah^ M,A,, Bar.-at'Law, the

Rfegistrar of Co-operative Societies in Mysore, visited the Society,

when some prominent members of the Society met him at an informal

conference and discussed wiili him the affairs of the Society. The

Registrar approved our new scheme.

I cannot conclude this report without acknowledging our indebt-

edness to our President and Vice-President, Professors A. R, Wadia,

B.A,, Bar.-at-Law and S V. Krishnaswamy Iyengar M.A., B.L., for

their sympathy and keen inteie.st in the affairs of the Society. They

are ever ready to extend to us their help. We owe everything to the

generous help of these gentlemen. In fine, I hope this institution will

steadily progress under the guidance and care of out beloved Professors.

S. VBUXATXaHYA,
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Maharaja’s CoLLsais.

Hiswb^oal Association.—Mcmberaliip is open to all the studeikts,

past and pieSent of the College on payment of an entrance fee of font

annas. The Association has been reinvigoratt^d this year by the enthu-

siasm of the Principal, the new professor of history and the students. It

commenced its work late in the month of November, and has held five

meetings, one being a business meeting

Subjects on which Papers ivere read and discussed

1. Socialism ” by Mr. H. V. Venliatasubbiah.

2. ‘‘ The Growth of the Papacy till a.d. lOOC) by Mr. N. C
Thimma Keddy

3. “ The Reviva' of the Empire under Otto the Great ” by Mr.

A. »"‘oBhiengdr.

4. “ India in the Vodic Age ” by Mr. P. G. Krishna Murty,

At (hi business meeting tiie officc-beareis and the members of the

managing committee were elected.

Ho)h, President—N. S. Subba Rao, Esq., m.a., (Cant.), Bar.-at-Law,

(Principal).

Pffsident—S. V. Veiikatesvvara Iyer, Esq., m.a., l.t., (Professor of

Indiau-History).

Vice^President,—S V. Krishna’jwamy Iyengar, Esq., m.a., b.l.

Secretary Mr. N. Rangachar.

Members of the Managing Commit ee.—Messrs. If. V, Venkata-

subbiah, N. C. Thimma Reddy, P. G. Krishna Murty, A. Seshiengar,

S. B. Dattutra} a Rao.

The programme for the remaining part of the year includes two

papers to be read in the month of February and an excursion in the

early part of April to a place of historic il importance within the State.

N. Rangachar,

Secretary,

The Professor of Indian History —Dr. Mookerji’s place has at

last been filled, and we welcome Professor S. V, Venkateswara Ayyar,

M.A., LT., to the University and the Maharaja’s College. After a dis-

tinguished career in the Madras Christian College, Mr. Venkateswara

Ayyar served in the Kumbakonam College, and, as Principal, in the

Oovernraent College, Tellicherry, afterwards becoming Chief liecturer

in History in th^ Pistricts College, Anantapui, whence he ha|
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coit>» here. Besides tekiog a prominent part in tlw acadeoslo of

the Madias Univeisitj, Mr. Venkateswara Ajyar has done a great deal

of research work, which has been recognised by high authorities.

Mahakani’s College.

Games Club.—Our Tennis Court hardly lies idle in these days

;

mqst of us feel we have not given the iinishing touch to the day’s work

if we do not end the day with a game of tennis. On the Durbar Day

the students of the college, past and present, met in the college for a

social. We were very pleased to have Mrs. Rollo in our midst that

afternoon. After a few indoor games we went to the tennis court and

there we had races and tennis. Mrs. Bollo then kindly distributed the

prizes to the winners at the difierent games. Then we adjo|irned to the

College Hall, where we were entertained to tea by our Superintendent,

the president of the Games Club, and went home with a feeling that we

had thoroughly enjoyed the evening. We intend closing the term with

a tennis tournament which we hope will attract a fair number of com-

petitors not only from our owm club but also from the lldbuteni’s High

School club and ex-students of the College, A report of this we hope

to get ready for the next issue,

E. Loekbk.

,
Debating Society.—Up to Chrismas three meetings were held in

connection with the English Debating Society, with our President Mr.

Nanjundaiya, m.a., in the chair on ail the occasions. The first meeting

took place on the 4:tb September when Miss G. Arbuthnot of the Second

Year B. A. Class read a paj>er on “ Social Life ” She pointed out bow

social activities rub of! the angularities of pople, and enable them

to understand each other better and to co-operate with one anott^er in

a spirit of real fellowship. The meeting came to a close after some

discussion as to the relative position of social life and literary study in

educational institutions.

The society met for the second time on the 3rd November when

Miss E. Loenen of the 3rd Year B.A. Class read a paper on “ Women’s

position in civic and social life.” A warm debate took place, but no

conclusion was arrived at since the topic was largely that of the vexed

question of the right kind of education for women. This tnpic was

taken up for disensrfon in |ihe next debate, when Sri K, V. Channamma
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of the Thifd YeAr 8. A. Class i«ead an interesting essay. After a warn
discasslntif the ultimate sense of the meeting was in favour of having

the same kin4 of edtieation for both men and women,

B. Indibamma,

Historical Society,—The Historical Society met only once in the

first term. The meeting was held on the I2th September, when there

was a general discussion on the importance of clubs and societies to

college life.
^

The next event of importance was the visit paid by Madame
Sylvain Levi, the wife of the famous Indologist and Mias Green, an

American lady social worker. These distinguished visitors were taken

over the College by our president Sri Abhayambal. Miss Greene deli-

vered a interesting speech on ‘
‘ Some aspects of American life/'

The geniality of the visitors and their sincere sympathy with Indian

life won the hearts of all.

At the close of the month of October Miss Loenen of the Third

Year B. A, read an interesting paper on Napoleon, when one of our

students Sri Channamma was voted to take the chair. She proved

quite a good chairman. A few moie words from our President Sri

Abhayambal brought the meeting to an end.

At the next meeting Professor J. C. Rollo delivered a most enter-

taining lecture on “ Life in an English university.” By the magic of his

eloquence- he took us to Oxford and made us live amidst the glories of

that wouderful university. Wo are grateful to him for his delightful

lecture, and we cannot help wishing that he would kindly give us some

more. We were also very much pleased to have Mrs. Rollo amongst us

that evening.

Before the year closes we hope to have a few more pleasant meet-

ings and lectures. Miss Horner, who has come to Mysore for a short

visit, has kindly promised to speak to us about Newnham next week.

Karnataka Sanoha The Sangha commenced its work on the

25th October 1922, An interesting paper on The merits and demerits

of modern civilisation was read at the first meeting by Sri K. V. Chan-

namma of the III Year B,A, Class, and a very lively discussion followed,

Some emphasised the merits of modern civilisation while others spoke

of its demeritu at length At tho second meeting Sri M. V. Kalyauam-

ma of thr 1 year B,A, Class read a long paper on The necessity for
.
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kgal reetrictioas in matter of roUgion.*’ Several membera took pait

in the debate that followed. The sense of the meeting was in favour

such legal restrictions. Both the meetings were well attended and were

presided over by Mr. B Krishnapim, m.a., Assistant Professor of Kan-

nada. Our thanks are due to him and to our respected Superintendent

Sri K. D. Rukminiamrna, b.a., who has been encouraging us in our

efforts by giving us very useful advice from time to time and by attend-

ing our meetings.

s The thijd meeting was held on the 19th January 19^3, when Miss

Stephen, very kindly gave us an address (in English) on “ The life of

English women,” which held us all spell-bound for over an hour. Our

ladj professors and some of the lady teachers of the High School also

came to hear Miss Stephen, as her fame as a good speaker had preceded

her. We had the good fortimo to hear for the first time from the mouth

of an English lady of the outlook on life of the generality of English

women. We were struck by the fact that after all there really was no

fundamental difference between the east and the west in their views on

life. Wo felt very thankful to Miss Stephen for helping to dispel from

our minds what we now know to be illusions with regard to some domes-

tic features of woman's life in the west. In proposing a hearty vote of

thanks to the learned lecturer of the evening, the Secretary expressed a

fervent desire to hoar more from Miss Stephen,

K. V. Channamma.

Literary Society.—During the term we had three meetings in

connection with the Heading Circle and though a fourth unfortunately

fell through on account of the indisposition of the speaker, we hope to

makeup for it during this term. At the first one Miss Piggot of the

Church of England Zenani Mission gave m i short and interesting ad-

dress on child welfare, a subject very near our hearts. She showed us a

few diagrams and promised to give us a real lecture later on. Miss Pig-

got was warmly thanked for her kind interest in us. At the second

meeting Indiramma of the Third Year Class read an inteicsting paper

on Miranda. For the first time we had a student in the chair, Ernes-

tine Loenen of the same ola^s. The subject being a favourite one many

others spoke, and the chairman wound up with a speech which was both

amusing and good. At the last meeting Mr. H. S, Nanjundiah, m a.,

Lecturer of bur College, read us a very appreciative paper on Omar

Khayyam. The subject was sympathetically and instructively dealt

with and g8!»ve us much pleasure*
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A SCHOOL OF PHOTOGIUPHY AND PRINTING.

Wo have received and read with particular interest the prospectus

of a school of photography and printing which has been established in

Poona. This line of work has great possibilities for the student, and the

carefully-planned courses of this school, who^e stad consists of experts,

most of them with a long record of work and training in their respec-

tive subjects, are likely to lead to good posts and a successful career.

The general secretary is Mr S B Sahasrabudhe, B A. Honours Medallist,

City and Guilds of London Institute, who instructs ia the theory of

photography and printing crafts. He has had a particularly good

training in photographic matters and has displayed special ability and

enterprise in this field. He is keen on fbsterinu the manufacture of

photograpic .plates in India, and has secured the high praise of Mr

Alphonso ATidy, F R.A.S
,
of the Government Pliotozinco, who comments

on his inventive powers and considers him certain to succeed in this

manufacturing enterprise. Bucli an industry seems to promise a bright

future to successful students of the school. Among the other instructors

are Mr. A. V. Patwaidhan, B. A , Senior member of the Servants of

India Society (instructor in office management in printing houses) and

Mr. V. N. Joshi (instructor in lithography), who has had eight years’

experience in lithographic printing houses in Germany. Students are

admitted from the age of four teen. We have no information as to the

fees charged. It is proposed to establish an employment bureau for

students.

The scheme seems a promising one, and we give it prominence

because iu these days when the employment of graduates and “ chool-

fiualists ” is an increasingly difficult matter, and when, further, it is

realised that upper' school and college classes arc crowded with students

for whom a handicraft would be a far more satisfactory career than

anything they can attain to thiough such training, a remunerative and

highly ** respectable’' lino of life such as that of the photographer

or plate maker is well worth choosing Particulats as to the school may

be obtained from Mr. S. B Sahasrabudhe, B.A., C89 Sadashiv Petb,

Kala Houd, Poona City.
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EDITORIAL.

Calcutta University There can be no university in India that

does not deeply sympathise with Calcutta University in its present

financial diific^ltie^, which are duo to noble educational ideals strenuously

pursued. *It is to be hoped that the ap][)6als for such financial assist-

ance as may make that university more or less independent of grants

may succeed. Cilcutta suffered greatly through the ** national

education ” movement, but this suffering was even less deserved than

in the case of other universities, for Calcutta, ot late years, has made

special and Successful efforts to foster indigenous culture. Those

twenty-two^leoturers in Sanscrit for thirty-three students (we referred

to them^m an editorial in our issue of November, 1919) may have

represented an error of policy, but an error that strikingly exemplified

the determination to lead the way in this matter *, and in many a field

of Indian learning the world is the better for Sir Asutosh Mookerji’s

scheme of post-graduate study and research. It is to be hoped that

even those of the wealthy in Bengal who are hostile to the present

system of education will realise how closely allied are such efforts to

that which is best in their own ideals, and will lielp the university

towaids freedom.

We feel, however (this “ we ” is purely editorial, and does not

neoeaaarily represent this university), that this “ post-graduate study and

research ’’ idea has occupied too large a space in the Calcutta pro-

gramme. Normally, the Calcutta senate would, no doubt, have kept

it within due bounds. The independence one would desire for that

senate is independence not merely from extraneous infiuenc? but also

from dletatorihip. For a long time it has been merely a tool in the

hands M Sir Asutosh Mookerji, who not merely speaks but thinks

rhetorically, and whose inspiring ideas are not always modified by consi'*

deration of all the circumstances, and all the duties of a university.

249
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A free'senate would nevor bave tolerated the idea tlmt piofeesOrt liimder

that sort of pressure which results ip voluntary aelf-deoial) eh^tiM be

paid half salaries, an 1 would^ have seen the strangeness of 3ir Astitosh’s

suggestion that other people (the post-graduate lecturers and their

families) should ** starve that the university might be free to reject a

reduced grant. If a man finds his debts exceeding his resources he

must cut down his expanses to meet his liabilities or submit to the

charge of immorality, and the case of a university is precisely the same*

No ideal can excu33 in any individual or corporate employer the non-

payment of employees or even the friendly suggestion to them that they

should waive such a trifle as their livelihood. But ab)ve all, a senate

accustomed to think for itself and not as its leader biis would have

recognised that the principal responsibility of a university is to the main

body of its students. To those thousands and thousands of average men

who enter Calcutta University no thought, in comparison, b^s been given.

They are purveyors of funds to be spent upon others. Mr. H. R. James

(in a defence which is much more of an attack) speaks of his mistrust

of a system based on “large numbers, low fees and a disregard of

standards and these principles, whether in ordinary or io pjst*grAduate

work, constitute a violation of university responsibility. The obligation

of the university to the ordinary student is ))eciiliarly great in India, and

Calcutta’s vast body of ordinary students have been, and are, the univer-

sity’s greatest opportunity. Even research must take a second place.

Attention, however, has been focussed oh research, and on far more

kinds of research than the university could afford, and sometimes on

kinds not speciall)r suited to that university. Further, men have been

encouraged in expensive advanced studies who have not the exceptional

ability necessary for profiting by such studiesi The Calcutta University

Commission was friendly enough, yet was constrained to ask—** What is

post-graduate study ? ... At other universities * post-graduate
’

students are select and few. Post-graduate students under Calcutta

University nuii.ber 1,007. Either then the students of the Calcutta

University are extraordinarily more advanced than the students of other

universities, or * post-graduate, ’ when applied to Calcutta M, A. and

M. So. classes, has somshow changed the quality of its connotatioii/’

Offering homage to one of the greatest men in India, We yet wish

that he had not so docile a following : the very docility balks his own

vigour and insight. Would that the Calcutta University senate might

realise, first, that so long as the university is not financially indepiiideill

tJiey are responsible in their policy to Government,-—which, after Idl; 4s

now essentially an Indian government and is certainly conscious of the
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and oapaoities of tlie province; aad> aecond^

tbattliew F**»®v^^^y laoral and intellectual culture of the

ordinary atudent.

RssjESABrCH SoHOiiARSHiPs.—lo accordance with the recommendations

of the University Council, Government have sanctioned a scheme for

research scholarships, the only modification of the Councirs proposals

being that each scholar is to receive Rs, 75 instead of Rs. 100 i^ei

month. Four such scholarships will, if deserved, be awarded each year,

the recipient^ being, as a rule, masters of arts or of science. The work

is to be done under the direction of professors
;
in special cases scholars

may be sent to other universities
; an 1 the results of the research work

maybe published by the University, the publications being its property.

This scheme is a gicat thing for the Univers'ty, and is absolutely certain

to lead to tne production of work of high and permanent value, advanc-

ing scholarship and gaining reputation for the University. It is to

be hoped that never, even in a single exse, will the true meaning of

research work be lost sight of. ft will hi for the good of the University,

andof scholarahip, if the University Council are absolutely ruthless in

the matter. Post-graduate study is not necessarily research. The

number of men capable of research work is exceedingly small : no doubt

there will bo years in which not even one is available. In such cases

it will be far better to let the tnoney lapse than to give it to a man

without the n3cei8ary scholarship and originility. Other universities

have suffered in reputation, and futile work has been done—even pub-

lished—because of a mistaken kindliness in this matter. Certain

American universities give us an important warning. Nor is the matter

one simply of rigorous choice of scholars. It has to be recognised that

only in a few subjects is research possible in India. As regards western

literature, history or philosophy it is absolutely impossible, mainly

because the necessary documents ace not, and never can be, available.

In other matters lies oui^ opportunity. The great possibilities of

scientific research have been amply demonstrated in the Central College

as well as the Tata Institute, and the special distinction in research of

our professors of physics and chemistry provides the students with an

almost unique advailtage. The other sphere in which research is pos*

sible in this university is that of oriental learning. Here indeed is the

greatest opportunity ; and no doubt a certain modification of both oi^r

pass course^ ati4 our more advanced courses is desirable that they may
better serve as a preparation for such work.

* V
,

,
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^ Heart ak0 Head.—** The eduoitioii ycm get in tillieebeol, Ri|<| will

get in the University, is tU bnt worthkssu It pertmios to the he^d only :

the culture of the heart hoe m'^fiaoe at aU. Your admirable teaehera are

oompelled to administer to you a ready-nmde mixture tf hpowhdge^ which

eventually produces the graduate whose hedrt throbi for kimmf hut

does not throb for others. ” Such in efiect, is the message given by a

learned lawyer to the boys of one of the best of our high schools, on the

annual school day, in the school premises, under the auspices of the

school* The italicised words are his own The speaker is a public*

spirited citizen, and the speech is animated by love of India ; but it is

hard to understand the attitude of one who, in proposing a sdioors

health, seeks to bring it into contempt and to wrest the heart of the

pupils out of their work. It is a cruel thing to tell a boy that his daily

*^task is not worth while. It would be cruel even were the statement

true. Nor can true patriotism be fostered in the schoolboy* by telling

him that his S<^te (an Indian State, to which he owes his first allegiance)

has planned a rubbishy educational course for him. There are places

where such sentiments can legitimately be uttered, but the schobtboy is

no judge of these matters, and is only injured by such speeches. A?

for the sentiments themselves, we have once again the cant formula,

“ This system trains the head, not the heart. The study, fofexample,

of Shakespeare, Milton and Shelley ,
of world-movements in history; bf

ethics ; of science with its manifold suggestiveness and the Inspiration

of its law—all these studies are purely intellectual I There are, indeed,

hearts that respond to none of these things, but they are leathern hearts,

unresponsive to any culture. Such certainly are not the hearts of those

whom we meet in our college classes. The heart, says this speaktri

cannot be educated through books. His opinion is opposed to that of

every race and generation of men, since the invention of writing. If he

denies that a true book, the precious life-blood of a master spirit, ’’
is one

of the most potent influences upon character, he belies Indian m well

as western literature
;
and if he means that books fail with our students

because the personal touch of the interpreting teacher is lacking, then he

knows nothing of what is done in our schools and colleges. Finally* to

say that our graduates are consummate examples of aelfidinei^ is

a sorry slander of his countrymen. He seems to have catechised^

of our graduates upon life iiroblcms ”—a sufficiently elastic theme.

We can well imagine that he did not get much out of them. Nn dRttht,

dtter satisfying the university examineis, they felt little iuoliaed to

submit to the inquisitions of a new and self*eonstituted examiini^ who

obviously despised them and all that they had done.
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Mr* &Anmkm National EoucATioN.-^Vcry different from the

aentJmontoi oai^oliRsm of the speech referred to in the previous

note is the coavictioii that a considerable modihcation of the present

educational system is necessary, in order that purely Indian culture

may ba given its due place. This is indeed the central idea of that

i^peaker, but his advocacy is rendered futile by an insularity of view

that is only brought into relief by such interspersions as, “I am not

against the foreign culture,’’ Fervour tends to contract the view :

respect the narrowness while combating it. And since the rarest of

combinations is that of intensity with catholicilv, one roads with

particular respect the following dtjliberate pronouncement on “national

education by Mr* Gandhi. We quote these words in full, for it is only

by adopting the attitude and temper here indicated that India can set

educational matters right,

—

<*My ‘uncompromising opposition to the foreign medium hag

resulted in an unwarranted chargq ’ng levelled against me of being

hostile to foreign culture or the leailmg of the English language. No

reader of Young India could have missed the statement often made by

me in those pages that I regard English as the language of international

commerce and diplomacy, and therefore consider its knowledge, on

the part of some of us, as essential. As it contains some of the richest

treasures of thought and literature, 1 would certainly encourage its

careful study among those who have linguistic talents and expect them

to translate those treasures for the nation in its vernaculafs

“ Nothing can be farther from my thought than that we should

become exclusive or erect barriers. Put I do respectfully contend that

an appreciation of other cultures can fitly follow, never precede, an

appreciation and assimilation of our own. It is my firm opinion that no

culture has treasures so rich as ours has. We have not known it, we

have been made even to depreciate its value. We have almost ceased

to live it* An academio grasp without practice behind it is like an

embalmed corpse, perhaps lovely to look at but nothing to inspire or

ennoble. My religion forbids me to belittle or disregard other cultures,

as it insists under pain of civil suicide upon imbibing and living my
PWn.”

It may or may not be the case that no other culture is so rich

as the Indiim, bnt in any case it is supremely right that the Indian

should think so, and ahould frame bis educational courses accordingly*

Compmeens need not be made (and who is unprejudiced enough to

make them securely ?), for the great fact is that one’s f»wn inheritance

best suits one, and must come first : all eke, however fine, is supple-

mentary. Any other system impairs, though it need not destroy, the
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lebtioa betw|»en oulture and personality and oimdpl, in

making indigenous culture the centre of the eduWloiiiil syafeimr it is

desirable to substitute vernaculars for English as the medium of iii*>

struotion is a matter for still further diebussion and expeiiiiieiii If

this centrality^ inconsistent with the use of the EngHsh medium, 'that

mediulM, witn all its undoubted advantages, must go, since even those

advantages aie of inferior importance.

Women’s Suffrage in India.—A memorable inter-ooU^^te

debate was held recently in the Central College: in faot the day was

turned into a festival, and the visitors, thanks to the hospitality of

their Bangalore hosts, had the time of their lives. The motion, which

was carried by a large majority, wa§ “ That women’s suffrage is con-

trary to the Indian ideal of womanhood.” Thus it ^as not exactly a

debats on women’s suffrage, the question not arising whether the Hindu

ideal in this respect needed modification. No doubt the verdict was

right, as referring to the traditional ideal. A short time ago tile ver-

dict would have been the same as regards, for instance, the Bngbsh

ideal. Even ideals, however, must change with time, good yielding

place to new good, and we believe that something like the recent

change in the English view of women’s part in life is bound to occur in

India, though more slowly and perhaps more safely. It was amusing

to see that one of the speakers in the debate preached, unashamed, the

old, sad doctrine, which we cannot believe to be the real Indian view,

that woman’s glory is the service of man, her success the success of her

husband and her sons, her worthiest happiness sacrifice for their sake.

This is what one finds iii Chitra, where it is so revolting that someone

has called Chilra ** the best feminist tract ever written.” The recogni*

tion of woman’s rights as an entity in herself is bound to develop

everywhere. Woman’s rights bulk largely in the suffrage question, but

the most important thing is the need for her co-operation in all affairs

oi public importance. It is the ultimate destiny of every country to

be governed largely by its women : this is one of the most important

grounds of hope for the future of the world. And India will gain im-

measurably by hearing, and frequently obeying, the veidict of tromnn

not merely in those masters that are oonsideted their speoial oonoesn

but in all matters. The following words, expressing this view, wCre

aldressed by Lord Lyttou to a deputation (from several women’s

societies) which visited him recently.
—

” The problem which aboft all

others muet for the next few years dominate the poliitoid life of fedia
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M building up a nation

; but you cannot build up a nation and

leave out tho w<nnen. We are trying to establish a represebtatite

system of government, but no system is ttuely representative which

excludes from its franchise the whole of its women citizens. Therefore

it is not only in the interests of the women of Bengal that they should

be enfranchised ;
it is in the interest of the political life of the province

as a whole. Those of as who are engaged in iniproving its social and

industrial conditions or building up its national consciousness want the

help of those whom you represent here to-day. Until you have re-

sponsibility, we cannot hope for your interest ano co-operation, and,

therefore, the sooner political responsibility is given to you, the better

it will be for every phase of public life in this province.”



Science in poeteY.

(The Torch-Beaeebs • Jgy Alfni Noyes.)

A PROPOSAL to fcell the story of scientific discovery in verse would

not, perhaps, have commended itself a few years ago either to men ot

science or to men of letters, as likely to increase greatly the prestige of

tlieir respective spheres of culture : the attempt would probably have

been considered by both to be unnecessary and impertinent. It is

therefore interesting to find that the feat has been performed by a poet

of established reputation, and that it has received at least the

preliminary benediction of science and literature.

In the preface to the poem entitled “ The Torch-Bearers Mr.

Koyes explains that the present volume is tiie first Of a trilogy which,

when completed, is to iorm an epic of science. This first instalment

deals with the Watchers of the Sky. From the Prologue we learn

the circumstances in which the poem was conceived, and the scope of

the whole work. It appears that the author was |>resent, and was

prompted to the execution ol his task, on the night of the firat trial of

the new 100-inch telescope on a summit of the Sierra Madre Mountains :

At midnight while they paused
*

To adjust the clock-machine, I wandered out

Alone, into the silence of the night.

The silence ? On that lonely height I heard

Eternal voices ;

And, as I listened, that Aeolian voice

Became an invocation and a prayer

;

0 you, that on your loftier mountain dwell

And move like light in light among the thoughts

Of heaven, translating our mortality

Into immortal song, is there not one

Among you that can turn to music now

This long dark fight for truth ? Not one to touch

^ With beauty*this long battle for the light,

Wars we have sung. The blind* blood-boltered king«

Move with an epic music to their thrones.

Have you no song, then, of that nobler war i

m
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Of tiiosie who gtrove for light, but coukl not dream

liyOB of thia victory that they helped to win,

Siient difiooverera, lonely pioneers.

Who handed on the fire, from age to age
;

i • • • • •

Dreamers of dreams^ the builders of our hope,

The healers and the binders up of wounds,

Who, while the dynasts drenched the world with blood,

Would in the still small circle of a la^np

Wrestle with death like Heracles of old

To save one stricken child. Is there no song

To touch this moving universe of law

With ultimate light, the glimmer of that great dawn

Which over our ruined altars yet shall break

Iq purer splendour, and restore mankind

From darker dreams than even Lucretius knew,

To vision of that one Power which guides the world ?

The part first of the poem deals with the revolution brought about

by Copernicus This forms the starting point of the story unfolded by

Mr. Noyes, and is fully and clearly explained in a scene laid in the

astronomer^s bedroom, where he lay dying, w^aiting for the arrival of his

new book, and holding oft death until he could be assured that the

results of his life’s work were printed, and safe for other men to use.

We are then introduced to Tycho Brahe, and in describing his life and

surroundings and the atmosphere in which he worked, the poet finds

his more surely than when dealing with the latter workers and

their more complicated scientific outlook. Tycho Brahe is followed by

Kepler, who, after the former’s exile takes over his tables of the stars,

and with their help discovers the laws with which Kejdor s name is

associated* The next section, on Galileo, consists of a series of letters

between the astronomer, his daughter, and some of his friends. Ibe

interest is centred on the famous recantation made by Galileo before

the Court of Cardinals, and Mr, Noyes attempts to depict the complex

mental processes by which Galileo endeavoured to reconcile the publi-

cation of his views with his subsequent recantation of them, and both

with his conscience. Galileo is followed by Newton, whose discovery of

the spictrnm, the reflecting telescope, and the law of gravitation, is

presented in a direct narrative form, while his reminiscences and his

specuiatiofts about the Uttiverse are embodied in a letter written, at

the age of eighty yeats^ lo an old friend. The last two characters—the

two HeKSohela are dealt with in a manner which suggests that their
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scientific lubaurs were found to be little suited to poetk treetiinent.

The elder Herschd is represented ns eonductiiig e perfornnetice of

Handers “ Messiah, and, beyond a passing reference to the discovery

and naming of Uranus, we are given only a description of hie thoughts

during that performance, the hind of thoughts which naturally occur to

a man of vivid imagination and poetic temperament* It may be

remarked, in passing, that the background of this section is selected

and utilised for the purpose of developing a certain poetic idea which is

finely expressed in the concluding' lines
;
but the method has the

disadvantage that readers who are unacquainted with the libretto of

the “ Messiah ” and who do not chance to be in tune with tbe poet’s

vein of mysticism, may miss the point, and may chiefly receive the

impression of a very skilful orchestra or a very ragged performance* Sir

John Herschel is placed, far more appropriately, in the solitude of the

organ loft in the Octagon Chapel at Bath : there he weaves his memories

around the figures of his improvised fantasia. They include a few

interesting passages in his father’s life, and the ever fascinating story of

the discovery of the planet Neptune by Adams and Le Verrier.

Such, in very brief outline, k the content of Mr. Noyes’ new poem.

Regarded merely as a narrative, it is an interesting, fair, and aa fat as

possible a historically accurate statement of the salient featums of

astronomical history from mediaeval times to the dawn of the 19th

century. But it is, of course, not a narrative merely : it is a i)oem,

a substantial fragment of an intended epic of science ; and it provides

an opportunity to examine the relationship of science to poetry, with

all the advantage of a concrete subject of reference. Whatever judg«

ment may finally be passed on the attempt, it must certainly be taken

seriously ; one cannot pass it by with the sniff of contempt or the audie

of amusement. It will inevitably produce a certain restiveness in the

minds of many of its readers. It is presented as a challenge to the

thesis that science and poetry are mutually antagonistic.

We have now to enquire what there is of permanent interest in the

XX>em. I say permanent interest, because it is evident that a certain

transient interest will be excited by the very novelty of the experiment,

by the unfamiliar linking of science to verse. In the fi.st place, then,

Mr. Noyes writes with a high seriousness, with a deep conviction^

the importance of his message. What he has to say is said with dignity,

simplicity, and often with great artistry of phrasing ; and hi# verses

are musical, with pleasing variations of time and accent. These things,

however, are but condiments : they improve'^the flavourj but oanimt

by themselves make a satisfying meal The real purpose o£ thf poem
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18 twsfc stated in Mr. Noyes’ own words. “ The story of scientific dis-

cover he icHfi us in the preface, ** has its own epic unity-^a unity of

purpose and ^eavour—the angle torch passing from hand to hand

through the centuries; and the great moments of science when, after

long labour, the pioneers saw their accumulated facta falling into a

significant order sometimes in the form of a law that revolutionised the

whole world of thought—have an intense human interest and belong

essentially to the creative imagination of poetry. It is with these

moments that my poem is chiefly concerned. ” It is this unifying idea,

suggested by the title, that gives the poem an artistic shape, «and it is

the portrayal of the great moments ” that gives it much, but by no

means all, of its interest. We are told, for instance, how Newton,

having conceived the law of gravitation, proceeded to apply it to the

calculation of the moon’s orbit, and was deeply stirred when he found

The^inoving moon, with awful cadences

Falling into the path his law ordained,

and then,

Work it out for me ”

He cried to those around him ; for the weight

Of that celestial music overwhelmed him
;

And, on his page, those burning hieroglyphs

Were Thrones and Principalities and Powers . . .

For far beyond, immeasurably far

Beyond our sun, he saw that river of suns

We call the Milky Way, that glittering host

Powdering the night, each gtain a solar blaze

Divided from its neighbour by a gulf

Too wide for thought to measure ;
each a sun

Huger than ours, with its own fleet of worlds,

Visible and invisible. Those bright throngs

That seemed dispersed like a defeated host

Of one great dreamer, height o’er height revealed

Hints of.a vaster order, and moved on

In boundless intricacies of harmony

Around one centre, deeper than all suns.

The burning throne of God.

It is hardly necessary to say that a poem of this length-<--meariy

^ l^ges....^nnot hiiM the interest by means of an occasional climax

The * great moments ” of s<rietttific workers are the reward of years of

patient toil, years of adventure, of hope and disappointment. AU

these things ai?e leoorded for us. We read of Tycho Brahe stealing out
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by uigbt lEto au open ifladb t j wateb the stiirs, anil finding inatetdl a

peasant girl, to whom ** he told the oldest tale on eatth . * • ; w
of Copernicus ’ wife, Susannah, all in a Sutter beeause Sir Henry Wot-

tdn is coming to dinner 1

3

discuss weighty matter# with her huiliaiK};

and wondering if the great man would like dandelion leases in his

salad. These and many other incidents appeal to us with a freshness

undiminished by the passage of centuries.

The question whether the poem may justly be called an epic of

science—for it is evident from the preface that this is what it is int^n I-

ed \o be—is one on which opinion is likely to vary. The claim of any

poem to be called an epic must be subject to the most rigorous scrutiny,

for it immediately challenges a comparison with standards which by

common consent are among the greatest achievements of literature.

This poem fails to conform to those standards chiefly in two respects,

namely, in the nearl} complete absence of dramatic quality,^ and in the

scarcity of what may be called “ reaction."’ There is,‘ it is true, plenty

of ** action ” using the term in a broad sense, but it is of a kind which

does not he^p to define the character of the actors. A battle, for ex-

ample, whether it be between armies or individuals, mortals or gods, in-

volves the clash, not merely of arms, but of personalities : it is a play,

ground of the emotions, and is on that account a proper subject of poetic

treatment. But the struggles of men of science against matii^matical

obscurities, refractory chemicals, or elusive microbes are, or should be;

dissociated from any kind of sentiment: they are affairs of brain or hand,

and for this reason scientific work is unsuited to description in verse.

Perhaps one of the most striking features of Mr. Noyes* poem is the

comparatively scanty measure of [mrely scientific description it con-

tains
;
and when it occurs, it is given in order to point a moral rather

than for its intrinsic interest. Thus, when Tycho Brahe hits on the

connection between the moon and the tides, Mr. Noyes subdues his

scientific enthusiasm to his poetic fancy : the moon and sea are lovers

;

and, to develop this aspect of a newly discovered truth, there follows a

charming lyric, ‘‘The Shepherdess of the Sea,” one of half a dozen scat-

tered through the poem.

The absence of dramatic quality is due partly to the nature df the

material and partly to that of the poem itself. The six principal

figures are not of the poet s creation : they are actual persons of whose

lives we have records, and to supplement the facta of those records by

purely ima^nary ones—that is, to create characters for them^wonld

perhaps have been foreiga to the purpose Of the poem* TMs is no

doubt the leasoii why' the six are, as regards personality, almosl todis-
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0twi from aiiother. They have fcheir adventures, spin their

theoriiAi and a^diicve their results, and for the rest are media for the

expression of the poet’s own ideas. This is not to say that the human

material Mr. MFhyes has selected is necessarily unsuitable to be treated

along the lines of dramatic fiction. Copernicus was contemporary with

Paracelstis, and there is no great difference in the completeness (or

incompleteness) of the records of their Uvea, yet Browning has given

118 a very vivid picture of the latter’s character. Nevertheless, in a

work the avowed purpose of which is to relate the story of scientific

discovery, such treatment would be incongruous
; and the author saves

his poem from this incongruity by abstaining from the dramatic hand-

ling which might have raised it to a higher literary plane.

But one false note is struck. In the passage (in the Prologue) of

which a portiem was quoted at the beginning of this aiticle, the man of

science is ^presented in a setting of nobility :
“ silent discoverers,”

“ martyrs t)f the truth,” and the like. The. man of science finds no

place among Carlyle’s Heroes ; Tennyson i«» positively discourteous to

him : it has been left to Mr. Noyes, first among writers of eminence, to

provide him with a halo. This unfortunate impression, which the reader

can hardly fail to receive, would he perhaps of minor importance,—for

it does not impair the unity of the poem,—but that it is a defect which

may possibly mislead some who are unacquainted with men of science

into an erroneous judginent of the principal characters : into supposing

that these are being presented in the garb of “ the Hero as Man of

Science.” No greater mistake could be made, ft is true that there is

a certain nobility about one who would “ wrestle with death like Hera-

cles of dd to save oue stricken child but we must remember that, as

a man of science, apart from his humanity or moral sense, he wou’d

certainly prefer to vivisect it. There is no nobility or heroism in the

pursuit of science, which is undertaken commonly from personal, not

from altruistic motives. If a man chooses to respond to the call of

science, and even to sacrifice material gain by doing so, it is because he

prefers it, aiMi thinks hlms^^lf adequately compensated for the sacrifice.

And so we come to the final enquiry : What position does science

really oooupy in this poem, and how far does the poem itself help us to

a clearer understanding of the relationship of science to poetry ? In

order to answer (airly the first part of this question it is necessary for

us to bn on our guard against Mr* Noyes’ eloquence, and against a too

uncritical tesponse to his enthusiasm* He sets out, as he tells us in the

P*oiogae> **
to touch with beauty this long battle for the light,” and to

sing « tiio%e who conqitemd, inch by difficult inch, the freedom of this
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tealm of taw for man/’ Theae ikkgi he has done with l^ill

ho has undoubtedly made poetry out of the lives and labours of Idnit men

of science. But it may be noted that the particular fidd of scientific

work which he has selected is one which lies very near lo the country of

the poet. The science of astronomy deals in immensities^ and the ele-

ment of mystery obtrudes itself more perhaps than in any other sclsnoe.

Few |>eople of a speculative turn of mind can contemplate the starry

universe without experiencing some stirring of the emotions, or some

awakening of religious sentiment. These things belong to the realm of

poetry, but it does not follow, when poetry is made out of them, that

the science of astronomy belongs there too. Now a careful examination

of the purely scientific parts of Mr. Noyes’ poem shows that in every

instance the science is a pretext for developing his principal theme, or

for engaging the sympathy of his readers with the human— not the

scientific—side of his characters. It may be true that we ca^ read with

interest the isolated description of Newton’s experiment on the decom-

position of sunlight, or of the calculations which led to the discovery

of Neptune, but we should be equally interested by a description of the

same things in prose. We find, then, that where the interest of the

poem lies (as very largely it does) in the “great moments” of the

discoverers, or in their hopes and fears and disappototmants^1»hat in-

terest is independent of the nature of their work and would Siffi be the

same if they were painters or soldiers : the science k a setting,

like the scenery in a play. And where the interest lies in the exposition

of the poet’s main theme which (although he does not expressly state it)

is the rel gious sentiment called into existence by the contemplation

of universal law, it is only the results— not the processes—of Scienhific

labour which are relevant. Other poets, handling the same theme, Imve

left out the scientific detail which Mr. Noyes has given us, but which is

not really germane to his purpose.

Thus it is evident that the poem sheds no new light on the relation

of science to poetry
;

it merely fails to identify the two. Yet the

opportunity may be taken to offer a few remarks on this sub|eot. From

some words in the preface
—“ Even if science and poetry were as deadly

oppositea as the shallow often affirm . . . we may infer that Ur.

Noyes^ at least, bolds that they are not. But it may be noticed that

the proposition, as stated, is indefinite
; and before giving our assent to

it and joining the ranks of the shallow, it is as well to' be quite elear

about the meaning we attach to the terms science poetry ” aid

** opposite”. Science, then, means the study of phenomeita by of

the senses, and with the assistance of the masoning facm^ : these ar ^
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essentiRte. Another factor, of the highest importance to'soienoe, but not

formally essential to it, is imagination. The important point to notioe is

that everything which is presented otherwise than through the senses, and

every process which does not lie within the compass of the reason, is

foreign to science. Poetry cannot, perhaps, be defined with the same
precision, but still its general character is well enough understood

; and

it is sufficient for our purpose to note that it has invariably an emo-

tional quality. Any subject, therefore, which can react on the emotions

or appeal to the instinct may be the raw material of poetry. It often

happens that science and poetry have raw material in common : for

example, a rainbow, a flower, or a nightingale. But the point of view

and the method of treatment in the two are fundamentally different. A
rainbow, to the poet, may be a bridge, a symbol, a message, a figure in

the Volume of Nature,—anything almost, but always something by means

of which he can appeal to the emotions. To the man of science, a

rainbow is the sensation produced by the reaction of his brain to a complex

series of electromagnetic impulses. Neither can quarrel with the other,

so long as each stands on his own ground. Both science and poetry

aim at presenting a particular aspect of the tru^h in regard to their

subject matter, but whereas the truth expressed by science must of

necessity be amenable to the test of obs«^rvation or experiment, that is to

say it must in the last resort be evident to the senses, the truth as pre-

sented by the poet cannot be submitted to tlie same test : the only

criterion of poetic truth is its acceptance by the inner consciousness of

man
; in other words it must be felt, or perceived independently of the

senses. For this reason poetry thrives in an atmosphere of mystery, and

as soon as a subject is divested of mystery, it ceases to have any poetic

interest. Now scienti^c progress consists very largely in explanation,
’

tliat is, in showing that a given phenomenon is a particular instance of

the operation of a general law ;
but in any case, between the limits within

which a scientifiic investigation has been cairied out, thi re is no mystery,

since every stage in the investigation has been checked by reason and

observation, tf the object of all scientific enquiry were to be fulfilled,

and every phenomenon shown to be related to every other phenomenon,

and in what manner, then the whole field of scientific labour would be

finally purged of mystery : but the scope of poetry would be in no wise

restricted. It is therefore evident that although science and poetry are

‘‘ opposite in one sense, namely, in the method of treatment of their

subject, they are not antagonistic since they do not interfere with one

another. In other words, poetry is not oontra-soienrific, it is non-scien-

tific. Science may indeed be introduced into poetry with fitness, but
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mly 80 long as it imports a iiaman interest ; and eiren tho poeiry

will only begin where the science ends. A skylark may occupy a pm*

minent place in a poem^ but it will only begin to have a poetic <}nality

when it ceases to be a bird«

F. L USHEIl



THE EUaENICS OP PLATO.

mA»lftr*oondidemtion o( Flatonkm ceolirefl round the conoep-

tiofi of tho rttate, Tht state k greater than the individual. Indiidduala

periah, hut tlie state is undying. It is the traditions of the state which

give colour and tone to the life of citizens. It stands not for the mere

cofitinuitf of life, but for the eoatinuity of the b?st life. Put all these

ideas together, and it immediately follows that the quality of the human

generation must l>e a topie of absorbing interest and a matter of

supreme importance to tdl who are conoeraed in the future of humanity.

Political philosophy, if its atm is the production and nurture of fine

men, is really, or ought to be, Eugenics as the science of race culture.

Plato was not eonecioul of the term eugenics, but he was too astute a

thinker to have lost sight of such an important consideration. It is

surprising that all the succeeding political philosophers right down till

our own times had not the breadth of foresight to have devoted any

time or any thought to striking the problem of human regeneration at

its root. Eugenics is still in its infancy, its ideas are still in the stage

of incubation; its principles have not yet made a wide appeal and the

eugenic portion of Platonism still continues in that unrealised state in

which the woman problem continued for twenty-two centuries in spite

of all his enthusiasra. But the future may have in its womb develop*

menbs moie woo lerful than the gushing tide of the revolt of modern

woman. Future ages will perhaps hail Sir Francis Galton, the founder

of Eugenics, as one of the greatest benefactms of mankind, but schdars

will have to admit that Galton had been anticipated in however crude a

way by the great thinkers of ancient Greece: Plato and Aristotle. The

term eigjemcs is new, but the moving ideas of the science are old and

thus it is that Plato once again can daim a place in the rank of modern*

isis.

It was oidy k ldS3 that Galton coined the term Eugenics ” in

his now famops Imk ^ An Knqui^ Human Faculty ” and in a

mad baioie tit 8tdM<^Gai fiociety m London in 1904 he defined

EiigeinoaiM ‘*theicaenoe whkhdtals with all influences that improve

the inborn qaalilias of n um ;
also with those that develkip them to the

utmioet advantafs. ” In 1908 hk tnnntfieeiiee established a chair for

Eugeiiks it Lonilim and sk^ work has been enlhu-

stasttcally contimiedi by a band of earnest foHowefS. The whole inquiry

is yet tentatiye; its conclusions will have to be rigorously tested before

2« 3
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beiQj practically applied ob an extanidve 8cak» but wc may talm it

tliat its famidatioBs are bovli^. Thanks to the work Qt 0arwiii the

other leading evolutioniots from Spencer and Wallace to Bateson aad

Weismann the fact of evolution has been rigorously established and in

its train it ha? brought a scientific reotudescence of belief in haiadity,

and thus made euganios possible. For eugonics is essentially an inquiry

into the principles of heredity, the possibility and the method of

governing its coarse.

Belief in heredity is not new. It is as old as the Hindu civilWation.

The whole organisation of the caste-system has been maintained on

eugenic considerations, however faulty, even if its institution was

originally economic in motive. But the very rigidity of the caste**system

has deprived it of all eugenic worth. It was the glory of Plato that he

entered into the whole question of heredity not merely on the a prmi

considerations of birth, but also on the basis of individual worth.

We shall not here discuss the aims and principles of modern

eugenioa. At present we shall confine ourselves only to a consideration

of Plato’s views, but not without a warning that we cannot expect a

scientific rigoar in them for ho had not the data, as furnished by

evolution, on' which modern eugenics has been enabled to build.

There was a wise Frenchman credited with the profound remark

that the education of a child must begin twenty years before it« birth.

If Plato had been pressed, he would have given an identical refjy« In

the Laws (V. P. 16d) * the Athenian stranger raises this pohit. Ho

suggests that the body should have most exercise since then ^ geceives

most nourishment. Gleinias is sceptical about and inquifes if this

great amount of exercise is to be imposed even upon newly born infants,

and then the Athenian stranger uuhesitatingly answers: Nay, rather

on the bodies of infants ?t)ll aoborn.” And this end is to be attained by

the woman in a delicate con Ution walking about and taking proper

exercise so as to fashion the embryo witbin as we fashion wax before

it hardens.” Plato had a strong faith in the influence of heredity. Both

in the case of Charmides and of Alcibiades he rapturously dwells on the

nobility of their ancestry. To Charmides Socrates nays (I, pnge 14)

Indeed I think that you ought to excel others in all good qnolitses ;
for

if I am not mistaken there is no one present who eottld easily point out

two Athenian houses, whose union would be likely to produce a better

or nobler scion than the two from which you are sprung. Thhre is

your father^s bouse, which is descended {rom OtMm thit eon of

I’he refereoecs are tc Jewett’s Edltim
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bro{>idti» Ifttuily has been oommemorafced in the paaegyiiea,

vetaed of Anlieieon, %bn and many other, poets, as famous for beauty

and virtue and all other high fortune : and for your maternal uncle,

Pyridampes, is refuted never to have found his equal in Persia at the

court of the great king or on the continent of Asia, in all the places to

which he went as ambassador, for stature and beauty/’ To Aleibiades

too Socrates pays a glowin? tribu'^ed {II px^e 463) :
“ You are amqng

the noblest of citizens, highly connected both on tUe father’s and the

mother’s side, and sprung from one of the most distinguished families

in your own state which is the greatest in Hellas.” Later in the same

dialogue Socrates makes Aleibiades admit that those who are well born

and well bred are the most likely to be perfect in virtue Thus it is

that heredity is reodgnised as a fact, but Plato is keenly aware of the

possibility of degeneracy in the offspring of the noble and the virtuous,

anl also of the high worth in the offspring of the lowly. Plato expounds

this idea in thxt beautiful Phoenician tale he develops towards the end

of the !I£ book of ths Republic. He starts from the idea of inequality

as being fundamental and seeks to persuade all that in the composition of

those who have thx power of command, God has mingled gold. Others

have only silver, while still others, husbandmen and craftsmen, have

only brass and icon in their souls. Believing in the purity of the race,

he thinks it likely that parents having gold in their souls would have

children like themselves and so forth. But Plato was not the slave of

an abstraction as the Hindus have boon. He knew it to be quite

likely that parents of the higher classes may yet beget children fit only

for the lower classes, and they woul 1 have to be relegated accordingly

to the low3r class. Likewise he recognised the possibility of the parents

of the brass and iron class breeding children of a higher worth, in

which case they would aubomitioally be entitled ^ place in one of

the higher classes according to merit. The fluidity of Platonic classes

is in striking contrast to the rigidity of castes. But this very uncer-

tainty of children being always like their parents makes a rigid scrutiny

of them desirable. The character of the parents is no sufficient guarantee

of the worth of their offspring* But Plato has confidence enough in the

truth of heredity to lay it down as a general principle that the best of

either sax should^bs united with the best as often, and the inferior with

the inferior as seldom as possible ” (Cf. Repubdc III. page 153).

Hence on the Analogy of the selective breeding of animals Plato in-

stitutes in the Repiibiic hymeneal festivals where under the supervision

of tibe guntdtani of tinNStnte the best males are allotted to the best

females with n view fo the procreation of the best children possible.
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ta mder to m»um the pbyfikml filaeai tkoi mi^stf d t pmi
ii Bot to {ftfoomle ohildcon Ix^re twei^y*&v« m fi{|y<^3* msA %

wamatk k to be a mother only between the agee ol 10 (14 ee in the

Laws) and 40# Any union ol men and women beyond tfaeee lindte i»

elriotiy dieoountenanoed and an express pfovko m kid down tbat any

embryo as the result ol auoh a union is to be pioTented Irom aeebig the

light of day. Those births alone ate legitimate whioh have beeii ex-

pressly permitted by the State. The others are bastard creation which

n^ay be done away with.

Compared with the statistioal methods of modern eugenics Plato’s

faith in heredity as well as his autoeratio direetious about breeding have

the appearanoe o! a crude empmctam* But let it not be thought that

Plato presumed to know more than he really did. Even at the moment

of his highest triumph : the imaginary ooastruotion of an ideal republic

he know that it was bound to degenerate, for in the interests of truth

he had to admit :
'' to tbeknowlcdge of human fecundity and sterility all

the wisdom and edocation of your ruleii will not attain; the laws

which regulate them will not be discovered by an intelligence which is

alloyed with sense, but will escajie them, and they will bring children

into the world, when they ought not. ” (Cf, Republic III, page 850.)

In the Laws again (Cf. V, page 168), he recognises the extreme diffi-

culty of legislating about private life^ however desirable it be^ and

therefore contents himself with a talk about these topics a talk however

whioh is refreshingly frank and stimulating. However inconclusive and

questionable a good many of his eugenic directions may be, the net

result of hb discussions certainly shows his farsightedness, and gives a

promise that if a Darwin or a Galton were born in his state, neither

of them would have failed to secure his hoart-felt patronage.

Proceeding on the assumption of the tiuth of heredity he inevit-

ably comes to feel that the question of marriage is the most vitally

important to the state. An a poakriori justifioation of his view was

found in the history of Sparta. Selective breeding had been carried on

in this state for generations after generations
;
the principle of selec-

tion had been physical strength
;
and through this and a rigorous sys-

tem of physical and military training Bparta had maintained fiir nearly

seven centuries her great reputation as the sinews of Hellas. Athens at

the height of her glory in the Periejean days was not superior to her

rival in militi^y strength, and the dose of the Foloponaeskn War

showed how the strong arm can overcame the fine btain^ Thera was

something commandmg in such a state. Pkba himself felt the fiscina'

tion, but he was too-fireot an Athenian to allow himself to be demrinated
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Vy <K>»«ideFatloii of courage. He wished to evolve a moe of

men phyricsaiy i^oog and intellectually keen, end this double cousin

deration miwio heredity a highly complex problem. In Sparta the marri*

age tie had no sanctity as such, and extra marital conneotians of hus-

bands and wives were not looked down upon, provided that the parties

wore strong and their union promis' d a hale and healthy offspring. An

old Spartan was once asked by a stranger, what a Spartan would do in

the case of adultery and the answer came : there can be no adulteiy

in Sparta. Adultery is only a corollary of marriage, and marriage in

the strict sense Sparta never countenanced.

Plato was aware of all this, and devoted as k was to the ideal

of the state he was prepared to introduce the communism of wives in

his state. This idea was developed only in the Republic and although

there he lays down the law that the wives of our guardians are to be

common/’ 4jhe logic of facts requires that this communism be extend-

ed to all Ihe citizens, and the whole description of hymeneal feasts as

well as the recognised possibility of brass offspring to golden parents,

or of a golden ojEfspring to brass parents would lose all its force if the

communism be limited only to the narrow class of guardians. But

once extend this to all the citizens, all the force and all the wisdom

and all the precautions of the guardians will not avail to stem the

full tide of youthful passion. Absolute abolition of marriage and

family relations is a heroic remedy against which a’l human nature

rebels. Marriage and family in one form or another must constitute

tho basis of any political fabric whatsoever The utmost that is human-

ly possible is a certain elasricity in marriage relations, a certain freedom

of divorce. The limits of these will have to be rigidly thought out in

a way bast suited to the highest interests of humanity and it is this

compromise which Plato ultimately adopts in the Laws.

The true raison d'etre of marriage is correctly diagonised by

Plato himself when in the Symposium (I. pages 577-8) he recognises

generation as ** a sort of eternity and immortality ” to a mortal creature,

‘‘ Marvel not ** says Socrates, “ at tho love which all men have of their

offspring
; for that universal love and interest is for the sake of im-

mortality/’ But this immortality is the immortality of the best life.

Hence in the Crito (IL page 146) follows the principle that no man

should bring children into the world who is unwilling to persevere to the

end in their nurture and education.” The capacity of the parents to

rear a family in efficiency is definitely limited, and the essential reason^

ableneee of Plate’s injunction can be fully appreciated, viz, to see' that

their famifies do not exceed tfie means, “ having an eye to poverty or
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war/’ He mentions this as an atttibate o{ tlie haf^y ptbnitife 11%^ ^n-

eontaminated and OEdpoiled by the soft detiglits atod the eiyiiviiting

luxuries of an advanced oivilisatloii. But notbiug show# th# ripe

wisdom of Plato so much as his knowledge of the evil effects of an

excessive interbreeding. In the Statesman (II. page 517) the Kleatic

stranger is made to argue : The quiet orderly class seek fm? liatures

like their own, and as far aa they can, marry and give in marriage ex-

clusively in this class, and the courageous do the same ; they seek

natures like their own, whereas they should both do precisely the

opposite .... Because courage when untempered by the gentler

nature during many generations may at first bloom and strengthen bufc

at last bursts forth into downright madness .... and then again the

soul which is over full of modesty and has no element of courage in

many successive generations is apt to grow too indolent and at last to

become utterly paralysed and useless .... indeed in this single work

the whole process of royal weaving is comprisei—never to allow temper-

ate natures to be separated from the brave but to weave them

together, like the war and the woof, by common sentiments of honours

and reputation, and by the giving of pledges to one another ; and out

of them forming one smooth and even web, to entrust to them the

offices of state ” Thus he emphasises a due mixture of difiexent

natures so as to evolve a harmony of life, the harmony of a just soul.

Apart from the nature of resulting qualities, interbiecdixig of an

excessive kind has a fatal effect on fertility, as has been the expottenco

of animal breeders and this danger marks the liiBlt of the unlous of the

very best among men and women. '*

Nothing so characteristically marks the diflEerenco between the Re-

public and the Laws as the frank recognition in the latter that questions

affecting marriage selection cannot be settled by any ** compulsion of

written law.” Public opinion, right motives and worship of the state

are the only things possible. If in the Bepublio no eexnsi union is

hallowed, which has not already received the ball-mark of the guardians’

appro' ation and sanction, in the Laws occurs an explicit recognition of

the permissibility of an iudividuars desiie (V. page 164) : Whenever

any one over 26 years of age, having seen and been seen by others

b dievas himself to have found a marriage connection which fe to his

mind, and suitable for the procreatiou of children, let him marry if ho

be still under the age of five and thirty years.” A few Hues later on he

pens his great principle of all marriago : Every man shaB foBow not

after the marriage which is ^mo$t pleasing to himself but Ufter that

which is most beneficial to the state.^’ He recognises indeed the
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“ of dosire, in ojder to cement and bind together

diverdltine of OhaiMieter,’* but be also recognises that a desire which is

not created by tiine insensibly dissolves friendships from a feeling of

satiety
’* (V* pft®e 157), It is not absolutely clear to what extent

Plato is pjepared to recognise the claims of love in marriage and this

constitutes a di£nite cleavage between him and the modern feminists.

The oiaims of Jove are paiamount in the feminism of marriage, and it

is a faith that ^uoh marriages alone make for happiness and generation

of good children. A remarkable exception to this principle m»y be

found in the cane of the great Gothe whose mother bore no great love

to his father. But we believe the feminist faith in love ii valid, if by

love is meant not the passing desire of the moment, but a full-blooded

absorption and devotion tested by time. It is not impossible that

humanity will perhaps come to a time when there will be no essential

conflict between tbs claims of love and the claims of society. Marriage

generally in the past and sometimes even in the*piesent has too often been

regarded from the point of wealth, high birth an 1 the will of parents.

All these considerations seem to bo essentially hostile to a true

marriage which can rest only on the solid basis of mutual knowledgCi

mutual sympathy, mutual desire. There is a profound wisdom in

Plato’s recognition of the age of 25 in men and 20 in women as the

right age of marriage. It allows for a full development of physical

powers ; it ensures the capacity and knowledge requisite foi the up-

bringing of families. Some of the recommendations of Plato although

exaggerated in some respects show a great insight into the foundations

of marriage
;

he says (Laws V. page J53j :
“ People must be

aquainted with those into whose families and whom they marry, and

with those to whom they give in marriage
;
in such matters, as far as

possible, a man should deem it all important to avoid a mistake, and

with this serious purpose let games be instituted in which youths and

maidens, shall dance together, seeing one another and being sten naked

at a proper age, and in a suitable occasion, not transgressing the rules

of modesty.’’ He condemns the rich marrying the rich, and the

powerful marrying the powerful. He would rather have a weaving

together of the different qualities of humanity. Plato is very vague in

this direetkm (Ibawa V. page 154), but it is a vagueness which was

inevitable in those days.

Marriage aelection, however important, is only the beginning of

eugenic reaJt^aiioti^ The nature of married life itself is equally if not

»iore mportant and with the usual throughness of Plato he would lay

^own riile4 of guiebnee for the begetting of children and threatening with
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terrors of law any citizen who would disobey them/* Dronfesteaess

18 always improper .... and peculiarly dangerous #lieii a

man is engaged in the act of marriage ; at such a Ofisis of thek lives

a bride and bridegroom ought to have all their wits about them'^they

ought to take care that their children are born of reasonable beings . . ,

Moreover they ought not to be begetting children when their bodies are

dissipated by intoxioation.** (V. page 157). He specially institutes

women-oveiseers to see that these rules are observed and those who

infringe them can bo reported to the guardians of the law, and ulti-

mately to the people. And if the people are satisfied, delinquents

are subjected to several disabilities ; not being allowed to go to wed-

dings or to thanks-giving after the birth of children and if they do go

they may be struck with impunity by any one. Adultery is punished

in the same way.

The interests of family life are fuitber safeguarded if) the Laws

though not in the Republic by limiting the right of a woman to public

offices. She can hold it only at the age of forty, and in case of military

service he says : “let the time of s^'rvice be after she shall hAve brought

forth children up to fifty years of age ” (Cf. Laws V page 167). Tho

essential object of marriage whether from the stand-point of the state

or of love may in course of time be frustrated by an unforeseen oonspi-

racy of ugly facts. Modern feeling has come to recognise the aseessity

of divorce under certain conditions as an essential corollary to the

whole institution of marriage. Plato was not behind modernism in this

respect. He recognises divorce as justifiable in eases of unfroitful

marriage, as also in case of “ an unfortunate incompatability of temper.”

(Laws V. page 318). Extreme feminists of to-day in their fanatical

sest for divorce on all possible grounds are not in the habit of oonsider-

ing dispassionately the future of the childien of divorced parents. But

Platons loyalty to the immortality of the state and humanity makes

him regulate the future of widowers and widows. “ If a woman dies,

kaviog children, male or female, the law will advise rather than com*

pel the husband to bring up the children without introducing into the

house a step-mother , but if he have no children, then he shall be oom*

polled to marry until he has begotten a sufficient niinil>er of sons to

his family and to the state If a widow appears to be too

young to live virtuously without a husband, ” the superintendents of

mamage are to consider the case. (Cf. V. page 310.)

The essential sanity of Platonic modernism ako shbws itstil In the

positive discouragement and dislike he shown for bachelors. A man k

declared guilty of impiet;^, who voluntarily deprives hiiiisdf of tile |^ft

of immortality. He who has not married even by the age thirty-five
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is oott^omned to pay a yearly fine of a certain amount “in order that

he may m>t hnagilte his celibacy to bring ease and profit to him.” (Of.

I.aws V. page W6). Such a man is branded as “ unsocial and alien

among Ms Mlow-dtizens.” (Of. V. page 155). He is not entitled to any

honour from the young, nor to any obedience. The legislation of the

sort suggested «y Plato resembles the principle of a special tax on

bachelors, which has so often been advocated in modern advanced

countries.

If W6 61111 1 till cudou^ iiubttufcion of a body of woni3ii ovorsoers

to look after the purity of the sexual relations of young couples, there

is not a little in Plato’s (liscu-^siun of marriage, which has not been

fervently echoed from one or the other platform of modern movements.

An intimate krtowkdge of the parties before marriage, a physical in-

spection of their bodies, maturity of age, absenct^ of dowry, freedom of

choice, freedom of. divorce, economic and eugenic considerations in the

breeding and rearing of children—all these afe factors which form the

universal contents of a true pliilosophy of marriage. The fantastic

communistic ideas of tlie Republic have yielded place to a sober

consideration of the bedrock of all civilisation : a sane and an equable

system of marriage. Woman is not degraded to the position of a chattel

;

her economical and political eijuality is reoogoized in so far as it does

not conflict with the higher duty of women, to be mothers of good

citizens
; the humanity of widows is not sacrificed to the soulless fetish

ot the sanctity of mirriage which allows polygamy to men and prohibits

the remarriage of even young virgin widows. The tragedies of infant

marriages and infant mothers do not occur in his regime. Equality

purity and eugenism arc the only qualities he rigidly emphasises and

they are just the qualitie.s which raise marriage to the pinnacle of

divinity and make it the grand instrument of human immortality and

human goodness.

Next after the community of wives nothing in Plato has come as a

greater shock to modern sentiments than his pitiless method of dealing

with deformed or diseased infants. After having made elaborate pro-

visions for the right unions there is a likelihood that the offspring of

these unions, would b3 a healthy breed. All births outside these

sanctioned unions are bastard. Born of unions in defiance of all eugenic

considerations, they are assumed to be incapable of a healthy growth,

and Plato coolly recommends them to be transferred to other lands,

to be abandoned, ot to be done away with. Even in the case of

legitimate births r.there is a chance of deformed ot weak children to be

born, They too are to meet this same fate as bastards.

i
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Closely allied to his antipathy towaida weak aid 40fo?ni^

is his antipathy towards chronio inyalids; In the Be|lfiblie he fla^
Asclepius as a statesman, because he undertook the care only of

who could live healthy and useful lives after being cor^ an^ i^{ase4
cure a man, who could not live in an ordinary way. He detected the

idea of lengthening out g>od*formothing lives, or having weak fathers

begetting weaker sons. Plato did not mince words : in praise of the sons

of Asclepius he says They would ha\ e nothing to do with unh|sa}t|iy

and intemperate subjects, whose lives were of no" use either to them-

selves, or others ; the art of medicine was not designed for their goofd^

and though they were as rich as Midas, the sons of Asclepius would

have declined to attend them.” (Cf, Republic III p. 96). He sums

up the whole discussion in these bold wOids : those who are diieaaed

in their bodies, they will have to die ; and the corrupt and incurable

souls they will put an end to themselves,” (Cf. Ill 5. 98). .

Stern as these idea 3 of Plato are, they were not absolutely unknown

in his own days. Militarist Sparta was just the ground wherein ruth-

leasness could blossom unhindered. But apart from consider^ions of

mere sentiment there is a good deal to be said in favour of his view,

provided of course our knowledge of eugonica and medicine were so

perfect as <0 enable us to judge which cases of infants and invalids

admit of a healthy growth, and which are beyond all cure. The proviso

we grant, is a difficult one, but assuming its possibility as a matter of

argunrent, it would be difficult to show on any rational grounds why

they should continue to ex'st who have outlived their usefulness to

society and are merely lingering in a perpetual woe, which cannot be

pleasant either to them or their dear and near ones. There is a

ruthlessnoss which can claim kinship with the highest kindness. In

a society such as ip Europe dominated for twenty centarios by the

extreme individualism of Christianity, in which every pious soul regards

tliis life as a mere transition stage and as a preparatory ground for the

joys of heaven or the eternal evils of hell, the great ideas of Plato can

have no soil to flourish in. Where each individual in a sipkly

way nourishes his own salvation, and holds out a helping hand to

others as a payment to get a footing in heaven, the eugenics of

Plato appear weird and cruel. But the essential morality of

Platonic teaching comes out when we compare its elevated motiyos

with the indisoripunate slaughter of embryos so common in Clir^i»an

Europe to-day, or with savage indiscriminate infanticidp pipeoi^y

of little girls whom pofiire might have fitted to be the mothers of

the Gracchi or |Ialnpden<i, and who yet were coolly mnrdofm
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Bet* Wkat oatt ho moie imtstoral than this infanticide which flourished

so eitMudveJy in the hoary land of India which is not yet free from

it beyond anspicion I Plato’s recommendations fall into insignifioanoe

when compaied with the cruelty which condemns the gushing blood

of yotiiig Hindu widows to stagnate in their veins, or forces them to

slake their hands in the blood of their innocent infants. But grea^

ideas find no eaiyenbranoe to the minds of people, surfeited with the

moral platitudes of superficial kindness and stepped in a hypocritical

respiotability. Plato would have branded as a sin against society any

destructiott St infants male or female, who had in th'*m the making of

healthy citizens. He wages a war only against those diseased infants

and invalids who bear the stamp of degeneracy, and can be nothing

hut sources of misery to themselves and to others. If the aim of

morality is the realisation of a good and healthy society there can bo

nothing more moral than the aims of Plato, and to his detractors he

could reply in those lofty words he puts into the mouth of Socrates in

the Apology
;
(II. page 123) : I believe that no greater good has over

happened in the state than my service to the God. For I do nothing

but go about persuading you all, old and young alike, not to take

thought for your persons or your properties, but first and chiefly to

cate about the greatest improvement of the soul. I tell you that

virtue is not given by money, but that from virtue comes money and

every other good of man public as well as private. This is my teaching

and if this is the dootdne which corrupts the youth 1 am a mischievous

person. But if any one says that this is not my teaching, he is speaking

an untruth. Wherefore, 0 men of Athens, I say to you, do as Anytus

bids or not as Anytus bids, and either acquit m3 or nob ; but whichso-

ever you do, undentand that I shall never alter ray w^ys, not even if

I have to die many times,”

In the matter of dealing with orimmals Plato adopts the same

principle as he does in connection with deformed infants and chronic?

invalids. Even in the Statesman {IV, page 615) he gives expression to

the idea that “ Those who have no share of manliness and temperance,

or any other virtuous inclination, apd from the necessity of an evi|

nature, are violently carried away to godlessness and insolence and

injustice, royal science gets rid of them by death and exile, and

punishes them with the greatest disgraces.” The same idea recurs in

the Laws but is expressed in a loftier tone :
(V. page 113): ** The

unrighteous and vicious are always to be pitied in any case and one

can afford te forgive ne well pihy him, who is curable, and refrain
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aad oalm ono'6 anger, not getting into a paeaion like ^ wo^an lend

nursing iU-feoling. But upon him who is incapable of reformatioii and

wholly evil, the vials of our wrath should be poured out wbere|ore

I say that good men ought, when occasion demands, to be both gentle

and passionate.” He does not wish to visit the sins of the fathers on

the children, except in the case of those whose father, graad-fidrher

and great-grand-father have successively undergone the penalty of

death/' (V. 238-9)

If the foundations of the Platonic state have been truly laid, it is

clear that the question of criminals cannot be so acute as it is in modern

society. But here again one cannot but be struck by the essentia

reasonableness of Plato. F^e wages no vindictive war against crimi-

nals as suchj as unfortunately so many of our magistrates tend to do,

but he draws a fundamental distinction between those who are curable

and those who are hopelessly addicted to crime. The former he would

oven forgive under certain circumstances. But for the latter ho has no

sympathy and would gladly exterminate them either by death or expul-

sion. He has no partioular liking for capital punishment; aHfl reserves

it for the incurable wrongs only. He thoight it the most effectual

method of putting a stop to the propagation of a wicked stock, a

desideratum which modern eugenics wholeheartedly accepts bub seeks

to attain the sam^ oud by the more bsnign method of “ Rentoul’a opera-

tion.”

Eugenios is a modern term, but the justification of its use in con-

nection with Platonism must have been already seen, and can be seen

yet more clearly when a discussion of the principles of modern eugenics

will have made it clear how all its most important suggestions were

anticipated by Plato. Eugenics is yet a science of aspirations rather

than of settled ffiicts. But signs are nob wanting to show how the

future will vindicate his eugenic speculations, as the past has already

proved his foresight in the matter of politics and feminism. The

invigorating touch of his philosophy does not begin and end in futile

speculations, “the idle song of an empty day.” It essentially lies in

its titanic power to make man think and face problems instead of pas-

sing them with a vague shrug of the shoulders, The vision of the great

Grecian poet-philosopher is already coming within the purview of

humanity and whether the ultimate battle between the forces of nature

and of nurture is won in the interests of nature or of nurture, the worth

of Plato’s work in either direction will always be a challenge to the

sluggard in thought, always an inspiration to him who has the courage

to think.
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There is one particular respect in which Plato’s criticism of the

eugenics of Sparta is of an abiding interest. Selective breeding in the

case of animals has proved a conspicuous success, because selection in

their case has always centred round some one definite eharaoteristic, e. g.

speed in a race horse, the woolliness of sheep or a particular jtind of

legs and so forth. Spartan eugenics too succeeded becaus(> it edneen*

trated its strength merely on the bones and muscles of human heings.

As a consequence Spartans wore assuredly a strong virile race of men,

but in no department of intellectual achievement have they loft their

mark. Plato saw through this weakness and he was dissatisfied with it.

He aimed at uniting the physical vigour of the Sparrau with the intel-

lectual fineness of tlio Athenian, lie aimed at intcr-mingling the warp

of strength with the woof of brains and by tliis very desire he trans-

cended the simplicity of animal breeding.* For nothing in the woild is

so exquisitely coinpVx as the intellect of man. It is the common source

of all knowledge but the richness of knowledge passeth the comprehen-

sion of words. The manifold diversities of intellect do not lend them-

selves to an easy segregation, and hence render eugenic efforts immeasur-

ably difficult. Plato was awake to these difficulties but had not the

wherewithal to overcome them. Eugenics practically s’umbered till in

a happy hour the world was enriched by Darwin’s Ongm of the Species*

Evolution has furnished a key to heredity, and modern eugenics is

struggling to fathom the secret of heredity. In an enhanced knowledge

of life and the possibility of its practical application li a the promise

of successful eugenics. Only then will the seeds scattered broadcast by

Plato fructify in duo course of time. Already they have i»ad to wait

long. He who in the centuries to come will solve the problem of human

heredity will have also solved the problem of human destiny.

A. R. Wadia.
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Carlylb and the Condition of England Question,

With the passing of the Reform A.ct of 1831 began the reigti of

liberalism. (Dicey). The new parliament carried out a series of benefi-

cent and much needed reforms. It, however, failed to grapple with the

social question. Pauperism was growing to appalling dimensions. The

Corn Laws continued to press hardly on the poor. The New P6or Law

by its drastic severity treated the pauper almost as a criminal and for

the time being intensified the sufferings of the poor. And a series of

state trials for sedition and conspiracy revealed the wide-spread dis-

content of the labouring classes and the unsympathetic atfitude of

government towards labour. In March 1834, six Dorchester labourers

were convicted for the mere act of administering an oath at a trade union

ceremony and sentenced to seven year’s transportation and the barbarous

sentence was upheld by Government. (S. and B. WebP, Hid ry

of Trade Unionism.) No wonder that the working classes regarded

the Reform Act and Dorchester Labourer s case as cause and ofect ;
the

middle classes were using their newly acquired political supremacy to

further their own economic interests. Chartism (1838-^), in its-

essenoe, a social movement, represented the revolt of the working class-

es against the ascendancy of the middle classes.

As a matter of fact, the reformed parliament was as Dicey has

* shown, under the guidance of leaders who were dominated by the utili-

tarian creed with its fundamental doctrine of laissez faife. The object of

legislation was the removal of all those restrictions which hampered the

free action of the individual. The state could do no more. The utili-

tarian doctrine as embodied in its political economy, with its watch

words of free competition and the sanctity of contract gave a convenient

sanction for the ruthless exploitation of the working classes by the

capitalist class. Writing in 1845, Disiaeli says ** since the passing of

the Reform Act the altar of Mammon has blazed with triple worship.

To acquire, to aoo»mulate, to plunder each other by virtue of philosophic

phrases, to propose a Utopia to consist only of wealth and toil, this, has

been the breathless business of enfranchised England for the last twelve

years, until we are startled from our voracious strife by the wail of

intolerable serfage.*’ (Sybil, Bk. I. Ch. 5.) And Disraeli was not the

only man of genius who was impressed with these social evils. At a

time when Benthatnism was |<.t the height of its influence, there v^re

278
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not wanting tliittiets who whilo convinced of the need for through *gojiig

refortiii denied the morel authority of individualism and denounce 1 the

dogma of Hismfaire, Dicey refers to three of these thinkers, Southey,

Arnold and Carlyle* But the greatest of them is un<loubtedIy Carlyle.

More than, any other writer he “expressed that disgust at tlte mean

achievements of what we call civilization, that generous wrath at the

arbitrary limitation of its advantages, that deep craving for a better

order of social life, which is the source of so many of the most important

social ahd political movements of the present day/’ (Caird.)

According to Carlyle, all false action is the result of false specula-

tion and the root of ihe mischief in contemporary thought lay in the

fact that it was dominated by the mechanical view of things. “ Were

we required to characterize this age of ours by any single epithet,” he

says, in one of his early essays, “ we should be tempted to call it, not

an heroioal, •devotional, philosophical, or moral age, bub above all others

the mechanical age.” (Signs of the Times.) Education which pre-emin-

ently requires a study of individual aptitude and a perpetual variation

of means and methods, was to be conducted in the gross by mechanical

methods. Government is a tax-gathering machinery and assumes in

its members a keen eye and appetite for self-interest and requires no

virtue such as love of country. Religion again which, properly speak-

ing, “ should bo a thousand-voiced psalm, from the heart of man to his

Invisible Father, the fountain of all goodness, beauty and truth and

revealed in every re^f^elation of these :
” is in esFence a prudential feel-

ing, exchanging a smaller quantity of enjoyment in this world for a larger

quantity in the other world. The consequences of this extension of the

mechanical view to the life of man wore disastrous. All idea of social

unity was lost
; hmez faire became the sole policy of government and

cash payment the sole tie in the economic sphere. And the inevitable

result followed, viz. anarchy, misery and revolt. Rightly viewed,
”

says Carlyle, ‘‘there is a science of dynamics in man’s fortune.s and

nature, as well as of mechanics. The former treats of the mysterious

springs of love and fear and wonder, of enthusiasm, poetry, and religion

;

the latter deals with the immediate motives, such as hopes of reward or

of feat of punishment. The true ordering of life requires the right

co-ordination of these two elements. Undue cultivation of the inward or

dynamical provino© leads to idle, visionary and impracticable courses,

while the undue oultivaridn of the outward or mechanical will destroy

nioral force which is idtim ktely the tiue basis of society.’^

For tiiOjSte who have learnt the lesson of Sartor Resartus this

viirible utdversi^ ip the manifestation of a spiritual principle “All viribte
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things are embleu^, what thou «eest is not thete on its own aoodttni *

skicUy taken, it is not there at all. Matter exists only spiritunlly ahd

to represent some idea and body it forth/’ We sit as in a boundless

phantasmagoria and dream-grotto ; bpundless, for the faintest star, the

remotest century, lies not even nearer the verge thereof : sounds and

many coloured visions flit round our sense, but Him, the Unslumbering,

whose work both dream and dreamer are, we see not, except in rare

half Waking moments, suspect not.”

' The spiritual principle reveals itself in a still higher degree in man.

Where elste is God’s presence manifested not to our eyes only, but

to out hearts, as in our fellowman ?” It is this presence of the spiritual

prinMple within him that makes man capable of knowledge, morality

and religion. To Carlyle as to Newman, his own nature was a revela-

tion. “ The evidence of God,” he said tpwaids the last days of his

life, ** is the feeling I have dee]) down in the very bottom of my heart

of right and truth and justice.” The chief end of man hero is not

happiness. ** There is in man a higher than love of happiness ; he can

do without happiness and instead thereof find blessedness f Was it not

to preach forth this same higher that sages and martyrs, the poet and

the priest, in all times, hav* spoken and su tiered
;
bearing testimony,

through life and through death, of the God-Iike that is in man, and how

in the God-like only has he stiength and freedom ? ” (Sartor Resartus).

Carlyle rejects with vohein''nce the utilitarian doctrine that men always

desire pleasure - It is a calumny on men, he says in his lectures on

heroes, that men are roused to heroic action by ea^e, hope of pleasure,

or recompense of any kind. “ It is not to taste sweet things
;
but to do

noble and true things and vindicate himsdf under God's Heaven as a

God-made man that the poorest son of Adam dimly longs. Show him

the way of doing that, the dullest day-drudge kindles into a hero.” It

is only in the school of adversity that a man’s nobleness is manifested.

The Divine Comedy of Dante was written at a time when sorrow had

become the portion and the condition of his life
;
but for his sorrows

the world would have wanted one of its most remarkable books, At

the same time a man does not need to make a sour face about

and refuse to enjoy wisely what his Maker has given him. **You

should always look to the heilig, which means holy as well as healthy.

And that old etymology, what a lesson it is against certain gloofny,

austere, ascetie people who have gone about as if this world ware all a

dismal prison-house/’ What Carlyle insists upon is disinterested p^r-

formaiiee of work. ** A man is bom to expend every particle of strength

that God has given him in doing the work he finds be is fit for/* Ue



my “ My tmid$" I tfei# 79^
|)^ ^Ijpul Vmim j No ?mdlm tqi ajuyljOjiy/* The

Pflly rpF®fll W if thffc wjD Uay^ got th^ ?ijrof|c i^oi^e, or at

h^ye to <Jo it. (Jopdness h ^ rtfl^e to itaelf a|i4 |ias

nq 0^4 g| |»fctipf|i. I^yop art is tp bo loy^d nqt becauap pf ^ts

bpcaju^e it revjB^ls the ao|iil of

aji true b<f^7; WP laapife^jbs it8|slf in ^yc^ety,

for evpry society iji tJ^c .e,inbpdii»ent, ippre pr Ipsf? cpmplote, of an idea,

jl^pttop thf? idea pf loyaljty, be it devotion to a man,

pj^s of paep, a C|j^d, oy jptn institution. It h,a? in it a religious cbar^ter.

It is pwjpprfy % aoUl o^ tluj its » mystoriopsas other forms

of life, and t^e^P ^qT)dn^ i?eore}ly, spd in a depth behind that of

eonsciousppss*’' (Cfe^FfPt^fji^tica).

Firstly, t,\fe fipiritu|d ftiincfple manifests itself in history in the form

of justice w|ii^ exopnlj^s i)t|elf upon men fnd na^jions. To Cailyjie all

history is a and the aim of all his hjstofmal works is to yipdicate

the .ways .pf Aq I tp men. “ H^O is always trying to penetrate beneath

the |acts to the ultimate mp al forces upon the strength of which he

be|ieyes the opufljct tp turn apd to ahow that in spite of all appearance

to the contrary the soul of the world is just/' (Caird). Carlyle was

convinced that th^ permanent well-being of a nation depends not on its

material resources but on the moral qualities of courage, purity of

fa^ipily life, integi;ity in public life, truthfulness and above all justice,

IJis liistprica! works are penetrated with this teaching. His French

Reyolutipn is one long ^prmon on the text that as nations sow so shall

they reap. A mass of wickedness, falsehood and oppression of class by class

had be^en sloyrly accumulating till at length heaven and earth grew

weary pf it apd the scttleii^ent came in the shape of final explosion and

the reign of ^ror, Carlyle has often been taunted that he advocated

the doctrine that might fp right. But what he reially taught was that

^Jght is ippht j^pd jlhat in the long run it is right alone that conquers.

The Christijkn rellppn, fo far as might w^s concerned was the weakest in

its prigijxf , l^nd yet it prpyed to be the strongest force in the world.

“ Awftit the iapue/’ he says, ip pU battles if you await the issue, each

,a<5cordiug to his right, ffls very death is no

viptpry oyjir him. jH.e ^i® work lives fifter him. A heroic

W^Pl^ce^ qu|kr^eijed pn th.e 8|<^ffold cannot liinder that his Scotland

^ ^ becomes

^ ” Present :^k. L Ch. II).

pro^ejt of ^uty apd justice found it

on the |oipel of non-interfer-

ence and which allowed the riciter classes to prey on the poorer claves

..
'
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tliidar tiie sheHer of phm^en tiko free )»^ilraet ool^gbli of

dual* Further CSadyle had an exceptionally l^n eye loir aoeiel Hioiigs

and by personal experience he had made himself familiar with the

struggles Ind sorrows of the poor. ** Wealth has aecniuulated itself

into masses ; and poverty, also in acottoialation enou|^, tki iilipaiMabiy

separated from it * opposed, uncommunicating, like foroes in potitiv^^

Md negative poles The gods of this lower world stt aloft on ghttering

tlhiones, leas happy than Epicurus’s gods, but as indolent as impotent

,

#hile boundless living chi.os of ignorance and hunger welters tei^^fic^ in

its daric fury, under their feet . . . , sad to look upon
; in th^ highest

civilisation, nine-tenths of mankind have to struggle in the lowest battle

of-savage or even animal man, the battle against famine.” (Character-

istics.) What made the whole situation intolerable to Carlyle was the

thought that the multitude of workers were deprived of all^ahare in the

wealth which their toil had produced. Hence his vehement denuncia<

tion o! the gospel of hissez faire, “ What a shallow delusion,” he sayi,

is this we have all got into, that any man should or caji keep himself

. apart from men
;
have no business with them except a oadi-account

butiness. We are all bound togt'ther, for mtitual good or else for

mutual misery, as living, nerves in the same body.” Hence his ihsist-

ence on the wider extension of the functions of the state. The * insane’

Corn Laws must go. The state should provide healthy surroundings for

the labourers by the enforcement of sanitary regulations iind by the

appointment of inspi^ctora to insi>ect factories and mines. State aid on

a long scale should be given to emigration. The state should further

secure to the labourer a fair day’s wages for a fair day’s work. “ The

progress of human society consists even in this same, the better and

better apportioning of wages to work.” Carlyle’s analysis of what

constitutes the well-being of a labourer is so admirable that it is worth

quoting in full, What constitutes the well-being of a man ! Manv

things ;
of which the wages he gets and the bread he buys With them

are but one preliminary item. Grant, however, that the wages mw the

whole ;
that nnce knowing the wages and the price of bread, know

all ; then what are .the wages ? Statistics inquiry, in its preset un-

guided condition, cannot tell. The average rate of day’s wages is not

correctly ascertained for any portion of this country, not only not for

half-centuries, it is not even ascertained anywhere for decades or years

:

far from institnting comparisons with the past, the presehi itself ir

unknown to us. And then, given the average df wn|jes, wiat is the

constancy of employnoyent ;
what is the difficiity of itimnff^aiphyment

;

the fluctuation seinton to season, from year to year ? Is li (^nstant.
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^ Aiicfeufttiog^ ifl08»l(/uldii>i6| inoi^ ot Igsb of tlio flftturo

of gatttbHll8 ^ woowdayy oiroumatance, of quality in wages, is

perliaps iWm important than the primary one of quantity*

j^urther w« ask, can the labourer, by thrift and industry, hope to rise

to mastership ; m is such hope out off from h»'m ? How is he related

to his employer ; by bonds of friendliness and mutual help
, or by

hostility, opposition, and chains of mutual necessity alone ?
*’ (Chart-

ism,, Ch. II.)

Above all, it is one of the primary duties of the state to provide

universal education for its subjects. Heavier wrong i» not done under the

sun than to deny education to the poor. “ It is not because of his toils

that I lament for the poor. . . . But what I do mouin over is, that

the lamp of his soul should g) out That there should one man
die ignorant who had capacity for knowledge, this I call a tragedy.

**

(Sartor Eesartua)* Further “The twenty-four million labouring men,

if their affairs remain unregulated, chaotic, will burn ricks and mills;

reduce us, themselvas and the world into ashes aod ruin.” (Chartism

Ch. X.) It should be remembered that in recommending these measures

Carlyle was far in advance of his time. The first Public Health Act was

passed in 1848 and it was not until 1870 that it was recognized that it

was the duty of the state to provide for national education.

Government, however, cannot do everything. The main problem

of the organization of labour, the problem of problems, will have to be

solved by the masters and workers acting together in a spirit of har-

mony and CO operation.
** The true wealth of a man is the number of

things which he loves and blossci, which he is loved and blessed by I

”

Hence the insensate pursuit of wealth should cease, Not cheaper pi*o-

duction but fairer distribution should l)ecome the guiding principle.

Love of men cannot be bought by cash payment. Hitherto capital was

the tyrant of labour, it should now become its friend by making the

principle of permanent contract the basis of all business relations. And

Carlyle did not hesitate to prophesy that the time will come when the

employer will find it to his interest to grant to his workers a permanent

interest in his business concern so that it becomes, ** in practical result,

what in essential fact and justice it ever is, a joint enterprise. ” (Past

and Present Bfc, IV. Ch. 5.)

It is not a little curious that Carlyle while he commends the partici-

pation of the labouring classes in business concerns, was throughout his

life opposed to the participation of the people in government, A democratic

form of gdvbrnm^t in all its shapes was hat<!fal to him and he i^ver

concealed hia eonteinpt for th® franchise, ballot and constitutional



'ill TBBi itildiliKa

mAoliia^. Bo ^totO at a title Whfen ihO wdlltli^ ^Ullii &lt^|li«

oppSf fof citib #ork S¥<fg f8t ol|4SIM llfert ^ II lib

wBitaiir tUt U haa iko faitli in tUllr fkilliM Ftlitllifyio

VMyU ttife tfrllok utiHefie ^kk a iiibtirfeh^ atfd, M it till M^fe,
kefo tbrsMp tlb tha^ eliobcb of Hb IHiliait^ leild ikocUt«biitll/ M$ j^fls

exptesflioii to iitts e^ed iii d fflsMigb iii big ^
fcifb of Johnsdn whfcre iiiiltikibd ig coftijiartHl to k flbbk bf lltilp.

go in flocks for three roaabns : first, because they are of a gch|artolis

tA|ibr, and tbVe to be toghthbr : iecbtidly, bicatise of tMfr dot&tdic^
;

ilje^ate <friid be left albhe : thitdly, b'ebdfibb the ebtflhlbft ftft'bf

iS^tn^te dtiH di'iSglit, tb li pk»v#fb, attfl eiil hhVb rib chdicb Ifl fbiil#;

sheep oi^n in f4ct M nbtliifij;
;
!h a celestial ftimthary, drifl k sbdiliia

pewter thnkard, tolild discern only iBat dbtli ddizlbd tlibin, aiia tbre

of utigjp^aklible glory. Hdt Ufeh their fbllbt-oieaturei Of the hnittin

species. Meii too, ki td4 front th^ first mainhftined here» are gtegariblis;

theii shrely fdlnt-heartcd endugh, trembling to be lift by theitl^elve ;

above all, dull-dlghtbd, dOWri to the vfergo of utter bltiidliess. . *

^hhs do fihen and sheep ^Hhy their pattg On this nether eatth^; wander-

ing reitlbssly iii large Indssbs, they khow liOt whither : for the mbit

part, each following his neighbbhr, ahd his oWa nose.

Nevertheless, nbt always , look bbttfr, you shAll gttd thAt

do, ih some small degree, kuow whither. Shedp hhfe%hoit bbll-wbtlior

;

Boind ram of the fblds, eiidnbd willi more vAlbiit, With bleirer vision

thAn other shebp
;

life leads thfeiti thfeerigh the Wblds^ by height and

hollow, to the woods add watfet-codr&fefe, for covert or for pleasant p*0-

vendei
; ooUirageOusly mairehfhg and if iifeod bfe ^opirig, and with W»bf

ahd hrite dOitig battlfe, In the van : him thtey bonrageously and with

asSdred heart fblioW. . . .

ifbw if shfebp always, how fliuch diOrb mdsl men always, haVe

their fehibf, their guide ! Mari too is by nature ^hitfe thoroughly grnft-

rious : ri^y fever he tttrigglet to be soinethirig more, to be sorial ; Hot

eVeh when society hks bfedomfe iriipbssiblfe, dofes that dfeep-sfeatid

tiddlinoy arid elfort fdrSake him , . . ^ . Abild thosfe duK
miiilbni, who, kh a dull flock, roll hithbr 4nd thither, whithfersover thfey

uki led ; ahd Seem 4ll djghllets ind ^Irivtfeh, hccomptiMUg, attempliiig

little save what the animal in«itinct in its someWhat higher kind ilug^

teWrih. 1?d ke3p tiieirisfelvet and their yburg ones llive^—a.re skittered

here and ibherfe supHor nildres, #ho4o eye is not destitute of free

vision, hrir thfeir lllrArt of frfefe vdlition T&ese are proptTly

ou^ triSri, our gifeAt inriri] thfe gUidb^ of thfe doll hosb—which feJIowa

them 4s by %n Thfey ita thfe tkbstu of the world

:
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;t}i0y hid tiui me laoulty not only of ' supposing ’ and ‘ inotiiung to

tliink/ but of knowing and. believing ; the nature of their bring was

that they lived not by hearsay, but by clear vision ; while others hovered

and swsm along, in thh gtsnd Vanity-fait of the wbdd, blinded by the

ii$3re shows of things, these saw into the things themselves, and could

wrik at nmn having an eternal loadstar, and with their feet on ante

paths,”

It follows “ that hero worship is the soul of all soeial business

among man ; tite doing of it ill, or the doing of it well, measures

exaeriy what dogiee of woll-being or ill-being is in the world’s aiairs.”

(Fast and Assent Bk. I. Ch. VI). And Carlyle is convinced thst demo-

emey ean never be safely trusted to select its heroes.

At the same time it should be remembered that Carlyle recognised

thst demoetaoy hai come to stay and has to be reckoned with. The

brass boUar method which served well enough during the feudal timSs

has now disappeared and hero worship cannot be forced on the peo^e.

It must be willing and spontaneoue. The problem is bow to reconcile

inevitable democracy with indis[)ensablo sovereignty.

Thate is ybt another qualification to be noted. Though critics of

democracy like Ibine try hard to persuade us that democracy is a form

of goverambut, it is something more than that. In its essence it m a

spirituri ntoVemeht resting on the inalienable rights of the human

personality. And Carlyle though he has not hesitated to say hard

things about democratic methods df government, has rendered splendid

service to the deriobratic spirit, for all his writings are uhe Ibng Sermon

on the rights and worth of the individual. All ranks, dignities aod

institatiohs are so many clothes for the human spirit.

It is the glory of Carlyle that he at a time when the state was

confihnd to itt pOiion function, did much to revive the old Platonic idea

tha^ the ri»te has a social and ethical work to perform, He failed to

ttodlaitoi as Claitd printe out, thgt it is an idea which could be scarcely

ibaiitod in modern timet by any government without a strcmg demo-

crat'c f^kto behthd. His scrVioas, however, remain In the words of the

great Soottith teabhur, ” After everything has been said that can be said

by way ofcritimm wo ate loroed to recognize that no Bnglish writer in

Ihteitontory has done mobe to elevate and purify our ideab of life, and

to mrite ns OOnscious that the things of the spirit are real and that, in

to last resort, them is no other reality,” (Crird

)

N. Nabasimba Uoobthv.



THB NATURE OP WUBDY (It),

This most radical differenoe in the sphere of ooitiedy is

ckataetemtically Sbakespeatean type, wMcli is called roinantic come*

df/’ and that realistic type which U exemplified, in Tariotis form#, atti*

tudes and methods^ by Roman coo^dy, by Bon Jonson’s comedy of

lilLpioais, by Moli^re’s comedy of character, and by the BestotaMon

comedy of maimers—thus roughl> to describe them. ^ ^liakespcarean

comedy has no spedai relation to contemporary life, or, indeed, to any

particular place or time Places are mentioned, and there is an occasional

" dash €i local colour, but this place element is very slight and is hot really

a part of the dramaric conception. The place and time are our own, yet

far away
; the people ourselves and our neighbours, yet equally the

friends and neighbours of all others everywhere. Thus to all they are

both near and strange. Their humanity is altogether convinoing^ yet

there is something remote about them, for an idealising process has been

at work raising them Above those local and temporal characteristics

without which no one can seem very familiar to pro-

duced by this atmosphere is that we become somewhat caieliss of prob-

ability in incident. In realistic comedy the standard of probability is that

of the actual world, but in Shakespeare it is not, at its severest, so severe

as this, and as we recede from aotnality of circumstance and reach the

region of The Tempest and that of A Midsummer I^ighVs Dream, be-

come more and more ciedalous. Yet we are never deceived^ There is

no falsity as to human nature, and natures that are not human are

portrayed with such fitness and consistency as are truth in that sphere.

Secondly, there is, in general, no satiric purpose in the comedies of

Shakespeare. Comedy, of course, makes such an admirable stalking hmm
for the cover of the satirist as he shoots that Shakespeare could qot but

use it thus occasionally ; but such satire is incidental, and gives the im*

pression not of reforming design but simply of irresistible mirth. There

is never any cynicism on the dramatist’s part, and cynical

arc laughed at. Shakespeare’s comedies are written in praissi not

in dispraise, of life. The dictum of Arisiotld that, while in

men are represented as ndblf>^r than thefy are, in oomi»dy they are repre-

sented as mrm is far from appljdng to Shakespearean comedy, which

presents people of fine temper and large nature. Even the comparative-

ly unworthy are not pr^senled as destitute of worthiness, and ll^ir

fiults rouse indulgent laughter rather than scorn. Shakespeare hai hire



p®i|^0«o whatever, and la tinpoiled by mere dattgbi iu ait

|diase$ td buman tiatut\s eicepb nyicioun el^oaents, wUieh^ wbea they &pf^(ki

at all iu hii coinedies, are studiouily kept uEemphasised or yield to

reformatiobt ^afcetpeare’s ddight m liumamty i« the root of the mat*

ter. He ie of ouriosity about men, and regards all sorts and classes

of them with a far mote than tolerant sympathy. He cannot stand

aloof from his people, cannot point at them to condemn them. In

roalbtie» satirioally-parposed drama there must be either hoatOity

or cold deladitiient : in this atmosphere of friendliness satire could

never thrive, Mr. John Palmer remarks that Shikospeare’s inability to

take a {mretjj^ intellectual view of human nature and conduct, to keep

his feelings his sympathy, out of his judgment, is characteristically Eng-

lish. But if this be so Ben Jonson and the Restoration writers of Eng-

lish comedy were peculiarly un-English in this regard.

A love-story js the fittest theme for comedy, and fnMjuently supplies

the plot even when the main interest is satirfcal or lies in complexity of

incident. In Shakespearean comedy, naturally, the love-interest is almost

always paramount.

Ben Jonson’s humour comedies belong to the hard, intellectual

satiric kind, though they possess a certain breadth of comic effect which

almost stands for sympathy. These comedies are distinct from Moli^re’s

in that the persons are less individual, being merely stage-types, and are

submitted to almost farcical exaggeration. The humour makes the man

;

it is not modified by the rest of him, but colours his whole being, and

speaks and acta by means of this automaton. When in the end it leads

to disaster ol the mild, comedy kind, we think of a balked and discredit-

ed humour, by no means of a man, suffering and mending. There are

exceptions, but in general Beu Jonson *s characters cannot change : they

are oast once for all and are fully and finally revealed at the very begin-

ning. Once seen they are completely known, a single speech or act suffices

as e|4t0me, and further speeches and actions simply exhibit the same

quabtty in different circumstances, providing varied amusing situations

and repetition of satiric emphasis. What a breadth of difference there is

between such characterisation and Shakespeare’s ! It is all a matter of

sympathy. To the Jonsonian view men are good or bad, wise or foofai

the great majority being fools if not villains. The complexity of human

nature and the extraordinary variety of its combination were hidden from

Ben Jonsem. Very many aspects of humanity were so alien from him

thet he dmfia^ them : he was the very last to be able to discern the

scul d goodness in the apparently evil oii4ooiish man. Hence his satirio

temper end pttrjj^osei and hence also a method of charactieriiatto]| that
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ffilHiNejbly maited thw pttt|>Qs®, *b»|;»)f<#a8; of«3 -qpwiijty f$-

9«ili«g ifc in nil sorfcf ol cii»tHa»tiMioa», it*! ikawditjr* Dgiipi
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JoAjb as tragedy moves fear, aeourcliAg to A.i|stotle, by s^wmg vg the

tsrnMs expAtieoees of men like ourmlves, so coinedy oaa apply hts pub-

gjsi -iatHie ooirectiye to the consciowsuess of the spAotatoni cpily in so

as t.h^ recognise their kinship with the satirUed penoA on the stA#e.

Thus 1^ Sen Jonsou’s meliiod satire, while loaiag some of Ss posoar,

loBCA toiAft of its grimness also, and the plays ana pleasan^t to see or

read, sod perhaps mere truly comedies, than those whose satiiie jUAtOjESe

Mp ntone esalistic. The efieot is further lightened by iha fuA of the

exaggeration.

The plays represent Ben Jonson's London: tbe^ is a very large

amount of local detail in references both to districts, sheets, °and so xm>

a^d to customs. Such a limitation detracts from pernsanent valne, ypt

adds vividness so long as allusions remain intelligible
; apdAtt spy

there is nothing local in the characterisation in spite of its locaf sating.

(To be continued.)

J. C. Rau^.



TgS IggOET Of BLBOTROH8, AND ITS APPLICATION T0
IfTgBPBETATION OF PiCrSfCAL AND CHBUHCAL

PHBNOlWIlNA {L)

—^The mottt notable anbievements in tbe domain 4)t

p!iy»i^l*ststeiit5e bave boftn b^u|{bt about bj tue suooedsful aj^plioatiott

ql^tbe idaali of and electron to the inteTpietation of phyeital

pheiii/moxia^ The vatioits branches of physios have been co-ordinated

togethei^ in a most wonderful manner, and in some aspects the sister-

science ‘of ohilntstry has joined forces in capturing the sedrets of Naturd. -

TSilf development^ in the department of Electro magnetism havd been so

varied, so many and of such far-reaching importance, that they have

revolutionised social, industrial and political life.

Pdrha]^ the most important disoivery oi Tbhe early nineteenth cen-

tury #as the principle of the con^rvation of energy, amongst the

aUedt exponents of whmh were Joule, Thomson and Helmholtz. This'

principle salved to cO ordinate the several branches of physios which

dealt with energy in its different forms : namely, Mechanics, Heat, Elec-

tricity and Sound, Taken in conjunction with the principle of the

degradation of energy better known as the principle of maximum entropy

this principle forms the foundation of tbe science of Thermodynamics

which has led to the development and perfection of steam-engined and

the use of steam as motive power.

In the latter halt of the century scientists wore busy investigatingf

the nature and functions of the hypothetical medium which played sC

large and important a part in optical and electro-magnetic phenomena*

The brilliant experimental researches of Faraday, noted for Ms pre-

eminenriy practical bent of mind ; tbe bold and almost bizarre theo^

retinal speCUlarions of Maxwell, far in advance of'his times ; the epoch-

making dfscover/by Hertz of tlie electro-magnetic waves predicted by

MaiitWelf, and thCir harnessing by Marconi for the service of man, ten#

ii|g tn thn^nnihitatkin of time and distance,—-these were merely stages

inf^that syntbetio process which has welded together Electricity, Magnet-

ism mA Light into ont organic whole. Only gravitation eluded all

eft^s at co-oidinarion. In attempting to explain gravitation also as a

of m&mt, the attenibn of fcientiits became all absorbed

iu”^ tl^t inpovlaitvely grand ^neilJon^*—the eniinectioii between mthet

and and the iniir mechanism ofile alom/* The last deefd#

of 'tihe f^uMteenth e«mtnry witnessed liie diScoV#ry and confiimatlisni ol

,

289 «
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tlMMlSliiuo miitn of «i<li!ifcticity, wbile tfbo •bootaw ol^
Atom, Is9 been estaHisbed beyond goibiby iiib»* liliMl|n

of tho lost twenty yean, ifeanwhilo J^asteio bu woadetMl|^0(MMl^^

ib biinj^Qg gnttitai^da a^6il%4ibtf’l6ld/' of l4«

nrvdbionibed Men's iieiao'abDal tinM liial^fiielii' ||o

foundations of pbysioal fH^ienee. Most uH»ndisrfo! of ti«i’^lnb^lg|M||a|

#icovori^ of ^a^io-aotivi^pr^ have bf^U^ontily ooa6|fla|)j^

extravagaat de^notioo fi^ J^instsfn’s ^eo|y,-''-^e identity of^nfftpaod

(f^rgy Stranj^y eaough, Rdativity and Badio-detivity have oogK*

luiisd together a^d opened np^ew vistas of untcdd pos^l^ides, If

the eoorgy of atpmfc dimntegration qan be eonjxfdled apd diiso^d by

man. The xesearches of J. C. Bose have succeeded in establisbing the

binsbip between animate and inammate matter. AJd the soienoes sip

thus striving to bring about uniyeisal harmony.

The Dtscovery of the Mlectron,^Th» fipNi sugg^t’ons about tbo atO*

mic nature of electricity are to be found m Baraday’s laws of eleotrolyBis

The products of decomposition of an electrolyte grben a cnmnt faa^
t^ugh it, are proportional in the first instance to the total<quaBri|{^

electricity that has passed through it, andm the second iruttsaoe

ohemioal eq^uivalent weights. Hence the char^ par4od by an4o#iNwdii

bo proportionfd to its chemical valency. An fon of a hiya|^||y^hll^

bears twice as much charge a» an ion of a monovalmit ahomeni. la pthai

words, the electrical charge on the ion of any element must be an intogC||l

multiple of the charge carried by the hydrogen ion. We ac^ thus lod to

infer that electricity is capable of ensting in parcels of tsiijpbsBb

magnitude. Since the hydrogen in taking part m ^enlzolyMS k
assumed to be simply a hydrogen atom bearing a positive charge, ike

natural unit of electricity must be at least equal in magnitude {if not

a Bub>multi|de) to the charge on the hydrogen atom. JLt rraa half a

century later that this suggestion was taken up in aanuMt by dohnefone

Stoaey who naiped tfos fundamental sxnit ol claojlrioity, the efectsua.

'Ehs pioneer experiments of J. J. Thomson, Csi^pea, JOd others aip^h-

Ikhsd beyond doubt the existence of an atom <ri eleetcMtir. It jiaa

shown that the smaUest quantity of eleefricity that took in «le«l(tio

diaBharg*s ^r<Mgb ’cateSeid gas», wss of tiia aftmo nwgaitude an <ho

ehnrp nn the hfdr<«8a iyn in the ele^pi^iin of wat« bnt

in ehaisioMt iepa deelron ie now iu«d to deAoto th»r^l*«

atom of loegotbro ^riwty. J. J. ;CiMnn8on i»rov«d that

tvf§ shot ont ftfinitho Itathodo ia sirfCkoQke’i naotuuo tuba wim
ns^arirateleeti^^ tpry^iing Mde it § vehMity pa m

oae-teidib H hbe ’Vo)otityi<o|di|jit^ and i^at ar^oiiaagBfW
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of tlie nattire of th« gta'in tW'Wc’uA
'‘iPlio. fQftSS of th® election was shown to be about l/fSSdi^

itl ISM of ibe bTdrogon atom, and the ohntgB on it b&s been

^lOirai to be 1*591 x 10~®* electio-magnetic units, ex|tte88ed

is |ii isms of the electrons is 0*900 x lOr^ gmsv and its siae is

tX 10"'^'^ wiDS. Tbe ratio ejm (where e •• charge on the dkctron, and
l^«e; wh$i may be oallod the electro-chemical equivalent #f

Ae unit nf electtieity was determiaed by J. »J. Tbomeon
and etJwwt iilt a aumW of ways. In 4h© absence df other ©leofcrio ot

magnetio AeU?, the kathode raya in a vacuum tube travel in straight

and thdir direction is determined by the lumiuoua patch on a

phosphofeseent soreen. If the rays ere made to pass through a trans-

verse “magnetic field the rays are bent out of their linear course as

sbown bx tiie shift of the patch on the screen. But if during the time

the rays are /passing through the magnetic field, they are simolta-

neouliy subjected to the action of an electric field perpendicular to the

magnetic field and so directed and adj usted as to neutralise the bend-

ing produced, the rays will continue their original undeviated course.

By equating the expressions for the deviations produced by the two

fields acting singly, the value of the ratio ejm is obtained in terms

of quantities easily and accurately measured. If v is the velocity of

the electron or an" electrical corpuscle, and r the radius of the curved

path ifito which the course of the corpuscle is deviated by the mag-

Wh
Botic field of strength H, then it leadily follows —

—

= Eev or

(»» e/s) sasif r. Further, if F is the strength of the electric field which

just neutrBUaes the magnetic deviation, then ev—Hex ; or v—-VIH.

Then substituting this value of v in the previous expression, wo get

eln^VjH,^ r. F* f can bj easily calculated. This method

of oSosS'fields has been largely employed in evaluating the ratios/m

for the « -rays and i^-rays emitted by Radio-active substances, Two

other methods involving similar devices wore employed by J. J. Thom-

son, kathode rays, after being debated by a magnet were

made ,to impinge on one junction of a thermal couple placed in series

with a sensitive galvanometer. The rise in temperature per second

of the junition due to the bombardment by the rays as measured by

thSs thet'lliti^lectri^Wrrent produced afforded #. means of caloulatii^ the

<deet»m« iriipinging pet secNjnd, on the jdoction. An-

o^''lxi>iesS»n was obtained by evalm^ilg the total electric ohauge

Ifce' ooipusdtes to the onp oobisihing the thetmaj



of titfs i»to of otaiige of sotontpi in »

Q^!PfOtod vitiln i&e om). Coniwotjag th^« wi#i^ ^||p*

1^0^ pf ihe paagnetie Aeld» Tlwmaonamv«d •* » % f/«»»

oi^jr as tbe ofcber method. In the thu?d method^ tttitu^

tM property of a negatively charged surface of me iif emitUng

eleotrona. By adjusting the stretigth of a traBsvhrse BuigooMo

i^d, hemade the eleotrons «eturn to the zino plate after desoriWi^

h cycloid. The maxiiaam range of travd of tbe ebetronsia aditeotion

•t tight angles to the zinc surface, was thus equid to tbe tta^s

of the ndling oirde generating the cycloid. Tins ^stanee was

detemdned by tiie limitiag position of a parallel plate eonntMted

with an decteomater. In the absence of the htdd the deMeeau

impinge on the parallel plate and charge it. When die held is on, and

^ limiting position has been reached, th4 deflection in the 'eleotsc'

meter decreases suddenly and appreehfl^. These methodi have been

redewed in detail, because they ^ ntodifioations of them, have been

employed by Butherford, Thomson, Aston and others in iiivesd|jadoiM

into the electronic oonsiatation of the atoms.
*

Betnrning to the ratio e/m for the electeon, if e can be determined,

m is easily known. Thomson employed for this put|iohe the disoovery

by C. T. B. Wilson that if supersaturated dast-fiee hit be allowed to

expand suddenly and adiabadcaliy, condensation takes place on the

ions present in the air, due to the action of a radio-active substance

like radium. The drops so formed fall through the gas at a constant

rate from which their aise and mass can be oalculated. MilUkan em-

ployed the ingenious device of balancing (he weight of an isolated

drop by an electric field, aud then allowing it to fall and thus deter-

mining its mass, from its size, by noting tbe rate of fall of the dtop.

By equating the expression for the electric force on the drop to its

weight, he calculated the value of e which came out' to be multiple of

I'Sl X 10~^ electro-magnetic units. >

Wben once the existence of the free atom of negative electricity

bad been establiriied, the attention of scientists was drawn to " the

inner medhanism of the atom.’* The phenomena of atomic disintegra-

tion of tadio*aoriVe sabstances, the formation of gasepus ions by ionuung

pgenoies such as X-rays, ^S-rays and y-rays, and the expHlalon of l4ec-

trpris from nepriiVply electrified sntfaces by strong li^sating as inadooU^
bulb, or by th* inoidpno? of ultra-violet light, aB ppipM tnnraidB

fu elpotriopl structure lof the atoms of 8ub6tAnc(^. Bnoent

cf ^v» an atpin must be pictured tp be J>uBlt i®
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ji^lf 0t positive elect ricity surioEoded by one^ more0mmm
a#Si^Millg tite atomic Bumber " of the elemeat These

eatr^amd the ^adews are to be coaeideitd m arraaged ia gfoe^

Ali4#ah^^oapfl moiriag in definite orbits, and held together against thdr

fBOtaal i%>alfiioas by the strong attraction of the central nuchms. The

traBamatation ef the elements studied under Badio^activity is described

as due to tie disintegration of the nuclei of atoms, while the spectra of

elements are supposed to have their origin in the radiations emitted

whenever an electron in the atom changes from one group or orbit to

another. Though the nucleus itself is a comple:r structure containing

one or more ^'protons** (the proton being the nucleus of the hydrogen

atom, and the natural unit of positive electricity) cemented together by

electrons, yet the ordinary physical and • chemical properties of the ele-

ment depend on the number and distribution of the outer eteotrons.

The attraciion and control of the positive nucleus on the outermost

layer of electrons must be naturally feeble, and in some cases more than

balanced by the repulsion of neighbours, especially in the case of metals

of high atomic weight and number, which hence must be assumed to

contain a large numboz of electrons surrounding the nucleus. Conse*

quentiy some of the outermost electrons will be but loosely attached to

the atom, and can be easily disgorged. We may therefore expect in

metals a number of free electrons which have been detached from the

parent atoms Some of the electrons in the coume of their wanderings

in the inter-spaces between the atoms, may attach themselves to other

atoms which become thereby electronegative in character. Atoms

which have lost one or more electrons by detac hment are electro-positive

in character and constitute positive ions, while atoms that have gained

electrons behave as negative ions. Thus in the interior of a mass of

metal, there will be present, in addition to neutral atoms, positive ions,

i^nd negative ions and free electroiis, roaming about. The mean kineric

energy of a free electron is assumed to be equal to the mean kinetic

energy of a molecule of the substance. Thus the free electrons are in

thermal equilibrium with the molecules

It is on these free electrons during their intervals of freedom that

electric forces are supposed to act to produce a current which therefore

consists of a sijream of electrons moving in the direction of the external

or applied electro'inotive force. The electrons thus set in mbtioti ac-

q[ui®e additional kinetic energy, some or all of which they transfer to the

molec^eani^inat which they bombard in the cqnrse of their jeomey, fhi

mplecnies thus reinforced will impart a portiph of the additional enilg)

to' nller afoofcrous which bombard against them. The incxeaaed lriiiei«



«i«cgy ot mQwew^s maaitesta 0 Heat gl l&e

tiba tmaafex oi etoaKmiie asergy to moleetdii gtvai to

Imdod of oleotxioal vedtftanco. Wliea a metolie idMiiotetli OttiiNfiloe

tempttratoxe thiongboot, the namher of^ etoettoos^jpet

oaust aatanlly be the same thion{^out. The im-get the of

0 OOBdttotor of {^esi length, the lai^r the weea over ttl^h the etOOheo-

.motive force acts and the grestor the atunber of elsetioiiS that can take

part in the transmission of 'eleotiioal eneigy as an eketrio ooirent. Thus

ohan the cross section is doubied, there are twice Os man^ ehniierB

availabie for coovejing the current Hence the eondnotivity ot the Oon-

dnotor is doubled or its electrical roaistanoe is halved. The resistance of

a oondactor will be inver.'>ely proportional to Its crosa-seotion. AgSin,

the longer a conductor is, the greater the transfer of energy from the

deotrons to the molecules by increased frequency of cdlisions, In Other

words, the electrical resistance increases. Thus the resistahoe ot a con-

ductor of the same cross-section is propoitional to its length.

Since the free electron in a metal behaves as if it w|te eqniVSlOnt

to a molecule, the free electrons ought to play as important a |iMt in

the transfer of heat as the molecules. Since the same agenciea take ijiiiart

in both electrical and thermal conductivity, their IbtW ^#ft»t W the

same for all substances. This ratio was shown by IfMtiHiniii and Franz

to be almost a Oniversal c nstant independent of hature of the met-

al, but proportional to its absolute tmapwature.

Eleotrolj/les.—Metals only get heated when they transmit an

electiic current ; but electrolytes are decomposed by the cur-

rent passing through them. An electrolyte consists of a solu-

tion of a substance in water or other solvent, or else a

fused salt. It is believed that in a fused electrolyte or til an

^ctroljrtic solution, there are always present, as in the case

of a metal, atoms or groups of atoms carrying electric charges, ffince

an electrolyte is electrically neutral en mas$e, there must be present,

Si any moment, equal numbers of positive and negative Iona, Cr the

totid pCsitive charge on the ions must eqhal the total negative nh^c-
Wlien an external electro-motive force is applied between the elec-

trodes, the ions are set In motion. The positive ions or kidilons

t»vei ' towards the kathode, wUle the negative ions or anions

move towards th* Miode. Since the kations a» atoms mr'ntotiUc

gionps whwh Wave test electrons, wheif Utely, reach tW
.JMtqiure electre^s and become neutral mmitetiy the

.which itinins or gi^oups h^re garoed tisctrotit, %
their eleotroi^ to the anode and beoomn aeutnd. Thp tire fio# ^ a



is efieoted by''«d<MibI« ^looilil^il (4i^

ibW,^ |®pMfO nwvi^ iit the direotian of the enir^^ thA

nfigat^A i®P|.niyi1ng> io the oppoal^ direction. The totol ehrteit^

th®Ai^ 'th# ^leotji^Jyfce if the eum of the two, since the motioB<i^ f
fl^^viS ofcaicge ih the Bfgfttive direction is equivalent to the ipotion of

aa eq«!Ml pps^itive pharge m the positive direction It is thus seen that

in cft90 <df electrolytes also the elections, by moans of their atomic

catfierdi move cocatitute the current.

Voltaic cell consists of a plate of zinc and a plate of

copper dipped apart in dilute sulphuric acid and onneoted together

outside the acid by a metallic wire As wo hava already seen, there

will be preceet in the acid at any moment a number of positive hydro*

gen ions, and negative suiphampns (S.O^.) These ions will be m
dynamic equilibrium with themselves and the neutral molecules.

Recombinations among these ions will be compensated for by the dis-

sociation pf fresh molecules. In tlie case of the zinc plate also, there

will be present in it a nii nb^r of positive anl negitive zinc ions. The

deusitiei of the ions m the two cases will bo different Consequently

positive zinc ions will enter the acid leaving the plate negatively

charged. The transfer of zinc ions into the acid will continue to take

place until the potential gradient set up between the positively charge I

surface ofacidandthe negatively charged zinc surface prevents the

further entry of ions into the acid. This diff^^rence of potential be-

tween the acid and the zinc is known as the contact electromotive

force between the acid and the zinc A similar phenomenon takes

place at the siirface of the coppoi plate. There also there is set up a

potential gradient from the acid to the copper. Meanwhile the entry

of positive zinc or copper ions into the solution results m a displacement

of positive hydrogen ions, The density of the hydrions so displaced

will be greater in the neighbourhood of the zinc plate than near the

copper* Hence the hydrogen ions will move from the neighbourhood

of the zinc plate towards the copper plate to equalise the osmotic pres^

sure. When this equalisation has been brought about, since the acid

wiU be at the same potential throughout, it is clear that the copper

plate be at a relatively higher potential than the zinc. This will

bring about in its tdrn a transfer of electrons from the zinc plate to the

copper opiate tlitough the conducting wire. The hydrogen Jons will no#

acquire bleotiioiii from the copper pla e and become neutral. Thus the

k (1) the displacement of hydrogen icmt hf the

en^wyotainnibnaiJito the acid; («) the difusion of the pOsttilr#^

hydrog^4oialp#MAtl^ (3) procession of eleotroii^^
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ftm tliiexito t^xuppm plate mhkk ^ eqtillrlllmi te »|»eiili|s^

et^ieat kom eopper t) amc ; (I) tibe ndliti^ilatiofii ef tib'

ions. The same ojele of cliaBtfet .tepeats iMlf, aul

tiowi^ positive oumht is maioftabed ftom t&e pllto

tHb acid to the copper plate, and a liegative cUtreiit from the

^ theobpper, througli the connecting wire—or in other words a

otia current throngh the circuit.

It often happensi in practice, that the hydrogen ions do not

ioimediately get neutralised at the copper plate. They form witll it^

as it wera^ a parallel plate condenser, and tend to choke the current l>y

setting up an opposing electromotive force. This phenomenon which

is known as polarisation may be avoided either by mecksmoally scfuh*

bingbft the layer of hydrogen as it forms, or getting rid ofi it by che-

mical combination. It may be noted, in passing, that on open cirouit

gas comes off entirely at the zinc plate^ while on oloacd circuit gOS^is

given of! most copiously at the copper plate, and if the amalgamation

or purity of the rinc plate be perfect, mtirely at the copper plate..

Faraday’s laws of electrolysis have been utilised to^'defiifte ttie

practical unit of current the ampere, which is one-tenth 0. 8. dsctro*

magnetic unit, as the current which deposits *0011183 gOss. of silver

per second from a neutral solution in water of idlver nitbte.

Thermo-electric phenomena .^—The electronic theory has been useful

aho in the explanation of thermo-electric phenomena observed inside

and at the junctions of m'tals, As already explained, the free

electrons inside a metal behave exactly as the molecules them*

selves. Bach electron has the bme mean kinetic energy as a molecule

and is in dynamical equilibrium with other electrons and moleCuliS«

It is therefore to be expected that the pressure of the electrons

in the metal will be different with each metal and for the same

metal will vary with the temperature. Hence at a junction of

two metals, the pressure of the electrons will be difierent on

rither side of the surface of separation, and there will be a natural

tendency for the transfer of electrons from the ono metal to the o^er

to bring about equalisation of pressure Such a transfer of electroisn,

if it oemirs, will chow itself as a current If a closed circuit be f^n!|ed

entirely of two there will he at both junctions a tendency oljtians^

fei Isom the oufe metal to the other. But if the two junctiioiis ate 4t

the aimie^tempefatii^e, the tendencies for the transfer will bc eqnal^Und

opposite and wl tb^fere baboce each other. Theii will^lb m
c^eat th«>tgh the ciri^tut. On thh other hand, iftthe two juiw|ii^s

art at two diKerent tegipbrhiures, the pressures and the mean
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aittolloiia At tbf two lunotioiis will be di&fiit; I|p

iilMMf tmufifejp of eteetro»s from tbe oae metal to the otibet

ifiB INi ipWlO® At the hot iunotiou, and a otOcrent will flow thmti|^ tim

otvei# #it tl^ tamperatums of the Janotiotifi have been made eftiali

the tmnsfer of electrons gives rise tp ao eleotro^

xiiatiffelome.atv.4he inoctbii of two metals which is koowQ aa the

Peltiei^ B.hUlfl !|^he direction of the Peltier E.M.P. is usually defl4^kedaa

the direction in whkh a current will flow across the hot junction when

the eiretiit is formed entirely of these two nietala. It is clear timt the

iiltiodnotion of a third metal into the cireuit will not in any way alter

tile total in the circuit, provided the entire mass is of tmifonn

temperaturo throughout which is the same as the temperature of the

two melatlie ends with which it is in conte.ct.

The existence of an E.M.F. at the junction of two metals implies

that if a cu^nt due to an external source be ])assed through such a

junction; energy okanges will occur in it. If the current be passed in

the same direction as the Peltier E M.P. the current will absorb energy

from the junction, and the juncion will naturally be cooled. But if the

current flows in the opposite direction to the Peltier E.M.F* the junc-

tion will absorb energy from the current and will get warm. The

energy absorbed or liberated at the junction will be proportional to

the product of the current strength, the time of flow, and the value of

the Peltier E.M.F, at the temperature of the junction. These heat-

effects are known as the Peltier effects and are reversible at* they depend

only on the first power of the current.

Thomson Effect,—It is also easily conceivable that when a current

flows through a conductor in which there exists a steep temperature

gradient, owing to different temperatures obtaining at various points

along the conductor, there will be a corresponding variation in electron-

ic pressure at the several points. Consequently an E.M.F, may be

expected to exist between two points along the conductor. Two points

having the same difference of temperature will also have the same

electro-motive force acting between them. When, therefore, a current is

passed through such a conductor in which a steep temperature gradient

is maintained, between any two points on the conductor there will be

absorption of energy by the current or the conductor acc/ording as the

current flows In bonsonance with or against the E.M.F. existing be-
*

tweiiil the pmnts. These rfrorsible thermal efEwts have been called the

ThomsoB Sfieot Ishter their discoverer. The coerespoading has

beea called Thomson E.M.F. or “ the specifto heat of dectridty.'’^

1b the <MBe of iioB, heat is gfveo out to the conductor when the current
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ibwB W tm^riUnira |fr«di^iil, aIm} iksf ^
thexafoxe n$i& to be ne^tive, wb^e Is lie oMw of oept»efi^^lMl IhnPM
out to tie oondootox wbeo the otirxeot flowe do#ii the

fra4ienl» mi the speoijSo hltt of eieoiiioity hf liM to he |bi^fe* In

olhk t?ords, the direoUob of l%emsoo E.M.F. k ii|^ the tht^ptnitie

gtadteot in the ease of oopper^ an4 A(mn the tsmpojehii^it^

tiee dfiron. The dlieetion of the Peltier ]B!M.F^ le MfH eoooerto

ten.
' '

• ^

^
Nmd mi Euinghmm fetsnd bj NemMI end

Ettinghitoeii, that, on meteteining a temperature gradient in a Mlkl
sheet, a potential difference was produced' between the Idges of^
sheets if a ttansirerse magnetic field was present. T&k rcsnit b dbtr,

if We remember that, owing to the temperature gradient, a flow of

electrons mast take place. SincS^the electrons thus set iO motion

along the temperature gradient are moving in a magnetic fi^» they

will be deflected out of their course towards a side, where Hey will

accumulate and increase the electronic pressure there. This inetease

on one side will manifest itself as a potential diffeience set ilp between

the side edges of the sheet.

{To be eofitinu^)

Ml BaH Bao.



' ON TSE’OPTICAL PROPERTIES olf

llfi(N-I.UMINOUS POTASSIUM VAPOUR.

Iw Visw *0^ fftot Oi&t theie i> a profound and intxiniio Unlc

betwMo «iid unigneto-optioal properties and the sixnctuiB of

the molsolMo^fM Memettt, a careful study «f these properties, especial*

ly ahehrp^n, teftaoticin, and dispersion of the vapours of the elements

wiQ h« ah impottent step towards the exploration of the intimate

sttuotace el the mrdeoule. The roseaiches summarised in this com-
itf

''

w^9ih«FeforQ undbrtaken in the pitysical laboratories ol the

Mabamja'd CSott^f^, ViaiaDi«graiii, with a view to study the above-said

optksal pfopertios of aondominous potassium vapour. ,

il6iorpffai>.*-*Abflorption in the visible region was studied by means

of a Hil^r wave.!ength spectrometer. In the red channelled spectrum

aoocmpaiiyiiig the first members of the principal series (Ls—2, P) the

wave-lengths of 15 bands were measured all of which axe clearly seen on

the photograph. By moans of a quartz spectrograph, absorption in the

ultra-violet was studied by using vapour at a high density. With the

vapour at about 750° C., the numbers of members ‘ of the principal

seiies has been raised from the twenty-four previously known to

thirty. At 750° JD., a band made its ai)pearanoe at 5,770 A. U.

which with the rise of temperature gradually extended to the short

wave-length end up to 5,340 A.U. At about 950° C., the pair 4,641 and

4,642, the first members of the combination series (1, s—3, d) was absorb-

ed. And At the highest temperature used in these experiments,

about 1,100° C.f only the region from 5,350 to 4,800 A. U.

was transparent and this was filled with a host of dark bands and lines

some of which seemed to correspond to the subordinate series, thereby

showing that this series could be obtained in absorption if the tempera*

ture ef the vapour were sufficiently high which fact lends weight to

Saha^i| theory of temperature radiation, as has been pointed out in a

note in AFolure August 19* 1922. The absorption of the combination pair

^1, a—-8, d) ^ juddered very important as it is a direct negation of tha

selection ^rificipie of the Quantum Theory, as is pointed out in a

note wbidi appear in the dstrojjhtfiical Joutnah ^

Ai it seemed that the subject of infra red absorption has an im*

portent m the qufition of temperature radiation, and the

origin of tpeoifu} liacs^ experiments were oond^ted in this laboratory

with « 9jPieiotrta»et<ffi »q4 « Pa8oh«ii gdvftitotQetot to find by
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rtuaying tile absorption of the vapour in 4is ff Bei|^t^#lee

d

—

i, f) would be absorbed, and if so a#what tewperatnie, It was

found tiiat tha vapour does not ewj^iso apy l^tiva abwirptidf in

this region up to about 000° C.

B^raction and IHttpersi<m—By means of a Baleigh Interferential

Befsaotaaieter, the absolute value of the index of fi^aotion of the

Vapour was determined for difieient wave-lengths in tim vitiMe seipoo

at temperiUiurea op to about 800° C. The lesults show that the vaj|ou(

bsiiavM like sodium vapour in that all the waves on the blue side of

tiw find members of the principal soiks tiavei in the Vapour with a

higher velocity than in vacuum.

U is also interesting to note that when the temperature of the tube

was raised very high, the timges won very much attenuated even to

the extent of complete blurring. The attenuation was ^bably due

to a violent molecular agitation and impoct similar to thi^ published

by O.Guoy, (J. de Phys^e et la Badtum, pp. 3-11, July< 1^}.
A pteliminaiy statement of these experiments wasmade behxe the

Mathematios and Phy8io8,seoti(m of the Indian Science Congress moently

held at Lucknow, and a full account of them with tiie renilte will be

published in a senes of papers in the Phdo$opkioal Further

expenments are in progress in this laboratory to study the properties

ol the electrically luminescent vapour.

(|. L. KaRAVAN,



THE DRUM-BEAT OP ANGELS* (H.f

37. origin, the midat^ the eod,*—

Xhe0e all the stages comprehend

OJ o|>]0ots seen, or thoughts conceived

;

4nd what exists not at the first,

But on the view Ooes later burst,

Dissolving soon in sleep at last,

To be by mind again up cast,

This world, including place and date,

Is myth, bound up with waging state,

** Jor what at one time none could see,

And wiD at one time cease to be, ,

Though in the middle stage perceived,

Is fair or ugly phantom, suri*,

—

Lifelong, but still illusion pure. •

3B. " What at the first and at the end

Exists, and still its grace must lend

Ere time or space leap into birth,

Whose absence mind can ne’er cognize,—

This self is real, say the wise.

39. “ But duty, wealth, sweet love, release,

fourfold means securing ease.

The first three lead to traisient joys,

Which men pursue with pomp and noise ;

But he who seeks not fieedom dear,

He leads a bestial life forlorn,

—

Better if he had ne’er been born I
^

40. “ The universe is Brahman, know.

4L ** Then quell the six, give up the thr^,

Break through the two, and grasp the free^

* A frw trinfflftth" ol Vedanta D^ndima, an exposition of Vedanta by Umimha

Sawivati Tii4ha.

Nvk to 41.—The sixi internal foee, love, anger, pride, ignoranoe# envy and avadoe#

The three : attaohmente to (I
) wife, son and (3) rhihes

Thatwo: theMm hi hfe-heat ai^oeld, plmm and pain, ^
301
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Tbe wie %^<nt4l the teetr Tbrn^ ^\a«,

l%e b}i88 of freedom jre seettm.
‘

W'

42. “ l%a4 eteave the six^ then cleave the five.

To cleave the four and three thmi strive.

Shake off the two that ohaiki the soul ;

'

Yours be the shining one within ;

Sternal bliss shall then begin.

UBmarkcd, unbound by form and name
I cannot be this bulky frame

* Tis mine, an object seen by me.

By nature free from birtk and death,

I die not with the loss of breath.

4.4. The witness of the vital breath.

Nor thirst nor hunger tortureth ;

a

45. ** And me, descrying all her moods,

Who csan identify with mind ?

Not ignorance and woe combined

Can vex me, whom no wishes bin^*

46. The right-discerning intellect.

Whose judgments still our acts direct,

I cannot be, because 1 see

Its weakness and its fallacy,

^ And hence no agent can I l^e.

«

‘*The body, breath, mind, intelleot,

^ And ignonuace—these in^Sect

^
*

47. ** Are sheaths which for the sheathled^ soul

Deluding Maya wove. The whole

I witness. Hence impervious

To ills that human vigour dram
I am, emd so shall e^et remain*

f. . 'M l 11. 1.

§& 42.-^Tlie »iac: the ftoss body consisting of six tissues*

TheEsei sheaths.

t( he lour: organs ^ ^ .

Tto three t states of the soul, ilmaai

The twuf the seer md the^ssea*



lila mStect tba mhmMm admm^^
And eannot teaoli tAa aiming miei

Mms^mw^ tkug, whii 6ft reflacto,

* Ha ohiuige m objects me afbcts,

X\^lia ^he eternal witness pure,

—

A flow unchecked of consciousness^

1$ wise and free, whose happiness
£tmate, divine, what can repress ?

AU troubles from a second spring,

Alone I am happier than king.

The same three marks of self abide

In sheaths as in the world outside.

Thus all is Brahman,—matter, mind.
The soul, toO:, such, the sage declares,

—

This too the threefold impress bears.

** And Maya J can never be,

l^or its efSeots, for ceaselessly

I witness both as objects mine.

And all that I cjonceive oar see

—

A hill or notion of a tree

—

Are alien things outside of me.

But as in sleep I see no more
The objects that I saw before.

My part as witness I can play

Or play no more, as please I may,
£ven as sleep dissolves the world

That dream or waking had unfurled.

The Lord that slept and waked from sleep.

Nor sleep nor wahe that Lord can keep r

T>reafl^, sleep, and waking are the inns

Through which he passes every day,

Inke jpilgrim passing on Ms way.
To wm release if win he may. '

** The nature of the soul

*1^ sleep unfokis, wMch shows the goal

<ME SMaftbifehm, hesfveniNird hsl^t,

'Sthn 4K»uxee of l^liaB pxe-«iiMnenti



m
« Ibii if the o1>|«)et8 <3fim^ to

And fill nife objects^ ftaeiii or||baixgbt»

Th n, when wo think of oelf^is not

The self an object made ! ’ Ah^ no. ^

’Tis self that speakc of eell aa aeon

And self sole seer has always beam
And, onoe this truth we clearly see.

The self in truth described may be

In terms both right and oontcary«

60* I am thus All, and yet not All,

And likewise miife all things I call,

That strictly are not me or mine.

For one is All, and All is cme

;

In Brahman are distinctions none

Of time and place, or gross or fine.

61-53. Existence, consciousness and bliss,

That are to sheaths ascribed amiss,

64-67. Or to the five-fold elements.

These rightly to the self beieng.

Of either group the basis stroiig.

Through sheaths and elements ciie>

Sole thread of being still doth run.

58 “ And evidences all agree.

And prove that self is Brahman free*

For Brahman is but consctottsnese.

Existence, Bliss, and nothing moce,-^

So teach the scriptures o’er and o’er,

69.63. ‘‘ And name and form—do these inhere

In things ? But yet we hold them dear.

Both daily change, while Icings persist

;

And, hence deluding even kin^#
They are no real part of things,

While sell, devoid of form end name.
Their witness aldl, is e*ex the m^me*

These Inarks^ iwdf, of %ahisnaii tamf



' ^llitenM^ bK8% and oonacioi^en,

of Bother mote not les>

;

^P|S»« in one, and on® in tfai»e.

64. Btahman h lealitj, ^

4flpearing as the worid j® see

;

67. ** Tby inmost self is Brahman true.

Who knows this is rdeased in life,

Thongh toiling a4ili for child and wife.

** Why is the self so loved, so sweet ^

Bsesuse of Joy it is the seat,
.

What pleasures can with it compete ^

What ia the secret of the self ?

a

For love of self is loved the rest,

And even the dearest and the beet, ,

High honour, fame, (be this confest)

for thoir sake but for the sake

Of self, are loved and so esteemed.

More precious far than life are deemed.

What profit shall it prove to one,

If sottl be lost, and all else won ^

All clad in name and form that gleam

Are consciousness alone supreme.

Distinction, bondage, both are false.

And form and name do still deceive :

From past impression they receive

!Fhetr import which does hourly change.

Qood loobi may oft a Syren hide,

’Tis Maya spreads her nets so wide

68 69. ** To quell distinctions is i^lease

From name and form that vex and tease

The devemt in Samsata bound

;

aseal for faith, no eloquence

Not though it charm both soul and tense

Divorced from knowledge leads to bites

,

Alt othe^Jutiie hoj^ dintnia^



iMB si^yiwwp^iiliiyB!wpgy ?

1%
iPO. ^ No woxltrs to gratify dMtfa

Ckma^iming pmoU^nn liib

Nay noir tb^ bidiihem will rwfiradte

From wrong—mot this oao ireadom bring

But graca divine thy railiomiilg.

71. If Brahman should remaiO unknown,
A life is lost. The aaed Im mown
Again of endless births and deatbs*

With knowledge is lifs’s ptirpose won^
No more travail, no sorrow, none.

** While men will sail op roagheat seas

On others’ wealth amd poWer to eeise^

Gktining ill ends by means abhorred.

And threatening* with the brutal swoitl

Unsheathed,— ’tis pity thus to find

They will not injvard turn the mind
And know the Self thah is the seat

Of bliss entire,—beside wbioh gold

Is dross, and earthly joys but cold. ^

72. '' Of yore a party formed of ten

—

A band of fools, Quixolio men*-*-*

Happening to cross a flooded brook.

Though all are safe on shore^ yet look

Affrighted lest the current took
From them a victim; so they oonnt*

But each, alas, himaelt^omits^ ^

And counting nine doea lose his wite

;

Then ’gins to weep and wail aloud

And <^olis in dust and beater fats breast

With fancied loss, finding no rest

;

Till from among a pitying crowd
A stranger straight the blimdiet seen

Much wondering at their meis^l monld^
And proves no loss of yoirog or eMU
The numskulls ten thus paseioa^toat

Rejmced to find again the leoi

Though none wm lost igm aaswdiiSHdead**^

Thus none aro truly boiiod\M^ freadi^
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^ 35b# ileevn sees tb# Bmm$ ftiNi

JUidE iawavd orgam# four ocna^feitra

®o make the faiir3r aofewe of Iffe ;

And dzawn atSl outlaid by thaee mne^
'SiVirgets, like o»e whe’s dra^ with wim,
JbBd in l^lasion ^gins to pine.

Am witneas, ^elf all elee doth see ;

.

^
No object seen it e*ez can be :

Outward ye look in vain for Miss

This Self, the tenth, the wise dlsceiti ;

And from the rost^ their mind they turn*

73. What though the threatening bees might sting,

And with their buzs the air mi^t sing ?

The brave still seize the honey-comb.

Unheedful thus of objects seen,

Seek Brahman with pure eyes and keen.

74. ** How small are sensual pleasure^ all

!

On noble natures soon they pal! ;

But Brahmic bliss is endless joy.

75. Mansions and patrons-bounteous friend.

Wealth, brother, spouse or child—they rend.

Our lives, in thraldom without end,

76. « In waking mood, from early morn
When golden tints all earth adorn

^ Till night when silence fulls to rest.

Reflect on Brahmic bliss alone,

—

Cease under fanefed Ills to groan.

** yor O^ath, ha threatens all oiTearth,

And men of high or humble biri^

Must to his sway relentless yield
",

^
Uncertain Is 1E>eatMs hour or date,

be warned in time, quell" ruthless fSile

Belofa ye find it all too hite J

mill id wi«4oia tilww «e i



xr«fvi!»amE'

Bat a<^ tliA aeeir foc»n If

Am when the teotb is Ifi;|if4 *t litftt ,

3?lk%«ime zejoioe, tli«ir •ipigf

So wJken liiiaaad thf JfOTA
He turns in ^|fs fxom enttbly nbfwsu

60 ** Those mmn» of understanding nine

Through which Hte.eternal Self does shine

£Ksoud them. For the Self nt will

These organs into being ofUs.

On Self, rid of these shadnwe felfO|

In silence rest from Pain that galls.

81. “ He who duasoires the world around
,

In Brahman thu8> in joy profound

The bliss of oneriefs feels, and sings $

" Joy ! joy ! I am now one, now all :

Me nothing vexe,s, great or small.”

Daily from Brahman souls proceed.

In Mm they live, to him recede.

AU elements from him evolve

And into him again resolve.

The vanishing, returning world.

Melts to its real essence. Self

Bright, bright, beyond aU jxiwer and pelf.

82. “ Dismiss the notion of the worid

—

Which from the self is still unfurled.

By false, imposing fanfy heed

—

And Bliss as basis stands secure.

The highest truth one thus fttains^

The farther shpre of knowledge fSMum-

The Brahman and the Universe,

—

BSaoh other’s obverse and reverse.

They seem eternally to he.

The wise the Bra>Maan mriy see.

83. ** If lave ef form and name hefost
niwa sludl ye loee the ceaseless hent

Of ills embodied ersatures feel ^

Wisdom aloim't^e woiDMid* fan heal



blow^ fiiAit 7«tft nnldodi

Unl^ 79 know'yoat inmost! sslf

A» li^N, oxisteiicef oonsoioomess,

' 1I0 dream release is profildeSB

;

Si. “ And fmrfchet nooght nnnains to know,

^oe lasting Peace is gathered so.

¥

85. Bsering through all this magic show

—

Of jewelled beads a glistening row

—

The self might seem to need support

;

Bttt life to Self is naught but sport,.

—

It sees unmoved scenes worst and best

;

Supportless, still supports the rest.

*

86. ^ Reflect that all is Brahinan pure,

Lef no desire this truth obscure ;

Content with what ye have remain, .

Doing nor knowing is your gain.

87. ” Nor rude nor learned can attain

Deliverance from this Karmic chain

;

Each has his lot of weal or woe.

The enlightened heart brims o'er with glee,

* The other is crushed with misery.

88. “ Doubt troubles not the wise nor bleeds

Hk heart lor done or undone deeds

The one in all he knows ; for him

Delusion fails this troth to him.

89. “ The soul that knpws not Truth’s great Word

Is but the shadow of the Dotd.

Stem Karma, that all things affects

And witii its woes our life infects.

Even on this shadow has no hold,

lludi less can drag into Its fold ^

^ The lioid that all things dost nphddf

3^ wotid is butmy c^okHunaas
)



3iV litB t^iitiraama* Mmiotism

How tlien oan fit*

M« witli matohleas fpiit

Or Objects injure or deeaive

Who know that by my liia idb«y,Uve

And cannot, else, a moment tiirive ?

For you and he and they around
Bnt to my oonsoiousneai. ace boand.

In me alone their life is found.

4|

90a wake we then from woful tteniee

Of deep pernicious ignoraMe 1

The self is truly Brahman froe*’^

The ravishing sounds,of Vedic drum
That strike the wisest mortal dumh»

—

These, in our ears^ are ringing stilh

Andy uttering words that glo# and thiiUy

Low cravings cure, and doubts dispel*

Then hear them, daily, pondering o^er

The saving truth, and ills no more^

Or fancied ills will you atinoy ;

Your heart will aye vibmte withfoy.’’

With this, the heavenly driim-bef^t stof^ped.

Then from the singing gods there dropped
Bare dulcet symphonic# nnhe^ed^r^
To deepest depths my heart they stirred.

They danced and sang in eieoles gay ;

In mystic cadence flowed thetr lay

Ajll is S|ILF.

There is no Prince of Darkness, Davil,

There is no Principle of Svlly

—

Ko fiend or fairy can thee ail.

Behold thyself behind tl^e veil 1

There are no flowers that bloom or fade.

No dasaling light, no dtsm4l shade.

No trees w^^hed dowmiby golden IruitSt

f>r wilderness that S#anns witl^birc^te#.

No stereatni thaf^fi^ o'Wyelloiy



ilmtiaiiifcad dal« thfit praise d^xnaiida,

Kb wofid df hatrowing ilb so full,

0« suzpa^ug beautiful

;

Ko piiiioeas with bar lovely &oe,

llo boriid sprites or monstrous race

;

No power without that gladness brings

7o the Self within that ever sings ;

No tuUi w> rainbow tinta above,

tfp stus, up azpr(^ vault you love ;

No friend, no foe, no hope^ no fear^

Nb yoitidi, no age, no hill, nor mere ;

—

But ail ia self, transmuted so

By Mhya still that gilds the show.

If’power and love to death must yield,

And from his darts no art can shieldi

No fearful foe is death to Self ;

For all is Self in deep disguise.

As tnow the unattached, the wise*

And what if soma thy schemes oppose ?

O, murmur not against thy foes,

Designing 'gainst thy life or state,

Urged on by unpropitioua fate.

' Tie but desire that weaves thine ill,

I^esire not : bid thy soul be still."

The hymns on which my ears had fed

Now oeased. I woke, the vision fled.

May every soul embodied haste

The Bliss of Freedom straight to taste !

K. A. Krisknaswamy Iyer,



CONTACT OF INOIA^^ A«T WITH tSM
• OTHER CIVILISATtOHS*

L

Ths process of art has tw6 ditxienBioiis. The ohe is iHviiftbieto the

^ye« It stretches from the object of srtfstio repreeentlitmii to the artist.

This is the main direction of oreativeness aod aft works of art on that

ronte* A work of art however exists not only by its etprhSURve form.

It is at ihe same time a means of oommuniohtion. Trimadly, it com-

prises an individual experience intimately connected with some concrete

object ; secondarily, it brings into or represents the contaM of an sesthe-

tic confession and a receptive mind/ By a law which does npt belong to

the physical world, the two dimensions, the inner and the outer, are in*

vorsely proportionate. The deeper the object has sunk into the artistic

subject, the smaller their distance has grown, the moie intense the

effect the work of art hhs, the more lasting will be the impression It

creates and the greater will be tbe number of persons wbo get iin|ks<pisd-

Ouration' and extension of an artistic tradition are thi|i luttlswlltsly de-

pendant upon the vitality of one or a few works of art.

Indian art spread eastwards and westwards. We dm^fdlow its ex-

pansion as far as France and Ireland in the West, and Japan in the Bast.

From the 2nd century B.C. onward to the fourteenth century A.D# it

was a continue us source of inspiration to the Far East and proved an

intermittent stimulus to Western art. Indians power of artistic coloni-

sation is e^ual to that of Greece. Almost simultaneously these two

centres of civilisation which stand for the fusion of Aryan and hon-Aiyan

elements sent forth their traditions which mingled without any resist-

ance with the indigenous arts and crafts of any country they came to*

Greece, before its fatal end, had extended its artistic dominion over Asia

Itinor and Italy* After its death Rome became the heir and oobniaed

the whole of Burope, the north of Africa, Minor and Central Asia and

the Far East. The Indian ^and the Hellenistic tradition thus weJie for

sitteen centuries rival miationaries promulgating their artistic creed
' '

'
'

''
•

"
• '

'

'
’

I —- II > Ml II. »<."

; f Adhaivhandra Mookerjee Leotnie lor 1022 dshvai^ on the ICth

Beoember, 1022. ^ The second of the two lectezes.wih appear in our neU iseni^^ We
from (he OiSikK4(a Since the matter comsponds with thilf ef tiie

Isetmes delivered hy B** Kramriseh in Mysore and jgangalore readam WlH ftohaldy

be glad to preserve It. ip|e teofedw has jost been reo»lv«d, ai^^

a number of reviewi, as andl as College Hotes,** to make room for It.

‘ 312
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tiid of the whole ^orld known to those ages. The equally

gzeat s^oeees of these antagonistic efforts is striking. The two mother^

isountriee India iwid Greece, both peninsular, both in the south of a oon^

thient had independently evolved their art, though their remote Aryan

unity left traces in either. From these two roots art grew up in two

vigorous atoms which gjt full growth in their own soil and spread their

In^anches heavy with fruits to sunrise and sun^t and the twigs crossed

each other and formed a bewildering thicket. But wherever their fruits

dw^ped the new seedlings bore the unmistakable features of the mother

stem and the profuse crop which thus grew on the ground of the multi-

farious traditions outside India and outside Greece is called Medieval art

in Europe and Asiatic art in the East.

Medieval European and Asiatic art, • therefore, are the syncretistic

periods an4 regions of ait, while Greece and India and similarly Egypt,

Mesopotamia and*the Far East are the creativp centres. Of these, how-

ever, Greece and India bad the most far-reaching bearing.

Forms of art do not «^pread by themselves
; they need a vehicle in

which they can be carried and various vehicles ‘run from India in vari-

ous directions. Religion was the driving force which moved them to-

wards the East. While Central Asia and the Far East were inspired by

and became permeated with Buddhistic speculation and the pictorial

forms peculiar to Buddhistic art, the suulh of Asia, Burma, Siam, Cam-

bodia and the Sundia Islands shared Buddhistic and Brahmanic divini-

ties and theii corresponding foims of art with India. Indian works of

art, however, were brought to the West far less in the service of religion

than in that of commerce. The fashionable world in Rome during the

days of Augustus paid fancy prices for Indian pearls, brocades and tex-

tiles and Indian ivory woik was as much in demand by the Christians

of Egypt as it was liked by Charles the Great. The currents of Indian

art outside India have thus a threefold source and speed. The one

which links Indo-China and the islands, especially Java with India, keeps

measure with the Indian evolution and its peculiarity is due to the indi-

genous art of the country winch has become fused with Indian tradition

feoin oae centre to the other. The invasion of Indian forms into Central

Asia on the other hand had to face not only the artistic traditions of

every ipeoial country but also those currents which came from the ex-

from China and from the West from the Hellenistic world.

Stsyi moxo ourvents mingled in the West to the effect that while Indian

art to the Sonth^Bast of Asia means a natural growth and therefore a

coUtiiiitoue unity, it becomes an inspiring incitement to Central and

Boston Aria as long as Buddhism maintains the rule, and in the West
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it oeours spotadie^iny and doea not lo^« cfaam of tha aicotio jm tcpig

as it is not absorbed by and made into a Western oonvention.

The tiransiuTgratiozi of forms orart proves aocuracy which

featiircs of the national spirit of any art can be transplantadU^the ele-

ments accepted for instance by China will differ widely from those which

found favour in Borne. It iestihes on the other hand what features of

the mother art resist all transformation so that in the most complex,

locally and racially remote combination they still remain distinct. In

short, colonial art keeps up the salient features of the mother art ; but

as these enter new combinations, compelled by merely an outer necech

sity, that is to serve religion or trade or fashion, it is needless to ompha«

siaa that the works thus produced will bo interesting documents with

regard to the history of form but cannot claim to be works of art. For

spontaneous growth, the fundamental condition for creation is replaced

there by a clash of traditions and purposes. Indian ar t comes to an end

the moment it leaves India. As long as it can afford to spend it does

so. The gain, however, is not on its side and the chapter/)! Indian art

closes when the Eshin So2li painted his Amida and when the E4!ithGdra

of the Bishop Maximian was carved in Ravenna. These maiterworks

are nothing but Japanese or nothing but early Christian and yet they

could not be as they are without that faint scent of Indian tradition

which pervades tliem.

We have to come back to them. But we have to follow the route

which Indian art took. At every turning of the way wo shall meet it

offering an unknown mood—A Siamese Buddha head, for instance,

though obviously derived from the Buddha type familiar to the sculptors

of Magadha is yet a new individuality. Its refinr^ment is less spiritual

than ph 3
^ical ; aU the featuies have grown thin, and sharp accents

emphasise them in pointed outlines. The subtle modelling of the Indian

prototype has given way to a strained and sensitive definition of the

Buddha^s features and thj calmness of his meditation has given way

to a state of trance where all nerves vibrate. This sort* of sensitive

rigidity, hardened modelling and sharp and pointed outlines are typt*

cally Siamese. Bxpiession and body, body and dress have become

separate features. An almost imperceptible cruelty lingers for instance

xound Ardhanarisvara’s eyes and mouth while his male-female body is

equally above sex and above life on either side* It stands in heavy

stiffness, for all movement has been concentrated into the winglifee Idids

of the garment. ,
They ewing to either side sharp like knives.

The Bnddha head dates back to the 9th or 10th century and the

Ardhanarisvara image to
^

the 14th or 16th. The Siamiaation of the



os iK0i^ ^s<r am

I0HII lk« progres^d
; sharp outlines joined in narrow angtee

Jiave overpowered fcho round modeUing of the Indian prototype. T%^
art ol the Snkotai Savankolok, of which the bronjfie Buddha head is

one of the finest e^uiiples; is the spontaneous Siamese continuation of

the e^rt of ICagadW. The Ardhanarisvara figure however visualises the

oftort made to connect the two dementi with the re ult that an Indian

body strands on Siamese feet, is clad in Siamese folds and wears a

Siamese head. This style is frankly eclectic. The conclusion is that

India supplied Siam with its iconography, Buddhistic and Brahmanical

and with the iconography, the “icons” were t’*ansplanted and trana^

lated into Siamese The one feature of Indian art which remained intact

was the modelling in the round, though it had to withdraw from those

parts of the figures which received the greatest attention by the Siamese

artist. Face and garment were freed from the India a discipline and

only those’parts pf the body which remained uncoveied also remained

Indian. It is the plastic element, the modelling in the round which

asserted itself against Siamisation, and was carried along the centuries

of Siamese art as dead weight, surrounded by frail and nervous outlines.

The Khmer art of Cambodia contemporary with the period of

Sukotai Savankolok let its individuality flow through the channels of

Indian tradition and received it back purified and strengthened. There

is scarcely any idiom of Indian art with which the Khmer artist was

not aeqaainied. And yet his language is entirely new. Warriors, for

instance, defile on some of the relief pannels of Angkor Vat. Their

crowd is arranged in a firm row of which foot—and head—line are

drawn in straight parallelism. The rhythm of their bodies strained

forward in one direction, forms pattern-like segments of the lowest part

of the relief. Each of them has a motion of its own. The distorted

ejaculations of limbs and faces of the mob come to a sudden stop where

the arrow bearers march in severe dignity. Their arrows, however,

reflect and repeat the curves of hands and fingers of the former group
;

while, on the other hand, their energetic steps become enhanced by a

similar movement of the horses. The group of the spearbearers at last

throngs forward without restraint and their rushing bodies are bent by

the hurry of their action. Yet in spite of all those contrasting groups

aud in spite ot their arrangement is their procession but a narrow uni-

form strap at the bottom of the relief. Subtle trees of exuberant growth

ejbrete^ ovpr the rest of the surface actionless, but moved in peaceful,

pteylul ot^rvea. Top and bottom of the relief at last are strewn oVpr

with a profuse sculptured ornamentation. The composition of this

relief hail nothing in oomtnon with Indian at| of the same |>eriod,
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it tB oiosely felated eompoeifcioiis met ^ with at tila al i||p^
There too figures are arranged in rows and are eet hifcaie a ta|Nl(lliy4i^^

baokgromid of vegetation. This similarity ie due to the epietd e^^it of

either ecl^ool. Narration there is the chief purpoie^ OotiteUipo^rary

Indiaa art, however, had progressed from narration io a eanoniaed

symbolism where such things as a cluster of trees |and the like had

bsoome superfluous and insignificaut. The age of mind therefore in

which Khmer sculpture is executed agrees with the Sancbi etage of

Ipdian art/with the diflerence that while the Sanchi artist bad to rely

on his own resources, the Khmer sculptor has the whole stock of the

Indian inheritance at hand. And this may be seen in the supple

modelling of the bare bodies and m the curvature of the branches. But

what he had to give of his own, exceeded that which he accepted. Again

his hand similar to that of the Siamese artist cannot bat chisel in angular

outlines, which subdue and surround the fine modulations of the

** plastic ” and make the whole relief more into a drawing in stone than

a sculpture. This way of artistic treatment is the natural expression of

the peoples of Further India. Another peculiarity is their sensA of

proportion which makes the figures of men simply grown over with and

buried under an immense vegetation. This way of treatai^tofc, however!

has its roots in India, though the part which vei^tatfon plays there is

far less prominent. As a whole the Indian tradition and the indigonous

inspirations of Further India keep the balance and make a strong

amalgam because their affinity is close. But it must not be overlooked

that the active part is played by the inspiration of Further India while

the Indian tradition figures as foundation or backgroun I, and shines

through the thin atmosphere of Khmer art*

The distribution, however, of creative power and the cafiaoity for

absorption is entirely different m Java. Javanese architecture and

sculpture of the empire of Mataram are the works of a local school of

Indian art which achieved its masterworks on this island, similAi to the

genius of Greece who at a time of full maturity occasionally found its

culmination on Knidos or Lesbos. The Hindu kingdom of Mataram

most probably had its artists brought from India. Sometimes however

a local hand is traceable even in the sculpture of Middle Java. A rdief

from Tjimdi Frambanan, for instance, maintains the rounded softiicss

of Indian prototypes while a distorting eagerness bonds arma and lags

jn nnekpected angles and makes the physiognomies of men and Uiimtds

alike grin with malicious cruelty. Angular distortion of

limbs and a cunning brutality of facid expremion makes Javatmsi? itofiefs

and espedally^ those of ^l^astcrn Java akin to ths artist||^ ileidsof
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IfetAtt Tlii«, however, was m% ttniil the eleventh oentaty when

tnicbil# had lost its power. A new flood of Indian *krt then ipread

from the Sotith of India to the East of Java and at this tiihe the lado«

Javanese mixture produced a compromise of which the obverse has all

theqhaliliee of Indian form while the reverse exhibits those of Malaya-

Poljnesian conception and the truth and perfection of either is alike*

The figdte of Oanesh may stand for one of the purest achievements of

an all«foand restlestly modelled volume, a .t;reatment so dear to Indian

art, yet the back view presents on its fattened surfaOe the mighty

grimace of a Kirtimukha dissolved into petty protrusions interspersed

with holes full of dark shades , and this appearance perturbating with

its vioisMtodes of clumsy shapes and formless holes shews the indigenous

style of Eastern Java. Nowhere in India has the head of the Kirti-

mukha a sim lar gruesame liveliness and it seems as if this ornamental

device weija given to India from the store of Polynesian totemistic and

frantically pbantastte animal heads. But where the grotesque and the

gruesome has no right to appear, figures like that of Prajnapara

Prajnaparamita or of Durga Mahishasiira Mardini attain sublime in

carnation in purly Indian form.

Middle and Eastern Java were the leading centres of Indo*-Javanese

civilisation. The west of the Islan i remained more aloof from Indian

oivilisatioxi^ And yet its sculpture renders the breathless calm of

meditation but d<les so with means of its own The squatting figure of

the man who holds a lotus bud has been laid into one vortical plan and

reminds in its symmetrical simplification of the sitting Buddha from

Samath. But it would be premature to draw any conclusions. It must

sufiioe for the present to point out where, under what conditions and

aurrounded by which forms the Indian element rules, influences, or is

subdue

J

a The Javanese experience is complex. Java proved An

extraordinarily fertile soil for the evolution of the Indian principle of

form. In the outstanding works of Mataram it scarcely added anything

of its own but it is worthwhile noticing that the ease with which the

heavy full round figures in the reliefs of Borobudour move is the same

that gives unapproachable dignity to the Eastern Javanese figures of

Dur{^ and Prajnapatamita. No indigenous Javanese trend of form

will he foOnd there. The extremes, however, which mingle with and set

the limit to Indian fonn are the dissolution of the plastic volume into

ematt llmlptured compartments which rise as an agitated pattern over

a j^ain and dark ground on the one hand, and the geometrical dicipline

df an scheme on the other hand* $ut either oonveutioo has

tint tweM3|iE^ensioue^ surface for ita workii^ Seld and it is this
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polyaesian symptom wMeli had to offer the st^pogeit resisifuce to the

Indian perception of form, which comprises the three dimensionfl of

space in on# plastic volume. Java puts the fuII*stop to Indian art in

its propagation south-east awards.

Surveying the extension of Indian art in the south-easi of Asia

it proves to be colonial art in the same sense as Greek Art in Asia Minor

or Italy. The indigenous traditions of the various centres of artistic

production, as the Khmer style of Cambodia or the Malayo-polynesian

style of Java were either subdued or remained Untouched. Buddhist,

Sivaity Visnait ideas and their corresponding images and forms w^re

brought to the oohniis. How eadily they were accepted them is

testified by their local taste, which in the oado of Cambodia and Java

is far above provincialism. Indian art in Java or as created by the

Khmer artists is in the same position as it is in the southern part of

the motherland. There too the Dra\idian population ha(| a strong

personal way of artistic expression. Yet this was ovaroome by the

cBSthetio of Northern India. The contact of South Asia with Indian

culture dates back in historical times to the first Christian century for

Java or even to the ago of Asoka with regard to Kurtber India. Thus

the penetration of forms and ideas in the successive centuries had that

leisure which is necessary for a pfoduotive assimilation.

The propagation of Indian art, however, in a nortfi and north-

eastern direction, though historically not less fragmentary, has at least

one cause in common. It is Indian art in the service of Buddhism which

Bupfx>rts the art school of Gandhara during the first five c nturms of

the Christian era, and migrates to Khotan where it is traceable at the

close of this period, and takes its way through the Tuipom to the

confines of China whore it reaches its climax in the caves of Vungkong

and Loagmen and in the ninth and tenth century in the oaves of the

thousand Buddhas at Tun Huang, while in Japan at the same time the

Buddhist frescoes of the Kondo of Horiuji were painted and Eshin Sorn

got inspired by Amida’s glory. But the most essential links of this

north-eastern chain of Buddhist art are missing Nepalese art is not

known before the ninth century and the earliest Tibetan painfang was

found in China in the caves of Tun Huang, in the ninth century,

brought or painted there when Tun Huang was under Tibetan

domination.

Wo need not fight against the windmills of Gandhara wWeb appear

to European eyes go huge because their Greek features are so near to

cherisbed reminiscetoes. The question for the present mo#ient i^:

What did In^an art cor|tribut0 to the International school Gandhara
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lot Molt h m», as Indian, PartUan, Scythian and Btwn4» ooloidol

w^kniGii ftud traditions met there. It gave its plastic ooneeptioHi not

at once yet m the course of time, and in this way the sjneretiatio

Qatidhsi^ sculpture became Indiaoised. Buddhism and local mythology

moreover supplied the sculptors with Indian themes. The moat ardeat

problem, however, involved in Gandharan production is whether, as it is

hold the pictorial type of the Buddha originated in Gandhara or not*

The question still has to remain open. But it is remarkable that such

essential laJcshnas as the umisa and the short cu'^ves of hair turned to

the right and the elongated earlobes are met with in Indian sculpture

of pro-Gandhara time, when the representation of the Buddha was still

taboo to pious Buddhists. Examples of this type aie carved

detached heads single in lotus-medallions which adorn the railings from

Bodhi Gaya ; there a standing figure of a Dvarapala exhibits the same

lakihanas. * There can bo no doubt that these •representations did not

represent the Buddha and it is difficult to say how far the lahshjjnas of

the Mahapurusha were associated with these unidentified heads. In

any case Indian sculpture was acquainted with a plastic form which

is identical with the latter usnisa at a time when neither the bodily

representation of tlie Buddha nor the Gandharan productions had come

into existence ; and so much can be said th«*t these distinctly Indian

bodily characteristics were not for the first time translated in stone in

the province of Gandhara ;
on the contrary the undulated hair of early

Gandhara Buddhas betrays Hellenism and is against the Indian tradi*

tion. Similar as in the case of this itonographic detail is the general

behaviour of the Gandhara artisans; they took in every case the

ioonographic suggestions from India and as they were no longer fettered

by any religious or artistic scruples Jand had the entire tradition of

Hellas and India and also of Central Asia at their command, they did

th4r best in illustrating as well as they could the stories and sacred

heroes for which there was so much demand amongst the Buddhist

devotees. The artistic quality of this market supply naturally cannot

be but of the worst sort. The suddenness of the Indo-Hellenistic clash

could not cause anyting but disturbance on either side* The Hellenistic

importation on the other hand got no supply on the spot and its fote

wi» to be overqpme and annihilated by the living force of Indian art*

Yet there is one scheme of composition which was of greatest

consequence in all future arts. This is the symmetrical arrangement of

the groups of divine personages for the purpose of worAip. The

be^nning pf ^is frpnta! symmetry can bo found already in Barhut land^ in Sanchi, There of course some syi^ol or other takes the
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jlla/0B which later an in occupied by the ioon. lo OaudharH to tbe4ls^j

time however those triads as Buddha with BrahmA and iMto
introduced and aometiiuies the donors represented in aH attittidi of

wordup are admitted into their circle. This strictly symmetries! foim

of composition originated in Gandbara and spread from here in the

service of the Buddhist Church to the Far last and reached its hei^t

in Central Asia and Japan in the 10th century and is alive in Tibet to

the present day. This artistic achievement of Gandhara is of an

ecclesiastic type Though Indian art is religious and at times conven**

tional the business spirit of a clerical institution was needed to invent a

way of representation where the donor could enjoy seeing himself

brought into direct contact with the object of his worship and Vhcre

on the other hand any number of new gods to be propitiated and any

combination possible was easy to be managed. This .economioal

mechanism was set mto working order for the first time in *6andhara.

This way of representation became the standing type for the representa-

tion of Sukbavati, Aniitabha’s Faradise in the West. The Manijala of

Tun Huang are based on ^Indian painting as far as the represoiltation of

human bodies is concerned. Their curved outlines betray Ajantes^ue

tradition. • i

A drawing on paper gives the key how such compositions

quickly supplied to the market. It was used as pounce ; the one half

of the pounce is pricked the other drawn in outline. Variety was

brought into the symmetrical monotony by a brilliant display of

symbolic colours. The mechanisation of Buddhist art led also to

another way of rapid multiplication. Numberless Buddhas were

stencilled and formed a geometrical pattern
; for the greater the

number of images consecrated, the greater the merit of the

donor. The caves of the thousand Buddhas, the caves of the

million Buddhas are ia this respect pure works of Buddhist art, fot

Buddhism in India had no special art of its own. The forms were

Indian and the iconography Buddhistic. But uprooted from the Indian

soil, iconography, that is the prescription, becomes almighty, for the

creative vigour which soaks its strength from the soil of the motherland

had to be left at home. Buddhistic art fostered the various teebitiques

of reproduction. Clay models, stencils and pounces were in use and tito

most anpient wood cats known were current amongst the communitiet

of Central Asia, though their origin lay in the East.

No doubt Central Asiatic art grew up in the local centres Of

Buddhist worships The forms of art we therefore meet with arc

Central Asiatic conglutinations of ^the neighbouring rones of art China'
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(n^ilillil Indkn alnfi to be prevalent^ Tbe principle of decoiarion^

pwi^nliiu! to tbe caves of Tun Huang is tbe well-Ji^iiowiiK

tufifiStiyT^^ta oofer of paintings (</. Ajanta) extended all over the

walls and the oriiling* But the exuberant jangle of living fom& has

been Reared and dried up. Oidy what was ioonographically necessary

remained end cevered the walls m stereotyped order. The migration of

Indian models into these centres of ecclgsastic art is indicated by

several paintings and sculptures which, though made on the spot, keep

up the Indian convention. These find 4 represent a provincial museum

of Indian art. They murk movements of the Iddian artistic evolution

separated by a thousand years and more. An ink-drawing found at

Tun Huang for instance, repeats m frea interpretation the design of

several reliefs of the Sanchi getteway. The crowded figures which stand

in rows and on top of one another according to the Indian conception

of ipacd arc ^Indian in spirit and construction in spite of their Chinese

features and iK^tumes and exemplify a tradition at least as remote

m the Sanchi monument. •

A carved and painted wooden slab from Ming oi Karashar intro-

duces a new and nude type of the Huddha The two upper pannels

correspond with the style of sculpture in vogue in India under the early

Guptas, although the faces of the figures do not try to hide their

Mongolian origin of winch the lowest pannel is a frank oonfessiom

But compositiou and movement, proportions and modelling, the

treatment of cloth and skin coincide with that of early Indian art

where no Hellenistic suggestions were accepted.

Borne temple banners from Tun llauug painted on silk, cotton or

paper represent contemporary Bengal ait as undoistood in Central Asia

and China, The Avalokitas show different distances of interpretation

from Bengal prototypes. The Bodhi^attvas on the banner to the left,

apart fisom the treatment of his toes and from the flower pattern op top»

could pass for a mediocre work of that school of Bengal paint|hg bf

which only examples three centuries later than the Tun Haung hap^nef

have come to us. ^

But^e most convincing test of the arcfafoological and eccleriui^i^

behaviour of Central Asiatic Buddhism towards India is a laige silk

{UUIKtiugiltoin Tun Haung ;
its inscription says that the different painted

%ueesiweie intendeds to reproduce sculptured iinages worshipped at

varioM sites in India, One of the^gures is said to represent a

statue hi the kingdom of Ha||^ba^while otheit are either directly

o^iad from Indian oi^inais, aalmi^^t figure to the left, or inters

10
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by local pamt»r« la aooe of%8e ideam|^ i*tWay

leatili?c traceable* Indian art migrated ftn He|»al alid Ifibol And
plotortal represeatatioa was the most {lopular way nddeb

Buddbism captured the hearts of the simple people of Oeutrai %ik* tls

rapid success is due to the avalauche^Uke course it took* Impelled by

^
missionary zeal it carried away within its movement whatever forms

came in its way* Whether they were Hellenistic or Persian made no

dlfierence* And so we me#, not only with provincial but also with

hybrid mixtures Where a HeUematic modelling of the body mingles with

the flowing style of Indian gAimenti and Mongolian flatness squeezes

the heads into a distorted laughter.

The achievement of the various missionaiy schools of Buddhist art

in Central Asia thus has one artistic merit. SubventioLed by the

wealth of Indihn forms the local craftsman was enabled to meet the

demand of devotees, hc^wever, so extravagant in their craving for

numberless figures of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. But as the dhleothps

to be followed were all more or less alike, symmetry resulted as the

most dignified but also as the cheapest and quickest way of satisfying

the donor. Thus a specific Buddhist art came into life in Central

Asia which estiblished the type of ecclesiastic art. The idiom of these

paintings is Buddhistic and derived from Indian art-language. It

achieved the refinement of an old pictorial tradition when coming to

Japan ;
for although Indian art brought the type of the Buddha to

perfection it was left to Japan to make Buddhism visualised in the

myth of a landscape which has for its background the mood of Dhyani,

An inscription on the Hokke Mandala which was added at the

occasion of a restoration of that Japanese picture, in the eleventh

century does not foiget to mention that this Mandala is a real produot

of India although except the Buddhistic composition in frontal sym-

metry, every brush stroke is Japanese. Yet the sacrednese of the

iricture was enhanced by that suggestion, which reminded the Japanese

W^shippet of remote ages when emperor Ming ti of China had sent for

the first time to India to seek the truth about Buddhism and bis

messengers brought back amongst other religious documents, the first

Buddhist image from India* This was in the year sixty^seven*

The earliest trace, however, of Indian art outside India we find^

strange to say, in a Qieek work of art of the first half of the second

century B. C. It is the relief friese from the altar of Pergammu in

Minor, where in the war between’gods and giants the threefold go0m
Hekate intervenes with m^ny arms. , This is thf most andant

meat «{ the gods of India with mltiple Kinbs and it k presorvid hh
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An4 tfom this time onwards we meet vilb

motives here and there and now and then, without any

oontinuity but brought to Europe just as pearls and precious eiHr,

for wWdb the taste of dying Rome had so much fpndness, The other

factor ^hfoh eagerly seized the oriental form are the early ceOturie^

of Christianity, which were groping for some form adequate to their

contents, and Indian or Persian, Syrian and Egyptian forms and

symbols were welcome without disorimination far the expression of

Christianity, the oriental faith in Western lands which could not be

satisfied by Greek illiisionism and which could not derive any inspira^

tion from a non-extant Jewish art.

A painted cloth of truly pagan pattern rapt round the mummy of

an early Christian lady was found in Egypt. There Bacchus triumphs

and Selenp dances and all of them wear Buddhist halos and'their

Greek limbs are/curved with the voluptuousness of Indian lines. The

product of Egypto-Indo-Hellenistic design has a pagan freshness of

vision. The later examples of Europeanised Indian art of the middle

ages appear in Egypt and Byzantium, in the south of Prance in Germany

and in Ireland. The Sanchi composition of tlie war of the relics,

which is not omitted amongst the treasures of Tun Haung occurs

again in an ivory carving from Trier in Germany. The cherished motive

of woman anJ tree, a leading device throughout the centuries of Indjau

art may be seen on the pulpit of the monastery at Aachen. There,

however, the female figure is changed into a male and Bacchus plucks

the grapes whereas the Lakshmi touched the tree with her foot. The

ivory creeper of Indian art which carried there its life movement ornates

the Kathedra of Bishop Maximlan in Ravenna. But it is needless to

enumerate theavory elephant of Charles the Great or to draw attention,

towards an ivory carving in Orleans, whore Christ and various saints

figure in the canonised scene of the great miracle at Cravasti. Most of

these medieval reminiscences of Inlian art lingered in ivory reliefs and

the material and the form might have come from one source, Under

the Karolingian and Ottonian empire the India nisation of European

ecclesiastic book-covers carved in ivory was at its height. One illustra-

tion may stand for the rest of them. It shows an altar in so called

Wrd’s-eye view according to Indian porspeotive, an altar-cloth with

early Indian lotus pattern, rows of worshippers on top of each other

the lowest row turning their faces inside the refief'—all this being early

Indian conventions to visualise the third dixOensiem, that is, the con*

tinniiy of the assembly round the altar. This scheme belongs to tbe

eighth centnry in Europe, to the seecmd centur^r B, C. in In4ie. It i|iuat
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liBTe oome to tiie Wost at an «ai]y date i^nd has pmtescved Ube Stented

of India in the seelnaidn of an eeclesiastio teadition of 'voii: oarw^ on

by the medieval monks. <

A late Mahajanist conoeptioa in a fiasco fipm Baraklik givAB ike

scheme af composition to an ivory sculpt are in Qerinany repircsen^ng

Christ under the form of the Armenian Yima. To another period pt

Indian art belong the frescoes in the palace of the Pope in Avignon*

There thcipjcop'^rtion of tree and man and their peaceful and decorative

harmony is of the same kinder that which accompanied the representa-*

tion of prince Vessantara in one of the wall paintings of Miran and is

Ulctn to the treatment of men and forest in early Mughal landscapes.

The Indian element in European art was always inobtrusive and of

no consequence. In the structure of European art it had the function

of a loan-word. It remained a name of foreign origin for contents which

had become familiar to Western thought. It disappeared completely

with the Middle ages.

Resuming we may state : .-^Indian form outside India ipeans : full

unfoldment of the national genius of South-East Asiatic and Polynesian

races ; in Central Asia it created the ecclesiastic type of composition

for Buddhist art and in Europe the Indian element acted through

fourteen centuries as a ferment in the abstract art of the middle ages.

SrELUA KRAMRISOm



REVIEWS.

' (Otter mimif cMe$e noteSf etc. are held over because of the insertion

of Dr KramiscVt lecture.)

» iCfic Mustc of India, By H. A, Popley. ‘‘Heritage of India’’

series. Asaooiation Press, 5 Russell Street, Calcutta.

Music is ths finest o( the fine Arts and has a great value in creating

and promoting sympathy among human beings. It is a happy sign of

the times that Europeans are evincing increasing interest in Indian

music. We welcome Mr. Popley's Book as a good introduction to the

subject and commend it to our readers. It has chapters dealing with

legend and historj, the development of the scale, the Raga, Tala, musi-

cal compositions', musical instruments, and a comparison of Indian and

Western Music.

The chapter on the history of Indian mysic is descriptive rather

than critical and is full of inaccuracies which we hope to see removed in

a later edition. We have no quarrel with our author for choosing the

latest possible dates for the Sianskrit works quoted by him, as it is large-

ly a matter of opinion. But it is impossible to make Panini the gram-

marian a contemporary of Alexander the Great (p. 9). The Ramayana

is spoken of as having been “sung before Eing Dasaratha by Rama and

Lakshmana ”j The Veena was not the name for all stringed instru-

ments, but there were several varieties of the Veena. The date of Bha-

rata is not ‘‘ usually accepted as the 6th century A. D. It is not true

that the Chera kingdom “ for a considerable period exercised sovereignty

over the whole of South India ” (p. 13). ‘ Perumal Maharaja ’ (p. 23)

is not the proper name. Muthuswami Dikshita did not ‘invent’ a ‘new’

system of Indian notation which makes use of the different vowel sylla-

bles to indicate the various Vtkrilis of each Svara. The system is al-

ready in evidence in the 7th century inscription referred to on pa|^ 13

as published in the ‘ Bpigraphia Indica Vol. XXI ’ (of coarse, a slip for

Vol. XI), VenkaUmakhi’s work is the basil of the modern southe|n

system as the author rightly points out, and therefore deserves better

than to be dismissed in. a single short paragraph. The chief feature of

Tyftgaraja’s San^tdi is not the elaborateness, but tl^e variation in de-

tail within the confines of the murchana.

The slnthor notes that eacli note in the musical scale is referred to

tbue of sonie animal (p* 33) but he misses the more interesting |ae|

525 .
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that it is intended to express an emotion. Hor doas he mentiieh the

evolution and persistanee of modes through the agesi as for instaoee

the mafjani which is based on the SudJha maddhyama and is referred

to in Elalidasa’s Malavikagnimitra and in the Sangitaratnakara, as in

modern practice* Among the illustrations it is very pleasing to find

one of our own veena experts, Seshanna.

The chapter on the comparison of Western and Indian Music is

perhaps the most important. It is true that India attaches much more

ii|!|poViano6 to melody than to harmony, but it is not true that * Indian

music has developed solely along the lines of melody ’ (p. 128) or that

I Indian music is music without harmony’ fp. 130). As early as

Bharata we have the instrumental band (Ku^apa), and a harmony of

vocal and instrumental music (vrinda). The grandest orchestra was

known as Kolahilx. Nor is it true that Indian music-lovers care

little for the * sw«*etne33 of the voice ’ of the singer. In so far as music

is meant to please the ear and delight the mind, the same principles

apply to Indian and Western music, and the difference is onp of degree

rather than of kind. But in India music is, like the sister arts, primarily

connected with religion, and cxpT*l^ssea the soul of India. Its main

object is to awaken the feeling, and matters of detail are subordinated

to the psychological effect. So Indian music requires in iia hearers

* something of that mood of divine discontent ’ which is the yearning,

however, not for the ‘ infinite and impossible ’ as Mrs. Mann puts it

;

but for the too definite and real—which words fail t> describe but

which is the subject-matter of human experience at its highest and

best.

S. V. V.

A Modern Bidionary of the English Language, Macmillan, is. fid.

A dictionary is a great possession for any schoolboy and a very

particular treasure is one that gives a meaning for all the words he is

likely to meet. In addition to the resources of a standard dictionary

there are words that have become current to satisfy the needs of

modern science and discovery, words that are the result of onr cosmo-

politan relations and interests, words that fit new ideas and new out-

looks—some with a respectable ancestry and »ome that defy etymology.

They are nearly all here ; technical words, scie^t’fio words, oommerciai

W ’rds, Qreat War words, French words, German wordiS, American

words, slang words ; words we honour and words we despise, but words

in any case that we ham to j^peet and the ignorance of which is a llMdi**

cap in this on-pushing world,
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Here aSresome have already grown familiar but which will not

found in the older dictionaries : serophone, hysteresis, madapoUam,

limousine, tliermos, lighter-than-air ship, magneto, wireless, jumper^

i^ac€f coipferoDce^ luminescent.

Aa this is a dictionary for young people many omissions have been

made
J
words^ moreover, of rare occurrence, or of obsolete meaning are

not included. All this, of course, makes the book much handier and

more compact, but one wonders a little why its bulk has been increased

by so many abbreviations. A, S. R. A., N. I. D., C. 0. D. are scarceljr

useful to the average boy or man

Foreign words and phrases, as also the aforesaid abbreviations, aie

printed in the main part of the book, a simple and straightforward

arrangement that is much to be commended in a small dictionary.

There is a short supplement containing words that have been

omitted fer sonj^e reason from the body of thi^ book, and words of new

coinage but in constant use, many of them tilang words that will afiord

much joy to the schoolboy. And who is to limit the number of ‘ tele-

scope ’ words that the jnental fertility of youtH will produce once it has

been given an example ?

It is to be supposed that all these things tend towards the mastery

of the English language ; so be it.

The young student will be glad to find here the meaning of such

frequently occurring phrases as “purple patches,*' “personal equa-

tion/' “s'lrface contact,*’ ‘‘tone poem,” which usually make it neces-

sary for him to appeal to outside help.

Any dictionary is fascinating but tliis is a mine of delight,

and all school libraries should possess it, if not individual schoolboys.

^

It is printed in good clear type.

G. M. R.

THE MAGAZINE.

Professor A. R, Wadia has kindly undertaken the task of editing

this magasino during the editor’s six months * absence on leave. He
m gomg to make a bold bid to bring it up to time. Readers have been

very tolerant in this matter of lateness, obviously realising the diffi-

culties. Might we ask them to help Mr. Wadia as liberally as he has

always given his own help ?






